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SCENARIO BASED WORM TRACE PATTERN 
IDENTIFICATION TECHNIQUE 
Siti Rahayu S., Robiah Y., Shahrin S., Mohd Zaki M., Irda R.,  Faizal M. A. 

Faculty of Information and Communication Technology 
Univeristi Teknikal Malaysia Melaka,  

Durian Tunggal, Melaka, 
Malaysia 

. 
 
Abstract—The number of malware variants is growing 
tremendously and the study of malware attacks on the Internet 
is still a demanding research domain.  In this research, various 
logs from different OSI layer are explore to identify the traces 
leave on the attacker and victim logs, and the attack worm trace 
pattern are establish in order to reveal true attacker or victim.  
For the purpose of this paper, it will only concentrate on 
cybercrime that caused by malware network intrusion and used 
the traditional worm namely blaster worm variants.  This 
research creates the concept of trace pattern by fusing the 
attacker’s and victim’s perspective.  Therefore, the objective of 
this paper is to propose on attacker’s, victim’s and multi-step 
(attacker/victim)’s trace patterns by combining both 
perspectives.  These three proposed worm trace patterns can be 
extended into research areas in alert correlation and computer 
forensic investigation. 
 
Keywords— trace pattern, attack pattern, log 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
Nowadays the numbers of cases of internet threat causes 

by malware have been tremendously increased. Malware that 
consist of Trojan, virus and worm had threatened the internet 
user and causes billion of losses to the internet users around 
the world.  The exponential growth of malware variants as 
reported by AV-test.org [1] is quite alarming. This can be 
seen from the higher growth rate of the malware collection 
shown in the graph of the new malware samples over the last 
several years as depicted in Fig.1.   

 

 
Fig. 1  The continuous growth of the number of malware [1] 

 
In the report, the numbers of malware is not cumulative 

where they represent only the new variants in the time frame 
specified without including the previously identified ones.  

This does not mean that there are only unique pieces of 
malware as there are also many variants of the same pieces 
of malware.  Variants are often created to defeat the security 
tools, for instance a worm can mutate to a different variants, 
sometimes in only one hour [2]. Thus make it difficult for 
security tool to detect the threat. 
 

Due to this reason the study of attacks on the internet has 
becoming an important research domain. The study on 
internet attack is very crucial, especially in developing an 
effective security tool to defend the internet user from the 
attack threat. Collecting data related to Internet threats has 
become a relatively common task for security researchers 
and from the data the researcher can investigate the attack 
pattern in order to find the root cause and effect of an attack.  
Attack pattern can also be used as a guide to the investigator 
for collecting and tracing the evidence in forensic field [3]. 
According to [4], the anatomy of attack consists of attacker 
and victim perspective.  
 

To address this challenge, this paper propose on 
attacker’s, victim’s and multi-step (attacker/victim)’s trace 
patterns by collaborate both attacker and victim perspectives.  
This research explore the various logs from different OSI 
layer to identify the traces leave on the attacker and victim 
logs, and establish the attack trace pattern in order to reveal 
true attacker or victim. The research only focuses on 
cybercrime that caused by malware network intrusion 
specifically traditional worm namely blaster worm variants. 
 

II. RELATED WORK 
 

A. Blaster Worm 
Generally malware consists of virus, worm and trojan 

horse [5].  For the purpose of this research, the researchers 
focuses on one types of worm that described by [6], which is 
traditional worm specifically blaster worm.   

 
Blaster uses a public exploit for the RPC DCOM 

vulnerability in order to obtain a system-level command shell 
on its victims [7].  The worm start searching for IP addresses 
at a time for hosts with listening TCP port 135 open by 
sending a connection attempt to each one simultaneously.  
Once found, it tries to figure out the windows version and 
then sends the RPC DCOM exploit that binds a system level 
shell to TCP port 4444.  Once the target is successfully 
compromised, the worm transmits the msblast.exe executable 
via TFTP on UDP port 69 to infect the host where the 
payloads used in the public DCOM exploit, as well as the 

1 http://sites.google.com/site/ijcsis/ 
ISSN 1947-5500 
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TFTP functionality, are both encapsulated within msblast.exe.  
Once the executable has been transferred, or after 20 seconds 
have elapsed, the TFTP server is shut down and the worm 
then issues further commands to the victim to execute 
msblast.exe [8].  Assuming the executable was downloaded 
successfully, the propagation cycle then begins again from 
the newly infected host, while the infecting instance of the 
worm continues iterating through IP addresses. 

 
B. Trace Pattern 

Trace is described as a process of finding or discovering 
the origin or cause of certain scenario and pattern is defined 
as a regular way in which certain scenario happened [9].  
Trace pattern is essential in assisting the investigators tracing 
the evidence found at crime scenes.  In the computer crime 
perspective, it can be found in any digital devices. These 
traces consist in a variety of data records their activities such 
as login and logout to the system, visit of pages, documents 
accesses, items created and affiliation to groups.  Traces data 
are typically stored in log files and normally takes on several 
selected attributes such as port, action, protocol, source IP 
address and destination IP address.   

 
The trace data can be used to identify a victim or attacker 

by analyzing the attack pattern which is represented in the 
form of trace pattern can helps determine how a crime is 
being committed. Attack pattern is type of pattern that is 
specified from attacker perspective. The pattern describes 
how an attack is performed, enumerates the security patterns 
that can be applied to defeat the attack, and describes how to 
trace the attack once it has occurred [10].  

 
An attack pattern provides a systematic description of the 

attack goals and attack strategies for defending against and 
tracing the attack.  Hence, attack patterns can guide forensic 
investigators in searching the evidence and the patterns can 
serve as a structured method for obtaining and representing 
relevant network forensic information.  This also helps the 
forensic investigator at the data collection phase that requires 
the investigator to determine and identifying all the 
components to be collected, deciding the priority of the data, 
finding the location of the components and collecting data 
from each of the component during the investigation process 
[11].  

 
Various descriptions provided by several researchers to 

describe the term attack pattern.  According to [12], they use 
the term attack pattern to describe the steps in a generic 
attack. Meanwhile, [13] describe the term attack pattern as 
the attack steps, attack goal, pre-conditions and post-
conditions of an attack. [14] describe an attack pattern as the 
approach used by attackers to generate an exploit against 
software in which it is a general framework for carrying out a 
particular type of attack, such as a method for exploiting a 
buffer overflow or an interposition attack that leverages 
certain kinds of architectural weaknesses.  

 
Although there are different descriptions provided by 

several researchers, they have the same idea and concept that 
the attack pattern is very important to provide a way to 
protect them from any potential attack. For example, 

software developers use attack pattern to learn about how 
their software may be attacked.  Armed with knowledge 
about potential attacks, developers can take steps to mitigate 
the impact of these attacks. Similarly, network administrator 
or network engineers use attack pattern to study on how the 
potential attacker attack their network in order to detect and 
block any vulnerabilities in their network. 

 
The study from [12][13][14] discussed the concept of 

attack patterns as a mechanism to capture and communicate 
at the attacker’s perspective that shows the common methods 
for exploiting software, system or network  while [10] and 
[11] discussed on the attack pattern on how the attack is 
performed, the attack goals, how to defences against the 
attack and how to trace once it has occurred.  

 
All of the researchers are only focusing on the attacker’s 

perspective while victim’s perspective is omitted.  Therefore, 
this research proposed the trace patterns by focusing on the 
attacker’s, victim’s and attacker/victim’s (multi-step) 
perspectives to provide clear view on how the attacker 
performed the attack and what is the impact caused by the 
attack.   

 
Multi-step perspective proposed in this research is 

motivated based on the study by [15] in order to reveal the 
true attacker or victim. A multi-step attack is a sequence of 
attack steps that an attacker has performed, where each step 
of the attack is dependent on the successful completion of the 
previous step. These attack steps are the scan followed by the 
break-in to the host and the tool-installation, and finally an 
internal scan originating from the compromised host [16]. 

 
In the next section, researchers present the experimental 

approach used in this research to gather and analyse logs for 
designing the proposed worm trace pattern. 

 
III. EXPERIMENTAL APPROACH 

 
This experimental approach used four phases: Network 

Environment Setup, Attack Activation, Trace Pattern Log 
Collection and Trace Pattern Log Analysis. Further details on 
these phases are explained as follows and depicted in Fig. 2. 

 

 
Fig. 2  Trace Pattern Experimental Approach Framework 

 
A. Network Environment Setup 

The network environment setup use in this experiment is 
following the network simulation setup done by the MIT 
Lincoln Lab [17] and it only consists of Centos and 
Windows XP operating systems to suit our experiment’s 
environment. The network design is shown in Fig. 3.  

 
This network design consists of two switches, one router, 

three servers for Intrusion Detection System (IDS Arowana 
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and IDS Sepat) and Network Time Protocol (NTP) run on 
Centos 4.0, seven victims and one attacker run on Windows 
XP. 

 
Fig. 3  Network Setup Environment for Blaster Trace Pattern 

 
In this experiment, host 192.168.2.10 (Tarmizi) is 

Attacker, host 192.168.4.20 (Sahib) and 192.168.11.20 
(Yusof) are the selected Victims for this research.  The log 
files that are expected to be analyzed are personal firewall 
log, security log, system log and application log. Each log 
are generated by host level device and one log files by 
network level device (alert log by IDS). Wireshark were 
installed in each host and tcpdump script is activated in IDS 
to capture the whole network traffic.  The Wireshark and 
tcpdump script were used to verify the traffic between 
particular host and other device. 

 
B. Attack Activation 

The attacker machine, Tarmizi is selected to launch the 
Blaster variant attack. This experiment runs for one hour 
without any human interruption in order to obtain the 
attacker and victim logs. 

 
C. Trace Pattern Log Collection 

Each machine generated personal firewall log, security 
log, application log, system log and wireshark log. The IDS 
machine generates alert log and tcpdump log.  The trace 
pattern logs are collected at each victim and attacker machine.  
The wireshark and tcpdump files are used to verify the traffic 
between particular host and other device. 

 
D. Trace Pattern Log Analysis 

In this trace pattern log analysis process the researchers 
analyze the logs generated by the attacker and victim 
machine. The objective of the trace pattern log analysis is to 
identify the victim and attacker trace pattern by observing the 
traces leave on the selected logs. The output from the 
analysis is used to construct worm trace pattern as proposed 
in Section V. 

 
IV. ANALYSIS AND FINDINGS 

 
The researchers have collected all logs generated during 

the experiment and the attack scenario is identified.  Based 
on the scenario, various logs from attacker’s host, victim’s 
host, and network are analyzed. 

A. Attack Scenario 
The attack scenario as depicted in Fig. 4 is derived based 

on the log analysis in the experimental approach framework 
in section III. 

 
 

Fig. 4  Blaster Attack Scenario 
 
Based on the analysis, the worm attack is activated in 

Tarmizi and successfully exploited all hosts that mark with 
135, 4444 and 69 except for host Yusof and Selamat. These 
hosts was mark with 135 and 4444 and indicated that the 
attacker is already open the backdoor but unable to transfer 
the malicious codes through port 69.  Then, one of the 
infected hosts that are Sahib has organized attack on host 
Yusof. 

 
B. Trace Pattern Analysis 

The purpose of trace pattern analysis is to construct the 
victim’s, attacker’s and multi-step (victim/attacker)’s trace 
pattern by observing the traces leave on the selected logs.  
The various logs involve in this analysis are host logs:  
personal firewall log, security log, system log, application 
log and network logs: alert log by IDS.  Based on the attack 
scenario described previously, the logs are further analyzed 
to extract the trace pattern generated by the attack from the 
attacker’s and victim’s machine by tracing the fingerprints 
emerged in the logs.  

 
In this analysis, the researchers have selected Sahib and 

Yusof as victims; and Tarmizi as attacker as shown in Fig. 3.  
The tracing tasks involve the log from devices at host and 
network level and initially started at victim’s logs followed 
by attacker’s logs: personal firewall log, security log, system 
log and application log.  The network logs are used to 
complement the finding from the host level tracing tasks.  
The details of the analysis for victim, attacker and multi-step 
attack (attacker/victim) trace pattern are further elaborated in 
the next sub-section. 

 
1) Victim’s Traces 

The victim’s data traces are extracted from the logs at the 
victim’s host and network log.  The summary of the data 
traces are depicted in Fig. 5 and the evidences are found in 
personal firewall log, security log, system log and 
application log and the details of the traces are discussed.
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Fig. 5  Summary of Blaster Traces on Victim’s Log 
 
In Personal Firewall log, ports 135 TCP, 4444 TCP and 

69 UDP are considered as part of this victim’s trace pattern 
due to the information gain from [7], [18] and [19].  These 
ports are known as vulnerable ports that can be used by 
malicious codes to exploit the system-level command shell 
on its victims. These ports also provide an inter-process 
communication mechanism that allows programs running on 
one host to execute code on remote hosts [20]. 

 
The source IP address of OPEN-INBOUND TCP 

indicates the remote host and the source IP address of OPEN 
UDP indicates the local host.  While the destination IP 
address of OPEN-INBOUND TCP indicates the local host 
and the destination IP address of OPEN UDP indicates the 
remote host. The summarized of the IP address dependency 
is depicted in TABLE 1. 

 
TABLE 1: IP ADDRESS DEPENDENCY 

Action Source IP 
Address 

Destination IP 
Address 

OPEN-INBOUND Remote Host Local Host 
OPEN Local Host Remote Host 

 

The patterns of the communication between Source IP 
address and Destination IP address indicate that the local 
host has permitted the TFTP service and the incoming traffic 
from the remote host. All communication activity is done by 
vulnerable ports open exploitation.   

 
In Security log, the traces data from the security log 

shows that there is a new process created by system proves 
by the existence of event id 592.  It has initiated the TFTP 
service used to download and upload the blaster worm code 
and execute the remote blaster worm code (msblast.exe).  
This activity is logged in Image File Name as %WINDIR%\ 
System32\tftp.exe and %WINDIR%\System32\msblast.exe. 

 
System log shows the traces data of the Blaster-infected 

machine stops its TFTP daemon after a transmission or after 
20 seconds of TFTP inactivity by showing the new process 
created on event id 7031 and 1074 that indicates the RPC 
service terminated unexpectedly and windows restart 
respectively.  

 
The alert IDS log shows that there is an activity called 

TFTP Get is occurred on port 69 UDP where the source IP 
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address from alert IDS log is similar as the destination IP 
address in the victim’s firewall log and vice versa. These 
traces identify that there is a pattern exists on how the blaster 
worm initiates the client to download the worm code.  The 
Source IP address is the victim and the Destination IP 
address is the attacker. 

 
Action OPEN-INBOUND, OPEN-INBOUND and OPEN 

are known as a complete sequence of communication of 
blaster worm to gain access and upload the malicious codes 
to be exploited [21] where the OPEN action shows that an 
outbound session was opened to a remote host and the 
OPEN-INBOUND action shows that an inbound session was 
opened to  the local host 
 
2) Attacker’s Traces  

The attacker’s data traces are extracted from the logs at 
the attacker’s host and network log.  The summary of the 
data traces on the attacker’s and network logs are illustrated 
in Fig. 6 and the evidences are found in personal firewall 
log, security log, system log and application log and the 
details of the traces of the attacker’s logs are discussed as 
following. 

 
The traces data leaved in attacker’s Personal Firewall 

Log shown the vulnerable ports that are used by the attacker 
to exploit the system-level command shell on its victims. The 
pattern of the traces data are OPEN TCP 135, OPEN TCP 
4444 and OPEN-INBOUND UDP 69 as referred to [7], [18] 
and [19].   

 
The source IP address of OPEN TCP indicates the local 

host and the destination IP address action indicates the 
remote host. While, the source IP address of OPEN-

INBOUND UDP indicates the remote host and the 
destination IP address indicates the local host.   

 
The patterns of source IP address and destination IP 

address indicate that the local host is opened an outbound 
session to the remote host which allow the local host transmit 
the payload (worm codes) to the remote host by exploiting 
the vulnerable ports open. The traces data from the security 
log shows that there is a new process created (Event ID: 592) 
that shows the blaster worm is activated based on the trace 
shows on the image file name. 

 
In the alert IDS log, (Portscan) TCP Portsweep presents 

the pattern of scanning activity which shows the behavior of 
traditional worm attack in general and blaster worm attack in 
specific [22].  Therefore, this trace discovers that the owner 
of the source IP address is a potential attacker who launched 
the worm. 

 
3) Multi-step (Attacker/Victim) Trace Pattern 

Based on the extracted data from the logs at the victim’s 
host and network log, the multi-step (Attacker/Victim)’s 
traces data is identified.  The summary of the data traces on 
the multi-step and network logs are represented in Fig. 7 and 
the evidences are found in personal firewall log, security log, 
system log and application log and the details of the traces of 
the multi-step’s logs are discussed. 

 
There are two different patterns existing in personal 

firewall log that discover attacker and victim traces as shown 
in TABLE 2. 

 

 
 

 
 

Fig. 6  Summary of Blaster Traces on Attacker’s Log 
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Fig. 7: Blaster Traces on Multi-step (Victim/Attacker) Log 
 
 

TABLE 2: TRACES DATA ON PERSONAL FIREWALL LOG 
Victim Attacker 

Action, Protocol and 
Destination port:  
 
OPEN-INBOUND TCP 135, 
OPEN-INBOUND TCP 4444 and 
OPEN UDP 69 - These ports are 
known as vulnerable ports that 
provide hole and opportunities to 
the attacker to exploit in order to 
gain access to the system. 

Action, Protocol and 
Destination port:  
 
OPEN TCP 135, OPEN TCP 
4444and OPEN -INBOUND 
UDP 69 - These ports are 
known as vulnerable ports that 
can be used by the attacker to 
exploit the system-level 
command shell on its victims. 

Source IP Address and 
Destination IP Address:  
 
OPEN-INBOUND TCP - the 
source IP address indicates the 
remote host and the destination IP 
address indicates the local host.  
OPEN UDP - the source IP address 
indicates the local host and the 
destination IP address indicates the 
remote host. 

Source IP Address and 
Destination IP Address: 
  
OPEN TCP - the source IP 
address indicates the local host 
and the destination IP address 
indicates the remote host.  
OPEN-INBOUND UDP - the 
source IP address indicates the 
remote host and the destination 
IP address indicates the local 
host. 

From the victim perspective (OPEN-INBOUND TCP 135, 
OPEN-INBOUND TCP 4444 and OPEN UDP 69), the 
patterns shows that the source IP address and destination IP 
address indicate that the local host is permitted the TFTP 
service and the incoming traffic from the remote host.  

 
While, from the attacker perspective (OPEN TCP 135, 

OPEN TCP 4444 and OPEN -INBOUND UDP 69), the 
patterns of source IP address and destination IP address 
indicate that the local host is opened an outbound session to 
the remote host which allow the local host transmit the 
payload (worm codes) to the remote host.  

 
All communication activity is done by vulnerable ports 

open exploitation. Therefore, the traces data found are 
significant to the multi-step attack (victim/attacker) where 
this host was infected (act as victim) and as long as the 
computer was infected with the worm code (msblast), it (act 
as attacker) continued to generate traffic to attempt to infect 
other vulnerable computers [23]. 
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The traces data in TABLE 3 are taken from the security 

log in Fig. 9 and it shows that there is a new process created 
by system which initiates the TFTP service. This service is 
used to receive and sent the blaster worm code and execute 
the blaster worm code (msblast.exe) remotely. 

 
TABLE 3: TRACES DATA ON SECURITY LOG 

Victim Attacker 
Event ID: 592 Event ID: 592 
User ID: System User ID: S-1-5-21-725345543-

1547161642-839522115-1003 
 

Image File Name: 
%WINDIR%\System32\ 
tftp.exe, 
%WINDIR%\System32\msbla
st.exe 

Image File Name 
%WINDIR%\System32\msblast.exe 
 

 
The pattern in TABLE 3 has indicates that this host is a 

victim of blaster worm attack. Another traces data found is a 
new process created (Event ID: 592) by unidentified user (S-
1-5-21-725345543-1547161642-839522115-1003) which 
executed the msblast as shown on the image file name. It 
identify that this host was infected previously and 
automatically attempt to transfer the worm code by 
generating traffic to exploit other vulnerable computers.  

 
System log shows the traces data of the Blaster-infected 

machine stops by showing the new process created on event 
id 7031 and 1074 that indicates the RPC service terminated 
unexpectedly and windows restart respectively. This pattern 
is significant with the victim pattern in which if the host is 
infected by blaster worm, the RPC service is terminated 
unexpectedly by exploiting the RPC DCOM and force the 
windows restart. 

 
As depicted in TABLE 4, the alert IDS log shows that 

there are traces found on TFTP Get and (Portscan) TCP 
Portsweep activities for victim and attacker respectively.  

 
The TFTP Get activity on port 69 trace indicates that 

there is a pattern exists on how the blaster worm initiates the 
client to download the worm code.  The source IP address is 
the victim and the destination IP address is the attacker.  On 
the other hand, the (Portscan) TCP Portsweep trace proves 
that there is scanning activity on the vulnerable open port. 
This trace indicates that the source IP address is the attacker 
who activated the worm. Both traces found in TABLE 4 are 
significant to the pattern that found in victim and attacker as 
depicted in Fig. 8 and Fig. 9 respectively. 

 
TABLE 4: TRACES DATA ON ALERT IDS LOG 
Victim Attacker 

Message: TFTP Get 
 

Message: (Portscan) TCP 
Portsweep 
 

Source IP Address and Destination IP 
Address:  
Source IP address indicates the victim and 
the Destination IP address indicates the 
attacker 
 

Source IP Address:  
Source IP address indicates 
the attacker  

Destination Port: 69  
 

Based on the analysis, the researchers have identified the 
significant attributes from the victim, attacker and multi-step 
traces data. These findings are further use to construct the 
proposed worm trace pattern. 

 
V. PROPOSED WORM TRACE PATTERN 

 
This research proposed the worm trace pattern based on 

victim, attacker and multi-step point of view. The following 
section describes the details. 

 
A. Victim’s Trace Pattern 

Victim’s trace pattern is useful for forensic in order to 
provide clear view on how the victim attacked by the 
potential attacker. According to the analysis and findings 
from Fig. 5, the overall Blaster victim’s trace pattern is 
summarized in Fig.8. 

 

 
Fig.8  Proposed Blaster Victim’s Trace Pattern 

In Fig. 8, the traces data indicated the blaster worm 
pattern at the victim’s host used port 135 TCP to permit the 
scanning and transmitting RPC DCOM exploit codes from 
remote host which launch the windows shell to initiate worm 
code download used port 4444 TCP.  

 
Then it launched the TFTP client service using port 69 for 

downloading the worm code. The traces on TFTP Get on 
port 69 UDP also found in the network log that supports all 
the traces found on the host log. 

 
B. Attacker’s Trace Pattern 

Attacker’s trace pattern provides a systematic description 
of the attack goals and attack strategies for defending against 
and tracing the attack. This pattern is useful to guide forensic 
investigators in searching the evidence and provide a 
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structured method for obtaining and representing relevant 
network forensic information. 

 

 
 
Fig. 9  Proposed Blaster Attacker’s Trace Pattern 
 
The overall Blaster attacker’s trace pattern depicted in Fig. 

9 indicate the blaster worm pattern at the attacker’s host used 
port 135 TCP to allow the local host scan and transmit RPC 
DCOM exploit codes to the remote host which launch the 
windows shell to initiate worm code download used port 
4444 TCP. Then it launched the TFTP client service using 
port 69 to permit the client (remote host) download the worm 
code from the local host. The activity of TCP Portsweep 

trace also existed in the network log that supports all the 
traces found on the host log.  

 
C. Multi-step (Attacker/Victim) Trace Pattern 

 
Multi-step’s trace pattern is used as a guide for forensic 

investigators to reveal and prove the true attacker or victim. 
This trace pattern is a combination of victim’s and 
attacker’s trace pattern in which the traces data is extracted 
from a log for the same host. 

 
The traces data on multi-step at the host’s logs from 

victim/attacker perspective illustrated in Fig. 10 indicate that 
the blaster worm used port 135 TCP to permit the scanning 
activity and it is supported by the traces found in network 
logs that show (Portscan) TCP Portsweep activities. 

 
The worm then transmit RPC DCOM exploit codes from 

remote host which launch the windows shell to initiate 
downloading the worm code using port 4444 TCP and it 
launched the TFTP client service on port 69.  This worm 
activity is shown by the traces found in network logs that 
confirm the existence of TFTP Get on port 69 UDP activities.  
Once the host is infected (act as victim), it’s (act as attacker) 
then generate traffic; attempt to infect other vulnerable hosts.  

 
The source IP address from host log indicates that the 

remote host is the victim and the destination IP address 
which is the local host is the attacker. Hence, multi-step 
(victim/attacker) trace pattern could identify the true victim 
or attacker.  
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Fig. 10  Proposed Multi-step (Victim/Attacker) Trace Pattern 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE WORKS 
 
Trace pattern of an attack in an attack scenario is 

constructed by analyzing various logs from heterogeneous 
devices in victim, attacker and victim/attacker (multi-step) 
perspectives. These trace patterns offer a systematic 
description of the impact of the attack, the attack goals and 
attack steps along with strategies for defending against and 
tracing the attack.  For example, personal firewall logs 
provide information on how the attacker entered the network 
and how the exploits were performed; meanwhile event 
logging such as security log, system log and application log 
enables network administrators to collect important 
information such as date, time and result of each action 
during the setup and execution of an attack. Therefore, the 
propose victim, attacker and multi-step (victim/attacker) 
trace patterns in this paper can be extended into research 
areas in alert correlation and computer forensic investigation.  
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Abstract— In wireless ad hoc networks, the absence of any 
control on packets forwarding, make these networks vulnerable 
by various deny of service attacks (DoS). A node, in wireless ad 
hoc network, counts always on intermediate nodes to send these 
packets to a given destination node. An intermediate node, which 
takes part in packets forwarding, may behave maliciously and 
drop packets which goes through it, instead of forwarding them 
to the following node. Such behavior is called black hole attack. 
In this paper, after having specified the black hole attack, a 
secure mechanism, which consists in checking the good 
forwarding of packets by an intermediate node, was proposed. 
The proposed solution avoids the black hole and the cooperative 
black hole attacks. Evaluation metrics were considered in 
simulation to show the effectiveness of the suggested solution. 
 
Keywords- wireless ad hoc network, routing protocol, security, 
black hole, cooperative black hole.  
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A wireless ad hoc network is a collection of nodes 

connected by wireless links. Although it offers the advantage of 
being easy to deploy, the wireless ad hoc network paradigm, 
characterized by the absence of any control at the routing 
operation or data forwarding, introduced truths problems of 
security making thus less powerful the operation of such 
network. 

Early conceived routing protocols suppose saint the 
environment in which the network is deployed [1]. However, 
that it is the contrary in practice, and it proves to be difficult the 
guarantee of the security within a network, where the medium 
of communication is open, a central authority of certification 
misses, what facilitates the interception, the modification or 
even the manufacture of packets so that then to inject them into 
the network, in order to disturb the correct operation or to make 
entirely non operational the network. Guarantee the security is 
not limited to ensure, individually, the following services: 
Participants authentification, data integrity and confidentiality, 
non repudiation, access control to the communication medium 
and anonymity. But also, how to put individual solutions 
together to produce a solution whose range will hold in account 
the beforehand listed considerations and requirements. The 

literature contains security solutions which are protocols whose 
originating objective was security, and other protocols 
conceived at the beginning without security like primary 
objective, and they were secured in improved versions because 
attacks of which they were victims. Obviously, security 
remains always an arising problem and the remedy is far from 
being found.  

Various attacks against wireless ad hoc networks can be 
conducted [1]. They are qualified passive ones, if they are 
limited to the listening of the network traffic to take note, or 
active if the traffic is modified by the intruder. Security attacks 
can be internal when the malicious node belongs to the 
network, or external if not. Deny of service attacks are easy to 
carry out, and difficult to detect. Their principle is the violation 
and the non respect of the network protocol specification and 
their finality is the disturbance of the correct network 
operation. The no relaying of the traffic (of control or data) by 
an intermediate node constitutes a behavioral deviation, whose 
consequence is the violation of the objective for which the 
network is deployed. Such malicious behavior is called the 
black hole attack. In this paper and after having specified how a 
black hole attack is conducted, a solution consisting in 
checking the good forwarding of the traffic by an intermediate 
node, was proposed. The solution is based on the well-known 
principle which is the Merkle tree [2], [4]. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 
summarizes the related work, follow-up by a necessary 
background in section 3, then the black hole attack 
specification is presented in section 4 and detailed description 
of the suggested solution is the subject of section 5. Simulation 
and results are analyzed and discussed in section 6. The paper 
is achieved by a conclusion and our future work.  

II. RELATED WORK 
They did not have satisfied solutions to solve the black hole 

attack problem, what led researchers to be addressed to this 
attack to find remedies for it. In the literature, the black hole 
attack solutions can be solutions which are interested in the 
black hole attack acting in an individual manner or those which 
are interested in the cooperative black hole attack or general 
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security mechanisms being interested in others attacks in 
addition to the black hole attack. 

In [4], Hongsong et al. proposes an intrusion detection 
model to combat the black hole attack in AODV [5] routing 
protocol. In this model, a security agent, established by a 
hardware thread in network processor uses parallel 
multithreading architecture, try to detect two cases of figure of 
attack. Those exploiting AODV control messages RREQ 
(Route REQuest) and RREP (Route REPly). The agent 
monitors the RREQ-RREP messages at real-time and if any 
detection rule is violated, the black hole attack is detected and 
the malicious node is isolated and recorded to a black list. This 
solution requires a special material for its implementation. It is 
dedicated to AODV protocol and it considers only control 
messages, however that black hole attack can target data 
messages. Considering always AODV, authors of [6] try to 
detecting abnormality occurs during the black hole attack by 
defining a normal state from dynamic training data that is 
updated at regular time intervals. To express the state of the 
network, the following features are used: Number of sent out 
RREQ messages, Number of received RREP messages and the 
change of the sequence number value used by AODV to 
determine the route freshness degree. Through the simulation, 
this method shows significant effectiveness however a more 
processing overhead is needed for its implementation and 
consequently it can suffer from scalability problems. In [7], the 
authors are always interested in AODV and propose a solution 
in which the receiving node of RREP message compares the 
sequence number value with a dynamic updated threshold. If 
the sequence number value is found to be higher than the 
threshold value, the node is suspected to be malicious and it 
adds the node to the black list. Here still, except message 
RREP is controlled. It is necessary to hold in account also data 
packets because a black hole node can behave normally in the 
route establishment phase and maliciously in the data 
transmission phase. In more, the threshold considered can miss 
exactitude what brings back to false alarms. 

A cooperative black hole attack is when several malicious 
nodes work together as a group. To identify multiple black hole 
nodes acting in cooperation, Fu’s team, in [8], [9], proposes 
slightly modified AODV protocol by introducing Data Routing 
Information (DRI) table, that contains information on routing 
data packet from/through the node and cross checking process 
that determines the reliable nodes to discover secure paths from 
source to destination. In [10], authors propose an enhancement 
of the basic AODV routing protocol to combat the cooperative 
black hole attack. They use a structure, which they call fidelity 
table, wherein every participating node will be assigned a 
fidelity level that acts as a measure of reliability of that node. In 
case the level of any node drops to 0, it is considered to be a 
black hole node and is eliminated. In their approach, they 
assume that nodes are already authenticated which is a little 
strong assumption. Agrawal et al. [11] proposes a complete 
protocol to detect a chain of cooperating malicious nodes in an 
ad hoc network. The proposed protocol is based on sending 
equal and small sized blocks of data, and monitoring the traffic 
flow at the neighborhoods of both source and destination, then 
gathering results of monitoring by a trusted backbone network, 

with the little strong assumption that a neighborhood of any 
node has more trusted than malicious nodes. 

Other black hole attack solutions were summarized in [1] 
and dedicated solutions for securing particular routing 
protocols against all possible attacks, not only against the black 
hole, were proposed. SAR [12] and SEAD [13] are examples of 
such secure routing protocols. The watchdog and pathrater [14] 
mechanism is also proposed for mitigating misbehavior. The 
watchdog for identifying misbehaving nodes and the pathrater 
helps routing protocols avoid these nodes. This mechanism is 
functional only with nodes equipped by interfaces that support 
promiscuous mode operation.  

III. BACKGROUND 
Our solution is based on the principle of Merkle tree [2], [3] 

and uses the AODV [5] routing protocol like case of study, 
thus the knowledge of Merkle tree principle and AODV 
functioning is necessary. 

A. Merkle tree 
A Merkle tree is a binary tree in which, each leaf carries a 

given value and the value of an interior node (including the 
root) is a one-way hash function of the node’s children values. 
Figure 1 illustrates an example of a Merkle tree in which: 

• h denotes a one-way hash function. For example, the 
function SHA-1 [15].  

• || is the concatenation operator. 
• Values of leaves 1,2,4, respectively, are: h(a), h(b), 

h(c). 
• The value of the interior node 3 is: h(h(a)||h(b)) 

which is the hashing result of the concatenation of 
values of children 1 and 2. Idem for the node 5 
whose value is h(h(h(a)||h(b))||h(c)) and children 
are: 3 and 4.  

 

Figure 1.  Example of a Merkle tree 

B. AODV routing protocol 
AODV (Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector) [5] is a 

reactive routing protocol composed of two modules:  

• Route discovery module: To send data to a given 
destination D, the source node S consults its routing 
table. If it finds a valid entry (a route) towards this 
destination D, it uses it immediately, else it launches a 
route discovery procedure (see Figure 2.), witch 
consists in broadcasting, by the source node S, a route 
request (RREQ) message (containing amongst other 
information: destination’s address, destination’s 
sequence number) towards neighbors. When RREQ is 
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received by an intermediate node, this last consults its 
routing table to find a fresh route (the route is fresh if 
the sequence number of this route is larger than that of 
RREQ) towards the requested destination in RREQ. If 
such a route is found, a route reply (RREP) message is 
sent through the pre-established reverse route 
(established when RREQ pass through intermediate 
nodes) towards the source S. If the intermediate node 
does not find a fresh route, it updated its routing table 
and sends RREQ to these neighbors. This process is 
reiterated until RREQ reaches the destination node D. 
The destination node D sends RREP to S by using the 
pre-established reverse route. It should be noted that 
the source S can receive several RREP, it will choose 
that whose destination’s sequence number is larger, if 
destination’s sequence numbers of several RREP are 
equal, that of which the smallest hope counter will be 
selected. 

 

Figure 2.  Route discovery process of AODV 

• Route maintenance module: AODV uses Hello 
messages to maintain the connectivity between nodes. 
Each node periodically sends a Hello message to these 
neighbors and awaits Hello messages on behalf of 
these neighbors. If Hello messages are exchanged in 
the two directions, a symmetrical link between nodes is 
always maintained if no link interrupt occurs. The 
broken link can be repaired locally by the node 
upstream, else a route error (RERR) message is sent to 
the source S (see Figure 3.). This last can launch again, 
if necessary, the route discovery procedure. It should 
be noted that the link interrupt is the consequence of 
the mobility or the breakdown of nodes.  

 

Figure 3.  Route maintenance process of AODV 

IV. BLACK HOLE ATTACK SPECIFICATION 

In a black hole attack, the malicious node refuses to 
forward data packets to the following node in the route  
connecting a  given source and destination. To conduct its 
attack, the malicious node must initially belong to the data 
route, then it pass to the action which is the data dropping.   
According to the specification of the target routing protocol, 

the manner with which the malicious node fits in the data route 
differs. Since our case of study is the AODV protocol, we will 
see how a malicious node can make a success of its attack in 
AODV. 

Two kinds of black hole attack can be distinguished:  

• Internal black hole attack: The malicious node is an 
internal node which does not seek to fit in an active 
route between a given source and destination, and if the 
chance would have it, this malicious becomes element 
of an active data route, it will be able to conduct its 
attack as the transmission of the data starts.  This attack 
is internal because the malicious node belongs already 
to the data route. Here, there is no violation of AODV 
specification and the malicious node has anything to 
make to carry out with success its attack.  

• External black hole attack: The malicious node is an 
external node which seeks to fit in an active route. For 
that, it violates the routing protocol specification and 
executes the process schematized in Figure 4. and 
summarized in the following points:  
- The malicious node detects the existence of an 

active route and takes note of the destination 
address.   

- The malicious node prepares a route replay packet 
(RREP) in which: the destination address field is set 
to the spoofed destination address, the sequence 
number is set to a greatest value and the counter 
hope is set to a smallest value.  

- The malicious node sends this route reply RREP to 
the nearest intermediate node belonging to the real 
active route (not necessarily to the data source node 
himself).   

- The route reply RREP received by the intermediate 
node will be relayed through the preestablished 
inverse route towards the data source node.  

- The source node updates its routing table by the 
new information received in the route reply.  

- The source uses the new route to sending data.  
- The malicious node starts to drop the data in the 

route to which it belongs. 
 

 

Figure 4.  Black hole attack specification 

The malicious node M detects the existence of active route 
(S,A,E,D) between the source S and destination D. The 
malicious node M sends to the node A a route reply message 
(RREP) containing the spoofed destination address, a relatively 
large sequence number and a small hope count. The node A 
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forwards this route reply message to S. This last updates its 
routing table and considers the new route (S,A,M). The node S 
uses this route to send data and while arriving at M, these data 
will be quite simply dropped. Nodes source and destination 
will not be able any more to communicate in the presence of 
the black hole attack. 

V. OUR SOLUTION 
The table I contains the notations used to describe our 

solution. 

TABLE I.  NOTATIONS 

Notation Significance 

idi Identity of node i. 
Si Secret generated by node i. 
h One-way hash function. 
|| Concatenation operator. 

 

 In Figure 5, we consider a piece of network made up of 3 
nodes A, B and C. On this last, a Merkle tree is juxtaposed. We 
point out that our goal is to check that B conveys well, towards 
C, the traffic sent by A. 

 

Figure 5.  Basic principle of the solution, single black hole case 

Each node i holds the value h(idi||Si), i∈{A,B,C}. The 
transmitter node A has, in more, the value δ (value of the root 
of the Merkle tree). So that A checks that B forwards well the 
traffic to C, the node C sent the value λ (value held by C) to B 
and B, in turn, sent to A, β (value held by B) and λ.When both 
β and λ are received by A, the node A recalculates δ from α 
(value owned by A), β and λ, then compares the result with the 
value of δ already held, if equality, the node B routed out the 
traffic to C, otherwise, B is a black hole node. Obviously, to 
leading a black hole attack, the node B must generate the value 
λ which is impossible, because it does not know the C’s secret 
Sc.  

Nodes B and C can cooperate to conduct black hole attack, 
this is easy if C communicates to B its secret SC. To prevent 
such a scenario, the idea of the solution can be generalized as it 
is shown in Figure 6.  

When β, λ and ω are received by A, the node A recalculates 
ψ from α, β, λ and ω, then compares the result with the value 
ψ of already held, if equality, the route (A,B,C,D) is secured, 
otherwise, the route contains a black hole nodes. B and C 

cannot conduct a cooperative black hole attack because they do 
not know the secret SD held by D.  

 

Figure 6.  Basic principle of the solution, cooperative black hole case 

It is important to note that the secret Si is generated by node 
i independently of other nodes and this to prevent another node 
to replay the role of the node i.  

Once detected, the black hole node can be put in a black list 
to avoid it in all future communication and, if necessary, 
another discovery route operation can be started again. For the 
implementation of our solution, an initialization process is 
necessary. It enables to nodes to generate each one its secret 
and communicate the root value of the Merkle tree to the 
transmitter node (communicate the value δ to the node A in 
Figure 5).  

The gray hole attack is a variant of the black hole attack in 
which a malicious node, selectively, destroys packets of the 
traffic that passes through it. Our solution can easily be adapted 
to thwart such attacks. It is remarkable that this solution can be 
integrated in any routing protocol, at the time when its 
operation is not related to any specificity of a particular routing 
protocol. Obviously, the specification of the black hole attack 
is different from a routing protocol to another.  

VI. SIMULATION AND ANALYSIS 
In the network of the Figure 7, we use a source data node, a 

destination data node and one or more black hole nodes chosen 
randomly among nodes of the network. OPNET Modeler 
version 11.5 [16] is used as a simulator. The table II contains 
the simulation parameters.   

TABLE II.  SIMULATION PARAMETRES 

Simulation parameter Value 

Nodes number 10 

Network size 1km*1km 

Simulation duration (sec) 600 

Packet Inter-Arrival Time (sec) exponential(1) 

Packet size (bits) exponential(1024) 

Transmit Power (watt) 0.0001 

Routing protocol  AODV 

Hash function SHA-1 
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Figure 7.  Network used in simulation 

In this section, we show the effect of the black hole attack 
on the network functioning in first place, and how our solution 
can neutralize such an attack in second. This, in the presence of 
one or more black hole attacks (cooperative black hole). For 
this, we consider the following metrics: 

• Traffic sent by the node source (packet/sec): indicate 
the number of packets/second sent by the source node. 

• Traffic received by the destination node (packet/sec): 
indicate the number of packets/second received by the 
destination node. 

 
 

 

Figure 8.  Traffic Sent & Traffic Received - Single Black hole 

Figure. 8 shows the traffic sent by the source node, the 
traffic received by the destination node without attack, the 
traffic received by the destination node in the presence of a 

single black hole node and the traffic received by the 
destination node when the solution is used. The traffic received 
by the destination node is null under the effect of the attack 
without using the solution, this is justified by the destruction of 
packets per black hole node. Under the effect of the solution, le 
black hole node is eliminated and the destination node receives 
normally the traffic.  

Figure 9. shows the simulation results in the presence of 
two malicious nodes cooperating together to conduct a black 
hole attack (cooperative black hole).  

 

Figure 9.  Traffic Sent & Traffic Received - Cooperative Black hole 

Our solution detects well the cooperative black hole attack 
but with a little time lag because the detection of the 
cooperative black hole attack requires more calculation than in 
the case of a simple black hole, then an alternative route is 
found to convey the traffic to the destination node. 

To evaluate the performance of our solution, we consider 
the following evaluation metrics:  

• End to end delay (sec): indicate the delay, in second, 
for sending a bit of the source node to the destination 
node.  

• Network load (bits/sec): indicate the traffic quantity, in 
bits/sec, in the entire network.  

 
Figure 10. and Figure 11. show, respectively, the end to end 

delay and the network load, in cases : without black hole 
attack, with black hole attack and solution, and cooperative 
black hole attack and solution.  

A very small time lag due to tests and calculations carried 
out by nodes, after which, the delay is stabilized and become 
almost identical in all scenarios, which shows that our solution 
does not influence the degradation of the network performance.  

A slight increase in the network load because of messages 
exchanged between nodes to communicate various hash values. 
More messages in the case of cooperative black hole, 
comparatively with the case of single black hole, which 
justified graphs pace in Figure 11.  
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Figure 10.  End to end delay 

 

Figure 11.  Network load 

In the issue of these results, the network performance 
remains acceptable, if it is only a negligible variation in the end 
to end delay and a slight increase in the network load. 

VII. CONCLUSION AND FUTUR WORK 

Ad hoc network security is a serious problem by which 
researchers were concerned. Several security solutions are 
suggested but perfect security is far from beings obvious. We 
focused in this paper to the black hole attack, which refuses to 
convey the traffic and drop it. After the black hole attack 
specification in an example of routing protocol (AODV), we 
proposed a solution, based on the principle of Merkle tree, for 
avoiding the black hole and the cooperative black hole attacks. 

Moreover, Gray hole, a variant of the black hole, can easily be 
detectable by our solution. Simulation results show well its 
effectiveness in the detection of such attacks and the slight 
influence of this solution on the network performance. It was 
announced that our solution is general and it is not dedicated to 
any

uate mechanisms which will make the 
solution more powerful. 

is paper and for pertinent criticisms and 
constructive remarks.  
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Abstract -In this paper, design of current controller for a two 
quadrant DC motor drive was proposed with the help of model 
order reduction technique. The calculation of current controller 
gain with some approximations in the conventional design 
process is replaced by proposed model order reduction method. 
The model order reduction technique proposed in this paper 
gives the better controller gain value for the DC motor drive.  
The proposed model order reduction method is a mixed method, 
where the numerator polynomial of reduced order model is 
obtained by using stability equation method and the denominator 
polynomial is obtained by using some approximation technique 
preceded in this paper. The designed controller’s responses were 
simulated with the help of MATLAB to show the validity of the 
proposed method. 

Keywords- Current controller, Model order reduction, Integral 
Square Error. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 
          DC motors used in many applications such as steel 
rolling mills, electric trains and robotic manipulators require 
current and speed controllers to perform tasks. Major 
problems in applying a conventional control algorithm in a 
controller design are the effects of nonlinearity in a DC motor. 
The nonlinear characteristics such as friction and saturation 
could degrade the performance of conventional controllers. 
Many advanced model-based control methods such as variable 
structure control and model reference adaptive have been 
developed to reduce these effects. However, the performance 
of these methods depends on the accuracy of system models 
and parameters. In this paper current controller of two 
quadrant DC motor drive is considered. The linear operation 
of DC motor drive was taken in to account in the design stage 
of current controller. In conventional design methods, some of 
simplification processes are considered to design the controller 
parameter values but where as in this proposed method, the 
model order reduction technique was introduced for the 
controller parameter design values.   

         Both in systems and control engineering and in 
numerical analysis, a wealth of model order reduction 
techniques have been developed. Balanced truncation, Krylov 
subspace methods, proper orthogonal decomposition and other  

 
SVD-based methods are just a few classes of methods that 
have been developed. 

    The computation of equivalent linear system models of 
large linear dynamic systems is a topic of considerable 
practical interest. This interest is motivated by the reduced 
complexity obtained by reducing the large linear sub-network 
in a linear (or nonlinear) network. Ideally, linear analysis on 
these sub-networks is performed by first computing a state 
space model or equivalent transfer function form, followed by 
the application suitable analysis method. However, the 
applicability of this method is limited since typical dynamic 
systems are represented by very large scale matrices that 
require specialized large-scale eigen analysis programs and 
computer resources. To avoid this practical limitation, model-
order reduction methods are widely used in the solution of 
such systems. The basic idea behind model-order reduction is 
to replace the original system equations with a much smaller 
state-space or transfer function dimension. In particular, the 
identified reduced order model frequency characteristics must 
approximate those of the full order model.  

        In the analysis of many systems for which the physical 
laws are well known, one is frequently confronted with 
problems arising from the high dimensions of descriptive state 
model, the famous curse of dimensionality. The reduction of 
such high order systems (also termed as large scale systems) 
into low order models is one of the important problems in 
control and system theory system and is considered important 
in analysis, synthesis and simulation of practical systems. The 
exact analysis of high order systems is both tedious and costly. 

        To overcome the stability problem Hutton & Friedland 
[1] and Appiah [2] gave different methods, called stability 
based reduction methods which make use of some stability 
criterion. Other approaches in this direction include the 
methods such as Shamash [3] and Gutman, Mannerfelt & 
Molandor [4] which do not make use of any stability criterion 
but always lead to the stable reduced order models for stable 
systems. Bosley and Lees [5] and others have proposed a 
method of reduction based on the fitting of the time moments 
of the system and its reduced model but these methods have a 
serious disadvantage that the reduced order model may be 
unstable even though the original high order system is stable. 
Some combined methods are also given for example Shamash 
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[6], Chen, Chang and Han [7] and Wan [8] in which the 
denominator of the reduced order model is derived by some 
stability criterion method while the numerator of the reduced 
model is obtained by some other methods. [9].  

        In this paper, a new model order reduction method is 
proposed and its helps in finding the current controller gain 
value. Simulation results were shows the validity of the 
proposed method. The proposed model order reduction 
method is a mixed method, where the numerator polynomial 
of reduced order model is obtained by using the stability 
equation method and numerator polynomial is obtained by the 
method proposed in the paper [10]. 
 

II.DC MOTOR DRIVE 

        The control schematic of a two-quadrant converter- 
controlled separately-excited DC motor drive is shown in 
figure 1. The motor drive shown is a speed controller system. 
The thyristor bridge converter gets its ac supply through a 
three phase transformer and fast acting ac contactors. The dc 
output is fed to the armature of the dc motor. The field is 
separately excited, and the filed supply can be kept constant or 
regulated, depending on the need for the field weakening 
mode of operation. The DC motor has a tachogenerator whose 
output is utilized for closing the speed loop. The motor is 
driving a load considered to be frictional for this treatment. 
The output of the tachogenerator is filtered to remove the 
ripples to provide the signal, ωmr. The speed command ωr

* is 
compared to the speed signal to produce a speed error signal. 
This signal is processed through a proportional-plus-integral 
(PI) controller to determine the torque command. The torque 
command is limited, to keep within the safe current limits and 
the current command is obtained by proper scaling. The 
armature current command ia

* is compared to the actual 
armature command ia to have a zero current error. The PI 
controller produces the equivalent control signal Vc when an 
error signal is occurred. The control signal accordingly 
modifies the triggering angle α to be sent to the converter for 
implementation.  

          The current control loop of DC motor drive is shown in 
the figure 2. The DC machine contains an inner loop due to 
the induced emf. It is not physically seen; it is magnetically 
coupled. The inner current loop will cross this back-emf loop, 
creating a complexity in the development of the model. The 
inner current loop assures a fast current response and also 
limits the current to a safer level. The inner current loop makes 
the converter a linear current amplifier. The outer speed loop 
ensures that the actual speed is always equal to the 
commanded speed and that any transient is overcome with in 
the shortest feasible time without exceeding the motor and 
converter capability.  

          The operation of the closed loop speed controlled drive 
is explained from one or two particular instances of speed 
command. A speed from zero to rated value is recommended, 
and the motor is assumed to be at standstill. This will generate 
a large speed error and a torque command and in turn an 
armature current command. The armature current error will 

generate the triggering angle to supply a a preset maximum 
DC voltage across the motor terminals. The inner current loop 
will maintains the level permitted by its commanded value, 
producing a corresponding torque. As motor starts running, the 
torque and current are maintained at their maximum level, thus 
accelerating the motor rapidly. 

 
        Fig.1. Speed-controlled two-quadrant DC motor drive 
 
         When the motor attains the commanded value, the torque 
command will settle down to a value equal to the sum of the 
load torque and other losses to keep the motor in steady state. 
The DC machine contains an inner loop due to the induced 
emf. It is not physically seen; it is magnetically coupled. The 
inner current loop cross this back-emf loop, creating a 
complexity in the development of the model and is shown in 
the fig.2. 

 
 

Fig.2. DC motor and current-control loop 
 
 The design of the gain constants of the current 
controllers is of paramount importance in meeting the dynamic 
specifications of the motor drive.  
 

III.DESIGN OF CONTROLLERS 
 
         The overall closed-loop system of DC motor drive is 
shown in fig.3. The design of control loops starts from the 
innermost (fastest) loop to the outer (slowest) loop. The reason 
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to proceed from the inner to the outer loop in the design 
process is that the gain and time constants of only one 
controller at a time are solved, instead of solving for the gain 
and time constants of all controllers simultaneously. 

 
 

Fig.3. Block diagram of the DC motor drive 
 
         In some applications such as traction application, the 
motor drive need not be speed controlled but may be torque 
controlled. In that case, the current loop is essential and exists 
regardless of whether the speed control loop is going to be 
closed. The performance of the outer loop is dependent on the 
inner loop; therefore, the tuning of the inner loop has to 
precede the design and tuning of the outer loop. 
 

IV.CURRENT CONTROLLER 
 
The current control loop is shown in figure 4.  
 

 
Fig.4. Current-control loop 

 
The loop gain transfer function is, 
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Where, 
  T1, T2= Electrical time constant of the motor, 
       Bt = Total friction co-efficient in N-M/ (rad/sec) 
       J  = Moment of inertia, kg-m2 
 Ra = DC machine armature resistance 
 La = DC machine armature inductance 
 Kc = Current controller gain 
 Tc = Current controller time constant 
 Kr = Converter gain 
 Tr = Converter delay time 
 ωm = DC motor speed. 

        This is a fourth order system, and simplification is 
necessary to synthesize a controller without resorting to a 
computer. Noting that mT is on the order of a second and in 
the vicinity of the gain crossover frequency, we see that the 
following approximation is valid. 
 
             mm T s) sT+(1 ≅              (2) 
 
This reduces the loop gain function to 
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Where, 
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           The time constants in the denominator are seen to have 
the relationship 
              
           12 TTTr <<                              (5) 
 
          The equation (3) can be reduced to second order, to 
facilitate a simple controller synthesis, by judiciously selecting 
 
 Tc=T2              (6) 
 
Then the loop function is  

        
)1)(1(

)(
1 r

i sTsT
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++
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         The conventional design methods uses the 
approximations used in the equations from (2)-(7).We can’t 
assure that the approximations were made are good in the 
design aspect. So the proposed Model order reduction 
technique is applied to get the equivalent reduced order model 
of order two. The validity of the proposed method is verified 
through the time and frequency domain analysis. 
 
         The characteristic equation or denominator of the 
transfer function between the armature current and its 
command is 
 
                 (1+sT1)(1+sTr)+K=0             (8) 
 
This equation is expressed in standard form as 
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       The general second order characteristic equation is given 
by, 
 
           02 22 =++ nn ss ωξω           (10) 
 
        On comparing the equations (9) and (10) with the 
damping ratioξ  as 0.707 for satisfactory operation of system, 
we get the value for the term K. From that value, the current 
controller gain Kc can be easily estimated. 
 
 

V.MODEL ORDER REDUCTION METHOD 
 
Let the nth order system is given by the transfer function  
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and the corresponding rth (r<n) order reduced order is of the 
form 
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The proposed model order reduction method consists of three 
steps 
 
Step 1: The denominator polynomial of reduced order model 
is obtained by using the stability equation method [11]. 
 
 For stable G(s) the eve and odd parts of D(s) 
may be factored as the following stability equations. 
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Where, 
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            After discarding the factors with larger magnitude of zi 
and pi, the stability equations are reduced, which are 
combined to give a reduced polynomial of order r, as: 
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Step 2: The numerator polynomial of reduce order system is 
obtained by using the method proposed in [10]. 
 
Consider the given system transfer function given in (11)  
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Where, K=
0

0

b
a
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               Ai = 
0a

ai  ; i = 0,1,2,3…m and  

              Bj = 
0b

b j ; j = 0,1,2,3…n  

 
      Let the transfer function of the approximating low-order 
system be, 
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where n≥p≥q  
 
The coefficients of D1, D2 , .. were obtained from the equation 
(15).                                                   
 
      The following relation should be satisfied as closely as 
possible 
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Where, u=m+p and v=n+q  
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      The equation produces the even powers of‘s’ and can be 
written as, 
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To satisfy the above equation, 
L2 = M2 
L4 = M4 
. 
. 
. 
L2u = M2v         ; if u=v                                                    (23) 
 
If u<v, then the error generated by the lower order model is, 
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From the above equations, we can obtain the conditions as  
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      for x= 1,2, 3……..u and m0=1   
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         for y= 1,2, 3……..v and l0=1    
 
      From the equation (11), the reduced order model 
numerator coefficients can be obtained. Finally the reduced 
order model is in the form of 
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Step 3: The coefficients of the reduced order denominator 
polynomial is adjusted further to get the better approximation 
with original system. The coefficient of ‘s’ term in the 
denominator is increased by n% and the same was reduced 
from the coefficient of the term ‘s2’. The value of n is choosen 
by trial and error method. Normally the value of n is ranging 
between 1 to15.  
 

VI.DESIGN EXAMPLE 
 
           The motor parameters and ratings of a speed controlled 
DC motor drive maintaining the field flux constant are as 
follows 220V, 8.3A, 1470 rpm, Ra=4Ω, J=0.0607kg-m2, 
La=0.072H, Bt=0.0869N-m/rad/sec, Kb=1.26V/rad/sec. The 
converter is supplied from 230V, 3-PhaseAC at 50Hz. The 
converter is linear, and its maximum control input voltage is 

±10V. The tachogenerator has the transfer function 

s
sG

002.01
065.0)(

+
=ω

 . The speed reference voltage has a maximum 

of 10V. The maximum current permitted in the motor is 20A. 
 
Converter transfer function: 
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                         Vdc(max) = 310.5 V 
 
         The rated DC voltage required is 220V, which 
corresponds to a control voltage of 7.09V. The transfer 
function of the converter is, 
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Current transducer gain: The maximum safe control voltage 
is 7.09V, and this has to correspond to the maximum current 
error: 
 imax = 20A 
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Motor transfer function: 
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Design of current controller: 
 
 T2 = 0.0208 sec; Tc=0.03 sec 
 
         By applying the proposed model order reduction 
technique, with the value of ζ=0.707, the value of K is 
obtained as, 
 
  K= 357.192 
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          By using trial and error method the value of Kc can be 
adjusted in to the value of 3.1 to obtain the better response for 
the current controller. The validity of this proposed method is 
evaluated by plotting the frequency response of the closed 
loop current to its command. This is shown in fig.5. 
 

 
 

Fig.5 Frequency responses of actual and reduced order 
systems 

 
         From this figure, it is evident that the proposed method is 
quite valid in the frequency range of interest. The same in time 
domain analysis is shown in fig.6. 
 
 

 
 

Fig.6 Time responses of actual and reduced order systems 
 

         The time responses are important to verify the design of 
the controller and it is shown in fig. 7 for different values of 
current controller gain, Kc.  
 

 
                                         (a) 

 
                                       (b) 

 
                                      (c) 
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(d) 

Fig.7 (a) Current controller response with Kc=50 (b) Current 
controller response with Kc=35.719 (c) Current controller 
response with Kc=10 (d) Current controller response with 

Kc=3.1 
 

         The value of Kc can be optimized by trail and error 
method. The integral square error (ISE) was calculated in 
between the actual and approximated system as 0.0204 and 
this shows the validity of the proposed method.  

 

VII.CONCLUSION 
 
            The design of the gain constant of current controller is 
of paramount importance in meeting the dynamic 
specifications of the motor drive. This paper helps to obtain 
the same with the help of model order reduction technique. 
The validity of the proposed method was illustrated through 
the design example. The proposed model order reduction 
method is mathematically simple and produces the stable 
reduced order system if the given system is stable. The 
optimal value of current controller gain to suppress the 
oscillations at the output was obtained by trail and error 
method but it may be selected optimally by applying the 
neural network concepts or genetic algorithm. 
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Abstract— The traditional TCP congestion control mechanism 
encounters a number of new problems and suffers a poor 
performance when the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is used in 
multihop ad hoc networks. Many of the problems result from 
medium contention at the MAC layer. In this paper, I first 
illustrate that severe medium contention and congestion are 
intimately coupled, and TCP’s congestion control algorithm 
becomes too coarse in its granularity, causing throughput 
instability and excessively long delay. Further, we illustrate 
TCP’s severe unfairness problem due to the medium contention 
and the tradeoff between aggregate throughput and fairness. 
Then, based on the novel use of channel busyness ratio, a more 
accurate metric to characterize the network utilization and 
congestion status,  

I propose a new wireless congestion control protocol 
(WCCP) to efficiently and fairly support the transport service in 
multihop ad hoc networks. In this protocol, each forwarding node 
along a traffic flow exercises the inter-node and intra-node fair 
resource allocation and determines the MAC layer feedback 
accordingly. The end-to-end feedback, which is ultimately 
determined by the bottleneck node along the flow, is carried back 
to the source to control its sending rate. Extensive simulations 
show that WCCP significantly outperforms traditional TCP in 
terms of channel utilization, delay, and fairness, and eliminates 
the starvation problem. 

Keywords-component; Medium access control; Congestion 
control; Fairness; Multihop ad hoc networks; WCCP; 

I. INTRODUCTION  
Wireless ad hoc networks have found many applications in 

battlefield, disaster rescue and conventions, where fixed 
communications infrastructures are not available and quick 
network configurations are needed. To provide reliable 
transport services over and hence fully exploit the potential of 
ad hoc networks, efficient congestion control is of paramount 
importance. Unfortunately, the traditional TCP congestion 
control mechanism performs very poorly. As shown in recent 
studies [4]. 

 

TCP congestion control has an implicit assumption, i.e., 
any packet loss is due to network congestion. However, this 
assumption is no longer valid in the ad hoc networks as packet 
losses may well be due to channel errors, medium contention, 
and route failures. 

In this paper, I mainly focus on the problems arising from 
medium contention when the IEEE 802.11 MAC protocol is 
used in the multi-hop ad hoc networks. I show that a rate based 
congestion control protocol is more appropriate than its 
window based counterpart in multihop ad hoc networks. We 
illustrate the close coupling between congestion and medium 
contention, which explains the instability of TCP. We also find 
that the optimum congestion window size of TCP may be less 
than one even in a very simple topology, say chain topology, in 
order to maximize the end-to-end throughput and minimize the 
end-to-end delay. Thus TCP tends to overshoot the network 
capacity and its granularity of sending rate adjustment is too 
coarse because the minimum increase in window size is the 
size of one packet upon each TCP acknowledgment or during 
each round trip time. Then we further show that medium 
contention also results in severe unfairness and starvation 
problems for TCP flows. Therefore, we conclude that 
congestion control, fairness and medium contention are all 
closely coupled in multihop ad hoc networks. 

I propose a new wireless congestion control protocol 
(WCCP) based on the channel busyness ratio. In this protocol, 
each forwarding node determines the inter-node and intra-node 
fair channel resource allocation and allocates the resource to 
the passing flows by monitoring and possibly overwriting the 
feedback field of the data packets according to its measured 
channel busyness ratio. The feedback is then carried back to the 
source by the destination, which copies it from the data packet 
to its corresponding acknowledgment. Finally, the source 
adjusts the sending rate accordingly. Clearly, the sending rate 
of each flow is determined by the channel utilization status at 
the bottleneck node. In this way, WCCP is able to approach the 
max-min fairness in certain scenarios. We compare WCCP 
with TCP through extensive simulations in Section IV. We 
observe that WCCP significantly outperforms TCP in terms of 
channel utilization, delay, and fairness. Especially, it solves the 
starvation problem suffered by TCP.   
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A. MAC layer 
The Media Access Control data communication protocol 

sub-layer, also known as the Medium Access Control, is a 
sublayer of the Data Link Layer. It provides addressing and 
channel access control mechanisms that make it possible for 
several terminals or network nodes to communicate within a 
multipoint network [3][5], typically a local area network or 
metropolitan area network . The hardware that implements the 
MAC is referred to as a Medium Access Controller. The MAC 
sub-layer acts as an interface between the Logical Link Control 
sub layer and the network's physical layer. The MAC layer 
emulates a full-duplex logical communication channel in a 
multipoint network. This channel may provide unicast, 
multicast or broadcast communication service.  

B. AODV 
Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing is a routing 

protocol for mobile ad hoc networks and other wireless ad-hoc 
networks[2][4]. AODV is capable of both unicast and multicast 
routing. It is a reactive routing protocol, meaning that it 
establishes a route to a destination only on demand. In contrast, 
the most common routing protocols of the Internet are 
proactive, meaning they find routing paths independently of the 
usage of the paths. AODV is, as the name indicates, a distance-
vector routing protocol. AODV avoids the counting-to-infinity 
problem of other distance-vector protocols by using sequence 
numbers on route updates, a technique pioneered by DSDV. 

II. LITERATURE SURVEY 
Good and bad network performance is largely dependent on 

the effective implementation of network protocols. TCP, easily 
the most widely used protocol in the transport layer on the 
Internet (e.g. HTTP, TELNET, and SMTP), plays an integral 
role in determining overall network performance. Amazingly, 
TCP has changed very little since its initial design in the early 
1980’s. A few “tweaks” and “knobs” have been added, but for 
the most part, the protocol has withstood the test of time. 
However, there are still a number of performance problems on 
the Internet and fine tuning TCP software continues to be an 
area of work for a number of people. The design of TCP was 
heavily influenced by the end-to end argument.  Method of 
handling congestion and network overload. Are the key 
components of the end-to-end argument. 

The four congestion control algorithms used in TCP are, 
Slow Start, Congestion Avoidance, Fast Retransmit and Fast 
Recovery. Slow Start, a requirement for TCP software 
implementations is a mechanism used by the sender to control 
the transmission rate [3], otherwise known as sender-based 
flow control. This is accomplished through the return rate of 
acknowledgements from the receiver. In other words, the rate 
of acknowledgements returned by the receiver determines the 
rate at which the sender can transmit data. When a TCP 
connection first begins, the Slow Start algorithm initializes a 
congestion window to one segment, which is the maximum 
segment size (MSS) initialized by the receiver during the 
connection establishment phase. When acknowledgements are 
returned by the receiver, the congestion window increases by 
one segment for each acknowledgement returned. Thus, the 

sender can transmit the minimum of the congestion window 
and the advertised window of the receiver, which is simply 
called the transmission window. 

In the Congestion Avoidance [3] [9] algorithm a 
retransmission timer expiring or the reception of duplicate 
ACKs can implicitly signal the sender that a network 
congestion situation is occurring. The sender immediately sets 
its transmission window to one half of the current window size 
(the minimum of the congestion window and the receiver’s 
advertised window size), but to at least two segments. If 
congestion was indicated by a timeout, the congestion window 
is reset to one segment, which automatically puts the sender 
into Slow Start mode. If congestion was indicated by duplicate 
ACKs, the Fast Retransmit and Fast Recovery algorithms [3] 
are invoked. As data is received during Congestion Avoidance, 
the congestion window is increased. However, Slow Start is 
only used up to the halfway point where congestion originally 
occurred. This halfway point was recorded earlier as the new 
transmission window. After this halfway point, the congestion 
window is increased by one segment for all segments in the 
transmission window that are acknowledged. This mechanism 
will force the sender to more slowly grow its transmission rate, 
as it will approach the point where congestion had previously 
been detected.  

The Media Access Control data communication protocol 
sub-layer, also known as the Medium Access Control, is a sub 
layer of the data link layer[3]. It provides addressing and 
channel access control mechanisms that make it possible for 
several terminals or network nodes to communicate within a 
multipoint network, typically a local area network or 
metropolitan area network. The MAC sub-layer acts as an 
interface between the Logical Link Control sub layer and the 
network's physical layer. The MAC layer emulates a full-
duplex logical communication channel in a multipoint network. 
This channel may provide unicast, multicast or broadcast 
communication service. 

The channel access control mechanisms provided by the 
MAC layer are also known as a multiple access protocol. The 
most widespread multiple access protocol is the contention 
based CSMA/CD protocol used in Ethernet networks. This 
mechanism is only utilized within a network collision domain, 
for example an Ethernet bus network or a hub network. An 
Ethernet network may be divided into several collision 
domains, interconnected by bridges and switches [3][5]. A 
multiple access protocol is not required in a switched full-
duplex network, such as today's switched Ethernet networks, 
but is often available in the equipment for compatibility 
reasons. 

Several works have pointed out that greedy TCP can result 
in severe congestion in ad hoc networks and hence 
performance degradation. RED is one of the schemes proposed 
to overcome this problem [2]. Random early detection, also 
known as random early discard or random early drop is an 
active queue management algorithm. It is also a congestion 
avoidance algorithm [6]. 

In the traditional tail drop algorithm, a router or other 
network component buffers as many packets as it can, and 
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simply drops the ones it cannot buffer. If buffers are constantly 
full, the network is congested. Tail drop distributes buffer 
space unfairly among traffic flows. Tail drop can also lead to 
TCP global synchronization as all TCP connections "hold 
back" simultaneously, and then step forward simultaneously. 
Networks become under-utilized and flooded by turns. RED 
addresses these issues. It monitors the average queue size and 
drops (or marks when used in conjunction with ECN) packets 
based on statistical probabilities. If the buffer is almost empty, 
all incoming packets are accepted. As the queue grows, the 
probability for dropping an incoming packet grows too. When 
the buffer is full, the probability has reached 1 and all incoming 
packets are dropped. RED is considered more fair than tail drop 
[2].  

The more a host transmits, the more likely it is that its 
packets are dropped. Early detection helps avoid global 
synchronization. RED makes Quality of Service differentiation 
impossible. Weighted RED [5] and RED In/Out provide early 
detection with some QoS considerations. The Adaptive RED 
algorithm infers whether to make RED more or less aggressive 
based on the observation of the average queue length. If the 
average queue length oscillates around min threshold then 
Early Detection is too aggressive. On the other hand if the 
average queue length oscillates around max threshold then 
Early Detection is being too conservative. The algorithm 
changes the probability according to how aggressive it senses it 
has been discarding traffic.  

RED has some disadvantages too, Unfairness is caused as 
nodes drop packets unaware of other nodes and Queue at any 
single node cannot reflect the network congestion state to 
overcome these problems Neighborhood Random Early 
Detection is proposed. It is based on the principle that Queue 
size of a neighborhood reflects the degree of local network 
congestion. 

III. SYSTEM DESIGN - WIRELESS CONGESTION 
CONTROL PROTOCOL (WCCP) 

TCP’s congestion control suffers from a coarse granularity 
when applied to the multihop ad hoc environment. To 
overcome this problem a rate based wireless congestion control 
protocol is defined. There are two components in WCCP. One 
is at the transport layer. It replaces the window adjusting 
algorithm of TCP with a rate control algorithm to regulate the 
sending rate. The other is between the networking layer and the 
MAC layer. It monitors and possibly modifies the feedback 
field in TCP data packets when it passes the outgoing packets 
from the networking layer to the MAC layer and the incoming 
packets in the reverse direction. 

A. System Architecture 
Based on the estimate of the available bandwidth, the inter-

node and intra-node resource allocation schemes are proposed 
to determine the available channel resource for each node and 
for each flow passing through that node and accordingly 
modify the MAC layer feedback. Then an end to- end rate 
control scheme is proposed to carry the feedback from the 
bottleneck node to the source node which accordingly adjust 
the sending rate to make full and fair utilization of the channel 

resource at the bottleneck node without causing severe medium 
contention and packet collision. 

 

 
Figure 1.  WCCP Mechanism 

B. Measurement of Channel Busyness Ratio  
The channel busyness ratio rb is an easily measured metric 

at the location of each node under the current architecture of 
the IEEE 802.11 standard. Notice that the IEEE 802.11 is a 
CSMA-based MAC protocol, working on the physical and 
virtual carrier sensing mechanisms. There is already a function 
to determine whether the channel is busy or not, i.e., the 
channel is determined busy when the measuring node is 
transmitting, receiving, or its network allocation vector 
indicates the channel is busy, and is idle otherwise. The 
channel busyness ratio can be simply calculated as the ratio of 
the total lengths of busy periods to the total time during a time 
interval, which is the average control interval . 

C. Bandwidth Calculation 
In the rate-based congestion control algorithm, to calculate 

the ideal sending rate, the source is in direct need of a timely 
and easily measured metric which should satisfy two 
requirements. First, since MAC contention is tightly coupled 
with congestion, a candidate of congestion signal should reflect 
the condition of MAC contention and collision. Second, in 
order to fully utilize the shared channel without causing severe 
congestion and packet collision, the candidate should indicate 
the available bandwidth. Channel busyness ratio rb, meets these 
two requirements. the channel utilization cu indicates the ratio 
of the channel occupancy time for successful transmissions to 
the total time, the normalized throughput s indicates the 
achievable data rate for payload divided by the channel data 
rate and is proportional to cu and the collision probability p 
indicates the probability that each transmission encounters a 
collision. the threshold thb should be chosen such that  

                            rb ≈ cu(rb ≤ thb) 
 Since the performance of rb is not sensitive to n, we can fix 

n and observe the effect of the payload size. After choosing 
thb, according to Equation (3), we can estimate the available 
bandwidth of each node, denoted by BWa, as follows 
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BWa = BW (thb − rb) data/Ts, (rb<thb)                   (1) 
 
        Where BW is the transmission rate in bits/s for the 

DATA packets, data is the average payload size in unit of 
channel occupancy time, and Ts is the average time of a 
successful transmission at the MAC layer. 

D. Inter Node Resource Allocation 
According to equation above equation, each node could 

calculate the total available bandwidth for its neighborhood 
based on the measured channel busyness ratio in a period called 
average control interval, denoted by Tc. To determine the 
available bandwidth for each node, WCCP accommodates the 
channel resource ∆S for each node proportionally to its current 
traffic load S in Tc. 

                  ∆S = (thb − rb)/rb * s                    (2) 
Because both the incoming traffic and outgoing traffic of 

each node consume the shared channel resource, S should 
include the total traffic (in bytes), i.e., the sum of the total 
incoming and outgoing traffic.There is two cases when we 
compare the observed rb with thb, i.e., rb <thb and rb ≥ thb. 
When rb < thb , ∆S is positive, meaning we should increase the 
traffic Since the available bandwidth is proportional to thb − rb 
according to equation (1), we may increase S by such an 
amount that after the increase ∆S, S is proportional to thb, 
which is the optimal channel utilization. Actually, equation (2) 
achieves our desired increase as it can be easily seen that 

                             (∆S + S)/thb=s/rb          (3) 
Therefore, rb will approach thb after one average control 

interval Tc when all the nodes in the neighborhood increase the 
total traffic rate according to equation (2). When rb ≥ thb, ∆S is 
negative, meaning we decrease the traffic. In this case, 
however, the linear relationship between the available 
bandwidth and rb no longer exists, and the collision probability 
increases dramatically as the total traffic rate increases. In 
addition, when the node enters saturation, both collision 
probability and rb amount to their maximum values and do not 
change as the traffic increases, although the total throughput 
decreases. It thus appears that ideally, WCCP needs to 
aggressively decrease the total traffic rate. However, since it is 
difficult to derive a simple relationship between the traffic rate 
and rb when rb ≥ thb, WCCP uses the same linear function as 
for the case rb < thb.. Indeed, this brings two advantages. First, 
as the increase and decrease use the same law, it is simple to 
implement at each node. Second, opting out of aggressive 
decrease helps achieve smaller oscillation in channel 
utilization. 

E.  Intra Node Resource Allocation 
After calculating ∆S, the change in the total traffic or the 

aggregate feedback at each node, WCCP needs to apportion it 
to individual flows traversing that node in order to achieve both 
efficiency and fairness. WCCP relies on an Additive-Increase 
Multiplicative- Decrease policy to converge to efficiency and 
fairness: If ∆S > 0, all flows increase the same amount of 
throughput. And if ∆S < 0, each flow decreases the throughput 
proportionally to its current throughput. 

Before determining the feedback when ∆S >= 0, WCCP 
needs to estimate the number of flows passing through the 
considered node. Again, since the channel is shared by both 
incoming and outgoing traffic, 

 

 
Figure 2.  Rate control mechanism 

The number of flows J used by WCCP should be different 
from the real number of flows. For those flows that either 
originate or terminate at the node, the node counts each as one 
flow, whereas for those flows only passing through the node, 
the node counts each as two flows, i.e., one in and one out. This 
is because that flows passing through the node occupy twice 
channel resource of that for flows originating or terminating at 
the node Let rpk denote the packet sending rate (pkt/s) of the 
flow which the kth observed packet during the period Tc at 
node i belongs to. Since rpkTc is equal to the number of 
packets which are observed from the corresponding flow at 
node I during Tc, we can convert the summation over each 
flow to the summation over each packet by the fact that, for all 
the packets of each flow, the summation of 1/rpkTc is equal to 
1.Thus J can be calculated at node i as  

                            J =1/rph*Tc      for k->1 to K      (4) 

Where K is the total number of packets seen by node i in 
Tc. Thus each node only needs to do the summation for each 
received and transmitted packet. Therefore, if ∆S >= 0, the 
increasing amount of traffic rate for each flow Cp, and per 
packet feedback pfk will be 

                            Cp=∆S/Tcj         (5)  

                    Pfk=Cn*Rpk/Rpk*Tc          (6) 

where Cn is a constant and WCCP aims to make full use of 
the channel resource while not introducing severe medium 
contention, i.e., rb should be as close to thb as possible but 
never exceed thb too much. Therefore, when the aggregate 
feedback of previously passing packets is equal to ∆S, the node 
sets local feedback value as zero until the next control interval 
starts. With this mechanism in place, the channel busyness ratio 
rb should be around thb at the bottleneck nodes and be smaller 
at other nodes. 
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F. End-To-End Rate-Based Congestion Control Scheme 
A leaky bucket (permit queue) is attached to the transport 

layer to control the sending rate of a WCCP sender. The permit 
arrival rate rp of the leaky bucket is dynamically adjusted 
according to the explicit feedback fb carried in the returned 
ACK whenever a new ACK arrives (henceforth, ACKs refer to 
the transport layer acknowledgments). Namely, 

                                     Rp=rp+fb            (7) 
 

To enable this feedback mechanism, each WCCP packet 
carries a congestion header including three fields, i.e., rp, Tc, 
and fb, which is used to communicate a flow’s state to the 
intermediate nodes and the feedback from the intermediate 
nodes to the source. The field rp is the sender’s current permit 
arrival rate, and the field Tc is the sender’s currently used 
control interval. They are filled in by the sender and never 
modified in transit. The last field, fb, is initiated by the sender 
and all the intermediate nodes along the path may modify it to 
directly control the packet sending rate of the source. 

IV. SYSTEM IMPLEMENTATION 

A. Tool Description 
The network simulator ns-2 is an object–oriented, discrete 

event-driven network simulator developed at the OC Berkley 
and ISC ISI as part of the VINT project [VIN03]. It is a very 
useful tool for conducting network simulations involving local 
and wide area networks. In the recent years its functionality has 
grown to include wireless and ad hoc networks as well. 

The ns-2 network simulator has gained an enormous 
popularity among participants of the research community, 
mainly because of its simplicity and modularity. The network 
simulation allows simulation scripts, also called simulation 
scenarios, to be easy written in a script-like programming 
language TCL. Emulation refers to the ability to introduce the 
simulator into a live network. Special objects within the 
simulator are capable of introducing live traffic into the 
simulator and injecting traffic from the simulator into the live 
network. The interface between the simulator and live network 
is provided by a collection of objects including Tap Agents and 
Network Objects. Tap agents embed live network data into 
simulated packets and vice-versa. Network objects are installed 
in tap agents and provide an entry point for the sending and 
receipt of live data. Both objects are described in the following 
sections. When using the emulation mode, a special version of 
the system scheduler is used: the Real Time Scheduler. This 
scheduler uses the same underlying structure as the standard 
calendar-queue based scheduler, but ties the execution of 
events to real time 

More complex functionality relies on C++ code that either 
comes with ns-2 or is supplied by the user. The utilization of 
the two programming languages increases the flexibility of ns-
2. C++ is mainly used for event handling and per-packet 
processing tasks for which TCL would become too slow. TCL 
is most commonly used for simpler routing protocols, general 
ns-2 code and simulation scenario scripts. The usage of TCL 
for simulation scenario scripts allows the user to change 

parameters of a simulation without having to recompile any 
source code. 

Simulations in ns-2 can be logged to trace files, which 
include detailed information about packets in the simulation 
and allows for post-run processing with some analysis tool. It is 
also possible to let ns-2 generate a special trace file that can be 
used by NAM (Network Animator), a visualization tool that is 
part of the simulator distribution. 

B. Resource Requirements 
• Hardware requirements 

Processor Type : Pentium-IV,512MB 

 RAM 

Hard Disk : 20 GB 

 

• Software requirements 

Operating 
System 

: Linux 

Programming 
Language  

: C++ 

Tool : Network Simulator 
2 

                              

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

A. NAM Output 
The nam output shows the 9-node chain topology. There 

are three cases considered to compare the performance of TCP 
and   Wireless congestion Control Protocol (WCCP).In case 1 
there is only one flow between node0 to node 8 and in case 2 
there are three flows one flow is between node0 to node4 and 
the second flow is between node0 to node8 and third flow is 
between node4 to node8. 

 

Figure 3.  9-Node Chain Topology with Different Traffic Distribution 
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Figure 3 shows various flows for the nine node topology. 
Scenario 1 has only one flow from node 1 to node9 and 
Scenario 2 has 3 flows and Scenario 3 has 6flows 

 

Figure 4.  Nam Output 

Figure 4 shows the Nam Output for the nine node topology 
as shown in the  figure 3 it shows the Nam output for 3 flows 

B. Graphs 
1) Scenario1 

 
Figure 5.  Round Trip Time of TCP vs WCCP 

Figure 5. Shows the comparison of round trip time of TCP 
vs WCCP for scenario1 

 
2)  Scenario 2 

The graph shows the comparison of throughput for TCP 
and WCCP. Throughput of WCCP is higher than TCP. 

Figure 6 shows the throughput of TCP for various flows. 
Here there are three flows. Throughput of the second flow 
which is the main flow is much smaller than the other flows. 

 

 
Figure 6.  TCP Throughput 

 
 

 
Figure 7.  WCCP Throughput 

 
Figure 7 shows the throughput of WCCP for various flows. 

Here there are three flows. Throughput for the second flow is 
very small for TCP but it is overcome by Wireless Congestion 
Control Protocol. Here it overcomes the problem by allocating 
the resources properly at each node and by providing the 
required feedback to the source node. 

 
3) Scenario 3 

The graph shows the comparison of throughput for TCP 
and WCCP. Throughput of WCCP is higher than TCP. 

Figure 8 shows the throughput of TCP for various flows. 
Here there are six flows. Four flows from node1 to node3 and 
one from node7 to node9 and the main flow is from node1 to 
node9 and due to many flows the throughput for main flow is 
zero 
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Figure 8.  TCP Throughput 

 

 
Figure 9.  WCCP Throughput 

Figure 9 shows the throughput of TCP for various flows. 
Here there are six flows. Four flows from node1 to node3 and 
one from node7 to node9 and the main flow is from node1 to 
node9 and due to many flows the throughput for main flow is 
zero in TCP but it is overcome by WCCP. 

VI. CONCLUSIONS AND FUTURE ENHANCEMENT 
Congestion control is critical to reliable transport 

service in wireless multihop ad hoc networks. Unfortunately, 
traditional TCP suffers severe performance degradation and 
unfairness. Realizing that the main reason is the poor 
interaction between traditional TCP and the MAC layer, we 
propose a systematic solution named Wireless Congestion 
Control Protocol (WCCP) to address this problem in both 
layers. WCCP uses channel busyness ratio to allocate the 
shared resource and accordingly adjusts the sender’s rate so 
that the channel capacity can be fully utilized and fairness is 
improved. We evaluate WCCP in comparison with TCP in 
various scenarios. The results show that our scheme 
outperforms traditional TCP in terms of channel utilization, 
end-to-end delay, and fairness, and solves the starvation 
problem of TCP flows.
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Abstract— Distributed contention based Medium Access Control 

(MAC) protocols are the fundamental components for IEEE 

802.11 based Wireless Local Area Networks (WLANs). 

Contention windows (CW) change dynamically to adapt to the 

current contention level: Upon each packet collision, a station 

doubles its CW to reduce further collision of packets.  IEEE 

802.11 Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) suffers from a 

common problem in erroneous channel. They cannot distinguish 

noise lost packets from collision lost packets. In both situations a 

station does not receive its ACK and doubles the CW to reduce 

further packet collisions.  This increases backoff overhead 

unnecessarily in addition to the noise lost packets, reduces the 

throughput significantly. Furthermore, the aggregate throughput 

of a practical WLAN strongly depends on the channel conditions. 

In real radio environment, the received signal power at the access 

point from a station is subjected to deterministic path loss, 

shadowing and fast multipath fading. In this paper, we propose a 

new saturation throughput analysis for IEEE 802.11 DCF 

considering erroneous channel and capture effects. To alleviate 

the low performance of IEEE 802.11 DCF, we introduce a 

mechanism that greatly outperforms under noisy environment 

with low network traffic and compare their performances to the 

existing standards. We extend the multidimensional Markov 

chain model initially proposed by Bianchi[3] to characterize  the 

behavior of DCF in order to account both real channel conditions 

and capture effects, especially in a high interference radio 
environment. 

Keywords-throughput;  IEEE802.11; MAC; DCF; capture 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

The use of IEEE 802.11 wireless local area networks 
(WLANs) has been spreading quickly. One of the channel 
access mechanisms in IEEE 802.11 is Distributed Coordination 
Function (DCF). DCF is based on Carrier Sense Multiple 
Access with Collision Avoidance(CSMA/CA) algorithm. In 
this mechanism, a station waits for a quiet period in wireless 
media, and then begins to transmit data while detecting 
collisions. The time lapse between successive carrier senses, 
when channel is occupied, is given by a back-off counter which 
has an initial random value within a predetermined range. The 
standard also defines an optional access method, PCF, which is 
for time bounded traffic. Since the DCF mechanism has been 

widely adopted in wireless networks, we focus our analysis 
only on this mechanism. 

Many research efforts have been done to study the IEEE 
802.11 DCF performance, by both of analysis and simulation. 
Most of them assume the ideal channel condition, which means 
that the packet corruptions are only due to collisions[3-5]. A 
detailed analysis for the multi-access behavior in the 802.11 
DCF is presented in [6], where the packet sending probability 
p, which depends on different contention window size, is 
computed by approximating the 802.11 DCF under saturated 
traffic as a p-persistent CSMA protocol. This approximation is 
very useful for the analysis of the DCF and several papers     
[7-10] have adopted this approach and analyzed saturated DCF 
performance. Bianchi [3] suggests a Markov model to represent 
the exponential backoff process, and Wu et al. [8] use the same 
model and take the packet retry limit into account. 

In [11] , based on the IEEE 802.11 DCF, a novel scheme 
named DCF is proposed to improve the performance of 
Wireless Local Area Network (WLAN) in fading channel. 
Impact of bursty error rates on the performance of wireless 
local area network is studied in [12]. The throughput and delay 
were analyzed in ideal and error-prone channels. 

In [13], the authors proposed a fast collision resolution 
(FCR) algorithm. In this algorithm, when a station detects a 
busy period, it exponentially increases its contention window 
and generates a new backoff counter. In case that a station 
detects a number of consecutive idle slots, it exponentially 
reduces the backoff counter. In [14], the authors proposed a 
new backoff algorithm to measure the saturation throughput 
under several conditions and several set of parameters which 
are adjusted dynamically according to the network conditions. 

In [15], the authors presented an extension of Bianchi‗s 
model to a non saturated environment. They modified the 
multi-dimensional Markovian state transition model by 
including state, characterizing the system when there are no 
packets to be transmitted in the buffer of a station. These states 
are called post backoff states and denote a kind of virtual 
backoff counter initiated prior to packet arrival. In [16], the 
authors propose a new scheme for IEEE 802.11 DCF to 
alleviate the low performance of the high date rate stations for 
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asynchronous networks. They introduce an adaptive 
mechanism to adjust the packet size according to the data rate, 
in which the stations occupy the channel equal amount of time.  

In real radio environment, the signal power at access point 
from a given station will be subjected to deterministic path 
loss, shadowing and fast multi-path fading. Due to this, when 
more than one station simultaneously transmit to access point, 
the channel is  successfully captured by a station whose signal 
power level is stronger than the other stations and thus 
increases the actual throughput. This phenomenon is called 
capture effect. In [17], the authors presented a Markov model 
to analyze the throughput of IEEE802.11 considering 
transmission errors and capture effects over Rayleigh fading 
channels in saturated network conditions. Their model is very 
accurate when the contention level of a network is high. In 
[18], we have presented a novel scheme for DCF under non 
saturated traffic condition. In [19], we extend [3] and presented 
the non saturation throughput analysis for heterogeneous 
traffic. Hadzi-velkov and Spasenovski [20] have investigated 
the impact of capture effect on IEEE 802.11 basic service set 
under the influence of Rayleigh fading and near/far effect.  

Liaw et al. [22] introduced an idle state, not present in 
Bianchi‘s model [3], accounting for the case in which the 
station buffer is empty after a successful completion of a packet 
transmission. The probability that there is at least a packet in 
the buffer after a successful transmission is assumed to be 
constant and independent of the access delay of the transmitted 
packet. In [23], we presented the performance study for 
multihop network in string topology. 

In this paper, we present an analytical model to study the 
saturation behavior of the IEEE802.11 DCF considering 
erroneous channel and capture effects. We differentiate channel 
induced errors from packet collision in order to optimize the 
performance of CSMA/CA under the saturated network 
condition. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
describes our model for basic access mechanism under 
saturated traffic condition. Performance of the proposal scheme 
is analyzed in section III. Finally, section VI concludes this 
paper. 

II. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS FOR 802.11 DCF IN 
SATURATED TRAFIC CONDITION 

In this section, we present a discrete time bi-dimensional 
Markov model for evaluating the saturation throughput of the 
DCF under non ideal channel conditions considering capture 
effects. Saturated traffic condition means that all users always 
have a packet available for transmission. Throughput under 
saturated traffic situation is the upper limit of the throughput 
achieved by the system, and it represents the maximum load 
the system can carry in the stable condition. 

Let process s(t) be the stochastic process representing the 
backoff stage of a given station at the given time t. A second 
process b(t) is defined, representing backoff time counter of the 
station. Backoff time counter is decremented at the start of 
every idle backoff slot. The backoff counter is an integer value 
uniformly chosen from [0,Wi-1] where Wi denotes the 

contention window at the ith backoff stage.  The backoff stage  
‗i‘  is  incremented by one for each failed transmission attempt 
up to the maximum value m, while the contention window is 
doubled for each backoff stage up to the maximum value     
Wmax = 2m Wmin. 

Letting Wmin = W0, we can summarize the W as, 

                        
miW

miW
W

m

i

i
,2

0,2

0

0                               (1) 

The main aim in this section is to modify the MAC protocol 
in order to enhance the performance of MAC protocol in the 
event of channel induced errors. The assumption that all frame 
losses are due to collisions between WLAN devices is 
generally not true in a noisy wireless environment. However, 
unsuccessful reception of the data frame can also be caused by 
channel noise or other interference. 

In case of unsuccessful transmission the basic BEB 
mechanism will double the contention window size by 
considering channel errors as a packet collision. This process 
will unnecessarily increase the backoff overhead and intern 
increases channel idle slots. In order to alleviate this problem 
we propose a new mechanism that takes advantage of a new 
capability to differentiate the losses, and thereby sharpen the 
accuracy of the contention resolution process. When the frame 
is corrupted by the channel induced noise, we maintain the 
same contention size instead of doubling it. 

A. Loss differentiation method  for basic access mechanism 
Basic access mechanism is the default access method in 

DCF and employs a two-way handshaking procedure. The loss 
differentiation for basic access is not straightforward because it 
provides only ACK feedback from receivers. The loss 
differentiation method for WLAN has been proposed in [24]. 
The following describes a loss differentiation method for basic 
access which requires minimum modifications to the legacy 
standard to provide additional feedback. The data frame can be 
functionally partitioned into two parts: header and body. The 
MAC header contains information such as frame type, source 
address and destination address, and comes before the MAC 
body, which contains the data payload.  

In a WLAN with multiple stations sharing a common 
channel, a collision occurs when two or more stations starts 
transmission in the same time slot, which will likely corrupt the 
whole frame (header plus body) at the receiver end. On the 
other hand, a frame transmission that is not affected by 
collision with transmission from another WLAN station may 
still be corrupted by noise and interference. However, under the 
condition that the signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio 
(SINR) is reasonable to maintain a connection between the 
sending and receiving stations, the receiver is likely able to 
acquire the whole data frame and decode it, as the physical 
header is transmitted at the base data rate for robustness (e.g., 
in 802.11b, the 192-bit physical header is always transmitted at 
1Mbps). In this case, the noise or interference may result in a 
few bit-errors that cause a Frame Check Sequence (FCS) error 
in the decoded data frame, which is then discarded by the 
receiver station. As the MAC header (18-30 bytes) is     
typically much shorter than the MAC body (e.g., a typical 
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Internet Protocol datagram is several hundreds to a couple of 
thousands bytes long), when FCS fails, it is much more likely 
caused by bit errors in the body than the header. 

If the MAC header is correctly received but the body is 
corrupted, the receiver can observe the MAC header content to 
learn the identity of the sender and to verify that it is the 
intended receiver. To verify the correctness of the MAC 
header, a short Header Error Check (HEC) field can be added 
at the end of the header as shown in Fig.1 in order to provide 
error checking over the header, while the FCS at the end of the 
frame provides error checking over the entire MAC frame. 
Note that the use of HEC in the header is not a new concept as 
it has been adopted in many other communication systems, 
such as asynchronous transfer mode and Bluetooth, all of 
which includes a 1-byte HEC or header check sequence (HCS) 
field in their header. With the HEC, when a data frame is 
received and FCS fails, the HEC can be verified to see if the 
header is free of error, and if so, proper feedback can be 
returned to the sender identified by the MAC header.  

As discussed above, FCS failure but correct HEC in a frame 
reception is a good indication that the frame has been corrupted 
by transmission errors rather than a collision. Because in the 
basic access mechanism, only ACK frames are available to 
provide positive feedback, a new control frame NAK needs to 
be introduced to inform the sender that the data frame 
transmission has failed and the failure is due to transmission 
errors; i.e., the data frame has suffered a transmission loss. On 
the other hand, if the sender receives neither a NAK nor an 
ACK after sending a data frame, it is a good indication that the 
frame transmission has suffered a collision loss. The NAK 
frame can be implemented with exactly the same structure as 
the ACK frame except for a one-bit difference in the frame 
type field in the header, and is sent at the same data rate as an 
ACK frame. The transmission of a NAK does not consume 
more bandwidth or collide with other frames because it is 
transmitted SIFS after the data frame transmission and occupies 
the time that would have been used by the transmission of an 
ACK.  

The HEC field is a necessary modification to the standard 
because without it, when the FCS fails, the receiver would not 
be able to determine if the header is in error and would not be 
able to trust the sender address in the header for returning the 
NAK. The HEC field (which can be 1 or 2 bytes) costs an extra 
overhead. But it can be calculated that the overhead due to the 
extra field to the total transmission time is much less than 1%. 
Therefore the overhead is negligible. Comparing the two loss 
differentiation methods, RTS/CTS access is useful when the 
data frame size or the number of stations is very large or there 
are hidden terminals. However, as it consumes extra time for 
RTS/CTS exchange, RTS/CTS access is less efficient than 
basic access in other cases.   

 
Figure 1.  Frame format for Basic access mechanism 

The loss differentiation method for RTS/CTS access does 
not involve any modification to the standard. The loss 
differentiation method for basic access, however, needs two 
minor modifications to the current standard: the HEC field and 
the NAK frame, which are both easy to implement.  

B. Analitical modeling of new backoff algorithm 
Based on the above consideration, let us discuss the 

Markovian model shown in Fig.2, assuming saturation network 
conditions. We assume that each station has m+1 stages of 
backoff process. The value of the backoff counter is uniformly 
chosen in the range (0,Wi-1), where Wi = 2iWmin and depend on 
the station‘s backoff stage i. A station in (i,0) state will transit 
into (i+1,k) state  in  the  event of  collision  without  capture 
effect. On the other hand, the model transits from (i,0) to (0,k) 
state if frame is successfully captured. From state (i,0), the 
station re-enters the same backoff stage (i,k) in case of 
unsuccessful transmission due to transmission errors.  

The main approximation in our model is that, at each 
transmission attempt, each packet collides with constant and 
independent probability Pcol regardless of previously suffered 
attempts and transmission errors occur with probability Pe due 
to the erroneous channel. We also assume that the channel is 
captured by a station with the probability Pcap in the event of 
collision. Based on the above assumptions we can derive the 
transition probabilities: 

 

 

 

 

         (2) 
 

The first equation represents that, at the beginning             
of each time slot, the backoff time is decremented. The second 
equation states that, the initialization of backoff window after 
successful transmission for a new packet. The third equation 
accounts that, the maintenance of backoff window in the same 
stage, if channel error is detected. The fourth and fifth 
equations represent that, the rescheduling of backoff stage after 
unsuccessful transmission.  

Let    the    stationary distribution    of   the    chain be
),0(),,0(},)(,)({lim 1, itki WkmiktbitsPb . To obtain 

the closed form solution we first consider the following 
relations:          
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and,   
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Figure 2.  Markov chain model for the backoff procedure of a station 
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from which we obtain the following relation, 
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A closed-form solution to the Markov chain owing to the chain 
regularities, for each k є (1,Wi-1), shown as:           
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By means of relations (3), (5) and remembering  
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Thus, by relations (3), (5) and (8), all the values of bi,k are 
expressed as a function of b0,0. Considering normalization 
conditions, and making   use of   the   above equations we 
obtain the following relation: 
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from which, we obtain, 
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where we assume,  
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Assuming error free channel with no capture effects, i.e., Pe = 
Pcap = 0, then (9 ) can be rewritten as, 
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which is similar to b0,0 found in Bianchi‘s model[3] under 
saturated load  conditions. 

Now we can express the probability  that a station transmits 
in a randomly chosen slot time when the backoff time is zero 
as, 
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By substituting (9) in (11), we obtain the following relation. 
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Note that, when m=0, that is no exponential backoff is 
considered, and assuming Pcap=Pe=0, the probability results 
to be independent of collision probability under saturated 
traffic condition 

1

2

0W
(13)  

which is the result found in[3] for constant backoff window. 

However, in general, the probability τ depends on the 
conditional collision probability Pcol, capture probability Pcap 
and probability of packet loss Pe.  In our model we assume 
basic access method to compute the conditional collision 
probability Pcol. To determine the value Pcol it is sufficient to 
note that the probability that a transmitted packet encounters a 
collision if in a given time slot, at least one of the remaining   
(n-1) stations transmits another packet simultaneously.  The 
conditional collision probability also depends on the capture 
probability because capture effect is the sub event of collision, 
i.e. without collision there is no capture effect. Therefore the 
probability Pcol can be expressed as,

cap

n P1

col )1(1P (14) 
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Our proposed model considers deterministic power loss and 
multipath fast fading of transmitted signals into account. We 
also assume that there is no direct path between transmitter and 
receiver within Basic Service Set(BSS), which means the 
envelop of received signal is Rayleigh faded. To compute the 
capture probability, we use the model proposed by Hadzi-
velkov and Spasenovski[10]. In Rayleigh fading channel, the 
transmitted instantaneous power is exponentially distributed 
according to   

                     ),exp(
1

)(
00 p

p

p
pf       p > 0                    (15) 

where p0 represent the local mean power of the transmitted 
frame at the receiver and is determined by 
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where ri is the mutual distance from transmitter to receiver, x is 
the path loss exponent, A.ri

-x is the deterministic path loss and  
pt is the transmitted signal power. The path loss exponent for 
indoor channels in picocells is typically taken as 4. During 
simultaneous transmission of multiple stations, a receiver 
captures a frame if the power of detected frame pd sufficiently 
exceeds the joint power of ‗n‘ interfering contenders  
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by a certain threshold factor for the duration of a certain time 
period. Thus capture probability is the probability of signal to 
interference ratio  
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exceeding the product z0g(Sf) where z0 is known as the capture 
ratio and g(Sf) is processing gain of the correlation receiver. 
The processing gain introduces a reduction of interference 
power by a factor g(Sf), which is inversely proportional to 
spreading factor Sf. The conditional capture probability Pcap can 
be expressed over i interfering frames as,  
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For Direct Sequence Spread Spectrum(DSSS) using 11 chip 
spreading factor (sf =11),    
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Now the frame capture probability can be expressed as,   
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where Ri is the probability of ‗i’ interfering frames being 
generated in the generic time slot, according to     
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Next step is the computation of the saturation system 
throughput, defined as the fraction of time the channel is used 
successfully to transmit the bits. Let Ptr be the probability that 
there is at least one transmission in the considered time slot, 
with n stations contending for the channel, and each transmits 
with probability τ, 

                          n

trP )1(1                                       (20) 

The probability Ps that a transmission on the channel is 
successful is given by the probability that exactly one station 
transmit on the channel or probability that two or more stations 
transmit simultaneously where one station captures the channel 
due to capture effects, 
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Now we can express throughput as, 
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where, Tc is the average time that the channel sensed busy due 
to collision, Ts is the average time that the channel sensed busy 
due to successful transmission, Te is the average time that the 
channel is occupied with error affected data frame and σ is the 
empty time slot. For the basic access method we can express 
the above terms as, 

Tc= H + E[PL] + ACKtimeout 

Ts= H + E[PL] + SIFS + ACK + DIFS + 2τd 

Te= H + E[PL] + NAK 

Here, H – Physical header + MAC header 

          E[PL] – Average payload length and   

          τd – propagation delay 
 

III. PERFORMANCE EVALUATIONS 
In what follows, we shall present the results for the data rate 

of 11Mbps. In the results presented below we assume the 
following values for the contention window: Wmin=32, m=5 
and Wmax=1024. The network parameters of 802.11b are given 
in Table I. We have also examined 802.11b with other possible 
parameter   values.   We   use the method given in the IEEE 
standards [2] to calculate the bit error rates (BERs) and frame 
error rates (FERs) in a WLAN. This method has also been used 
in [25]- [27] to study WLAN performance. It is briefly 
described as follows. 
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TABLE I.  NETWORK PARAMETERS 

MAC header 

PHY header 

Payload size 

ACK 

NAK 

Basic rate 

Data rate 

24 bytes 

16 bytes 

1024 bytes 

14 bytes 

14 bytes 

1Mbps 

11Mbps 

τd 

Slot time 

SIFS 

DIFS 

ACK timeout 

1 μs 

20 μs 

10 μs 

50 μs 

300 μs 

 

A. Bit error rate (BER) model for 802.11b  
First, the symbol error rate (SER) is calculated based on the 

signal-to-noise-plus-interference ratio (SINR) at the receiver. It 
is assumed that the interference and noise affect the desired 
signal in a manner equivalent to additive white Gaussian noise 
(AWGN). Given the number of bits per symbol, the SER is 
then converted into an effective BER. IEEE 802.11b uses 
DBPSK modulation for basic data rate at 1Mbps and 
complementary code keying (CCK) modulation to achieve its 
higher data rates (5.5 Mbps and 11 Mbps).  The SER in CCK 
[2] has been determined as: 

           )2( cc DRSINRQSER                   (23) 

where,  Rc is the code rate,  Dc is the codeword distance, and, Σ 
is over all codewords. For 11 Mbps data rate, the SER is given 
by 

 
                                                                                                (24) 

As each symbol encodes 8 bits in 11 Mbps, the BER is 
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The SER for 5.5 Mbps is calculated as,  

               (26) 
And 
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The SER in DBPSK modulation scheme has been determined 
as: 

                                     (28) 

 
For 1Mbps mode, because each symbol encodes a single bit, 
the BER is the same as SER. In case of 2Mbps, the BER is 
calculated as,  

               
                                       (29) 

When the BERs have been determined, the FERs of the data 
and control frames are derived from the BERs and the frame 
lengths. 

Now we can drive the frame error rate, combining BER values 
for both header and payload as: 
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where, PHY is the length of the physical header, MAC is the 
length of the MAC header and DATA is the length of the 
packet payload. 

B. Numerical results and discussions 
The behavior of the transmission probability ‗τ‘ is depicted 

in Fig.3 for basic access method as a function of SINR. The 
curves have been drawn for the capture threshold 6dB, number 
of contenting stations 10 and payload size 1024 bytes. The 
results shows that for increasing the channel quality, the 
transmission probability ‗τ‘ increases and reaches the steady 
state, above which the channel is assumed as ideal. The 
transmission probabilities of our proposed model and model 
[17] are clearly highlighted in the above results. The Bianchi‘s 
transmission probability is depicted as horizontal lines due to 
independence of the Bianchi‘s model on both capture effects 
and channel errors. 

Fig.4 shows the behavior of the saturation throughput as a 
function of the number of the contending stations for basic 
access mechanism. The curves have been drawn for the capture 
threshold 6dB, SINR 7dB and payload size 1024 bytes. The 
curves clearly show that, when the network load is moderate 
our   proposed algorithm performs well.  On the other hand, 
throughput can be higher than the model[17] for a low number 
of contending stations in the considered scenario. When the 
number of contending stations increases then the achievable 
throughput will approach the saturation throughput obtained in 
model[17]. 

 

 
Figure 3. Transmission probability as a function of SINR for basic access 
mechanism. Curves have been obtained for the capture threshold 6dB, payload 
size 1024 bytes and number of contending stations 10. 
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Figure 4.  Saturation throughput for basic access mechanism as a function of 
the number of contending stations for capture threshold 6dB and SINR 7dB 
while payload size 1024 Bytes. 
 

In order to assess throughput performance as a function 
capture threshold, Fig.5 shows throughput performance as a 
function SINR, for three different values of the capture 
threshold. Depending upon the channel quality as exemplified 
by the SINR on the abscissa in the figure, it could be preferable 
to operate at low capture threshold in order to gain higher 
throughput performance. The throughput predicted by Bianchi 
assuming SINR = ∞ and capture threshold = ∞, is depicted as a 
horizontal line along with the proposed model for comparison 
purpose. For decreasing capture threshold, the system 
throughput increases above the Bianchi‘s maximum achievable 
throughput performance. This is essentially due to the fact that, 
the capture effect tends to reduce the collision probability 
experienced by the contending stations which attempt 
simultaneous transmission. 

Fig.6 shows the behavior of system throughput for basic 
access method as a function SINR, for two different payload 
sizes and for 5 transmitting stations. The upper curves are 
plotted for the payload size of 1024bytes and the bottom curves 
are plotted for the payload size of 128 bytes. In both curves, 
saturation throughput is depicted for two different values of 
capture threshold.  

 
Figure 5. Saturation throughput for basic access mechanism as a function of 
SINR for capture thresholds 1dB, 10dB and 30dB, while payload size 1024 
bytes and number of contending stations 5. 

 
Figure 6. Saturation throughput for basic access mechanism as a function of 
SINR for payload sizes 1024 and 128 bytes, number of contending stations 5 
and capture thresholds 6dB and 30dB. 

 

Upon comparing the curves, it is easily seen that the system 
throughput performance is poor for low values of payload size. 
On the other hand, when the capture threshold is high, collision 
probability increases, that tend to reduce the throughput 
performance. 

Fig.7 shows the behavior of saturation throughput for basic 
access method as a function SINR for two different capture 
thresholds. It can be easily noticed that, when channel errors 
are more, the achievable throughput is high due to proper 
rescheduling of contention window. On the other hand, for 
increasing capture threshold, throughput tends to reduce, as 
expected, in the presence of capture. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper we have proposed a new MAC protocol for 

IEEE802.11 Distributed Coordination Function taking into 
account of both erroneous channel and capture effects. This 
avoids unnecessary idle slots by differentiating noise lost 
packets from collision lost packets, increasing throughput 
considerably.  It performs as well as IEEE 802.11 in noisy 
environment   considering   low   traffic  conditions.  Using  the  

 
Figure 7. Saturation throughput for basic access mechanism as a function of 
SINR for capture thresholds 6dB and 24dB while payload size 1024 Bytes and 
number of contending stations 2. 
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proposed model we have evaluated the throughput performance 
of IEEE802.11 DCF for basic access method. Based on this 
model we derive a   novel and generalized expression   for   the 
station‘s transmission probability, which is more realistic, such 
as non ideal channel conditions. To the best of our knowledge, 
this paper is the first to show the undesirable behavior of the 
standard backoff procedure when transmission losses occur, to 
develop a practical solution to this problem, and to give a 
theoretical performance analysis under homogeneous link 
conditions. 
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Abstract— Efficient routing mechanism is a challenging issue for 
group oriented computing in Mobile Ad Hoc Networks 
(MANETs). The ability of MANETs to support adequate Quality 
of Service (QoS) for group communication is limited by the 
ability of the underlying ad-hoc routing protocols to provide 
consistent behavior despite the dynamic properties of mobile 
computing devices. In MANET QoS requirements can be 
quantified in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR), Data 
Latency, Packet Loss Probability, Routing Overhead, Medium 
Access Control (MAC) Overhead and Data Throughput etc. This 
paper presents an in-depth study of one-to-many and many-to-
many communications in MANETs and provides a comparative 
performance evaluation of unicast and broadcast routing 
protocols. Dynamic Source Routing protocol (DSR) is used as 
unicast protocol and BCAST is used to represent broadcast 
protocol. The performance differentials are analyzed using ns-2 
network simulator varying multicast group size (number of data 
senders and data receivers). Both protocols are simulated with 
identical traffic loads and mobility models. Simulation result 
shows that BCAST performs better than DSR in most cases. 

Keywords-MANETs, DSR, BCAST, Unicast, Broadcast, 
Random way point model  

I.  INTRODUCTION 
A mobile ad hoc network is a self-organizing network 

comprising wireless mobile nodes that move around arbitrarily 
and can able to communicate among themselves using 
wireless radios, without the aid of any preexisting 
infrastructure [1]. Each participating mobile node can act as 
sender, receiver and even as a router at the same time and able 
to build, operate and maintain these networks [2]. 
 

Due to limited radio coverage of these wireless devices 
efficient support of group oriented communication is 
extremely critical in most MANET applications. In MANET 
group communications issues differ from those in wired 
environments for the following reasons: The wireless medium 
has variable and unpredictable characteristics. The signal 
strength and propagation fluctuate with respect to time and 
environment resulting disconnection of the network at any 
time even during the data transmission period [3]. The strength 

of the received signal depends on the power of the transmitted 
signal, the antenna gain at the sender and receiver, the distance 
between two mobile nodes, the obstacles between them, and 
the number of different propagation paths the signals travel 
due to reflection. Further node mobility also creates a 
continuously changing communication topology in which 
existing routing paths break and new ones form dynamically. 
Since MANETs have limited channel bandwidth availability 
and low battery power, their algorithms and protocols must 
conserve both bandwidth and energy [3]. Wireless devices 
usually use computing components such as processors, 
memory, and I/O devices, which have low capacity and 
limited processing power. Thus their communication protocols 
should have lightweight computational and information 
storage capability fulfilling some key features like robustness, 
simplicity and energy conserving. For this reason, several 
prominent unicast, multicast and broadcast protocols deployed 
in static wired networks that can not perform well in ad-hoc 
networks [3, 4].  

 
In-group oriented communication system, routing protocols 

can be classified into three main categories [5, 6, 7] based on 
the number of senders and receivers in MANETs. Unicast 
communication is the point-to-point transmission with one 
sender and one receiver. While unicasting is a simple 
mechanism for one-to-one communication, for one-to-many or 
many-to-many dissemination it brings the network to its knees 
due to huge bandwidth demands [8]. This can also introduce 
significant traffic overhead, sender and router processing, 
power consumption, high packet latency and poor throughput 
in the network. To minimize these overhead for one-to-many 
or many-to-many communication multicast and broadcast Ad-
Hoc routing protocols play an important role. Multicast 
communications are both one-to-many and many-to-many 
traffic pattern [9] i.e. to transmit a single message to a select 
group of recipients where as in broadcast routing 
communications is one-to-all traffic pattern. It is a basic mode 
of operation in wireless medium that provides important 
control and route establishment functionality for a number of 
unicast and multicast protocols. When designing broadcast 
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protocols for ad hoc networks, developers seek to reduce the 
overhead such as collision and retransmission or redundant 
retransmission, while reaching all the network’s nodes.  In 
practice, the scope of the broadcast is limited to a broadcast 
domain. Broadcasting is largely confined to local area network 
(LAN) technologies, most notably Ethernet and Token Ring, 
where the performance impact of broadcasting is not as large 
as it would be in a wide area network. Because Broadcasting is 
used to carry huge amount of traffic and requires more 
bandwidth, neither X.25 nor frame relay supply a broadcast 
capability, nor Internet explicitly support broadcasting at the 
global level [10].  

 
This paper compares two Ad Hoc routing protocols: 

unicast reactive DSR and BCAST protocol over group 
oriented communication system. Performance comparisons are 
based on Shadowing path loss model and Random way point 
mobility model. The simulation of two routing protocols 
focuses on their differences in their dynamic behaviors that 
can lead to performance differences. 

 

II. UNICAST AND BROADCAST ROUTING                         
PROTOCOLS 

A. Dynamic Source Routing(DSR) Protocol  
DSR [11, 12] is an on-demand unicast reactive source-

routed routing protocol. This means the source node determines 
the complete sequence of route information between source 
and destination and explicitly lists each hop of the path in the 
packet’s header. Route is determined dynamically without any 
prior configuration necessary. The intermediate nodes do not 
require huge memory resources because they do not need to 
maintain consistent global routing information in order to route 
the packets that they forward. The basic operation of DSR 
contains two phases: route discovery and route maintenance. 
Route Discovery mechanism is used to find a source route to 
destination only when source attempts to send a packet to 
destination and does not already knows a route. To reduce the 
cost of Route Discovery, each node maintains a Route Cache of 
source routes it has learned or overheard. Route Maintenance is 
the mechanism used to detect if the network topology has 
changed such that it can no longer use its route to the 
destination because some of the nodes listed on the route have 
moved out of range of each other. 

B. Broadcast Routing ( BCAST) Protocol  
BCAST is an optimized scalable broadcast routing 

protocol [13]. It keeps track of one-hop and two-hop neighbor 
knowledge information that are exchanged by periodic 
“Hello” messages. Each “Hello” message contains the node’s 
IP address and list of known neighbors. When a node receives 
a “Hello” packet from all its neighbors, it has two-hop 
topology information i.e. only packets that would reach 
additional neighbors are re-broadcast. For example if a node, 
B receives a broadcast packet from another node A, it knows 
all neighbors of A. If B has neighbors not covered by A, it 
issues the broadcast packet with a random delay. During this 

delay, if B receives another copy of this broadcast from C, it 
can check whether its own broadcast will still reach new 
neighbors. If this is no longer the case, it will drop the packet. 
Otherwise, the process continues until B’s timer goes off and 
B itself rebroadcasts the packet. 

 
The determination of Random delay time is very critical. 

To solve this problem a dynamic strategy is suggested in 
literature [13]. Each node searches its neighbor table for the 
maximum neighbor degree of any neighbor node, say MAX. If 
its own node degree is N, it calculates the random delay as 
MAX/N. Every node also buffers the most recent X packets. X 
can be any arbitrary integer number. To keep the memory 
requirement at each node low; set X to a small number. This 
mechanism improves the packet delivery ratio in BCAST. 

 
When a node receives a packet with sequence number N 

from source node A, it checks whether it also received packet 
N-1 from the same source. If not, it issues a one-hop broadcast 
to the neighbors, asking for retransmission of this packet by 
sending Negative Acknowledgement, NACK(N-1, A) message. 
Each neighbor, upon receiving the NACK packet, will check its 
local buffer and if they have this packet buffered, will schedule 
a retransmission. To reduce collisions, the NACKs and the 
packet retransmissions are jittered randomly by few 
milliseconds. 

III. SIMULATION MODEL 
This section describes the simulation tools and parameters 
chosen to simulate the routing protocols  

A. Simulation Environment 
Network Simulator NS-2 [14, 15] is chosen to compare 

DSR and BCAST routing protocols. NS-2 is discrete event 
packet-level simulators with CMU’s Monarch group’s 
mobility extensions. It includes implementations of models of 
signal strength, radio propagation, wireless medium contention, 
capture effect, and node mobility. A simulation model with 
MAC and physical models are used to study the interlayer 
interaction and their performance. An unslotted carrier sense 
multiple access (CSMA) technique with collision avoidance 
(CSMA/CA) is used to transmit the data packets. In this 
experiment, the Distributed Coordination Function (DCF) of 
IEEE 802.11 for wireless LAN is used as MAC layer. The 
simulated radio interface model is the Lucent WaveLAN. 
WaveLAN is modeled as shared-media radio with channel 
capacity of 2Mbits/sec and transmission range of 250m and 
the carrier sensing range is 471.5m. All protocols use an 
interface queue (IFQ) of 50 packets. The IFQ is a FIFO 
priority queue where routing packets gets higher priority than 
data packets. All MAC and Network layer operations of the 
wireless network interfaces are logged in trace files.  

 

B. Radio Propagation Model 
The shadowing path loss model [15] is used in this 

simulation study. It attempts more realistic situation than free 
space and two-ray path loss models. It takes into account multi-
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path propagation effects. Both free space and two-ray models 
predict the mean received signal strength as a deterministic 
function of distance and consequently represent 
communication radius as an ideal circle. But in realistic 
environment, when the fading effects are considered it can be 
seen that, the received power at a certain distance is a random 
variable. Hence shadowing model is widely used in real 
environment.  

The available parameters that are used in our simulation code 
are shown in table I. 
 

TABLE I.  PARAMETERS USED IN SIMULATION  

 

Parameters Value Comment 

Transmission Range 250m 
 

Fixed (Considered) 

Frequency 914 × 10 6 Hz  

 
Fixed (Considered) 

Path Loss Exponent 2.0 
 

Fixed (Considered) 

Standard Deviation 4.0 
 

Fixed (Considered) 

Reference Distance 1.0m 
 

Fixed (Considered) 

CPThreshold 10.0 Watt 
 

Fixed (Considered) 

RXThreshold 6.76252 × 10 -10 

 
Calculated 

CSThrehold 2.88759 × 10 -11 Calculated 
(RXThreshold*0.0427) 

Power (Pt) 0.28183815 Watt 
 

Fixed (Considered) 

System Loss 1.0 
 

Fixed (Considered) 
 

C. Traffic  and Mobility Model 
In this simulation Continuous bit rate (CBR) traffic sources 

are used. The source-destination pairs are spread randomly 
over the network. Only 512- byte data packets are used. The 
number of source destination pairs and the packet-sending rate 
in each pair is varied to change the offered load in the 
network. 

 
 

A mobility model accurately represents the movement of 
mobile nodes in MANET. Random waypoint mobility model 
[16] (RWM) is used in this simulation study. The model 
includes networks with 50 mobile nodes placed on a site with 
dimensions 1500×300 meters. Each packet starts its journey 
from a random location to a random destination with a 
randomly chosen speed (uniformly distributed between 0–20 
m/s). Once the destination is reached, another random 
destination is targeted after a pause time and then repeats the 
process. The pause time, which affects the relative speeds of 
the mobiles, is also varied. Five randomly generated scenarios 
are run for each parameter combination, and each point in the 
graphs is the average results of these five scenarios. Identical 
mobility and traffic scenarios are also used across protocols to 
gather fair results. In RWM model, Pause Time and Max 
Speed of a mobile are the two key parameters that determine 

the mobility behavior of nodes. If the node movement is small 
and the Pause Time is long, the topology of Ad Hoc network 
becomes relatively stable. On the other hand, if the node 
moves fast and the pause time is small; the topology is 
expected to be highly dynamic.  

 

IV. PERFORMANCES METRICES 

The performance of DSR and BCAST protocols are compared 
using the following important Quality of Service (QoS) 
metrics 

 

 
 
 

Packet Delivery Ratio (PDR): The ratio of the number of 
packets received by the CBR sinks at the final destination to 
those generated by the CBR sources. 
 
Packet Latency: This includes all possible delays caused by 
buffering during route discovery, queuing delay at the 
interface queue, retransmission delays at the MAC, 
propagation and transfer times [17]. The lower the packet 
latency the better the application performance as the average 
end-to-end delay is small. 
 
Normalized routing Load (NRL): The ratio of the number of 
routing packets sent to the number of data packets received. 
Each hop-wise transmission of these packets is counted as one 
transmission [18].  
 
Normalized MAC Load (NML): The number of routing, 
Address Resolution Protocol (ARP), and control packets (e.g., 
RTS, CTS and ACK) transmitted by the MAC layer, including 
IP/MAC headers for each delivered data packet [18]. It 
considers both routing overhead and the MAC control 
overhead. This metric also accounts for transmission at each 
hop. 
 

 

Throughput: The ratio of the total data received by the end 
user and the connection time [19]. A higher throughput 
directly impacts the user’s perception of the QoS. 
 

V. SIMULATION RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS 
The results of this simulation study are separately considered 
into two sections. 
 

• Varying Number of data Senders: 
• Varying Number of data Receivers  

 

A.  Effect of number of senders on QoS metrics 
To investigate the effect of number of senders on the 

performance of DSR and BCAST, the data send rate and 
number of data receivers is kept constant at 2 packets/sec. and 
20 respectively. The numbers of data senders are increased 
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from 1 to 10 and several QoS metrics are measured and plotted 
into logarithmic graphs. For the fairness of protocols 
comparison and network performance, each ad hoc routing 
protocol is run over the same set of scenarios. Table II. Shows 
Simulation parameters for the different Senders Scenarios 

TABLE II.  SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR THE DIFFERENT SENDERS 
SCENARIOS 

 
 

The PDR and data packet latency simulation results as a 
function of number of Senders are given in fig 1. 
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Figure 1.  PDR (a) and Latency (b) results as a function of Number of 
Senders. 

From fig 1(a) it is observed that with increasing number of 
senders, the PDR of BCAST protocol is higher and relatively 
consistent as compare to DSR routing protocol. A relatively 
high PDR is a desirable property for the scalability of Ad Hoc 
routing protocols. Unicast DSR shows lower PDR than 
BCAST for one-to-many and many-to-many communication. 

This is due to the fact that with relatively many senders (two 
or more) the traffic sources are more spread throughout the 
MANET and hence the overall performances of on-demand 
unicast DSR deteriorate rapidly. For example in DSR with five 
senders and 30 receivers, each sender needs to generate and 
maintain 30 simultaneous unicast connections to connect 30 
multicast group members. Hence overall 150 unicast 
connections are required. Each data source also requires 
generating 30 data packets. This provides an inefficient use of 
wireless medium and causes congestion in the network. Since 
for many senders the PDR value drops drastically, the 
performance of DSR protocol is not very attractive for many-
to-many application and it also increases the packet 
transmission cost. BCAST shows higher packet delivery ratio 
for most scenarios. Fig 1(a) also shows that for five senders, 
the PDR of BCAST and DSR are 99.45% and 47.82% 
respectively. This is because that BCAST has less redundancy 
and dynamically selects only a subset of nodes to re-broadcast 
a packet. It keeps 2-hop neighbor topology information and 
each node also buffers most recent few packets. A NACK 
based retransmission scheme of BCAST protocol further 
increase PDR. 

 
 

From fig 1(b) it is observed that the average packet latency 
increases with increasing number of senders. BCAST protocol 
performs better than DSR in this case. For example for seven 
senders, the packet latency of BCAST and DSR are 14.43 ms 
and 3.86 µs  respectively. This is due to the fact that DSR 
maintains unicast connections. As the number of sender’s 
increases, it requires to generate more packets in order to 
reach the group members, more routing packets causes delay 
in the interface queue before reaching the intended destination. 
This causes more packet delay with increasing the number of 
senders. Since BCAST maintains broadcast connections and 
keep two hops topology information, the average packet delay 
is significantly lower than DSR. Lower packet latency is the 
desirable property for real-time applications because these 
applications can tolerate loss but very sensitive to delay.  
Hence BCAST is more effective for real time applications. 

 
The NRL and NML simulation results as a function of number 
of Senders are given in fig 2. 
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Parameter 
 

Value 

  Number of senders (variable) 
 

 1, 2, 5, 7 and 10 
  Number of receivers (keep constant) 
 

  20 
  Pause Time 
 

  0 m/s 
  Max. Speed 
 

  20 m/s 
  Antenna Range 
 

  250 m 
  CBR Rate 
 

  2 packets/sec.
  Simulation Time 
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Figure 2.  .NRL (a) and NML (b) results as a function of Number of Senders 

From fig 2(a) it can be observed that the NRL of DSR is 
higher than BCAST and hence provides poor performance. 
This is because that with increasing the number of senders 
DSR requires more routing packets to maintain unicast 
connections among group members. For example for five 
senders, NRL of DSR and BCAST are 44.23 packets and 
0.735 packets respectively. From fig 2(b), it is also observed 
that in DSR normalized MAC load is also extremely high than 
BCAST protocols. In this case almost all MAC transmissions 
are unicast, a high fraction these transmitted packets are MAC 
layer control packets (RTS, CTS and ACK).  Due to unicast 
nature, as the number of senders increase DSR requires to 
generate more MAC control packets. BCAST gives better 
performance in this case. Since in BCAST all MAC 
transmissions are multicast, it generates only fraction of MAC 
layer control packets than DSR. This effect results lower 
transmission collision and offers high packet delivery 
guarantee. For example for 10 senders the NML of BCAST 
and DSR protocols are 0.41 and 511.03 packets respectively. 
 
The data throughput results as a function of number of Senders 
are given in fig 3. 
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Figure 3.  .Data throughput  results as a function of Number of Senders. 

 

This throughput result is consistent with the control overhead 
(NRL and NML) shown in fig 3.  This is because that the decay 

of overhead is directly related to the throughput growth. From 
fig 3 it can also be observed that with increasing the number of 
senders, the data throughput increases and the throughput of 
DSR does not increases too drastically and provides poor 
performance. For few senders (one to five) DSR throughput 
increases but lower than BCAST protocols. With more senders 
the DSR throughput highly degrades. Since DSR packet drop 
probability increases with increasing the number of senders, it 
affects the DSR throughput. It can be observed that as the 
number of senders increase, the throughput of BCAST 
increases and the maximum throughput are achieved for 
BCAST protocol. For example at five senders, fig 3 mentions 
that the data throughputs of BCAST and DSR protocols are 
17.54 kbps and 3.91 kbps respectively. 

 

B. Effect of number of receivers on QoS metrics 
In this case, to evaluate the performance of DSR and 

BCAST, the data send rate and number of data senders are kept 
constant at 2packets/sec. and 05 respectively. The numbers of 
multicast receivers are varied and QoS metrics are measured.  
 

The simulation parameters considered for performance 
evaluation are provided in table III.   

TABLE III.  SIMULATION PARAMETERS FOR THE DIFFERENT RECEIVERS 
SCENARIOS 

 
 
The PDR, average packet latency and throughput results as a 
function of number of receives is shown in fig 4.  
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Figure 4.  .PDR (a), Latency (b) and Data throughput (c) results as a function 
of Number of Receivers. 

From fig 4(a) and fig 4(b), it is observed that, DSR gives 
similar PDR and Latency results as in the case of number of 
senders. BCAST protocol also shows better performance and 
these performances are independent of the number of multicast 
receivers. From fig 4(c), it is observed that, the throughput 
performance of BCAST is independent of the number of 
multicast receivers. BCAST protocol shows better 
performance in this case. In DSR when the number of 
multicast receivers below 30, DSR throughput performance 
increases with increasing the number of receivers. After this 
the throughput deteriorates again.    
 
 

The NRL and NML simulation results as a function of number 
of multicast receivers are given in fig 5. 
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Figure 5.  .NRL (a) and NML (b) results as a function of versus Number of 
Receivers 

From fig 5(a) and fig 5(b), it is observed that the normalized 
routing and MAC load of DSR and BCAST protocols are also 
similar as in the case of number of senders. 
 

VI.  CONCLUSIONS 
There are number of alternatives when delivering data 

from one or more senders to a group of receivers such as 
setting up dedicated unicast connections from each sender to 
each receiver, employing a unicast, multicast protocol and 
broadcasting packet to every node. This paper compares the 
performance of BCAST and DSR routing protocols over group 
communication in MANETs. BCAST is an optimized 
neighbor knowledge based broadcast protocol provides robust 
performance with less delay time (keeps two hop neighbor 
information and minimizes network congestion) and less 
traffic overhead (partial source route) in terms of PDR, 
latency, normalized routing and MAC load, packet drop 
probability and data throughput. On-demand unicast DSR 
protocol suffers more from scalability issue as the number of 
data senders and data receivers increase. For scenarios with N 
senders and M receivers, N×M unicast connections have to be 
discovered and maintained by the underlying unicast routing 
algorithm. This introduces substantial overhead and causes 
high network load. Unicast DSR is also more sensitive to data 
send rate. The simulation result shows that the broadcast 
protocol BCAST work very well in most scenarios and are 
more robust even with high traffic environments.  
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Abstract—Formal semantics offers a complete and rigorous
definition of a language. It is important to define different
semantic models for a language and different models serve
different purposes. Building equivalence between different se-
mantic models of a language strengthen its formal foundation.
This paper shows the derivation of denotational semantics from
operational semantics of the language cCSP. The aim is to show
the correspondence between operational and trace semantics. We
extract traces from operational rules and use induction over
traces to show the correspondence between the two semantics
of cCSP.

Index Terms—Compensating CSP, semantic relationship, trace
semantics, operational semantics.

I. I NTRODUCTION

A formal semantics offers a complete, and rigorous defi-
nition of a language. Operational and denotational semantics
are two well-known methods of assigning meaning to pro-
gramming languages and both semantics are necessary for a
complete description of the language. Denotational semantics
associates an element of a semantic domain to each expression
in the language and the semantic is compositional. Traces are
one of the ways to define denotational semantics. A trace
gives the global picture of the behaviour. The common way
of defining operational semantics is to provide state transition
systems for the language, where the transition system models
the computation steps of expressions in the language and
allows the formal analysis of the language.

Compensating CSP(cSCP) [1] is a language defined to
model long running business transactions within the frame-
work of Hoare’s CSP [2] process algebra. Business trans-
actions need to deal with faults that can arise at any stage
of the transactions.Compensationis defined in [3] as an
action taken to recover from error in business transactions
or cope with a change of plan. cCSP provides constructs for
orchestration of compensations to model business transactions.
With the introduction of the language, both traces [1] and
operational [4] semantics have been defined. Both semantics
have valuable non-overlapping application and we want to use
them both. The key question is”How they are related?”.

This paper draws the correspondence of two different se-
mantic representation of a language which strengthen the
formal foundation of the language. In particular, the aim is
to accomplish the unification between operational and deno-
tational approach of cCSP. The unification is based on the

approach where we use the transition rules from operational
semantics to derive the traces and then show that these derived
traces correspond to the original traces by using induction over
the derived traces. Completing the derivation means that any
of the presentations can be accepted as a primary definition of
the meaning of the language and each of the definitions can
even safely and consistently be used at different times and for
different purposes.

The reset of the paper is organised as follows. A brief
overview of cCSP along with an example is given in Section II.
The trace and the operational semantics of cCSP are outlined
in Section III. We describe the how we define and prove
a relationship between the semantic models in Section IV.
We define theorems and supporting lemmas to establish the
relationship for both standard and compensable processes. We
outline some lessons from the experiment and then summarise
some related work in Section V and Section VI respectively.
We draw our conclusion in Section VII.

II. COMPENSATINGCSP

The introduction of the cCSP language was inspired by
two ideas: transaction processing features, and process algebra.
Like standard CSP, processes in cCSP are modelled in terms of
the atomic events they can engage in. The language provides
operators that support sequencing, choice, parallel composition
of processes. In order to support failed transaction, compen-
sation operators are introduced. The processes are categorised
into standard, andcompensableprocesses. A standard process
does not have any compensation, but compensation is part of
a compensable process that is used to compensate a failed
transaction. We use notations, such as,P,Q, .. to identify
standard processes, andPP,QQ, .. to identify compensable
processes. A subset of the original cCSP is considered in this
paper, which includes most of the operators, is summarised in
Fig. 1.

The basic unit of the standard processes is an atomic event
(A). The other operators are the sequential (P ; Q), and the
parallel composition (P ‖ Q), the choice operator (P 2 Q), the
interrupt handler (P � Q), the empty processSKIP, raising an
interruptTHROW, and yielding to an interruptYIELD. A pro-
cess that is ready to terminate is also willing to yield to an in-
terrupt. In a parallel composition, throwing an interrupt by one
process synchronises with yielding in another process. Yield
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Standard Processes: Compensable Processes:

P ,Q ::= A (atomic event) PP ,QQ ::= P ÷ Q (compensation pair)
| P ;Q (sequential composition) | PP ;QQ

| P 2 Q (choice) | PP 2 QQ

| P ‖ Q (parallel composition) | PP ‖ QQ

| SKIP (normal termination) | SKIPP

| THROW (throw an interrupt) | THROWW

| YIELD (yield to an interrupt) | YIELDD

| P � Q (interrupt handler)
| [PP ] (transaction block)

Fig. 1. cCSP syntax

points are inserted in a process throughYIELD. For example,
(P ; YIELD ; Q) is willing to yield to an interrupt in between
the execution ofP, and Q. The basic way of constructing a
compensable process is through a compensation pair (P÷Q),
which is constructed from two standard processes, whereP
is called theforward behaviour that executes during normal
execution, andQ is called the associated compensation that
is designed to compensate the effect ofP when needed. The
sequential composition of compensable processes is defined
in such a way that the compensations of the completed tasks
will be accumulated in reverse to the order of their original
composition, whereas compensations from the compensable
parallel processes will be placed in parallel. In this paper,
we define only the asynchronous composition of processes,
where processes interleave with each other during normal
execution, and synchronise during termination. By enclosing
a compensable processPP inside a transaction block[PP],
we get a complete transaction and the transaction block itself
is a standard process. Successful completion ofPP represents
successful completion of the block. But, when the forward
behaviour ofPP throws an interrupt, the compensations are
executed inside the block, and the interrupt is not observable
from outside of the block.SKIPP,THROWW, and YIELDD
are the compensable counterpart of the corresponding standard
processes and they are defined as follows:

SKIPP = SKIP÷ SKIP,

YIELDD = YIELD÷ SKIP

THROWW = THROW÷ SKIP

To illustrate the use of cCSP, we present an example of
a transaction for processing customer orders in a warehouse
in Fig.2. The first step in the transaction is a compensation
pair. The primary action of this pair is to accept the order and
deduct the order quantity from the inventory database. The
compensation action simply adds the order quantity back to
the total in the inventory database. After an order is received
from a customer, the order is packed for shipment, and a
courier is booked to deliver the goods to the customer. The
PackOrder process packs each of the items in the order in
parallel. EachPackItem activity can be compensated by a
correspondingUnpackItem. Simultaneously with the packing
of the order, a credit check is performed on the customer.
The credit check is performed in parallel because it normally
succeeds, and in this normal case the company does not wish
to delay the order unnecessarily. In the case that a credit check
fails, an interrupt is thrown causing the transaction to stop its

execution, with the courier possibly having been booked and
possibly some of the items having being packed. In case of
failure, the semantics of the transaction block will ensure that
the appropriate compensation activities will be invoked for
those activities that already did take place.

OrderTransaction = [ ProcessOrder ]

ProcessOrder = (AcceptOrder ÷ RestockOrder) ; FulfillOrder

FulfillOrder = BookCourier ÷ CancelCourier ‖

PackOrder ‖

CreditCheck ; (Ok ; SKIPP

2NotOk ; THROWW )

PackOrder = ‖i ∈ Items • (PackItem(i) ÷ UnpackItem(i))

Fig. 2. Warehouse order processing

I II. SEMANTIC MODELS

This section briefly outlines the trace and the operational
semantics of cCSP.

A. Trace Semantics

A trace of a process records the history of behaviour up to
some point. We show the operators on traces which are then
lifted to operators on set of traces. Traces considered for cCSP
are non-empty sets.

The trace of a standard process is of the forms〈ω〉 where
s ∈ Σ∗ (Σ is alphabet of normal events) andω ∈ Ω
(Ω = {X, !, ?}), which means all traces end with any of the
events inΩ, which is called a terminal event. The terminal
events represent the termination of a process. Successful
termination is shown by aX. Termination by either throwing
or yielding an interrupt is shown by! or ? respectively. In
sequential composition(p ; q), the concatenated observable
traces p and q, only when p terminates successfully,(ends
with X), otherwise the trace is onlyp. The traces of two
parallel processes arep〈ω〉‖q〈ω′〉 which corresponds to the set
(p ||| q), the possible interleaving of traces of both processes
and followed byω&ω′, the synchronisation ofω andω′. The
trace semantics of standard processes are shown in Fig. 3.

Compensable processes are comprised offorward andcom-
pensationbehaviour. The traces of compensable processes are
of pair of traces of the form(s〈ω〉, s′〈ω′〉), wheres〈ω〉 is the
forward behaviour ands′〈ω′〉 is the compensation behaviour.
In sequential composition, the forward traces correspond to
the original forward behaviour and followed by the traces of
the compensation. Traces of parallel composition are defined
as the interleaving of forward traced and then follows the
interleaving of compensation. The traces of a compensation
pair are the traces of both of the processes of the pair when
the forward process (P) terminate with a〈X〉, otherwise the
traces of the pair are the traces of the forward process followed
by only a〈X〉. The traces of a transaction block are only the
traces of compensable processes inside the block when the
process terminates with a〈X〉, otherwise when the forward
process inside the block terminates with a〈!〉 the traces of
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Atomic Action: For A ∈ Σ T (A) = {〈A,X〉}

Basic Processes:

T (SKIP) = {〈X〉}, T (THROW ) = {〈!〉}, T (YIELD) = {〈?〉, 〈X〉}

Sequential Composition:

p〈X〉 ; q = p.q, and p〈ω〉 ; q = p〈ω〉, where ω 6= X

T (P ; Q) = {p ; q | p ∈ P ∧ q ∈ Q}

Parallel Composition:

ω ! ! ! ? ? X

p〈ω〉‖q〈ω′〉 = {r〈ω&ω′〉 | r ∈ (p ||| q)} where ω′ ! ?X ?XX

T (P‖Q) = {r | r ∈ (p‖q) ∧ p ∈ P ∧ q ∈ Q} ω&ω′ ! ! ! ? ? X

Interrupt Handler:

p〈!〉 � q = p.q and p〈ω〉 � q = p〈ω〉 where ω 6= !

T (P � Q) = {p � q | p ∈ P ∧ q ∈ Q }

Choice: T (P 2Q) = T (P) ∪ T (Q)

Transaction Block:

[p〈!〉, p′] = p.p′ and [p〈X〉, p′] = p〈X〉

T ([PP ]) = {[p, p′] | (p, p′) ∈ PP}

Fig. 3. Trace semantics of standard processes

the block are the traces of the forward process followed by
the traces of the compensation. Fig. 4 outlines the traces of
compensable processes.

Basic Processes:

T (SKIPP) = T (SKIP ÷ SKIP) = {(〈?〉, 〈X〉), (〈X〉, 〈X〉)}

T (THROWW ) = T (THROWW ÷ SKIP) = {(〈?〉, 〈X〉), (〈!〉, 〈X〉)}

T (YIELDD) = T (YIELD ÷ SKIP) = {(〈?〉, 〈X〉)}

Compensation Pair:

p〈X〉 ÷ q = (p〈X〉, q) and p〈ω〉 ÷ q = (p〈ω〉, 〈X〉) where ω 6= X

T (P ÷Q) = {(〈?〉, 〈X〉)} ∪ {p ÷ q | p ∈ P ∧ q ∈ Q}

Sequential Composition:

(p〈X〉, p′) ; (q, q ′) = (pq, q ′ ; p′)

(p〈ω〉, p′) ; (q, q ′) = (p〈ω〉, p′) where ω 6= X

T (PP ; QQ) = {pp ; qq | pp ∈ PP ∧ qq ∈ QQ}

Parallel Composition:

(p, p′)‖(q, q ′) = {(r , r ′) | r ∈ (p‖q) ∧ r ′ ∈ (p′‖q ′)}

T (PP‖QQ) = {rr | rr ∈ (pp‖qq) ∧ pp ∈ PP ∧ qq ∈ QQ}

Choice: T (PP 2PQ) = T (PP) ∪ T (QQ)

Fig. 4. Trace semantics of compensable processes

The following healthiness conditions declare that processes
consist of some terminating or interrupting behaviour which
ensures that the traces of processes are non-empty:

• p〈X〉 ∈ T(P) or p〈 ! 〉 ∈ T(P), for somep
• (p〈X〉, p′) ∈ T(PP) or (p〈 ! 〉, p′) ∈ T(PP), for somep, p′

B. Operational Semantics

By using labelled transition systems [5], the operational
semantics specifies the relation between states of a program.
Two types of transitions are define to present the transition
relation of process terms: normal and terminal. A normal
transition is defined by a normal event (a ∈ Σ) and a terminal
transition is defined by a terminal event (ω ∈ Ω) .

For a standard process, a normal transition makes the
transition of a process term from one state to its another state
(P to P′). The terminal transition, on the other hand terminates
a standard process to a null process (0):

P
a

−→ P′, P
ω

−→ 0

In sequential composition (P ; Q), the processQ can start
only when the processP terminates successfully (withX). If
P terminates with! or ? the processQ will not start. In par-
allel composition each process can evolve independently and
processes synchronise only on terminal events. The transition
rules for standard processes are outlined in Fig. 5.

Atomic Action: A
A

−→ SKIP (A ∈ Σ)

Basic Processes:

SKIP
X
−→ 0, THROW

!
−→ 0, YILED

?
−→ 0, YIELD

X
−→ 0

Sequential Composition:

P
a

−→ P ′

(P ; Q)
a

−→ (P ′ ; Q)

P
X
−→ 0 ∧Q

α

−→ Q ′

(P ; Q)
α

−→ Q ′

P
ω

−→ 0

(P ; Q)
ω

−→ 0
(ω 6= X)

Parallel Composition:

P
a

−→ P ′

P‖Q
a

−→ P ′‖Q

Q
a

−→ Q ′

P‖Q
a

−→ P‖Q ′

P
ω

−→ 0 ∧ Q
ω

′

−→ 0

P‖Q
ω&ω′

−→ 0
where

ω ! ! ! ? ? X

ω′ ! ?X ?XX

ω&ω′ ! ! ! ? ? X

Choice:
P

α

−→ P ′

P 2Q
α

−→ P ′

Q
α

−→ Q ′

P 2Q
α

−→ Q ′

Interrupt handler:

P
a

−→ P ′

P � Q
a

−→ P ′ � Q

P
!

−→ 0 ∧ Q
α

−→ Q ′

P � Q
α

−→ Q ′

P
ω

−→ 0

P � Q
ω

−→ 0
(ω 6= !)

Transaction Block:

PP
a

−→ PP ′

[PP ]
a

−→ [PP ′]

PP
X
−→ P

[PP ]
X
−→ 0

PP
!

−→ P ∧ P
α

−→ P ′

[PP ]
α

−→ P ′

Fig. 5. Operational semantics of standard processes

For compensable processes, the normal transitions are same
as standard processes. However, the terminal events terminate
the forward behaviour of compensable processes, additionally,
the compensation are stored for future reference.

PP
a

−→ PP′, PP
ω

−→ P (P is the compensation)

In sequential composition (PP ; QQ), whenPP terminates,
its compensation (P) is stored andQQ starts to execute. In
this scenario, we get an auxiliary construct (〈QQ,P〉) where
the processes have no particular operational relation between
them. After termination of the processQQ, its compensation
(Q) is accumulated in front ofP i.e., (Q ; P). In the parallel
composition, the main difference with the standard processes
is that after termination of the forward behaviour the com-
pensations are accumulated in parallel. The transition rules of
compensable processes are summarised in Fig. 6.

A non-terminal event changes the state of the process inside
the block. Successful completion of the forward process inside
the block means completion of the whole block, but throwing
a interrupt by the compensable process inside the block results
the compensation to run. In compensation pair, after successful
completion of the forward behaviour the compensation will be
stored for future use, however, unsuccessful termination, i.e,
terminates by! or ? results an empty compensation (Fig. 5).
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Choice:

PP
a

−→ PP ′

PP 2QQ
a

−→ PP ′

QQ
a

−→ QQ ′

PP 2QQ
a

−→ QQ ′

PP
ω

−→ P

PP 2QQ
ω

−→ P

QQ
ω

−→ Q

PP 2QQ
ω

−→ Q

Sequential Composition:

PP
a

−→ PP ′

PP ; QQ
a

−→ PP ′ ; QQ

PP
X
−→ P ∧QQ

ω

−→ Q

PP ; QQ
ω

−→ Q ; P

PP
ω

−→ P

PP ; QQ
ω

−→ P
(ω 6= X)

PP
X
−→ P ∧QQ

a
−→ QQ ′

PP ; QQ
a

−→ 〈QQ ′,P〉

QQ
a

−→ QQ ′

〈QQ ,P〉
a

−→ 〈QQ ′,P〉

QQ
ω

−→ Q

〈QQ ,P〉
ω

−→ Q ; P

Parallel Composition:

PP
a

−→ PP ′

PP ‖ QQ
a

−→ PP ′ ‖ QQ

QQ
a

−→ QQ ′

PP ‖ QQ
a

−→ PP ‖ QQ ′

PP
ω

−→ P ∧QQ
ω

′

−→ Q

PP ‖ QQ
ω&ω′

−→ P ‖ Q

Compensation Pair:

P
a

−→ P ′

P ÷Q
a

−→ P ′ ÷Q

P
X
−→ 0

P ÷Q
X
−→ Q

P
ω

−→ 0

P ÷Q
ω

−→ SKIP
(ω 6= X)

Fig. 6. Operational semantics of compensable processes

IV. RELATING SEMANTIC MODELS

In this section we describe the steps to derive a relationship
between the two semantic models of cCSP. We follow a
systematic approach to derive the relationship where traces
are first extracted from the transition rules and prove that the
extracted traces correspond to the original trace definition. The
steps of deriving the semantic relation are shown in Fig. 7.

Fig. 7. Steps to derive relationship between semantic models

The operational semantics leads to lifted transition relations
labelled by sequences of events. This is defined recursively.
For a standard processP,

P
〈ω〉
−→ Q = P

ω

−→ Q

P
〈a〉t
−→ Q = ∃P′ · P

a
−→ P′ ∧ P′ t

−→ Q

The derived traces of a standard processP is defined asDT(P).
Let t ∈ DT(P), then we get the following definition,

t ∈ DT(P) = P
t

−→ 0 (1)

Compensable processes have both forward and compensa-
tion behaviour. A compensable process is defined as a pair
of traces. Hence, it is required to extract traces from both
forward and compensation behaviour. The forward behaviour
of a compensable processPP is defined as follows:

PP
t

−→ R (t ends withω)

wheret is the trace of the forward behaviour.R is the attached
compensation. The behaviour of compensation is similar to
standard processes and by reusing that we get the following
definition:

PP
(t,t′)
−→ 0 = ∃R · PP

t
−→ R ∧ R

t′
−→ 0

wheret′ is the trace of the compensation. For a compensable
processPP, the derived tracesDT(PP) is defined as follows:

(t, t′) ∈ DT(PP) = PP
(t,t′)
−→ 0

By using the definition of derived traces and the original
traces we state the following theorem to define the relationship
between the semantic models,

Theorem 1:For any standard process termP, whereP 6= 0

DT(P) = T(P)

For any compensable process termsPP, wherePP 6= 0 and
does not contain the term〈PP,P〉,

DT(PP) = T(PP)

Traces are extracted for each term of the language, and its
correspondence is shown with the corresponding traces in the
trace semantics. AssumeP andQ are standard process terms,
then for all the operators, we prove that

t ∈ DT(P⊗ Q) = t ∈ T(P⊗ Q) (2)

For each such operator⊗, the proof is performed by induction
over traces. In the proof we assume that,DT(P) = T(P) and
DT(Q) = T(Q).

We follow similar style for compensable processes. Assum-
ing DT(PP) = T(PP) andDT(QQ) = T(QQ) we show that,

(t, t′) ∈ DT(PP⊗ QQ) = (t, t′) ∈ T(PP⊗ QQ) (3)

In the following sections we outline the proof steps showing
the correspondence in (2) and (3) for both standard and
compensable process terms.

A. Standard Processes

Sequential Composition: By using (2) the relationship be-
tween the semantic models is derived by showing that,

t ∈ DT(P ; Q) = t ∈ T(P ; Q)

From (1) we get the derived traces of the sequential compo-
sition,

t ∈ DT(P ; Q) = (P ; Q)
t

−→ 0
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We also expand the definition of trace semantics as follows:

t ∈ T(P ; Q)

= ∃ p, q · t = (p ; q) ∧ p ∈ T(P) ∧ q ∈ T(Q)

= ∃ p, q · t = (p ; q) ∧ p ∈ DT(P) ∧ q ∈ DT(Q)

= ∃ p, q · t = (p ; q) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

Finally, from the above definitions of traces, the following
lemma is formulated for the sequential composition of stan-
dard processes:

Lemma 1:

(P ; Q)
t

−→ 0 = ∃ p, q · t = (p ; q) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

The lemma is proved by applying induction over the tracet,
wheret = 〈ω〉 is considered as the base case, andt = 〈a〉t is
considered as the inductive case. To support the proof of the
lemma, two equations are derived from the transition rules.
These derived equations are based on the event by which the
transition rules are defined:

(P ; Q)
ω

−→ 0 = P
X
−→ 0 ∧ Q

ω

−→ 0

∨ P
ω

−→ 0 ∧ ω 6= X

(P ; Q)
a

−→ R = ∃P′ · P
a

−→ P′ ∧ R= (P′ ; Q)

∨ P
X
−→ 0 ∧ Q

a
−→ R

Proof:
Basic step: t = 〈ω〉

(P ; Q)
〈ω〉
−→ 0 = (P ; Q)

ω

−→ 0
“From transition rules sequential composition”

= P
X
−→ 0 ∧ Q

ω

−→ 0 (4)

∨ P
ω

−→ 0 ∧ ω 6= X (5)

From (4)

P
X
−→ 0 ∧ Q

ω

−→ 0

= ∃ p, q · p = 〈X〉 ∧ q = 〈ω〉 ∧ 〈ω〉 = (p ; q)

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

= ∃ p, q · 〈ω〉 = (p ; q) ∧ p = 〈X〉

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

From (5)

P
ω

−→ 0 ∧ ω 6= X

= ∃ p, q · p = 〈ω〉 ∧ ω 6= X ∧ 〈ω〉 = (p ; q)

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

= ∃ p, q · 〈ω〉 = (p ; q) ∧ p 6= 〈X〉

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

Therefore, fort = 〈ω〉 from (4) and (5)

∃ p, q · 〈ω〉 = (p ; q) ∧ p = 〈X〉

∧P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

∨ ∃ p, q · 〈ω〉 = (p ; q) ∧ p 6= 〈X〉

∧P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

= ∃ p, q · 〈ω〉 = (p ; q) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

Inductive step: t = 〈a〉t

P ; Q
〈a〉t
−→ 0 = ∃R · (P ; Q)

a
−→ R ∧ R

t
−→ 0

“From operational rules”

= ∃P′ · P
a

−→ P′ ∧ (P′ ; Q)
t

−→ 0 (6)

∨ ∃Q′ · P
X
−→ 0 ∧ Q

a
−→ Q′ ∧ Q′ t

−→ 0 (7)

From (6)

∃P′ · P
a

−→ P′ ∧ (P′ ; Q)
t

−→ 0

= “Inductive hypothesis”

∃P′ · P
a

−→ P′ ∧ ∃ p′, q · t = (p′ ; q)

∧ P′ p′
−→ 0 ∧ Q

q
−→ 0

= “Combining existential quantifications”

∃ p′, q · t = (p′ ; q) ∧ P
〈a〉p′

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

= “Using trace rule 〈a〉t = 〈a〉(p′ ; q) = (〈a〉p′) ; q ”

∃ p′, q · 〈a〉t = (〈a〉p′ ; q) ∧ P
〈a〉p′
−→ 0 ∧ Q

q
−→ 0

= ∃ p, q · p = 〈a〉p′ ∧ 〈a〉t = (p ; q)

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

From (7)

∃Q′ · P
X
−→ 0 ∧ Q

a
−→ Q′ ∧ Q′ t

−→ 0

= P
X
−→ 0 ∧ Q

〈a〉t
−→ 0

= ∃p, q · p = 〈X〉 ∧ q = 〈a〉t ∧ 〈a〉t = (p ; q)

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

= ∃p, q · 〈a〉t = (p ; q) ∧ p = 〈X〉

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

Therefore fort = 〈a〉t, from (6) ∨ (7)

∃p, q · p = 〈a〉p′ ∧ 〈a〉t = (p ; q) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

∨ ∃p, q · p = 〈X〉 ∧ 〈a〉t = (p ; q) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

= “Combining existential quantifications”

∃p, q · (p = 〈X〉 ∨ p = 〈a〉p′) ∧ 〈a〉t = (p ; q)

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

= ∃p, q · 〈a〉t = (p ; q) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

This completes the proof of the lemma. We follow the same
approach to prove other lemmas in the rest of the paper.
Parallel Composition: The parallel composition of two
processes is defined to be the interleaving of their observ-
able events followed by the synchronisation of their terminal
events. For example, considering asynchronous actions,A ‖ B
can executeA followed by B or B followed by A. For traces
p andq we write p ||| q to denote the set of interleaving ofp
andq and it follows the following definition:

〈〉 ∈ p ||| q = p = 〈〉 ∧ q = 〈〉

〈a〉t ∈ p ||| q = ∃ p′ · p = 〈a〉p′ ∧ t ∈ p′ ||| q

∨ ∃ q′ · q = 〈a〉q′ ∧ t ∈ p ||| q′
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By following similar steps as sequential composition, we
define the following lemma for parallel composition:

Lemma 2:

(P ‖ Q)
t

−→ 0 = ∃ p, q · t ∈ (p ‖ q) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

We derive two supporting equation from the transition rules
of parallel composition:

P ‖ Q
a

−→ R = P
a

−→ P′ ∧ R= P′ ‖ Q

∨ Q
a

−→ Q′ ∧ R= P ‖ Q′

P ‖ Q
ω

−→ 0 = P
ω1
−→ 0 ∧ Q

ω2
−→ 0 ∧ ω ∈ ω1&ω2

Proof: The proof of the base case is trivial and omitted
from the presentation. The inductive case is described here:

(P ‖ Q)
〈a〉t
−→ 0

= ∃R · (P ‖ Q)
〈a〉
−→ R ∧ R

t
−→ 0

= “Using the operational rules”

∃P′ · P
a

−→ P′ ∧ (P′ ‖ Q)
t

−→ 0

∨ ∃Q′ · Q
a

−→ Q′ ∧ (P ‖ Q′)
t

−→ 0

= “Inductive hypothesis”

∃ P′ · P
a

−→ P′ ∧ ∃p′, q · t ∈ (p′ ‖ q)

∧ P′ p′
−→ 0 ∧ Q

q
−→ 0

∨ ∃ Q′ · Q
a

−→ Q′ ∧ ∃ p, q′ · t ∈ (p ‖ q′)

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q′ q′
−→ 0

= “Combining existential quantifications”

= ∃ p′, q · t ∈ (p′ ‖ q) ∧ P
〈a〉p′
−→ 0 ∧ Q

q
−→ 0

∨ ∃ p, q′ · t ∈ (p ‖ q′) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
〈a〉q′

−→ 0

= ∃ p, q · p = 〈a〉p′ ∧ t ∈ (p′ ‖ q)

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

∨ ∃ p, q · q = 〈a〉q′ ∧ t ∈ (p ‖ q′)

∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

= “Combining”

∃ p, q · (p = 〈a〉p′ ∧ t ∈ (p′ ‖ q) ∨ q = 〈a〉q′

∧ t ∈ (p ‖ q′)) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

= “By the definition the interleaving of traces”

∃ p, q · 〈a〉t ∈ (p ‖ q) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

B. Compensable Processes

Sequential Composition: For compensable processesPP
and QQ, let (t, t′) ∈ DT(PP ; QQ) and according to trace
derivation rule we get

(t, t′) ∈ DT(PP ; QQ) = ∃R · (PP ; QQ)
t

−→ R∧ R
t′

−→ 0

The following lemma is stated to define the relationship for
the lifted forward behaviour of sequential composition of
compensable processes:

Lemma 3:

(PP ; QQ)
t

−→ R = ∃P,Q, p, q · t = (p ; q)

∧ PP
p

−→ P ∧ QQ
q

−→ Q

∧ R = COND(last(p) = X, (Q ; P),P)

Where, COND(true, e1, e2) = e1

COND(false, e1, e2) = e2

COND expression is used to state that when processPP
terminates successfully (terminate byX), compensation from
both PP andQQ are accumulated in reverse order, otherwise
only compensation fromPP is stored. The following equations
are derived from the transition rules to support the proof of
the above lemma.

(PP ; QQ)
a

−→ RR = PP
a

−→ PP′ ∧ RR= (PP′ ; QQ)

∨ PP
X
−→ P ∧ QQ

a
−→ QQ′

∧ R= 〈QQ′,P〉

(PP ; QQ)
ω

−→ R = PP
X
−→ P ∧ QQ

a
−→ Q ∧ R= (Q ; P)

∨ PP
ω

−→ P ∧ ω 6= X ∧ R= P

In the inductive case of the lemma we get the following
intermediate step involving the auxiliary construct〈QQ,P〉.

PP ; QQ
〈a〉t
−→ R = ∃RR· PP ; QQ

a
−→ RR∧ RR

t
−→ R

= ∃PP′ · PP
a

−→ PP′ ∧ PP′ ; QQ
t

−→ R

∨ ∃P,QQ′ · PP
X
−→ P ∧ QQ

a
−→ QQ′

∧ 〈QQ′,P〉
t

−→ R (8)

To deal with this we need another lemma which will support
the removal of auxiliary construct in (8). This lemma considers
the situation where the forward behaviour of the first process
of sequential composition is terminated withX and its com-
pensation is stored and the second process of the composition
has started. Here to mention thatt in (8) above is a complete
trace.

Lemma 4:

〈QQ,P〉
t

−→ R = ∃Q · QQ
t

−→ Q ∧ R= (Q ; P)

The lemma is proved by induction over traces. By using this
lemma, we prove Lemma 3 by following the similar approach
of applying induction over traces.
Parallel Composition:Let (t, t′) ∈ DT(PP ‖ QQ) By using
the trace derivation rule we get,

(t, t′) ∈ DT(PP ‖ QQ) = ∃R · (PP ‖ QQ)
t

−→ R∧ R
t′

−→ 0

We then define the following lemma to establish the seman-
tic correspondence for parallel composition of compensable
processes:

Lemma 5:
(PP ‖ QQ)

t
−→ R = ∃P,Q, p, q · t ∈ (p ‖ q)

∧ PP
p

−→ P ∧ QQ
q

−→ P ∧ R= P ‖ Q
The lemma is proved by using induction over traces similar
to other lemmas.
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Compensation Pair: A compensation pair(P ÷ Q) consists
of two standard processes: a standard process (P) and its
compensation(Q). The semantics of compensation pair is
defined in such a way that the behaviour of the compensation
Q is augmented only with successfully completed forward
behaviour ofP, otherwise, the compensation is empty. For
a compensation pair, we show that

(t, t′) ∈ DT(P÷ Q) = (t, t′) ∈ T(P÷ Q)

To prove the semantic correspondence between the semantics
model, we state the following lemma:

Lemma 6:

(P÷Q)
(t,t′)
−→ 0 = ∃ p, q·(t, t′) = (p÷Q) ∧ P

p
−→ 0 ∧ Q

q
−→ 0

The lemma is proved by induction as previous lemmas. To
support the inductive proof, the following two equations are
derived from the transitions rules shown earlier,

(P÷ Q)
ω

−→ R = P
X
−→ 0 ∧ R= Q

∨ P
ω

−→ 0 ∧ ω 6= X ∧ R= SKIP

(P÷ Q)
a

−→ RR = P
a

−→ P′ ∧ RR= P′ ÷ Q

Unlike the lemmas defined earlier for compensable processes,
Lemma 6 includes the traces of both forward and compensa-
tion behaviour. The following trace rules for the compensation
pair are used in the proof of the lamma:

whenp = p′〈X〉(t, t′) = (p′〈X〉 ÷ q) = (p, q)

whenp = p′〈ω〉 ∧ ω 6= X(t, t′) = (p′〈ω〉 ÷ q) = (p, 〈X〉)

Transaction Block: Transaction block is a standard process.
We let t ∈ DT([PP]) and by following the trace derivation rule
we get

t ∈ DT([PP]) = [PP]
t

−→ 0

The semantic correspondence is then derived by proving the
following lemma:

Lemma 7:
[PP]

t
−→ 0 = ∃ p, p′ · t = [p, p′] ∧ PP

p,p′
−→ 0

The operational semantics provide us the following equations
to support the proof of the above lemma.

[PP]
a

−→ R = PP
a

−→ PP′ ∧ R= [PP′ ]

∨ PP
!

−→ P ∧ P
a

−→ P′ ∧ R= P′

[PP]
ω

−→ 0 = PP
X
−→ P ∧ P

p′
−→ 0

∨ PP
!

−→ P ∧ P
ω

−→ 0

The block operator runs the compensation of a terminating
forward behaviour and discards the compensation of success-
fully completed forward behaviour. It removes the traces of
an yielding forward behaviour.

We left two operators from the correspondence proof pre-
sented here. First one is the choice operator (P2Q). The trace
of choice is the union of their traces and the operational rules
shows that either process (P or Q) can evolve independently.
Correspondence proof of this operator is trivial. Another

operator that was left is interrupt handler (P � Q). It is
quite similar to standard sequential composition except that
the flow of control from the first to the second process is
caused by a throw (!) rather than aX and hence, showing its
correspondence proof would be repetitive.

V. L ESSONSLEARNED

We have adopted a systematic approach to show the corre-
spondence between the two semantic models of cCSP. Traces
are derived from the operational rules and then applying
induction over the traces we showed the correspondence. Due
to the way of defining operational rules the trace derivation
was done easily. We used labelled transition system to define
the operational rules. In [6] operational rules are defined for a
similar language as ours but same symbol is used to define the
labels of different transition rules. However, we used special
symbols for different kinds of transitions. Transition between
states are caused by two kinds of events: normal and terminal
and we used these events as labels in our transition rules.
The advantage of this approach of defining labels is that these
labels are the traces of the transition and we can then derive
these traces from the transition rules.

The trace operators play a significant role in defining the
lemmas as well as in the correspondence proofs. The operators
are used both at the trace levels and at the process levels. All
the lemmas defined in this chapter have a common pattern
applicable to both standard and compensable processes. For
example, for standard processesP and Q, and their tracesp
andq, the lemmas for all the operators are defined as follows:

(P ⊗ Q)
t

−→ 0 = ∃ p, q · t = (p⊗ q) ∧ P
p

−→ 0 ∧ Q
q

−→ 0

(for parallel operator uset ∈ (p⊗ q) instead oft = (p⊗ q))

Similar definitions are also given for the forward behaviour
of compensable processes. The use of operators at both trace
and process levels allow us to apply appropriate rules for
the operators (rules for terminal and observable events from
operational and trace semantics).

The correspondence was proved by using structural induc-
tion. First, the induction was applied on process terms of
the language and then on the derived traces. The lower level
induction which is on traces support the induction on upper
level which is on process terms

VI. RELATED WORK

The semantic correspondence presented here is based on the
technique of applying structural induction. A similar approach
is also applied by S. Schneider [7], where an equivalence
relation was established between the operational and denota-
tional semantics of timed CSP [8][9]. Operational rules are
defined for timed CSP and then timed traces and refusals
are extracted from the transition rules of a program, and it
is shown that the pertinent information corresponds to the
semantics obtained from the denotational semantic function.
By applying structural induction over the terms of timed CSP,
it was proved that the behaviour of the transition system is
identical to those provided by the denotational semantics.
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A similar problem was also investigated in [10], where a
metric structure was employed to relate the operational and
denotational models of a given language. In order to relate
the semantic models it was proved that the two models co-
incide. The denotational models were extended and structural
induction was applied over the terms of the language to relate
the semantic models.

Other than using induction, Hoare and He [11] presented the
idea of unifying different programming paradigms and showed
how to derive operational semantics from its denotational
presentation of a sequential language. They derive algebraic
laws from the denotational definition and then derive the
operational semantics from the algebraic laws. Similar to our
work, Huibiaoet al. [12] derived denotational semantics from
operational semantics for a subset of Verilog [13]. However the
derivation was done in a different way than our method where
the authors defined transitional condition and phase semantics
from the operational semantics. The denotational semantics
are derived from the sequential composition of the phase
semantics. The authors also derived operational semantics
from denotational semantics [14].

Unlike our approach, the unification between the two se-
mantics was shown in [15] by extending the operational
semantics to incorporate the denotational properties. The
equivalence was shown for a language having simple models
without any support for concurrency. Similar problem was also
investigated in [16] for a simple sequential language, which
support recursion and synchronisation in the form of inter-
leaving. The relation between operational and denotational
semantics is obtained via an intermediate semantics.

VII. C ONCLUDING REMARKS

It is of great importance to have the description of both
operational and denotational semantics. Having both of the
semantics we need to establish a relationship between these
two. Demonstrating the relationship between these two seman-
tics of the same language ensures the consistency of the whole
semantic description of the language.

The main contribution of this paper is to show the corre-
spondence between the operational semantics and the trace
semantics of a subset of cCSP language. The correspondence
is shown by deriving the traces from the operational rules and
then applying the induction over the derived traces. Two level
of induction is applied. In one level induction is applied over
the operational rules and in the next level induction is applied
over the derived traces.

The correspondence shown here are completely done by
hand which is error prone and there are strong possibilities to
miss some of the important parts during the proof. As part of
the future work our goal is to use an automated/mechanized
prover which will help us to use the similar approach that we
followed here i.e, mathematical induction, and at the same time
prove the theorems automatically. Among several tools we are
currently using PVS (Prototype Verification System) [17] for
our purpose. The specification language of PVS is based on
classical, typed, high order logic and contains the constructs

intended to ease the natural development of specification. The
PVS proof checker is interactive and provides powerful basic
commands and a mechanism for building re-usable strategies
based on these.

The parallel operator of cCSP does not support synchroniza-
tion on normal events. Synchronization of events is significant
for the development of a language. Currently we are working
on adding synchronization to cCSP. Adding synchronization
and then using mechanized theorem prover for showing the
correspondence will strengthen the formal foundation of the
language.
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Abstract—UCMs (Use Case Maps) model describes functional 

requirements and high-level designs with causal paths 

superimposed on a structure of components. It could provide 

useful resources for software acceptance testing. However until 

now statistical testing technologies for large scale software is not 

considered yet in UCMs model. Thus if one applies UCMs model 

to a large scale software using traditional coverage-based 

exhaustive tasting, then it requires too much costs for the quality 

assurance. Therefore this paper proposes an importance analysis 

of UCMs model with Markov chains. With this approach not only 

highly frequently used usage scenarios but also important objects 

such as components, responsibilities, stubs and plug-ins can also 

be identified from UCMs specifications. Therefore careful 

analysis, design, implementation and efficient testing could be 

possible with the importance of scenarios and objects during the 

full software life cycle. Consequently product reliability can be 

obtained with low costs. This paper includes an importance 

analysis method that identifies important scenarios and objects 

and a case study to illustrate the applicability of the proposed 

approach. 

Keywords-  Use Case Maps; Markov chain; Usability Testing.  

I. INTRODUCTION 

UCMs (Use Case Maps) [1, 2, 3] is a set of semi-formal 
notations for describing scenarios of a system. This notation is 
being standardized as a part of the URN (User Requirement 
Notation) that is the most recent addition to ITU-T’s 
(International Telecommunication Union-Telecommunication) 
family of languages. UCMs model provides a scenario-based 
model for a system. And it has been successfully applied to 
wide range of systems, including telecommunication systems 
[4], distributed systems [1] and etc. Furthermore, Daniel 
Amyot applied UCMs model for customer-oriented acceptance 
tests for Web applications [5]. But existing research works 
have not considered statistical testing method yet. Traditional 
coverage-based exhaustive testing might be impractical for the 
large scale software products because of the size as well as the 
generally uneven distribution of problems and usage 
frequencies in different areas and product components. 

The general solution of testing for large software products 
uses product reliability goals as a stopping criterion. The use of 
the criterion requires testing to be performed under an 
environment that resembles actual usage by target customers so 

that realistic reliability assessment can be obtained, resulting in 
the so-called SUT (Statistical Usage Testing) [3]. 

A prerequisite to such statistical testing and reliability 
analysis strategies is collection of usage information and 
construction of corresponding usage models. UCMs describe 
functional requirements and high-level designs with causal 
scenarios superimposed on a structure of components. 
Furthermore individual scenarios from UCMs can be generated 
automatically from related tools [6]. Hence, it is 
straightforward to collect usage information from UCMs to 
construct usage model.  

This paper proposes an importance analysis of UCMs 
model with Markov chains which applies statistical technique 
to UCMs model. If one simply applies traditional statistical 
techniques to usecase model, only highly frequently used usage 
scenarios can be identified and tested more thoroughly than 
less frequently used ones. But the approach of this paper is 
based on UCMs model which includes more objects like 
components, responsibilities, stubs and plug-ins. So this paper 
has proposed mechanisms and object model of UCMs which 
can calculate the importance of these objects. Thus efficient 
testing can be given to both highly frequently used usage 
scenarios and important objects to assure and maximize the 
product reliability from a customer’s perspective with low cost. 
Since the combination of UCMs model and statistical 
technique can identify much more important information, it 
will be very beneficial for quality assurance engineering. 

This paper is organized as follows. Related works are 
discussed in section 2. Section 3 describes the background 
concepts of UCM scenario models and Markov chain usage 
models. An importance analysis of UCM with Markov chains 
is presented in section 4 with a case study. Conclusions and 
future works are discussed in section 5. 

II. RELATED WORKS 

Markov chain usage model is a probabilistic model based 
on FSM (Finite State Machine) model. It can be generated from 
textual use cases [7, 8] and then the most likely usage scenarios 
are identified as test cases. Since these works are based on the 
normal use cases, with these traditional approaches important 
components and events can not be identified.  

Kallepalli and Tian developed UMMs (Unified Markov 
Models) to support statistical testing, performance evaluation, This paper was supported by Research Fund, Kumoh National Institute of 

Technology 
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and reliability analysis [9]. They applied the model to web 
application testing and proposed an automated way of 
constructing UMMs model from web server logs [9, 10]. With 
this approach, one web page or one information file serves as a 
state, so components such as java components and events 
cannot be included in the scenarios. Due to the complexity of 
the model level in the web applications, identifying important 
components and events did not be covered. 

Daniel Amyot applied UCM model to customer-oriented 
acceptance tests for Web applications [5]. But complete 
coverage of acceptance tests in this approach is impractical for 
the large projects.  It is necessary to identify highly frequently 
used usage scenarios and components in order to achieve 
efficient tests to assure and maximize the product reliability. 

III. BACKGROUND 

A. Use Case Map 

UCM is part of user requirements notation standards 
proposed to the ITU-T for describing functional requirements 
as causal scenarios. UCM allows developers to model dynamic 
behavior of systems where scenarios and structures may 
change at run-time. For these reasons, UCM has been widely 
used in a range of systems [3]. 

UCM notation consists of three formal elements that form 
the basis for all maps: paths represent scenarios; components 
including system and non-system entities perform 
responsibilities; and responsibilities such as actions, events and 
so on are linked to paths and may be contained within 
components to indicate that the component executes that event. 
UCM scenarios begin with start points which represent 
triggering events and/or pre-conditions which are required for 
the commencement of the scenario. Scenario paths are 
followed to endpoints that represent terminating events or post 
conditions of the scenario execution. The UCM notation also 
provides a hierarchical abstraction mechanism in the form of 
stubs (diamonds) and plug-ins (sub-maps). Each hierarchy of 
maps has a root map that contains stubs where lower-level 
maps can be plugged in. 

UCM are primarily visual, but a formal textual 
representation also exists. Based on the XML (eXtended 
Markup Language) 1.0 standard, this representation allows for 
tools to generate UCMs or use them for further processing and 
analysis [11].  

We mentioned Figure 1 to demonstrate the fundamental 
understanding of UCMS and it will be used as an example in 
the rest of the paper. The figure shows a simple UCMs model 
where UserO attempts to establish a telephone call with another 
UserT through some network of agents. Each user has an agent 
responsible for managing subscribed telephony features. UserO 
first sends a connection request (req) to the network through his 
agent. UserO’s agent has an originating dynamic stub SO 
which has two plug-ins, default originating and OCS. UserO 
can subscribe to one of services. The OCS plug-in shows an 
object OCSlist that represents a list of screened numbers that 
the originating user (UserO) is forbidden to contact. The called 

number is checked against the list (chk). If the call is denied, a 
relevant message is prepared for the originating party (md). 
This successful request causes the called agent to verify (vrfy) 
whether the called party is idle or busy (terminating plug-in in 
stub ST). If he is idle, then there will be some status update 
(upd) and a ring signal will be activated on UserT’s side (ring), 
concurrently, preparation of a ring-back targeted to the 
originating party (mrb). Otherwise, a message stating that 
UserT is not available will be prepared (mb) and sent back to 
UserO (msg). For a detailed description of UCMs notation, 
readers should refer to [2] and [12].  

Compared to the traditional use case diagrams, UCMs 
contain more object information such as components, 
responsibilities, stubs and plug-ins. Thus this paper applies 
statistical technique to UCMs model which can analyze not 
only scenarios but also these additional objects to assure and 
maximize the product reliability from a customer’s perspective. 

B. Markov chain usage models 

Markov chains is the simplification based on the so called 
memoryless property, or the Markovian property, which states 
that the state transitions from a given state depend only on the 
current state, but not the history or how we reached that 
particular state [13]. 

As shown in Figure 2, a usage chain consists of states, The 
Markov chain is completely defined when transition 
probabilities are established that represent the best estimate of 
real usage. For each state the summation of output arcs or 
probabilities should be 1. Transition probabilities can be 
obtained from various sources containing information about the 
actual usage counts and relative frequencies. Several methods 
can be employed to extract this information, including 
subjective evaluation based on expert opinions, survey of target 
customers, and measurement of actual usage logs. 

 

Figure 1.  A Simple telephone system UCMs model 
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An operational sequence consisting of visits to multiple 

states can be constructed by following the state transitions. The 
likelihood for a particular sequence to happen can also be 
easily calculated by the product of its individual state transition 
probabilities. Therefore, Markov chains can be used to ensure 
performance and reliability based on usage scenarios and 
frequencies by target customers. Furthermore, Kallepalli and 
Tian developed UMMs to support statistical testing, 
performance evaluation, and reliability analysis. UMMs 
possess a hierarchical structure formed by a collection of 
Markov chains. It captures information about execution flow 
(control flow), transaction processing (workload creation, 
handling, and termination), and associated probabilistic usage 
information.  

As introduced in section 3.1, UCMs model also has a 
hierarchical structure, a root map that contains stubs where 
lower-level maps can be plugged in. Thus it is straightforward 
to convert UCMs model to UMMs. 

For example as shown in Figure 3, the top level Markov 
chain, depicted by the upper part of the diagram, represents 
high-level operational units (states), associated connections 
(transitions), and usage probabilities. Various sub operations 
may be associated with an individual state and can be modeled 
by more detailed models or sub models, as shown in the down 
Markov chains. 

IV. AN IMPORTANCE ANALYSIS OF UCM WITH MARKOV 
CHAINS 

This paper proposes an importance analysis of UCMs 
model with Markov chains which can identify highly 
frequently used usage scenarios and generate lists of important 
objects such as components, responsibilities, stubs and plug-ins 
in UCMs specifications. This section will introduce overall 
phases and detail procedure with an example.   

The main procedure of this approach is illustrated in Figure 
4.  

 
Figure 2.  A Markov usage chain example 

 
Figure 3.  UMMs example 

 
Figure 4.  Overall procedure of the proposed approach 

This approach includes five steps as follows:  
1) Construct a UCMs model during requirement phase: A 

UCMs model should be constructed during requirement phase 
(i); UCMNav or jUCMNav tool can be used to draw UCM 
notations [3]. 

2) Define all the possible scenarios from the UCMs 
model: Since it is easier to identify transition probability on 
scenario basis; the next step is generating all of the possible 
scenarios from the UCMs model. The generation of scenarios 
is for Transition probabilities should be prepared for each 
scenarios path 

3) Convert the UCMs model to an usage model with 
probabilities: After assigning probabilities, the UCMs model 
is converted to a usage model based on some rules that will be 
discussed later 

4) Generate each individual scenario usage model. 
5) An importance analysis of the objects of each object 

types of the UCMs: With the individual scenario usage models, 
an importance analysis should be followed to identify highly 
frequently used usage scenarios and generate lists of objects 
(components, responsibilities, stubs and plug-ins) ranked by 
their relative importance factor in the early phases of software 
life cycle. 
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TABLE I.  SCENARIO DEFINITIONS FOR SIMPLE TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

TABLE II.  THE CORRESPONDENCES BETWEEN UCMS MODEL AND USAGE 
MODEL 

UCMs model Usage Model 

Start/end points States 
Responsibilities  States 
Scenario path Transition path 
AND/OR forks and joins AND/OR forks and joins 

 

 
Figure 5.   “AND/OR” relation translation 

B. An UCMs model construction 

UCMs graphical models describe functional requirements 
and high-level designs with causally linked responsibilities, 
superimposed on structures of components. With the help of 
editor UCMNav or jUCMNav, it is easy to construct UCMs 
model. A detailed introduction of how to use these editors can 
be found in [3]. 

For an example, a UCMs model of a simple telephone 
system is illustrated in Figure 1. It is designed with jUCMNav 
editor. 

C. Identifying Scenario definitions for UCMs model 

For extracting individual scenarios, all possible scenarios 
should be defined. For each scenario, one needs to provide a 
scenario name, pre-condition including the list of start points to 
be triggered and initial values of global Boolean variables, and 
(optionally) a post-condition used to assert the validity of a 
scenario once the traversal has completed. 

As shown in Figure 1, a simple telephone system is 
modeled with jUCMNav editor. The following five scenarios 
are identified from the UCMs model as shown in Table 1:  

1) NormalIdleCall: UserO subscribes default originating 
plug-in and gives a call to UserT who is idle.  

2) NormalBusyCall: UserO subscribes default originating 
plug-in and gives a call to UserT who is busy. 

3) OCSDeniedCall: UserO subscribes originating call 
screening plug-in and gives a call to UserT, but this number is 
in the list of screened numbers that the originating UserO is 
forbidden to contact.  

4) OCSAllowedIdleCall: UserO subscribes originating 
call screening plug-in and gives a call to UserT whose number 
is allowed and UserT is idle.  

5) OCSAllowedBusyCall: UserO subscribes originating 
call screening plug-in and gives a call to UserT whose number 
is allowed and UserT is busy.  

D. Converting UCMs model to usage model with 
probabilities 

The general approach of usage model construction includes 
two steps. First, construct a basic model with basic states 
(nodes) and state transitions (links) identified from product 
specification. Second, complete the usage model by assigning 
transition probabilities. 

There are some quite close correspondences between some 
of the scenario entities in UCMs model and usage model 
elements. Table 2 illustrates these correspondences.In the Table 
2, UCM start/end points or responsibilities can represent states 
in usage model. Causal relationships path between 
responsibilities in UCMs model can serve as transition path 
between states in usage model. AND/OR forks and joins 
relationships serve as AND/OR forks and joins in usage model. 
The AND/OR relation is shown in Figure 5. 

“Stub” elements in UCM root map can be converted to 
states in top-level models of UMMs. “Plug-in” elements in 
UCM sub-map can be converted to sub-level models of UMMs 
as shown in Figure 6. The big round with “S” means a state. 
The “P1” and “P2” identify the path1 and path2. If the “Stub” 
is a dynamic stub, an additional “or” relation by a small round 
notation is added.  

The second step of the construction of a usage model is 
assigning transition probabilities. Several methods such as 
expert opinions, survey of target customers, and measurement 
of actual usage logs can be employed to extract these 
probabilities [10]. Basic UCMs model is augmented with 

Scenario name Pre-condition 
Post-

condition 

NormalIdleCall Start point = req 
SO = default in1 
ST = in2 
[idle] = true 

null 

NormalBusyCall Start point = req 
SO = default in1 
ST = in2 
[idle] = false 

null 

OCSDeniedCall Start point = req 
SO = ocs in1 
[idle] = false 

null 

OCSAllowedIdleCall Start point = req 
SO = ocs in1 
ST = in2 
[allowed] = true 
[idle] = true 

null 

OCSAllowedBusyCall Start point = req 
SO = ocs in1 
ST = in2 
[allowed] = true 
[idle] = false 

null 
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assigning probabilities to start points, including plug-ins’ start 
points, and branches on OR-forks. 

As shown in Figure 1, a simple telephone system has been 
modeled by UCM. This UCMs model should be converted to 
usage model that is illustrated in Figure 7. This usage model is 
an UMM, the top-level UMM represents the root map in the 
UCMs model, and there are 2 sub-level UMMs which represent 
plug-ins of two stubs in top-level model. The numbers assigned 
to transitions represent transition probabilities. 

E. Individual scenario usage model generation 
As shown in Table 1, five scenarios are defined for the 

example simple telephone system. Thus based on the whole 
usage model, individual scenario usage models can be 
generated. Figure 8 shows NormalIdleCall scenario usage 
model. Other four scenarios usage models can also be 
generated with the same way. 

 

 
Figure 6.  “stub” and “plug-in” elements of UCMs in UMMs 

 
 

 
Figure 7.  Usage model for the simple telephone system 

 

 
Figure 8.  NormalIdleCall scenario usage model 

F. An Importance Analysis of UCMs 
In this section, an importance analysis methodology of 

UCMs model will be introduced. Firstly we will provide 
several definition of the model. Secondly with an example the 
insight of the equations for importance will be illustrated. 
Finally the equations are presented. 

  The definition of importance of an object is given as 
Definition 1. According to the definition, if an object is used 
more frequently by users, the importance of the object is higher.  

Definition 1: Importance of an object is usage probability 
of the object from a customer’s perspective.  

As shown in the background of UCMs, there are several 
kinds of objects existed in UCMs model such as scenarios, 
components, responsibilities (start/end points), stubs and plug-
ins. According to the description of UCMs, a component can 
contain responsibilities, stubs, plug-ins, and other components. 
And also a plug-in can contain responsibilities, stubs and 
components. We can easily notice that is has a composite 
pattern. Therefore all the objects in the UCMs model are 
classified as three types: scenarios, primitive objects and 
containers. The definitions of these objects are given as 
follows: 

Definition 2: A scenario is a path which consists of 
transitions from start point to end point across the related 
responsibilities which may bind to the components. 

Definition 3: A primitive object is an object which is not 
includes any other objects. 

Definition 4: A container is an object that consists of other 
objects such as primitive objects or containers. 

The importance of a scenario can be calculated as product 
of related individual transition importance or probability. For a 
primitive object, the importance is summation of product of 
each related scenario’s importance and the number of 
appearances of primitive object in this scenario. The 
importance of a container can be calculated as summation of 
the importance of its contained objects.  

Figure 9 shows an example of an object model to illustrate 
the insight of the calculation of the importance of each type of 
the object. This object model is actually a lattice model. In this 
example, four scenarios (S1, S2, S3 and S4) are defined, and 
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there are six primitive objects and four containers. Scenario S1 
has three transitions T1, T3 and T5. Because the transition 
probabilities should be prepared initially, the importance of 
scenarios S1 can be calculated as I (S1) = I (T1) * I (T3) * I (T5). 
The primitive object R01 appears in scenario S1 once and in 
scenario S2 also once. So the importance of primitive object 
R01 can be calculated as I (R01) = I (S1) * 1 + I (S2) * 1. For 
the container C03, it contains two child objects R01 and R03. 
Thus the importance of the container C03 is calculated as I 
(C03) = I (R01) + I (R03). By this way, the importance of all 
the objects can be calculated. 

 
Figure 9.  An example of object model for importance analysis of UCM 

 
After generalizing the above example we can define formal 

equations of calculating the importance of all the objects in 
UCMs model as follows. The Eq.1 is used for the importance 
of a scenario. The Eq.2 is for the importance of a primitive 
object and the Eq.3 is used for a container. 

 
                                                                  (1) 

 
Where: 

S represents a scenario 
I(S) is importance of a scenario S 
Ti is a transition included in scenario S 
I(Ti) is importance of a transition Ti in this scenario which 

is initially defined 
 

                                                                 (2) 

 

Where: 

PO represents a primitive object 
I(PO) is importance of a primitive object PO 
Si represents a scenario 
I(Si) is importance of scenario Si 
S(C) is a set of scenarios which includes the primitive 

object PO 
N(PO, Si) is the number of the primitive object PO 

appeared in scenario Si 
 

                                                                 (3) 

TABLE III.  SCENARIOS IMPORTANCE FOR THE SIMPLE TELEPHONE SYSTEM 

Scenarios Importance 

NormalIdleCall 0.48 
NormalBusyCall 0.12 
OCSDeniedCall 0.12 
OCSAllowedIdleCall 0.224 
OCSAllowedBusyCall 0.056 

TABLE IV.  IMPORTANT SCENARIOS WITH OVERALL IMPORTANCE 
THRESHOLD 0.2 

Scenarios Importance 

NormalIdleCall 0.48 
OCSAllowedIdleCall 0.224 

TABLE V.  TABLE 5. IMPORTANT SCENARIOS WITH ALTERNATIVE 
IMPORTANCE THRESHOLD 0.3 

Scenarios Importance 

NormalIdleCall 0.6*0.8=0.48 
OCSDeniedCall 0.4*0.3=0.12 
OCSAllowedIdleCall 0.4*0.7*0.8=0.224 

 
Where: 

C represents a container 
I(C) is importance of a container C 
O(C) is a set of child objects of container C.  
Oi represents a contained object in the container C. The 

contained objects may be child primitive objects or 
containers  

I(Oi) is importance of object Oi 
 

G. Case study of the importance analysis of UCM: a simple 
telephone system 
In this sub-section we will show an example according to 

the importance analysis method explained in 4.5. For the 
simple telephone system, five scenarios are identified from the 
UCMs model (Table 1). Thus by Eq. (1), the importance of 
these five scenarios is calculated and the result is shown in 
Table 3. 

After calculating importance of scenarios, to identify the 
highly frequently used usage scenarios, some thresholds are 
used. In practical applications, thresholds can be adjusted to 
control the numbers of test cases to be generated and executed. 
Several thresholds have been initially proposed in [14] and 
used in developing UMMs. Two kinds of thresholds are used in 
this paper: 

1) Overall importance threshold for complete end-to-end 
operations to ensure that commonly used complete operation 
sequences by target customers are covered and adequately 
tested.  

2) Alternative importance threshold to ensure commonly 
used operation pairs, their interconnections and interfaces are 
covered and adequately tested.  
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TABLE VI.   IMPORTANCE OF ALL RESPONSIBILITIES IN SIMPLE TELEPHONE 
SYSTEM 

Responsibilities Importance 

req 1 
msg 1 
vrfy 0.88 
out4 0.88 
in2 0.88 
upd 0.704 
ring 0.704 
out3 0.704 
mrb 0.704 
default out1  0.6 
default in1 0.6 
ocs in1 0.4 
chk 0.4 
ocs out1 0.28 
mb 0.176 
out2 0.12 
md 0.12 

 

 
Figure 10.  Composition Object model of UCMs model for simple telephone 

system 

 
Figure 11.  Percent of each responsibility importance 

 

So if overall importance threshold is given as 0.2, then the 
highly frequently used usage scenarios can be identified as 
shown in Table 4. If alternative importance threshold is given 
as 0.3, Table 5 shows the highly frequently used usage 
scenarios. 

For calculating the importance of components, 
responsibilities, stubs and plug-ins in UCMs model of simple 
telephone system, firstly a composition object model as shown 
in Figure 10 is given. This object model clearly describes the 
architecture of relations among different objects in UCMs 
model. Based on this object model, importance of each object 
can be easily calculated.  

Responsibilities in this object model are all primitive 
objects, so with Eq. (2), the importance of all the 
responsibilities can be calculated as shown in Table 6. 

Plug-ins in this object model are all containers, importance 
of each plug-in can be calculated as summation of its children’s 
importance by Eq. (3). The result is shown as follows: 

 Importance of plug-in Default ORIGINATING = 1.2 

 Importance of plug-in TERMINATING = 4.928 

 Importance of plug-in OCS = 1.32 

 
Importance of each stub and component also can be 

calculated with Eq. (3). The result is shown as follows: 

 Importance of stub SO = 2.52 

 Importance of stub ST = 4.928 

 Importance of component AgentT = 4.928 

 Importance of component AgentO = 4.928 

 Importance of component UserO = 2.52 

 Importance of component UserT = 0.704 

After getting all objects importance, a percent of 
importance for each object type can be calculated to show 
which objects are more important clearly. Percent of 
responsibility importance is shown in Figure 11. 

The calculation of the importance is very simple and 
straightforward. As presented above the importance of each 
scenario can be easily calculated by Eq. (1) using transition 
probabilities, and after getting the importance of scenarios, the 
importance of primitive objects can be calculated with Eq. (2) 
based on the object model. For containers, the importance can 
be calculated as simple summation of its children’s importance 
by Eq. (3).  

In the early phases of the software life cycle (requirement 
analysis phase) the importance of all scenarios, components, 
responsibilities, stubs and plug-ins, and the highly frequently 
used usage scenarios and important objects can be identified 
from a customer’s perspective. Since the importance of each 
object type can be identified at the early phase where UCM is 
defined, the quality engineering efforts can be applied from 
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Figure 12.  UCM in V model 

first phase to the last phase. That means this approach can 
support in the full software life cycle for quality assurance 
activities. For instance as shown in Figure 12, since the 
importance of each objects is identified at the Requirement 
Analysis phase, the important scenarios can be heavily tested 
on the Acceptance test, the important containers are can be 
took cared at the system testing and integration testing and the 
important primitive object can be focused at unit testing. 

V. CONCLUSION 
This paper proposes an importance analysis of UCM with 

Markov chains which applies statistical technique to UCMs 
model. Like other traditional statistical techniques, highly 
frequently used usage scenarios can be identified.  

Furthermore, since the approach of this paper is based on 
UCMs model, it can identify more important object types such 
as components, responsibilities, stubs and plug-ins. Therefore 
this paper also proposes an object model of UCM which can 
calculate the importance of these objects. Thus the efficient 
testing can be possible for both highly frequently used usage 
scenarios and important object types to assure and maximize 
the product reliability from a customer’s perspective. Since the 
combination of UCMs model and statistical technique can 
identify much more important information, it is very beneficial 
for quality assurance engineering. 

The importance of each object is identified at the 
Requirement Analysis phase, which means the approach make 
possible the quality driven development during the full 
software life cycle. The method of the importance calculation is 
very clear, easy and straightforward that it is very practical to 
the real environment. To show these characters we include a 
simple telephone example with importance calculations.   

In this approach, it requires manual operation to generate 
usage model and object models. Future work will extend the 
UCM Navigator (UCMNav or jUCMNav) editor to support 
automatic generation. Future work will also include the 
research of an algorithm to generate all possible scenarios 
automatically. 
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Abstract—As physical and information security boundaries have 

become increasingly blurry many organizations are experiencing 

challenges with how to effectively and efficiently manage security 

within the corporate.  There is no current standard or best 

practice offered by the security community regarding 

convergence; however many organizations such as the Alliance 

for Enterprise Security Risk Management (AESRM) offer some 

excellent suggestions for integrating a converged security 

program.  This paper reports on how organizations have 

traditionally managed asset protection, why that is changing and 

how to establish convergence to optimize security’s value to the 

business within an enterprise. 

Keywords-component; convergence; security; risk 

management; corporate; threats 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Throughout history organizations have had security and 

loss prevention departments to protect their physical assets.  In 
the last 10 to 20 years however there has been a major shift in 
what is considered an asset.  Information and intangible assets 
have increased significantly.  In fact, one could make a very 
strong argument that information has become an enterprise’s 
most important asset. In the not so distant past, organizations 
considered their most valuable assets to be physical assets. 
With the growth of the internet and increased methods for 
communication which has given most organizations the ability 
to do business globally, along with the expansion of data 
warehousing and electronic storage, information has fast 
become the most critical element to the success of an 
organization [1]. 

Information provides organizations with data on their 
customers, finances, inventories, suppliers, partners and 
competitors.  Metadata (data formed by combining groups of 
information) provides organizations with vital information that 
organizations use for decision making on a daily basis.  Even 
the organizations who do still mainly rely on physical resources 
need information to forecast and communicate with vendors 
and suppliers. 

Before intangible assets became the largest value to 
organizations throughout the world, most companies counted 
their physical assets as their primary asset.  Organizations had 
loss prevention units and security departments that safeguarded 

the company’s assets with cameras, physical access control 
measures, and security guards. 

These corporate security departments were made up largely 
of former law enforcement officers that reported to legal, 
compliance or risk management divisions.  The main charges 
of this department were intrusion protection and investigations 
in the workplace. As the digital age came to life, organizations 
saw more and more information being stored on servers, in 
databases, and in files.   

Organizations began to realize the value that intangible 
assets provide and subsequently created departments 
responsible for securing that information. IT security 
departments and information security departments were tasked 
with managing the risk that surrounded information. 

These information security departments were created after 
organizations saw threats to their information in the form of 
hackers, malware, unavailability, and data theft.  Additionally, 
both regional and international laws have surfaced which 
require dedicated information security managers to be 
responsible for a formal information security program which is 
responsible for data protection.  Many of the people responsible 
for information security were moved into the role due in part to 
their technical backgrounds which were very useful when 
considering technical controls and designs of a logical 
perimeter.  However, due to their technical backgrounds most 
of these information security professionals had no experience 
in traditional corporate or physical security.  

Initially having two separate groups responsible for the 
security of different types of assets was not a problem.  
However, some security functions have begun to converge on 
their own and this creates unique challenges for organizations 
with stove piped security functions. 

As technology evolved corporate security departments 
began to use some advanced tools and technology such as 
traditional closed circuit cameras running over IP networks.  
The cameras were the responsibility of the corporate security 
team, but IT had control of the IP network.  The same problem 
happened with access cards.  The corporate security department 
traditionally had control over physical access control but with 
databases housing all of the data, IT and information security 
again were clearly involved.  Vendors have recognized this 
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trend and have began to offer converged solutions for risks 
such as access control [12]. 

It occurred to many that having the corporate and 
information security departments work together may be able 
help to reduce an organization’s overall risk profile while 
streamlining some redundant security processes.  However, 
convergence did not look so appealing to everyone.  While the 
unintentional convergence of systems was happening, the two 
departments who were initially affected were not working 
together to improve the risk.   

When discussing information and corporate security, 
convergence is defined as “a trend affecting global enterprises 
that involves the identification of risks and interdependencies 
between business functions and processes within the enterprise 
and the development of managed business process solutions to 
address those risks and interdependencies” [1]. This definition 
speaks to the need for organizations to look at convergence and 
begin to disassemble the organizational silos in order to 
encourage collaboration to manage risk holistically.  Fostering 
an environment rich in collaboration will help the organization 
lower its overall risk and reach its business objectives. 

According to a 2007 article in security magazine [15], “the 
silo approach to managing enterprise risks is inadequate 
because it leaves too many gaps and provides no reliable way 
to evaluate an enterprise’s risk position” [15]. Due in no small 
part to these gaps, many organizations have tried to begin to 
explore converging the functions.  In reality, convergence 
between information and corporate security is still very 
immature.  In most organizations, even if the departments both 
report to a single Chief Security Officer (CSO) or Chief Risk 
Officer (CRO) the departments are still as different as apples 
and oranges acting in their traditional silos and worse than that 
oftentimes shutting one another out. 

II. REASONS FOR CONVERGENCE 
One reason for convergence is that threats continually 

increase and become threats to both corporate and information 
security safeguards.  If an organization’s corporate and 
information security departments do not work together they 
may miss out on valuable information that could be beneficial 
to both areas regarding particular risks and threats.  

Additionally, working in silos may be detrimental as 
downstream risks that are an emerged result of other risks may 
not be considered.   

United States Computer Emergency Readiness Team (US-
CERT)[2]  interacts with federal agencies, industry, the 
research community, state and local governments, and others to 
collect reasoned and actionable cyber security information and 
to identify emerging cyber security threats. Based on the 
information reported, US-CERT was able to identify the 
following cyber security trends (figure 2 and 3) for fiscal year 
2009 first quarter [2]. 

Figure 1 displays the overall distribution of cyber security 
incidents and events across the six major categories. The 
percentage of Category 5 (Scans, Probes, or Attempted  
Access) reports decreased for the second consecutive quarter. 
This was a 2.9% decrease in CAT 5 incidents compared to the 
previous quarter. The percentage of Malicious Code incidents 
increased by 3.3%. Figure 2 is a breakdown of the top five 
incidents and events versus all others. Phishing remained the 
most prevalent incident type, accounting for 70% of all 
incidents reported. This was a slight percentage decrease of 
1.8% from the previous quarter. on the other hand, The 
sophistication of attack tools has gone up, while the level of 
skill required to use those tools has gone down(refer to figure 
3). At this stage, the attacker takes advantage of his or her 
ability to steal confidential and proprietary data and sells it for 
profit or uses it for military intelligence [3]. 

Another strong argument for convergence is the blurring of 
boundaries between corporate and information security.  For 
example, if a corporate security department is in charge of 
corporate access control to restricted areas via card readers, but 
IT owns the systems who responds when there is a major 
breach? Likewise, if there is a disaster and information security 
and corporate security are not aligned with their plans whose 
plan does the organization follow ?           

Convergence offers the organization the opportunity to 
restructure systems.  Currently, systems in physical and 
information security are oftentimes segregated from one 
another and are not aware of what the other systems are doing. 
Once an organization decides to move forward with 
convergence, systems can be combined which saves the 

 
  

Figure 1: Incidents and Events by 
Category[2] 

Figure 2: Top Five Incidents vs. All Others 
[2] 

Figure 3. Attack tool trends[3] 
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organization money on upkeep and maintenance of 
infrastructure, not having to purchase any new hardware and 
also lowers bandwidth uses on the company network. 

III. BENEFITS  OF CONVERGENCE 
Joining the information and corporate security departments 

in some way will help to dispel some of the device 
management confusion.  Whether it is through just working 
together to have information security and corporate security 
handle a joint presentation to promote awareness training, or 
actually joining the two separate functions to report to one 
CRO or one CSO  benefits can be derived from some sort of 
convergence.   If organizations choose to organizationally link 
the two functions there will be some immediate cost savings as 
a Chief managing both areas should have an understanding of 
which team members should be managing particular areas and 
can set goals that are achievable by both departments.  This 
helps to enable the departments to work together towards a 
common goal and hopefully will reduce the 
amount of overall risk to the enterprise. 

Gaps between corporate and information 
security have caused problems in the past 
and convergence including collaboration and 
training can help to minimize these gaps.  
For example, if the information security 
department has all controls applied 
appropriately and theft occurs as a result of a 
thief posing as an employee the breach has 
still occurred. In fact, a good example of 
information and corporate security not being 
on the same page occurred recently at the 
Sumitomo Mitsui Bank in London, England.  
Criminals who posed as janitors within the 
bank had installed devices on computer 
keyboards that allowed them to obtain login 
information.  The criminals tried 
unsuccessfully to steal £220 million.  
Information security controls had been applied but there was a 
physical security breach that could have been devastating to the 
organization [6]. 

While convergence could surely have helped in the above 
mentioned situation, many organizations are slow to adopt a 
converged approach.  CSO’s and CISO’s have spoken up and 
want the business community to understand the benefits of 
convergence. It appears that business leaders are becoming 
more accepting of the idea of convergence.  According to a 
2005 PricewaterhouseCoopers and CIO magazine survey of 
8,200 IT and security executives in 63 countries of, 53% of 
organizations have some level of integration between their 
corporate and IT security divisions [8]. That's up from just 29% 
in 2003.  The projections seem to be growing as well.  The 
Alliance for Enterprise Security Risk Management expected 
2005 global spending on convergence activities expected to 
reach $1.1 billion dollars and significantly move upward after 
that. 

Some of the major benefits that organizations are seeing as 
a result of converged information and corporate security are 

significant.  Many organizations are saving millions of dollars 
by streamlining these functions.      

Other benefits exist as well.  It is hard to put a dollar 
amount on how safe people feel in the office, or how not being 
the latest company to lose millions of customer’s data is 
effecting the organization.  But through these types if 
situations, security is not only keeping its assets safe but is 
preventing unnecessary funds from going out the door as well. 

According to a computerweekly.com report executives are 
seeing the benefits of convergence to organizational risk, 
“According to the results of a global survey conducted by the 
Economist Intelligence Unit (EIU) for AT&T, the majority of 
executives (52%) believe that having a converged network 
gives their companies a better defense against IT security 
breaches” [11].   

 
TABLE 1: GLOBAL SECURITY CONVERGENCE SPENDING FORECAST [4].  

 

Cost control and productivity may also be improved as a 
result of convergence.  By having systems joined, an 
organization can eliminate steps that are redundant.  This helps 
to improve processes, eliminate human errors, and increase 
productivity which ultimately generates revenue for the 
organization. 

Organizations have learned quite a bit about business 
continuity and disaster recovery in the last few years.  
September 11, Hurricane Katrina, and devastating natural 
disasters around the world have brought an increased focus on 
business continuity (BCP) and disaster recovery planning 
(DRP).  BCP and DRP are another area where convergence 
plays an important role.  We believe information technology 
security and corporate security must work together to ensure 
that they are meeting one another’s business needs when it 
comes to project their assets from inside and outside threats and 
recover data and resources from any attacks.  

The collaboration will also streamline efforts so that 
everyone can understand what to do in cases of emergencies.  
Collaborating on these efforts will be instrumental in restoring 
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services in a timely manner.  Restoration of these services is an 
extremely critical issue and is an indirect revenue generator 
since the quicker that services are restored the faster money is 
being made. 

While the benefits of convergence seem very obvious, there 
are quite a few challenges that will create some issues for the 
person who is charged with convergence. 

IV. CHALLENGES  OF CONVERGENCE 
Security convergence is not without its    challenges.  The 

information security department and corporate security 
departments have long operated in parallel.  They have not 
shared and have not wanted to and, in a lot of situations have 
through of the other as an adversary.  In order to have 
convergence be effective, collaboration between these two 
areas must happen. It is not enough to have them reporting 
through the same channel, they must both have common goals 
and have mutual discussions on how to meet those goals.  In 
order to get to this level of cooperation there are huge cultural 
challenges that will need attention. 

Information security professionals and corporate security 
professionals do not usually have the same background.  Many 
information security professionals have technical backgrounds 
while many of the corporate security professionals have law 
enforcement backgrounds.  According to Steve Hunt, President 
of 4A international LLC a security consulting firm in Chicago, 
these differences can lead to a gap in how the two departments 
evaluate security technologies and controls [8]. 

Salaries are another issue.  Corporate security professionals 
are not earning comparable salaries generated by information 
security professionals.  Information security professionals often 
collect six figure salaries early in their career whereas the 
traditional corporate security professional might be making 
only half of that closer to the end of their career.  Parity 
adjustments are not practical because there are ways to justify 
the salary disparity such as technical skills, higher levels of 
education, professional certifications, and a better job market.  
However, when an organization combines groups and has them 
working in tandem, if half of them are earning 50% of what the 
others are earning there will be some bitter feelings which may 
result in a hostile environment where people will not work 
together.   

One additional challenge is the training gap.  Corporate 
security professionals often have not been trained on 
information security or technology.  They are not aware of 
what to watch for when performing their own duties.  Often 
they are unhappy with the convergence plan because they are 
concerned that they will not retain their positions. A cross 
training plan that would help the corporate security people 
understand better what social engineering is and how to spot it, 
what phishing is and how to spot it and some other technical 
training would go a long way towards team building and 
improved skill sets.  Additionally, information security 
professionals likely have very little skill in surveillance, 
disaster response, investigations and loss prevention.  Both sets 
of individuals need to have some basic training so they are at 

least aware of what the other is doing and how it complements 
their own security efforts. 

Organizational culture is the most difficult thing to 
influence so any help from senior management is going to have 
added benefit.  It is important that senior management really 
demonstrate support for the security program so that employees 
understand that it is a critical piece of the business that is 
everyone’s responsibility in the same way that customer service 
and quality management are. 

TABLE 2: SUMMARY OF BENEFITS AND CHALLENGES OF CONVERGENCE 

Benefits and challenges of Convergence 

Benefits Challenges 

Cost Savings Culture 

More holistic view of risk Salary Differences 

Reduction of risk profile Training requirements 

Streamline process Lack of Collaboration 

 

V. BEGINNING A CONVERGED PROGRAM 
 Once the organization decides that they want to converge 
their security program there are many things to consider. 
Organizational structure is one, budgets are another and the 
overall risk profile is a third. 

 

A. Organizational Structure 

 
Organizationally there are many routes that can be taken to 

align the physical and information security organizations.  Each 
of the options has positives and negatives and may work in one 
organization and not at all in another.  Security managers need 
to know the organization that they work in, consider their 
budgeting options as well as objectives and select a solution 
that will meet the needs of their business. 

The first method is to combine the physical and information 
security departments into one security organization reporting to 
a CSO or CRO.  This group would have responsibility for all 
things security from the guard at the front desk to encryption 
protocols for sensitive data. 

While the model of combining all the players does force 
some level of integration, and if successful can be extremely 
effective in business process integration and fraud detection it 
is not without drawbacks.  Going right to a fully immersed 
security program will increase the likelihood that the security 
staff will be upset.  This unhappiness can result in a lack of 
cooperation and hostile work environments and may even 
cause damage to the risk profile because staff is so worried 
about their work situation that they aren’t paying attention to 
the organizational risks.   

If this is the route chosen the security manager will need to 
spend plenty of time working on opening communication 
channels and fostering collaboration.  Cross training will be an 
immediate need if expectations are for people to learn each 
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other job functions and additional funding for corporate 
training may be necessary depending on the gap in skills. 

The next option is to keep the physical and logical 
departments as separate departments with their own budgets 
and reporting lines but ultimately have them report to the same 
executive, most likely a CSO.  The CSO would receive 
information from both security areas and be able to make 
decisions based on the information provided to them by the 
business unit director. The groups would most likely not work 
joint projects or go through any cross training, but would still 
benefit from updated processes based on organizational goals.  
The departments would still need to collaborate to ensure all 
risks are addressed.  While this level of integration cannot be 
considered complete immersion, security does not have to be a 
completely combined area to reap some of the benefits of 
convergence.  This type of management can still be extremely 
effective at driving down costs and eliminating redundant work 
and systems. 

The third option which is becoming more popular these 
days is to keep the functions completely separate and assist in 
process management and collaboration through bringing 
security issues to a risk council staffed with business and 
security management that could make decisions regarding 
security.  This approach would be helpful in minimizing culture 
issues and would probably be well received by members of 
both security teams.           

Whichever organizational structure choice is taken it is 
important to consider the culture of the organization.  Culture is 
an often overlooked area that can be critical to the success of 
implementing convergence and should not be underestimated. 

Many things can be done to smooth the progress of 
convergence.  Combining processes where possible, gaining 
senior management support for the initiative and beginning to 
look at organizational risks instead of just risks to individual 
departments will help to incorporate convergence smoothly.   

Many frameworks exist to help an organization lower their 
risk profile.  It is important to remember that the reason for 
discussing convergence of information security and physical 
security is to show how security professionals can help to 
improve the overall risk profile in your organization.   

 Some corporate risk management frameworks that are used 
internationally are the Committee of Sponsoring 
Organizations’ (COSO) Enterprise Risk Management (ERM) 
framework, the Operationally Critical threats, Asset and 
Vulnerability Evaluation model (OCTAVE) and one more 
accepted framework for managing enterprise risk is the Risk 
and Insurance Management Society (RIMS) Risk Management 
Model (RMM).  All of these models focus on managing 
operational risk and reducing the overall risk profile. 

We have found the AESRM recommendation useful while 
beginning a converged program [4]: 

 Establish a governance framework for managing 
security risks. 

 Define security requirements early in the planning 
stage. 

 Understand the technology better. 

 Analyze and understand security-related cost-benefit 
trade-offs. 

 Develop a unified set of meaningful standards. 

 Deploy special network security controls. 

 Implement effective authorization, accountability and 
auditability controls. 

 Include critical systems in organization continuity 
plans. 

 Protect information important for investigations. 

 Increase auditing and logging. 

 Require tailored training and awareness programs. 

 Pressure vendors to play a more active role in security. 

 Expand audit coverage of systems and devices.  

VI. CONCLUSION 
Organizational risks and threats are changing every day.  

As new technologies expand into the organization the risk 
profile continues to expand. Many organizations are in a 
constant state of growth. The organizational risk profile needs 
to constantly be reviewed and updated. 

Since the beginning of information security departments, 
corporate and information security have operated in their own 
silos with separate management teams, different risks, different 
processes, and different budgets.  In the last decade, 
organizations have seen dramatic changes in their risk profile. 
With technical advances, traditional corporate security 
functions have evolved to include the use of networks, 
databases, and file servers.  Compliance requirements have 
dictated how sensitive information needs to be transmitted and 
so traditional corporate security departments and information 
security departments find some of their functions that used to 
have clear management delineations becoming blurry. 

Although convergence has been a buzz word for a long 
time, companies have just recently started to notice the benefits 
of converging traditional siloed security functions to allow for 
an enterprise wide view of risk.  Some of the benefits that can 
be derived from converging information and corporate security 
areas including streamlining processes, saving money on 
infrastructure, increasing productivity, positioning the 
organization better to have an broader view of organizational 
threats and risks and meeting compliance requirements. 

Many organizations have attempted to move towards a 
converged security area and have realized that there are many 
hurdles to be jumped on the way to a converged organization.   
One of these challenges is getting the security staff in both 
areas to work together.  Organizations can work to encourage 
collaboration by ensuring that employee concerns are 
addressed and people feel confident that communication will 
be well received.  Gaining support from senior management 
and combining processes to minimize confusion are two more 
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techniques that will prove useful during the implementation of 
a converged security structure. 

While the challenges may be difficult to work through, the 
benefits that the organization will realize as a result of taking a 
wider view of risk will be immense.  As risks can change at any 
moment it is absolutely critical to have as many well trained 
professionals as possible working together to improve the 
productivity and sustainability of an organization with a 
holistic approach to security management through convergence 
in enterprise security risk management 
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Abstract-The purpose of this Paper is to describe our 

research on different feature extraction and matching 

techniques in designing a Content Based Image 

Retrieval (CBIR) system. Due to the enormous 

increase in image database sizes, as well as its vast 

deployment in various applications, the need for CBIR 

development arose. Firstly, this paper outlines a 

description of the primitive feature extraction 

techniques like: texture, colour, and shape. Once these 

features are extracted and used as the basis for a 

similarity check between images, the various matching 

techniques are discussed. Furthermore, the results of 

its performance are illustrated by a detailed example. 

 

Keyword - CBIR, Feature Vector, Distance metrics, Similarity 

check, similarity matrix, Histogram, Wavelet Transform, variance, 
standard deviation. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

As processors become increasingly powerful, and 

memories become increasingly cheaper, the deployment 

of large image databases for a variety of applications 
have now become realisable. Databases of art works, 

satellite and medical imagery have been attracting more 

and more users in various professional fields — for 

example, geography, medicine, architecture, advertising, 
design, fashion, and publishing. Effectively and 

efficiently accessing desired images from large and 

varied image databases is now a necessity 
CBIR or Content Based Image Retrieval is the 

retrieval of images based on visual features such as 

colour, texture and shape. Reasons for its development 

are that in many large image databases, traditional 
methods of image indexing have proven to be 

insufficient, laborious, and extremely time consuming. 

These old methods of image indexing, ranging from 
storing an image in the database and associating it with a 

keyword or number, to associating it with a categorized 

description, have become obsolete. This is not CBIR. In 
CBIR, each image that is stored in the database has its 

features extracted and compared to the features of the 

query image. It involves two steps: 

 Feature Extraction: The first step in the process 

is extracting image features to a distinguishable 
extent. 

 Matching: The second step involves matching 

these features to yield a result that is visually 

similar. 

Examples of CBIR applications are: 

 Security Check: Finger print or retina scanning 

for access privileges. 

 Intellectual Property: Trademark image 

registration, where a new candidate mark is 
compared with existing marks to ensure no risk 

of confusing property ownership. 

 Medical Diagnosis: Using CBIR in a medical 

database of medical images to aid diagnosis by 
identifying similar past cases. 

 Crime prevention: Automatic face recognition 

systems, used by police forces. 
 

 

Fig. 1  CBIR (Content Based Image retrieval ):Block Diagram. 

Problem Statement 

The problem involves entering an image as a 

query into a software application that is designed to 

employ CBIR techniques in extracting visual properties, 
and matching them. This is done to retrieve images in 

the database that are visually similar to the query image. 

 
II. Feature Extraction Techniques. 

 

2.1. Colour 

2.1.1 Definition 
One of the most important features that make 

possible the recognition of images by humans is colour. 

Colour is a property that depends on the reflection of 
light to the eye and the processing of that information in 

the brain. We use colour everyday to tell the difference 

between objects, places, and the time of day . Usually 
colours are defined in three dimensional colour spaces. 
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These could either be RGB (Red, Green, and Blue), 

HSV (Hue, Saturation, and Value) or HSB (Hue, 

Saturation, and Brightness). The last two are dependent 
on the human perception of hue, saturation, and 

brightness. 

Most image formats such as JPEG, BMP, GIF, 

use the RGB colour space to store information. The 
RGB colour space is defined as a unit cube with red, 

green, and blue axes. Thus, a vector with three co-

ordinates represents the colour in this space. When all 
three coordinates are set to zero the colour perceived is 

black. When all three coordinates are set to 1 the colour 

perceived is white. The other colour spaces operate in a 

similar fashion but with a different perception.  

 

2.1.2 Methods of Representation 

 
The main method of representing colour 

information of images in CBIR systems is through 

colour histograms. A colour histogram is a type of bar 

graph, where each bar represents a particular colour of 
the colour space being used. In MatLab for example you 

can get a colour histogram of an image in the RGB or 

HSV colour space. The bars in a colour histogram are 
referred to as bins and they represent the x-axis. The 

number of bins depends on the number of colours there 

are in an image. The y-axis denotes the number of pixels 

there are in each bin. In other words how many pixels in 
an image are of a particular colour. 

An example of a colour histogram in the HSV 

colour space can be seen with the image shown. To view 
a histogram numerically one has to look at the colour 

map or the numeric representation of each bin. As one 

can see from the colour map each row represents the 
colour of a bin. The row is composed of the three 

coordinates of the colour space. The first coordinate 

represents hue, the second saturation, and the third, 

value, thereby giving HSV. The percentages of each of 
these coordinates are what make up the colour of a bin. 

Also one can see the corresponding pixel numbers for 

each bin, which are denoted by the blue lines in the 
histogram.  

Quantization in terms of colour histograms 

refers to the process of reducing the number of bins by 

taking colours that are very similar to each other and 
putting them in the same bin. By default the maximum 

number of bins one can obtain using the histogram 

function in MatLab is 256. For the purpose of saving 
time when trying to compare colour histograms, one can 

quantize the number of bins. Obviously quantization 

reduces the information regarding the content of images 

but as was mentioned this is the trade-off when one 

wants to reduce processing time. 

There are two types of colour histograms, Global 
colour histograms (GCHs) and Local colour histograms 

(LCHs). A GCH represents one whole image with a 

single colour histogram. An LCH divides an image into 

fixed blocks and takes the colour histogram of each of 
those blocks. LCHs contain more information about an 

image but are computationally expensive when 

comparing images. “The GCH is the traditional method 
for colour based image retrieval. However, it does not 

include information concerning the colour distribution of 

the regions” of an image. Thus when comparing GCHs 

one might not always get a proper result in terms of 
similarity of images. 

 Fig. 2: Histogram of two Image of same class.    
 

 
Fig. 3: Histogram of two Images of two different classes. 

 

Fig. 4: Histogram of two Image of same class. 
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2. 2 TEXTURE 

 
Texture is an intuitive concept that describes 

properties like smoothness, coarseness, and regularity of 

a region. Texture is an important element to human 

vision, it provides cues to scene depth and surface 
orientation. In the next sections, Intensity-based texture 

will be described which has been the topic of 

investigation for many years and has proven useful. For 
example, the black and white television proves the 

usability of Intensity-based texture: people are able to 

see 3D in a 2D black and white screen. So, it seems 
important to look at Intensity-based textures before 

looking at colourful textures because the techniques 

used by Intensity-based textures can probably be 

expanded to colour-texture. 
 

2.2.1 Texture Definition 

 
Texture is that innate property of all surfaces 

that describes visual patterns, each having properties of 

homogeneity. It contains important information about 
the structural arrangement of the surface, such as; clouds, 

leaves, bricks, fabric, etc. It also describes the 

relationship of the surface to the surrounding 
environment. In short, it is a feature that describes the 

distinctive physical composition of a surface. 

Texture may be defined as a local arrangement of image 

irradiances projected from a surface patch of 
perceptually homogeneous irradiances. Texture regions 

give different interpretations at different distances and at 

different degrees of visual attention. At a standard 
distance with normal attention, it gives the notion of 

macro-regularity that is characteristic of the particular 

texture. When viewed closely and attentively, 
homogeneous regions and edges, sometimes constituting 

texels, are noticeable. 
 

 

 

 

 
      

(a) Clouds                         (b) Bricks                (c) Rocks 

Figure 5: Examples of Texture 

2.2.3Texture properties include: 

 

 Coarseness 

 Contrast 

 Directionality 

Table: 1 statistical parameters 

 Line-likeness 

 Regularity 

 Roughness 

Texture is one of the most important defining 
features of an image. It is characterized by the spatial 

distribution of grey levels in a neighbourhood. In order 

to capture the spatial dependence of gray-level values, 

which contribute to the perception of texture, a two-
dimensional dependence texture analysis matrix is taken 

into consideration.  

This two-dimensional matrix is obtained by decoding 
the image file; jpeg, bmp, etc. 

 

2.2.4 Texture Features: 

 
Methods of Representation 

 
There are three principal approaches used to 

describe texture; statistical, structural and spectral. 
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 Statistical techniques characterize textures 

using the statistical properties of the grey 

levels of the points/pixels comprising a 

surface image. Typically, these properties 
are computed using: the grey level co-

occurrence matrix of the surface, or the 

wavelet transformation of the surface. 

 Structural techniques characterize textures 

as being composed of simple primitive 
structures called “texels” (or texture 

elements). These are arranged regularly on a 

surface according to some surface 
arrangement rules. 

 Spectral techniques are based on properties 

of the Fourier spectrum and describe 

global .periodicity of the grey levels of a 

surface by Identifying high-energy peaks in 
the Fourier spectrum. 

For optimum classification purposes, what concern are 

the statistical techniques of characterization. This is 
because it is these techniques that result in computing 

texture properties. The most popular statistical 

representations of texture are: 

 Co-occurrence Matrix 

 Tamura Texture 

 Wavelet Transform. 

 

2.3. SHAPE 

 

2.3. 1 Definition of Shape: 

 
Shape may be defined as the characteristic surface 

configuration of an object; an outline or contour. It 
permits an object to be distinguished from its 

surroundings by its outline. Shape representations can be 

generally divided into two categories: 

Boundary-based, and Region-based. 

 
Figure 6: Boundary-based & Region-based  

 

Boundary-based shape representation only uses 
the outer boundary of the shape. This is done by 

describing the considered region using its external 

characteristics; i.e., the pixels along the object boundary. 
Region-based shape representation uses the entire shape 

region by describing the considered region using its 

internal characteristics; i.e., the pixels contained in that 

region. 

 

2.3.2 Methods of Representation 

 

For representing shape features mathematically, we have:

 Boundary-based:  
Polygonal Models, boundary partitioning 

Fourier Descriptors: 

Splines, higher order constructs 
Curvature Models 

Region-based: 

Super quadrics 

Fourier Descriptors 
Implicit Polynomials 

Blum's skeletons 

The most successful representations for shape 
categories are Fourier Descriptor and Moment Invariants: 

The main idea of Fourier Descriptor is to use the Fourier 

transformed boundary as the shape feature. 
The main idea of Moment invariants is to use region-

based moments, which are invariant to transformations 

as the shape feature. 

 

III. IMAGE FEATURE MATCHING 
 

3.1 Similarity Distance measures 

 
 CBIR employs low level image features such as 

color, shape or texture to achieve objective and 

automatic indexing, in contrast to subjective and manual 
indexing in traditional image indexing. For contend 

based image retrieval, the image feature extracted is 

usually an N-dimensional feature vector which can be 

regarded as a point in a N-dimensional space. Once 
images are indexed into the database using the extracted 

feature vectors, the retrieval of images is essentially the 

determination of similarity between the features of query 
image and the features of target images in database, 

which is essentially the determination of distance 

between the feature vectors representing the images. The 
desirable distance measure should reflect human 

perception. That is to say, perceptually similar images 

should have smaller distance between them and 

perceptually different images should have larger 
distance between them. Therefore, for a given shape 

feature, the higher the retrieval accuracy, the better the 

distance measure. Various distance measures have been 
exploited in image retrieval, are discussed below. 
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3.2 SIMILARITY MEASUREMENTS 

 

A similarity measurement is normally defined as 
a metric distance. In this section different similarity 

measurements are described in details. 

 

Minkowski-form distance metrics 
The Minkowski metric between two point‟s p = (x1, y1) 

and q = (x2, y2) is defined as: 
KKk yxyxQPd ||||),( 2211   (1) 

 

The histogram distance 

The histogram distance, calculated per bin m, between a 

query image q and a target image t is denoted as: 
1

0
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m
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Where M is the total number of bins, hq is the 
normalized query histogram, and ht is the normalized 

target histogram. We recognize Di(q; t) as the 

Minkowski form metric with k=1.  
 

Histogram the Euclidean distance 

The Euclidean distance is a Minkowski form with k=2: 

1
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The distances (i.e., calculated Minkowski-form distance 
measures) only take account for the correspondence 

between each histogram bin. and do not make use of 

information across bins. This issue has been recognized 

in histogram matching. As a result, quadratic distance is 
proposed to take similarity across dimensions into 

account. It has been reported to provide more desirable 

result than only matching between similar bins of the 
color histograms. However, since the histogram 

quadratic distance computes the cross similarity between 

colours, it is computationally expensive.  
 

Histogram quadratic distance 

The quadratic-form distance between two feature vectors 

q and t is given by: 

)()(),( iq
T

tqe hhAhhtqD
   (4) 

Where A = [aij ] is a similarity matrix. aij denotes the 
similarity between elements with indexes i and j. Please 

note, that hq and ht are denoted as vectors. 

In order to determine the intersection similarity 
(S) we adapt Equation to give: 
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Minkowski-form distance metrics compare only the 

same bins between color histograms  and are defined as: 
N
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   (6) 
Where Q and I are two images ,N , is the number of bins 
in the color histogram (for each image we reduce the 

colours to N , in the RGB color space, so each color 

histogram has N bins, HQ[i] is the value of bin i  in 

color histogram HQ , which represents the image Q , and 
HI[i] is the value of bin i in color histogram HI , which 

represents the image I. 

When r=1, the Minkoski-form distance metric 
becomes L1. When r=2    , the Minkoski-form distance 

metric becomes the Euclidean distance. In fact, this 

Euclidean distance can be treated as the spatial distance 
in a multi-dimensional space. 

 
Figure 7 : (a) Minkowski-form distance metrics compare only 

similar bins between histograms. 

(b) Quadratic-form distance metrics compare multiple bins 

between histograms using similarity matrix A = [aij ]. 

 

Quadratic-form distance metrics 
The quadratic distance, also called cross distance, is 

used in the QBIC-system. This method considers the 

cross-correlation between histogram bins based on the 

perceptual similarity of the colours represented by the 
bins. The set of correlation values is represented in a 

similarity matrix. 

Quadratic-form distance metric compares not only the 
same bins but multiple bins between color histograms 

and is defined as: 

)()(),( IQ
t

IQ HHAHHIQd
  (7) 

Where Q and I  are two images HQ is the color 

histogram of image Q, HI  is the color histogram of 

image I, |A|=[ai,j] is a NXN 54 , matrix, N  is the 
number of bins in the color histograms, and ai,j denotes 

the similarity between colours i  and j.The similarity 

matrix is obtained through a complex algorithm: 
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where (hq, sq, vq) and (hi  si , vi) represent hue, 

saturation, and value components for two colours 
indexed by two histogram bins. Quadratic-form distance 

metrics overcome a shortcoming of the Minkoski-form 

distance metrics in that the latter assumes that bins in 
color histograms are totally unrelated, while the former 

does not. 

 

Chebyshev Distance 
This distance calculation metric is named after Pafnuty 

Lvovich Chebyshev, it is also known as chessboard 

distance, the equation is defined as 
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Bray Curtis distance 
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Manhattan Distance 

Manhattan distance is also known as Taxicab distance. 

This is because it comes from the fact that it represents 

the shortest distance a car will drive in a city laid out in 
square blocks.  For example, in the plane, the Manhattan 

distance between the point P1 with coordinates (x1, y1) 

and the point P2 at (x2, y2) is 

||||
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Hamming Distance 
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IV   SYSTEM PERFORMANCE EVALUATION. 
 

 Precision and Recall: 

 

Testing the effectiveness of the image search engine is 

about testing how well can the search engine retrieve 
similar images to the query image and how well the 

system prevents the returned results that are not relevant 

to the source at all in the user point of view. The big 
question here is how we know that which image is 

relevant.  Determining whether or not two images are 

similar is purely up to the user's perception. Human 
perceptions can easily recognise the similarity between 

two images although in some cases, different users can 

give different opinions. Two evaluation measures were 

used here to evaluate the effectiveness of the image 
search engine system. 

The first measure is Recall. It is a measure of 

the ability of a system to present all relevant items. The 

equation for calculating recall is given below: 

collectionin  itemsrelevant  ofnumber 

retrieved itemsrelevant  ofnumber 
Recall                

                                                                                   (12) 
 

The second measure is Precision. It is a measure of the 

ability of a system to present only relevant items. The 

equation for calculating precision is given below. 

retrieved items ofnumber  total

retrieved itemsrelevant  ofnumber 
Precision

                                                                      (13) 

 

A retrieval score 

 

A retrieval score can be computed according to 

the following evaluation criterion: for each query, the 
system returns the „x‟ closest images to the query, 

including the query image itself (as the distance from the 

query image to itself is zero). The number of 

mismatches can be computed as the number of images 
returned that belong to a class different than that of the 

query image, in addition to the number of images that 

belong to the query image class, but that have not been 
returned by the system. The retrieval score for one class 

can be then computed as 

%1100Re
x

mismatches
etrivalScor

 (14) 

 

V Conclusions 
 

CBIR at present is still topic of research interest. 
Different features are used for retrieval of images such 

as Image colour quadratic distance for image histogram, 

Image Euclidian distance for image wavelet transform; 
image Hamming Distance. And corresponding retrieval 

Recall and Precision parameters are calculated for each 

feature. For as to increase retrieval efficiency 

combination of these features should be used instead of 
using a single feature for image retrieval. 

The retrieval efficiency and timing performance 

can be further increased if the image collection is trained 
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(pre-processed) and grouped using supervised learning 

such as classification or unsupervised learning such as 

clustering. With that, the image with high similarities in 
the feature space will be group together and result a 

smaller search space. This will greatly enhance the 

search time and precision. 

Future work 

Classification and Clustering: 

The retrieval efficiency and timing performance 

can be further increased if the image collection is trained 
(pre-processed) and grouped using supervised learning 

such as classification or unsupervised learning such as 

clustering. With that, the image with high similarities in 
the feature space will be group together and result a 

smaller search space. This will greatly enhance the 

search time and precision.  
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Abstract— DDR SDRAM is similar in function to the regular 
SDRAM but doubles the bandwidth of the memory by 
transferring data on both edges of the clock cycles.DDR 
SDRAM most commonly used in various embedded application 
like networking, image/video processing, Laptops ete. Now a 
day’s many applications needs more and more cheap and fast 
memory. Especially in the field of signal processing, requires 
significant amount of memory. The most used type of dynamic 
memory for that purpose is DDR SDRAM. For FPGA design 
the IC manufacturers are providing commercial memory 
controller IP cores working only on their products. Main 
disadvantage is the lack of memory access optimization for 
random memory access patterns. The ‘data path’ part of those 
controllers can be used free of charge. This work  propose an 
architecture of a DDR SDRAM controller, which takes 
advantage of those available and well tested data paths and can 
be used for any FPGA device or ASIC design.[5]. In most of the 
SOC design, DDR SDRAM is commonly used. ARM processor 
is widely used in SOC’s; so that we focused to implement AHB 
compatible DDR SDRAM controller suitable for ARM based 
SOC design.  
 

Keywords-AHB; DDR SDRAM; Verilog;IP core; 

  
  1 INTRODUCTION 
 The DDR SDRAM is a high-speed CMOS, dynamic 
random-access memory. It is internally configured as a quad 
bank DRAM. The DDR SDRAM uses double data rate 
architecture to achieve high-speed operation. The double data 
rate architecture is essentially 2nprefetch architecture with an 
interface designed to transfer two data words per clock cycle 
at the I/O pins. A single read or write access for the DDR 
SDRAM effectively consists of a single 2n-bit wide, one-
clock-cycle data transfer at the internal DRAM core and two 
corresponding n-bit wide, one-half clock-cycle data transfers 
at the I/O pins. A bidirectional data strobe (DQS) is 
transmitted externally, along with data, for use in data 
capture at the receiver. DQS is a strobe transmitted by the 
DDR SDRAM during READs and by the memory controller 
during WRITEs. DQS is edge-aligned with data for READs 
and center-aligned with data for WRITEs.  

 Read and write accesses to the DDR SDRAM are 
burst oriented; accesses start at a selected location and 
continue for a programmed number of locations in a 
programmed sequence. Accesses begin with the registration 
of an ACTIVE command, which is then followed by a READ 
or WRITE command. The address bits registered coincident 

with the ACTIVE command are used to select the bank and 
row to be accessed. The address bits registered coincident 
with the READ or WRITE command are used to select the 
bank and the starting column location for the burst access.  

 The DDR SDRAM provides for programmable 
READ or WRITE burst lengths of 2, 4, or 8 locations. An 
auto precharge function may be enabled to provide a self 
timed row precharge that is initiated at the end of the burst 
access This model has implemented in RTL by Verilog. The 
focus of this work is to implement behavioral model of DDR 
SDRAM and also implemented on the Xilinx Spartan series 
FPGA.The Top level model is as shown in Fig.1. The core 
contains mainly two parts, AHB Slave and DDR SDRAM 
controller.  

 

 

 

 

      
            Figure .1 Top Module 

                  2. FUNCTIONAL BLOCK DIAGRAM 
  
The functional block diagram of the DDR controller is shown 
in Fig.2. It consists of four modules, AHB Salve, the main 
control module, the signal generation module and the data 
path module. The AHB slave normally connected to the AHB 
bus Arbiter in the design. AHB master sends data to the AHB 
slave based on that protocol. Burst mode read and writes and 
split transaction read and writes transactions supported. AHB 
slave complies with the processor interface protocol of ARM 
processor. The main control module has two state machines 
and a refresh counter, which generates proper istate and 
cstate outputs according to the system interface control 
signals. The signal generation module generates the address 
and command signals required for DDR based on istate and 
cstate. The data path module performs the data latching and 
dispatching of the data between the Processor and DDR. 
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 The DDR SDRAM provides for programmable 
READ or WRITE burst lengths of 2, 4, or 8 locations. An 
AUTO PRECHARGE function may be enabled to provide a 
self-timed row precharge that is initiated at the end of the 
burst access. As with standard SDR SDRAMs, the pipelined, 
multibank architecture of DDR SDRAMs allows for 
concurrent operation, thereby providing high effective 
bandwidth by hiding row precharge and activation time. An 
auto refresh mode is provided, along with a power-saving 
power-down mode.  

 

                        Figure .2  Functional Block Diagram 
 
                     3. FUNCTIONAL DESCRIPTION 
3.1. Initialization  
 
 DDR SDRAMs must be powered up and initialized 
in a predefined manner. Operational procedures other than 
those specified may result in undefined operation. 
DDR SDRAM requires a 200µs delay prior to applying an 
executable command [7]. Once the 200µs delay has been 
satisfied, a DESELECT or NOP command should be applied. 
Following the NOP command, a PRECHARGE ALL 
command should be applied. Next a LOAD MODE 
REGISTER command should be issued. A PRECHARGE 
ALL command should then be applied, placing the device in 
the all banks idle state. Once in the idle state, two AUTO 
REFRESH cycles must be performed (tRFC must be 
satisfied.) Additionally, a LOAD MODE REGISTER 
command for the mode register is issued [16]. 
 
3.2 Register Definition 
 
 The mode register is used to define the specific 
mode of operation of the DDR SDRAM. This definition 
includes the selection of a burst length, a burst type, a CAS 

latency and an operating mode. The mode register is 
programmed via the MODE REGISTER SET command 
(with BA0 = 0 and BA1 = 0) and will retain the stored 
information until it is programmed again or the device loses 
power (except for bit A8, which is self-clearing). 
Reprogramming the mode register will not alter the contents 
of the memory, provided it is performed correctly. The mode 
register must be loaded (reloaded) when all banks are idle 
and no bursts are in progress, and the controller must wait the 
specified time before initiating the subsequent operation. 
Violating either of these requirements will result in 
unspecified operation. Mode register bits A0-A2 specify the 
burst length, A3 specifies the type of burst (sequential or 
interleaved), A4-A6 specifies the CAS latency, and A7-A12 
specifies the operating mode. Fig.3 shows the description of 
mode register.   
  

 
Figure.3 Mode register definition 

 
3.3 DDR Commands 
 
 Table 1 presents the commands issued by the 
controller. These commands are passed to the memory using 
the following control signals[7]: 
• Row Address Select (RAS) 
• Column Address Select (CAS) 
• Write Enable (WE) 
• Clock Enable (CKE) (always held High after device 
configuration) 
• Chip Select (CS) (always held Low during device 
operation) 
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Table 1 DDR SDRAM Commands 
 

3.3.1 Command Functions 
 
 The fallowing commands are used in DDR SDRAM 
controller core. 

• Mode Register :  
 The Mode register is used to define the specific 
mode of DDR SDRAM operation, including the selection of 
burst length, burst type, CAS latency, and operating mode.  

• Auto Refresh : 
 The REFRESH command instructs the controller to 
perform an AUTO REFRESH command to the SDRAM. The 
controller will acknowledge the REFRESH command with 
ACK. DDR SDRAM is somewhat similar to regular 
SDRAM. Both will break the RAM into smaller chunks for 
simultaneous, synchronized request-and-reply access. In 
addition, both types of memory can be packaged in DIMM 
modules. However, DDR SDRAM will perform the 
alternating request-and-reply rhythm on both the rise and fall 
of the clock cycle. This method effectively doubles the 
bandwidth available and increases the speed the system can 
access data in memory 

• Precharge: 
 The PRECHARGE command is used to deactivate 
the open row in a particular bank. The bank is available for 
subsequent row activation for a specified time (tRP) after the 
PRECHARGE command is issued. Input A10 determines 
whether one or all banks are precharged. 

• ACTIVE Command: 
 The ACTIVE command activates a row in a bank, 
allowing any READ or WRITE commands to be issued to a 
bank in the memory array. After a row has been opened, 
READ or WRITE commands can be issued to that row, 
subject to the tRCD specification. When the controller 
detects an incoming address that refers to a row in a bank 
other than the currently opened row, the controller issues an 
address conflict signal. A PRECHARGE command is also 
issued by the controller to deactivate the open row. The 
controller also issues another ACTIVE command to the new 
row. 

• READ Command: 
 The READ command is used to initiate a burst read 
access to an active row. The value on BA0 and BA1 selects 
the bank address. The address inputs provided on A0 – Ai 
select the starting column location. After the read burst is 

over, the row is still available for subsequent access until it is 
precharged. 

• WRITE Command: 
 The WRITE command is used to initiate a burst 
access to an active row. The value on BA0 and BA1 selects 
the bank address, while the value on address inputs A0 – Ai 
selects the starting column location in the active row. The 
value of Write Latency is equal to one clock cycle. 
 
                       4 .DDR SDRAM Controller Block 
 
The controller block mainly consists of two FSMs  

• Initial FSM 
• Command FSM 

 It generates the required commands for initializing 
the DDR SDRAM. The block diagram for the DDR SDRAM 
controller is as shown in Fig.4. 
 

 
Figure 4 Block Diagram of Controller Block 

 
4.1 DDR SDRAM Initial FSM 

 
 Before normal memory accesses can be performed, 
DDR needs to be initialized by a sequence of commands. The 
INIT_FSM state machine handles this initialization. Fig.5 
shows the state diagram of the INIT_FSM state machine. 
During reset, the INIT_FSM is forced to the i_IDLE state. 
After reset, the sys_dly_200US signal will be sampled to 
determine if the 200µs power/clock stabilization delay is 
completed. After the power/clock stabilization is complete, 
the DDR initialization sequence will begin and the 
INIT_FSM will switch from i_IDLE to i_NOP state and in 
the next clock to I_PRE.  
The initialization starts with the PRECHARGE ALL 
command. Next a LOAD MODE REGISTER command will 
be applied for the extended mode register to enable the DLL 
inside DDR, followed by another LOAD MODE REGISTER 
command to the mode register to reset the DLL. Then a 
PRECHAGE command will be applied to make all banks in 
the device to idle state. Then two, AUTO REFRESH 
commands, and then the LOAD MODE REGISTER 
command to configure DDR to a specific mode of operation. 
After issuing the LOAD MODE REGISTER command and 
the tMRD timing delay is satisfied, INIT_FSM goes to 
i_ready state and remains there for the normal memory  
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access cycles unless reset is asserted. Also, signal 
sys_init_done is set to high to indicate the DDR initialization 
is completed. The i_PRE, i_AR1, i_AR2, i_EMRS and 
i_MRS states are used for issuing DDR commands. The 
LOAD MODE REGISTER command configures the DDR by 
loading data into the mode register through the address bus. 
The data present on the address bus (ddr_add) during the 
LOAD MODE REGISTER command is loaded to the mode 
register. The mode register contents specify the burst length, 
burst type, CAS latency, etc. A PRECHARGE/AUTO 
PRECHARGE command moves all banks to idle state. As 
long as all banks of the DDR are in idle state, mode register 
can be reloaded with different value thereby changing the 
mode of operation. However, in most applications the mode 
register value will not be changed after initialization. This 
design assumes the mode register stays the same after 
initialization.            

4.1.1 Initial FSM State Diagram: 

 

 

 
                           

                                Figure .5 Initial FSM State Diagram 

 As mentioned above, certain timing delays (tRP, 
tRFC, tMRD) need to be satisfied before another non-NOP 
command can be issued. These SDRAM delays vary from 
speed grade to speed grade and sometimes from vendor to 
vendor. To accommodate this without sacrificing 
performance, the designer needs to modify the HDL code for 
the specific delays and clock period (tCK). According to 
these timing values, the number of clocks the state machine 
will stay at i_tRP, i_tRFC1, i_tRFC2, i_tMRD states will be 
determined after the code is synthesized. In cases where tCK 
is larger than the timing delay, the state machine doesn’t 
need to switch to the timing delay states and can go directly 
to the command states[15]. The dashed lines in Fig 5 show 
the possible state switching paths. 

4.1.2 Different states of Initial FSM 
 

a) Idle: 
 When reset is applied the initial fsm is forced to 
IDLE state irrespective of which state it is actually in when 
system is in idle it remains idle without performing any 
operations. 
 

b) No Operation: 
 The NO OPERATION (NOP) command is used to 
instruct the selected DDR SDRAM to perform a NOP (CS# 
is LOW with RAS#, CAS#, and WE# are HIGH). This 
prevents unwanted commands from being registered during 
idle or wait states. Operations already in progress are not 
affected. 
 

c) Precharge: 
 The PRECHARGE command is used to deactivate 
the open row in a particular bank or the open row in all banks 
as shown in Fig.6. The value on the BA0, BA1 inputs selects 
the bank, and the A10 input selects whether a single bank is 
precharged or whether all banks are precharged.    

                           Figure .6 Precharge Commands.         

d) Auto Refresh: 
 AUTO REFRESH is used during normal operation 
of the DDR SDRAM and is analogous to CAS#-before-
RAS# (CBR) refresh in DRAMs. This command is 
nonpersistent, so it must be issued each time a refresh is 
required. All banks must be idle before an AUTO REFRESH 
command is issued. 
 

e) Load Mode register(LMR): 
 The mode registers are loaded via inputs A0–An. 
The LOAD MODE REGISTER command can only be issued 
when all banks are idle, and a subsequent executable 
command cannot be issued until tMRD is met.  
 

f) Read/Write Cycle: 
 The Fig.5 shows the state diagram of CMD_FSM 
which handles the read, write and refresh of the SDRAM.  
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 The CMD_FSM state machine is initialized to 
c_idle during reset. After reset, CMD_FSM stays in c_idle as 
long as sys_INIT_DONE is low which indicates the SDRAM 
initialization sequence is not yet completed. Once the 
initialization is done, sys_ADSn and sys_REF_REQ will be 
sampled at the rising edge of every clock cycle. A logic high 
sampled on sys_REF_REQ will start a SDRAM refresh 
cycle. This is described in the following section. If logic low 
is sampled on both sys_REF_REQ and sys_ADSn, a system 
read cycle or system write cycle will begin. These system 
cycles are made up of a sequence of SDRAM commands. 
Initialization: 

 Prior to normal operation, DDR SDRAMs must be 
powered up and initialized in a predefined manner. 
Operational procedures, other than those specified, may 
result in undefined operation. 

4.2 DDR SDRAM COMMAND FSM 

 The fig.7 shows the state diagram of CMD_FSM, 
which handles read, write and refresh of the DDR. The 
CMD_FSM state machine is initialized to c_idle during reset. 
After reset, CMD_FSM stays in c_idle as long as 
sys_init_done is low which indicates th e DDR initialization 
sequence is not yet completed. From this state, a 
READA/WRITEA/REFRESH cycle starts depending upon 
sys_adsn/ rd_wr_req_during_ ref_req signals as shown in the 
state diagram. All rows are in the “closed” status after the 
DDR initialization. The rows need to be “opened” before 
they can be accessed. However, only one row in the same 
bank can be opened at a time. Since there are four banks, 
there can be at most four rows opened at the same time. If a 
row in one bank is currently opened, it needs to be closed 
before another row in the same bank can be opened. ACTIVE 
command is used to open the rows and PRECHARGE is used 
to close the rows. When issuing the commands for opening or 
closing the rows, both row address and bank address need to 
be provided. 

 
Figure .7 Command FSM State Diagram 

In this design, the ACTIVE command will be issued for each 
read or write access to open the row. After a tRCD delay is 
satisfied, READA or WRITEA commands will be issued 
with a high ddr_add[10] to enable the AUTO REFRESH for 
closing the row after access. Therefore, the clocks required 
for read/write cycle are fixed and the access can be random 
over the full address range. Read or write is determined by 
the sys_r_wn status sampled at the rising edge of the clock 
before the tRCD delay is satisfied. If logic high is sampled, 
the state machine switches to c_READA. If a logic low is 
sampled, the state machine switches to c_WRITEA. 

For read cycles, the state machine switches from, c_READA 
to c_cl for CAS latency, then switches to crate for 
transferring data from DDR to processor. The burst length 
determines the number of clocks the state machine stays in 
c_rdata state. After the data is transferred, it switches back to 
c_idle.  

For write cycles, the state machine switches from 
c_WRITEA to c_wdata for transferring data from bus master 
to DDR, then switches to c_tDAL. After the clock rising 
edge of the last data in the burst sequence, no commands 
other than NOP can be issued to DDR before tDAL is 
satisfied.  

4.2.1Different states of Command FSM  

a) Refresh Cycle: 
 DDR memory needs a periodic refresh to hold the 
data. This periodic refresh is done using AUTO REFRESH 
command. All banks must be idle before an AUTO 
REFRESH command is issued. In this design all banks will 
be in idle state, as every read/write operation uses auto pre 
charge.  
 

b) Active: 
 The ACTIVE command is used to open (or activate) 
a row in a particular bank for a subsequent access, like a read 
or a write, as shown in Fig.8. The value on the BA0, BA1 
inputs selects the bank, and the address provided on inputs 
A0–An selects the row. 

 

                 Figure.8 Activating a Specific Row in a Specific Bank. 
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c) Read: 

 The READ command is used to initiate a burst read 
access to an active row, as shown in Fig.8. The value on the 
BA0, BA1 inputs selects the bank, and the address provided 
on inputs A0–Ai (where Ai is the most significant column 
address bit for a given density and configuration) selects the 
starting column location. 

                                                

                         Figure .9 Read Command 

d) Write: 
 The WRITE command is used to initiate a burst 
write access to an active row as shown in Fig.10. The value 
on the BA0, BA1 inputs selects the bank, and the address 
provided on inputs A0–Ai (where Ai is the most significant 
column address bit for a given density and configuration) 
selects the starting column location. 

                                 
  Figure .10 Write Command 

Similar to the FP and EDO DRAM, row address and column 
address are required to pinpoint the memory cell location of 
the SDRAM access. Since SDRAM is composed of four 
banks, bank address needs to be provided as well.  

 The SDRAM can be considered as a four by N array 
of rows. All rows are in the “closed” status after the SDRAM 
initialization. The rows need to be “opened” before they can 
be accessed. However, only one row in the same bank can be 
opened at a time. Since there are four banks, there can be at 
most four rows opened at the same time. If a row in one bank 
is currently opened, it must be closed before another row in 

the same bank can be opened. ACTIVE command is used to 
open the rows and PRECHARGE (or the AUTO 
PRECHARGE hidden in the WRITE and READ commands, 
as used in this design) is used to close the rows. When 
issuing the commands for opening or closing the rows, both 
row address and bank address need to be provided. 

 For sequential access applications and those with 
page memory management, the proper address assignments 
and the use of the SDRAM pipeline feature deliver the 
highest performance SDRAM controller. However, this type 
of controller design is highly associated with the bus master 
cycle specification and will not fit the general applications. 
Therefore, this SDRAM controller design does not 
implement these custom features to achieve the highest 
performance through these techniques. 

 In this design, the ACTIVE command will be issued 
for each read or write access to open the row. After a tRCD 
delay is satisfied, READ or WRITE commands will be issued 
with a high sdr_A[10] to enable the AUTO REFRESH for 
closing the row after access. So, the clocks required for 
read/write cycle are fixed and the access can be random over 
the full address range. Read or write is determined by the 
sys_R_Wn status sampled at the rising edge of the clock 
before tRCD delay is satisfied. If a logic high is sampled, the 
state machine switches to c_READA. If a logic low is 
sampled, the state machine switches to c_WRITEA.For read 
cycles, the state machine switches from c_READA to c_cl 
for CAS latency, then switches to c_rdata for transferring 
data from SDRAM to bus master. The number of clocks the 
state machine stays in c_rdata state is determined by the burst 
length. After the data is transferred, it switches back to 
c_idle.For write cycles, the state machine switches from 
c_WRITEA to c_wdata for transferring data from bus master 
to SDRAM, then switches to c_tDAL. Similar to read, the 
number of clocks the state machine stays in c_wdata state is 
determined by the burst length. The time delay tDAL is the 
sum of WRITE recovery time tWR and the AUTO 
PRECHARGE timing delay tRP. After the clock rising edge 
of the last data in the burst sequence, no commands other 
than NOP can be issued to SDRAM before tDAL is 
satisfied.As mentioned in the INIT_FSM section above, the 
dash lines indicates possible state switching paths when tCK 
period is larger than timing delay spec. 

e) Refresh cycle: 
  Similar to the other DRAMs, memory refresh is 
required. A SDRAM refresh request is generated by 
activating sdr_REF_REQ signal of the controller. The 
sdr_REF_ACK signal will acknowledge the recognition of 
sdr_REF_REQ and will be active throughout the whole 
refresh cycle. The sdr_REF_REQ signal must be maintained 
until the sdr_REF_ACK goes active in order to be recognized 
as a refresh cycle. Note that no system read/write access 
cycles are allowed when sdr_REF_ACK is active. All system 
interface cycles will be ignored during this period. The
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sdr_REF_REQ signal assertion needs to be removed upon 
receipt of sdr_REF_ACK acknowledge, otherwise another 
refresh cycle will again be performed. 

 Upon receipt of sdr_REF_REQ assertion, the state 
machine CMD_FSM enters the c_AR state to issue an AUTO 
REFRESH command to the SDRAM. After tRFC time delay 
is satisfied, CMD_FSM returns to c_idle. 

  5. DATA PATH 
 
 The fig.11 shows the data path module with inputs 
and outputs as shown in the figure 

                                         

 
 
         Figure .11.Data Path Module. 
 
 The data flow design between the SDRAM and the 
system interface. The module in this reference design 
interfaces between the SDRAM with 16-bit bidirectional data 
bus and the bus master with 64-bit bidirectional data bus. The 
user should be able to modify this module to customize to fit 
his/her system bus requirements. The data path module 
performs the data latching and dispatching of the data 
between the processor and DDR. 

6. TIMING DIAGRAMS 
 

 The fig.12 and Fig.13 are the read cycle and write 
cycle timing diagrams of the reference design with the two 
CAS latency cycles and the burst length of four. In the 
example shown in the figures, the read cycle takes 10 clocks 
and the write cycle takes 9 clocks. The state variable c_State 
of CMD_FSM is also shown in these figures. Note that the 
ACTIVE, READ, WRITE commands are asserted one clock 
after the c_ACTIVE, c_READA, c_WRITEA states 
respectively. The values of the region filed with slashes in the 
system interface input signals of these figures are “don’t 
care.” For example, signal sys_R_Wn needs to be valid only 
at the clock before CMD_FSM switches to the c_READA or 
c_WRITEA states. Depending on the values of tRCD and 
tCK, this means the signal sys_R_Wn needs to be valid at 
state c_ACTIVE or the last clock of state c_tRCD. 

                            
Figure .12 Read Cycle Timing Diagram 

     
Figure.13 Write Cycle Timing Diagram. 

The signal generation module generates the address and 
command signals required for DDR based on istate and cstate  

6. IMPLEMENTATION AND RESULT 

 DUT mainly contains two parts, AHB slave and 
DDR SDRAM controller. The core is developed by using 
verilog [2]. In this work we have designed a High speed 
DDR SDRAM Controller with 64-bit data transfer which 
synchronizes the transfer of data between DDR RAM and 
External AHB compatible devices. This can be used in ARM 
based SOC design.  The advantages of this controller 
compared to SDR SDRAM is that it synchronizes the data 
transfer, and the data transfer is twice as fast as previous, the 
production cost is also very low. This core is verified by 
using testbench and several testcases, which cover most of 
the functionality of the core. The simulations of specified 
functions were conducted by the Modelsim tool [3].The 
fig.14, Fig.15 and Fig 16 shows the waveforms initial, 
command and data path of the core. Fig.17 and 18 shows the 
RTL schematic of top module and controller respectively.  
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Figure.14 Waveforms of initial FSM 

 
 

Figure.15 Waveforms of Command FSM 

     
Figure .16 Waveforms Of Data path  

 For verification of core, two BFM’s are used, AHB 
BFM at the input side and DDR memory model BFM at the 
output side. Core has been tested for main functionality of 
DDR SDRAM controller. AHB slave tested for both split and 
burst transfers. Our implementation of the design was 

analyzed by using ISE FPGA tool from Xilinx [1]. Designs 
are mapped on to Spartan FPGA. The whole system has been 
placed and routed in to the XC3S500e-5-PQ208 FPGA chip. 
The numbers of slices utilized by the design are 1340 out of 
4656, 28% of the utilization.   

 
 
                   Figure .17.RTL Schematic of Top Module 
 

              
 
                  Figure .18.RTL Schematic of Controller 

HDL Synthesis report of the core as shown below 
Macro Statistics 
# Adders/Subtractors                             : 7 
# 3-bit adder                                          : 2 
#32-bit subtractor                                 : 6 
# Counters                                            : 7 
# 32-bit down counter                          : 7

 Data transfer 

  States of 
cmd fsm 
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# Registers                                            : 18 
# 1-bit register                                      : 8 
# 16-bit register                                    : 2 
#3-bit register                                       : 1 
# 32-bit register                                    : 4 
#4-bit register                                       : 2 
# Latches                                              : 2 
# 64-bit latch                                        : 1 
--------------------------- 
Device utilization summary: 
--------------------------- 
Selected Device : 3s400tq144-5  
 
Number of Slices                 :    482 out of   3584     14%   
Number of Slice Flip Flops :    468 out of   7168      6%   
Number of 4 input LUTs     :    8944 out of   7168   12%   
Number of IOs                     :    165 
Number of bonded IOBs      :    165 out of     97      629% (*)  
IOB Flip Flops                     :     71 
Number of GCLKs              :     3 out of      8            37%   
Timing Summary: 
Speed Grade:      -5 
Minimum period: 9.802ns (Maximum Frequency: 
102.021MHz) 
Minimum input arrival time before clock: 5.954ns Maximum 
output required time after clock: 10.704ns 
Maximum combinational path delay: 8.451ns 
 
 DDR2 SDRAM is the second generation of DDR 
SDRAM. DDR2 SDRAM improves on DDR SDRAM by 
using differential signaling and lower voltages to support 
significant performance advantages over DDR SDRAM. 
DDR SDRAM standards are still being developed and 
improved [20]. 
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Abstract— WiMAX technology is based on the IEEE 802.16 
specification of which IEEE 802.16-2004 and 802.16e amendment 
are Physical (PHY) layer specifications. IEEE 802.16-2004 
currently supports several multiple-antenna options including 
Space-Time Codes (STC), Multiple-Input Multiple-Output 
(MIMO) antenna systems and Adaptive Antenna Systems (AAS). 
The most recent WiMAX standard (802.16e) supports broadband 
applications to mobile terminals and laptops. Using Adaptive 
Modulation and Coding (AMC) we analyze the performance of 
OFDM physical  layer  in WiMAX based  on  the  simulation  
results of Bit-Error-Rate (BER), and data throughput. The 
performance analysis of OFDM-PHY is done. In this paper, an 
extension to the basic SISO mode, a number of 2x2 MIMO 
extensions are analysed under different combinations of digital 
modulation (QPSK, 16-QAM and 64-QAM) and Convolutional 
Code (CC) with 1/2 , 2⁄3 and 3/4 rated codes. The intent of this 
paper is to provide an idea of the benefits of multiple antenna 
systems over single antenna systems in WiMAX type 
deployments. 

Keywords-WiMAX; MIMO; OFDM; AMC; Space Time Block 
Codes; Spatial Multiplexing 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
The first WiMAX systems were based on the IEEE 802.16-

2004 standard [1]. This targeted fixed broadband wireless 
applications via the installation of Customer Premises 
Equipment (CPE). In December, 2005 the IEEE completed the 
802.16e-2005 [2] amendment, which added new features to 
support mobile applications. The resulting standard is 
commonly referred to as mobile WiMAX. 

An ever crowded radio spectrum implies that future 
demands must be met using more data throughput wireless 
technologies. Since system bandwidth is limited and user 
demand continues to grow, spectral efficiency is vital. One way 
to improve link capacity, and potentially increase spectral 
efficiency, is the application of MIMO. It is well reported in 
the literature that MIMO physical (PHY) layer techniques have 
the potential to significantly increase bandwidth efficiency in a 
rich scattering environment [3]. Orthogonal Frequency 
Division Multiplexing (OFDM) is a well-established technique 
for achieving low-cost broadband wireless connectivity, and 
has been chosen as the air interface for a range of new 
standards, including IEEE802.16d/e. The ideas of MIMO and 
OFDM have been combined by a number of authors to form a 

new class of MIMO-OFDM system [4] [5]. This approach 
represents a promising candidate for WiMAX applications.  

WiMAX standard supports a full-range of smart antenna 
techniques, including spatial transmit diversity and spatial 
multiplexing (SM). Spatial transmit diversity is achieved by 
applying Alamouti’s Space-Time coding. SM can also be 
employed to increase the error-free peak throughput. Higher 
order modulation schemes with SM increase the link 
throughput, but require high SNR to achieve low Packet Error 
Rates (PER). Space-Time Block Coding (STBC) provides 
strong diversity gain, but cannot increase the link throughput 
without the use of Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC), 
and therefore AMC has become a standard approach in recently 
developed wireless standards, including WiMAX. The idea 
behind AMC is to dynamically adapt the modulation and 
coding scheme to the channel conditions so as to achieve the 
highest spectral efficiency at all times. Adaptive modulation 
changes the coding scheme and/or modulation method 
depending on channel-state information - choosing it in such a 
way that it squeezes the most out of what the channel can 
transmit. 

This paper investigates the performance of the WiMAX 
standard when MIMO techniques are applied. Bit Error Rate 
(BER) and throughput results are presented for a MIMO with 
OFDM system that uses the coding and modulation schemes 
defined in the WiMAX standard IEEE 802.16-2004. Results 
are compared with basic SISO operation. 

II. THE WIMAX PHY DESCRIPTION 
The IEEE 802.16 standard was firstly designed to address 

communications with direct visibility in the frequency band 
from 10 to 66 GHz. Due to the fact that non-line-of-sight 
transmissions are difficult when communicating at high 
frequencies, the amendment 802.16a was specified for working 
in a lower frequency band, between 2 and 11 GHz. The IEEE 
802.16d specification is a variation of the fixed standard (IEEE 
802.16a) with the main advantage of optimizing the power 
consumption of the mobile devices. The last revision of this 
specification is better known as IEEE 802.16-2004 [1].  

On the other hand, the IEEE 802.16e standard is an 
amendment to the 802.16-2004 base specification with the aim 
of targeting the mobile market by adding portability. 
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WiMAX standard-based products are designed to work not 
only with IEEE 802.16-2004 but also with the IEEE 802.16e 
specification. While the 802.16-2004 is primarily intended for 
stationary transmission, the 802.16e is oriented to both 
stationary and mobile deployments. 

A. PHY Layer Overview 
WiMAX is not truly new; rather, it is unique because it was 

designed from the ground up to deliver maximum throughput 
to maximum distance while offering 99.999 percent reliability. 
To achieve this, the designers (IEEE 802.16 Working Group D) 
relied on proven technologies for the PHY including 
orthogonal frequency division multiplexing (OFDM), time 
division duplex (TDD), frequency division duplex (FDD), 
Quadrature Phase Shift Keying (QPSK), and Quadrature 
Amplitude Modulation (QAM), to name only a few. WiMAX 
has a scalable physical-layer architecture that allows for the 
data rate to scale easily with available channel bandwidth. This 
scalability is supported in the OFDMA1 mode, where the FFT 
(fast Fourier transform) size may be scaled based on the 
available channel bandwidth. For example, a WiMAX system 
may use 128, 512, or 1024 FFTs based on whether the channel 
bandwidth is 1.25MHz, 5MHz, or 10MHz respectively. This 
scaling may be done dynamically to support user roaming 
across different networks that may have different bandwidth 
allocations. 

B. OFDM Parameters in WiMAX 
As mentioned previously, the fixed and mobile versions of 

WiMAX have slightly different implementations of the OFDM 
physical layer. Fixed WiMAX, which is based on IEEE 
802.16-2004, uses a 256 FFT-based OFDM physical layer. 
Mobile WiMAX, which is based on the IEEE 802.16e-20052 
standard, uses a scalable OFDMA-based physical layer. In the 
case of mobile WiMAX, the FFT sizes can vary from 128 bits 
to 2048 bits.   

Table I shows the OFDM-related parameters for both the 
OFDM-PHY and the OFDMA-PHY. The parameters are 
shown here for only a limited set of profiles that are likely to be 
deployed and do not constitute an exhaustive set of possible 
values. 

C. WiMAX OFDMA-PHY 
In Mobile WiMAX, the FFT size is scalable from 128 to 

2048. Here, when the available bandwidth increases, the FFT 
size is also increased such that the subcarrier spacing is always 
10.94 kHz. This keeps the OFDM symbol duration, which is 
the basic resource unit, fixed and therefore makes scaling have 
minimal impact on higher layers. A scalable design also keeps 
the costs low. The subcarrier spacing of 10.94 kHz was chosen 
as a good balance between satisfying the delay spread and 
Doppler spread requirements for operating in mixed fixed and 
mobile environments. This subcarrier spacing can support 
delay-spread values up to 20 µs and vehicular mobility up to 
125 km/h when operating in 3.5GHz. A subcarrier spacing of 
10.94 kHz implies that 128, 512, 1024, and 2048 FFT are used 
when the channel bandwidth is 1.25MHz, 5MHz, 10MHz, and 

20MHz, respectively. It should, however, be noted that mobile 
WiMAX may also include additional bandwidth profiles. 

TABLE I.  OFDM PARAMETERS USED IN WIMAX 

Mobile WiMAX  
Scalable   
OFDMAa  

Fixed  
WiMAX  
OFDM  

Parameter  

2048  1024  512 128  256 FFT size  
1440  720  360  72  192 Number of used data  subcarriers  
240  120  60  12  8  Number of pilot subcarriers  
360  184  92  44  56  Number of null/guardband subcarriers  

                1/4, 1/8, 1/16, 1/32        Cyclic prefix or guard time  
20  10  5  1.25  3.5 Channel bandwidth (MHz)  

              10.94  15.625  Subcarrier frequency spacing (kHz)  
                91.4  64   Useful symbol time (µs)  
             11.4 8  Guard time assuming 12.5% (µs)  
            102.9 72  OFDM symbol duration (µs)  
             48.0 69  Number of OFDM symbols in 5 ms frame  

a. Boldfaced values correspond to the OFDMA parameters used in our evaluation of                 
the Fixed WiMAX standard. 

III. SYSTEM MODEL DESCRIPTION 
Since increase the link throughput systems is the main goal 

of this work. Figure 1 depicts the block scheme of a typical 
structure of a system combining Space Time Coding (STC) 
with MIMO OFDM enabled WiMAX simulator used in this 
paper. The Block diagram represents the whole system model 
or the signal chain at base band. The block system is divided 
into 2 main sections namely the transmitter and the receiver. 

 

          
                  Transmitter                                                   Receiver 

Figure 1.  System block diagram for WiMAX MIMO OFDM             
simulator used in this paper. 

1 Orthogonal Frequency Division Multiplexing Access. 
2 Although the scalable OFDMA scheme is referred to as mobile WiMAX, it   
  can be used in fixed, nomadic, and mobile applications. 
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A. Transmitter 
The data is generated from a random source, consists of a 

series of ones and zeros. Since the transmission is done block 
wise, when forward error correction (FEC) is used, the size of 
the data generated depends on the block size used, modulation 
scheme used to map the bits to symbols (QPSK, M-QAM), and 
whether FEC is used or not [1]. The generated data is passed on 
to the next stage, either to the FEC block or directly to the 
symbol mapping if FEC is not used. 

1) Channel coding: There are various combinations of 
modulations and code rates available in the OFDMA burst. 
Channel coding includes the randomization of data, forward 
error correction (FEC) encoding, interleaving, and modulation. 
In some cases, transmitted data may also be repeated on an 
adjacent subcarrier. 

 

2) Randomization: Randomization of the data sequence is 
typically implemented to avoid the peak-to-average power 
ratio (PAPR) increasing beyond that of Gaussian noise, thus 
putting a boundary on the nonlinear distortion created in the 
transmitter’s power amplifiers. It can also help minimize 
peaks in the spectral response. 

 
3) Forward error correction (FEC): In our case, the error 

correcting codes are used, the data generated is randomized so 
as to avoid long run of zeros or ones, the result is ease in 
carrier recovery at the receiver. The randomized data is 
encoded using tail biting convolutional codes (CC) whose 
constraint length is 7 and the native code rate is ½ (puncturing 
of codes is provided in the standard to produce higher code 
rates). Finally interleaving is done by two stage permutation, 
first to avoid mapping of adjacent coded bits on adjacent 
subcarriers and the second permutation insures that adjacent 
coded bits are mapped alternately onto less or more significant 
bits of the constellation, thus avoiding long runs of lowly 
reliable bits. 

 
4) Modulation: There are three modulation types available 

for modulating the data onto the subcarriers : QPSK, 16QAM, 
and 64QAM used with gray coding in the constellation map. 
In the Uplink, the transmit power is automatically adjusted 
when the modulation coding sequence (MCS) changes to 
maintain the required nominal carrier-to-noise ratio at the BS 
receiver. 64QAM is not mandatory for the Uplink.  

 
5) Space Time Encoder (MIMO encoder): The Space Time 

Encoder stage converts one single input data stream into 
multiple output data streams. How the output streams are 
formatted depends on the type of MIMO method employed. 
Different  symbols are simultaneously transmitted over these 
antennas to reduce noise interference. The  receiver  after  
receiving  the  signal  retrieves the  bits  using Maximum  
Likelihood  decoding  algorithm  and passes the data to the 
guard band removal block. 

 
6) IFFT and cyclic prefixand: An‘N’ point inverse discrete 

fourier transform (IDFT) of ‘X(k)’is defined as: 
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1 ∑
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=      for ‘n’ =0,1,…. N-1.         (1) 

 
From the equation we can infer that this is equivalent to 

generation of OFDM symbol. An efficient way of 
implementing IDFT is by inverse fast Fourier transform 
(IFFT). Hence IFFT is used in generation of OFDM symbol. 
The addition of cyclic prefix is done on the time domain 
symbol obtained after IFFT. The IFFT size (‘N’ value) is 
considered as 512 in simulations. This data is fed to the 
channel which represents ‘Rayleigh fading channel model’ 
and also implements multipath as shown in block diagram. 

B. Receiver 
The first thing done at receiver (in simulation) is removal 

of cyclic prefix, thus eliminating the inter symbol interference 
(ISI). Data is then passed through the serial to parallel 
converter of size 512 and then fed to the FFT for frequency 
domain transformation. The signal was distorted by the 
channel, to reconstruct the original signal we need information 
as to how the channel acted on the transmitted signal so that 
we can mitigate its effect. This is called equalization. In an 
OFDM system, this is done by channel estimation and 
interpolation, and reverse process (including deinterleaving 
and decoding) is executed to obtain the original data bits. As 
the deinterleaving process only changes the order of received 
data, the error probability is intact. 

C. Rayleigh Fading Channel  
Rayleigh Fading is one kind of statistical model which 

propagates the environment of radio signal. According to 
Rayleigh distribution magnitude of a signal which has passed 
though the communication channel and varies randomly. 
Rayleigh Fading works as a  reasonable model when  many  
objects  in  environment  which  scatter  radio  signal  before  
arriving  of  receiver. When there is no propagation dominant 
during line of sight between transmitter and receiver on that 
time Rayleigh Fading is most applicable. On the other hand 
Rician Fading is more applicable than Rayleigh Fading when 
there is dominant line of sight. During our simulation we used 
Rayleigh Fading when we simulate the performance of BER 
and throughput Vs Signal to Noise Ratio. 

IV. ENHANCEMENT  WITH MIMO LINK ADAPTATION 
It is well-understood that spectral efficiency is the key to 

good system design. Without loss of generality, the normalized 
effective system efficiency can be written as: 

allocatedresoucesradiototal
throughputdatasystem

sys =ξ                         (2) 

Two clear approaches emerge to improve the effective 
efficiency. Firstly the system data throughput can be improved 
by using methods such as high level AMC and MIMO. 
Secondly, improvements can be made to reduce the amount of 
radio resource required in the system. This section focuses on 
the system performance enhancements with MIMO Link 
Adaptation (LA) in combination with OFDMA. Using a 
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statistical approach, it is possible to demonstrate the potential 
benefits of a relay enhanced mobile WiMAX deployment. 

A. Throughputs and coverages for WiMAX system 
It is well-known that MIMO promises transmission 

efficiency enhancement which achieves one aspect of 
efficiency enhancement. IEEE 802.16e standard supports a full 
range of smart antenna technologies. Together with modulation 
and coding, the link throughput for each user can be calculated 
from Packet Error Rate (PER) by:    

 ( PER
T

RRNNC
s

STCFECbD
link −×= 1 )                    (3)  

Where, Ts, ND, Nb, RFEC and RSTC denote the OFDMA 
symbol duration, the number of assigned data subcarriers, the 
number of bits per subcarrier, FEC coding rate, and space-time 
coding rate for the user. Equation (3) implies that, a 
combination of MIMO, AMC and flexible sub-channelization 
is required to maximize the link performance. 

B. MIMO scenarios description 
1) Space-Time Block Coding (STBC): Our Fixed WIMAX 

simulator implements the Alamouti scheme [7] on the 
Downlink to provide transmit and receive diversity. This 
scheme uses a transmission matrix [s1, -s2

*; s2, s1
*], where s1 

and s2 represents two consecutive OFDMA symbols. 
 

2) Spatial Multiplexing (SM): WiMAX system supports 
SM to increase the peak error free data rate [8]. The idea 
behind spatial multiplexing is that multiple independent 
streams can be transmitted in parallel over multiple antennas 
and can be separated at the receiver using multiple receive 
chains through appropriate signal processing. This can be done 
as long as the multipath channels as seen by the various 
antennas are sufficiently decorrelated, as would be the case in 
a scattering-rich environment. Spatial multiplexing provides 
data rate and capacity gains proportional to the number of 
antennas used, a 2x2 SM system can double the peak data rate. 
This comes at the expense of sacrificing diversity gain, and 
hence a much higher SNR is required. 

 
3) Adaptive Modulation and Coding: WiMAX systems 

use adaptive modulation and coding in order to take advantage 
of fluctuations in the channel. The basic idea is quite simple: 
Transmit as high a data rate as possible when the channel is 
good, and transmit at a lower rate when the channel is poor, in 
order to avoid excessive dropped packets. Lower data rates are 
achieved  by using a small constellation, such as QPSK, and 
low-rate error-correcting codes, such as rate convolutional or 
turbo codes. The higher data rates are achieved with large 
constellations, such as 64 QAM, and less robust error 
correcting codes; for example, rate convolutional, turbo, or 
LDPC codes. In all, 52 configurations of modulation order and 
coding types and rates are possible, although most 
implementations of WiMAX offer only a fraction of these[9].  

In our case, by using six (6) of the common WiMAX 
burst profiles; it is possible to achieve a large range of spectral 
efficiencies. This allows the throughput to increase as the 
signal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio (SINR) increases 
following the trend promised by Shannon’s formula. In this 
case, the lowest offered data rate is QPSK and rate 1/2 
Convolutional codes; the highest data-rate burst profile is with 
64 QAM and rate 3/4 Convolutional codes. The achieved 
throughput normalized by the bandwidth is defined as: 

 
HzbpsMBLERT r /)(log)1( 2−=                      (4) 

 
where BLER is the block error rate, r ≤ 1 is the coding rate, and 
M is the number of points in the constellation. For example, 64 
QAM with rate 3/4 codes achieves a maximum throughput, 
when BLER→0; QPSK with rate 1/2 codes achieves a best-
case throughput.  

V. SIMULATION RESULTS 
In this section SISO and MIMO BER and Throughput results 
are presented using the Fixed WiMAX simulator. The 
Simulation model was implemented in Matlab® 7. The PHY 
parameters used in simulation are given in Table I, with 
boldfaced values correspond to the OFDMA-PHY parameters. 
A carrier frequency of 2GHz is considered. For Spatial 
Multiplexing, an MMSE receiver is used to remove the inter-
stream interference on a per sub-carrier basis. The link 
throughput is calculated from the PER as given by equation 
(3) in section IV. On the downlink, we consider that no 
sharing of OFDMA symbol. In this case of single-user MIMO, 
the multiple streams are intended for the same receiver; we 
have considered transmission formats with only a single 
stream for a single user as a basic OFDM in fixed WiMAX. 
 

Figure 2 and 3 displays the performance of SISO and 2x2 
MIMO STBC systems. For comparison purposes, the SNR 
versus BER graph is plotted for different modulation schemas 
and Convolutional Coding (CC) rates are showed.  
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Figure 2.  BER performance of SISO WiMAX system. 
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It is evident from the graph that the QPSK modulation 
scheme with 1/2 CC rate is better suited for OFDM 
transmission in terms of BER performance, and it can be see 
that the BER performance MIMO system with 2x2 STBC 
yields a gain of about 3 dB over the corresponding SISO 
system at a BER of 10–3. 
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Figure 3.  BER performance of 2x2 STBC WiMAX system. 

Figure 4 and 5 present the throughput versus SNR graphs 
for the SISO and MIMO 2x2 STBC scenarios respectively. We 
observe that STBC offers a significant performance gain of 
3dB to 4dB, the exact value depend on the selected link-speed. 
As we see here, STBC does not improve the data throughput, 
however at a given SNR STBC can provide a significant 
increase in throughput when combined with suitable link 
adaptation, since higher throughput modes can be used at much 
lower values of SNR. STBC increases the robustness of the 
WiMAX system by coding over the different transmitter 
branches and over space and temporal dimension. In this way, 
the spectral efficiency of MIMO is exploited by adding extra 
redundancy to improve the performance. 
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Figure 4.  Throughput of SISO WiMAX system. 

Figure 6 illustrates the simulated MIMO 2x2 SM system 
throughputs versus SNR. The main advantage of SM is that it 

directly exploits the MIMO channel capacity to improve the 
data throughput by simultaneously transmit different signals 
on different transmit antennas, at the same carrier frequency. 
The main disadvantage is that no redundancy is added and, 
thus, it might suffer from poor link reliability. To overcome 
this problem additional channel coding can introduced. This, 
however, reduces its data rate advantage. As expected, the SM 
2x2 modes doubles the peak error-free throughput of every 
link-speed. However, at low SNR values the throughput of SM 
is less than STBC. 
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Figure 5.  Throughput of 2x2 STBC WiMAX system. 
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Figure 6.  Throughput of 2x2 SM WiMAX system. 

Figure 7 shows the throughput envelope versus SNR for all 
the investigated fixed WiMAX scenarios: SISO, 2x2 STBC, 
and 2x2 SM. This envelope assumes the use of adaptive 
modulation and coding (AMC) to maximize the expected 
throughput. Obviously, both MIMO schemes outperform the 
SISO scenario. However, for a very spatially correlated 
channel, the SM method can be worse than SISO. In this case 
STBC performance would tend to that of SISO. The STBC 
produces the best performance at low to medium values of 
SNR, due to its robustness in poor channel conditions. On the 
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other hand, at high SNR the increased error-free data rate 
makes SM the best choice.  

WiMAX system supports Adaptive MIMO Switching 
(AMS) to select the best MIMO scheme. Figure 7 clearly 
shows that for the channel conditions analysed here, the 
switching point between STBC and SM is 20dB. This value 
will increase with increasing spatial correlation. 
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Figure 7.  Adaptive Modulation and Coding (AMC) and switching point 
between STBC 2x2 and SM 2x2. 

VI. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we considered the calculation of data 

throughput of the downlink of OFDMA-based IEEE802.16 
WiMAX systems; this paper has presented a detailed study of 

the benefit of MIMO when applied to WiMAX. Throughput 
results were presented for diverse scenarios. At lower values of 
SNR STBC is preferred. However, at high SNR Adaptive 
MIMO Switching should be used to switch to SM. Give that 
SM 2x2 doubles the error-free throughput, at high SNR this 
scheme leads to the highest throughput. In practice, the 
viability of SM (and the value of the SNR switching threshold) 
depends on the level of spatial correlation. 
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Abstract— Over the recent years a considerable amount of effort 
has been devoted towards the performance evaluation and 
prediction of Mobile Networks. Performance modeling and 
evaluation of mobile networks are very important in view of their 
ever expending usage and the multiplicity of their component 
parts together with the complexity of their functioning. The 
present paper addresses current issues in traffic management 
and congestion control by (singal-to-interference-plus-noise ratio) 
SINR prediction  congestion control, routing and optimization of 
cellular mobile networks. 

Keywords- Mobile Networks, Modeling, call admission control, 
QoS (Quality of Service) SINR. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

Over the recent years a considerable amount of effort has 
been devoted towards the performance, evaluation of wireless 
mobile networks (WMN). A considerable amount of research 
has been used to characterize user and calling behavior and 
their performance impact on wireless mobile networks. At 
present the mobility in most mobile networks is confined to 
the end users only. 

With the development of mobile compression, the CAC 
schemes are generally adopted by setting thresholds for hand 
off calls and new call differently given the traffic condition 
and it is the maximum number of users that can be 
supported.[1,2] In realistic systems, information about the 
traffic management quality cannot; be instantaneous but is 
outdated to some degree. Firstly, the SINR estimation in the 
receiver takes some time and secondly, the user has to wait for 
the next channel allocation to report his SINR to the base 
station. The system may need to block incoming users if all of 
the entire band width has been used up to provide the highest 
QoS to existing users.  However, if these existing users can be 
degraded to a lower but acceptable QoS level, it is possible to 
reduce the blocking probability without degrading the QoS of 
existing users. A graceful degradation mechanism is proposed 
in (1). Thus a system could free some bandwidth allocation for 
new users. In this paper, we address current issues in traffic 
management of cellular mobile networks by the use of SINR 
prediction, the SINR is calculated for mobile user equipments  

in every transmission time interval for the traffic 
management of mobile networks. In traffic management and 
congestion control, courcoubetis and series device new 
procedures and tools for the analysis of network traffic 
measurement. 

II. MODEL DESCRIPTION 
We consider uplink communication in a wireless mobile 

network. As an accepted call does not always send data 
frames. then for best traffic, we consider  the activity factor   
l as the probability that a call is active. We represent   QoS 
requirement of traffic by required transmission rate. The 
required transmission rate can be obtained by setting the target 
level. 

Often these intra–and inter–traffic interferences of calls 
can be large  so that the target bit error rate of traffic 
interferences(BERIT) cannot be achieved temporarily, which 
is called outage.[3] The outage probability needs to approach 
zero (as close as possible) and can be different for each class. 
Here we assume for traffic management the allowed outage 
probability is the same.  
 

III. OUTAGE PROBABILITY FOR TRAFFIC  
In a mobile network, a traffic management that supports a 

single class of calls, the outage probability is given by [2,4]. 
Pout = Pr {Na + Ma> (3/2) G(x-1 - (Yb/N0)1)+1}……(1) 
When Na, Ma, G, X, Yb, and N0 represent the number of active 
calls in the current call. Similarly, in a network that support L-
Class of calls, we obtain 

Pjout = Pr { ∑
=

L

i 1
(Ybi / Ybj) Ci (Nia+Mia) ≥ Aj}=Pr 

{∑
=

L

i 1

θ I (Nia+Mia) η≥ j}…………. (2)   

When i, j represent traffic call classes (TCC), Ci is the 
number of orthogonal codes needs for a TCC, ‘i’. By the 
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Gaussian random variable from the limit theorem and we can 
write control the outage probability of a TCC’ ‘j’, as 
Pjout  = Q (η j - λλ ∂/  )……..(3) 

Where Q (ξ ) = 1/ 2π  ∫
∞

ξ

e-x2/2  dx 

And represent the total traffic receive single power (TRSP) i.e. 

∑
=

L

i 1
θ I (Nia+Mia) 

Therefore  λ   = (1+f1) ∑
=

L

i 1
θ I  N ai,…… (4)  

And     ∂ 2λ  =∑
=

L

i 1
θ 2 I ( ∂ i2+f2 N ai) 

Where N ai and ∂ 2I   indicate the mean and variance of 
Na I. 
According to the assumption of TCC equal outage probability 
for each class, η I = η j for all I and j, therefore TCC received 
single power meets the following relation. 
θ I /θ j = CiXi (3G - 2CjXj) CjXj(3G+ 2CiXj)…....(6) 

This indicates that the power allocation refers to the target 
of TCC outage probability Call Admission Control (CAC): 

IV. SYSTEM MODEL 
 The Communication system under consideration can be 

defined as r[k] =∑
=

L

i 0

h [l]& [k-l] + z [k] ……….(7)  

Where r [k] received call sequence h [l] unknown channel 
for traffic with memory L’, z[k] is an independent and 
identically distributed Gaussian notice sequence. [5,6] 

Then traffic management symbol sequence s [k] is drawn 
from M-ary alphabet, A with equal probability, the vector 
version of (1) can be written as 
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Where Sk is toeplitz data matrix.  

V.  CALL ADMISSION CONTROL FOR TRAFFIC 
MANAGEMENT 

 I call Admission Control for traffic Management, 

(CACTM) the outage Probability is very small, defined 

as 0)(
<

∂
∂

η
ηQ

we can show that 0>
∂
∂

=
∂
∂

i

out
i

i

out

N
P

N
P α  

where iα is the active factor for (CACTM) a class I call. It is 

clear that the average rate for mobile network (ARRMN) and 

outage probability increase with the number of users.  

VI.       NUMERICAL RESULT 
We now compare the performance of the two CACs 

through numerical analysis. [7] The system bandwidth is 
2.50MHz and each code can carry information bits at the rate 
of 19.2(kbps) so that the processing gain is 256. Two types of 
calls are considered to manifest the effect of traffic parameters 
on performance. Class 1 and 2 calls are voice traffic and we 
set their transmission rates after channel coding at 
19.29(kbps). They have different Mobile Network Average 
Revenue Rate (MNARR) for the traffic management 
requirement of less than 10-4 and 10-6, respectively, and their 
activity factors are set at 1.0. The coefficient for intercall 
interference modeling are chosen as f1 = 0.114 and f2 = 
0.44(12).  

VII.            FRAME WORK 

Angle – SINR Table:- 
In order to make the directional routing effective for call 

admission control system, a node should know how to set its 
transmission direction effectively to transmit a packet to its 
neighbors. So each node periodically collects its neighborhood 
information and forms an Angle- SINR Table (AST). Sinus 
m(t) (Signal – to – Interference and Noise Ratio) is a number 
associated with each link 1u n, m, and is a measurable indicator 
of the strength of radio connection from node n to node m at an 
angle u with respect to n and as perceived by m at any point of 
time t for call admission control. AST of node n specifies the 
strength of radio connection of its neighbors with respect to n 
at a particular direction for call admission control. Angle - 
SINR Table for node n time t is shown below (Table I) where. 
we assume that nodes I, j and k are the neighbors of n. 
[9,10,11,12] 

TABLE I.        ANGLE – SINR TABLE (AST) FOR NODE n 
 

SINR value as perceived by neighbors of rooters n at 
different angle w.r.t rooters n 

Azimuth 
Angle   
(degree) i j K 
0 SINR0n,i(t) SINR0n,j(t) SINR0n,j(t) 
30 SINR30n,i(t) SINR30n,j(t) SINR30n,j(t) 
60 SINR60n,i(t) SINR60n,j(t) SINR60n,j(t) 

… ….. ….. …. 
330 SINR330n,i(t) SINR330n,j(t) SINR330n,j(t) 
360 SINR360n,i(t) SINR360n,j(t) SINR360n,j(t) 

 

 In order to form ANGLE – SINR TABLE (AST), each 
node periodically sends a directional request in the form of a 
directional broadcast for the call admission control, 
sequentially in all direction. In this work, it has been done at 30 
degree interval, covering the entire 360 degree space                  
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sequentially. A node is i in the neighborhood of n will wait 
until it receives all the request packets generated by n in all 
direction in that occasion. In other words, node I accumulates 
the entire column of the AST of n for node I, I accumulates the 
entire column of the AST of n for rooters  i. Here, rooters i, 
after receiving the first request   from n, has to wait a pre-
specified amount of time to make sure that the directional 
broadcasts by  n in all direction are over. Rooters  I sends this 
information from all the neighbors of n, the Angle-SINR Table 
of n would be complete.[13] 

CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we consider Call Admission Control for 
Traffic Management (CACTM) in Mobile Networks. Through 
the mathematical analysis and also present outage probability 
and a system model’s for CAC. We also present an example 
for Call Admission Control for Traffic Management 
(CACTM) and present a frame work for the set up-the call 
admission control. 
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Abstract— A rhetorical structure tree (RS tree) is a 
representation of discourse relations among elementary discourse 
units (EDUs). A RS tree is very useful to many text processing 
tasks employing relationships among EDUs such as text 
understanding, summarization, and question-answering. Thai 
language with its unique linguistic characteristics requires a 
unique RS tree construction technique. This paper proposes an 
approach for Thai RS tree construction which consists of three 
major steps: EDU segmentation, Thai RS tree construction, and 
discourse relation (DR) identification. Two hidden markov 
models derived from grammatical rules are used to segment 
EDUs, a clustering technique with its similarity measure derived 
from Thai semantic rules is used to construct a Thai RS tree, and 
a decision tree whose features extracted from the rules is used to 
determine the DR between EDUs. The proposed technique is 
evaluated using three Thai corpora. The results show the Thai RS 
tree construction and the DR identification effectiveness of 
94.90% and 82.81%, respectively. 
 

Keywords- Thai Language, Element Discourse Unit, 
Rhetorical Structure Tree, Discourse Relation. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

A RS tree is a tree-like representation of discourse relations 
among elementary discourse units (EDUs) which can be 
defined as follows: RS tree = (Status, DR, Promotion, Left, 
Right) where Status is either nucleus or satellite EDU (nucleus 
expresses what is more essential to writer’s purpose than 
satellite); DR is a Discourse Relation (DR); Promotion is a 
subset of EDUs; and Left, Right can be either NULL or 
recursively defined objects of type RS tree [4, 6].  

Some researchers consider an EDU to be a clause or clause-
like [6] excerpt, while others consider them to be a sentence 
[10] in discourse parsing. A number of techniques are 
proposed to determine EDU boundaries for English such as 
using discourse cues [5, 8, 9], punctuation marks [6, 9], and 
syntactic information [6, 10, 12]. 

There are many DRs. Some have a single nucleus such as 
elaboration and condition, while others have multiple 
nucleuses such as contrast [20]. A number of techniques for 
determining the DR between EDUs are proposed, such as 
using verb semantics [13] to build verb based events which 
represent EDUs, using cue phrase/discourse marker (e.g., 

“because”, “however”) [5], and using machine learning 
techniques [6]. 

For Thai RS tree construction, Sukvaree, et.al. [16] 
purposes a technique to construct a tree by using a spanning 
tree which make decision by discourse marker and focus of 
EDU, into two phases which consist of local and global EDU 
spanning tree. Using spanning tree, RS tree construction used 
the right adjacent rule to add right hand side to attach left hand 
side EDU. 

For Thai DR recognition, Sukvaree, et.al. [16] purposes a 
technique to recognize a DR by using DR marker tag to 
recognize DR. If DR marker tag has many semantic DRs, the 
maximum probability value in chain of DR marker is used to 
identify the DR.  There are four relations: cause-result, 
constion, contrast and elaboration.   Wattanamethanont, et.al. 
[11] purposes a technique to recognize a DR by using Naïve 
bayes classifier. The feature of the machine learning are DR 
marker, key phrase and word co-occurrence. There are three 
relation: elaboration, logical and sequence. 

This article proposes a new approach for Thai RS Tree 
construction which consists of two major steps: EDU 
segmentation and Thai RS tree construction. Two hidden 
markov models taking into account syntactic properties of 
Thai language are employed to segment EDUs, and a 
clustering technique with its similarity measure derived from 
linguistic properties of Thai language is employed to construct 
a Thai RS tree. Once the tree is created, DR between EDUs is 
then determined by a decision tree. 

II. ISSUES IN THAI RS TREE 

Thai language possesses unique characteristics syntactically 
and semantically. This makes techniques proposed for other 
languages not directly applicable to Thai language. A number 
of important issues are discussed in this section. 

A. Issues in Thai EDU Extraction 

No Explicit EDU boundary Thai language has no 
punctuation masks (comma, semi-colon and blank) and no 
special symbols (full stop) to identify the start and the end of 
EDUs. Unlike English contains specific symbols (e.g. ’.’, 
comma, semi-colon and blank) to specify the start and the end 
of EDUs, they can be used to separate a text into EDUs. 
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Therefore, EDU identification becomes a problem for Thai RS 
tree construction. 

                   EDU1        EDU2           EDU3 
 

Omission Problem Given two EDUs, an absence of 
subject, object or conjunction in anaphoric EDU may happen. 
Such as anaphoric EDU omits the subject that refers back to 
the object of antecedent EDU. Accordingly, EDU 
segmentation is ambiguous. 
 
Thai       : “ ��������	�
�������� �����������������”  (A friend’s going 

to borrow this book.  Because she hasn’t been 
able to buy it.) 

 
There are 
three  
Possible :  

1) [S(������)V(��	�
��)O(������)]EDU1  
    [Because S(Ф) V(������������)]EDU2 
2) [S(������)V(��	�
��)O(������)]EDU1     
    [Because(Ф)S(Ф)V(������������)]EDU2 
3) [S(������)V(��	�
��)O(Ф)]EDU1    
    [Because(Ф)S(������)V(������������)]EDU2 

 

B. Issues in Rhetorical Structure Tree 
Construction 

After EDUs are extracted correctly, relationships among 
EDUs need to be determined, and a number of issues need to 
be considered. 

Adjacent Marker Problem Given three EDUs and two 
markers indicating different relationship, as shown in Ex. 1, 
there are two possible for the RS Tree. First, relationship 
between EDU1 and EDU2 is determined by using discourse 
marker “���” (but), next that between (EDU1, EDU2) and 
EDU3 is determined. On the other hand, the relationship 
between EDU2 and EDU3 is determined first by using 
discourse marker ‘���’ (if), next that between (EDU2, EDU3) 
and EDU1 is determined. 
Ex. 1. EDU1: �������������� ���
ก�"����� (A court has order to   
                       separate marriage property.) 

   EDU2: ������%�"
��������������� (But if a wife or a       
                husband disagree,) 

           EDU3: ��������
ก��"กก���
ก��� (a court will have order to  
                        cancel separation.) 
  
 
 
 
 
        a) A RS Tree (BUT)                    b) A RS Tree (IF) 

 
Fig. 1. Adjacent marker problem 

 
 
 

Omission Problem The absence of Subject, Object or 
Preposition which is modifier nucleus of VP especially in 
anaphoric EDU of Thai language are often occur. 
 
Ex. 2. EDU1: �������������� ���
ก�"����� (A court has order to               
                       separate marriage property.) 

   EDU2: Ф1 �����
ก��"กก���
ก Ф2 ��� (A court will cancel   
                to separate marriage property.) 

 
In Ex. 2, EDU2 omits subject “���” (court) and object 

‘ �"�����’ (marriage property). Therefore, word co-occurrence 
only is not enough to solve relationship between EDU1 and 
EDU2. This research use Absence rules to solve relationship 
between EDU1 and EDU2. 

Implicit Marker Problem The absences of discourse 
marker in Thai language are often occurred. In Ex. 3, “���” 
(but) is a discourse marker which is omitted but relationship 
between EDU1 and EDU2 still have relationship similar to 
that EDU1 and EDU2 have the discourse marker. 
 

Ex. 3. EDU1: �������������� ���
ก�"����� (A court has order to  
                       separate marriage property.) 

           EDU2: Ф1 %�"
��������������� (But a wife or a husband  
                       disagrees to separate marriage property.) 

 
Therefore, only use cue phrase is not enough to solve 

relationship between EDUs such as EDU2. 

C. Issues  in DR identification 

After RS trees are constructed correctly, DRs among 
EDUs need to be identified, and a number of issues need to be 
considered. 

Adjacent Marker Problem Given three EDUs and two 
markers indicating different relationship, as shown in Ex. 1, 
there are two possible for the DR. First, relationship between 
EDU1 and EDU2 is “contrast” relation which is determined by 
using discourse marker “���” (but), next that between (EDU1, 
EDU2) and EDU3 is determined. On the other hand, the 
relationship between EDU2 and EDU3 is “condition” relation 
which is determined first by using discourse marker ‘���’ (if), 
next that between (EDU2, EDU3) and EDU1 is determined. 

Implicit DR Marker Problem The absences of DR 
marker in Thai language are often occurred. In Ex. 3, “���” 
(but) is a “contrast” relation marker which is omitted but 
relationship between EDU1 and EDU2 still have “contrast” 
relation similar to that EDU1 and EDU2 have the DR marker. 
Therefore, only use DR marker is not enough to solve DR 
between EDUs such as EDU2. 

DR Marker Ambiguity Problem one DR marker can 
have many semantics DR such as “�����” (when) can infer 

“condition” or “cause-result” relation, “���” (but) can infer 

“contrast” or “elaboration” relation in Ex. 4.   
 
 

Thai      : [w1w2…wmwm+1wm+2…wnwn+1wn+2…wo] 
English :  [w1 w2 … wm],[wm+1 wm+2 … wn];[wn+1 wn+2 … wo]. 

where wi is a word in text. 

Identify applicable sponsor/s here. (sponsors) 

EDU1 EDU2 EDU3 EDU1 EDU2 EDU3 
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Ex. 4. EDU1: �������������� ���
ก�"����� (A court has order to   
                       separate marriage property.) 

   EDU2: ���%�"
��������������� (Butcontrast relation a wife or a       
                       husband disagree,) 
           EDU1: �������������� ���
ก�"����� (A court has order to   
                       separate marriage property.) 

   EDU2: ���&��%�"
����������'�(�) (But onlyelaboration relation a  
                   wife and a husband agree,) 

III.  STRUCTURES OF THAI EDUS 

A Thai EDU consists of infrastructure and adjunct 
constituents. There are twelve possible arrangements of Thai 
EDU [17], as shown in Table 1. The structure of an EDU “A 
teacher usually doesn’t drink alcohol” is shown in Fig. 2. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 2. The structure of the EDU “A teacher usually doesn’t drink alcohol”. 
 

Table 1: The twelve patterns of Thai EDUs. 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

IV.  EDU SEGMENTATION 

This section describes the EDU segmentation process 
proposed in this research. To reduce the segmentation 
ambiguity caused form modifiers, omissions of words and 
discourse markers, the first noun phrases and verb phrases 
which can be constituents of EDUs are determined, based on 
the possible structures. These phrases are then used to identify 
boundaries of EDUs. 

A noun phrase (NP) is a noun or a pronoun and its 
expansion which may function as one of the four Thai EDU 
constituents, namely the subject (S), the object (O), the 
indirect object and the Nomen (N). The structure of a noun 
phrase consists of five constituents which are: head (H), 
intransitive modifier (Mi), adjunctive modifier (Ma), 
quantifier (Q), and determinative (D). 

A verb phrase (VP) is a verb and its expansion which may 
function as one of the three Thai EDU constituents, namely 
intransitive verb (Vi), transitive verb (Vt) and double 
transitive verb (Vtt). The structure of a verb phrase consists of 
four constituents which are: nucleus (Nuc), pre-nuclear 
auxiliary (Aux1), post-nuclear auxiliary (Aux2), and modifier 
(M). 

An Arrangement of NP and VP constituent [17] is shown in 
Table 2. There are twenty five possible arrangements of noun 
phrase and ten possible arrangements of verb phrases. 

 
Table 2: The twenty five patterns of NP and ten patterns of VP. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

A. Phrase Identification 

To perform the phrase identification, word segmentation 
and part of speech (POS) tagging are performed using 
SWATH [15] which extracts words and classifies them into 44 
types such as common noun (NCMN), active verb (VACT), 
personal pronoun (PPRS), definite determiner (DDAC), unit 
classifier (CNIT) and negate (NEG). A hidden markov model 
(HMM) [14] employs these POS tag categories to determine 
phrases. The model assumes that at time step t the system is in 
a state PC (t) which has a probability of emitting a particular 
visible state POS tag (t), the transition probabilities aij among 

EDU Examples Rules 
Vi �"* (I’m hungry.) NPS-Vi-NPS 

S-Vi +�-�ก (It’s rain.) 
Vi-S ��')���-�,-(Are you pain?) 
Vt-O �"*- ���� (I’m hungry.) NPO-NPS-Vt-

NPO S-Vt-O ��-(�-��'ก (The car hit the boy.) 
O-S-Vt �./���-0�-�.���*���1�  

(I’ve already seen this 
photograph.) 

Vtt-O-I 
������� ��-
�-���	�  
(I haven’t given the patient 
the medicine.) 

NPS-Vtt-NPO-
NPI 

S-Vtt-O-I  ��- ��-�.กก*��-��.  
(Who gave you the sweet?) 

O-S-Vtt-I �*���)- ����-��ก������- �,- 
(Who would dare to ask you 
the secret?) 

NPO-NPS-Vtt-
NPI 

I-S-Vtt-O ��.-/2�-�� ��-)������ 
(Niece, I am going to give 
you this house.) 

NPI-NPS-Vtt-
NPO 

N /2� (Auntie) NPN-NPN 

N-N ���/�กก�- �� (Whose pen is this?) 

 

Adjunc

Modal 
Adjunc

�	�
����	 
usually 

EDU 

�	�
����	�������������	 
(A teacher usually doesn’t drink alcohol) 

Infrastructure of sentence 

Subject 

Noun 
phrase 

Head 

�� 
teacher 

Transitive verb 

Verb phrase 

Pre-
Nucleus 

 
��� 

doesn’t 

Nucleu

���� 
drink 

Object 

Noun 
 

Head 

����	 
alcohol 

Noun Phrase Noun Phrase Verb Phrase 

H-Ma H Nuc 

H-Mi-Ma H-Mi Nuc-Aux2 

H-Q-Ma H-Q Nuc-M 

H-Ma-Q H-D Nuc-Aux2-M 

H-D-Ma H-Mi-Q Nuc-M-Aux2 

H-Mi-Q-Ma H-Q-Mi Aux1-Nuc 

H-Q-Mi-Ma H-Mi-D Aux1-Nuc-Aux2 

H-Mi-D-Ma H-Q-D Aux1-Nuc-M 

H-Q-D-Ma H-D-Q Aux1-Nuc-Aux2-M 

H-D-Q-Ma H-Mi-Q-D Aux1-Nuc-M-Aux2 

H-Mi-Q-D-Ma H-Mi-D-Q  

H-Mi-D-Q-Ma H-Q-Mi-D  

H-Q-Mi-D-Ma   
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hidden states and bjk for the probability of the emission of a 
visible state: 

αιϕ   = π(ΠΧϕ(τ+1)|ΠΧι(τ)). (1) 

βϕκ = π(ταγκ(τ)|ΠΧϕ(τ)). (2) 

 
 where PC (t) is Phrase Constituent at time step t, tag(t) is POS 

tag at time step t. 
 

The transition probability for the hidden states where a 
particular sequence PCT = {PC (1), PC (1), …, PC(T) } of T  

hidden states can be written as: 

������ � � �����	�|���	 � 1���
��  (3) 

The hidden state and the corresponding visible state where the 
model generated the particular sequence of T visible POS tag 

state tagT can write as: 

��	���|���� � � ��	���	�|���	��
��  

(4) 

The probability that model produces a sequence tagT of visible  
Pos tag states is 

��	���� � 

��� max���,� � ��	���	�|���	�������	�|���	 � 1���
  

(5) 

The expression, p(PC(t)|PC(t-1)) is the probability of PC(t)  
given the previous PC(t-1), and p(tag(t)|PC(t)) is the 
probability  of POS tag(t) given the Phrase Constituent(t).  
 
This research use Baum-Welch [14] learning to determine 
model parameters, the transition probabilities aij and bjk, from 
an ensemble of training samples. 
 

 
Fig. 3. A phrase model. 

 

Given a sequence of visible state tagT, the decoding is to find 
the most probable sequence of hidden states. This research 
uses Virterbi [14] to calculates p(tagT) of visible  
POS states recursively because each term p(tag(t)|PC(t)) 
p(PC(t)|PC(t-1)) involves only tag(t), PC(t) and PC(t-1)  by 
defining follows: 

���� � � 0, 	 � 0 � ! � " # #	#�$ %	�	&           1, 	 � 0 � ! � � # #	#�$ %	�	&           ��� '�() �*��#��)+,+-   .	/&�0#%&,1 (6) 

where bjkt represents the transition probability bjk selected by  
the visible state emitted at time t. Thus the only nonzero 
contribution to the arg is for index k which matches the visible 
state tag(t). 
 

  
������ ���� ��� ������� ���� ��� 

 

 
Start NCMN 

XVM
M 

VACT NCMN CNIT DDAC END 

Start 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

H 0 1/6*3/4 0 0 8*10-3 0 0 0 

D 0 0 0 0 0 1*10-3 3*10-4 0 

Marker 0 2/6*0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Aux1 0 3/6*0 3*10-2 0 0 0 0 0 

Nuc 0 0 0 2*10-2 0 0 0 0 

End 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 1*10-4 

T = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Output Start H Aux1 Nuc H D D End 

 
Fig 4. The result of Viterbi tagging on the phrase model. 

 

Figure 3 shows a phrase model of string “��������	�
��������
������� �����Ф1����������Ф2 �����Ф3�3�����
��������0�” (A friend’s going to 
borrow this book. Because she (Ф1) hasn’t been able to buy it 
(Ф2). Therefore she (Ф3) must borrow it from me.) which POS 
tags of string is “������ (A Friend-NCMN) ��	� (is going to-
XVMM) 
�� (borrow-VACT) ������ (book- NCMN) ���� 

(numerative-CNIT) ��� (this-DDAC) ����� (Because-CONJ) �4� 

(she(Ф1)- PPRS) ��� (hasn’t been-NEG) ��� (able to-XVMM) ���� 

(buy-VACT) �� (it(Ф2)) �����(Therefore: CONJ) �4� (she(Ф3): 
PPRS) �3����� (must: XVMM) 
�� (borrow: VACT) ������(book: 
NCMM) 0� (me: PPRS)”. The hidden state of a phrase model 
consists of H(NCMN- book (2/4), friend (1/4); PPRS- 
me(1/4)), D (CNIT- numerative (1/2); DDAC- this(1/2)), 
Discourse-marker (CONJ- because(1/2), therefore (1/2) ), 
Aux1 (XVMM- is going to(1/4), must(1/4), able to(1/4); NEG- 
hasn’t been (1/4)) and Nuc (VACT- borrow (2/3), buy (1/3)). 
The hidden state of Thai EDU model consists of S (H- friend 
(1)), O (H- book (2/4); D- numerative, this (2/4)) I (H- me 
(1)), Discourse-marker (marker- because, therefore(1)) and Vt 
(Aux1- must, is going to, able to, hasn’t been (4/7); Nuc- 
borrow, buy (3/7)). 
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B. EDU Boundary Determination 

After we determine NP and VP, another HMM on EDU 
constituents (shown in Fig. 5.) is then created to determine the 
starting and the ending of boundaries of EDUs. This model 
can handle the subject and object absence problems, discussed 
earlier. 

Fig. 5 shows an example of the EDU segmentation model  
of an EDU “������-��	�-
��-������-����-���” (A friend’s going to 
borrow this book.) The EDU segmentation model can be 
expressed as: 

��	���� � 

��� '�(234��,� � ��	���	�|567��	����567��	�|567��	 � 1���


 
(7) 

where EDUC(t) is EDU Constituent at time step t, tag(t)  is  
Phrase tag at time step t. 

The expression, p(EDUC(t)|EDUC(t-1)) is the probability 
of EDUC(t) is EDU constituent at time t given the previous 
EDUC(t-1) and p(tag(t)|EDUC(t)) is the probability of Phrase 
tag(t) given the EDU Constituent(t). 

 
 

 

Fig. 5. A HMM of Thai EDU. 

 

  
������ ��	� 
�� ������ ���� ��� 

 

 
Start H Aux1 Nuc H D D END 

Start 1 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

S 0 1[1/6*1] 0 0 0 0 0 0 

O 0 0 0 0 3*10-3 6*10-4 1*10-4 5*10-5 

I 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Marke
r 

0 1[2/6*0] 0 0 0 0 0 0 

Vt 0 1[3/6*0] 9*10-2 2*10-2 0 0 0 0 

End 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 0 

t = 0 1 2 3 4 5 6 7 

Output Start S Vt Vt O O O End 

 
Fig.6. The result from Viterbi taged on EDU segmentation model. 

C. EDU Constituent Function 
Determination 

After we determine EDU constituent by using EDU 
segmentation model, rule base in Table 1 and Viterbi 
algorithm are then used to determine the grouping of function 
in EDUs. Evaluation of EDU constituent function 
determination is process which insert EDU constituent 
function tag for using in RS tree step. For example a string 
“ ������-��	�-
��-������-����-���” (A friend’s going to borrow this 
book.), the result from Viterbi tagged on the EDU 
segmentation model is shown as: S, Vt, Vt, O, O, O  

Rules in Table 1 are used to group constituents into 
appropriate functions.. For example, the rule based “NPO-NPS-
Vt-NPO“ is used with label “S, Vt, Vt, O, O, O” because this 
label consists of Vt. Therefore, the result from Evaluation of 
EDU constituent function determination is shown as: NPS – (V, 
V)t – (NP, NP, NP)O 

V. THAI RS TREE CONSTRUCTION 

In this section, we describe our technique to construct an 
RS tree from a corpus based on rules derived from Thai 
linguistic characteristics. The rules are classified into three 
types which are Absence, Repetition and Addition [1, 3, 17, 
18, 19]. Given a pair of EDUs, an author may write by using 
any or all of the three rules. The model calculates an EDU-
EDU similarity matrices based on these sets of rules. Finally, a 
hierarchical clustering employs these matrices to build a 
rhetorical structure tree. 
 

A. Linguistic Rules for EDU Relations 

Absence rules In Thai language, it has been observed that 
frequently in writing some constituents of EDUs may be 
absent while the meanings are still the same. In the example 
below, the NP (object) “	��” (dessert) is absence from the 
anaphoric EDU according to rule, i.e., rule Ф  

(O, O).  
Cataphoric EDU (VtO) : �
�ก��&��	����� (Would you like to  

                                         make dessert?) 
Anaphoric EDU (Vt)     : �
�ก��&�� (Yes, I like to make.) 

 
Repetition rules It has been observed that frequently the 

anaphoric EDU is related to its cataphoric EDU by repetition  
of NP (subject, object), preposition phrase (PP) where it 
functions as a modifier of a nucleus or a verb phrase (VP). In 
the following example, two EDUs relate by a repetition of NP 
(object) “)���” (House), i.e., rule я (O, O). 

 
Cataphoric EDU (VttOI) : ก������	�
)����	� (I’m going to sell  

                                            him a house.) 
Anaphoric EDU (VtO)    : ��	�
)��������� (Which house are  

                                            you going to sell?) 
 

Addition rules It has been observed that frequently the 
anaphoric EDU is related to its cataphoric EDU by addition of 
discourse marker, and possibly accompanied by Absence and  
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Repetition rules. In the example below Discourse Marker 
“ �����” (because) is added in front of the anaphoric EDU, i.e., 
rule Д (Marker, Before). 

 
Cataphoric EDU (VttOI) : 0��
�ก��
����� (I like to borrow  

                                           films.)                                              
 Anaphoric EDU (VtO)   : ����������������� (Because have not  

                                           been able to buy it.) 
 

Table 3 lists Repetition, Absence, and Addition rules. я (S, 
S) means that subject of the anaphoric EDU is repeated in the 
cataphoric EDU. Ф (S, S) means that subject is absence from 
the anaphoric EDU which subject appeared in the cataphoric 
EDU. Д (Marker, Before) means that Discourse Marker is 
added in front of the anaphoric EDU. 

 

B. EDU Similarity Scoring 

A similarity score between two EDUs is calculated from  
contents of the EDUs, based on the three types of rules. A 
feature vector consists of Subject, Absence of Subject, Object, 
Absence of Object, Preposition, Absence of Preposition, 
Nucleus, Modifier Nucleus, Head, Absence of Head, Modifier 
Head, Absence of Modifier Head, Marker Before, and Marker  
After elements, each corresponding to a rule in the rule sets. 
The value of an element is dependent upon the type of rule, as 
follows: 

 
Features based on absence rules: 
 

A feature is generated from each absence rule with a value 
of: 89  Ф ��1, �2� #% 	�;& 	/&    <�$;&  � 1 � |=1 � =2|>.	�$  ;',&� .9 %& 	& ?&% (8) 

   5$%&, <�$;&  � 0 
 
where O1 is the order of cataphoric EDU, O2 is the order of  
anaphoric EDU, C1 is constituent of cataphoric EDU, C2 is  
constituent of anaphoric EDU. 

 
Given the following example: 

 
EDU1: (�*)��� (/Subject) /��ก�) (/Nucleus) �,����ก��� � 
                    ���)��* (/Object) (The villager performs the  
             family-industry.) 
EDU2: ��� (/Before) (/Subject, Absence of subject) �*����  
                  (/Nucleus) ��)�"	��(��" (/Object) (and saves property  
             of the nation.) 
EDU3: �,����ก��� ����)��* (/Subject) �3��/6� (/Nucleus) ��)�" 
                   	��(��" (/Object) (Therefore, the family-industry is a  
            property of the nation.) 
 
 
 
 

Table 3: Repetition, Absence, and Addition rules 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
In the example, the properties of EDU1 and EDU2 match  

with the rule “The anaphoric EDU2 is related to its cataphoric 
EDU1 by absence of subject“, i.e., Ф (S, S), with the absence 
of subject “(�*)���” (Villager). 

<�$;&234�,@AB+CD � 1 � |1 � 2|3� <�$;&234F,GBHCIDC JK @AB+CD (9) 

Features based on repetition rules: 
 

A feature is generated from each repetition rule with a 
value of: 

 
  89  я ��1, �2� #% 	�;& 	/&    

   (10) 
<�$;& � 1 � |=1 � =2|>.	�$  ;',&� .9 %& 	& ?&%M >.	�$  .9 �&�&�	# � 0.�!%>.	�$  .9 0.�!% #  %& 	& ?&% 

     Else, values = 0 
 

where O1 is the order of cataphoric EDU, O2 is the order of  

Repetition ( Я) Absence ( Ф) Addition ( Д) 

я (S, S) Ф (S, S) Д (Marker, After) 
я (O, S) Ф (O, S) Д (Marker, Before) 
я (S, O) Ф (S, O) Д (Key Phrase, After) 
я (O, O) Ф (O, O) Д (Key Phrase, Before) 
я ((S, S), (S, O)) Ф ((S, S), (S, O))  

я ((S, O), (S, O)) Ф ((S, O), (S, O)) 
я ((O, S), (S, O)) Ф ((O, S), (S, O)) 
я ((O, O), (S, O)) Ф ((O, O), (S, O)) 
я (S, Prep) Ф (Only H, H) 
я (O, Prep) Ф ((H, M), H) 
я (Prep, S) Ф ((H, M), M) 
я (Prep, O) Ф ((H, M), (H, M)) 
я ((S, Prep), (S, O)) Ф (S, Prep) 
я ((O, Prep), (S, O)) Ф (O, Prep) 
я ((Prep, S), (S, O)) Ф (Prep, S) 
я ((Prep, O), (S, O)) Ф (Prep, O) 
я ((S, S), (S, Prep)) Ф ((S, Prep), (S, O)) 
я ((S, O), (S, Prep)) Ф ((O, Prep), (S, O)) 
я ((S, Prep), (S, Prep)) Ф ((Prep, S), (S, O)) 
я ((O, S), (S, Prep)) Ф ((Prep, O), (S, O)) 
я ((O, O), (S, Prep)) Ф ((S, S), (S, Prep)) 
я ((O, Prep), (S, Prep)) Ф ((S, O), (S, Prep)) 
я ((Prep, S), (S, Prep)) Ф((S, Prep), (S, Prep)) 
я ((Prep, O), (S, Prep)) Ф ((O, S), (S, Prep)) 
я ((Prep, Prep), (S, Prep)) Ф ((O, Prep), (S, Prep)) 
я ((S, S), (O, Prep)) Ф ((Prep, S), (S, Prep)) 
я ((S, O), (O, Prep)) Ф ((S, S), (O, Prep)) 
я ((S, Prep), (O, Prep)) Ф ((O, S), (O, Prep)) 
я ((O, S), (O, Prep)) Ф ((S, Prep), (O, Prep)) 
я ((O, O), (O, Prep)) Ф ((S, O), (O, Prep)) 
я ((O, Prep), (O, Prep)) Ф ((O, O), (O, Prep)) 
я ((Prep, S), (O, Prep)) Ф ((O, Prep), (O, Prep)) 
я((Prep, Prep), (O, Prep)) Ф((S, O, S), (S,O, Prep)) 
я((S, O, Prep), (S, O, 
Prep)) 

Ф((S, S, O), (S,O, Prep)) 

я (Only H, Only H)  
я (H, M) 
я (Only M, Only Nuc) 
я (Only M, Only M) 
я ((Nuc, M), (Nuc, M)) 
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anaphoric EDU, C1 is constituent of cataphoric EDU, C2 is  
constituent of anaphoric EDU. 

In the example, the properties of EDU1 and EDU3 match 
with the rule “The anaphoric EDU is related to its cataphoric  

EDU by repetition of subject“, i.e., я (O, S), with the absence 
of object “�,����ก��� ����)��*” (Family-Industry). 

 
valueEDU1, Object = valueEDU3, Subject 

 

                         � �1 � |�*N|N � M ��N M �N � 
(11) 

Features based on addition rules: 
 

A feature is generated from each addition rule with a value  
of: 
     If Д (M, L) is true then     
        values = 1  
     Else, value = 0 (12) 

Where M is Marker of EDU, L is link. 
 

In the example, the properties of EDU1 and EDU2 match 
with the rule “The anaphoric EDU is related to its cataphoric  

EDU by addition of discourse marker “���” (AND) “, i.e., Д 
(Marker, Before), link EDU2 with in front of EDU2 (EDU1). 
If addition rule is true, value will be assigned 1. But if addition 
is false, value will be assigned 0. 
 

 
Similarity Calculation 

 
Similarity between two EDUs (cataphoric and anaphoric) 

can be calculated as: 

 Σιµιλαριτψ O-�PQ)+� � RSTU�VWXY�*@U�VWXY�RSTU�VWXY�*R)IU�VWXY� (14) 

where Sk (k \in {1, 2, 3}) is the normalized matrix  whose 
values in matrix range from one (for the inter-EDU ranked 
best) down to zero (for the inter-EDU ranked worst), Matrix 
rule (MR) is a matrix from absence rule class, repetition rule 
class, and addition rule class, respectively; and Max’s and 
Min’s are taken over all occurring ranks for each rule [7]. The 
input score are normalized into range [0, 1] before 
computation takes standard combination algorithm [7]. Si can 
be calculated separately for each type of rule, as follows: 

 
Absence and repetition rules: 

ΜΡιϕ = |P�� #	;!&234X�SSZ[J\)D M P�� #	;!&234YGISZ[J\)D|   (15) 

where i and j are the order of EDU and |i-j| < MD 
 
These rules consist of two parts (Cataphoric and 

Anaphoric). If two parts of absence and repetition rules are 
true, then absence and repetition rules are true. But if one part 
of absence and repetition rules is false, then absence and 
repetition rules are false. 

Addition rule: 
 

ΜΡιϕ = |P�� #	;!&234 X�SSZ[J\)D ] P�� #	;!&234YGISZ[J\)D|   (16) 

Where i and j are the order of EDU and |i-j| < MD 
 

This rule consists of two parts (Cataphoric and Anaphoric). 
If one part of addition rule are true, then addition rule are true. 

The similarity above is used with a disjunctive hypothesis, 
where MD is the maximum distance of appropriate disjunctive 
hypothesis. Essentially, the disjunctive hypothesis enumerates 
relations of EDUi over number of the Cartesian product {i, i + 
1, …, i + MD + 1} X { j, j + 1, …, j + MD + 1},  i.e., all the 
pairs of EDUs that separated by an imaginary line drawn 
between EDUi and EDUj. The maximum distance 4 is the 
appropriate of disjunctive hypothesis. 

VI. THAI RS TREE CONSTRUCTION 

The methods used in this part are a hierarchical clustering.  
Because results from hierarchical clustering can be represent 
relation between EDUs in binary tree. 

Each sample (an EDU in this case) begins in a cluster of its 
own and while there is more than one cluster left. The two 
closest clusters are combined into a new cluster and the 
distance between the newly formed cluster and each other 
cluster is calculated. The method of hierarchical clustering is 
shown in Table 4 and the result from hierarchical clustering is 
shown in Fig. 7. 
 

Table 4. The hierarchical clustering method. 
 

 

 

 
 
 

VII. THAI DR RECOGNITION 

In this section, we describe our technique to recognize Thai 
DRs from a corpus based on rules derived from Thai linguistic 
characteristics. The rules are classified into three types which 
are Absence, Repetition and Addition [1, 3, 17, 18, 19]. A 
Decision tree (C5.0) employs these features to recognize a 
DR. 

A. Linguistic Rules for DR Recognition 

A feature score of DRs is calculated from contents of the 
EDUs, based on the three types of rules. A feature score 
consists of Cataphoric score (Subject, Object, Preposition, 
Nucleus, Marker Before and Marker After) and Anaphoric 
score (Subject, Absence of Subject, Object, Absence of 

Clustering Method Distance Between Clusters A and B 
Single Linkage The smallest distance between a sample 

in cluster A and a sample in cluster B 
Un weighted Arithmetic 
Average 

The average distance between a sample 
in cluster A and a sample in cluster B 

Neighbour Joining A sample in cluster A and a sample in 
cluster B are the nearest. Therefore, 
define them as neighbours. 

Weighted Arithmetic 
Average 

The weighted average distance between 
a sample in cluster A and a sample in 
cluster B.  

Minimum Variance The increase in the mean squared 
deviation  that would occur if clusters 
A and B were fused 
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Object, Preposition, Absence of Preposition, Nucleus, 
Modifier Nucleus, Head, Absence of Head, Modifier Head, 
Absence of Modifier Head, Marker Before, and Marker After) 
elements, each corresponding to a rule in the rule sets. The 
value of an element is dependent upon the type of rule, as 
follows: 

 
Features based on absence rules: 
 

A feature is generated from each absence rule with a value 
of: 

 
If  Ø(C1,C2) is true then 
        ValueCataphoric = 1 
        ValueAnaphoric = “Omit” =2 (17) 
   ELSE, 
        ValueCataphoric = 1 
        ValueAnaphoric = -1 

 
where C1 is constituent of cataphoric EDU, C2 is constituent 

of anaphoric EDU. 
  

Given the following example: 
 

EDU1: (�*)��� (/Subject) /��ก�) (/Nucleus) �,����ก��� � 
                    ���)��* (/Object) (The villager performs the  
             family-industry.) 
EDU2: ��� (/Before) (/Subject, Absence of subject) �*����  
                  (/Nucleus) ��)�"	��(��" (/Object) (and saves property  
             of the nation.) 
EDU3: �,����ก��� ����)��* (/Subject) �3��/6� (/Nucleus) ��)�" 
                    	��(��" (/Object) (Therefore, the family-industry is a  
             property of the nation.) 

 
In the example, the properties of EDU1 and EDU2 match  

with the rule “The anaphoric EDU2 is related to its cataphoric 
EDU1 by absence of subject“, i.e., Ф (S, S), with the absence 
of subject “(�*)���” (Villager). 

valueEDU1, Subject = 1 

valueEDU2, Absence of Subject = "Omit"=2 
(18) 

Features based on repetition rules: 
 

A feature is generated from each repetition rule with a value  
of: 
  If  я (C1,C2) is true then   
        ValueCataphoric = 1 
        ValueAnaphoric = 1 
     Else,  
        ValueCataphoric = 1 
        ValueAnaphoric = -1 

     (19) 

where C1 is constituent of cataphoric EDU, C2 is constituent  
of anaphoric EDU. 

 
 

In the example, the properties of EDU1 and EDU3 match 
with the rule “The anaphoric EDU is related to its cataphoric  

EDU by repetition of subject“, i.e., я (O, S), with the absence 
of object “�,����ก��� ����)��*” (Family-Industry). 

 

valueEDU1, Object = 1 

valueEDU2, Subject = 1 

(20) 

 
Features based on addition rules: 

 
A feature is generated from each addition rule with a value 

of: 
     If Д (M, L) is true then     
        valuesL = M   
     Else, valueL = -1 (21) 

where M is Marker of EDU, L is link. 
 

In the example, the properties of EDU1 and EDU2 match 
with the rule “The anaphoric EDU is related to its cataphoric  

EDU by addition of discourse marker “���” (AND) “, i.e., Д 
(Marker, Before), link EDU2 with in front of EDU2 (EDU1). 
If addition rule is true, value will be assigned 1. But if addition 
is false, value will be assigned 0. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 7. R1 is DR of EDU1Cataphoric and EDU2Anaphoric by feature of EDU1Cataphoric  
consists of values {S, O, Prep, Nuc, Markerbefore or after} and EDU2Anaphoric 
consists of values { S,  O, Prep, Nuc, Marker before or after | Repetition ØS, ØO, ØPrep 
| Absence Marker before or after |Addition }, respectively and R2 is DR of R1Cataphoric and 
EDU3Anaphoric by R1 consists of values {S, O, Prep, Nuc, Marker before or after 
} EDU1+EDU2 and EDU3Anaphoric consists of { S,  O, Prep, Nuc, Marker before or after | 
Repetition ØS, ØO, ØPrep | Absence Marker before or after |Addition }, respectively. 

VIII.  EXPERIMENTAL EVALUATION  

A. Evaluation of Thai EDU 
Segmentation 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the EDU 
segmentation process, a consensus of five linguists familiar 
with rhetorical structures of Thai texts is used to manually 

      valueEDU1, Before =”AND” =  value EDU2, Before (22) 

EDU1Cataphoric EDU2Anaphoric 

R1Cataphoric 

R2 

EDU3Anaphoric 
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segment EDUs of Thai family law which consists of 10,568 
EDUs in total. 

The EDU segmentation model is trained with 8,000 random  
EDUs, and the rest are used to measure performance. 

 

 

  
 

Fig. 8. Results from two hierarchical clustering algorithms 
 

The training proceeds till the estimated transition 
probability changes no more than a predetermined value of 
0.02 or the accuracy achieves 98%. 

The performances of both phrase and EDU segmentations  
are evaluated using recall (Eq. 23) and precision (Eq. 24) 
measures, which are widely used to measure the performance. Q&?�$$ � 

 # ?.��&?	$_% >/�# ��/��%&%;  567%� #!& 	#9#&! ,_ ;%# � '.!&$# >/�# ��/��%&%;  567%� #!& 	#9#&! ,_ � �$_%	%  (23) 

��&?#%#.  � # ?.��&?	$_% >/�# ��/��%&%;  567%� #!& 	#9#&! ,_ ;%# � '.!&$>.	�$  ;',&� .9 >/�# ��/��%&%;  567%� #!& 	#9#&! ,_ ;%# � aPP (24) 

 
The results show that the proposed method achieves the 

recall values of 84.8% and 85.3%; and the precision values of 
93.5% and 94.2% for phrase and EDU segmentations, 
respectively. 

 

B. Evaluation of EDU Constituent 
Function Determination 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of grouping EDU 
constituents and determining their functions in an EDU using  

the proposed HMM model on NP and VP, the experiments 
employ three texts (Absence data with 84 EDUs, Repetition 
data with 117 EDUs and a subset of the Family law with 367 

EDUs). The Absence data contains EDUs mostly following 
absence rules while the Repetition data contains those mostly 
following repetition rules. The analysts created training and 
testing data sets by manually building EDU constituents and  
inserting appropriate tags into each text. 

The results of the Viterbi algorithm are labels of EDU 
constituents, then rules based on NP and VP are applied to 
group EDU constituents and insert function tags. 

 
Table 5:  Performance of determining EDU constituent functions 

Rules Absence data Repetition data Family law data 
NPS-Vi-NPS NPS (100%) NPS (100%) NPS (100%) 
NPO-NPS-Vt-
NPO 

NPS & NPO 
(100%) 

NPS &NPO 
(100%) 

NPS &NPO 
(100%) 

NPS-Vtt-
NPO-NPI 

NPS &NPO&NPI 
(100%) 

NPS &NPO&NPI 
(100%) 

NPS &NPO&NPI 
(100%) 

NPO-NPS-
Vtt-NPI 
NPI-NPS-Vtt-
NPO 

NPS (100%),  
NPO&NPI 
(91.37%) 

NPS (100%),  
NPO&NPI 
(79.59%) 

NPS (100%),  
NPO&NPI 
(90.21%) 

N-N NPN (100%) NPN (100%) NPN (100%) 

 
Table 5 shows the results of grouping EDU constituents  

(Subject (S), Object (O), Indirect Object (I) and Nomen (N)) 
by using rules based on NPs assuming the position of verb 
phrases (Vi, Vt and Vtt) are known. In general, all rules except 
NPO-NPS-Vtt-NPI and NPI-NPS-Vtt-NPO perform well. 

To resolve ambiguities with these two rules, a probability  
table of words in positions of NPI and NPO coming after 
position of Vtt (P(Vtt| NPI, NPO)) is used. The results of 
evaluating EDU constituents by using rules based on NP 
together with the probability table yield higher performance of 
NPO and NPI in absence data (92.24%), Repetition data 
(85.78%) and Family law (93.71%). 

 

C. Evaluation of Thai RS Tree 
Construction 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the Thai RS Tree 
construction process, linguists manually built the rhetorical 
structure trees of three texts which are Absence, Repetition 
and Family Law data sets, with a total of 568 EDUs. The 
performances of the rhetorical structure were evaluated by 
using recall and precision measures, i.e., (Eq. 25) and (Eq. 26) 
[6], respectively. 

 
In the Absence and Repetition data sets, though relations 

between EDUs follow mostly Absence rules and Repetition 
rules, respectively, many EDUs also follow other kinds of 
rules. For example, 

 
Anaphoric EDU (SvtO)     : ),�,7�/�7-� (S) ��������ก (Vt) �����
  

                                                             (я O) (A Postman will select  

Q&?�$$ � #?.��&?	$_% # 	&� �$  .!&% #!& 	#9#&! ,_ QO>## 	&� �$  .!&% #!& 	#9#&! ,_ � �$_%	%  (25) 

��&?#%#.  
� #?.��&?	$_% # 	&� �$  .!&% #!& 	#9#&! ,_ QO>>.	�$  ;',&� .9 # 	&� �$  .!&% #!& 	#9#&! ,_ QO> (26) 
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                                             letters) 
Cataphoric EDU ((S)VtO) : ��� (Д) (Ф S) ���)��� (Vt) �����
  

                                                             (я O) (And will receive and          
                                             send letters) 

 
Recall and precision are calculated with respect to the 

ability of an algorithm to construct an RS tree structure similar 
to that created by the linguists. 

Table 6 shows example calculations of recall and precision 
of Thai RS Trees on a text created by the Minimum Variance  

and Unweighted Arithmetic Average algorithms in Fig. 8. 
Table 7 shows the results of evaluating Thai RS Tree 

construction on the three data sets. The performance on the 
Family law which combines many kinds of rules in its content 
is 94.90% recall and 95.21% precision. The results also show 
that Unweighted Arithmetic Average clustering algorithm 
gives the best performance for Thai RS Tree construction. 

 

A. Evaluation of Thai DR Recognition 

In order to evaluate the effectiveness of the Thai DR 
recognition process, linguists manually built the DRs of 
Family Law data sets from RS tree, with a total of 1,248 
EDUs. The DR model is trained with 828 random EDUs, and 
the rest are used to measure performance. The performances of 
the DR recognition were evaluated by using  analysis module 
of Clementine version 12.0. 

Table 8 shows the results of evaluating ten Thai DRs 
recognition on the data sets. The performance on the Family 
law which combines many kinds of rules in its content, found  
marker and not found marker is 82.50%, 85.09% and 81.28%, 
respectively. 

Table 9 shows the results of comparison found marker and 
not found marker to recognize ten Thai DRs on the data sets. 
The performance on the Family law which found and not found 
marker in its content is 99.40%  and 100%, respectively. 

IX.  CONCLUSIONS 

Thai rhetorical structure tree (RST) construction is an 
important task for many textual analysis applications such as 
automatic text summarization and question-answering. This 
article proposes a novel two-step technique to construct Thai 
RS tree combining machine learning techniques with linguistic 
properties of the language. 

First, phrases are determined and then are used to segment 
elementary discourse units (EDUs). The phrase segmentation 
model is a hidden markov model constructed from the possible 
arrangements of Thai phrases based on part-of-speech of 
words, and the EDU segmentation model is another hidden 
markov model constructed from the possible arrangements of 
Thai EDUs. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Table 6:  Computing the performance of rhetorical structure tree 
(P=Precision; R=Recall). 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 
 
 
 
 

As a side effect, functions of the EDU constituents can be  
determined by the EDU segmentation model together with 
linguistic rules grouping related constituents into a large unit. 
Experiments show the EDU segmentation effectiveness of 
85.30% and 94.2% in recall and precision, respectively. 

A hierarchical clustering algorithm with EDU similarity 
derived from semantic rules of the language is proposed to  
construct an RS tree. The technique is experimentally 
evaluated and the effectiveness is 94.90% and 95.21% in 
recall and precision, respectively. 

 
Table 7:  The results from RS tree experiment. 

 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

The correct 
RS tree 

Minimum Variance 
Unweighted Arithmetic 

Average 

/ 3’ 3’ 

/ 4’ 4’ 

/ 1’ 1’ 

/ 9’ 6’ 

/ 2’ 2’ 

/ 5’ 5’ 

/ 6’  

/ 7’  

/ 8’  

  7’ 

  8’ 

  9’ 

  10’ 

 P =9/9 P=6/10 

 R=9/9 R=6/9 

 

Data N. Clustering Method Recall Precision 

Absence 84 Neighbour Joining 87.23 89.13 

  Single Linkage 82.97 84.78 

  
Un weighted Arithmetic 

Average 
87.23 89.13 

  Minimum Variance 89.40 91.30 

  
Weighted Arithmetic 

Average 
87.23 89.13 

Repetition 117 Neighbour Joining 89.70 91.04 

  Single Linkage 83.82 85.07 

  
Unweighted Arithmetic 

Average 
89.70 91.04 

  Minimum Variance 77.94 79.10 

  
Weighted Arithmetic 

Average 
89.70 91.04 

Family- 367 Neighbour Joining 85.98 86.26 

Law  Single Linkage 64.01 64.21 

  
Unweighted Arithmetic 

Average 
94.90 95.21 

  Minimum Variance 63.37 63.57 

  
Weighted Arithmetic 

Average 
90.44 90.73 
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Table 8:  The results from DR recognition experiment. 
 

Data N. Balance node (boost) Correct 

Family law 367 1244 82.81% 

Not found 
Marker   

715 81.28% 

Found marker  
 

529 85.09% 

 
Table 9:  Comparison  DR of found and not found marker. 

 
DR Correct Correct 

 Not found Marker found Marker 

�����	� (consent) 93.10% 98.10% 

������	� (example) 52.40% 54.00% 

��ก!"��#
� (characteristic) 69.40% 99.30% 

��$%�	� (summary) 96.10% - 

�������� (condition) 59.60% 85.30% 

����ก��	 (option) 97.70% 99.40% 

���	 (time) 62.50% 90.50% 

���$&� (reason) 90.80% 91.20% 

��ก��� (explanation) 100.00% - 

��ก��	� (contrast) 92.00% 98.90% 

 
A decision tree (C5.0) algorithm with DR features derived 

from semantic rules of the language is proposed to recognize a 
DR of EDUs in RS tree. The technique is experimentally 
evaluated by setting boosting 10 number of trials, pruning 
severity 75, maximum record per child branch 2 and winnow 
attributes and the effectiveness is 82.81%. 
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Abstract— Wireless mobile grids are one of the emerging 
grid types, which help to pool the resources of several willing 
and cooperative mobile devices to resolve a computationally 
intensive task. The mobile grids exhibit stronger challenges like 
mobility management of devices, providing transparent access 
to grid resources, task management and handling of limited 
resources so that resources are shared efficiently. Task 
execution on these devices should not be affected by their 
mobility. 

The proposed work presents performance evaluation of 
wireless mobile grid using normal walk mobility model. The 
normal walk model represents daily motion of users and the 
direction of motion is mostly symmetric in a real life 
environment; thus it is effective in location updating of a 
mobile station and in turn helps task distribution among these 
available mobile stations. Some of the performance parameters 
such as Task Execution Time, task failure rate, communication 
overhead on Brokering Server and Monitoring Cost are 
discussed. 

Keywords- Mobile Grids; Normal Walk Mobility Model; 
Mobility management; Collaborative Problem Solving; Task 
Management  

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Mobile grid computing is one of the emerging grid 

types, with two underlying technologies: Mobile Computing 
and Grid Computing. Mobile grids focus on resource 
sharing among wireless mobile devices for distributed 
applications and are characterized by relatively high 
mobility and limited resources. Common resources shared 
are: computing power, data storage/network file system, 
communication and bandwidth, application software. These 
mobile grids exhibit stronger challenges like mobility 
management of devices, providing transparent access to grid 
resources, and handling of limited resources so that 
resources are shared efficiently. Therefore it is necessary to 
develop an environment model which can represent the 
issues mentioned above. 

The work given in [1] focuses on wireless mobile grid 
for collaborative problem solving considering mobility 
related issues such as effect of mobility on performance of 
grid and network instability due to mobility. This mobile 
grid framework allows mobile devices to work 
collaboratively on computationally expensive tasks. Such a 
task is decomposed into smaller tasks and distributed across 
the other mobile devices willing to share their computational 
power with others.  

Mobility models are important parameters for location 
updating of Mobile Stations (MS). We consider Normal 
Walk Mobility Model [2] to represent mobility pattern of 
users and to decide their location. The work also focuses on 
finding the direction of movement of MS and to predict 
instantaneously the Base Station Controller (BSC) with 
which handover occurs. Performance is analyzed based on 
parameters like task execution time, task failure rate, 
communication overhead on Brokering Server (BS) and 
monitoring cost.  

The paper is organized as follows: Section II presents 
the related works on wireless mobile grid architectures, 
mobility models, mobility management and handovers in 
wireless mobile networks. Proposed work is described in 
section III. Section IV discusses about the results. And 
section V concludes the work. 

II. RELATED WORKS 
Ian Foster et al have defined grid [3] as “flexible, secure, 

coordinated resource sharing among dynamic collection of 
individuals, institutions, and resources what we refer to as 
virtual organizations”. They have highlighted the need for 
grid technology in virtual organization. 

T. Phan et al [4] have presented the challenge of 
integrating mobile devices with computational grid. The 
integration is provided through the use of an Interlocutor, 
which acts as proxy for cluster of Minions. There is no 
selection strategy to replace an interlocutor which has 
moved to another cell.  

Kurkovsky et al [1], [5], and [6] have proposed an agent 
based approach to the design of wireless grid architecture to 
solve computationally expensive tasks. This architecture 
enables mobile devices within a wireless cell to form 
computational grid. It has several limitations, one of which 
being the inadequate consideration for the mobility of the 
mobile agents. Tasks are indiscriminately aborted by 
Subordinates and/or Initiators whenever these mobile agents 
move to neighboring cells. 

P. Mudali et al [7] have proposed an extension to the 
architecture by Kurkovsky et al in [1]. They have proposed 
a multi-cell wireless computational grid, which is based on 
location area concept in GSM cellular networks. The 
proposed wireless computational gird is capable of greater 
device mobility tolerance than proposed in [1]. But still 
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there is need to introduce mobility management schemes in 
proposed architecture. 

Ian F. Akyildiz [8] et al have proposed a simplified 
random walk model for hexagonal cell configuration where, 
probability states gives performance of the model. Further 
Guoliang Xue [9] and Md. Imdadul Islam and A.B.M. 
Siddique Hossain [10] have proposed improved models by 
reducing number of probability states to improve the 
performance. 

Chiu-Ching Tuan et al have proposed a novel normal 
walk model for PCS networks with mesh cell configuration 
in [11] and compact normal walk model for hexagonal cell 
configuration in [2]. They represent the daily mobility 
behavior of an individual mobile station that moves from a 
cell to another, in PCS networks. 

Jingyuan Zhang has described various location 
management schemes and mobility modeling method used 
for cellular networks in [12], and also provided the 
comparison of these methods.  

M. N. Birje [13] et al have proposed a prediction based 
handover model for multiclass traffic in wireless mobile 
networks by using software agents, considering two cases: 
local handoff (between BSC’s connected to same mobile 
switching center (MSC)), and global handoff (between 
BSC’s connected to different MSC).  

III. PROPOSED WORK 
In this section we describe the architecture used in 

proposed work, mobility modeling, and location updating 
mechanisms.  

A.  Architecture 
Figure 1 shows considered architecture. It includes two 

Virtual Organizations spanning over different Actual 
Organizations, which are monitored and controlled by a 
BSC. Its components are described briefly as follows: 

Virtual Organization (VO): is the one which spans multiple 
actual organizations and transcends greater amount of 
geographical, organizational, and other type’s related to 
intellectual property rights and national laws.  

Actual Organization (AO): represents a single organization 
in a single place. 

Base Station Controller (BSC): provides service to number 
of AOs through BTS. It has two servers BS and BSMS. 

Base Transceiver Station (BTS): it supports the 
communication between BSC and mobile stations within 
AO. The BTS is fixed and is able to communicate with 
mobile stations using its radio transceiver. 

Mobile Station (MS): is nothing but the mobile node which 
the user is holding. MS within an AO can play two roles: 
Initiator and Subordinator. Any device which is ready to 
take part in problem solving in grid environment is called as 
Subordinator. Initiator is the one which initiates or requests 
a task to be solved. Any subordinate may become an 

Initiator of distributed task if its user requests a large and/or 
computationally intensive task to be solved. In this case 
initiator is responsible for submitting such a distributed task 
to Brokering Server.   

 
 

Figure 1. Architecture 
 

Brokering Server (BS): it has the responsibility of task 
distribution and coordination in solving computationally 
intensive tasks. It knows the initial residing status of all 
devices in VO. Task distribution is based on available 
resources. BS has two data stores as below: 

Resource Repository (RR): keeps track of available 
resources. Details of currently available resources of all 
mobile stations are stored in Resource Repository.  

Job Allocation Database (JADB): keeps track of job 
distribution during task execution. Information about all 
subtasks allotted to different mobile stations and also results 
after performing operation are stored in this data base. 

Base Station Monitoring Server (BSMS): It supports 
communication among mobile stations in wireless grid. It 
also keeps track of all the mobile stations available in the 
wireless grid. Each node entering or leaving the wireless 
grid should inform Base Station Monitoring Server. It 
maintains information about the mobile station’s current 
location, which in turn helps to predict handoff in advance. 

 
  Figure 2. Interaction Diagram 
 

Figure 2 explains the interaction among different 
components of the architecture. (1) Initiator sends the job to 
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be solved to the BS; BS looks for eligible nodes in RR, so 
that sub jobs can be distributed to them. (2) Details of sub 
job and nodes to which jobs are to be distributed are stored 
in JADB. (3) BS distributes sub jobs to eligible subordinates 
in the grid. Subordinates solve the sub jobs and return their 
partial results to the BS, which is stored in JADB (4) the 
initiator collects the partial results from the BS.  BSMS 
supports the communication among all the nodes and 
servers. It is also responsible for location and mobility 
management of the mobile node. 

B. Mobility modeling and location updating 
Proposed architecture considers Normal Walk mobility 

model described in [11] for modeling movements of mobile 
stations within Actual Organizations. Normal Walk mobility 
model is a multi-scale, straight-oriented, mobility model. It 
represents the daily mobility patterns of a mobile station and 
the direction of motion is mostly symmetric in a real life 
environment. The mobile station moves in one step. Each 
move is based on previous move and is obtained by rotating 
previous move by an angle of θ in anticlockwise. This angle 
is called as moving angle, and helps to determine the next 
relative direction in which an MS (mobile station) moves 
across a cell in single step.  

The drift angle θ in this model is a continuous random 
variable and its value helps to decide angle of movement of 
mobile station. The probability distribution of θ is assumed 
to approach normality rather than randomization with two 
parameters: 

 Mean (µ) with zero-degree. 

 Standard Deviation (σ) in the interval [5°, 90°] 

Varying σ can redistribute the probabilities associated 
with θ and in turn helps to make the movement patterns 
more realistic to represent the user mobility. Thus any 
movement yielded from this model is function of σ, and is 
called a normal walk. The normal distribution of θ is 
represented as:  

     θ ~N(0°, σ²)   (1) 

And probability density function of θ is defined by:  
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This drift angle θ also helps to determine one of the six 
relative directions in which an MS handoffs from a 
hexagonal cell (in figure 3) to another in next step. The six 
directions are indexed by ‘k’ and given below: 

• Making U-turn or turning back (B, k=0). 

• Turning right (R, k=1). 

• Moving front-right (Fr, k=2) 

• Moving front or forward (F, k=3). 

• Moving front-left (Fl, k=4) 

• Turning left (L, k=5). 

The direction k is not absolute for a mesh cell, but is 
relative to the inlet that an MS is currently visiting. The 
range of each direction k is confined to lie between two 
fixed angles. The confining angles are calculated as:  
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where Ri and Ro represent inner and outer radii of 
hexagonal cell respectively. 
Thus ,   and . o1.16=angF o1.49=angFl o90=angL

 
Figure 3. Hexagonal Cell 

 

To find the probability of each of the six directions at 
next step, θ is standardized into Z (a continuous random 
variable), to find cumulative probabilities. Let Z= θ/σ such 
that Z has a standard normal distribution, Z ~ N (0, 1). The 
probability distribution function (pdf) and cumulative 
distribution function (cdf) are respectively given by 
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Considering the equations (3), (4) the six probabilities 
associated with each direction k, with given σ are given by: 
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Movement of mobile node follows normal walk model, 

where BS knows the initial location of the device. Location 
updating of the device during movement follows the 
algorithm below: 

1. Find the new location of the MS based on its current 
location and moving angle 

2. If the MS moves out of VO, but within same AO, 
then information update is done to reflect its new 
location 

3. If the MS moves out of VO, and also from local 
AO, then handover occurs 

C. Job Distribution and Execution 
BS of the proposed architecture is responsible for job 

handling, so that sub jobs of a given large job are distributed 
and partial results are collected back. BS has a data base 
called as JADB to keep track of job distribution among 
mobile devices within a wireless grid. It includes sub jobs 
distributed, identity of node to which jobs allotted and 
partial results. If a mobile device within wireless grid 
initiates a new job, the source code needed to run the 
corresponding job and all relevant parameters are submitted 
to the BS. BS generates sub jobs and assigns the sub jobs to 
available eligible subordinates, and waits to collect back the 
partial results. 

Steps used to distribute and solve a computationally 
expensive job in the wireless grid environment can be 
described as below: 

1. The user of a mobile device initiates a 
computationally intensive job 

2. The Initiator creates sub jobs and transmits them to 
Brokering Service 

3. The Brokering Service stores the received sub jobs 
in the JADB 

4. The Brokering Service uses heuristics to find a 
subordinate in the RR for each sub job 

5. The Brokering Service transmits sub jobs to the 
Subordinates 

6. Each chosen Subordinate receives a sub job 

7. Subordinates execute the sub jobs. During job 
execution 

a) if the subordinate moves out of VO, but 
within same AO, then the task assigned to 
that subordinate is continued to execute on 
it and the location of the subordinate is 
updated 

)()(
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b) if the subordinate moves out of VO, and 
also from local AO, then task assigned to 
it is terminated. BS then redistributes it to 
another eligible subordinate and updates 
its JADB. 

8. The Brokering Service receives partial results from 
subordinates that have finished their sub jobs and 
store them in the JADB 

9. The initiator may chose to accept partial results or 
wait until all results are received from Brokering 
Service 

 

The efficiency of the proposed work is measured using 
the average time taken for a task to be initiated, distributed, 
solved by the subordinates and returned back to the initiator. 
This average task execution time depends on different 
parameters like population of wireless grid and device 
mobility. Population of wireless grid specifies number of 
mobile nodes present in the wireless grid. Device mobility 
refers to the probability of a new device joining a wireless 
grid or a current device leaving the wireless grid per unit of 
time.  

Some of the performance parameters evaluated are as 
follows: 

Task execution time: It is the time taken for a task to be 
distributed by initiator, solved by the subordinates, and 
returned back to the initiator. It depends on different 
parameters like mobility factor (percentage of mobile nodes 
joining or leaving the wireless grid) of nodes within grid 
environment and grid population. To study the effect of grid 
population on execution time, the simulator is run 
considering different grid population. And to study the 
effect of mobility on execution time, the simulator is run 
under two scenarios: with and without mobility of nodes. In 
without mobility, nodes are considered to be at fixed 
location and tasks are distributed among them to find 
execution time. Where as in mobility, number of nodes is 
assumed fixed and mobility factor is varied. 

Location Monitoring overhead: Location monitoring is 
keeping track of nodes status. BSMS has the responsibility 
of keeping track of nodes. It updates the database whenever 
a node enters or leaves the grid. Thus number of updates 
helps to determine the location monitoring overhead. The 
wireless grid simulator is run with different mobility factors 
and number of updates for each run is tabulated.  

Communication overhead: location updating overhead 
leads to communication overhead because, location 
updating increases number of communications among BS 
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and BSMS. This in turn leads to increase in bandwidth 
utilization.  Bandwidth utilization for different mobility 
factors is recorded to study its effect on communication. 

IV. SIMULATION AND RESULTS 
The proposed model has been simulated for various 

wireless grid scenarios. It considers m number of VOs 
controlled by a single BSC, with c number of AOs in each 
VO. The number of nodes in a VO varies between n1 to n2. 
Each VO is allocated v Mbps bandwidth. Mobility factor in 
any VO is represented by mf.  

The inputs considered for simulation are: m = 2, c = 2 
for both VOs, n1 = 30 and n2 = 90. v = 40. mf = varies 
between 10% to 40%. Results are depicted using graphs as 
below: 

Figure 4 shows the execution time calculated 
considering different grid size (grid population), where 
mobile nodes are stationary. The graph depicts that increase 
in grid size reduces the execution time i.e. increasing grid 
size in turn helps to provide more resources for executing 
the tasks and thus can be executed faster with more 
resources. 

Figure 5 shows effect of mobility on execution time 
considering different mobility factors. The graph depicts 
that execution time gradually increases with an increase in 
mobility factor, because higher mobility factor leads to 
higher rate of task abortion and reallocation of task. 

Figure 6 shows the effect of mobility factor on number 
of updates. The graph depicts that location update rate is 
more as mobility is more. Increasing mobility factor lead to 
increase in number of updates i.e. location update cost. 

Figure 7 shows the effect of mobility factor on 
bandwidth utilization. The graph depicts that bandwidth 
utilization rate is more as mobility is more.  

 
Figure 4. Execution time Vs. Grid_population 

 

Figure 5. Execution time Vs. Mobility_factor 

 

 
Figure 6. No. of updates Vs. Mobility_factor 

 

 
Figure 7. Bandwidth_utilization Vs. Mobility_factor 

V. CONCLUSION 

The proposed work presents implementation of normal 
walk mobility model in a wireless mobile grid environment 
for a Virtual Organization with two actual organizations. 
Normal walk mobility model helps to decide the next 
relative direction in which mobile station moves and in 
which it handoffs form one AO to another. This model in 
turn helps BSMS to keep track of number of mobile stations 
available in AOs; so that Brokering Server can distribute 
tasks among available nodes for tasks request sent to 
Brokering Server. 
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The proposed work considers Normal walk model 
because, it represents daily motion of users. The directions 
of motion are mostly symmetric in a real life environment, 
thus it is effective in location updating of a MS. The work 
also shows the effect of grid population and mobility factor 
on execution time and monitoring cost. It can be concluded 
that, high rate of resource availability decreases task 
execution time and higher mobility factor increases 
execution time. Finally increase in mobility factor increases 
monitoring overhead. 
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Abstract— The researchers have drawn much attention about 

the birth weight of newborn babies in the last three decades.  

The birth weight is one of the vital roles in the baby’s health.  

So many researchers such as [2],[1] and [4] analyzed the birth 

weight of babies. The aim of this paper is to analyze the birth 

weight and some other birth weight related variable, using 

singular value decomposition and multiple linear regression. 

Keywords- Birth weight; Haemoglobin concentration; 

Maternal Weight; Maternal height; Singular value   

decomposition. 

                   

I.  INTRODUCTION 

For a successful reproduction a good health throughout 
childhood, adolescence adult life and pregnancy is necessary.  
Special care has to be taken during pregnancy to get a 
healthy baby. Birth weight is an important determination of 
child health. It is a well known fact that the birth weight in 
influenced by the factors such as gestational period, maternal 
height, maternal weight, age, parity, haemoglobin 
concentration, rate of intrauterine growth, nutrition and many 
other socio-economic factors. Low birth weight neonate is 
defined as any neonate weighing less than 2500 grams at 
birth.  It raises grave health risks for children which is a 
public health problem in most developing countries. Low 
birth weight stems primarily from poor maternal health and 
nutrition.  Three factors have most impact poor maternal 
nutritional status before conception, short stature due mostly 
to under nutrition and infections during child hood and poor 
nutrition during pregnancy .Less than 17 years and greater 
than 34 years of age are at increased risk of low birth weight 
delivery. It can arise as a result of a baby being born too 
earlier (<37 weeks, also known as premature birth) or being 
born too small for gestational age (small as a result of 
intrauterine growth restriction). These types of babies have 
worst prognosis. Since low birth weight children are 
responsible for a very significant  
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proportion of morbidity and mortality in childhood 
whereas child born with adequate birth weight are reported to 
do well even under adverse environment, researchers often 
use birth weight as a measure of morbidity risk.  

II.  DATA BASE 

The data for the present study were collected from 
Chennai some private hospital during January 2008 to 
December 2008. The data for the selected variables were 
collected from the hospital case records.  

III.  DESCRIPTION OF MODEL  

The singular value decomposition closely associated to 
the companion theory of diagonaling a symmetric matrix. 
Hark back that if A is a symmetric real n x n matrix there is 
an orthogonal matrix V and a diagonal D such that  

      A=VDV
T
.                        (1) 

Here the columns of V are latent vectors for A and 
diagonal entries of D are eigen values of A for Singular 
Value Decomposition begin with m x n real matrix. There 
are orthogonal matrices U and V and a diagonal matrix S, 
such that  

        A = USV
T
.                         (2) 

Here U is m x m and V is n x n, so that S is rectangular 
with the same dimensions as A .The matrix S can be 
formatted to be non negative and in order of decreasing 
order. The columns of U and V are called left and  right  
singular vectors for  A.[3]. Singular value decomposition is 
used in Latent Semantic Indexing (LSI) to determine the rank 
of the maternal variables and birth weight.  Before scoring 
the maternal variables with Latent Semantic Indexing we 
need to onstruct a matrix with the maternal variables 
available as “A” . 
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TABLE I : MATERNAL VARIABLES BY BIRTH WEIGHT 

Baby 

Weight 

Maternal 

height 

(145-162) 

Maternal 

Weight 

(50-70) 

Age 

(21-

35) 

Blood 

Pressure 

(120/80) 

Haemo

globin 

(9-14) 

< 2000 15 10 8 15 9 

2000 78 55 58 35 60 

2400 120 105 133 102 80 

2800 206 240 230 180 150 

3200 120 135 142 60 53 

3600 8 21 15 25 19 

>3600 3 7 4 10 3 

 
The “Baby weight,  Y” is taken as the dependent variable 

and other maternal variables are treated as independent 
variables X1, X2, X3, X4, X5, where  

X1  : Maternal Height  

X2  : Maternal Weight  

X3   Age of mothers  

X4  : Blood pressure  

X5  : Haemoglobin concentration  

Y  : Baby weight  

According to Singular Value Decomposition theory, an 
arbitrarily real rectangular matrix of order m x n can be 
decomposed into three matrices such that  

                         
T

nnnllmnm VSUA ×××× =  ,                   (3) 

 where U and V are orthogonal matrices and S is a 
singular matrix with eigen values as its diagonal entries 
,which are arranged in non - increasing order. The following 
analysis using MATLAB. 

 





























=

310473

192515218

5360142135120

150180230240206
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91581015
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−−−

−−−−

−−−

−−−−

−−−

=

9400.00853.02869.00114.01348.00897.00201.0

0261.07609.05022.01896.02295.02748.00637.0

0547.02636.00222.00182.00160.08714.04088.0

0906.02749.01051.03517.03157.02715.07774.0

0284.00405.01576.08457.01740.02287.04183.0

1293.00783.00643.03417.08923.01121.02177.0

2948.05108.07905.00642.00520.01362.00424.0

U

 

 





























=

00000

00000

6886.60000

02226.21000

003363.3400

0001200.490

00009583.585

S

 

 























−−−−

−

−−−

−−−

−−−

=

5142.03979.04358.05349.03182.0

2903.03596.04333.06792.03705.0

5565.05093.01032.03830.05230.0

1564.06588.04454.02822.05133.0

5632.01375.06429.01618.04737.0

V

 

 
From S matrix shows that its consists of five non zero 

singular values, confirming that A is a rank 5 matrix. 

A.  Dimensionality Reduction: 

  Computing KKK VSU ,, from U,S,V using MATLAB. 

Let us take the economic dimension K =2 ,that is rank 2 
approximation that means the first 2 columns of U and V and 
the first two rows and columns of S. 

 

B.  Decomposed matrices  

Dimensionality reduction has been done my truncating 
the three matrices obtained form Singular Value 
Decomposition  
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0897.00201.0

2748.00637.0

8714.04088.0

2715.07774.0

2287.04183.0

1121.02177.0

1362.00424.0

KU

                     








=

12.490

095.585
KS

 























−−

−−

−−

−−

−−

=

5349.03182.0

6792.03705.0

3830.05230.0

2822.05133.0

1618.04737.0

KV
                   









=−

02035.00

00017.0
1

KS
 

It has been done by choosing the rank to be 2 ie, K = 2 is 
applied .Using  

            Xi  = Xi
T
 UK Sk

-1
,                          (4) 

and  

           Y = Y
T
 UkSk

-1
 ,                              (5) 
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 we get the new coordinate of vectors in this reduced 
space the new set of coordinate vectors are given below  

 

[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]5361.03164.0

6808.03681.0

3836.05205.0

2826.05107.0

1620.04709.0

4489.79121.8

5

4

3

2

1

−=

−=

−−=

−−=

−−=

−=

X

X

X

X

X

Y

 

 

Vector determination using cosine similarity values we 
rank results in decreasing order. Using  

            
dq

dq
dqSim

.
),( =  .                 (6) 

Hence,  

 

94228.0),(

929062.0),(

237192.0),(

360846.0),(

516924.0),(

5

4

3

2

1

=

=

=

=

=

XYSim

XYSim

XYSim

XYSim

XYSim

 

From the calculation 32145 XXXXX >>>>
 

.That means the value may be interpreted as the proportion of 
variability in Y that is explained by 

54321 ,,,, XXXXX
.It reveals that birth weight is closely 

related to Haemoglobin absorption. Haemoglobin is one of 
the vital roles in the birth weight of babies.  

A comparison study is done between Singular Value 
Decomposition and multiple linear regression model to 
analyze the relationship between birth weight and maternal 
variable using the linear regression model of the form “Baby 
weight, Y” is taken as the dependent variable and the other 
variables are treated as independent variables. 

TABLE II : REGRESSION COEFFICIENT   

Predicator 

 

Coefficient t VIF 

Constant 3342.8 5.68  

1X  
-96.82 -1.09 283.827 

2X  
9.05 0.22 75.032 

3X  
68.39 0.78 309.698 

4X  
-29.46 -0.58 59.953 

5X  
45.02 0.56 106.884 

 

From the above TABLE II it is observed that the value of 
R
2
 is 0.738. It includes the maternal weight, height, age of 

mothers, blood pressure and Haemoglobin. It seems to 
73.8% of the variation in baby weight is explained by the 

fitted model.  The remaining 16.2 of variation can be 
explained by the factors other than these variables like 
socioeconomic factors.  

Analyzing has been done for each maternal variable with 
the birth weight as shown below.  

TABLE III: R2 VALUES OF ALL INDEPENDENT VARIABLE 

Dependent 

variable 

Independent 

variable 

2R  

Y

Y

Y

Y

Y

 5

4

3

2

1

X

X

X

X

X

 
1.8

0.3

7.2

5.1

3.7

 

 
From the above Table III shows that the relation between 

Y and X1 is 7.3%, Y and X2 = 1.5, Y and X3 = 2.7, Y and 
X4 = 3.0 Y and X5 = 8.1  

Hence also hemoglobin concentration is very close to 
birth weight .Hemoglobin is one of the vital role in the birth 
weight of babies.  

TABLE IV: COMPARISON STUDY 

Variable related to 

Y 

Cosine Similarity Multiple regression 

2R  

5

4

3

2

1

X

X

X

X

X

 

94228.0

9298.0

2371.0

3608.0

5169.0

 

1.8

3

7.2

5.1

3.7

 

    

   Above table reveals that  birth weight is very close to its 

haemoglobin concentration 

IV.  CONCLUSION         

From this study, it is observed that, the birth weight 
mainly depends on the Haemoglobin concentration in both 
Sigular Value Decomposition  analysis and multiple linear 
regression analysis. Hence the mother with high 
Haemoglobin concentration can avoid low birth weight. So 
the pregnant women should intake additional nutritional food 
to increase the Haemoglobin concentration and to avoid the 
health risk problems among the neonates. Some following 
reasons are the case of lowbirthweight, that is the mother has 
not obtained the appropriate nutrition, early marriage, late 
pregnancy at around 35 years, mother below 40 Kilograms, 
mother has anemia problems, small placenta, chronic 
placenta insufficiency can also lead to low birth weight , lack 
of Oxygen also leads low birth weight and due to mothers 
hypertension and malnutrition. Some action taken before 
birth to avoid low birth weight, which is  regular checkup, 
appropriate nutrition intake, checks the haemoglobin status, 
take iron. The case should be identified and corrected in the 
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mother inability to gain weight should be deleted early to 
avoid problems. The following actions are taken after birth. 
In such circumstance the child needs extra care to maintain 
the temperature using like incubator, overhead warmer and 
kangaroo mother care. 
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Abstract-The mathematical model (Interval Plant) of the web guide 
in rolling mill is controlled using PID controller. The given 
interval plant is approximated to first order plus time delay with 
integrator (FOPTDI) system. The dual loop control (DLC) method 
proposed by Jacob and  chidambaram for design PID controllers 
is   extended  for FOPTD+I systems. The performance of the 
closed loop system is evaluated for both the original and the 
approximated model. The controllers are also tuned using Internal 
Model Control (IMC) and the performance is compared by 
simulation.  
 
 Index Terms -Interval plant, Double loop control , Direct synthesis 
method,  IMC(Internal Model Control) 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

There are many intermediate web guides in cold rolling mills 
process such as CRM (cold rolling mill), CGL(Continuous 
galvanizing line) and so on. The main functions of the web 
guide are to adjust the center line of the strip to the center line 
of the steel process, so they are called centre position control 
(CPL). Rapid process speed cause large deviation between the 
center position of the strip and the process line. So the 
difference between the center position of the strip and the 
process line should be compensated. In general, the centre 
position control (CPC) of the web is obtained by hydraulic 
driver and electrical controller. The model of the web guide 
system is obtained from Sang Min Kim et.al( 2004)[1]. 

For the purpose of designing controllers, the dynamics of many 
processes can be described by first-order plus time delay with 
an integrator (FOPTDI) model.  
 
 
Methods for tuning PID controllers for such models are based 
on stability analysis such as Internal model controller (Rivera 
et.al.(1986)[5]. The dual loop method is extended for designing 
PID controller for FOPTD+I systems. The inner loop is of PD 
controller and the outer loop is of PID controller designed using 
direct synthesis method proposed by shesagiri Roa[ 6]. PID 
controllers are also designed by IMC method. The performance 
of the controller is compared by simulation. 
 

II. INTERVAL PLANT 

The model of the web guide system by using geometrical 
relations of the guide ignoring the mass and stiffness of the web 
is given by Sang Min Kim et.al.(2004). 

3 2 1
3 2 1 0

5 4 3 2 1
4 3 2 1 0

( ) a s a s a s aG s
s b s b s b s b s b

+ + +
=

+ + + + +
 

Where the coefficients are of interval in nature, which is given 
by, 

3a  = [4.5 24] ; 2a = [5 29] ; 1a  = [0.9 5] ; 0a =[0.05  3] 

5b = [0.05 0.3] ; 4b = [ 4  9 ] ;  3b  =[ 4 9] ;    2b = [0.7 2] ; 

 1b = [0.03 0.08]; 0b  = [0 0] 

This is represented as model1, model2 and model3 by 
considering only the minimum, maximum and average values 
of the interval. The mode1, model2 and model3 of the plant are 
given by, 

  Model1 =   
1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

0.05 0.9 5 4.5
0.03 0.7 4 4

s s s
s s s s s
+ + +
+ + + +

 

Model2 =    
1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

0.3 5 29 24
0.08 2 9 9

s s s
s s s s s
+ + +
+ + + +

 

            Model3= 
1 2 3

1 2 3 4 5

0.175 2.95 17 14.25
0.055 1.35 6.5 6.5

s s s
s s s s s
+ + +
+ + + +

 

These models have been approximated to FOPTD+I system. 
Approximation is done by taking 1/s from the actual model 
separately, and applying step input, the time constant τ  is 
calculated. Letting s to zero, the magnitude k is calculated. 
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Hence the FOPTD is obtained in which the 1/s term is again 
combined to get FOPTD+I model. 
The approximated   system is given by, 

   RModel1         =  0.35261.667
(0.5584 1)

se
s s

−

+
 

RModel2         =   0.7933.75
(1.256 1)

se
s s

−

+
 

  RModel3          =   0.6733.1818
(1.0659 1)

se
s s

−

+
 

       
In the present paper dual loop system in which the inner loop is 
of PD controller and the outer loop is of PID for FOPTD+I 
system is designed. The performance of the control system is 
compared with that of the IMC method. 

 

III. DUAL LOOP PID 

 
The general transfer function of the process to be 

controlled is given by, ( 1)
p Lsk

e
s sτ

−

+                         (1)                                         

where  pk  is the process gain τ   is the time constant and L  is 
the process lag. 

 
Figure 1. Block diagram of the dual loop control 
 
The inner loop is of PI controller and the outer loop is of PID 
controller designed using direct synthesis method proposed by 
sheshagiri roa for unstable system. In this paper it has been 
extended for stable system.  The closed loop Transfer function 

of the inner loop is given by,
Ls

c p
Ls

in c p

k k ey
y s k k e

−

−=
+

 , the delay 

is approximated to  

       ( )
( )

1 2
1 2

L s Le s
L s

− = −

+
 

( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )

1 2
1 12 2

c p

c p

Lk k s

L Ls s k k s

−
=

+ + −

 

 

( )( )
( )( ) ( )( )

1 2
1 12 2

Ls
c p

c p

Lk k s e

L Ls s k k s

−+
=

+ + −
 

( )( )
2

1 2

12 2

Ls
c p

c p
c p

Lk k s e

k k LL s s s k k

−+
=

⎛ ⎞+ − +⎜ ⎟
⎝ ⎠

 

 Closed loop transfer function of the inner loop is given by,                          

( )( )
2

1 2

12 2
rin

Ls
c py

y
c p

c p

Lk k s e

k k LL s s s k k

−+
=
⎛ ⎞⎛ ⎞+ − +⎜ ⎟⎜ ⎟⎝ ⎠⎝ ⎠

 

 
Figure 2.  Block diagram of the simplified dual PID  

 
after simplification the controller is obtained as,                  

ses          
1 ( 1)(1 )

( 1)c c d
i

sG k s
s s

ατ
τ β

+
= + +

+
 

        where  

        1
2

1 2(3 1.5 0.5 )ck
k

η
λ θλ θη η

=
+ + −

 

        
1 1

2

1
3

2
1 2

0.50.5 ,
(3 1.5 0.5 )

d

τ η
ητ
η

θλα θ β
τ λ θλ θη η

=

=

= =
+ + −

       

         in which  and   
  

         
3 2 2 2 2 2

2
(0.5 ) (3 1.5 ) 3 0.5

(0.5 )
θ τ λ τ θτ λ θτ λ θ τη

τ θ τ
− + − + +

=
+
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Tuning Parameter Selection 
 
The tuning parameter λ   should be selected in such a way that 
the resulting controller gains should be positive for positive 
values of k. Hence, as per the method given by Seshagirirao et. 
al. [6] to get positive values of controller gain(kc), the 
constraint to be followed is,  
 

2
2 13 1.5 0.5η λ θλ η θη< + − +  

Also, λ  should be selected in such a way that the resulting 
controller gives good robust control performances.  The initial 
value of the tuning parameter can be taken as equal to half of 
the time delay of the process to get good control performances. 
If not then, the tuning parameter can be increased from this 
value till good nominal and robust control performances are 
achieved.  For suitable value of λ and  β  , the controller 
designed on DS method gives good control performances. 
However for high value of β , the phase lag imposed by the 
term ( 1)sβ +  in the controller is more and thus the designed 
controller with this value ofβ  is not able to give robust control 
performances which results in low gain and phase margins of 
the open loop system than the required values (gain margin 
should be >1.7 and phase margin should be >350 for robust 
control of a process  [6].  
 
Based on many simulation studies, it is observed that taking 
‘0.1β ’ instead of β  gives good compromise between nominal 
performances and robust control performances. Thus, in the 
present work, the value of  β  obtained is modified as ‘0.1β ’ 
for simulation studies. 
 
The performances of the closed loop system are evaluated by 
giving a unit step in the set point. Fig.1-3 shows the comparison 
of Rmodel 1, 2 & 3 with the controller tuned using double loop 
MRC method. 
 

5.  IMC METHOD 
 

The IMC based PID controller settings for FOPTDI system is 
given by, (Dale, et. al. (2004) and Rivera et.al. (1986)[2&5] 
respectively.  

2(2 ) ( )c c ck k τ τ θ τ θ= + + +  

                (2 )I cτ τ τ θ= + +           

(2 ) (2 )D c cτ τ θ τ τ τ θ= + + +  

The choice of design parameter cτ  is a key decision in both the 
direct synthesis (DS) and IMC design methods. In general 
increasing cτ  produces a more conservative controller because 

ck  decreases while Iτ  increases. Several IMC guidelines for 

cτ   have been published for FOPTD with an integrator system. 

As per Rivera et al., (1986), cτ θ  > 0.8 and cτ  > 

0.1τ , exp( ) ( 1)p dk s s sτ τ− + . By simulation it was found 

that cτ =4 as per Rivera et. al., gives best result for all three 
models. 

 
6.  SIMULATION RESULTS 

 
Let us consider the Rmodel2 plant with pk  =,3.75 τ = 1.256 

and dτ  = 0.793. The PID controller settings by the dual loop  

method are ck =0.452 iτ = 0.96 and Dτ =0.366 The PID 

settings by IMC method are ck =0.12 and iτ =0.012  Dτ = 
0.1319. Figure 1, 2 and 3 show the comparison of the servo 
response of all three models. The robustness of the closed loop 
is evaluated by using the maximum controller settings on the 
other two models of the system. Figures 4, 5 and 6 show the 
regulatory response of the systems. Comparison of ISE and IAE 
values of the Rmodel1, Rmode2 and Rmodel3 for both the 
servo problem and the regulator problems using the controller 
settings for the IMC and the dual loop method are shown in 
table I. 

 
 

           Fig.1 Servo response of Rmodel1  
           Solid -> DLC ; dash-dot –> IMC 

       
        Fig.2  Regulator response of Rmodel1; 
        Legend   as in Fig.1 
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     Fig.3  Servo response of Rmodel 2. 
     Legend   as in fig.1 

 
     Fig.4 Regulator response of Rmodel 2  
     Legend   as in fig.1 
 

 
     
   Fig.5 Servo response of Rmodel 3 
   Legend   as in fig.1 
 

 
 
Fig.6  Regulator response of  Rmodel 3 
 Legend   as in fig.1 
 
The servo and regulatory response of the dual loop control 
method gives a better response than that of IMC method. Table 
I and II gives the comparison of ISE and IAE values for both 
regulator and servo response. The performance of the controller 
designed by the dual loop method gives the best. Here the 
controller setting for the Rmodel2 is chosen and robustness is 
evaluated for other models.  
 
 

TABLE  I 
ISE, IAE VALUE COMPARISON FOR REGULATOR RESPONSE 

 

 
 
 
 

MODELS METHOD CONTROLLER SETTINGS REGULATOR 
RESPONSE 

  KC KC  

/ Iτ  

KC*

Dτ  
ISE IAE 

MODEL 
1 

   

 DUAL 
PID 

3.79 498.6 

 IMC 4.92 509.3 

MODEL 
2 

   

 DUAL 
PID 

4.99 487.6 

 IMC 6.78 500.9 

MODEL 
3 

   

 DUAL 
PID 

4.98 501.2 

 IMC 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 0.452      0.96        0.366 
 0.12        0.012      0.131 

 

5.03 504.1 
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TABLE II 

ISE, IAE VALUE COMPARISON FOR SERVO RESPONSE 
 

 
Also the same controller parameters are checked for their 
corresponding original model. The response shows that the dual  
loop method seems to be better compared to the other two 
models. The ISE and IAE values for regulator response are  
Reported in Table I. The dual loop method has got least ISE 
and IAE values. 
 

7. CONCLUSION 
 

 The mathematical model of the web guide system is tuned 
using IMC and dual loop control method. The controller 
designed for FOPTD +Integrator system works well for even 
the corresponding original model. Also the robustness of the  
 
 

 
 system is verified by simulation. The controller has been   
designed using dual loop control and IMC.  Among this,    
 robustness of the dual loop method is seems to be better when 
compared to IMC method. Referring to the Table I and II, the 
ISE and IAE values are comparatively less for dual loop 
method than that of the IMC method. 
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MODELS  METHOD CONTROLLER SETTINGS SERVO 
RESPONSE 

  KC KC  

/ Iτ  

KC* Dτ  ISE IAE 

MODEL 1    

 DUAL 
PID 

0.116 9.62 

 IMC 0.416 14.9 

MODEL 2    

 DUAL 
PID 

0.166 0.07 

 IMC 0.33 120.92 

MODEL 3    

 DUAL 
PID 

0.14 0.17 

 IMC 

 

 
 
 
 
 

 0.452      0.96        0.366 
 0.12        0.012      0.131 

 

0.34 19.81 
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Abstract— Microcalcifications in mammogram have been mainly 
targeted as a reliable earliest sign of breast cancer and their early 
detection is vital to improve its prognosis. Since their size is very 
small and may be easily overlooked by the examining radiologist, 
computer-based detection output can assist the radiologist to 
improve the diagnostic accuracy. In this paper, we have proposed 
an algorithm for detecting microcalcification in mammogram. 
The proposed microcalcification detection algorithm involves 
mammogram quality enhancement using multirresolution 
analysis based on the dyadic wavelet transform and 
microcalcification detection by fuzzy shell clustering. It may be 
possible to detect nodular components such as microcalcification 
accurately by introducing shape information. The effectiveness of 
the proposed algorithm for microcalcification detection is 
confirmed by experimental results. 

Keywords: Computer-aided diagnosis, dyadic wavelet 
transform, skewness and kurtosis, Fuzzy shell clustering. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Breast cancer is the second leading cause of cancer deaths 

for women and is found as one in eight women in the United 
States. It is a disease in which cells in the tissues of the breast 
become abnormal and divide without order or control. These 
abnormal cells form too much tissue and become a tumor. 
According to WHO report, nearly two million women are 
diagnosed with breast cancer every year worldwide.  The 
disease can be treated if discovered so early enough. The 
effective detection of breast cancer in earlier stage increases 
the survival rate. The appropriate method for early detection of 
pre cancerous symptoms is screening mammography, which 
has to be conducted as a regular test for women.  

Calcification clusters are an early sign of breast Cancer. 
Microcalcifications are quite very small bits of calcium 
deposits present inside the soft breast tissue. It shows up in 
clusters or in patterns (like circles or lines) associated with 
extra cell activity in breast region.  

Microcalcifications appear in mammogram image as small 
localized granular points with high brightness. It is not easy to 
detect by naked eye because of its miniaturized dimension. 
However about 10%-40% of Microcalcification clusters are 
missed by radiologists due to its small size and nonpalpable 
[1], [2]. To avoid these problems, a New CAD (computer 
Aided diagnosis) system has to be developed to improve the 
diagnostic rate. By incorporating the expert knowledge of 
radiologists, the CAD system can be made to provide a clear 
insight about the disease and saves the society from breast 
cancer.  

Many researchers have proposed the algorithms for 
Microcalcification detection based on discrete wavelet 
transform, which is a powerful tool for analyzing the image 
hierarchically on the basis of scale. Some researchers have 
developed a CAD system using fuzzy clustering, artificial 
neural network and genetic algorithm. R. N. Strickland et al. 
[3],  H.Yoshida et al. [4] used a wavelet transform to detect  
microcalcification and the fuzzy logic was tried by N.Pandey 
et al. [5]. Anne Strauss et al. [6] presented an identification 
scheme based on watershed Processing. Valverde et al. [7] 
used a deformable-based model for Microcalcification 
detection.  Some of these studies detect approximately 70% to 
80% of correct calcification.  Objective of CAD system is to 
reduce the false positives and consistency of radiologists in 
image interpretation [8].  Naturally Microcalcifications are 
nodular in structure, other tissue such as mammary ducts 
blood vessels are linear in structure [9]. The Fuzzy shell 
clustering algorithm (FSC) is best in identifying circular 
objects present in an image [10]. In the proposed method, 
wavelet has been combined with fuzzy shell clustering (FSC) 
algorithm in order to mark the Microcalcification region 

The rest of this paper is organized as follows.  Section II 
presents microcalcification enhancement by using dyadic 
wavelet transform; the detection part using Fuzzy shell 
clustering in Section III, Results obtained on execution of 
algorithm are presented in section IV and Conclusion as last 
section.   
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II. MICROCALCIFICATION ENHANCEMENT 
The fundamental operation needed to assist 

microcalcification detection in mammogram is image contrast 
enhancement. In many image-processing applications, the 
grayscale histogram equalization (GHE) is one of the simplest 
and effective techniques for contrast enhancement. Histogram 
equalization improves contrast of the microcalcification in 
mammogram image by reassigning the intensity values of 
pixels based on the image histogram. But Histogram 
equalization technique doesn’t enhance the microcalcification 
region because it modifies the intensity of the image with 
some unpleasant visual artifacts. 

Microcalcifications appear as subtle and bright spots, 
whose size varies from 0.3mm to 1mm in the mammogram 
image. It is not easy to enhance the microcalcification regions 
since surrounding dense breast tissue makes the abnormality 
areas almost invisible. Microcalcifications are high frequency 
in nature. So it can be extracted by using high pass filtering. 
But conventional enhancement technique like unsharp 
masking, homomorphic filters and high boost filtering tends to 
change the characteristics of microcalcification.  To overcome 
these limitations microcalcification regions can be enhanced 
by dyadic wavelet transform without modifying characteristics 
of microcalcification. 

Wavelet analysis permits the decomposition of image at 
different levels of resolution. In Fig. 1, the filter bank structure 
of the two-dimensional wavelet transform is shown from level 
j to level j+1, which generates four sub-images at level j+1. Sj 
be original image, the approximation sub-image Sj+1 is 
obtained by applying the vertical low-pass filter followed by 
horizontal low-pass filter to Sj. The sub-image Sj+1

LH is 
obtained by applying the vertical low-pass filter followed by 
the horizontal high-pass filter. The sub-image Sj+1

HL is 
obtained by applying the vertical high-pass filter followed by 
horizontal lowpass filter. Finally, the response Sj+1

HH is 
obtained by applying the vertical and horizontal high-pass 
filters successively [9]. The downsampling by a factor 2 is 
introduced after each level of filtering. The same procedure is 
repeated for each level of approximation coefficients till Sj+n is 
achieved. 

HL(Z)

HH(Z)

2

2

HL(Z)

HH(Z)

HL(Z)

HH(Z)

2

2

2

2

Sj

Sj+1

Sj+1
LH

Sj+1
HL

Sj+1
HH

 
Fig. 1 Two dimensional dyadic wavelet structure 

 

The digitized mammogram incorporated with a size of 
1024 x 1024 pixel was taken from Digital Database for 
screening mammogram(DDSM). Mammogram image was 
decomposed upto 10 levels by applying dyadic wavelet 
transform with a decimation factor 2. The original 1024x1024 
grayscale digital mammogram image was decomposed to 10 
levels by applying Daubechies4 wavelet transform. Finally the 
lowest approximation image S10 is of single pixel width. Since 
microcalcification appears as high frequency behavior in 
mammogram, the enhancement is achieved by setting the 
value of S10 as zero. 

The detail coefficients are enhanced by as per the 
expression number (1)  

 
Sj

D(x,y) =   Sj
D(x,y)         if  | Sj

D(x,y) | < Tj 
                   g * Sj

D(x,y)    if  | Sj
D(x,y) |  ≥ Tj 

                                                                                   (1) 
 

where,  x and y are spatial coordinates, D represents all 
horizontal, vertical and diagonal subbands. Tj be a non 
negative threshold obtained by taking standard deviation of 
respective subimage. The best visual quality of 
microcalcification is obtained while the gain(g) is set as 1.2. 
The reconstruction of weighted higher frequency subbands 
provides better visibility of microcalcification region than the 
other breast regions. 

III. MICROCALCIFICATION DETECTION 
The CAD system was developed to assist the radiologist in 

detecting the suspicious areas on the basis of certain feature 
extracted from the images. After enhancing the 
microcalcification regions, next step in the journey of 
climbing the aim is the extraction of microcalcification 
through Soft computing tools. Microcalcification appears in 
mammogram as nodular points with higher brightness, 
localized or broadly diffused along the breast tissue, whereas 
normal tissues such as blood vessels are linear in structure. So 
detecting the nodular structure in image is a key in detecting 
the microcalcification.  

A. Region of Interest (ROI) Identification 
The first stage of microcalcification detection is ROI 

identification. The enhanced mammogram image is 
decomposed by undecimated wavelet transform (filter bank 
implementation without downsampling). The resulting 
horizontal detailed image or vertical detailed image is used to 
identify the region encircling the microcalcification clusters. 
Third and fourth order statistical parameters, skewness and 
kurtosis [11], are used to find the regions of microcalcification 
clusters.  

An estimate of the skewness is given by 
 

                               Sk =
3
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3
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and the statistical parameter kurtosis holds the expression 
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where xi is the input data over N observations, m~  is the 

ensemble average of xi  and σ  with its standard deviation. The 
third and fourth order statistical estimates were calculated for 
every overlapping 32x32 square regions of horizontal 
bandpass image or vertical bandpass image. The area having 
skewness value greater than 0.2 and kurtosis value greater than 
4 is marked as a region of interest (ROI).  

B. Fuzzy Shell clustering 
Extraction of features is the key process in the 

development of CAD system. Fuzzy shell clustering (FCS) 
algorithm is used to perceive nodular structure from the ROI. 
It extracts the clusters with spherical symmetry of a given data 
set X={x1,x2,…..xn} with the prototype cluster centers 
V={v1,v2,…..vc }. Here c denotes the number of clusters 
formed during processing. Each data point xk has a degree of 
membership uik  to the ith cluster. The data point xk is assigned 
to a cluster if the below given weighted objective function is 
minimum. 
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Where Dik is distance from data point xk to cluster center vi 

and Wi be the 3-db width of the ith cluster. The weighting 
exponent m∈(1,∞) is the fuzziness controlling parameter with 
m as a real number greater than 1, it was chosen as 2 for better 
segmentation. Microcalcification appears as nodular (circular) 
in structure, the FCS algorithm identifies nodules described by 
their center vi and radius ri. The geometric distance function of 
clustering is  

 
Dik= iik rvx −−   

                                                                                      (5) 
 
The necessary condition on membership leads to following 

equation used to update uik for the minimization of objective 
function 

 
Uik = 
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The following equation is used to speed up the algorithm  

ε<−+ jj uu 1  
                                                                                  (7) 

 

ε  is minimum threshold value, which is used to minimize 
the number of iteration.   

C. Nodular extraction  
After identifying ROI, the next step is to detect edges of 

the enhanced image. Edges are detected by applying first order 
derivatives. First order derivative is implemented by gradient 
operator (Gx&Gy) . The edges are detected by computing the 
gradient of each pixel in the enhanced image in x direction and 
y direction. The gradient of f(x,y) is 

 

yx GGf +=∇  
                                                                                  (8) 

 
By applying first order derivative, Enhanced edges were 

detected. These enhanced edge pixels are connected in sets to 
form group. The Groups containing less than 5 pixels are 
discarded. Fuzzy Shell clustering algorithm was applied to 
only edge point, which belongs to ROI. FCS was applied 
several times with c= 1 and Wi = 9.  As a result, different 
circles with different radius were obtained. Final goal is to 
extract only circular (nodular) region, whose radius is equal to 
microcalcification radius. 

After obtaining different circular regions, 
microcalcification detection is performed to distinguish 
between valid microcalcification region and invalid one. The 
two validity measurement parameters are Cluster density and 
Relative Shell Thickness [12]. These two parameters are used 
to identify microcalcification regions. 
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Numerator denotes sum of membership function on most 

characteristic points ( 2
1>iku

) and denominator denotes 
area of the circular region.  

Relative shell Thickness is defined by 
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Where ri is radius of circular region. Correct 

microcalcification was detected according to the rule 
 
If (Cdi >1.15 && RSTi < 0.2) 
 Microcalcification nodular  
End 
 
The above thresholds were found by different experiments. 

Microcalcification was successfully detected by our proposed 
method. 
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IV. RESULTS 
To test the proposed method, experiments were performed 

on the set of mammogram image with different size and 
features which were obtained from DDSM database. In 
DDSM database, the size of each pixel is 0.0435mm and gray 
level depth is 12 bits. 

Fig.2(a) shows a low contrast mammogram image of size 
1024x1024. Fig.2(b) shows enhanced image where one can 
clearly visible microcalcification than the original image. 
Fig.2(c) shows Regions of Interest (ROI) was calculated by 
high order correlation parameters such as Skewness and 
kurtosis. Fig.2(d) shows edge map of enhanced image by 
applying first order derivatives. Fig.2(e) shows edge map after 
removal of small unwanted groups and Fig.2(f) shows the 
microcalcification region after applying FCS. Here FCS was 
applied several times to each edge point which is belonging to 
ROI. 

 

     
              (a)                                           (b) 

      
                      (c)                                    (d) 
  

      
                      (e)                                    (f) 

Fig. 2  Steps of microcalcification detection: (a) Original Mammogram 
Image (b) Enhanced image by wavelet transform (c) Region of Interest 

(ROI)identified by using Skewness & kurtosis (d) Edge map of enhanced 
image (e) Edge map after removal of unwanted groups (f) Microcalcification 

Detection by FCS algorithm 

 

 
Fig. 3 FROC Curve of Microcalcification Detection 

Free-response receiver operating characteristic (FROC) 
curve is used to evaluate the performance of microcalcification 
detection [13]. An FROC plot is achieved by calculating of the 
true-positive detection ratio (TP) with average number of false 
positives (FPs) per image. True positive detection ratio here 
refers that how many true abnormalities (microcalcifications) 
are correctly detected by computerized scheme and false 
positive per image refers to how many true abnormalities are 
missed. We have tested 112 images for FROC analysis. Our 
proposed method was achieved 95.23% TP ratio with 0.9 FP 
number/image.  

V. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, an algorithm for image enhancement based 

on wavelet transform and microcalcification detection using a 
Fuzzy shell clustering were proposed. Original Mammogram 
image is decomposed by applying dyadic wavelet transform. 
Enhancement is performed by setting lowest frequency 
subband of decomposition to zero. Then image is 
reconstructed from the weighted detailed subbands, the 
visibility of the resultant’s image is greatly improved. 
Experimental results were confirmed that microcalcification 
can be accurately detected by fuzzy shell clustering algorithm.  

We proposed an algorithm for Microcalcification detection 
by introducing shape information. FCS algorithm can detect 
microcalcification if it’s nodular in structure. We have 
tested112 images from our database. In these images, 95% of 
microcalcifications were detected correctly and 5% of 
microcalcifications were failed to detect because of they are 
not nodular in structure. Thus the research is still being 
performed to find out the better way to detect 
microcalcification without nodular structure. 
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Abstract- A method for the design of Fast Haar wavelet for 
signal processing & image processing has been proposed. In 
the proposed work, the analysis bank and synthesis bank of 
Haar wavelet is modified by using polyphase structure. 
Finally, the Fast Haar wavelet was designed and it satisfies 
alias free and perfect reconstruction condition. 
Computational time and computational complexity is 
reduced in Fast Haar wavelet transform.  

Keywords- computational complexity, Haar wavelet, 
perfect reconstruction, polyphase components, Quardrature 
mirror filter.  

I. INTRODUCTION 
The wavelet transform has emerged as a cutting edge 

technology, within the field of signal & image analysis. 
Wavelets are a mathematical tool for hierarchically 
decomposing functions.  Though routed in approximation 
theory, signal processing, and physics, wavelets have also 
recently been applied to many problems in computer 
graphics including image editing and compression, 
automatic level-of-detailed controlled for editing and 
rendering curves and surfaces, surface reconstruction from 
contours and fast methods for solving simulation 
problems in 3D modeling, global illumination and 
animation [1].     

Wavelet theory was developed as a consequence in the 
field of study the multi-resolution analysis. Wavelet 
theory can determine the nature and relationship of the 
frequency and time by analysis at various scales with 
good resolutions.   

Time-Frequency approaches were obtained with the 
help of Short Time Fourier Transform (STFT). For the 
better time (or) frequency resolution (but not both) can be 
determined by individual preference (or) convenience 
rather than by necessity of the intrinsic nature of the 
signal, the wavelet analysis gives the better resolution [2]. 

 
 
According to the applications, the biomedical 

researchers have large number of wavelet functions from 
which to select the one that most closely fits to the 
specific application. Wavelet theory has been successfully 
applied to a number of biomedical problems [3-5]. Many 
applications such as image compression, signal & image 
analysis are dependent on power availability. In this 
paper, a method for design of Haar wavelet for low power 
application is proposed. The main idea of this proposed 
method is the decimated wavelet coefficients are not 
computed. This makes the conservation of power and 
reduces the computation complexity. The Haar wavelet 
which makes the low power design is simple and fast. The 
proposed design approach introduces more savings of 
power. 

This paper organised as follows. In Section II, the 
existing Haar wavelet is introduced. In section III presents 
Haar wavelet analysis bank reduction. In section IV 
presents Haar wavelet synthesis bank reduction. In section 
V presents Haar wavelet and Fast Haar wavelet 
experimental results are shown as graphical output 
representation to the signal and image processing and we 
conclude this paper with section VI. 

II. HAAR WAVELET STRUCTURE 

 
Fig. 1 Two channel wavelet structure 
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The wavelet transform can be implemented by a two 
channel perfect reconstruction (PR) filter bank [6]. A filter 
bank is a set of filters, which are connected by sampling 
operators. Fig.1 shows an example of a two-channel filter 
bank applied by one dimensional signal. d(n) is an input 
signal and dR(n) is reconstructed signal. In the analysis 
bank, b0(n) is a analysis low pass filter and b1(n) is a 
analysis high pass filter. However in practice, the 
responses overlap, and decimation of the sub-band 
signals, which are results in aliasing. The fundamental 
theory of the QMF bank states that the aliasing in the 
output signal dR(n) can be completely canceled by the 
proper choice of the synthesis bank [7]. In the synthesis 
bank, a0(n) is the reconstruction low pass filter(LPF) and 
a1(n) is the reconstruction high pass filter (HPF). Low 

pass analysis coefficients of Haar Wavelet is . 
High pass analysis coefficients of Haar Wavelet is 

. Low pass synthesis coefficients of Haar 

Wavelet is . High pass synthesis coefficients of 

Haar Wavelet is . 
 

III. HAAR WAVELET ANALYSIS BANK REDUCTION 
 

 
 

Fig. 2 Analysis bank of wavelet structure 

Fig.2 shows analysis bank of wavelet structure. d(n) is 
an input signal, d0(n) is an low pass output of d(n) and 
d1(n) is high pass output of input signal. 

For simplicity write in Z domain 
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Components presents 
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From Quadrature Mirror Filter by [7], analysis filters 
are chosen as follows 

)()()(0 nbZBZB ↔=                    (5) 

)()1()()(1 nbZBZB n−↔−=                               (6) 

Transfer function B(Z) of an LTI system can 
decomposed into its polyphase components[9] . 

B(Z) can be decomposed into  
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In Haar Wavelet M=2 
 
So Low pass filter & High pass filter is  
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Sub B0(Z), B1(Z) in Eq (3) & (4) 
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In Haar wavelet  B00(Z) = B01(Z)  
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Combining Eq (11) & (12) 
 
 

 
Fig. 3 Modified analysis bank structure 
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 B00(Z)          b00(n). In haar wavelet b00(n) =  

 
Fig. 4 Fast Haar wavelet analysis bank 

Shifting the down sampler to the input bring reduction 
in the computational complexity of factor 2 along with it. 
Fig.4 shows Fast Haar wavelet analysis structure 
compared to original Haar wavelet structure, Number of 
arithmetic calculations are reduced in Fast Haar wavelet 
structure. But using above method computational 
complexity [10] reduced in less than quarter of original 
computational complexity. 

 

IV. HAAR WAVELET SYNTHESIS BANK REDUCTION 
 

 
 

Fig. 5 Synthesis bank of wavelet structure 

Fig.5 shows synthesis bank of wavelet structure. d0(n) 
is low pass input signal, d1(n) is high pass input signal and 
dR(n) is reconstructed signal 

For simplicity write in Z domain 
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2
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From Quadrature Mirror Filter by [8] at perfect 

reconstruction, filters are chosen as follows 
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Refer to Eq (7) 
 
A(Z) is decomposed into  
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Sub Eq. 17 & 18 in (13) 
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Up sampler at the input of the synthesis filter bank will 
moved to output. So Eq.(19) can be drawn by 

 
Fig. 6  Modified synthesis bank structure 

In Haar wavelet A00(Z)= A01(Z)= B00(Z) 

In Haar wavelet b00(n) = a00(n)=  

Draw in time domain 
 
 

 
 

Fig. 7 Fast Haar wavelet synthesis bank 

 Combining Fig.4 & Fig.7, Fast Haar Wavelet 
Structure is obtained. Compared to Fig.2, Number of 
Mathematical calculations are reduced in Fast Haar 
Wavelet Structure is shown in Fig.8.    
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Fig. 8 Fast Haar wavelet structure 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The results of applying, for one subject, which the 
signal is taken from laser based noninvasive Doppler 
indigenous developed equipment, the novel Fast Haar 
wavelet with approximation data are shown in Fig.9 
shows that difference between original haar wavelet and 
Fast haar wavelet are matched well. The Error rate 
between existing and proposed Fast Haar wavelet at -
90dB are shown in Fig. 11.   
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Fig. 9 Results of approximation data compared to existing and Proposed 

Fast Haar wavelet Transform. 

Similarly from the same novel Fast Haar wavelet with 
detail data are shown in Fig.10 shows that difference 
between original Haar wavelet and Fast Haar wavelet are 
matched well. The Error rate between existing and 
proposed Fast Haar wavelet at -160dB to -220dB are 
shown in Fig.11.   
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Fig. 10 Results of detail data compared to existing and Proposed Fast 

Haar wavelet Transform. 
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Fig. 11 Results of Error rate compared to existing and Proposed Fast 

Haar wavelet Transform 

We have checked our proposed method in image 
processing also. Lowpass output was obtained by applying 
original Haar wavelet and proposed Fast Haar wavelet. 
Fig.12(a) shows Lena image, Fig.12(b) shows lowpass 
image of lena by applying original Haar wavelet transform 
and Fig.12(c) shows lowpass image by applying Fast Haar 
wavelet transform. Fig.12(d) shows difference between 
Fig.12(b) & Fig.12(c) From the Fig.12(d), it is clearly 
visible difference value for all coefficients are less.  
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            (a)                                             (b) 

         
                (c)               (d) 
Fig.12 Comparison of Fast haar wavelet with original Haar wavelet 
a) Lena image (b) Lowpass of Lena image by original Haar wavelet 

(c) Lowpass of Lena image by Fast Haar wavelet 
(d) Difference between lowpass output by original Haar wavelet & 

Fast Haar wavelet 

VI. CONCLUSION 
This work presents a novel Fast Haar wavelet 

estimator, for application to biosignals such as 
noninvasive doppler signals and medical images. . In this 
paper, signals and images are decomposed and 
reconstructed by Haar wavelet transform without 
convoution. The proposed method allows for the dynamic 
reduction  of power and computational complexity than 
the conventional method.The error rate between the 
conventional  and the proposed method was reduced in the 
signal and image procesing.     
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I.     INTRODUCTION 

Network survivability is considered to cope, it with 
increasing demand for reliable network system. Network 
survivability for the route optimization is an essential aspect of 
reliable communication service. Survivability consists not 
only of robustness against failure occurring due to natural 
faults. In mobile networks infrastructure element such as base 
station (BS), base station Controller (BSC), wired links, and 
mobile switch centre (MSC), are employed to provide and 
maintain essential services, hence the operation interruption of 
a network component affects overall or partial network 
services. Wireless access network have unique characteristics 
to support mobile users, which can result in different 
survivability and security aspect [3]. Therefore wireless 
survivability strategies must be designed to improve the 
service available rate of the network component system (4), 
(3). 

Mobile user authentication is necessary when a mobile user 
wants to request service provided by the service providers 
survivable (SPS) in the visited domains. In this paper, we 
present a survivability strategy in mobile networks method by 
the use of memetic algorithm.  

A network could be as simple as a forum held in a city 
between people, where people use the opportunity to 
communicate with each other, they use a network by the use of 
memetic algorithm has the potential for setup the survivability. 
Fundamental to distribute mechanics is the effect of 
measurement on a state. If some property of a general state is 
measured, it collapses to an eigenstate of the property and 
cannot be ‘rebuilt’ into the original state. Information can be 
encoded into a general optimize set up. Mobile networks can 
have very complex form of hierarchy e.g. Mobile networks in 
a mobile network visiting mobile nodes (VMNS) in mobile 

networks and so on. This situation is called as a nested mobile  
network.  
Many important problems arising in science, industry and 
commerce, mobile networks fall very neatly into the read- 
made category of optimization problem. 

  
II.        SURVIVABILITY 

Traditional security research is primarily focused on the 
detection and prevention of intrusion and attacks rather than 
on continued correct operation while under attack. Fault 
tolerance is usually concerned with redundancy that is 
required to detect and correct up to a given number of 
naturally occurring faults. Nature is not malicious and 
conventional failure model make significant assumptions, in 
particular, assuming faults to be independent and random. The 
presence of intelligent adversarial attacks can protocol 
vulnerability often become more important considerations in 
the presence of an adversary[1,2] 

There are a number of definitions of survivability. The 
one we use here is from the Software Engineering Institute, 
which emphasizes timeliness, survivability under attack and 
failure, and that detection of attack is a vital capability. 

Survivability is the capability of a system to fulfill its 
mission in a timely manner, even in the presence of attacks or 
failures. Survivability goes into the demon of security and 
fault. Tolerance of focus on delivery of essential service even 
when system is entered or experiences failures, and rapid 
recovery of full service, when conditions improve. Unlike 
traditional security measures that require central control and 
administrative, survivability addresses highly distributed 
unbounded network environment that lacks central control and 
unified security policies. Mobile networks can have very 
complex form of hierarchy e.g. Mobile networks in a mobile   
network visiting mobile nodes (VMNS) in mobile networks 
and so on.  
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III.      THE THREE RS: RESISTANCE, RRCOGNITION, AND 

RECOVERY 
 

The focus of survivability is on delivery of essential 
services and preservation of essential assets. Essential service 
and asserts are those system capabilities that are critical o 
fulfilling mission objectives. Survivability depends on three 
key capabilities: resistance, recognition, and recovery. 
Resistance is the capability to detect attacks as they occur and 
to evaluate the extent of damage and compromise. Recovery, a 
hallmark of survivability is the capability to maintain essential 
service and asserts during attacks, limit the extent of damage 
and restore full service following attack. 

We further extend this definition to require that 
survivability system be able to quickly incorporate lesion 
learned from failure, evolve, and adapt to emerging threats. We 
call this   survivability feature refinement. 

We can classify survivable mobile wireless networking 
requirement into four categories based on (2): (i) resistance 
requirement; (ii) recognition requirement; (iii) recovery 
requirements; and (iv) refinement requirement. We can also 
describe a requirement definition process (3). This includes the 
definition of system and survivability requirement, legitimate 
and intruder usage requirement, development requirement, 
operation requirement, and evolution requirement. Essential 
service must be identified and specified for the penetration, 
exploration, and exploitation phases of the attack. 

The approach has guided this work and is recommended for 
more detailed requirement analyses for future mobile wireless 
network.  

Ultimately, there are two distinct aspects of survivability 
that apply at all networking layers. 

 
IV.    INFORMATION ACCESS REQUIREMENT 

 
Does the user have access to the information or service 

required to complete the task in the presence of failure or 
attack? For eg. it is possible to replicate service or information 
and provide them locally when the network gets partitioned. 
However End-to-end communication should not be mandated 
in these cases. 

 

V.    END-TO-END COMMUNICATION 
On the other hand there are interactive application , inter- 

personal communication such as voice calls, or dynamically 
generated information such as current sensor data, which 
require true end–to–end connectivity. Do existing sessions 
survive? Can the user create new session to reach the intended 
communication end- point even in the presence of failures and 
attacks? This requires that the communication end–point 
themselves survive and that the communication end–points 

themselves survive and that the adversary must not be able to 
permanently partition the network. Furthermore, the adversary 
must not be able to permanently disable access to required 
services such as authentication, naming, resource discovery, or 
routing. 
 

VI.       MOBILE NETWORK SURVIVABILITY 
 
 Existing work on survivability in the context of cellular 

telephone networks concentrates primarily on infrastructure 
survivability (for e.g. see the outage index metrics (80) and 
does not consider adversarial attacks. However, they offer 
some insight on quantifying survivability and the role of 
network management tools.  

Networks are vulnerable during upgrades, especially those 
involving software. Furthermore, rapid evolution leads to 
learning – cure problems as well as – over – concentration 
leads or service into single points of failure. This problem is 
exacerbated by deficits in network management tools to 
operate and maintain increasingly complex system. 
Architectural improvement applicable to mobile include the 
use of redundant networks  
. 
 

VII.         BASE STATION 

In more environment, a cell that is geographical region unit  
is covered by the radio frequency of a base station. Each call is 
controlled by a BS which has a fixed connection to a BSC (or 
RNC). In mobile network infrastructure element such as base 
station controller (BSC), wired links and mobile switch centre 
(MSC) are employed to provide and maintain essential 
service. Hence the operation interruption of a network 
component affects overall or partial network services. 

A radiation antenna is classified as omni directional and 
directional with an ommni directional antenna, a single 
frequency spreads out in all directions of 360 coverage. A cell 
is directional antenna with each different set channel. 

 
VIII.           SYSTEM STATE OF BASE STATION 

 
The BS system, including antenna parts cannot provide 

partial or whole service function for coverage cell when single 
or more fatal failures occur in the BS system. In this paper, we 
consider that system failures are caused by key distribution 
method. For example, by interrupt sequence mishandling, 
overall system operation falls into failure state because of 
unanticipated handled interruption to a component of the 
system.  

 
IX.       PERSONAL AREA NETWORK 

 
 A mobile network can have a hierarchical structure e.g. 

mobile network within another mobile network. This situation 
is referred to as nested mobile network. A personal area 
network (PAN) may travel a vehicle, which also contains a 
mobile network of larger on scale, fig 1 illustrate a simple 
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larger scale. MR-1, MR-2 are attached to their own home 
links. A wireless personal area network moves as a single unit 
with one or more mobile routers that connect it to global 
internet. 
 

X.     MULTI OBJECTIVE OPTIMIZATION (MOO) 
 

 An unaccompanied multi objective optimization problem 
is an example of route optimization for mobile network. 
Because mobile moves as a single unit with one or more 
mobile routers that connect it to the global internet[9,11] We 
defined this problem as  
“Minimize” z = f(x) 
Where   f(x) = (f1(x), f2(x)…..fn(x)) 
Subject to xЄx 
                               Z2 minimize      PF {0} 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
   
 
 
 
 
 
 

Minimize    1z  
 
 
 

f   :  x           z 
fig-1 

Fig-1 an example of multi objective optimization problem 
with mobile search space  (MSS) x, as vector fitness function f 
that maps solution in x to objective vector made up of two 
component (mobile routers) ‘costs’ 1z and the 2z   
minimized. 
Here if we define 
a=mobile router -1 
b=mobile router-2 
. 
. 
. 
. 
And  
1=access router -1 
2=access router-2 
. 
. 
. 
. 

This fig is also defined a routing inefficiency for the traffic 
management and designed an imported rout optimization 
schemes for traffic management of mobile networks. Thes 
concept of traffic management for the network mobility was 
introduce the signaling over heads of a number of hosts 
moving as a group as MRs. 
 

XI.    MEMETIC ALGORITHM APPROACH 
 

The impressive record of Memetic Algorithms producing 
high quality solution in combinalarial optimization and in real 
– world application (e.g. see page 220[5]) is sometimes cited 
as a testament of their inherent effectiveness of robustness as 
black box search. However, since the advent of the no free 
lunch theorems (6,7,8) we know that MA;S  like any other 
search algorithm, are only reality good to the extent to which 
they can be “aligned” to the specific features of  a route 
optimization problems in mobile networks. None the less, 
MAs, like therefore bears evolutionary algorithms (EAs), do 
have unassailable advantage over other more traditional search 
techniques: that is their flexibility. This flexibility has 
important advantage, as has to solve mobile route optimization 
problems: one is to choose some traditional techniques. And 
them simplify or otherwise other the problems. 

 As in any other optimization scenario as route 
optimization problems, we should know that the out set what 
is a desirable outcomes; the Memetic Algorithm frame work 
proposed above required. The operators and procedures be 
selected based on their current success abs. When a mobile 
network moves from one place to another it change its point 
attachment to the internet, which also makes changes to its 
reach ability and to the internet topology.[9,10,11] 
 

XII.    PERFORMANCE MEASURES IN MAS FOR MOO 
 

If one is developing or using an algorithm for optimization 
it almost goes without saying that there should be some way to 
measures its performance. In MOO the situation is the same 
regarding the time aspect of performance assessment but the 
quality aspect is clearly more difficult. the extensive array of 
existing met heuristic, issues and methods reviewed in the 
section above gives  a richer basis from which to     design 
new MAs than do the existing MAs for MOO themselves. In a 
typical cellular network, the area of coverage is after 
geographically divided into hexagonal cells. The call is the 
basic unit of a cellular system. 

In recent years, Muscat and Krasnogor have provided a 
guiding manifesto for putting the “Memetic” back in Memetic 
algorithm (9,10) advocating. 
 
Candidate MA framework for MOO 

 
•  MN:  = initialize(MN) 
•  A:  = Nondom (MN) 

 
 
 

                      a 
              

          b 
                       c 

              
              

        d 
              

       e 
              

                   g 
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Algorithm Candidate MA framework for MOO 
 
• MN: = Initialize (MN) 
• MN: = Nondom (MN) 
•  while stop_criterion not satisfied do  
• while stagnation _criterion not satisfied do                                                                
• SAMN:=SelectFrom(PUA,sel_sc      hed(succ(SEL)))            
• SAMN:=Vary(SAMN,var_sched (succ(VAR))) 
• SAMN”:=LocalSearch(SAMN”,I s_sched(succ(LS))) 
•  MN:=Replace(PUC”,rep_sched(s ucc(RED))) 
• A:=Reduce(Nandom(AUSAMN),red_sched 

(succ(RED))) 
• end while 
• MN:=Randomlmmigrants(P,imm_sched(succ(IMM))) 
• return (A) 
Here we represent an Algorithm, we put forward a simple 

framework that could serve as a guide for making a more 
Memetic MA for MOO. In line1, MN (Mobile Networks) of 
solution is initialized. As usual this procedure may be simply 
random or it may employ some heurists (s).   Line 2 sets the 
archive A to the no dominated solution from MN. Thereafter, 
the main loop of the MA begins line 4 sets up an inner loop in 
which a stagnation criterion is checked. This should be based 
on some memeplex which monitors progress in diversity, 
proximity, and /or some other criteria. Line5-9 gives a very 
high level description of the update of the MN and archive.  
Five different ‘schedulers’ are employed, basically 
corresponding to mating selection, reproduction, lifetime 
learning, survival selection and update of the archive, 
respectively. Each scheduler chooses from a memeplex of 
operators, based on estimates of the current success of those 
operators. E.g. in line 5, Select from is the operation of mating 
selection, the domain of which is the union of the MN and 
archive, and co-domain is a Small Area Mobile Networks 
(SAMN), the selection is controlled by the scheduler, 
sel_sched, which use a success measures to choose one 
operators for the set SEL, of currently available operators for 
selection. Notice that MN and A are potentially of variable 
size, in this scheme. In line 11, the MN is updated using some 
immigration policy to rerelease it from stagnation, the archives 
of no dominated solution are returned in line 13. 

The frame work proposed is rather broad and actually 
instantiating it requires us to consider how we should resolve 
many choices, including those considered in the following 
sections, at the very least?  

CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a scheme for mobile 

service use of BS system and memetic alogithm. The 
survavility of Route optimization scheme in nested mobile 
network modifying the process of Memetic Algorithm . And 
hence the basic support protocol for survivability of Route 
optimization scheme for mobile network   needs to be 
extended with an appropriative route optimization scheme. we  
proposed scheme can achieve the mobile route optimization 
environment,  it may get a survivability scheme. 
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Abstract— Channel properties influence the development of 
wireless communication systems. Unlike wired channels that are 
stationary and predictable, radio channels are extremely random 
and don’t offer easy analysis. A Radio Propagation Model 
(RPM), also known as the Radio Wave Propagation Model 
(RWPM), is an empirical mathematical formulation for the 
characterization of radio wave propagation as a function of 
frequency. In mobile radio systems, path loss models are 
necessary for proper planning, interference estimations, 
frequency assignments and cell parameters which are the basic 
for network planning process as well as Location Based Services 
(LBS) techniques. Propagation models that predict the mean 
signal strength for an arbitrary transmitter-receiver (T-R) 
separation distance which is useful in estimating the radio 
coverage area of a transmitter are called large-scale propagation 
models, since they characterize signal strength over large T-R 
separation distances. In this paper, the large-scale propagation 
performance of Okumura, Hata, and Lee models has been 
compared varying Mobile Station (MS) antenna height, 
Transmitter-Receiver (T-R) distance and Base Station (BS) 
antenna height, considering the system to operate at 900 MHz. 
Through the MATLAB simulation it is turned out that the 
Okumura model shows the better performance than that of the 
other large scale propagation models. 

Keywords- Path Loss; Okumura model; Hata model; Lee 
model; 

I.  INTRODUCTION  
In mobile radio systems, path loss models are necessary for 

proper planning, interference estimations, frequency 
assignments, and cell parameters which are basic for network 
planning process as well as LBS techniques that are not based 
on GPS system [3]. A Radio Propagation Model (RPM), also 
known as the Radio Wave Propagation Model (RWPM) or the 
Radio Frequency Propagation Model (RFPM), is an empirical 
mathematical formulation for the characterization of radio 
wave propagation as a function of frequency, distance and 
other conditions. Most radio propagation models are derived 
using a combination of analytical and empirical methods. In 
general, most cellular radio systems operate in urban areas 
where there is no direct line-of-sight path between the 
transmitter and receiver and where the presence of high rise 
buildings causes severe diffraction loss. 

Propagation models that predict the mean signal strength 
for an arbitrary transmitter-receiver seperation distance are 
useful in estimating the radio coverage area of a transmitter and 
are called large-scale propagation model. On the other hand, 
propagation models that characterize the rapid fluctuations of 
the received signal strength over very short travel distances or 
short time durations are called small scale or fading models [1].  

In this paper, the wideband propagation performance of 
Okumura, Hata, and Lee models has been compared varying 
Mobile Station (MS) antenna height, propagation distance, and 
Base Station (BS) antenna height considering the system to 
operate at 900 MHz. Through the MATLAB simulation it 
turned out that the Lee model outperforms the other large scale 
propagation models. 

II. LITERATURE REVIEW 
Path loss characteristics of a channel are commonly 

important in wireless communications and signal propagation. 
Path loss may occur due to many effects, such as free-space 
loss, refraction, diffraction, reflection, aperture-medium 
coupling loss and absorption. Path loss is also influenced by 
terrain contours, environment (urban or rural, vegetation and 
foliage), propagation medium (dry or moist air), the distance 
between the transmitter and the receiver, and the height of 
antennas [4]. 

Path loss normally includes propagation losses caused by 

• The natural expansion of the radio wave front in free 
space (which usually takes the shape of an ever-
increasing sphere) 

• Absorption losses (sometimes called penetration 
losses) 

• When the signal passes through media not transparent 
to electromagnetic waves, diffraction losses when part 
of the radiowave front is obstructed by an opaque 
obstacle and 

• Losses caused by other phenomena. 

The signal radiated by a transmitter may also travel along 
many and different paths to a receiver simultaneously; this 
effect is called multipath. Multipath can either increase or 
decrease received signal strength, depending on whether the 
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individual multipath wavefronts interfere constructively or 
destructively.  

In wireless communications, path loss can be represented 
by the path loss exponent, whose value is normally in the range 
of 2 to 4 (where 2 is for propagation in free space, 4 is for 
relatively lossy environments. In some environments, such as 
buildings, stadiums and other indoor environments, the path 
loss exponent can reach values in the range of 4 to 6. On the 
other hand, a tunnel may act as a waveguide, resulting in a path 
loss exponent less than 2 [4]. 

 
     The free-space path loss is denoted by )(dLp , which is 
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where, c = velocity of light, fc = carrier frequency and d = 
distance between transmitter and receiver [2]. 

For log-distance path loss with shadowing the path loss is 
denoted by )(dL p , which is 
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where, n = path loss component, d0 = the close-tin 
reference distance (typically 1 km for macrocells, 100m for 
microcells), d = distance between transmitter and receiver [2]. 

III. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
Calculation of the path loss is usually called prediction. 

Exact prediction is possible only for simpler cases, such as the 
above-mentioned free space propagation or the flat-earth 
model. For practical cases the path loss is calculated using a 
variety of approximations. 

Statistical methods (also called stochastic or empirical) are 
based on fitting curves with analytical expressions that recreate 
a set of measured data. Among the most commonly used such 
methods are Okumura Model, Hata Model, and Lee’s Model.  

In the cities the density of people is high. So the more 
accurate loss prediction model will be a good help for the BTS 
mapping for optimum network design. Among the  

Radio Propagation Models (RPM) city models are to be 
analysed in this paper to find the best fitting city model. The 
well known propagation models for urban areas are:  

i) Okumura Model  

ii)  Hata Model  

iii) Lee’s Model 

A. Okumura Model  
The Okumura model for urban areas is a Radio propagation 

model that was built using the data collected in the city of 
Tokyo, Japan. This model is applicable for frequencies in the 
range of 150 MHz to 1920 MHz and distances of 1 km to 100 
km. It can be used for the base stations antenna heights ranging 
from 30m to 100m. 

To determine path loss using Okumara’s model, the free 
space path loss between the points of interest is first determined 

and then the value of ),( dfAmu is added to it along with 
correction factors according to the type of terrain. The 
expression of the model [1]: 
     AREAretemuF GhGhGdfALdBL −−−+= )()(),()(50    .......... (1) 
where, L50 = The 50th percentile (i.e. median) value of 
propagation path loss., LF = The Free Space propagation Loss 
in dB, Amu = Median attenuation.relative to free space in dB, 
G(hte) =  The base station antenna height gain factor, G(hre) = 
Mobile antenna height gain factor and GAREA = The gain due 
to the type of environment. 
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Figure 1.  Propagation Path Loss due to the change in BTS antenna height for 
Okumura model. 
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Figure 2.   Propagation Path Loss due to the change in MS antenna height for 

Okumura model. 

 

Figure 3.  Propagation Path Loss due to T-R separation for Okumura model. 

B. Hata Model 
 Hata Model is based on the Okumara’s model where some 

correction factors are included. It works in the frequencies 
range from 150 MHz  to 1500 MHz.. The standard formula for 
median path loss in urban areas is given by [1]. 
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where, fc =The frequency from 150 MHz  to 1500 MHz, 
hte =  The effective base station antenna height (30m to 200m), 
hre = The effective mobile antenna height (1m to 10m), d = 
The trnasmitter-receiver (T-R) distance in km and a(hre) = The 
correction factor for effective mobile antenna hieght which is a 
function of the size of coverage area. For a large city it is given 
by, 
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Figure 4.  Propagation Path Loss due to the change in BTS antenna height for 

Hata model. 

 
Figure 5.  Propagation Path Loss due to the change in MS antenna height for 

Hata model. 

 
Figure 6.  Propagation Path Loss due to T-R separation for Hata model. 
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C. Lee Model 
     Lee’s path loss model is based on empirical data chosen 

so as to model a flat terrain. Large errors arise when the model 
is applied to a non-terrain. However, Lee’s model has been 
known to be more of a “North American model” than that of 
Hata. 

The propagation loss calculated as: 
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where, d is in km, f and fc is in MHz, k = 2 for fc < 450 
MHz and in suburban/open area and 3 for fc > 450 MHz and in 
urban area, d0 = 1.6 km. 

In this analysis the parameter values taken for calculations 
are: 

Carrier Frequency fc = 900 MHz 

Nominal (Calibration) Distance do = 1.6 km 

Base Mobile Station Antenna hb = 30.48 m 

Mobile Station Antenna Height hm = 3 m 

Base Station Transmit Power Pb = 10 W 

Base Station Antenna Gain Gb = 6 dB 

Mobile Station Antenna Gain Gm = 0 dB with respect to 
isotropic antenna. 

     ƒ is the transmitted frequency, d is the Transmitter-
Receiver distance and α0 is a correction factor to account for 
BS and MS antenna heights, transmit powers and antenna gains 
that differ from the nominal values. As such, when the 
prevailing conditions differ from the nominal ones, then α0 is 
given by:  

)(log10 54321100 αααααα =  
where: 

α1 = (new BTS antenna height (m) / 30.48 m)2 

α2 = (new MS antenna height (m) / 3 m)v ;for MS antenna 
height < 3, v =1 and for MS antenna height >3, v =2; 

α3 = (new transmitter power / 10 W)2, in this paper the 
value of α3 is taken 1. 

α4 = new BS antenna gain correction factor = (Gb / 4), 
Here α4 is considered 6 dB. 

α5 = frequency correction factor = (ƒ/ƒc)-n ; for 2<n<3 and 
f and ƒc is in MHz. ƒc is taken 900 MHz. 

 
Figure 7.  Propagation Path Loss due to the change in BTS antenna height for 

Lee model. 

 
Figure 8.  Propagation Path Loss due to the change in MS antenna height for 

Lee model. 

 

 
Figure 9.  Propagation Path Loss due to the T-R separation for Lee Model 

IV. RESULT 
From Fig. 10, it is seen that the propagation path loss 

decreases due to the increase in BTS antenna height for all the 
models. For Hata model the loss is maximum, for Lee model 
the loss is medium and for Okumura model the loss is 
minimum. From Fig. 11, it is seen that the propagation path 
loss increases with the decrease in MS antenna height for all 
the models. For Lee model the loss is maximum, for Hata 
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model the loss is medium and for Okumura model the loss is 
minimum. 

 
Figure 10.  Comparison of Propagation Path Loss due to the change in BTS 

antenna height. 

 
Figure 11.  Comparison of Propagation Path Loss due to the change in MS 

antenna height. 

 
Figure 12.  Comparison of Propagation Path Loss due to T-R separation in 

BTS antenna height. 

From Fig. 12 it is seen that for Lee model the propagation 
path loss is highest due to the increase in MS distance from 
BTS than the other two models and Okumura model has the 
lowest path loss. From the analyses it is seen that overall 
Okumura model shows the better performance than that of the 
other two models. 

V. CONCLUSION 
     In this paper, three widely known large scale 

propagation models are studied and analyzed. The analyses and 
simulation was done to find out the path loss by varying the 
BTS antenna height, MS antenna height, and the T-R 
separation. Okumura model was seen to represent low power 
loss levels in the curves. The result of this analysis will help the 
network designers to choose the proper model in the field 
applications. Further up-gradation in this result can be possible 
for the higher range of carrier frequency. 
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Abstract— With the proliferation of mobile computing devices, 
the demand for continuous network connectivity regardless of 
physical location has spurred interest in the use of mobile ad 
hoc networks. Since Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) is 
the standard network protocol for communication in the 
internet, any wireless network with Internet service need to be 
compatible with TCP. TCP is tuned to perform well in 
traditional wired networks, where packet losses occur mostly 
because of congestion. However, TCP connections in Ad-hoc 
mobile networks are plagued by problems such as high bit 
error rates, frequent route changes, multi-path routing and 
temporary network partitions. The throughput of TCP over 
such connection is not satisfactory, because TCP misinterprets 
the packet loss or delay as congestion and invokes congestion 
control and avoidance algorithm. In this research, the 
performance of TCP in Ad-hoc mobile network with high Bit 
Error rate (BER) and mobility is studied and investigated. 
Simulation model is implemented and experiments are 
performed using the Network Simulatior-2 (NS-2).  
 

Keywords- Ad Hoc Network, TCP, High Bit Error Rate, 
Route re-computation. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
An ad hoc network is a collection of mobile nodes 

forming a temporary wireless network without the aid of 
any established infrastructure or centralized administration 
[1]. Since each node in the network is potentially mobile, 
the topology of an ad-hoc network can be highly dynamic. 
Ad hoc networks are very useful in emergency search-and-
rescue operations, meetings or conventions in which persons 
wish to quickly share information, and data acquisition 
operations in inhospitable terrain. 

In ad hoc networks all nodes are mobile and can be 
connected dynamically in an arbitrary manner.  All nodes of 
these networks behave as routers and take part in discovery 
and maintenance of routes to other nodes in the network.  
This ad-hoc routing protocols can be divided into two 
categories: Table-driven routing protocol and On-Demand 
routing protocols. In table driven routing protocols, 

consistent and up-to-date routing information of all nodes is 
maintained at each node. In On-Demand routing protocols, 
the routes are created when required. When a source wants 
to send data to a destination, it invokes the route discovery 
mechanisms to find the path to the destination. In recent 
years, a variety of new routing protocols targeted 
specifically at this environment have been developed. There 
are four multi-hop wireless ad hoc network routing 
protocols that cover a range of design choices:  Destination-
Sequenced Distance-Vector (DSDV) [2], Dynamic Source 
Routing (DSR) [1], On-Demand Distance Vector Routing 
(AODV) [3] and Temporally Ordered Routing Algorithm 
(TORA) [4]. While DSDV is a table-driven routing 
protocol, TORA, DSR, AODV, fall under the On-demand 
routing protocols category. 

 
As the standard network protocol on the Internet, the use 

of the TCP/IP over the ad-hoc network is a certainty. It is 
because that the use of TCP/IP supports a large number of 
popular applications and allows seamless integration with 
the internet. In addition, TCP/IP provides network-level 
consistency for multi-hop networks that consist of hosts 
using a variety of physical-layer media. However, TCP 
assumes a relatively reliable underlying network where most 
packet losses are due to congestion, which conflicts strongly 
with characteristics of wireless links in ad-hoc mobile 
network. In mobile ad hoc environment losses are more 
often caused by high Bit Error Rate (BER), route re-
computation, temporary network partition, and multi-path 
routing [5]. If the losses are not due to congestion, then TCP 
unnecessarily reduces throughput leading to poor 
performance. 

 
In this paper, the effect of high bit error rate and route re-

computation on the performance of TCP in mobile ad hoc 
network is analyzed. All four mentioned routing protocols 
are used throughout the experimentations. The TCP variants 
used in these simulations are TCP Tahoe [6], Reno [7], New 
Reno [8] and Sack [9]. 
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The rest of this paper is organized as follows. In section 
II the impact of multi-hop wireless networks on TCP 
performance is discussed briefly. The network topologies 
together with simulation parameters are presented in section 
III. Simulation results are also discussed in the same 
section. Finally, the recommendations for future work in 
this area and concluding remarks are provided in section IV. 

 

II. THE PROBLEMS WITH TCP IN AD HOC NETWORKS 
This section describes the effects of High Bit Error Rate 

and Route re-computation on the performance of TCP and 
the possible reasons behind these effects. 

A. Effect of High Bit Error Rate (BER) 
Bit errors cause packets to get corrupted resulting in lost 

TCP data segments or acknowledgements. When 
acknowledgements do not arrive at the TCP sender within a 
given short amount of time (the retransmit timeout or RTO), 
the sender retransmits the segment, exponentially backs off 
its retransmit timer for the next retransmission, and decreases 
its congestion window. Repeated errors result in a small 
congestion window at the sender and causes low throughput.  

B. Effect of Route Re-computations 
When an old route is no longer available, the routing 

protocol at the sender attempts to find a new route to the 
destination. It is possible that discovering a new route may 
take long. As a result, the TCP sender times out, retransmits 
a packet, and invokes congestion control mechanisms. This 
is clearly an undesirable behavior because the TCP 
connection will be very inefficient. If we imagine a network 
in which route computations are done frequently (due to high 
node mobility), the TCP connection will never get an 
opportunity to transmit at the maximum negotiated rate (i.e., 
the congestion window will always be significantly smaller 
than the advertised window size from the receiver). 

 

III. EXPERIMENTAL SETUP, SIMULATION RESULTS AND 
DISCUSSIONS 

A. Measurement parameter 
The performance metrics of the interest in this study is 

throughput, which is the measure of how soon an end user is 
able to receive data. It is determined as the ratio of the total 
data received by the end user and the connection time. A 
higher throughput will directly impact the user’s perception 
of the quality of service. 

 

B. Simulation Tools 
The results in this study are based on simulations using 

the network simulator (NS2) from Lawrence Berkeley 
National Laboratory (LBNL) , with extensions from the 
MONARCH project at Carnegie Mellon [10]. The extensions 

include a set of mobile ad hoc routing protocols as well as an 
802.11 MAC layer and a radio propagation model. 

 

C. Effect of High Bit Error Rate 
To investigate the effect of high BER on the TCP 

performance two different types of topologies are 
considered: Grid topology and Chain topology. Both 
topologies are considered to be static.  

C.1. Experimental setup for Chain Topology and Result 
analysis 
A 7-node chain or string topology is shown in fig. 1. In a 

chain topology, TCP packets travel along a chain of 
intermediate nodes toward the destination.  

 

 

Figure 1.  Chain Topology 

Simulations are performed to investigate the performance 
of the TCP flow whose source and destination are placed at 
both ends of the chain topology. A single wireless channel is 
shared for transmissions, and only receivers within the 
transmission range of the sender can receive the packets.  
The two adjacent nodes are about 200m apart. In this 
simulation the data rate of the wireless channel is the two-ray 
ground model with transmission range  250m, carrier sensing 
range 550m, and interference range  550m.  The network 
model consists of 4, 7 and 10 nodes respectively in a 
2200*500 meter flat, rectangular area.  At first simulations 
are performed without introducing any error on the links. 
Throughputs (in Mbps) of various TCP variants which are 
TCP Tahoe, TCP Reno, TCP New Reno and Sack over 
mobile ad hoc networks are identified. For performance 
comparison all four routing protocols i.e., DSDV, AODV, 
DSR, TORA are considered.  These results for 4-node, 7-
node and 10 node networks are shown in table I.  

TABLE I.  THROUGHPUT OF TCP VERSIONS FOR CHAIN TOPOLOGY 

 4-Node Chain  
Topology

7-Node Chain  
Topology 

10-Node Chain  
Topology
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From the table I, it is observed that maximum throughput 
is achieved for New Reno protocol for all four ad hoc routing 
protocols. However if routing protocols are compared, 
AODV shows the best performance. From these results it can 
be concluded that New Reno-AODV combination shows the 
best performance for all the sizes of chain topologies. Hence 
this combination is used to identify the effect of high BER. 
Simulations are performed to investigate the performance of 
TCP for a variety of wireless packet error rates ranging from 
0.000 to 0.017. Each simulation is performed for 200 
seconds. 

  
The observed throughputs for all the networks are plotted 

in fig. 2. From figure it can be observed that TCP throughput 
highly degrades with increasing packet error rate that proves 
its poor performance. Since TCP’s congestion control 
algorithm is responsible for TCP throughput it leads to poor 
performance in High error rate environment. This figure also 
compares the impact of varying network sizes in presence of 
Bit Error. It can be observed that as the network size 
increased, throughput tends to decrease earlier with 
increasing PER. For example when the packet error rate is 
0.015 the throughput for 4 node chain topology is 0.0296559 
Mbps, the throughput of 7 node chain topology is 0.001024 
Mbps and finally the throughput of 10 node chain topology 
is 0.00Mbps. Hence, not only the increasing bit error rates 
effects the network throughput but also the increasing 
network size have significant effect on TCP performance. 

 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 2.  Throughput of TCP New Reno over ad hoc network for PER 
ranging from 0.0 to 0.016 for various sizes of Chain Topologies. 

 

C.2. Experimental setup for Grid Topology and Result 
analysis 
Three different sizes of Grid topologies are used for 

simulation. The numbers of nodes of these grid topologies 
are 16, 25, and 49 respectively. A 16-node grid topology is 
shown in fig. 3.  

 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 

Figure 3. 16-node Grid Topology 

The performance of the TCP flow is investigated whose 
source and destination is placed at two opposite corners of 
the grid (Bottom-left and Upper-Top of the grid). For the 16-
node network the distance between two adjacent nodes is 
100 meter. For other two networks the nodes are 50 meters 
apart. The data rate of the wireless channel is  the two-ray 
ground model with transmission range 250m, carrier sensing 
range 550m, and interference range 550m. The size of all 
networks is 500m × 500m. .  Again simulations are 
performed without introducing any error on the links. 
Throughputs (in Mbps) of all TCP variants all four 
mentioned routing protocols are calculated.  These results are 
shown in table II.  

TABLE II.  THROUGHPUT OF TCP VERSIONS FOR GRID TOPOLOGY 
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For 16-node grid topology New Reno achieves maximum 

throughput for all the ad hoc routing protocols. AODV 
routing protocol gives the best performance when New Reno 
is chosen as the transport layer protocol. Same result is 
obtained for 25 node grid topology. In case of 49 node grid 
topology New Reno shows the best performance. However 
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in this case DSR is the dominant routing protocol since it 
helps to achieve maximum throughput. 
 

Next, errors are generated for all the networks. The 
packet error rate is varied from 0.000 to 0.017. The 
calculated throughputs are plotted in fig. 4. From figure 4 
can be observed that increasing error decreases the TCP 
throughput for all network sizes. For 25-node network, 
throughput decreases rapidly than 16-node network with 
increasing PER. For 49-node network throughput decreases 
slowly than other two. Again, the reduction of throughput of 
TCP is due to mistaking wireless error as an indication of 
congestion. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 3.  Throughput of TCP New Reno over ad-hoc network for PER 
ranging from 0.000 to 0.016 for various sizes of grid topologies 

D. Effect of Route Re-computation on the Performance of 
TCP 
The effects of route re-computation are investigated for 

AODV and TORA routing protocols. 
 

D.1. Effect of Route Re-computation for AODV Routing 
Protocol 
To experiment the effect of route re-computation on the 

performance of TCP the following network topology (fig. 5) 
is used. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4.  Network Topology before Mobility (AODV Routing Protocol) 

There are 6 nodes in this network. The scenario area is 
600 m × 600 m and transmission Range of each node is 250 
m. All nodes communicate with identical wireless radios, 
which have a bandwidth of 2Mbps. It is assumed that all 
links are error free. New Reno is used as the TCP standard. 
The simulation is run for a period of 200 seconds. The initial 
positions of the nodes are, node0: (25, 25), node1: (156,143), 
node2: (396,143), node3: (303,242), node4: (160,331), 
node5: (399,329). 

 
During simulation node0 starts sending packets at 5 

seconds to node5 through the route 
node0→node1→node3→node5 (figure 5). At time 10 
seconds node3 starts moving towards the coordinate position 
(599,599) at the speed of 30m/s. At the same time node2 also 
start moving towards the coordination position (303,242) at 
the same speed as the node3. Finally a new network topology 
is formed as shown in fig. 6. 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5.  Changed Network Topology after Mobility (AODV Routing 
Protocol) 

 
Due to mobility node3 moves out of the transmission 

range and within few seconds the transmission link breaks. 
Now the old route is no longer available and hence the 
routing protocol at the sender tries to find a new route to the 
destination. From the simulation scenario it can be observed 
that if all other nodes are fixed it is not possible for the 
sender to find out the new route due the unavailability of the 
wireless transmission range. To establish a connection a 
node must move towards the transmission range, which we 
generate through the movement of node2. At time nearly 40 
seconds node2 reaches the transmission range. At the same 
time a new route is established and node0 again starts 
sending packets through the new route node0→ 
node1→node2→node5. It is seen that discovering a new 
route takes about 35 seconds. Meanwhile the TCP sender has 
timed out and has invoked congestion control mechanism, 
which results sever degradation of TCP throughput. Fig. 7 
shows the performances of this network for the entire 
simulation time. From the graph it can be observed that 
during time interval 10 to 40 seconds no packet is delivered 
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from the source to the destination. Hence the throughput 
remains zero for that time period. After 40 seconds the 
connection resumes due to the new route and throughput 
begins to increase. 

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 6.  Throughput of TCP over Mobile Ad-hoc network for the entire 

Simulation time of 200 seconds in presence of Dynamic Network Topology 
(AODV Routing Protocol). 

D.2. Effect of Route Re-computation for TORA Routing 
Protocol 
To investigate the effect of route re-computation on the 

performance of TCP in case of TORA network protocol the 
same topology is used as AODV (Figure 5). The network 
parameters are also same. In this case the sender node0 has 
established the route through node1 and node2 to send 
packets to node5. The route is shown in fig. 8 

 

 
 
Figure 7.   Network Topology before Mobility (TORA Routing Protocol) 

At time 10 seconds node2 starts moving towards the 
coordinate position (599,599) at the speed of 30m/s. When 
this node moves out of the wireless transmission range the 

connection breaks and packets start dropping. TCP assumes 
these packet drops as the indication of congestion and 
invokes congestion control algorithm. Meanwhile node0 tries 
to find out a new route and at near about 20 seconds it 
established a new route through the nodes1 and node3 and 
again resumes sending packets. The new route is shown in 
fig. 9. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Figure 8.  Changed Network Topology after Mobility (TORA Routing 
Protocol) 

 
The TCP throughput for the entire simulation time is 

shown in the graph of figure 10. From the graph it is clear 
that between the time intervals 10 to 20 seconds no packet is 
successfully delivered to the destination and hence the 
throughput reduces zero. After 20 seconds when the 
connection is re-established throughput starts increasing and 
remains almost same for the remaining time. 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Figure 9.  Throughput of TCP over Mobile Ad-hoc network for the entire 

Simulation time of 200 seconds in presence of Dynamics Network 
Topology (TORA Routing Protocol) 
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IV. CONCLUSIONS AND RECOMMENDATIONS 
 

In this paper, TCP performance is evaluated in a multi-
hop wireless network environment. The impact of high bit 
error rate of wireless links on the performance of TCP is 
investigated through simulation for both the chain and grid 
topologies. TCP cannot differentiate packet lost due to 
congestion and packet lost due to bit error. For both cases, 
the TCP sender assumes that networks congestion has 
occurred and invokes congestion control algorithm.  From 
simulations it is observed that this algorithm results in 
significant reduction in throughput and unacceptable inter-
reactive delays for active connections, thus severely 
degrading performance. Due to dynamic topology of ad hoc 
network the route between a sender and receiver changes 
rapidly. From simulation it is seen that the route change 
results in link disconnections, which reduces TCP 
throughput.  Also sometimes it takes long to find a new route 
to resume data transfer. Meanwhile TCP sender times out 
and invokes congestion control mechanisms. From 
experiments it is also observed that due to difference of 
routing protocols, same topology uses different routes to 
transmit data. 
 

Further investigation can be carried out to study the 
effects of network partitions and multi-path routing on the 
TCP performance. The impact that the link-layer has on TCP 
performance, such as aggregate delay caused by local 
retransmissions over multiple wireless hops can be 
experimented through simulation. Experiments can be 
carried out to evaluate the performance in a congested ad hoc 
network. 
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Abstract— A Human Computer Interface (HCI) 
System for playing games is designed here for 
more natural communication with the machines. 
The system presented here is a vision-based 
system for detection of long voluntary eye blinks 
and interpretation of blink patterns for 
communication between man and machine. This 
system replaces the mouse with the human face 
as a new way to interact with the computer. 
Facial features (nose tip and eyes) are detected 
and tracked in real-time to use their actions as 
mouse events. The coordinates and movement of 
the nose tip in the live video feed are translated 
to become the coordinates and movement of the 
mouse pointer on the application. The left/right 
eye blinks fire left/right mouse click events. The 
system works with inexpensive USB cameras and 
runs at a frame rate of 30 frames per second. 

        Keywords:  Human Computer Interface (HCI), 
SSR Filter, Hough transform    

I. INTRODUCTION  

  One of the promising fields in artificial 
intelligence is HCI. Human-Computer Interface 
(HCI) can be described as the point of 
communication between the human and a computer. 
HCI aims to use human features to interact with the 
computer. The system tracks the computer user's 
movements with a video camera and translates them 
into the movements of the mouse pointer on the 
screen. The tip of the user's nose can be tracked and 
captured with a webcam and monitor its movements 
in order to translate it to some events that 
communicate with the computer. In our system, the 
nose tip is the pointing device, because of the 

location and shape of the nose, as it is located in the 
middle of the face it is more comfortable to use it as 
the feature that moves the mouse pointer and 
defines its coordinates, and it is located on the axis 
that the face rotates about, so it basically does not 
change its distinctive convex shape which makes it 
easier to track as the face moves. We use the human 
feature Eyes to simulate mouse clicks, so the user 
can fire their events as he blinks. While different 
devices were used in HCI (e.g. infrared cameras, 
sensors, microphones) we used a webcam that 
affords a moderate resolution and frame rate as the 
capturing device in order to make the ability of 
using the program affordable for all individuals.  

   We present an algorithm that distinguishes true 
eye blinks from involuntary ones, detects and tracks 
the desired facial features precisely, and fast enough 
to be applied in real-time. In our work we are trying 
to implement this in playing video games. Getting 
the player physically involved in the game provides 
a more immersive experience and a feeling of 
taking direct part rather than just playing as an 
external beholder. Already motion sensors have 
been implemented to recognize physical activity, we 
can even use finger gestures in playing games but 
we increase human computer interaction by using 
our eyes in playing games.  

We propose an accurate algorithm that 
distinguishes true eye blinks from involuntary ones, 
detects and measures their duration, and fast enough 
to be applied in real-time to control a non – 
intrusive interface for computer users in playing 
games. This system can be used in playing games 
like first shooter game, a role playing game and an 
action game. When we compare eye-based and 
mouse-based control it is found that using an eye 
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tracker can increase the immersion and leads to a 
stronger feeling of being part of the game. We are 
tracking the nose movements and eye blinks for 
playing the games, the nose movements are 
interfaced with the mouse movements and the eye 
blinks are interfaced with the mouse clicks. The 
eye-movement or eye blink controlled human- 
computer interface systems are very useful for 
persons who cannot speak or use hands to 
communicate. There are no lighting requirements or 
offline templates needed for the proper functioning 
of the system. It works with inexpensive USB 
cameras and runs at a frame rate of 30 frames per 
second. 

 The automatic initialization phase is triggered 
by the analysis of the involuntary blinking of the 
current computer user, which creates an online 
template of the eye to be used for tracking. This 
phase occurs each time the current correlation score 
of the tracked eye falls below a defined threshold in 
order to allow the system to recover and regain its 
accuracy in detecting the blinks. This system can be 
utilized by users for applications that require mouse 
clicks as input for e.g. games. The main 
contribution of this paper is to provide a 
reimplementation of this system that is able to run 
in real time at 30 frames per second on readily 
available and affordable webcams in playing video 
games.  

II.  RELATED WORK 

   With the growth of attention about computer 
vision, the interest in HCI has increased 
proportionally. Different human features and 
monitoring devices were used to achieve HCI, but 
during our research we were only into works that 
involved the use of facial features and webcams. 

The current evolution of computer technologies 
has enhanced various applications in human-
computer interface. Face and gesture recognition is 
a part of this field, which can be applied in various 
applications such as in robotic, security system, 
drivers monitor, and video coding system. 

We noticed a large diversity of the facial features 
that were selected, the way they were detected and 
tracked, and the functionality that they presented for 

the HCI. Researchers chose different facial features: 
eye pupils, eyebrows, nose tip, lips, eye lids’ 
corners, mouth corners for each of which they 
provided an explanation to choose that particular 
one. 

   Different detection techniques were applied where 
the goal was to achieve more accurate results with 
less processing time. To control the mouse pointer 
various points were tracked ranging from the middle 
distance between the eyes, the middle distance 
between the eyebrows, to the nose tip. To simulate 
mouse clicks; eye blinks, mouth opening/closing, 
and sometimes eyebrow movement were used. Each 
HCI method that we read about had some 
drawbacks, some methods used expensive 
equipments, some were not fast enough to achieve 
real-time execution, and others were not robust and 
precise enough to replace the mouse. We tried to 
profit from the experience that other researchers 
gained in the HCI field and added our own ideas to 
produce an application that is fast, robust, and 
useable. 

   Eye movement events detected in EOG signals 
such as saccades, fixations and blinks have been 
used to control robots or a wearable system for 
medical care givers. Patmore et al. described a 
system that provides a pointing device for people 
with physical disabilities. All of these systems use 
basic eye movements or eye-gaze direction but they 
do not implement movement sequences which 
provide a more versatile input modality for gaming 
applications. 

III. SYSTEM OVERVIEW 
This system design can be broken down into 

three modules, (1) Facial Features tracking (2) 
Integrating Nose tip movements with the mouse 
cursor (3) Replacing the eye blinks with the mouse 
click events. 

Face Detection 

   In this module, we propose a real-time face 
detection algorithm using Six-Segmented 
Rectangular (SSR) filter, distance information, and 
template matching technique. Since human face is a 
dynamic object and has a high degree of variability, 
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we propose the method combine both feature-based 
and image-based approach to detect the point 
between the eyes by using Six-Segmented 
Rectangular filter (SSR filter). The proposed SSR 
filter, which is the rectangle divided into 6 
segments, operates by using the concept of bright-
dark relation around Between-the-Eyes area. 
Between-the-Eyes is selected as face representative 
in our detection because its characteristic is 
common to most people and is easily seen for a 
wide range of face orientation. 

    Firstly, we scan a certain size of rectangle divided 
into six segments throughout the face image. Then 
their bright-dark relations are tested if its center can 
be a candidate of Between-the-Eyes. Next, the 
distance information obtained from stereo camera 
and template matching is applied to detect the true 
Between-the-Eyes among candidates. Between-the-
Eyes has dark part (eyes and eyebrows) on both 
sides, and has comparably bright part on upper side 
(forehead), and lower side (nose and cheekbone). 
This characteristic is stable for any facial 
expression. 

   We use an intermediate representation of image 
called integral image to calculate sums of pixel 
values in each segment of SSR filter. Firstly, SSR 
filter is scanned on the image and the average gray 
level of each segment is calculated from integral 
image. Then, the bright-dark relations between each 
segment are tested to see whether its center can be a 
candidate point for Between-the- Eyes. Next, the 
stereo camera is used to find the distance 
information and the suitable Between-the- Eyes 
template size.. Finally the true Between-the-Eyes 
can be detected. 

1) Integral Image 
The SSR filter is computed by using intermediate 
representation for image called integral image. For 
the original image i(x, y), the integral image is 
defined as,  

                                                                                         

The integral image can be computed in one pass 
over the original image by the following pair of 
recurrences. 

            s(x ,y ) = s(x , y - 1) + i(x ,y)     (2) 
              ii(x ,y ) = ii(x - 1, y) + s(x ,y )                  (3) 

Where s(x, y) is the cumulative row sum,  

s(x , -1) = 0, and ii(-1, y) = 0. 

Using the integral image, the sum of pixels within 
rectangle D (rs) can be computed at high speed with 
four array references as shown in Fig.1. 

               sr = (ii (x ,y ) + ii(x - W, y - L)) - (ii (x - W, 
y) +  ii(x, y - L ))                                                    (4) 

 

 
 

Figure 1. Integral Image 

2) SSR filter  

At the beginning, a rectangle is scanned throughout 
the input image. This rectangle is segmented into 
six segments as shown in Fig.2 (a). 

 
Figure 2. SSR Filter 

We denote the total sum of pixel value of each 
segment (B1 B6) as 1 6 b b S S. The proposed SSR 
filter is used to detect the Between-the-Eyes based 
on two characteristics of face geometry. 
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(1) The nose area ( n S ) is brighter than the right 
and left eye area ( er S and el S , respectively) as 
shown in Fig.2 (b), where 

         Sn = Sb2 + Sb5 
         Ser = Sb1 + Sb4 
         Sel = Sb3 + Sb6 

Then, 

         Sn > Ser          (5)  
         Sn > Sel          (6) 

(2) The eye area (both eyes and eyebrows) ( e S ) is 
relatively darker than the cheekbone area (including 
nose) ( c S ) as shown in Fig. 2 (c), where 

         Se = Sb1 + Sb2 + Sb3 
         Sc = Sb4 + Sb5 + Sb6 

  Then, 

         Se < Sc                 (7) 

When expression (5), (6), and (7) are all satisfied, 
the center of the rectangle can be a candidate for 
Between-the-Eyes.  

 
Figure 3. Between-the-Eyes candidates from SSR 
filter  

   In Fig.3 (b), the Between-the-Eyes candidate area 
is displayed as the white areas and the non-
candidate area is displayed as the black part. By 
performing labeling process on Fig. 3 (b), the result 
of using SSR filter to detect Between-the-Eyes 
candidates is shown. 

   Because the SSR filter extracts not only the true 
Between-the- Eyes but also some false candidates, 
so we use the average Between-the-Eyes template 
matching technique to solve this problem. 

To evaluate the candidates, we define the Between 
the- Eyes pattern as pmn (m=0,...,31, n = 0, ...., 15) . 

Then right and left half of pmn is re-defined again 
separately as  pr

ij (i=0,...,15, j = 3, ...., 15)  and p1
ij 

(i=0,...,15, j = 3, ...., 15), respectively, each has been 
converted to have average value of 128 and 
standard deviation of 64. 

Then the left mismatching value (Dl) and the right 
mismatching value (Dr) are calculated by using the 
following equation.  

                 ∑ −
= l
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ij

ijij
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)(              (8) 
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The processing flow of Real-Time face detection 
system is shown in Fig. 4.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 4. Processing Flow of Real-Time Face 
Detection 

After extracting the templates, we pass them to the 
support vector machine in order to classify them. 
Positive classification results mean true faces, while 

SSR-filter 

Stereo camera to find distance information

Average Between-the-Eyes templates matching 

Eyes detection 

Between -the – Eyes point detection 

Candidate point 

Between the Eyes template 
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negative ones mean false faces. Since the program 
will be used by one person at a time, we need to 
pick one of the positive results as the final detected 
face. To achieve that, we pick the highest positive 
result, but before doing so, we will multiply each 
positive result by the area of the cluster that its 
template represents.  

Finding the Nose Tip 
  After locating the eyes, the final step is to find the 
nose tip. From figure 5 we can see that the blue line 
defines a perfect square of the pupils and outside 
corners of the mouth; the nose tip should fall inside 
this square, so this square becomes our region of 
interest in finding the nose tip. 

 
Figure 5 The square that forms the ROI 

  The nose tip has a convex shape so it collects more 
light than other features in the ROI because it is 
closer to the light source. In horizontal intensity 
profiles we add vertically to each line the values of 
the lines that precedes it in the ROI, so since that 
the nose bridge is brighter than the surrounding 
features the values should accumulate faster at the 
bridge location; in other words the maximum value 
of the horizontal profile gives us the ‘x’ coordinate 
of the nose tip. 

 
Figure 6:The horizontal profile of ROI 

In vertical intensity profiles we add horizontally to 
each column the values of the columns that 
precedes it in the ROI the same as in the horizontal 
profile, the values accumulate faster at the nose tip 
position so the maximum value gives us the ‘y’ 
coordinate of the nose tip. From both, the horizontal 
and vertical profiles we were able to locate the nose 
tip position. 
 

  
Figure 7: Horizontal Sums of the columns 

  After locating the nose bridge we need to find the 
nose tip on that bridge. Since each NBP represents 
the brightest S2 sector on the line it belongs to, and 
that S2 sector contains the accumulated vertical sum 
of the intensities in that sector from the first line to 
the line it belongs to, we will be using this 
information to locate the nose tip. Nose trills are 
dark areas, and the portion that they add to the 
accumulated sum in the horizontal profile is smaller 
than the contribution of other areas; in other words 
each NBP will add with its S2 sector a certain 
amount to the accumulated sum in the horizontal 
profile, but the NBP at the nose trills location will 
add a smaller amount, we will notice a local minima 
at the nose trills location, by locating this local 
minima we take the NBP that corresponds to it as 
the nose trills location, and the next step is to look 
for the nose tip above the nose trills. Since the nose 
tip is brighter than other features it will donate with 
its S2 sector to the accumulated sum more than 
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other NBPs, which means a local maxima in the 
first derivate,  so the location of the nose tip is the 
location of the NBP that corresponds to the local 
maxima that is above the local minima in the first 
derivate. Tracking the nose tip will be achieved by 
template matching inside the ROI. 

Figure 8:The final result of the face and eye 
detection process 

Hough Transform 

   The Hough transform is a technique which can be 
used to isolate features of a particular shape within 
an image. In our proposal we use this to find our 
eye brows. The classical Hough transform is most 
commonly used for the detection of regular curves 
such as lines, circles, ellipses, etc. 

   The Hough transform can be used to identify the 
parameter of a curve which best fits a set of given 
edge points. This edge description is commonly 
obtained from a feature detecting operator such as 
the Roberts Cross, Sobel or Canny edge detector 
and may be noisy, i.e. it may contain multiple edge 
fragments corresponding to a single whole feature. 
Furthermore, as the output of an edge detector 
defines only where features are in an image, the 
work of the Hough transform is to determine both 
what the features are (i.e. to detect the feature(s) for 
which it has a parametric (or other) description) and 
how many of them exist in the image. To find the 
eyebrow line from the set of thresholding points we 
apply the Hough transform. Sometimes Hough 

transform gives several lines so we approximate 
them to a final line which is the eye brow. 

 Motion Detection 

To detect motion in a certain region we subtract the 
pixels in that region from the same pixels of the 
previous frame, and at a given location (x,y); if the 
absolute value of the subtraction was larger than a 
certain threshold, we consider a motion at that pixel. 

Blink Detection 

   We apply blink detection in the eye’s ROI before   
finding the eye’s new exact location. The blink 
detection process is run only if the eye is not 
moving, because when a person uses the mouse and 
wants to click, he moves the pointer to the desired 
location, stops, and then clicks, so basically the 
same for using the face, the user moves the pointer 
with the tip of the nose, stops, then blinks. To detect 
a blink we apply motion detection in the eye’s ROI; 
if the number of motion pixels in the ROI is larger 
than a certain threshold we consider that a blink was 
detected, because if the eye is still, and we are 
detecting a motion in the eye’s ROI, that means that 
the eyelid is moving which means a blink. In order 
to avoid multiple blinks detection while they are a 
single blink (because motion pixels will appear 
while the eye is closing and reopening), the user can 
set the blink’s length, so all blinks which are 
detected in the period of the first detected blink are 
omitted.   

IV Conclusion 

   The proposed system is the best system for the 
users to play games interactively. The automatic 
initialization phase is greatly simplified in this 
system, with no loss of accuracy in locating the 
user’s eyes and choosing a suitable open eye 
template. Another improvement in this system is, it 
is compatible with inexpensive USB cameras, as 
opposed to the high- resolution cameras. The 
experiments indicate that the system performs 
equally well in extreme lighting conditions. The 
accuracy percentages in all the cases were 
approximately the same as those that were retrieved 
in normal lighting conditions.  
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   Another important consideration is the placement 
and orientation of camera. The experiments showed 
that placing the camera below the user’s head 
resulted in desirable functioning of the system. 
However, if the camera is placed too high above the 
user’s head, in such a way that it is aiming down at 
the user at a significant angle, the blink detection is 
no longer as accurate. This is caused by the very 
small amount of variation in correlation scores as 
the user blinks, since nearly all that is visible to the 
camera is the eyelid of the user. Thus, when 
positioning the camera, it is beneficial to the 
detection accuracy to maximize the degree of 
variation between the open and closed eye images 
of the user.Higher frame rates and finer camera 
resolutions could lead to more robust eye detection 
that is less restrictive on the user, while increased 
processing power could be used to enhance the 
tracking algorithm to more accurately follow the 
user’s eye and recover more gracefully when it is 
lost. 
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Abstract—File systems are used to manage data in the form of
files and directories. These directories are hierarchical in nature.
Access to the stored data is achieved by traversing through the
path from root level to the respective directory containing the
required file. This complex nature of data storage mechanism has
significant effects on the performance of file systems in terms of
accessibility. For considering new optimizations for file system
design, it is important to study existing ones. Therefore, we
designed a benchmark application to measure the penalty over
path traversal in different file systems. Here, we present our
results for the impact of directory depth in Windows FAT32,
NTFS, Linux EXT-2 and Solaris UFS files systems. Overall, It is
found that there is a considerable performance degradation as
we go deeper along the directory levels in all these file systems.

Index Terms—File System Benchmark, File Server, File Sys-
tems, File Access Efficiency, Directory Depth.

I. INTRODUCTION

Computers are used for accessing and retrieving information
in the form of data. The data is stored on storage media and
managed by file systems which have become an indispensable
part of modern operating systems. Consistency and efficiency
of file systems affects the reliability and performance of most
of the running applications [1]. Thus, a prime concern of the
researchers is to develop efficient and reliable file systems.
To achieve the objective of efficiency and reliability, there
has been always a need to explore different new possibilities
in the area. These new possibilities can only be found by
thorough examination of the existing file systems. The promi-
nent Benchmarks to find the effect of different parameters
over efficiency of file systems are shown in [2]. File system
efficiency is greatly dependent on the data layout which
depends on the structure of the file system [3]. Furthermore,
the paper says that in a specific data layout, file access time
depends on the directory depth at which it is located. File
access efficiency can be measured and compared for different
levels of directory depth by benchmarking applications.

Most of the existing file system benchmarks measure the
file read/write performance without considering the effect
of directory layout. It has been found that the performance
of the file system operations is heavily dependent on the
hardware architecture and corresponding parameters like bus
speed, bus width, memory size, protocol, etc. However if
these parameters are held constant then the directory depth,
where a file is located, becomes a major parameter influencing

the performance of a file system. With the explosive growth
of data to be stored, we need better metadata management
techniques to improve the accessibility of actual contents.

The present day popular file systems create and maintain
directory files in the same manner as the data files are kept.
Such approach allows the directory files to be placed randomly
over the disk and receive non-contiguous space, resulting in
increased overhead while resolving a path. However, existing
file systems are flexible enough to accommodate different
customized layouts of file storage by different types of users.
With the help of optimization techniques used by the operat-
ing system, the implementation of storage structures is kept
transparent to the user. In terms of workstations, file access
is usually a step-by-step procedure which is very much in
the context of usage, allowing optimizations to take place. On
the other hand in servers, request for a file from the storage
medium is serviced which is generally out-of-context. Such a
request needs to traverse the whole path in stages where no
optimization technique like caching is effective, resulting in
slow response.

The study presented in this paper analyzes the effect of
directory depth over the file system efficiency. We analyzed
the file system performance for various directory depths while
pertaining to the file system design. We developed a bench-
mark application that emphasize on the parameters required
for the file accessing behaviors of the file systems. In [4],
Tanenbaum et al. argue that most of the prominent file system
architectures are hierarchical in nature. In our studies, we
analyzed the overhead involved in data read operations due
to hierarchical directory layout in most common file systems.

A. Related work

The File layout and file system performance is studied in
[3]. They found that there is a sifnificant performance degra-
dation due to fragmented files on the storage media. The file
size distribution on UNIX is studied by A.S. Tanenbaum and
others in [4]. The file system space utilization is presented by
[5], [6]. The File system usage in Windows NT 4.0 is presented
in [7]. The authors present their results about parameters
like file life time, data distribution, file access patterns, file
opening and closing characteristics etc. Furthermore, there
are many different benchmarking applications for file systems
as available in [8], [9], [10], [11]. The performance impact
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of stripe size on the network attached storage systems is
presented in [12]. Metadata management for large scale file
systems is presented in [13]. The metadata indexing and
search in petascale data storage systems is given in [14]. In
this manuscript, we contribute by presenting our results for
the panelty due to hierarchical nature of file systems found
through our benchmark application. This studies shares the
main objective of improving the file system performance by
studying the existing file systems with other related work given
above.

B. Overview

In this paper we present our findings about the effect of
directory depth over performance of FAT-32, NTFS, UFS and
EXT-2 file systems. In section 2, we give a short description of
our Benchmark application, section 3 presents the environment
and settings during data collection and in section 4, we
describe our results with discussions. Section 5 presents the
conclusion and future illusions.

II. BENCHMARK DESCRIPTION AND DATA COLLECTION

The following are the major components of our benchmark-
ing process.
• Workload Generator
• Supervisor
• Client Application

A. Workload Generator

The workload is created on a logical partition of the storage
medium on the server. The Workload Generator program
creates files and directories on the storage media, which are
used for collection of results. Since, in describing our results,
different levels in the directory hierarchy will be periodically
referred, therefore to avoid any confusion we will refer the root
level as level-0, a directory on the root as level-1, subdirectory
within a directory on the root as level-2, and so on; as shown
in figure 1. In our experimental set up, the data was generated
to 15 levels down the hierarchy. The workload taken into
consideration consisted of 32,000 files (32,000 is upper limit of
number of files in FAT32) and a similar number of directories
at the root level of the logical partition of storage media
i.e. level-0. For levels down the hierarchy, each sub-directory
contains one file and one directory, which further has a file and
a directory and so on. Thus, each level, including the root level
contains 32,000 files and a similar number of directories. This
workload can be increased to any number of levels, depending
upon the partition size of the hard disk and cluster size being
used by the operating system.

B. Supervisor

The supervisor is used for supervision of the client com-
ponents. It issues a few supervisory commands to clients as
described below.
• Clients need some initializing parameters which are sent

by the supervisor. In case of multiple clients, supervisor

Fig. 1. Sample Data Layout Created via Workload Generator

is capable of sending the same parameters with varying
values, dynamically.

• The set of parameters include the number of requests to
be sent from each client, the directory level for accessing
files and a unique seed to generate a different random
path for the files at the same directory level.

• When a client sends a registration request, the supervisor
adds it in the List of Clients and sends back the above
parameters on the basis of which client will access
random files located on the server.

• Supervisor multicasts a go command when the start
button is pressed. Thus, all the clients start their corre-
sponding data read operation from files located at the
Server, simultaneously.

• After completion of the requests, all clients will send their
results to the supervisor. Once all results are collected, the
supervisor makes a log file when the Save Results button
is pressed.

C. Client Application

The clients send requests to the file server to read from
random paths and pursue the following steps:
• When a client is initialized, it notifies the Supervisor for

its existence.
• In response, the supervisor sends back set of parameters,

on the basis of which client application sets the values of
different parameters required for benchmarking.

• Client waits until it receives a go command from the
Supervisor application

• It starts sending a specified number of requests to the file
server on the go command.

• The Client reads the first byte of each request from a
unique file at specified depth.

• After completing the requests, client sends results to the
supervisor.

The communication between the Supervisor and the Clients
contains a sequence of parameters. This sequence is initiated
by the clients request to register itself at the Supervisor. In
response, the Supervisor generates a random number based
on the client-ID and the time at which request is received and
sends it to the client with other essential parameters. Thus,
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in response to its registration request, the client gets a wait
signal and a random number. The clients use the random
number to generate a list of files from a configuration file
which contains paths to all the files on the server with respect
to the particular directory level. On completion of the read
requests, each client sends the elapsed time for the request to
the supervisor. In reply, the supervisor again sends a random
number as a seed for the next requests, on the basis of which
the client regenerates a new list of files to access and waits
for the next go command.

III. EXPERIMENTAL ENVIRONMENT AND
CONFIGURATIONS

The studies presented in [5], [6], show the usage patterns of
data in different working environments. For our observations,
we generated data according to the findings in these papers.
The data was quite fragmented on the hard drive to minimize
the automatic optimizations. Additionally, traditional measures
of performance optimizations for the working of a file system,
like caching, were tried to be reduced by disabling them to
acquire the actual overheads at different directory depths.

We read only first byte of each file to make the file access
time constant for each directory level. Furthermore, it kept
seek time for a file to be constant. Therefore, as a result the
variable time showed the latency due to the path traversal in
the file systems. The cluster size for the file systems was kept
to its default level.

The systems, we used for our experiments had the same
hardware configurations for Windows and Linux based vol-
umes and were connected through a 100-bit Ethernet LAN.
The hard disk drives were of 40GB capacity, out of which
a 20GB partition was used for data generated by the appli-
cation as in section II-A. Ten clients of the same hardware
configuration and operating system were set up. All clients
initially registered to a single supervisor as in section II-B on
the network. Each client sent 1000 requests to the server by
randomly selecting from the configuration file, i.e. a total of
10,000 requests were sent at each directory level on the server.
Zero depth of directory shows that the file being requested by
the client was physically present on the root level of logical
partition. The File server was bombarded with a chain of read
requests via certain client-nodes over the network. This chain
of requests was repeated for different directory depths. We
performed our experiments separately for all the file systems
i.e. FAT32, NTFS and EXT. During our experiments, we used
a dedicated network, thus there was not any other network
traffic. All the file servers had data generated from the same
configuration file which means that all of them had same
number of files and directories at same directory level with
respect to their root level directory.

In our client settings, we had 10 clients with similar
hardware configurations. Prior to start the requests for data
from the file server, clients (as described in II-C) got registered
with a monitor for reporting errors or final results otherwise.
We copied all the file paths to the clients in a file.

TABLE I
PENALTY IN FAT32 FILE SYSTEM LEVELS

Directory Level Avg. Time (seconds) Penalty Ratio w.r.t. Level-0
0 121 1
1 350 2.89
2 405 3.35
3 442 3.65
4 464 3.83
5 486 4.02
6 505 4.17
7 524 4.33
8 557 4.6
9 598 4.94
10 632 5.22
11 658 5.44
12 691 5.71
13 709 5.86
14 736 6.08
15 757 6.26

A. Windows based Volumes

We completed our experiments for the FAT32 and NTFS
file systems in the same environment. The cluster block size
for both the file systems in use was kept to their default values
(which are generally used), i.e. 4 KB for NTFS and 16 KB
for FAT 32 on a logical partition of 20 GB. The size of the
data generated on the disk drive formatted with FAT-32 file
system is 19.6GB and the logical drive with NTFS format
is populated with 7GB of data. To avoid any performance
increasing mechanism, caching client requests for shared data
parameter was disabled.

B. Linux and Solaris based volmues

We used a dedicated sun system as file server with UFS.
Similarly, we had a system with 3GHz processor, 1GB mem-
ory and 40GB disk drive as a file server with EXT-2 file
system. Clients accessed the file servers through ”SAMBA”
utility for file sharing.

It should be noted that for our observations for UFS,
we used Sun Solaris systems which had different hardware
configurations but generated data was of similiar nature as of
others. Therefore, we donot compare the results.

IV. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

We collected results for all FAT-32, NTFS and EXT-2 file
systems in almost similar environment. The environment for
UFS was different as it uses Sun Solaris systems but it is not a
matter as we did not intend the comparision of the performance
between different file systems. Our objective was to explore
the performance degradation along the directory depth.

Preliminary, experiments were performed before choosing
the final values of the three main variable parameters: number
of clients, number of requests, and directory depth. An increas-
ing number of clients increase the network traffic, resulting in
more collisions. The time to retransmit the request affects the
measurements. Same effect is observed in terms of increase in
the number of requests. We minimized the chances of caching
on the server by using a moderate number of requests. We set
directory depth at fifteen levels, starting from level 0 which
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Fig. 2. FAT32 10 Clients and 1000 Requests/Client

is the root directory as observed in [5], [6]. Figure 2 shows
the results for each directory level, plotted against time taken
for a thousand requests from each client for the FAT32 file
system. An average of five readings for the time taken at each
directory level from 10 clients is plotted against each directory
level. There is an abrupt increase in file access time when
going from root level to the first level of depth. After this,
there is a linear increase found in the observations on FAT-32
file system.

Table I shows that the penalty for each directory other than
the root directory, i.e. level 0, increases significantly. For an
operation on a file located in the first subdirectory or level 1,
it takes about three times as long and for the level-10 it is
more than five times as long as the time taken at the root
directory. The difference of penalty ratios of two adjacent
levels is somewhat consistent; except that of level 0 and 1.
Study of the FAT-32 file system architecture shows that it
implements a linked based allocation scheme and every path
traversal starts from the root directory which is treated as a
reference point [14]. For this purpose the root directory is
cached at system startup. Therefore, for any file located on
the volume the file system will start from the root directory
and traverse the path step by step before the file is located.
The same experiment with similar parameters was carried out

Fig. 3. NTFS 10 Clients and 1000 Requests/Client

on the NTFS-based volume. Corresponding results of NTFS
based experiments are plotted in figure 3. The curve in the
graph shows the effect of directory depth on the file system

performance in NTFS. It is also evident that the increase in
time up to fourth level in the NTFS file system is less than the
increase at higher directory levels. Our results show that from
level 5 and onwards the increase in penalty with respect to the
previous level is more than 10%. However, by level 10 file
access penalty is doubled than that of the root directory and,
for further directory depths, it continues to increase constantly.
This less significant increase at the initial levels is due to the
structure of NTFS file systems. The structure of NTFS shows
that it uses master file tables (MFT) for managing data. The
study of the structure of the NTFS file system conducted in
[15] reveals that up to some directory depth data is stored
directly in MFT which decreases the access time for initial
levels of directory depth.

Table II shows that for the first four levels the files were
stored in MFT, but for higher levels a hierarchical directory
structure was chosen for storage of files. It is also evident
from the table that the difference of penalty ratios for any two
adjacent levels is less till level 4, but increases there after. In

TABLE II
PENALTY IN NTFS FILE SYSTEM LEVELS

Directory Level Avg. Time (seconds) Penalty Ratio w.r.t. Level-0
0 362 1
1 378 1.04
2 397 1.1
3 411 1.14
4 433 1.2
5 475 1.31
6 532 1.47
7 583 1.61
8 634 1.75
9 683 1.89
10 726 2.01
11 786 2.17
12 836 2.31
13 880 2.43
14 928 2.56
15 972 2.69

Figures 4, 5, we show the results observed for EXT-2 and UFS
file systems. It is seen that graphs are more linear in case of
EXT-2 and UFS file systems. We see that there is a steady
increase in penalty along the increase in directory depth. The
performance degradation is obvious. Tables III and IV display

Fig. 4. EXT-10 Clients- 1000 Requests/Client
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TABLE III
PENALTY IN EXT-2 FILE SYSTEM LEVELS

Directory Level Avg. Time (seconds) Penalty Ratio w.r.t. Level-0
0 345 1.00
1 360 1.04
2 522 1.51
3 685 1.98
4 837 2.42
5 1000 2.90
6 1168 3.38
7 1320 3.82
8 1492 4.32
9 1654 4.79

10 1821 5.27
11 1981 5.74
12 2142 6.21
13 2299 6.66
14 2486 7.20
15 2657 7.70

Fig. 5. UFS-10 Clients- 1000 Requests/Client

the raw results for further calculations. We can calculate the
penalty factor F from these values.

The purpose of this study was to explore the time taken
in accessing files located at different levels of the directory
hierarchy. We did not investigate about the loopholes present
in the existing file systems. Furthermore, we did compare
different file systems in terms of using better optimizing
techniques. The objective of the conducted experiment was
purely to analyze relative performance of different file systems
in terms of speed of file accessing at different levels. For
this purpose, known optimizing techniques like caching were
explicitly disabled during the data collection process. Thus, the
only factor investigated was the operating expense of directory
traversal at different levels.

V. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

This paper gives a brief overview of the effect of directory
depth on file system efficiency. Our results showed that
there is a significant increase in access time with increasing
directory depth. We noted that the performance of the file
system was mainly affected by the directory depth where
many clients access files from different directories, which is a
fundamental requirement for a file server. Benchmark results
showed that a linear but significant increase was found in
terms of time as we accessed a file at deeper directory level.

TABLE IV
PENALTY IN UFS FILE SYSTEM LEVELS

Directory Level Avg. Time (seconds) Penalty Ratio w.r.t. Level-0
0 117 1.00
1 148 1.26
2 185 1.58
3 220 1.87
4 255 2.18
5 290 2.48
6 325 2.77
7 364 3.11
8 393 3.36
9 434 3.70
10 468 3.99
11 499 4.26
12 532 4.54
13 573 4.89
14 609 5.20
15 644 5.50

The results shown in table II indicate that the difference in
percent increase of time is approximately 70 sec, amongst
levels 5, 10 and 15 on NTFS volumes. Similarly, results in
the FAT-32 file system, shown in table-2, indicate that an
average difference in percent increase of file access time
is approximately 112 sec between levels 5, 10 and 15.
Similiarly, a considerable performance degration is observed
in EXT-2 and UFS file systems as show in tables III, IV.

In this manuscript, we have presented our observations for
different file systems. The larger objective of our work is to
develop a more efficient and flexible design of storage media.
The idea is to create a data server based on factual data
patterns. The benchmarking results presented here reveal that
there is a strong need to consider new techniques for data
management on storage media. We propose a new file system
where metadata should be completely separated from the data
on the disk drives. This will decrease this perfomance overhead
due to dispersed directories over the disk drives.
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Abstract 
Although content-based image retrieval  (CBIR)  is 

not  a  new  subject,  it  keeps  attracting  more  and  
more  attention, as  the  amount  of  images  grow  
tremendously  due  to  internet, inexpensive hardware 
and automation of image acquisition. One of the 
applications of CBIR is fetching images from a 
database. This paper presents a new method for 
automatic image retrieval using   moment   invariants   
and   image   entropy,   our   technique could  be  used  
to  find  semi  or  perfect  matches  based  on  query- 
by-example  manner,  experimental  results  
demonstrate  that  the purposed technique is scalable 
and efficient. 
 
Keywords  
Moment invariants, content-based image 

retrieval, image entropy. 

  
1 Introduction  

In many areas of commerce, government, academia, 
and hospitals, large collections of digital images are 
being created. Many of these collections are the 
product of digitizing existing collections of analogue 
photographs, diagrams, drawings, paintings, and prints. 
Usually, however, technologies related to archiving, 
retrieving, and editing images/video based on their 
content  are  still  in  their  infancy,  the  only  way  of  
searching these  collections  was  by  keyword  
indexing,  or  simply  by browsing.  Digital image 
databases however, open the way to content-based 
searching.  ”Content-based” means that the search will 

analyze the actual contents of the image. The term 
content’ in this context might refer to color, shape, 
texture, or any other information that can be derived 
from the image itself. Without the ability to examine 
image content, retrieval must rely on metadata such as 
captions or keywords, which may be laborious or 
expensive to produce. 

What is desired is a similarity matching, independent 
of translation, rotation, and scale, between a given 
template (example) and images in the database. 
Consider the situation where a user wishes to retrieve 
all images containing cars, people, etc. in a large visual 
library. Being able to form queries in terms of sketches, 
structural descriptions, color, or texture, known as 
query-by-example (QBE), offers more flexibility over 
simple alphanumeric descriptions. This paper is 
organized as follows:  section 2 provides the necessary 
background for CBIR.  Section  3  defines  the  image  
segmentation  technique using  the  Moments  and  
Entropy.  Section 4 explains the pro- posed model with 
the experiments conducted. Finally, section 5 
concludes the paper and lists some further work. 
 
1.1 Background 

Among  the  approaches  used  in  developing  early  
image database  management  systems  (IDMS)  are  
textual  encoding [1], logical  records  [2],  and  
relational  databases  [3].  The descriptions, employed 
to convey the content of the image, were mostly 
alphanumeric. Furthermore, these were obtained 
manually  or  by  utilizing  simple  image  processing  
operations designed  for  the  application  at  hand.  
Later generations of IDMS have been designed in an 
object-oriented environment [4], where image 
interpretation routines form the backbone of the 
system. However, queries still remain limited to a set 
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of predetermined features that can be handled by the 
system. The reader is referred to [5] for a survey of 
IDMS. 
 

Most recent systems reported in the literature for 
searching, organizing,  and  retrieving  images  based  
on  their  content  include IBMs Query-by-Image-
Content (QBIC) [6], MITs photo-book [7], the 
Trademark and Art Museum applications from ETL  
[8],  Xenomania  from  the  University  of  Michigan  
[9], and Multimedia/VOD test bed applications from 
the Columbia University [10]. IBMs QBIC is a system 
that translates visual information into numerical 
descriptors, which are then stored in  a  database.  It  
can  index  and  retrieve  images  based  on average  
color,  histogram  color,  texture,  shape,  and  sketches. 
MITs photobook describes three content-based tools, 
utilizing principal  component  analysis,  finite  element  
modes,  and  the Wold  transform  to  match  
appearances,  shapes,  and  textures, respectively,  from  
a  database  to  a  prototype  at  run  time. Xenomania is 
a system for face image retrieval, which is based on  
QBE.  Its  embedded  routines  allow  for  segmentation  
and evaluation  of  objects  based  on  domain  
knowledge,  yielding feature  values  that  can  be  
utilized  for  similarity  measures and image retrieval. 
The database management system of the Columbia  
University  proposes  integrated  feature  maps  based 
on  texture,  color,  and  shape  information  for  image  
indexing and query in transform domain. 
Similarity-based searching in medical image databases 
has been addressed in [11].  A  variety  of  shape  
representation and  matching  techniques  are  currently  
available,  which  are invariant  to  size,  position,  
and/or  orientation.  They  may  be grouped  as:  (1)  
methods  based  on  local  features  such  as points, 
angles, line segments, curvature, etc. [12]; (2) template 
matching methods [13]; (3) transform coefficient based 
methods, including Fourier descriptors [14] or 
generalized Hough transform [15]; (4) methods using 3 
modal and finite element analysis [16]; (5) methods 
based on geometric features, such as local and 
differential invariants [17]; and (6) methods using B-
Splines or snakes for contour representation [18]. 
Comprehensive surveys of these methods can be found 
in [19]. 
 
III. BACKGROUND 

A. Image Segmentation  
The shape representation method described here 
assumes that the object has been fully segmented from 
the original image, such that all pixels representing the 
objects shape have been identified as distinct from 
those pertaining to the rest of the image. In this paper, a 

local diffusive segmentation method [20] is used. There 
exist a wide variety of ways to achieve segmentation; 
however, it is not the subject of this paper. All 
contiguous pixels, which share a given point-based 
characteristic of the object or are surrounded by those 
that do, are considered as object pixels and those 
outside the included region, are considered as 
background. The result is a group of contiguous pixels, 
which collectively represent the object. The boundary 
pixels of the object are then extracted from the 
segmented object pixels by a simple iterative trace, 
around the outside of the object that continues until the 
starting point is reached. This trace produces a second 
group of pixels collectively representing the objects 
exterior contour [20]. 

B.  Entropy 
Entropy is a scalar value representing a statistical 
measure of randomness that can be used to characterize 
the texture of the input image. Entropy is defined as 

2
1

log ( )i i
i

S P P
Ω

=

= −∑  

 
The value of entropy is also an invariant that is neither 
affected by rotation nor scaling. 

C. Moments 
Region moment representations interpret a normalized 

gray level image function as a probability density of a 

2D random variable. Properties of this random variable 

can be described using statistical characteristics - 

moments. A moment of order (p+q) is dependent on 

scaling, translation, rotation, and even on gray level 

transformations and is given by 
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We use composite trapezoidal rule for 
evaluation the double integral 
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A less general form of invariance is given by 
seven rotation, translation, and scale invariant 
moment characteristics [31]. 
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2 The Proposed Technique 
Our proposed method consists of two parts: region 
selection and shape matching. In the first part, the 
image is partitioned into disjoint, connected regions. 
The second part, the shape of each potential object is 
tested to determine whether it matches one from a set 
of given template. To this effect, we use image 
Moments and Entropy. Although many techniques 
[21]–[23] use moment invariants to overcome rotation 
and scaling, we extend this technique by using both 
moments and entropy to support two level filtering 
which is more appropriate in an image database case. 
In this paper we focus on part two and part one may be 
implemented as shown in section III-A. 
 
A. Implementation 
Images, as figure 1, are stored in the database after its 
subdivided into distinct sub-images as stated 
previously. For each sub-image stored we compute the 
entropy and moments, that is indexed accordingly. 
Each time a template image is requested to find its 
match in the database, the following steps are 
implemented. First we compute the entropy and 
moments for the image that is being searched for. 
Second, the computed entropy is used to filter the 
images in the database. At last, the computed moments 
are used to determine and fetch the most matching 
images in the filtered subset.  
B. Experimental Results 
The experiments run on an image database that 
contains one hundred images. Figure 1 shows all the 
images, where each of these sub-images are stored 
independently in the database. We picked some images 
in the database scaled, rotated, or scaled and rotated 
and used as testing templates. Figure 2 and 3 show 
multiple experimental results that demonstrate the 
performance of our technique, each experiment 
contains a template (example) and a result set 
containing the matches. All the results are promising 
except when the template is scaled larger than double 
the size of the original image (i.e. image in the 
database). 
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Figure 1 Images in database 
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Conclusions  
This paper presents a method for automatic CBIR 
based on query-by-example by region-based shape 
matching. The proposed method consists of two parts: 
region selection and shape matching. Each image is 
segmented to a set of sub images by using a local 
diffusive segmentation method. Consequently, the 
image entropy is computed and used to narrow the 
search space. Later, the moment invariants of the image 
are matched, which are independent to translation, 
scale, rotation and contrast, to every sub image and to 
the template. Retrieval is performed by returning those 
sub images whose invariant moments are most similar 
to the ones of a given query image. 
In the future we would like to find more image 
characteristics that can be used to query images in the 
database. Our focus now is to explore other 
characteristics that can be used for highly scaled 
images. Moreover, we will research colored images 
and develop new techniques to handle color. 
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Abstract: 
In this paper, we have to concentrate on implementation of 
Weighted Clustering Algorithm with the help of Genetic 
Algorithm (GA).Here we have developed new algorithm for the 
implementation of GA-based approach with the help of 
Weighted Clustering Algorithm (WCA) [4]. Cluster-Head 
chosen is a important thing for clustering in ad-hoc networks. 
So, we have shown the optimization technique for the 
minimization of Cluster-Heads(CH) based on some parameter 
such as degree-difference , Battery power (Pv), degree of 
mobility, and sum of the distances of a node in ad-hoc networks. 
Cluster-Heads selection of ad-hoc networks is an important 
thing for clustering. Here, we have discussed the performance 
comparison between deterministic approach and GA-based 
approach. In this performance comparison, we have seen that 
GA does not always give the good result compare to 
deterministic WCA algorithm. Here we have seen connectivity 
(connectivity can be measured by the probability that a node is 
reachable to any other node.) is better than the deterministic 
WCA algorithm [4]. 
 
Keywords- Adhoc Networks, GA, Cluster Head (CH), WCA. 
 

I. INTRODUCTION 
A wireless ad-hoc network consists of nodes that move freely 
and communicate with each other using wireless links. Ad-
hoc networks do not use specialized routers for path 
discovery and traffic routing. One way to support efficient 
communication between nodes is to develop wireless 
backbone architecture; this means that certain nodes must be 
selected to form the backbone. Over time, the backbone must 
change to reflect the changes in the network topology as 
nodes move around. The algorithm that selects the members 
of the backbone should naturally be fast, but also should 
require as little communication between nodes as possible, 
since mobile nodes are often powered by batteries. One way 
to solve this problem is to group the nodes into clusters, 
where one node in each cluster functions as cluster head, 
responsible for routing. A clusterhead does the resource 
allocation to all the nodes belonging to its cluster. Due to the 
dynamic nature of the mobile nodes, their association and 
dissociation to and from clusters perturb the stability of the 
network and thus reconfiguration of cluster heads is 
unavoidable. Thus, it is desirable to have a minimum number 
of clusterheads that can serve the network nodes scattered 
evenly in the area. An optimal selection of the clusterheads is 
an NP-hard problem . Therefore, various heuristics have been 
designed for this problem . we apply genetic algorithms (GA) 
as an optimization technique to improve the performance of 

clusterhead election procedure. In particular, GAs are defined 
as search algorithms that use the mechanics of natural 
selection and genetics such as reproduction, gene crossover, 
mutation as their problem-solving method. The goal is to he 
able to find out a better solution in the form of new 
generations that have received advantages and survival-
enhancing traits from the previous Generations. We have to 
target artificial-life simulation is created where survival of the 
fittest logic is applied for the string structures that are the 
living organism equivalent in real world. Even though the 
representation is structured, there is a randomization in data 
exchange to simulate the evaluation of real life forms. As 
each generation brings up a new set of strings by different  
combination of bits of pieces of the previous generation, the 
results are not guaranteed to come up with a generation that 
has a better fitness value hut by performing different genetic 
operations, the probability of achieving the desired results is 
increased. 
 

II. CLUSTERING IN ADHOC NETWORKS 
 
The weight-based distributed clustering algorithm that takes 
into consideration that the number of nodes that a cluster head 
can handle  the ideal degree, transmission power, mobility and 
battery power of a mobile node. We try to keep the number of 
nodes in a cluster around a pre-defined threshold to facilitate 
the optimal operation of the medium access control (MAC) 
protocol. Our cluster head election procedure is n periodic as 
in earlier research, but adapts based on the dynamism of 
threshold value of  nodes. This on-demand execution of WCA 
aims to maintain the stability of the network, thus lowering the 
computation and communication cost associated with it.  
A cluster head may not be able handle a large number of 
nodes due to resource limitations even if these nodes are its 
neighbors and lie well within its transmission range. Thus, the 
load handling capacity of the cluster head puts an upper bound 
on the node-degree. In other words, simply covering the area 
with the minimum number of cluster heads will put more 
burden on the cluster heads. At the same time, more cluster 
heads will lead to a computationally expensive system. This 
may result in good throughput, but the data packets have to go 
through multiple hops resulting in high latency. In summary, 
choosing an optimal number of cluster heads which will yield 
high throughput but incur as low latency as possible, is still an 
important problem. As the search for better heuristics for this 
problem continues, we propose the use of a combined weight 
metric, that takes into account several system parameters like 
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the ideal node-degree, transmission power, mobility and the 
battery power of the nodes. We could have a fully distributed 
system where all the nodes share the same responsibility and 
act as cluster heads. However, more cluster heads result in 
extra number of hops for a packet when it gets routed from the 
source to the destination, since the packet has to go via larger 
number of cluster heads. Thus this solution leads to higher 
latency, more power consumption and more information 
processing per node. On the other hand, to maximize the 
resource utilization, we can choose to have the minimum 
number of cluster heads to cover the whole geographical area 
over which the nodes are distributed. The whole area can be 
split up into zones, the size of which can be determined by the 
transmission range of the nodes. This can put a lower bound 
on the number of cluster heads required. Ideally, to reach this 
lower bound, a uniform distribution of the nodes is necessary 
over the entire area. Also, the total number of nodes per unit 
area should be restricted so that the cluster head in a zone can 
handle all the nodes therein. However, the zone based 
clustering is not a viable solution due to the following reasons. 
The cluster heads would typically be centrally located in the 
zone, and if they move, new cluster heads have to be selected. 
It might so happen that none of the other nodes in that zone 
are centrally located. Therefore, to find a new node which can 
act as a cluster head with the other nodes within its 
transmission range might be difficult. Another problem arises 
due to non-uniform distribution of the nodes over the whole 
area. If a certain zone becomes densely populated then the 
cluster head might not be able to handle all the traffic 
generated by the nodes because there is an inherent limitation 
on the number of nodes a cluster head can handle. We propose 
to select the minimum number of cluster heads which can  
support all the nodes in the system satisfying the above 
constraints.  
 

III. CLUSTER HEAD ELECTION PROCEDURE 
 
The network formed by the nodes and the links can be 
represented by an undirected graph G=(V,E)  where V 
represents the set of nodes  vi and E represents the set of links 
ei . Dominant set  S is subset of V(G).such that 
 
                        Union of  N(V)=V(G) 
Here N(V) is the neighborhood of node v , defined as 
 
 
 
where tx range  is the transmission range of v . 
Clustering Algorithm use a combined weight metric to search 
dominant set, the combined weight is composed by cluster 
head degree, battery power, mobility, distance. The Cluster 
head election procedure consists of eight steps as described 
below: 
 
Step 1. Find the neighbors of each node v which defines its 
degree——dv as  
 
 
 
 
 

Step2: Compute the degree-difference   
for every node v . Here δ is ideal node number of a cluster 
except the cluster head.  
 
Step3: For every node, compute the sum of the distances, D v 
,with all its neighbors, as 
 
 
 
Step 4. Compute the running average of the speed for every 
node till current timeT . This gives a measure of mobility and 
is denoted by M v , as 
 
 
 
Where                 and                          are the coordinates of 
the  node v at time t and t-1 respectively. 
 
Step 5. Compute the cumulative time, P v during which a  node 
v acts as a cluster head. P v implies how much battery  power 
has been consumed which is assumed more for a cluster head 
than an ordinary node. 
 
Step 6. Calculate the combined weight W v  for each node v,                  
 
             Wv = w1Δv  + w2Dv  + w3Mv  + w4Pv   
 
w1, w2, w3, w4 are the weighing factors for the 
corresponding system parameters and      
                  w1+ w2+ w3+ w4=1.  
 
Step 7. Choose that node with the smallest W v as the cluster 
head. All the neighbors of the chosen cluster head are no 
longer allowed to participate in the election procedure. 
 
Step 8. Repeat steps 2---7 for the remaining nodes not yet  
selected as a cluster head or assigned to a cluster. 
 

IV. PROPOSED WORK 
 
Factors that influence the implementing the GA 
 
A brief discussion of four factors is given below: 
 
1. degree-difference:                           for every node v . Here 
δ �is  ideal node number of a cluster except the cluster head. 
 
2. Battery power (Pv): Obviously, the higher the battery 
power, the higher the probability that the node will become 
CH. 
3. Degree of mobility: The mobility of the node has great 
impact on the network lifetime. The topology of the network 
will be change very frequently due to the high mobility of 
nodes, which leads to reselection of CHs rapidly. 
4. sum of the distances, D v with all its neighbors, as    
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Optimization Approach For Cluster Head  Selection  Using 
GA: 
 
Algorithm: 
Alg. Clustering_GA(int chromosome[][] ) 
     { 
      Take dataset(chromosome matrix) according to the node’s 
neighbourhood at time t; 

       while(not end of all chromosome in chromosome matrix) 
     { 
       Take the first row(chromosome) from chromosome 
matrix; 
       Generate the Gene matrix using the parameter Δv, Dv, Mv  
     Pv from the first chromosome  row; 
      while(convergence criteria is not met ) 
      { 
        Calculate the  Wv ,  value for each Gene (For i=1 to 4) 
        {    Wvi  = w1Δv  + w2Dv  + w3Mv  + w4Pv  
              Wv , = Wv + Wvi  
               If(i==4) 
               {  j=1; 
                  b[j]= Wv 
                  j++; 
                } 
         } 
          Maximum and Minimum value is taken from b array; 
          Minimum value of b array position row is replaced  

      Maximum value of b array  position row; 
         Getting a new Gene matrix ; 
         Take two parent from Gene matrix; 
          Mod_Gene[][]=Crossover(Gene); 
          Mutation(Mod_Gene[][]); 
       }/End For/ 
      }/End While/ 
   One of the CH is choosen from the chromosome; 
    Take another chromosome; 
    }/End main while/ 
     A set of CH will be choosen among the data set; 
     The duplicate node in the set will be deleted to get the     
     desired result; 
    }/End of alg./ 

 
III. METHODOLOGY 

 
Our goal is to search best nodes among hundreds of nodes,  
so that they can act as CHs.  
Conventional search methods are not robust, while the GA is 
a search procedure that uses random choice as a tool to guide 
a highly exploitative search through a coding of a parameter 
space. According to Goldberg the GA has 4 major 
characteristics: 
1. GAs with a coding of the parameter set, not the parameters 
themselves. 
2. GAs search from a population of points, not a single point. 
3. GAs use payoff (objective function) information, not 
derivatives or other auxiliary knowledge. 
4. GAs use probabilistic transition rules, not deterministic 
rules. 
 
 

 In many optimization methods, we move carefully from a 
single point in the decision space to the next using  
some transition rule to determine the next point. This point-
to-point method is dangerous because it is a perfect 
prescription for locating false peaks in multi modal (many 
peaked) search spaces. By contrast, GA works from a rich 
database of  points simultaneously (a population of strings), 
climbing many peaks in parallel; thus, the probability of 
finding a false peak is reduced.  A GA starts with a 
population of strings and thereafter generates successive 
populations of strings. A simple GA consists of three 
operators: 
1. Reproduction 
2. Crossover 
3. Mutation 
The chromosome of the GA contains all the building blocks 
to a solution of the problem at hand in a form(fig-1) that is 
suitable for the genetic operators and the fitness function. 
Each individual node is represented by a 4 number called 
`gene'. These four parameter which define the feature of the 
node  and are represented as follows: 
             Node ID           X1      X2       X3         X4 
X1: degree-difference  
X2: Battery power (Pv), 
X3: its degree of mobility, and 
X4: sum of the distances 
Let's take an example. To start off, select an initial 
chromosome of total population are  neighbours of particular 
node ID . Here, we select a population of size equal to the no 
of nodes . Then we have to operate on each chromosome 
using the 4 parameter for each neighbor nodes of particular 
node ID. Corresponding node ID has a cluster haead that 
sould be determined by some fitness value. This value can be 
evaluated from a fitness function,  
 
f(x) = f(x1; x2; x3; x4)= W1*v +W2*Pv+W3*Mv+W4*Dv.  

 
case of Ad-hoc the fitness function depends upon the four 
factors, discussed in above. And minimum of  f(x) should be 
selected as cluster head. A generation of the GA begins with 
reproduction. We select the mating pool of the next  
generation by spinning the weighted roulette wheel four 
times. From this, the best string get more copies, the average 
stay even, and the worst die off. Above procedure should be 
applied for each of the chromosome.  
 

 
IV. GRAPHICAL ANALYSIS 
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Here, we have shown the comparison between deterministic 
approach and GA-based approach of weighted clustering 
algorithm. And we see that sometime genetic algorithm based 
approach is better than the deterministic approach which is 
shown in figure( 6.5).and sometime show both approach 
produces the same number of clusterheads as well as cluster. 
Sometime deterministic gives the lower number of cluster 
than the number of  cluster in GA-based approach. In 
figure(6.5) green color curve represents the deterministic 
approach of clustering  and yellow color curve represents the 
GA-based approach .How average number of cluster are 
changing with respect to the varying transmission range with 
fixed displacement equal to 5 
                                       In figure (6.6) shows the comparison 
of deterministic and GA-based approach between average 
number of cluster and varying displacement. and we see that 
GA-based approach always provides the better result than the 
deterministic approach. 
                                    In figure(6.7) shows the comparison of 
deterministic and GA-based approach between Connectivity 
and Transmission range .Here connectivity can be measured 
by the probability that a node is reachable to any other node. 
For a single component graph ,any node is reachable to the 
any other node and the connectivity is 1.If the network does 
not not result in single component graph, then we can say that 
all the other node in the largest component can communicate 
with each other and the connectivity can be ratio of the 
cardinality of the largest component to the cardinality of the 
graph. From figure(6.7) we have shown the transmission 
range of the cluster head can be large enough to yield the 
connected network. If we compare the deterministic approach 
and GA-based approach ,there we have shown GA gives the 
better connectivity than the deterministic approach. A well 
connected graph can be obtained at the cost of a higher 
transmission range. If we see the graph of transmission range 
versus average number of cluster heads. There we can see the 
cluster head will be minimum by incrementing the 
transmission range .But in GA-based approach gives the 
better result than deterministic approach. So that  in respect 
of connectivity ,GA-based approach gives the better result. 

 
Green  Curve = Deterministic Approach 
Yellow  Curve = GA-based Approach 
  
Figure(6.5)(Comparison Between Deterministic   and Soft Computing  
Approach with Fixed Displacement) 
 

 

Green  Curve = Deterministic Approach. 
Yellow  Curve = GA-based Approach 
 
Figure(6.6)Comparison Between Deterministic and Soft Computing 
Approach With Fixed Transmission Range) 

 

 
Yellow Color Curve= GA-Based Approach 

        Red Curve = Deterrministic Approach 
       Figure(6.7) Connectivity Vs Transmission Range 
 
 

V. CONCLUSION 
From the graphical analysis, we have done comparison 
analysis between deterministic WCA and GA-based WCA 
and there we have seen that, we can not get always optimistic 
result in genetic algorithm because genetic algorithm is a 
randomized searching technique. We have seen when 
transmission range increases then average number of clusters 
decreases (Figure(6.5)),so that connectivity of network 
should be better to compare with the deterministic WCA.  
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Abstract - Inventory management is considered to be an
important field in Supply Chain Management because the cost of
inventories in a supply chain accounts for about 30% of the value
of the product. The service provided to the customer eventually
gets enhanced once the efficient and effective management of
inventory is carried out all through the supply chain. The precise
estimation of optimal inventory is essential since shortage of
inventory yields to lost sales, while excess of inventory may result
in pointless storage costs. Thus the determination of the
inventory to be held at various levels in a supply chain becomes
inevitable so as to ensure minimal cost for the supply chain. The
minimization of the total supply chain cost can only be achieved
when optimization of the base stock level is carried out at each
member of the supply chain. This paper deals with the problem
of determination of base-stock levels in a ten member serial
supply chain with multiple products produced by factories using
Uniform Crossover Genetic Algorithms. The complexity of the
problem increases when more distribution centers and agents
and multiple products were involved. These considerations
leading to very complex inventory management process has been
resolved in this work.

Keywords: Supply Chain Management, Inventory
Optimization, Base Stock, Uniform Crossover, Genetic
Algorithm (GA), Supply Chain Cost

I. INTRODUCTION

Supply Chain Management (SCM) is an efficient
management of the complete end to end process, starting from
the design of the product or service to the time when it has
been sold, consumed and finally gotten rid of by the
consumer. This complete process includes product design,
procurement, planning and forecasting, production,
distribution, fulfillment and after sales supports. A company’s
competitiveness in the global economy can be increased only
with the aid of effective SCM. This involves complex
strategic, tactical and operational decisions that often require
an in-depth understanding of industry-specific issues, which
ranges from network design to production sourcing and from
production planning and inventory management to scheduling
[1].

The inventory management problem is one of maintaining
an adequate supply of some item to meet an expected pattern

of demand, while striking a reasonable balance between the
cost of holding the items in inventory and the penalty (loss of
sales and goodwill, say) of running out. The item may be a
commodity sold by a store; it may be spare machine parts in a
factory; it may be railway wagons; it may be cash in the bank
to meet the customers’ demand. It is indeed surprising to find
that a very wide variety of seemingly different problems can
be mathematically formulated as an inventory-control
problem. There are, of course, several different models of
inventory systems. There are three types of expenses
associated with inventory systems. The relative importance of
these will depend on the specific system. They are: (i)
administrative cost of placing an order, called reorder cost or
set cost; (ii) cost of maintaining an inventory, called inventory
holding cost a carrying cost, which includes storage charge,
interest, insurance, etc., a (iii) shortage cost is a loss of profit,
goodwill, etc., when run out of stock. All the above should be
optimized for efficient supply chain management.

A. Inventory Control in Supply Chain Management

It has been stated by several people that the focus point of
supply chain management is inventories and inventory
control. To transfer their focus from scheming logistical costs
to investigate supply chains [2] few food manufacturers and
grocers formed Efficient Consumer Response in the year
1992. The major competitive factor for companies focused on
value creation for end consumers is the customer service. In
general, firms hold inventory for two major reasons, to lessen
costs and to improve customer service. The inspiration for
each varies as firms stabilize the problem of having too much
inventory (which can direct to high costs) versus having very
small inventory (which can direct to lost sales) [3].

Supply chain management leads to cost savings, mainly in
the course of lessening in inventory. Inventory costs have got
reduced by about 60% from 1982, whereas transportation
costs have fallen by 20% [4]. These cost savings have led
many people to follow inventory-reduction strategies in the
supply chain. To deal with inventory, firms make use of one
of three common approaches. First of all, the majority of
retailers make use of an inventory control approach,
monitoring inventory levels by item. The second thing is,
manufacturers are typically more concerned with production
scheduling and use flow management to deal with inventories.
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Third, numerous firms (for the majority part those handling
raw materials or in extractive industries) do not keenly deal
with inventory [5].

The inventory management is influenced by the nature of
demand, depending on whether demand is derived or
independent. Independent demand comes up from demand for
an end product. End products are found all through the supply
chain. By definition, a self-governing demand is uncertain,
meaning that extra units or safety stock must be accepted to
guard against stock outs. While managing uncertainty, the
objective should be to minimize the inventory levels and also
meet customer expectation. Supply chain coordination can
reduce the ambiguity of intermediate product demand, in that
way reducing inventory costs [3, 6].

Since Ford Harris’ renowned Economic Order Quantity
(EOQ) model was first proposed in 1913, the inventory
control has been rewarded immense awareness for a long time
because of its significance in the cost control. To lessen the
total expected inventory costs per unit time while satisfying
the customer demand on time [7] is one of the major
objectives. Inventory control for large-scale supply chains is
well recognized [8-10] as an essential problem with several
applications together with manufacturing systems, logistics
systems, communication networks, and transportation systems
[11]. It is essential to locate the apt mechanism for
coordinating the inventory processes that are controlled by
independent partners, in order to find out the right ordering
quantity and inventory level amid partners in the chain. For
example, the manufacturer make use of the periodic review
and lot sizing policy to manage its inventory and the retailer
employs the periodic review with target stock level to control
its inventory and more [12].

B. Inventory Optimization in Supply Chain Management

The effective management of the supply chain has become
unavoidable these days due to high expectation in customer
service levels [13]. The supply chain cost was immensely
influenced by the overload or shortage of inventories. Thus
inventory optimization has transpired into one of the most
important topics as far as supply chain management is
considered [14-16].

To exploit economies of scale and order in large lots, the
important issues in supply chain is to optimize the inventory
level by considering various costs in maintaining a high
service level towards the customer. Since, the cost of capital
tied up in inventory is more, the inventory decision in the
supply chain should be coordinated without disturbing the
service level. The coordination of inventory decision within
an entity is viable, but not between the entities. So the
integration of the entities to centralize the inventory control is
needed.

Inventory Optimization [IO] application organizes the
latest techniques and technologies, thereby assisting the
improved inventory visibility, the enhancement of inventory
control and its management across an extended supply
network. Some of the design objectives of inventory
optimization are to optimize inventory strategies, thereby
enhancing customer service, reducing lead times and costs and

meeting market demand [14-16]. The design and management
of the storage policies and procedures for raw materials, work-
in-process inventories, and typically, final products are
illustrated by the inventory control. The costs and lead times
can be reduced and the responsiveness to the changing
customer demands can be significantly improved and
subsequently inventory can be optimized by the effective
handling of the supply chain [17].

There are several reasons for manufacturers’ increasing
focus on optimizing inventory by applying the latest tools and
techniques for inventory control. Traditionally, competitive
pressure has always driven manufacturers to seek enhanced
capabilities to reduce inventory levels; to enhance service
levels and supply availability; and to establish the right
product inventory mix and level in each geography and
channel. A key driver of the renewed focus on inventory lies
in the recognition that traditional techniques are failing to
reign in inventories in the wake of increased supply chain
complexity. This complexity is characterized by increased
uncertainty. Demand is more volatile and therefore less
predictable. This is true not only for aggregate demand but for
forecasting splits and volumes across channels and markets.
Traditionally three strategies have been employed by
manufacturers to address uncertainty; a) increase inventory
levels to hedge against uncertainty; b) develop supply chain
flexibility to be more responsive to uncertainty; c) improve
forecast accuracy so that less uncertainty propagates to the
manufacturing floor. Inventory optimization techniques and
technologies map to the flexibility and accuracy strategies.
[18].

Inventory Optimization characterizes the supply network
uncertainty present in a variety of specific steps or links in
manufacturing and distribution processes. Advanced
mathematical models are then solved to identify optimal
inventory policies, stocking locations, or quantities.
The uncertainty addressed by IO include: demand uncertainty,
cycle time variability and replenishment lead time
variability.[18] Efficient management of the supply chain, i.e.
the reduction of the costs and lead times and vastly enhanced
responsiveness to the changing customer demands lead to an
optimized inventory.

II. RELATED WORKS - REVIEW

A. Review of Base-Stock based Inventory Control Models

The inventory control problem for a single class assembly
network which operates under a modified echelon base-stock
policy was studied by Vecchio and Paschalidis [19].
An approach to find close-to-optimal echelon stock levels that
minimize inventory costs while guaranteeing stockout
probabilities to stay below some predefined levels was
developed by them. They reduced the safety stock selection to
a deterministic nonlinear optimization problem on the basis of
the large deviations techniques. In addition, they analyzed as
to how a supplier can interact with a buyer to reach a mutually
beneficial mode of operations, using their inventory control
approach. Their interaction takes the form of a supply contract
by which explicit QoS guarantees is enforced.
The applications in a distributed fashion with neither the
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supplier nor the buyer revealing their corresponding cost
structures applying the joint optimization algorithm was
proposed by the authors.

A model of supply chain consisting of n production
facilities in tandem and producing a single product class was
considered by Ioannis CH. Paschalidis et al. [20]. The finished
goods inventory maintained in front of the most downstream
facility is used to meet the external demand while backlogging
of unsatisfied demand was performed. The facility at stage 1
produced if inventory has fallen below a certain level wi and
idles otherwise on the basis of a base-stock production policy
adopted at each stage of the supply chain. In order to
minimize expected inventory costs at all stages subject to
maintaining the stock out probability at stage1 below a
prescribed level, they necessitated the optimization of the
hedging vector W= (w1,...,wn). They made assumptions on
demand and production processes that included auto
correlated stochastic processes, which were relatively general
modeling.  They have combined analytical (Large derivations)
and sample path based (perturbation analysis) techniques to
solve the stochastic optimization problem. The existence of a
natural synergy between those two approaches has been
demonstrated.

An attempt was made to optimize the inventory (i.e. base-
stock) levels of a single product at different members in a
serial supply chain with the objective of minimizing the Total
Supply Chain Cost (TSCC), by Sudhir Ryan Daniel and
Chandrasekharan Rajendran [21] and P. Radhakrishnan et al.
[22]. The performance measure considered, which is a good
representation of the system-wide total cost is the TSCC.
In order to optimize the base-stock levels, a genetic algorithm
(GA) has been proposed. To analyze the performance of the
supply chain (operating with deterministic and stochastic
replenishment lead times) for the base-stock levels that are
generated by the proposed GA and other solution procedures
considered in this study, different supply chain settings are
simulated. They demonstrated that their proposed GA required
significantly less computing effort to perform very well in
terms of yielding solutions that are not significantly different
from the optimal solutions (obtained through complete
enumeration of solution space).

A beneficial industry case applying Genetic Algorithms
(GA) has been proposed by K.Wang and Y.Wang [23].
The case has made use of GAs for the optimization of the total
cost of multiple sourcing supply chain system. The system has
been exemplified by a multiple sourcing model with stochastic
demand. A mathematical model has been implemented to
portray the stochastic inventory with the many to many
demand and transportation parameters as well as price
uncertainty factors A genetic algorithm which has been
approved by Lo [24] deals with the production-inventory
problem with backlog in the real situations, with time-varied
demand and imperfect production due to the defects in
production disruption with exponential distribution. Besides
optimizing the number of production cycles to generate a (R,
Q) inventory policy, an aggregative production plan can also
be produced to minimize the total inventory cost on the basis
of reproduction interval searching in a given time horizon.

The inventory levels across supply chain members were
obtained with the aid of a search routine.

B. Review of Optimization based Inventory Control Models

Sukran Kadipasaoglu et al. [1] provided a study on the
market characteristics and competitive priorities,
manufacturing environment, logistics and distribution
activities, and supply chain planning and control activities for
polymer manufacturers. They have described polymer
distribution network optimization, production/distribution
planning, production scheduling, demand management,
available-to-promise, and inventory planning activities
pertaining to supply chain planning and control. Besides, they
illustrated the applications existing in a commercial DSS that
support these activities. They have as well described about
diverse issues that continue to confront supply chain managers
in polymer manufacturing. It encompasses forecasting for the
huge number of product–customer combinations,
identification of safety stock requirements, administering
production schedule changes, business process management
throughout DSS implementation and data mapping for
decision support. Their research contributes to the supply
chain literature by proffering a suitable context for
investigating supply chain-related issues. Through discussion
and characterization of the polymer supply chain, they
recognized the specific issues of concern to potential
researchers and to supply chain professionals.

The effect of product variety on supply-chain
performance, which is measured in terms of expected lead
time and expected cost at the retailers, was analyzed by Ulrich
W. Thonemann and James R. Bradley [25]. They took a
supply chain with a single manufacturer and multiple retailers
into account. If setup times are significant, the effect of
product variety on cost where the cost increases proportionally
to the square root of product variety is substantially greater
than that suggested by the risk-pooling literature for perfectly
flexible manufacturing processes. An illustration that
underestimates the cost of product variety, leads companies to
offer product variety that is greater than optimal was made as
well. In conclusion, they illustrated that by reducing the setup
time, the unit manufacturing time, the number of retailers, or
the demand rate the supply-chain performance can be
managed. The fact that complex mathematical approaches are
often not applied in practice was recognized by the authors.
Nevertheless, practitioners who used the simple models to
estimate the effect of their decisions often appreciated these
models.

The inventory and supply chain managers are mainly
concerned holding of the excess stock levels and hence the
increase in the holding cost. Meanwhile, there is possibility
for the shortage of products. For the shortage of each product
there will be a shortage cost. Holding excess stock levels as
well as the occurrence of shortage for products lead to the
increase in the supply chain cost. The factory may
manufacture any number of products, each supply chain
member may consume a few or all the products and each
product is manufactured using a number of raw materials
sourced from many suppliers. All these factors pose additional
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challenge in extracting the exact product and the stock levels
that influence the supply chain cost heavily.

Many well-known algorithmic advances in optimization
have been made, but it turns out that most have not had the
expected impact on the decisions for designing and optimizing
supply chain related problems. For example, some
optimization techniques are of little use because they are not
well suited to solve complex real logistics problems in the
short time needed to make decisions. Also some techniques
are highly problem-dependent and need high expertise. This
adds difficulties in the implementations of the decision
support systems which contradicts the tendency to fast
implementation in a rapidly changing world. IO techniques
need to determine a globally optimal placement of inventory,
considering its cost at each stage in the supply chain and all
the service level targets and replenishment lead times that
constraint each inventory location about the estimation of the
exact amount of inventory at each point in the supply chain
free of excesses and shortages although the total supply chain
cost is minimized. Owing to the fact that shortage of inventory
yields to lost sales, whereas excess of inventory may result in
pointless storage costs, the precise estimation of optimal
inventory is indispensable [26]. In other words, there is a cost
involved in manufacturing any product in the factory as well
as in holding any product in the distribution center and agent
shop. More the products manufactured or held, higher will be
the holding cost. Along with this, low lead time results in

III. OBJECTIVES

The supply chain cost can be minimized by maintaining
optimal stock levels in each supply chain member. There is a
necessity of determining the inventory to be held at different
stages in a supply chain that will minimize the total supply
chain cost i.e., minimizing holding and shortage cost. The
inventory control for more number of products along with
different levels of supply chain is a complex task. The
approach aims to make use of the meta heuristic algorithms
like Genetic algorithm for the prediction of the optimal stock
levels to be maintained, so as to minimize the total supply
chain inventory cost, comprising holding and shortage costs at
all members of the supply chain. The genetic algorithm is
proposed that considers all these factors that are mentioned
hitherto such that the analysis paves the way for minimizing
the supply chain cost by maintaining optimal stock levels in
each supply chain member.

A. Genetic Algorithm

Genetic algorithm is a randomized search methodology
having its roots in the natural selection process. Initially the
neighborhood search operators (crossover and mutation) are
applied to the preliminary set of solutions to acquire
generation of new solutions. Solutions are chosen randomly
from the existing set of solutions where the selection
probability and the solution’s objective function value are
proportional to each other and eventually the aforesaid
operators are applied on the chosen solutions. Genetic
algorithms have aided in the successful implementation of
solutions for a wide variety of combinatorial problems.

The robustness of the Genetic algorithms as search
techniques have been theoretically and empirically proved
[27]. The artificial individual is the basic element of a GA. An
artificial individual consists of a chromosome and a fitness
value, similar to a natural individual. The individual's
likelihood for survival and mating is determined by the fitness
function [28]. In accordance with the Darwin’s principle,
individuals superior to their competitors, are more likely to
promote their genes to the next generations. In accordance
with this concept, in Genetic Algorithms, a set of encoded
parameters are mapped into a potential solution, named
chromosome, to the optimization problem [29].
The population of candidate solutions is obtained through the
process of selection, recombination, and mutation performed
in an iterative manner. [30].

Chromosomes refer to the random population of encoded
candidate solutions with which the Genetic algorithms initiate
with. [27]. Then the set (called a population) of possible
solutions (called chromosomes) are generated [31]. A function
assigns a degree of fitness to each chromosome in every
generation in order to use the best individual during the
evolutionary process [32]. In accordance to the objective, the
fitness function evaluates the individuals [30].
Each chromosome is evaluated using a fitness function and a
fitness value is assigned. Then, three different operators-
selection, crossover and mutation- are applied to update the
population.  A generation refers to an iteration of these three
operators [33]. The promising areas of the search space are
focused in the selection step. The selection process typically
keeps solutions with high fitness values in the population and
rejects individuals of low quality [30]. Hence, this provides a
means for the chromosomes with better fitness to form the
mating pool (MP) [31]. After the process of Selection, the
Crossover is performed.

B. Uniform Crossover

In the crossover operation, two new children are formed
by exchanging the genetic information between two parent
chromosomes. Multipoint crossover defines crossover points
as places between loci where an individual can be split.
Uniform crossover generalizes this scheme to make every
locus a potential crossover point. A crossover mask, the same
length as the individual structure is created at random and the
parity of the bits in the mask indicate which parent will supply
the offspring with which bits. This method is identical to
discrete recombination.

Consider the following two individuals with 11 binary
variables each:

Individual 1     0  1  1  1  0  0  1  1  0  1  0
Individual 2     1  0  1  0  1  1  0  0  1  0  1

For each variable the parent who contributes its variable to
the offspring is chosen randomly with equal probability. Here,
the offspring 1 is produced by taking the bit from parent 1 if
the corresponding mask bit is 1 or the bit from parent 2 if the
corresponding mask bit is 0. Offspring 2 is created using the
inverse of the mask, usually.

Sample 1         0  1  1  0  0  0  1  1  0  1  0
Sample 2         1  0  0  1  1  1  0  0  1  0  1
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After crossover the new individuals are created:
offspring 1      1  1  1  0  1  1  1  1  1  1  1
offspring 2      0  0  1  1  0  0  0  0  0  0  0

Uniform crossover has been claimed to reduce the bias
associated with the length of the binary representation used
and the particular coding for a given parameter set. This helps
to overcome the bias in single-point crossover towards short
substrings without requiring precise understanding of the
significance of the individual bits in the individual’s
representation. How uniform crossover may be parameterized
by applying a probability to the swapping of bits was
demonstrated by William M. Spears et al.[34].

This extra parameter can be used to control the amount of
disruption during recombination without introducing a bias
towards the length of the representation used.
The chromosome cloning takes place when a pair of
chromosomes does not crossover, thus creating off springs
that are exact copies of each parent [28].

The ultimate step in each generation is the mutation of
individuals through the alteration of parts of their genes [26].
Mutation alters a minute portion of a chromosome and thus
institutes variability into the population of the subsequent
generation [27]. Mutation, a rarity in nature, denotes the
alteration in the gene and assists us in avoiding loss of genetic
diversity [26]. Its chief intent is to ensure that the search
algorithm is not bound on a local optimum [28].

IV. INVENTORY OPTIMIZATION ANALYSIS USING UNIFORM

CROSSOVER GENETIC ALGORITHM

The proposed method uses the Genetic Algorithm with
Uniform Crossover to study the stock level that needs
essential inventory control. This is the pre-requisite
information that will make any kind of inventory control
effective. In practice, the supply chain is of length n, means
having n number of members in supply chain such as factory,
distribution centers, suppliers, retailers and so on.
The exemplary supply chain taken for the implementation of
the proposed method is shown in Fig. 1.

Fig. 1 Three Stage - 10 Member Supply Chain

Fig. 1 exhibits that a factory is the parent of the chain and
it is having three distribution centers Distribution Center 1,
Distribution Center 2 and Distribution Center 3. Each
distribution center further comprises of several agents but as
stated in the example case, each Distribution center is having
two agents. So, in aggregate there are six agents, Agent 1 and
Agent 2 for Distribution Center 1, Agent 3 and Agent 4 for
Distribution Center 2 and Agent 5 and Agent 6 for
Distribution Center 3. The factory manufactures different

products that would be supplied to the distribution centers.
From the distribution center, the stocks will be moved to the
corresponding agents.

To make the inventory control effective, the most primary
objective is to predict where, why and how much of the
control is required which is made through the proposed
GAUX methodology. The proposed methodology is aimed at
determining the specific product that needs to be concentrated
on and the amount of stock levels of the product to be
maintained by the different members of the supply chain. The
methodology also analyses whether the stock level of the
particular product needs to be in abundance, in order to avoid
shortage of the product or needs to be held minimal in order to
minimize the holding cost.

Fig. 2 Genetic Algorithm steps for the proposed
inventory management analysis

The methodology as shown in Fig. 2 would analyze the
past records very effectively and thus facilitate efficient
inventory management with the aid of Genetic Algorithm.
The analysis is initiated by the selection of valid records.
The validation of records is done over the records of past
periods. The stock levels at the different supply chain
members are held in the dataset for different products, namely
P1, P2, P3, P4, P5, P6, P7, etc. Seven products have been
considered for the analysis, hence the stock levels for the
seven products at each member of the chain throughout the
past period are considered as data set as shown in the Table 1.
For the valid record set selection, records having nil values are
neglected and the records having positive or negative values
are selected for the analysis. This can be done by means of
clustering algorithms, extraction algorithms or by any of the
data mining functions. Hence the extraction function results in
data sets having either positive or negative values. The record
set having positive values represents excess stock levels and
the negative values represent shortage level of a particular
product at a particular member of the supply chain. Then the
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data set is subjected to Genetic Algorithm and the various
steps performed in the genetic algorithm are discussed below.

A. Generation of Individuals

The randomly generated initial chromosome is created by
having the stock levels within the lower limit and the upper
limit for all the contributors of the supply chain, factory and
the distribution centers. As known, chromosome is constituted
by genes which defines the length of the chromosomes.
The stock level of each member of the chromosome is referred
as gene of the chromosome. Hence for n length supply chain,
the chromosome length is also n . Since a 10 member supply
chain is used for illustration, the length of the chromosome n
is 10, i.e. 10 genes. And the chromosome representation is
pictured in Fig. 3. Each gene of the chromosome is
representing the amount of stock that is in excess or in
shortage at the respective members of the supply chain.

Fig. 3 Random individual generated for the genetic operation

These kinds of chromosomes are generated for the genetic
operation. Initially, only two chromosomes will be generated
and from the next generation a single random chromosome
value will be generated. The chromosomes thus generated is
then applied to find its number of occurrences in the database
content by using a Select count ( ) function. The function will
give the number of occurrences/ repetitions of the particular
amount of stock level for the ten members Nrep that are going
to be used further in the fitness function.

B. Evaluation of Fitness function

A specific kind of objective function that enumerates the
optimality of a solution in a genetic algorithm in order to rank
certain chromosome against all the other chromosomes is
known as Fitness function. Optimal chromosomes, or at least
chromosomes which are near optimal, are permitted to breed
and merge their datasets through one of the several techniques
available in order to produce a new generation that will be
better than the ones considered so far.

The fitness function is given by:
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where,

repN is the number of repetitions of records of similar

stock levels that  occurs throughout the period;

tN is the total number of records of inventory values

obtained after  clustering;
m is the total number of chromosomes for which the
fitness function is calculated.

In the fitness function, the ratio (Nrep / Nt) plays the role of
finding the probability of occurrence of a particular record of

inventory values; and log [1- (Nrep / Nt)] will ensure minimum
value corresponding to the maximum probability; So, the
fitness function is structured to retain the minimum value
corresponding to the various chromosomes being evaluated
iteration after iteration and this in turn ensures that the fitness
function evolution is towards optimization.

C. Selection

The selection operation is the initial genetic operation
which is responsible for the selection of the fittest
chromosome for   further genetic operations. The fitness
function is carried out for each chromosome and the
chromosomes are sorted on the basis of the result of the
fitness function and ranked. The chromosome generating
value as minimum as possible will be selected by the fitness
function and will be subjected further to the genetic
operations, crossover and mutation.

D. Uniform Crossover

Among the numerous crossover operators in practice, a
uniform crossover is chosen in this proposed method for its
advantages over the other forms. Uniform crossover is global
and less biased when compared to that of standard and one
point crossover. Uniform crossover does not select a set of
crossover points. It simply considers each bit position of the
two parents, and swaps the two bits with a probability of 50%.
With large search spaces, a GA using uniform crossover
outperforms a GA using one point crossover, which in turn
outperforms a GA using two point crossover [35-36]. From
the matting pool, two chromosomes are subjected for the
uniform crossover. The chromosomes initially selected and
after undergoing uniform crossover operation performed in
this analysis is pictured in Fig. 4. As soon as the crossover
operation is completed, the genes of the two chromosomes
present get interchanged.

Before Crossover

After Crossover

Fig. 4 Chromosomes after uniform crossover operation

E. Mutation

The crossover operation is succeeded by the final stage of
genetic operation known as Mutation. In the mutation, a new
chromosome is obtained. This chromosome is totally new
from the parent chromosome. The concept behind this is the
child chromosome thus obtained will be fitter than the parent
chromosome. The performance of mutation operation is
shown in Fig. 5.
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Fig. 5 Chromosome subjected to mutation operation

Four mutation points are chosen as shown in Fig. 5.
The mutation is done on the particular gene present at the
Mutation points. This pointing of gene is done randomly.
Hence, the four mutation points may point any of the ten
genes.

The process explained so far will be repeated along with
the new chromosome obtained from the previous process.
In other words, at the end of each of the iteration, a best
chromosome will be obtained. This will be included with the
newly generated random chromosome for the next iteration.
When the number of iterations is increased then the obtained
solution moves very closer to the accurate solution. More the
number of iterations the more accurate the optimal solution
will be. Eventually with the help of the Genetic algorithm, the
best stock level to be maintained in the members of the supply
chain could be predicted from the past records, so that the loss
due to the holding of excess stock level and shortage level can
be reduced leading to an optimal inventory solution.

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The approach suggested for the optimization of inventory
level and thereby an efficient supply chain management has
been implemented in the platform of LabVIEW 2009.
The database consists of the records of stock levels held by
each member of the supply chain for every period. For
implementation, seven different products in circulation with
the ten member supply chain network have been considered.
A sample set of data from a large database used in the
implementation is given in Table 1.

Table 1. A Sample Dataset Constituted by the Product Identification
along with its Stock Levels in Each Member of the Supply Chain

PI F1 DC1 DC2 DC3 A1 A2 A3 A4 A5 A6
7 -371 -736 -299 634 448 756 340 -736 -778 863
5 -407 379 -981 -864 -391 999 -196 307 -171 -529
2 -146 -604 443 746 -561 -734 445 424 -891 -824
4 -962 -524 -685 -254 205 446 -469 108 346 840
3 -834 266 969 965 735 244 -752 133 -554 -939
3 -449 -282 577 -926 -414 -200 -743 850 196 851
4 540 -830 -835 882 -379 768 -635 -112 539 107
3 -778 -313 629 -690 824 -927 850 307 -171 -529
2 351 293 328 -732 357 -566 685 424 -891 -824
1 500 108 490 -345 -236 108 -931 -260 -144 162
5 844 -728 286 740 686 -421 424 -792 -927 -879
4 -321 902 -450 -260 -144 162 238 307 -171 -529
3 775 -394 -520 -792 -927 -879 -507 424 -891 -824
4 794 932 -584 307 -171 -529 -503 108 346 840
2 -122 -686 -620 424 -891 -824 941 133 -554 -939
6 235 464 401 108 346 840 -934 464 401 108
5 218 -848 836 133 -554 -939 -834 -848 836 133
4 489 409 148 850 196 851 -495 -144 162 238
3 -422 638 676 -112 539 107 -440 -927 -879 -507
5 893 520 -423 -736 -778 863 -335 676 -112 539

Fig. 6 Inventory Optimization Tool created in LabVIEW 2009
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In the sample database tabulated in Table 1, the first field
comprises of the product Identification (PI) and the other
fields are related with the stock levels that were held by the
respective ten members of the supply chain network. For
example, the first attribute and first field of the database is ‘7’
which refers the Product I.D. ‘7’. The corresponding fields of
the same attribute denote the stock levels of the product I.D.
‘7’ in the respective members of the supply chain. Similarly,
different sets of stock levels for different products are held by
the database.

As per the proposed analysis based on Uniform Crossover
GA, two random initial chromosomes are generated as shown
in Fig. 3. These initial chromosomes are subjected for the
genetic operators, Uniform Crossover and Mutation.
The resultant chromosome thus obtained after the application
of crossover and mutation is shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 6 shows the main window of the tool created for
inventory optimization using genetic algorithm in LabVIEW
2009. The tool created is based on the uniform crossover
genetic algorithm.

The window displays the fitness function used, uniform
crossover sample bit pattern randomly generated with
probability of 0.5, the points at which mutation should occur,
the end iteration count upon which the fitness function
stabilizes, no. of supply chain members and population size.

The best chromosome obtained after the required iterations
and the fitness value and plot generated for the iteration value
are also displayed.

The organization can decide about the quantum of
iterations for running the simulation to arrive at the optimal
solution. As long as minimization of the fitness function is
still possible, then the iteration continues till such a time that
no improvement in the fitness function value is noticeable.
After a certain number of iterations, if the fitness function
value is not improving from the previous iterations, then this
is an indication that the fitness function value is stabilizing
and the algorithm has converged towards optimal solution.
This inference is useful for deciding the number of iterations
for running the GA simulation as well as this may be used as
the stopping criteria for the algorithm. For greater accuracy,
the number of iterations should be sufficiently increased and
run on the most frequently updated large database of past
records.

As for our iteration value of ‘200’, the resultant
chromosome moved towards the best chromosome after each
iterative execution. Hence at the end of the execution of 200th

iteration, best chromosome obtained is shown in Fig. 7.

6 1800 -300 800 350 650 700 -800 -200 100 225

Fig. 7 The final best chromosome obtained after 200th iteration

VI. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

The final chromosome obtained from the GA based
analysis shown in the Fig. 7 is the inventory level that has the
potential to cause maximum increase of supply chain cost.
It is inferred that controlling this resultant chromosome is

sufficient to reduce the loss either due to the holding of excess
stocks or due to the shortage of stocks. By focusing on  the
excess/shortage inventory levels  and initiating appropriate
steps to eliminate the same at each member of the chain, it is
possible to optimize the inventory levels in the upcoming
period and thus minimize the supply chain cost.

The organization should take necessary steps to decrease
the production of product 6 in the factory by 1800 units to
make up for the predicted excess; increase the inventory level
of product 1 by 300 units in distribution center 1 to make up
for the predicted shortage, reduce inventory level of product 1
by 800 units and 350 units in distribution centers 2 and 3
respectively to make up for the predicted excess.

Agent 1 should decrease the inventory level of product 6
by 650 units. Agent 2 should decrease the inventory level of
product 6 by 700 units. Agent 3 and Agent 4 should increase
the inventory level of product 6 by 800 units and 200 units
respectively to make up for the predicted excess / shortage.
The inventory level of product 6 should be decreased by 100
units and 225 units by Agent 5 and Agent 6 respectively.
Thus by following the predicted stock levels, the
excess/shortage inventory levels can be avoided in the
upcoming period and thus the increase of supply chain cost
can also be avoided. The analysis extracts an inventory level
that made a remarkable contribution towards the increase of
supply chain cost, and in turn enabled to predict the future
optimal inventory levels to be maintained in all the supply
chain members with the aid of these levels. Therefore it is
possible to minimize the supply chain cost by maintaining the
optimal stock levels that was predicted from the inventory
analysis, and thus making the inventory management more
effective and efficient.

VII. CONCLUSION

Inventory management is an important component of
supply chain management. An innovative and efficient
methodology that uses Genetic Algorithms with Uniform
Crossover to precisely determine the most probable excess
stock level and shortage level required for inventory
optimization in the supply chain such that the total supply
chain cost is minimal is proposed using LabVIEW 2009.

The optimized stock level at all members of the supply
chain is obtained by following the proposed genetic algorithm.
Thus the proposed work gives a better prediction of stock
levels amid diverse stock levels at all members of the supply
chain. The complexity of increasing the number of products
through the supply chain has been resolved by the proposed
approach. Products due to which the members of the supply
chain incur extra holding or shortage cost are also determined.
More specifically, the inventory is optimized in the whole
supply chain regardless of the number of products and the
number of members in the supply chain. The proposed
approach of inventory management has achieved the
objectives which are the minimization of total supply chain
cost and the determination of the products due to which the
supplier endured either additional holding cost or shortage
cost.
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Abstract - With information revolution, increased globalization and
competition, supply chain has become longer and more complicated
than ever before. These developments bring supply chain
management to the forefront of the management’s attention.
Inventories are very important in a supply chain. The total investment
in inventories is enormous, and the management of inventory is
crucial to avoid shortages or delivery delays for the customers and
serious drain on a company’s financial resources. The supply chain
cost increases because of the influence of lead times for supplying the
stocks as well as the raw materials. Practically, the lead times will not
be same through out all the periods. Maintaining abundant stocks in
order to avoid the impact of high lead time increases the holding cost.
Similarly, maintaining fewer stocks because of ballpark lead time
may lead to shortage of stocks. This also happens in the case of lead
time involved in supplying raw materials. A better optimization
methodology that utilizes the Particle Swarm Optimization algorithm,
one of the best optimization algorithms, is proposed to overcome the
impasse in maintaining the optimal stock levels in each member of
the supply chain. Taking into account the stock levels thus obtained
from the proposed methodology, an appropriate stock levels to be
maintained in the approaching periods that will minimize the supply
chain inventory cost can be arrived at.

Keywords: Supply Chain Management, Inventory Optimization,
Base Stock, Multiple Suppliers, Lead Time, Particle Swarm
Optimization (PSO), Supply Chain Cost

I. INTRODUCTION

Inventory takes many forms, ranging from raw materials to
finished goods. While holding large amounts of inventory
enables a company to be responsive to fluctuations in customer
demand, the associated costs can be excessive. In order to
operate in a lean environment at maximum efficiency levels,
companies must minimize all unnecessary expenses, including
those associated with production and storage of inventories.

Inventory control is typically a key aspect of almost every
manufacturing and/or distribution operation business. The
ultimate success of these businesses is often dependent on its
ability to provide customers with the right goods, at the right
place, at the right time. The right goods are those that the
customer wants; the right place is your “available” inventory,

not the supplier’s warehouse, and in today’s economy the right
time is immediately.

Failure to have the right goods in the right place at the
right time often leads to lost sales and profits and, even worse,
to lost customers. Today’s reality is that there is very little
differentiation between commodity products of the same type,
and customers will, more often than not, choose to return to
businesses that meet all three conditions, even choosing
relatively unknown brands over known brands.

The role of inventory management is to coordinate the
actions of all business segments, particularly sales, marketing
and production, so that the appropriate level of stock is
maintained to satisfy customers’ demands. The goal of
inventory management is to balance supply and demand as
closely as possible in order to keep customers satisfied and
drive profits.

Inventory management is a fundamental requisite to supply
chain optimization. The processes and controls of effective
inventory management are critical to any successful business.
Since it is rarely the case that any business has the luxury of
unlimited capital, inventory management involves important
decisions about what to buy or produce, how much to buy or
produce and when to buy or produce within the capital limits.
These are “value decisions.” Excessive inventory investments
can tie up capital that may be put to better use within other
areas of the business. On the other hand, insufficient inventory
investment can lead to inventory shortages and a failure to
satisfy customer demand. A balance must be struck and
maintained.

The aim of inventory management is to reduce inventory
holdings to the lowest point without negatively impacting
availability or customer service levels. This can be done while
still maximizing the business’ ability to exploit economies of
scale to positively impact profitability.

Inventory optimization takes inventory management to the
next level, enabling businesses to further reduce inventory
levels while improving customer service levels and
maximizing capital investments.
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Inventory management is an ongoing process that relies on
inputs from forecasts and product pricing, and should be
executable within the cost structure of the business under an
overall plan. Inventory control involves three inventory forms
of the flow cycle:

 Basic Stock - The exact quantity of an item required to
satisfy a demand forecast.

 Seasonal Stock - A quantity buildup in anticipation of
predictable increases in demand that occur at certain times
in the year.

 Safety Stock - A quantity in addition to basic inventory
that serves as a buffer against uncertainty.

The challenge is to weigh the balance in favor of basic
stock so that the business holds as little safety stock as
possible and provides ‘just the right amount’ of seasonal stock.
However, the predictability of demand has a direct impact on
how much safety stock a business must hold. When demand is
unpredictable, higher levels of safety stock must be
maintained. Therefore, the search for the optimal inventory
levels to achieve a lean manufacturing environment becomes a
key objective.

A. Benefits of Inventory Optimization

The primary function of an Inventory Optimization
solution is to allow companies to effectively fulfill demand
and identify how to gain additional profits from their
inventories. Improved efficiencies through effective resource
management and optimization lead to an increase in service
level, improved performance against customer request dates
and improved return on equity. These gains are derived in
three ways: a) System Benefits b) Value-Added Benefits and
c) Strategic Benefits.

B. Particle Swarm Optimization

In 1995, Kennedy and Eberhartin, inspired by the
choreography of a bird flock, first proposed the Particle
Swarm Optimization (PSO). In comparison with the
evolutionary algorithm, PSO, relatively recently devised
population-based stochastic global optimization algorithm, has
many similarities and the robust performance of the proposed
method over a variety of difficult optimization problems has
been proved [1]. In accordance with PSO, either the best local
or the best global individual affects the behavior of each
individual in order to help it fly through a hyperspace [2].
Simulation of simplified social models has been employed to
develop Particle Swarm Optimization techniques. The
following are the features of the method [3]:

 The researches on swarms such as fish schooling and bird
flocking are the basis of the method.

 The computation time is short and it requires little
memory as it is based on a simple concept.

 Nonlinear optimization problems with continuous
variables were the initial focus of this method.
Nevertheless, problems with discrete variables can be

treated by easy expansion of the method. Hence, the
mixed integer nonlinear optimization problems with both
continuous and discrete variables can be treated with this
method.

In addition to PSO, several evolutionary paradigms exist
which include Genetic algorithms (GA), Genetic programming
(GP), Evolutionary strategies (ES) and Evolutionary
programming (EP). Biological evolution is simulated by these
approaches which are based on population [4]. Genetic
algorithm and PSO are two widely used types of evolutionary
computation techniques among the various types of
Evolutionary Computing paradigms [5].

PSO and evolutionary computation techniques such as
Genetic Algorithms (GA) have many similarities between
them. A population of random solutions is used to initialize
the system which updates generations to search for optima.
Nevertheless, PSO does not have evolution operators such as
crossover and mutation that are available in GA.

In PSO, the potential solutions, called particles follow the
current optimum particles to fly through the problem space.
Every particle represents a candidate solution to the
optimization problem. The best position visited by the particle
and the position of the best particle in the particle’s
neighborhood influences its position.

Particles would retain part of their previous state using
their memory. The particles would still remember the best
positions they ever had even as there are no restrictions for
particles to know the positions of other particles in the
multidimensional spaces. An initial random velocity and two
randomly weighted influences: individuality (the tendency to
return to the particle’s best previous position), and sociality
(the tendency to move towards the neighborhood’s best
previous position) form each particle’s movement [6].

When the neighborhood of a particle is the entire swarm,
the global best particle refers to the best position in the
neighborhood and in this case, gbest PSO refers the resulting
algorithm. Generally, lbest PSO refers the algorithm in cases
when smaller neighborhoods are used [5]. A fitness function
that is to be optimized evaluates the fitness values of all the
particles [6].

PSO uses individual and group experiences to search the
optimal solutions.  Nevertheless, previous solutions may not
provide the solution of the optimization problem. The optimal
solution is changed by adjusting certain parameters and
putting random variables. The ability of the particles to
remember the best position that they have seen is an advantage
of PSO [6].

II. RELATED REVIEW

A fresh Genetic Algorithm (GA) approach for the
Integrated Inventory Distribution Problem (IIDP) has been
projected by Abdelmaguid et al. [7]. They have developed a
genetic representation and have utilized a randomized version
of a formerly developed construction heuristic in order to
produce the initial random population.
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Pongcharoen et al.[8] have put forth an optimization tool
that works on basis of a Multi-matrix Real-coded Generic
Algorithm (MRGA) and aids in reduction of total costs
associated with in supply chain logistics. They have
incorporated procedures that ensure feasible solutions such as
the chromosome initialization procedure, crossover and
mutation operations. They have evaluated the algorithm with
the aid of three sizes of benchmarking dataset of logistic chain
network that are conventionally faced by most global
manufacturing companies.

A technique to utilize in supply-chain management that
supports the decision-making process for purchases of direct
goods has been projected by Buffett et al.[9]. RFQs have been
constructed on basis of the projections for future prices and
demand and the quotes that optimize the level of inventory
each day besides minimizing the cost have been accepted. The
problem was represented as a Markov Decision Process
(MDP) that allows for the calculation of the utility of actions
to be based on the utilities of substantial future states. The
optimal quote requests and accepts at each state in the MDP
were determined with the aid of Dynamic programming. A
supply chain management agent comprising of predictive,
optimizing and adaptive components called the TacTex-06 has
been put forth by Pardoe et al. [10]. TacTex-06 functions by
making predictions regarding the future of the economy, such
as the prices that will be proffered by component suppliers and
the degree of customer demand and then strategizing its future
actions so as to ensure maximum profit.

Beamon et al.[11] have presented a study on evaluations of
the performance measures employed in supply chain models
and have also displayed a framework for the beneficial
selection of performance measurement systems for
manufacturing supply chains Three kinds of performance
measures have been recognized as mandatory constituents in
any supply chain performance measurement system. New
flexibility measures have also been created for the supply
chains. The accomplishment of beam-ACO in supply-chain
management has been proposed by Caldeira et al.[12]. Beam-
ACO has been used to optimize the supplying and logistic
agents of a supply chain. A standard ACO algorithm has aided
in the optimization of the distributed system. The application
of Beam-ACO has enhanced the local and global results of the
supply chain.

A beneficial industry case applying Genetic Algorithms
(GA) has been proposed by Wang et al.[13]. The case has
made use of GAs for the optimization of the total cost of a
multiple sourcing supply chain system. The system has been
exemplified by a multiple sourcing model with stochastic
demand. A mathematical model has been implemented to
portray the stochastic inventory with the many to many
demand and transportation parameters as well as price
uncertainty factors. A genetic algorithm which has been
approved by Lo [14] deals with the production-inventory
problem with backlog in the real situations, with time-varied
demand and imperfect production due to the defects in
production disruption with exponential distribution. Besides
optimizing the number of production cycles to generate a (R,
Q) inventory policy, an aggregative production plan can also

be produced to minimize the total inventory cost on the basis
of reproduction interval searching in a given time horizon.

Barlas et al.[15] have developed a System Dynamics
simulation model of a typical retail supply chain. The intent of
their simulation exercise was to build up inventory policies
that enhance the retailer's revenue and reduce costs at the same
instant. Besides, the research was also intended towards
studying the implications of different diversification strategies.
A supply chain model functioning under periodic review base-
stock inventory system to assist the manufacturing managers
at HP to administer material in their supply chains has been
introduced by Lee et al.[16]. The inventory levels across
supply chain members were obtained with the aid of a search
routine.

The inventory and supply chain managers are mainly
concerned holding of the excess stock levels and hence the
increase in the holding cost. Meanwhile, there is possibility for
the shortage of products. For the shortage of each product
there will be a shortage cost. Holding excess stock levels as
well as the occurrence of shortage for products lead to the
increase in the supply chain cost. The factory may
manufacture any number of products, each supply chain
member may consume a few or all the products and each
product is manufactured using a number of raw materials
sourced from many suppliers. All these factors pose additional
holding of the excess stock levels and hence the increase in the
holding cost. Meanwhile, there is possibility for the shortage
of products. For the shortage of each product there will be a
shortage cost. Holding excess stock levels as well as the
occurrence of shortage for products lead to the increase in the
supply chain cost. All these factors pose additional challenge
in extracting the exact product and the stock levels that
influence the supply chain cost heavily.

Many well-known algorithmic advances in optimization
have been made, but it turns out that most have not had the
expected impact on the decisions for designing and optimizing
supply chain related problems. Some optimization techniques
are of little use because they are not well suited to solve
complex real logistics problems in the short time needed to
make decisions and also some techniques are highly problem-
dependent which need high expertise. This adds difficulties in
the implementations of the decision support systems which
contradicts the tendency to fast implementation in a rapidly
changing world. IO techniques need to determine a globally
optimal placement of inventory, considering its cost at each
stage in the supply chain and all the service level targets and
replenishment lead times that constraint each inventory
location.

III. OBJECTIVES

The supply chain cost increases because of the influence of
lead times for supplying the stocks as well as the raw
materials. Practically, the lead times will not be same
throughout all the periods. Maintaining abundant stocks in
order to avoid the impact of high lead time increases the
holding cost. Similarly, maintaining fewer stocks because of
ballpark lead time may lead to shortage of stocks. This also
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happens in the case of lead time involved in supplying raw
materials. A better optimization methodology would consider
all these above mentioned factors in the prediction of the
optimal stock levels to be maintained such that the total supply
chain cost can be minimized. Here, an optimization
methodology that utilizes the Particle Swarm Optimization
(PSO) algorithm, one of the best optimization algorithms, is
proposed to overcome the impasse in maintaining the optimal
stock levels in each member of the supply chain. Taking into
account the stock levels thus obtained from the proposed
methodology, an appropriate stock levels to be maintained in
the approaching periods that will minimize the supply chain
inventory cost can be arrived at.

Supply chain model is broadly divided into four stages in
which the optimization is going to be performed. The supply
chain model is illustrated in the Fig. 1.

A. Inventory Optimization of Multiproduct, Multiple
Suppliers with Lead Time

Effective supply chain strategies must take into account the
interactions at various levels in the supply chain. It is
challenging to design and operate a supply chain so that total
system wide costs are minimized and system wide service
levels are maintained.

Uncertainty is inherent in every supply chain. Supply
chains need to be designed to eliminate as much uncertainty as
possible to deal effectively with the uncertainty that remains.
Demand is not the only source of uncertainty. Delivery lead
times, manufacturing yields, transportation times and
component/raw material availability can also have significant
impact on supply chain. Inventory and back order levels
fluctuate considerably across the supply chain, even when
customer demand for specific products does not vary greatly.
The two desired objectives of improved service and inventory
levels seem to be not achieved at the same time since
traditional inventory theory tells us that to increase service
level, the firm must increase inventory and therefore cost. But
recent developments in information and communications
technologies, have led to the innovative approaches that allow
the firm to improve both the objectives simultaneously.

Fig. 1 Four Stage Supply Chain Model
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In this present research, a prediction analysis that considers all
these factors that are mentioned above, such that the analysis
paves the way for minimizing the supply chain cost has been
proposed. The supply chain cost can be minimized by
maintaining optimal stock levels in each supply chain
member. Such optimal stock levels can be predicted only by
analyzing the past records. This minimization of supply chain
cost is effective only if the optimal level is predicted with the
knowledge of the lead times of the stocks. Hence a
methodology is developed that analyze the past records and
predict the emerging excess/shortage of stock levels that are to
be considered to identify the optimal stock levels which will
be maintained by each of the supply chain member.

Particle Swarm Optimization algorithms, one of the
optimization algorithms in Evolutionary computation is used
for analysis purpose. The stock levels that are obtained from
the analysis are the stock levels that contribute more to the
increase of total supply chain cost. These stock levels are used
for the prediction of the optimal stock levels that need to be
maintained in each supply chain member.

B. PSO Model for Prediction Analysis

The methodology proposed here will minimize the total
supply chain cost by predicting optimal stock levels not only
by considering the past records with respect to the stock
levels, but also the lead time of the products to reach each
supply chain member from its previous stage as well as the
lead time taken in supplying the raw materials to the factory.
Usually, shortage for a particular stock at a particular member,
excess stock levels at a particular member, time required to
transport stock from one supply chain member to another i.e.
lead time of a stock at a member, time taken to supply raw
materials to the factory to manufacture certain products i.e.
lead time of raw materials in factory are some of the key
factors that play vital role in deciding the supply chain cost. A
better optimization methodology should consider all these
factors. In the proposed methodology all the above mentioned
key factors in predicting the optimal stock levels are
considered. Also, different priorities are assigned to those
above factors. As per the priority given, the corresponding
factors will influence the prediction of optimal stock levels.
Hence as per the desired requirement, the optimal stock level
will be maintained by setting or changing the priority levels in
the optimization procedure.

The optimization is going to be performed in the supply
chain model as illustrated in the Fig. 1.

The members participating in the supply chain model are
raw material sources }r,,r,r,r{ m321  , a factory ,f i

distribution centers }d,,d,d,d{D i321  and the agents

}A,,A,A,A{A
i321 dddd  ,

idA is the number of agents for

the distribution center id . Hence, the total number of agents in

the supply chain model can be arrived using formula  :





i

1m
dA m

AN (1)

where AN is the total number of agents used in the supply
chain model.

The factory is manufacturing k number of products. The
database holds the information about the stock levels of each
product in each of the supply chain member, lead time of
products at each supply chain member and lead time of raw
material. For l members from factory to end-level-Agents,
there are 1l lead times for a particular product and these
times are collected from the past records. Similarly, the lead
time for raw materials from mr  to f is also taken from the

earlier period and thus the database is constituted. Each and
every dataset recorded in the database is indexed by a
Transportation Identification (TID). For p periods, the TID

will be }T,,T,T,T{ p321  . This TID will be used as an index in

mining the lead time information.

Now, the particle Swarm Optimization (PSO) is utilized to
predict the emerging excess/shortage of stock levels which are
vital information for optimal stock levels to be maintained in
the future to minimize the supply chain cost. The procedures
involved in determining the optimal stock levels are illustrated
in Fig. 2.

As the particle swarm optimization (PSO) is more suitable
for finding the solution for the optimization problem, PSO is
utilized in finding the optimal stock levels to be maintained in
each member of the supply chain. The flow of procedures is
discussed below.

The individuals of the population including searching
points, velocities, bestp  and bestg  are initialized randomly

but within the lower and upper bounds of the stock levels for
all supply chain members, which have to be specified earlier.
Hence the generated searching point individual is

]SSSSP[I l321ki  ,
pN,3,2,1i  (2)

where, B.UkB.L PPP  , B.UlB.L SSS 

B.LP , B.UP and B.LS , B.US are the lower and upper bound values
of the number of products and stock levels respectively.

The generated population is having the size of Np i.e. the
number of individuals. Since the total number of members that
are maintaining the stock levels from f is l , the dimension d
of each individual is given by

1 ld (3)

and hence the equation (2).

Similarly, the initial velocity for the individual will be

]vvvv[ 1l321  , max1lmin vvv   (4)

where minv  and maxv are the minimum and maximum limit

for velocities respectively.
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Fig. 2 Particle Swarm Optimization Steps in Optimizing
the Stock Levels

Then each individual is queried into the database for
obtaining the details regarding the TID and frequency of the
individual. This will bring qT , pq  and )occ(P , number of

periods of occurrence of that particular individual. Here, q
need not to be consecutive integers. This obtained TID is
queried into the database having the lead time of a particular
product to a particular supply chain member. The product I.D.
obtained from the individual is queried into the database
having the lead time each raw material for the particular
product. After all these queries, the lead time of stocks
obtained is as follows

]ttt[T 1l,q2,q1,qs   (5)

And the lead time for raw materials is obtained as

]ttt[T r21r  (6)
where r is the number of raw materials required for a certain
product.

Then for each individual the evaluation function is
calculated.

Determination of Evaluation function

The evaluation function is determined for each randomly
generated individual. The function is given by

)t.wt.wlog(
)periods(T

)occ(P
1w)a(f raw3stock21 










pN,3,2,1a  (7)

where )( periodsT  is the total number of periods of records
in database.

In equation (7), 1w , 2w and 3w  are the weightings of the

factors, stock levels, lead time of stocks and lead time of raw
materials in optimization, respectively and they are determined
as

321

1
1 RRR

R
w


 (8.1)

321

2
2 RRR

R
w


 (8.2)

321

3
3 RRR

R
w


 (8.3)

1R , 2R and 3R  are the priority levels of influence of stock

levels, lead time of stocks and lead time of raw materials in
optimization  respectively. Increasing the priority level of a
factor increases the influence of the corresponding factor in

the evaluation function. Hence this 1R , 2R and 3R  decides the

amount of influence of the factors. The lead time of the stocks

stockt  is determined as follows







1

1
,

l

i q
iqstock tt  (9)

And the lead time required to fill the raw materials is given
as





r

i
iraw tt

1

(10)

Equation (9) and (10) is substituted in the equation (7)
gives an evaluation value for each individual.

For every individual, a comparison is made between its
evaluation value and its bestp .The bestg indicates the most

excellent evaluation value among the bestp . This bestg is

nothing but an index that points the best individual we have
generated so far.

Subsequently the adjustment of the velocity of each
particle a  is as follows:

)]b,a(I)b(g[*r*c

)]b,a(I)b,a(p[*r*c)a(v*w)b,a(v

cntbest22

cntbest11cntnew


 (11)

where,

pN,,2,1a 
d,,2,1b 
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Here )a(v cnt represents current velocity of the particle,

),( bavnew represents new velocity of a particular parameter

of a particle, 1r and 2r  are arbitrary numbers in the interval

]1,0[ , 1c and 2c  are acceleration constants (often chosen as

2.0), w is the inertia weight that is given as

iter
iter

ww
ww

max

minmax
max 


 (12)

where maxw and minw are the maximum and minimum inertia

weight factors respectively that are chosen randomly in the
interval ]1,0[

maxiter is the maximum number of iterations

iter is the current number of iteration

Such newly obtained particle should not exceed the limits.
This would be checked and corrected before proceeding
further as follows,

If )b(v)b,a(v maxnew  , then )b(v)b,a(v maxnew 

if )b(v)b,a(v minnew  , then )b(v)b,a(v minnew 

Then as per the newly obtained velocity, the parameters of
each particle is changed as follows

)b,a(v)b,a(I)b,a(I newcntnew  (13)

Then the parameter of each particle is also verified whether
it is beyond the lower bound and upper bound limits. If the
parameter is lower than the corresponding lower bound limit
then replace the new parameter by the lower bound value. If
the parameter is higher than the corresponding upper bound
value, then replace the new parameter by the upper bound
value. For instance,

If BLk PP . , then .B.Lk PP 

Similarly, if BUk PP . , then ..BUk PP 

This is to be done for the other parameters also.

This process will be repeated again and again until the
maximum number of iterations is reached. Once the maximum
number of iterations is attained the process is terminated. The
latest bestg pointing the individual is the best individual which

is having the stock levels that are to be considered and these
stock levels are utilized in taking the necessary steps for
maintaining the optimal stock levels at each of the supply
chain members.

IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS

The approach suggested for the optimization of inventory
level and thereby efficient supply chain management has been
implemented in the MATLAB 7.4. The database consists of
the records of stock levels held by each member of the supply
chain for every period. For implementation purpose, five

different products are utilized and these products are in
circulation in the seven member supply chain network
considered. The sample database which consists of the past
records is shown in Table 1.

In the database tabulated in Table 1, the second field
comprises of the product Identification (PI) and the other
fields are related with the stock levels that were held by the
respective seven members of the supply chain network. For
example, the second attribute and second field of the database
is ‘3’ which refers the Product I.D. ‘3’. The corresponding
fields of the same attribute denote the stock levels of the
product I.D. ‘3’ in the respective members of the supply chain.
Similarly, different sets of stock levels are held by the
database.

Table 1:  Sample data from database
of different stock levels

TI PI F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7
1 3 632 424 247 -298 -115 365 961
2 5 -415 488 -912 979 -492 -922 205
3 2 369 -686 -468 -807 183 -386 -228
4 2 459 289 -522 -316 130 -854 468
5 3 -663 944 856 451 -763 657 484
6 4 -768 -937 -768 242 369 -890 289
7 3 -890 619 -629 -844 791 285 596
8 3 193 -263 -474 325 -409 -216 -738
9 2 578 -890 675 -321 -411 239 -916

10 1 -192 -421 593 394 -141 955 -456
11 5 494 -317 600 363 698 927 621
12 3 -838 -355 776 682 -813 -350 -513
13 5 673 -593 628 637 643 622 -244
14 1 -974 -311 -319 -189 -449 663 520
15 3 -725 797 184 406 -888 -575 -144
16 4 811 -569 -473 615 467 -748 192
17 1 -102 -703 -859 983 206 -803 -445
18 2 426 689 -735 -465 680 -913 147
19 3 655 626 -158 -485 -622 -928 515
20 5 -175 662 -847 819 239 -902 372

Table 2: Sample data from database which is
having lead times for stocks

TI T1 T2 T3 T4 T5 T6
1 28 27 19 9 19 19
2 35 33 16 4 24 15
3 38 38 20 8 10 18
4 25 25 9 21 22 13
5 45 40 15 4 16 11
6 36 43 7 13 21 3
7 31 27 20 5 22 4
8 45 28 5 8 10 6
9 41 45 6 22 8 20

10 34 26 5 21 12 4
11 45 38 1 2 11 16
12 40 38 9 18 22 23
13 38 40 11 17 7 10
14 47 47 22 8 23 23
15 35 27 16 12 22 4
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Sample data from database which is having lead times for
stocks is given in Table 2; and sample data set taken from a
database which is having raw material lead time for different
products is given in Table 3. Initial random individuals for
running the PSO algorithm is given in Table 4; and initial
random velocities corresponding to each particle of the
individual required for the PSO algorithm is given in Table 5.

Table 3: Raw material lead time
for different products

PI RM T
1 1 20
1 2 3
1 3 8
2 1 10
2 2 3
2 3 9
2 4 23
2 5 7
3 1 24
3 2 23
3 3 20
3 4 22
4 1 3
4 2 22
4 3 19
4 4 18
5 1 23
5 2 16
5 3 23
5 4 21

Table 4: Initial Random Individuals
PI F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7
3 855 61 215 863 24 75 -757
5 854 -154 145 -241 -215 415 845

Table 5: Initial Random Velocities corresponding
to each particle of the individual

PI F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7
-0.1298 0.0376 -0.3439 0.3567 0.0982 -0.0560 -0.1765 -0.0409
-0.4997 0.0863 0.3573 -0.0113 0.0524 0.2177 0.6550 0.0342

V. DISCUSSION OF RESULTS

An iteration involving all these processes was carried out
so as to obtain the best individual. Here for instance, the
iteration value of ‘100’ is chosen and so hundred numbers of
iterative steps will be performed. The best individual obtained
as a result is

3 -602 -280 -821 398 382 -764 -125
and its database format is depicted in the table 6.

Table 6: Database format of Final Best Individual
PI F1 F2 F3 F4 F5 F6 F7
3 -602 -280 -821 398 382 -764 -125

As long as minimization of the fitness function is still
possible, then the iteration continues till such a time that no
improvement in the evaluation function value is noticeable.
After a certain number of iterations, if the evaluation function
value is not improving from the previous iterations, then this is
an indication that the evaluation function value is stabilizing
and the algorithm has converged towards optimal solution.
This inference is useful for deciding the number of iterations
for running the PSO simulation as well as this may be used as
the stopping criteria for the algorithm.

For greater accuracy, the number of iterations should be
sufficiently increased and run on the most frequently updated
large database of past records. In our experimentation, the
iteration value of 100 is chosen and its value is 3.8220 and the
values for weighting factors w1, w2 and w3 obtained are
0.6250; 0.3125 and 0.0625 respectively.

The final individual obtained from the PSO based analysis
shown in the Table 6 is the inventory level that has potential to
cause maximum increase of supply chain cost. It is inferred
that controlling this resultant individual is sufficient to reduce
the loss either due to the holding of excess stocks or due to the
shortage of stocks. By focusing on the excess/shortage
inventory levels and initiating appropriate steps to eliminate
the same at each member of the chain, the organization can
optimize the inventory levels in the upcoming period and thus
minimize the supply chain cost.

That is, the organization should focus on the most potential
product among multi products that could cause maximum
inventory cost and in this specific case it is product 3.
The organization should take necessary  steps to increase the
production of  product 3 in the factory by 602 units to make up
for the predicted shortage; increase the inventory level of
product 3 by 280 units  in distribution centre 1 to make up for
the predicted shortage; increase the inventory level of product
3 by 821 units in distribution centre 2 to make up for the
predicted shortage; decrease inventory level of product 3 by
398 units in agent 1 to make up for the predicted excess;
decrease inventory level of product 3 by 382 units in agent 2
to make up for the predicted excess;  increase the inventory
level of product 3 by 764 units  in agent 3 to make up for the
predicted shortage; increase the inventory level of product 3
by 125 units in agent 4 to make up for the predicted shortage.

Thus by following the predicted stock levels, the increase
in the supply chain cost due to excess/shortage inventory
levels can be avoided. The analysis provided an inventory
level that had maximum potential to cause a remarkable
contribution towards the increase of supply chain cost. The
organization can predict the future optimal inventory levels in
all the supply chain members with the aid of these levels.
Therefore it is  concluded that it is possible to minimize the
supply chain cost by maintaining the optimal stock levels in
the upcoming period among various partners in the supply
chain that was predicted from the inventory analysis, making
the inventory management further effective and efficient.
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VI. CONCLUSION

Inventory management is an important component of
supply chain management. As the lead time plays vital role in
the increase of supply chain cost, the complexity of predicting
the optimal stock levels increases. The novel and proficient
approach based on PSO algorithm, one of the best
optimization algorithms, is proposed to overcome the impasse
in maintaining the optimal stock levels in each member of the
supply chain. The proposed methodology reduced the total
supply chain cost as it undoubtedly established the most
probable surplus stock level and shortage level along with the
consideration of lead time in supplying the stocks as well as
raw materials that are required for inventory optimization.

The organizations can make use of the proposed
techniques in this present research for inventory optimization
by capturing the database in the desired format to suit their
respective supply chain structure, replacing the simulated data
used in this research with the real data of the organization.
For greater accuracy, the number of iterations should be
sufficiently increased and run on the most frequently updated
large database of past records. Also the organization can
mention the maximum possible lower limit and upper limit for
the shortage and excess inventory levels respectively, within
which the inventory is expected to fluctuate among the various
members of the supply chain to make the convergence faster
towards optimal solution. Further if the organization can
evaluate and quantify the cost involved for each shortage as
well as excess of inventory at each member of the supply
chain, then the exact savings due to inventory optimization in
the supply chain can be calculated for the organization.

VII. FUTURE SCOPE

Organization can adopt decomposition technique and use
the proposed techniques for inventory optimization of
high/medium/low value independent products. In this case, the
organization should apply the technique for the high value
items separately, medium value products separately and low
value products separately for inventory optimization in the
supply chain.
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Abstract— Software testing is the important phase of 

software development process. But, this phase can be easily 
missed by software developers because of their limited time to 
complete the project. Since, software developers finish their 
software nearer to the delivery time; they don’t get enough time 
to test their program by creating effective test cases. . One of the 
major difficulties in software testing is the generation of test 
cases that satisfy the given adequacy criterion Moreover, 
creating manual test cases is a tedious work for software 
developers in the final rush hours. A new approach which 
generates test cases can help the software developers to create 
test cases from software specifications in early stage of software 
development (before coding) and as well as from program 
execution traces from after software development (after coding). 
Heuristic techniques can be applied for creating quality test cases. 
Mutation testing is a technique for testing software units that has 
great potential for improving the quality of testing, and to assure 
the high reliability of software. In this paper, a mutation testing 
based test cases generation technique has been proposed to 
generate test cases from program execution trace, so that the test 
cases can be generated after coding.  The paper details about the 
mutation testing implementation to generate test cases. The 
proposed algorithm has been demonstrated for an example.   

I. INTRODUCTION 
Software testing is a standard method of assuring 

software quality. Software testing is an important activity to 
assure the quality of software. Unfortunately, software testing 
is very labor intensive and very expensive. It can take about 
50 percents of total cost in software developing process [1]. 
The software testers may need to spend a longer time using 
many test cases if the test data used are not of high quality. 
Therefore, a performance of executing test case is an 
important issue to reduce the testing time. Software testing is 
usually the first part of software development stages, which 
software developers decide to omit when there is a limited 
time to deliver the software. In other word, developers may 
not have enough time after they finished their coding to create 
test cases to test their code. Generating test cases can resolve 
these problems. This not only helps developers to test their 
program when they finish coding but also controls the 
developers to program the software as defined in the software 
specification [2]. In this case the software specifications are 

the main sources for generating test cases as these documents 
describe the software system to be developed in detail.  
One of the most difficult and expensive parts of applying 
these techniques has been the actual generation of test data- 
which has traditionally been done by hand  

The general aim of the research reflected in this 
paper is to formalize, and mechanize where possible, routine 
aspects of testing. Such formalization has two benefits. First, 
it makes it easier to analyse a given test set to ensure that it 
satisfies a specified coverage criterion. Second, it frees the test 
engineer to concentrate on less formalization, and often more 
interesting tests. Developers have responded to this need in 
many ways, including improving the process, increasing the 
attention on early development activities, and using formal 
methods to describe requirements, specifications, and designs. 
Although all of these improvements help create software that 
is of higher quality and higher reliability, the software still 
needs to be tested, and the more stringent needs for the 
product also means that the testing method must be more 
effective at finding problems in the software. Project and test 
managers are more than ever in a position where they need 
solid information for how to apply scarce resources. Applying 
structured, precisely defined testing techniques allows 
development resources to be used more wisely. 

Specification-based testing refers to creating test 
inputs from the software specifications. Specification-based 
testing allows tests to be created earlier in the development 
process, and be ready for execution before the program is 
finished. Additionally, when the tests are generated, the test 
engineer will often find inconsistencies and ambiguities in the 
specifications, which allows problems to be found and 
eliminated early. Specifications can be used as a basis for 
output checking, which significantly reduces one of the major 
costs of testing. Another advantage is that the essential part of 
the test data can be independent of any particular 
implementation of the specifications. Specification-based 
testing is also important for conformance testing, where 
access to the code is not provided, but specifications for the 
product are. 
 There is an increasing need for effective testing of 
software for growing applications, such as web applications 
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and e-commerce require software that exhibits more reliability 
than most traditional application areas. Without software that 
functions reliably, businesses that operate on the web will lose 
money, sales, and customers. In recent years, the phrase 
“fault-based testing" has been applied to techniques that 
choose test data that attempt to show the presence (or absence) 
of specific faults during unit testing. Techniques have been 
developed that determine whether test data can detect specific 
faults (i.e., mutation analysis [3]), and the theoretical 
properties of fault-based testing have been explored [5, 4].  

The mutation testing is a fault based testing strategy 
that measures the quality of testing by examining whether the 
test set, test input data used in testing can reveal certain type 
of faults. Mutation testing helps testers create test data by 
interacting with them to strengthen the quality of the test data. 
Faults are introduced into programs by creating many versions 
of the software, each containing one fault. Test cases are used 
to execute these faulty programs with the goal of causing each 
faulty program to produce incorrect output (fail). Hence the 
term mutation; faulty programs are mutants of the original, 
and a mutant is killed when it fails. When this happens, the 
mutant is considered dead and no longer needs to remain in 
the testing process because the faults represented by that 
mutant have been detected. 

II. RELATED WORK  
 

If testers want to test functional requirements, they 
may use black-box testing technique. Black-box testing [6] 
does not need knowledge of how software is programmed. 
Test oracles are specified by software design or software 
specifications. Testers inject test data to execute program, then 
compare actual result with the specified test oracle. By 
contrast, white-box testing needs knowledge of how software 
is programmed. In white-box testing, paths or statements 
which has been executed are test oracle. These are called 
coverage criteria. There are three main types of coverage 
criteria: statement, coverage, branch coverage, and path 
coverage. Statement coverage reports whether each statement 
is encountered by the test suite or not. Branch coverage 
reports whether every branch structure (if – else clause or 
while clause) has been executed for true and false condition in 
each branch. Finally, path coverage reports whether all 
possible paths in function has been tested. 

In Object-oriented context, the structure of software 
is more complicated than the structural one. Conventional test 
approaches may not be enough for testing. The combination of 
those two traditional approaches is called Gray-box testing [7]. 
In Gray-box testing, test data generates based on the high 
level design which specifies the expected structure and 
behaviour of system. Gray-box testing investigates the 
coverage criteria of white-box method and finds all possible 
coverage paths. In addition, the generated test case should be 
satisfied with functional requirement as in the black-box 
testing criteria.  

Many automated test case generation techniques 
produce test cases based on Gray-box method. Not only does 

Gray-box testing concern functional requirement as black box 
testing, but also concerns on behaviours of system. Clarke [8] 
proposed an empirical study which compared efforts between 
automate test generation and manual test generation. In his 
report test data was generated from extended finite state 
model (EFSM). The research shows that the automate test data 
generation could reduce an effort from manual test data 
generation for more than 88 percents. Xu and Yang [9] 
proposed test data generation framework called JMLAutoTest 
framework. JMLAutoTest framework generates test data from 
Java Modelling Language (JML) [[10] [11]]. JML is a 
notation for specifying behaviour and interface in Java class 
and method. Since JML is a formal specification, developers 
should spend efforts to understand JML before writing 
specification. Because UML diagrams are now widely used 
for software development [12], generating test data from 
UML diagrams should help developer to reduce a great 
number of efforts.  

Wang, et.al [13] proposed test data generation from 
activity diagram. They extracted a test scenario from activity 
diagram. The test scenario is a sequence of possible paths in 
activity diagram. From these paths, the executing sequence of 
program has been generated in order to cover all possible 
paths. However, activity diagram describes flows of system, 
not the behaviour of the system. Due to performance of 
generating test data and a concern of size of test data set, 
heuristic techniques are applied for test data generation. 
GADGET [14] and TGEN [15] use genetic algorithm to 
improve quality of generating test data. GADGET generates 
test data from a control flow graph generated from source 
code. A fitness function is defined for each condition node in 
control flow graph. An empirical study showed that test data 
generated by GADGET covers more than 93 percents of 
source code, while random testing achieves around 55 
percents. TGEN transforms a control flow graph to a control 
dependency graph (CDG). Each part of CDG represents the 
smallest set of predicate to traverse every node in control flow 
graph. Both GADGET and TGEN generate test data using 
white box method; therefore, test data can be generated only 
after software is finished. Using Genetic algorithm to generate 
test data from software model is proposed in [16]. JML is a 
model for generating test data. Fitness function is calculated 
by coverage of paths and post condition defined by JML. 

Because of the large number of mutant programs that 
must be generated and run, early designers of mutation 
analysis systems considered individually creating, compiling, 
linking, and running each mutant more difficult, and slower, 
than using an interpretive system [[17] [18]] . It was 
considered likely that the cost of compiling large numbers of 
mutants would be prohibitive. Of the interpreter-based 
systems that have been developed, Mothra is the most recent 
and comprehensive [[19] [21]]. In these conventional, 
interpreter-based mutation analysis systems, the source code is 
translated into an internal form suitable for interpretive 
execution and mutation. For each mutant, a mutant generator 
program produces a “patch" that, when applied to the internal 
form, creates the desired alternate program. The translated 
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program plus the collection of patches represents a program 
neighbourhood. To run a mutant against a test case, the 
interpreter dynamically applies the appropriate patch and 
interpretively executes the resulting alternate internal form 
program. A number of attempts to overcome the performance 
problem have been made. Some approaches attempt to limit 
the number of mutants that must be run. In selective mutation 
[26], only a subset of the possible mutagens is used, resulting 
in fewer mutants being created. Preliminary results suggest 
that selective mutation may provide almost the same test 
coverage as non-selective mutation under certain conditions. 
Running only a sample of the mutants [27] has also been 
suggested.  
  In extreme cases, however, it is necessary to run 
almost all the mutants. In other approaches, the use of non-
standard computer architectures has been explored. 
Unfortunately, full utilization of these high performance 
computers requires an awareness of their special requirements 
as well as adaptation of software. Work has been done to 
adapt mutation systems to vector processors [23], to SIMD 
[22] and hypercube (MIMD) machines [[24] [25]]. However, 
it is the very fact that these architectures are non-standard that 
limits the appeal of these approaches. Not only are they not 
available in most development environments, but testing 
software designed for one operational environment (machine, 
operating system, compiler, etc.) on another is fraught with 
risks.  

The approaches above do not squarely address the 
primary factor that causes conventional systems to be slow: 
interpretative execution. As noted previously, the overhead of 
compiling many mutant programs outweighs the benefit of 
increased execution speed. Compiler-integrated [20] program 
mutation seeks to avoid excessive compilation overhead and 
yet retain the benefit of compiled speed execution. In this 
method, the program under test is compiled by a special 
compiler. As the compilation process proceeds, the effects of 
mutations are noted and code patches that represent these 
mutations are prepared. Execution of a particular mutant 
requires only that the appropriate code patch be applied prior 
to execution. Patching is inexpensive and the mutant executes 
at compiled-speeds. Unfortunately, crafting the needed special 
compiler is an expensive undertaking. Modifying an existing 
compiler reduces this burden somewhat, but the task is still 
technically demanding. Moreover, for each new computer and 
operating system environment, this task must be repeated. 

III. FAULT CLASSIFICATION 
A test case that distinguishes the program from its 

mutant is considered to be effective at finding faults in the 
program. The effectiveness of mutation testing, like other 
fault-based approaches, depends heavily on the types of faults 
that the mutation system is designed to represent. Since 
mutation testing uses mutation operators to implement faults, 
the quality of the mutation operators is crucial to the 
effectiveness of mutation testing. Although mutation testing 
has a rich history, most mutation operators have been 
developed for procedural programs. OO languages contain 

new features such as encapsulation, inheritance, and 
polymorphism. These features introduce the potential for new 
faults. Therefore, existing mutation operators for procedural 
programming languages are not sufficient for programs 
written in OO languages and new OO-specific language 
operators are needed. 
  The effectiveness of mutation testing depends 
heavily on the types of faults that may be represented. In these 
new kinds of faults, some of which are not modelled by 
traditional mutation operators. Which are insufficient to test 
these OO language features, particularly at the class testing 
level. This paper introduces a new set of class mutation 
operators for the OO languages. These operators are based on 
specific OO faults and can be used to detect faults involving 
inheritance, polymorphism, and dynamic binding, thus are 
useful for inter-class testing. The faults modelled by these 
operators are not general; they can be application-specific or 
programmer-specific. Therefore, to execute mutation testing 
with these operators, they should be selected based on the 
characteristic of the program to be tested. The previous 
attempts suffered from not having a general fault model. The 
previous OO mutation operators do not handle several fault 
types and did not handle all OO features. Faults can be 
classified as occurring at the intra-method level, inter-method 
level, intra-class level, and inter-class level. 

Intra-method level faults occur when the 
functionality of a method is implemented incorrectly. A 
method in a class corresponds to the unit of the conventional 
program testing. Inter-method and intra-class level faults are 
made at the interactions between pairs of methods of a single 
class or between pairs of methods that are not part of a class 
construct in non-OO languages. Because methods are getting 
smaller and interactions among methods are increasingly 
encoding the design complexity.  Inter-class level faults 
include faults that occur due to the object-oriented specific 
features such as encapsulation, inheritance, polymorphism, 
and dynamic binding. 

IV.  MUTATION OPERATORS 
There are three kinds of mutation operators available 

namely statement level operators, method level operators and 
class level operators.  

Statement level mutation operators involve the 
creation of a set of mutant programs of the program being 
tested. Each mutant differs from the original program by one 
mutation. A mutation is a single syntactic change that is made 
to a program statement. 
Operand Replacement Operators (ORO) - Replacing a single 
operand with another operand or constant. 
Expression Modification Operators (EMO) – Replacing an 
operator or inserting a new operator. 
Statement Modification Operators (SMO) – Replacing or 
deleting a statement or part of the statement. 

Method level mutation operators are used in unit and 
integration level testing and can be classified into two levels: 
(1) intra-method, (2) inter-method.  This classification follows 
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definitions by Harrold and Rothermel [25] [27] and Gallagher 
and Offutt [26] [23]. 

Intra-method level faults occur when the 
functionality of a method is implemented incorrectly. Testing 
within classes corresponds to unit testing in conventional 
programs. So far, researchers have assumed that traditional 
mutation operators for procedural programs will suffice for 
this level (with minor modifications to adapt to new 
languages). 

Inter-method level faults are made on the 
connections between pairs of methods of a single class. 
Testing at this level is equivalent to integration testing of 
procedures in procedural language programs. Interface 
mutation which evaluates how well the interactions between 
various units have been tested, is applicable to this level. 

Class level mutation operators can be classified into 
two levels: (1) intra-method, (2) inter-method.   

Intra-class testing is when tests are constructed for a 
single class, with the purpose of testing the class as a whole. 
Intra-class testing is a specialization of the traditional unit and 
module testing. It tests the interactions of public methods of 
the class when they are called in various sequences. Tests are 
usually sequences of calls to methods within the class, and 
include thorough tests of public interfaces to the class. 

Inter-class testing is when more than one class is 
tested in combination to look for faults in how they are 
integrated. Inter-class testing specializes the traditional 
integration testing and seldom used subsystem testing, where 
most faults related to polymorphism, inheritance, and access 
are found.  

Based on the fault classification, Ma et al. [28] 
developed a comprehensive set of class mutation operators for 
Java. There are 24 mutation operators explained below. Each 
mutation operator is related to one of the following six 
language feature groups. The first four groups are based on 
language features that are common to all object oriented 
languages. The fifth group includes language features that are 
Java-specific, and the last group of mutation operators are 
based on common object oriented programming mistakes. As 
is usual with mutation operators, they are only applied in 
situations where the mutated program will still compile. 

A.  Information Hiding 
 Access control is one of the common sources of mistakes 

among object oriented programmers. The semantics of the 
various access levels are often poorly understood, and access 
for variables and methods is not always considered during 
design. Poor access definitions do not always cause faults 
initially, but can lead to faulty behaviour when the class is 
integrated with other classes, modified, or inherited from. The 
Access Control mutation operator, Access modifier change 
(AMC) has been developed for this category. 

B. Inheritance 
Although inheritance is a powerful and useful abstraction 

mechanism, incorrect use can lead to a number of faults. 
Seven mutation operators have been defined to test the various 
aspects of using inheritance, covering variable hiding, method 

overriding, the use of super, and definition of constructors and 
are listed below. 
IHD-Hiding variable deletion  IHI-Hiding variable 
insertion 
IOD-Overriding method deletion IOP- Overriding method 
calling position change 
IOR-Overriding methods rename ISK-Super keyword 
deletion 
IPC-Explicit call of a parent's constructor deletion 

C. Polymorphism 
Polymorphism and dynamic binding allow object 

references to take on different types in different executions 
and at different times in the same execution. That is, object 
references may refer to objects whose actual types differ from 
their declared types. In most languages (including Java and 
C++), the actual type can be any type that is a subclass of the 
declared type. Polymorphism allows the behaviour of an 
object reference to differ depending on the actual type. Four 
operators have been developed for this category. 
PNC- new method call with child class type  
PMD- Instance variable declaration with parent class type 
PPD -Parameter variable declaration with child class type 
PRV- Reference assignment with other comparable type 

D. Overloading 
Method overloading allows two or more methods of the 

same class or type family to have the same name as long as 
they have different argument signatures. Just as with method 
overriding (polymorphism), it is important for testers to 
ensure that a method invocation invokes the correct method 
with appropriate parameters. Four mutation operators have 
been defined to test various aspects of method overloading. 
OMR- Overloading method contents change   
OMD- Overloading method deletion 
OAO- Argument order change    
OAN- Argument number change 

E. Java Specific Features 
Because mutation testing is language dependent, mutation 

operators need to reflect language-specific features. Java has a 
few object-oriented language features that do not occur in all 
object oriented languages and four operators have been 
defined to ensure correct use of these features. They cover use 
of this, static, default constructors and initialization. 
JTD- this keyword deletion 
JSC- static modifier change 
JID- Member variable initialization deletion   
JDC-Java-supported default constructor creation 

F. Common Programming Mistakes  
This category attempts to capture typical mistakes that 

programmers make when writing object oriented software. 
These are related to use of references and using methods to 
access instance variables. Four operators have been developed 
for this category. 
EOA- Reference assignment and content assignment 
replacement 
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EOC- Reference comparison and content comparison 
replacement 
EAM- Accessor method change 
EMM- Modifier method change 

V. RELATIONSHIP BETWEEN FAULTS AND 
OPERATORS 

The following table relates the fault types and our 
mutation operators. All faults are covered, and some required 
multiple mutation operators. Conversely, some of the 
mutation operators cover more than one fault 
Faults    Class Mutation Operators 
State visibility anomaly    IOP 
State definition inconsistency  
(due to state variable hiding)   IHD, IHI 
State definition anomaly  
(due to overriding)    IOD 
Indirect inconsistent state definition  IOD 
Anomalous construction behaviour   IOR, IPC, PNC 
Incomplete construction    JID, JDC 
Inconsistent type use   PID, PNC, PPD, PRV 
Overloading methods misuse  OMD, OAO, OAN 
Access modifier misuse    AMC 
Static modifier misuse    JSC 
Incorrect overloading- 
methods implementation    OMR 
Super keyword misuse    ISK 
This keyword misuse    JTD 
Faults from common programming  
mistakes    EOA, EOC, EAM, EMM 

VI.  EFFECTIVENESS OF MUTATION OPERATORS  
TCAS/Siemens has an internal state which is large relative 

to the number of inputs and outputs. TCAS, aircraft collision 
avoidance, is a part of a set of C programs that came 
originally from Siemens Corporate Research and was 
subsequently modified by Rothermel and Harrold [26]. These 
programs are used in research on program testing, so they 
come with extensive test suites and sets of faulty versions. 
There are 12 input variables specifying parameters of own 
aircraft and another aircraft and one output variable, alt_sep, a 
resolution advisory to maintain safe altitude separation 
between the two aircrafts. The program computes intermediate 
values and prints alt_sep to the standard output. The program 
has minimal documentation, and we wrote a formal 
specification for it. The following table gives the results of 
various mutation operators in terms of number of mutants 
generated, number of traces produced and the percentage of 
fault coverage.  

There are several issues that need to be considered to 
evaluate the usefulness and effectiveness of the OO class level 
mutation operators. First is the issue of equivalent mutants. 
Equivalent mutants do not affect the semantics of the program; 
therefore they are useless for mutation testing.  Second, some 
operators can generate mutants that are easily killed. Although 
mutants make simple syntactic changes to the program, their 
semantic impacts can vary greatly. The impacts of OO 

operators on the semantics can vary from affecting the method 
to the semantics of the entire class. For example, the IOD 
operator swaps overriding methods with its parent’s. The 
effect of IHD, on the other hand, extends over the whole class 
because it handles instance variable, which determine the 
class state. It is possible that some of these mutation operators 
will create mutants that are too easily killed. Finally, the 
mutation operators need to be evaluated in terms of their 
effectiveness of detecting faults in OO programs.  The AMC 
and JSC operators produced a lot of equivalent mutants, and 
the PNC, PMD, PPD and IHI operators produced equivalent 
mutants when overriding was present.   

TABLE I 
RESULT OF MUTATION OPERATORS AND THEIIR FAULT COVERAGE  

Operator No.of 
Mutants 

No.of 
Traces 

Coverage 

AMC 202 24 96.6% 

IOD 72 21 87.9% 

ISK 130 21 93.1% 

IHD 116 14 62.9% 

PNC 74 18 94.2% 

PPD 72  21 90.7% 

PMD 144 29 83.7% 

JTD 12 4 52.4% 

JSC 83 17 85.2% 

IHI 97 22 76.4% 

VII. CONCLUSION 
This paper presents a comprehensive set of mutation 

operators to test for faults in the use of object-oriented 
features. These mutation operators are based on an exhaustive 
list of OO faults, which gives them a firm theoretical basis. As 
a result, they correct several problems. These mutation 
operators are designed with an emphasis on the integration 
aspects of Java to support interclass level testing, and will 
help testers find faults with the use of language features such 
as access control, inheritance, polymorphism and overloading. 
Thus, this provides a way to improve the reliability of OO 
software. 
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Abstract— This paper presents an energy efficient and reliable 

congestion control protocol for multicasting in mobile adhoc 

networks (MANETs). Our proposed scheme overcomes the 

disadvantages of existing multicast congestion control protocols 

which depend on individual receivers to detect congestion and 

adjust their receiving rates. In the first phase of our protocol, we 

build a multicast tree routed at the source, by including the nodes 

with higher residual energy towards the receivers.  In the second 

phase, we propose an admission control scheme in which a 

multicast flow is admitted or rejected depending upon on the 

output queue size. In the third phase, we propose a scheme which 

adjusts the multicast traffic rate at each bottleneck of a multicast 

tree. Because of the on-the-spot information collection and rate 

control, this scheme has very limited control traffic overhead and 

delay. Moreover, the proposed scheme does not impose any 

significant changes on the queuing, scheduling or forwarding 

policies of existing networks. Simulation results shows that our 

proposed protocol has better delivery ratio and throughput with 

less delay and energy consumption when compared with existing 

protocol. 

Keywords-Congestion Control; Mobile Adhoc Networks; 

Multicasting; admission control; multicast tree. 

I. INTRODUCTION 

A mobile ad-hoc network (MANET) is composed of 
mobile nodes without any infrastructure. Mobile nodes self-
organize to form a network over radio links. The goal of 
MANETs is to extend mobility into the realm of autonomous, 
mobile and wireless domains, where a set of nodes form the 
network routing infrastructure in an ad-hoc fashion. The 
majority of applications of MANETs are in areas where rapid 
deployment and dynamic reconfiguration are necessary and 
wired network is not available. These include military 
battlefields, emergency search, rescue sites, classrooms and 
conventions, where participants share information dynamically 
using their mobile devices. These applications lend themselves 
well to multicast operations [1]. 

Multicasting is aimed to deliver data to a set of selected 
receivers. There is no restriction on the location or number of 
members in a host group. Multicast can be classified into one 
to many or many to many communication applications. The 
important member identifications and functions are: group 
member, sources, destination, forwarding nodes, non-group 

member. The group membership is dynamic means that hosts 
may join and leave groups at any time Multicast packets are 
delivered to each member of a multicast group with the same 
best-efforts reliability and performance as unicast packets to 
members. Multicast groups may be of arbitrary size, may 
change membership dynamically, and may have either a 
global or local scope. The senders do not need to know 
membership groups, and needs not to be a member of that 
group. [2]. In addition, within a wireless medium, it is crucial 
to reduce the transmission overhead and power consumption. 
Multicasting can improve the efficiency of the wireless link 
when sending multiple copies of messages by exploiting the 
inherent broadcast property of wireless transmission. Hence, 
reliable multicast routing plays a significant role in MANETs 
[1]. 

Multicasting can be used to improve the efficiency of the 
wireless link when sending multiple copies of messages to 
exploit the inherent broadcast nature of wireless transmission. 
So multicast plays an important role in MANETs Unlike 
typical wired multicast routing protocols, multicast routing for 
MANETs must address a diverse range of issues due to the 
characteristics of MANETs, such as low bandwidth, mobility 
and low power. MANETs deliver lower bandwidth than wired 
networks; therefore, the information collection during the 
formation of a routing table is expensive [1]. 

A. Multicast Issues in MANET 

Scalability: A multicast routing protocol is scalable with 
respect to some constraints posed by MANETs. 

Multicast service support: The multicast protocol defines 
conditions for joining/leaving groups, multicast participants 
should be able to join or leave groups at will. On the other 
hand, service providers can be convinced to support multicast 
protocols. 

Traffic control: Both source and core-based approaches 
concentrate traffic on a single node. In stateless multicast 
group membership is controlled by the source, which leads to 
the vulnerability of multicast protocols for MANETs. Still 
need to be investigated is how to efficiently distribute traffic 
from a central node to other member nodes for MANETs. 
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QoS: QoS defines a guarantee given by the network to 
satisfy a set of predetermined service performance constraints 
for the user in terms of end-to-end delay, jitter, and available 
bandwidth. Therefore, multicast routing protocols must be 
feasible for all kinds of constrained multicast applications to 
run well in a MANET. However, it is a significant technical 
challenge to define a comprehensive framework for QoS 
support, due to dynamic topology, distributed management 
and multi-hop connections for MANETs. 

Multiple sources: Most of the existing multicast routing 
protocols in ad-hoc networks are designed for single source 
multicasting. However, a multicast group may contain 
multiple sources due to different kinds of services or 
applications simultaneously provided by the networks. Each 
single source multicast routing protocol induces a lot of 
overhead and thus wastes tremendous network resources in a 
multi-source multicast environment. 

The QAMNet [9] depends on the traffic pattern hence it is 
difficult to accurately estimate the threshold rate. The 
protocols which support QoS for multicasting introduce 
network state and additional signaling. Such additional 
signaling packets for reservation protocol must be avoided as 
this adds to network congestion, especially in high mobility 
scenarios.  

The QMR and E-QMR protocols calculate approximately 
the available bandwidth based on the channel status. This 
results in some problem. Each node can listen to the channel to 
determine the channel status and computes the idle duration 
only for a period of time [10]. A lantern-tree topology is used 
to provide QoS multicast routing. Need for a centralized MAC 
scheme in ad hoc mobile networks with dynamic wireless 
environments is its main disadvantage [12].  

B. Proposed Solution 

In this paper, we propose to design an energy efficient and 
reliable congestion control (EERCCP) protocol for 
multicasting with the following phases. 

In its first phase, it builds a multicast tree routed at the 
source, by including the nodes with higher residual energy 
towards the receivers.  Most of the existing schemes depend 
on individual receivers to detect congestion and adjust their 
receiving rates which are much disadvantageous. In the second 
phase, we propose an admission control scheme in which a 
multicast flow is admitted or rejected depending upon on the 
output queue size. 

In the third phase, we propose a scheme which adjusts the 
multicast traffic rate at each bottleneck of a multicast tree.  

 II. RELATED WORK 

Hua Chen, Baolin Sun [3] introduces an Entropy-based 
Fuzzy controllers QoS Routing algorithm in MANET 
(EFQRM). The key idea of EFQRM algorithm is to construct 
the new metric-entropy and fuzzy controllers with the help of 
entropy metric to reduce the number of route reconstruction so 
as to provide QoS guarantee in the ad hoc network. 

Tolga Numanoglu and Wendi Heinzelman [4] propose a 
mesh networking inspired approach that adapts the amount of 

redundancy according to the current link conditions. They 
simultaneously reduce unnecessary energy dissipation. 

D. Agrawal, T. Bheemarjuna Reddy, and C. Siva Ram 
Murthy [5] propose a Robust Demand-driven Video Multicast 
Routing (RDVMR) protocol. Their protocol uses a novel path 
based Steiner tree heuristic to reduce the number of forwarders 
in each tree. They construct multiple trees in parallel with 
reduced number of common nodes among them. Moreover, 
unlike other on-demand multicast protocols, RDVMR 
specifically attempts to reduce the periodic (non on-demand) 
control traffic. 

Guojun Wang, Jiannong Cao, Lifan Zhang, Keith C. C. 
Chan [6] proposes a logical Hypercube-based Virtual 
Dynamic Backbone (HVDB) model for QoS-aware multicast 
communications. In this model, high fault tolerance and small 
diameter of hyper cubes are the basis for high availability, and 
regularity and symmetry of hyper cubes contribute to good 
load balancing. 

Vida Lashkari B. O, Mehdi Dehghan [7] proposes an 
efficient algorithm named is proposed to improve the route 
discovery mechanism in MAODV for QoS multicast routes. 
QoS-MAODV especially can establish a multicast tree with 
the minimum required bandwidth support and decrease the 
end-to-end delay between each destination and the source 
node. It can establish QoS routes with the reserved bandwidth 
on per chosen flow. To perform accurate resource reservation, 
they have developed a method for estimating the consumed 
bandwidth in multicast trees by extending the methods 
proposed for unicast routing. 

Zeyad M. Alfawaer, GuiWei Hua, and Noraziah Ahmed 
[8] introduced MANHSI (Multicast for Ad hoe Network with 
hybrid Swarm Intelligence) protocol, which relies on a swarm 
intelligence based optimization technique to learn and 
discover efficient multicast connectivity. The proposed 
protocol instances that it can quickly and efficiently establish 
initial multicast connectivity and/or improved the resulting 
connectivity via different optimization techniques. 

Harald Tebbe and Andreas J. Kassler [9] present QAMNet, 
an approach to improve the Quality of Service (QoS) for 
multicast communication in MANETs. They extend existing 
approaches of mesh based multicasting by introducing traffic 
prioritization, distributed resource probing and admission 
control mechanisms, adaptive rate control of non-real-time 
traffic based on Medium Access Control (MAC) layer 
feedback so as to maintain low delay and required throughput 
for real-time multicast flows. 

Mohammed Saghir, Tat-Chee Wan, Rahmat Budiarto [10] 
has extended QMR to make it more effective than the previous 
work. They propose a cross-layer framework to support QoS 
multicasting. They have enhanced the IEEE 802.11 MAC 
layer to estimate the available bandwidth at each node. 

Ravindra Vaishampayan, J.J. Garcia-Luna-Aceves [11] 
proposed a protocol for unified multicasting through 
announcements (PUMA) in ad-hoc networks, which 
establishes and maintains a shared mesh for each multicast 
group, without requiring a unicast routing protocol or the pre 
assignment of cores to groups. PUMA achieves a high data 
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delivery ratio with very limited control overhead, which is 
almost constant for a wide range of network conditions.  

N. Ben Ali, A. Belghith, J. Moulierac, M. Molnar [13] has 
proposed a new algorithm coined mQMA. This deals with two 
main problems of traditional IP multicast, which are multicast 
forwarding state scalability and multi-constrained QoS 
routing. The algorithm mQMA is a QoS multicast aggregation 
algorithm which handles multiple additive QoS constraints. It 
builds few trees and maintains few forwarding states for the 
groups. The multicast tree aggregation technique, allows 
several groups to share the same delivery tree. The mQMA 
algorithm builds trees satisfying multiple additive QoS 
constraints.  

III. ENERGY EFFICIENT AND RELIABLE CONGESTION 

CONTROL PROTOCOL 

A. Energy Efficient Tree Construction 

In our energy efficient and reliable congestion control 
protocol we build a multicast tree routed at the source towards 
the receivers. The distance i.e. the geographical location of the 
nodes is assumed. Their residual energy is measured. The 
nodes are sorted based on its location from the source and 
arranged in a sequence order. A threshold value Q  is set and 

the nodes which are less than )( QnQ < are unicast from the 

source and the nodes which are greater than )( QnQ >  are 

multicast. In case of multicasting the node which has the 
minimum energy per corresponding receiver is set as the relay 
node. The relay node then forwards the packets from the 
source to the corresponding receivers. 

1) Calculating Residual Energy of a Node: Consider a 

network with multicast groups xGGG ,,, 21 L . Each group 

}{ iG  consists of N  nodes. Every node in the MANET 

calculates its remaining energy periodically. The nodes may 

operate in either transmission or reception mode. Let 

},,,{ 21 nEEE L are the residual energies of the nodes 

measured by the following method. 
The power consumed for transmitting a packet is given by 

(1) 

Consumed energy = tTP *                   (1) 

Where TP  is the transmitting power and t  is transmission 

time. 

The power consumed for receiving a packet is given by (2) 

Consumed energy = tRP *                 (2) 

Where RP  is the reception power and t  is the reception time.  

The value t  can be calculated as 

rs DDt /=                                           (3) 

sD  is Data size and rD is Data rate 

Hence, the residual energy ( E ) of each node can be 
calculated using (1) or (2) and (3) 

E  = Current energy – Consumed energy 

 

2) Algorithm:  

1. Consider a group },,,{ 321 NNNG j L=  

2. Measure the distance d of each node from source S  

            ),( iNSd  where ni ,,2,1 L=  

3. Sort the nodes iN  in ascending order of d . 

4. Create the partitions 1X  and 2X of the nodes iN  such 

that  

},,{1 1 QNNX L=  

},,{2 1 nQ NNX L+=  

Where Q  is the distance threshold. 

5. Source unicast the packets to 1X  

6. In 2X  find a relay node rN  which has max )( iE  

7. Then S unicast the packets to rN  which in turn 

multicast the packets to the rest of the nodes in 2X . 

 
Figure 1. Energy efficient tree construction 

Source S  unicast the packets to nodes 4321 ,,, NNNN  

and 5N   is the relay node. 5N multicast the packets to the rest 

of the nodes 116 ,, NN L . 

B. Multicast Admission Control 

Most of the existing schemes depend on individual 
receivers to detect congestion and adjust their receiving rates 
which are much disadvantageous. We propose a scheme which 
adjusts the multicast traffic rate at each bottleneck of a 
multicast tree. Each node estimates its current traffic load and 
arrival rate. Based on its traffic load, it estimates the receiving 
rate. If the receiving rate is less than the arrival rate, it 
adaptively adjusts its receiving rate.     
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In order to adjust the total number of multicast flows 
which traverse a bottleneck, the following procedure is used. 
In our proposed scheme, based on the link’s output queue 
state, multicast flows at a bottleneck can be blocked or 
released. Let the number of packets in the queue is N . Let 

1QT  and 2QT  )21( QTQT <  are two thresholds for the 

queue size. Then the flow is released or blocked based on the 
following conditions.  

If 1QTN ≤ , then the multicast flow is released. 

If 2QTN > , then the multicast flow is blocked. 

In most of the existing schemes, in order to detect 
congestion and for adjusting the receiving rate they depend on 
the individual receivers. In our proposed scheme multicast 
traffic rate is adjusted at each bottleneck of a multicast tree. 
Whenever congestion happens or about to, then the multicast 
sessions which traverse the branch are blocked. Thus the 
packets are stopped from entering the branch. The blocked 
flows are released to traverse the branch when the branch is 
lightly utilized. 

C. Multicast Traffic Rate Adjustment 

When the available bandwidth is less than the required 
bandwidth or the queue size is less than a minimum threshold 
value, it indicates the possibility of congestion or packet loss. 
The behaviour of the multicast session is expressed as 

{

}otherwisetR

BtRgtR

BtRgtRtR

              )(                

)( If         )(                

)( If        )()1(

≤+

>−=+

 

Here )(tR denotes the instantaneous rate of the multicast 

session at time t . B  is the bottleneck bandwidth. 

When BtR >)(  then the network is congested and the 

multicast session decreases its rate by a step g .  

If BtR ≤)(  then the network is not congested and the 

multicast session increases its rate by a step g . 

The proposed scheme overcomes most of the 
disadvantages of existing schemes:  

1. Link errors cannot cause the proposed scheme to 
wrongly block a layer, because instead of the loss information 
at receivers, the queue state at a bottleneck is used as the 
metric to adjust the multicast traffic rate at the bottleneck. 

2. Link access delay caused by competition in MANETs 
cannot hinder the rate adjustment in this scheme, because, it 
blocks multicast layers right at each bottleneck of a multicast 
tree instead of depending on receivers to request pruning to 
drop layers. 

3. Because of the on-the-spot information collection and 
rate control this scheme has very limited control traffic 
overhead. 

Moreover, the proposed scheme does not impose any 
significant changes on the queuing, scheduling or forwarding 
policies of existing networks. 

IV. SIMULATION RESULTS 

A. Simulation Model and Parameters 

We use NS2 to simulate our proposed protocol. In our 
simulation, the channel capacity of mobile hosts is set to the 
same value: 2 Mbps. We use the distributed coordination 
function (DCF) of IEEE 802.11 for wireless LANs as the 
MAC layer protocol. It has the functionality to notify the 
network layer about link breakage. 

In our simulation, 50 mobile nodes move in a 1000 meter x 
1000 meter region for 50 seconds simulation time. We assume 
each node moves independently with the same average speed. 
All nodes have the same transmission range of 250 meters. In 
our simulation, the minimal speed is 5 m/s and maximal speed 
is 5 m/s. The simulated traffic is Constant Bit Rate (CBR).  

 Our simulation settings and parameters are summarized in 
table I 

TABLE I. SIMULATION PARAMETERS 

No. of Nodes   50 

Area Size  1000 X 1000 

Mac  802.11 

Radio Range 250m 

Simulation Time  50 sec 

Traffic Source CBR 

Packet Size 250,500,…1000 

Mobility Model Random Way Point 

Speed 5m/s  

Receivers 5,10,…25 

Pause time 5 s 

Transmit Power 0.660 w 

Receiving Power 0.395 w 

Idle Power 0.335 w 

Initial Energy 3.1 J 

B.  Performance Metrics 

We compare our EERCCP protocol with the multicast 
AODV [14] protocol. We evaluate mainly the performance 
according to the following metrics. 

Average end-to-end delay: The end-to-end-delay is 
averaged over all surviving data packets from the sources to 
the destinations. 

Average Packet Delivery Ratio: It is the ratio of the No. 
of packets received successfully and the total no. of packets 
sent.    

     Average Energy Consumption: The average energy 
consumed by the nodes in receiving and sending the packets 
are measured. 

Throughput: It is the number of packets received by all 
the nodes in the network. 

C. Results 

1) Based On Receivers: In this experiment, we vary the 

group size or the number of receivers per group as 5,10…..25. 
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Figure 2. Receivers Vs Delay 
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Figure 3. Receivers Vs Delivery Ratio 
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Figure 4. Receivers Vs Energy 
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Figure 5. Receivers Vs Throughput 

When the number of receivers is increased, 

Figure 2 shows the end-to-end delay occurred for both 
AODV and EERCCP. As we can see from the figure, the 
delay is less for EERCCP, when compared to AODV. 

Figure 3 shows the delivery ratio for both AODV and 
EERCCP. As we can see from the figure, the delivery ratio is 
high for EERCCP, when compared to AODV. 

Figure 4 shows the energy consumption for both the cases. 
As we can see from the figure, the energy consumption is less 
for EERCCP, when compared to AODV. 

Figure 3 shows the throughput occurred for both the cases. 
As we can see from the figure, the throughput is high for 
EERCCP, when compared to AODV. 

2) Based on Psize: In this experiment, we vary the packet 

size as 250,500…..1000. 
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Figure 6. Psize Vs Delay 
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Figure 7. Psize Vs DelRatio 
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Figure 8. Psize Vs Energy 
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Figure 9. Psize Vs Throughput 

When the Psize is increased, 

Figure 6 shows the end-to-end delay occurred for both 
AODV and EERCCP. As we can see from the figure, the 
delay is less for EERCCP, when compared to AODV. 

Figure 7 shows the delivery ratio for both AODV and 
EERCCP. As we can see from the figure, the delivery ratio is 
high for EERCCP, when compared to AODV. 

Figure 8 shows the energy consumption for both the cases. 
As we can see from the figure, the energy consumption is less 
for EERCCP, when compared to AODV. 

Figure 9 shows the throughput occurred for both the cases. 
As we can see from the figure, the throughput is high for 
EERCCP, when compared to AODV. 

V. CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we have proposed an energy efficient and 
reliable congestion control protocol for multicasting in mobile 
adhoc networks. Our proposed protocol overcomes the 
disadvantages of existing multicast congestion control 
protocols which depend on individual receivers to detect 
congestion and adjust their receiving rates.  In the first phase 
of our protocol, we have built a multicast tree routed at the 
source, by including the nodes with higher residual energy 
towards the receivers.  In the second phase, we have proposed 
an admission control scheme in which a multicast flow is 
admitted or rejected depending upon on the output queue size. 
In the third phase, we have proposed a scheme which adjusts 
the multicast traffic rate at each bottleneck of a multicast tree. 
Because of the on-the-spot information collection and rate 
control, this scheme has very limited control traffic overhead 
and delay. Moreover, the proposed scheme does not impose 
any significant changes on the queuing, scheduling or 
forwarding policies of existing networks. Simulation results 
have shown that our proposed protocol has better delivery 
ratio and throughput with less delay and energy consumption 
when compared with existing protocol. 
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Abstract— The explosive growth of spatial data and extensive 

utilization of spatial databases emphasize the necessity for the 

automated discovery of spatial knowledge. In modern times, 

spatial data mining has emerged as an area of voluminous 

research. Forest fires are a chief environmental concern, causing 

economical and ecological damage while endangering human 

lives across the world. The fast or early detection of forest fires is 

a vital element for controlling such phenomenon. The application 

of remote sensing is at present a significant method for forest 

fires monitoring, particularly in vast and remote areas. Different 

methods have been presented by researchers for forest fire 

detection. The motivation behind this research is to obtain 

beneficial information from images in the forest spatial data and 

use the same in the determination of regions at the risk of fires by 

utilizing Image Processing and Artificial Intelligence techniques. 

This paper presents an intelligent system to detect the presence of 

forest fires in the forest spatial data using Artificial Neural 

Networks. The digital images in the forest spatial data are 

converted from RGB to XYZ color space and then segmented by 

employing anisotropic diffusion to identify the fire regions. 

Subsequently, Radial Basis Function Neural Network is 

employed in the design of the intelligent system, which is trained 

with the color space values of the segmented fire regions. 

Extensive experimental assessments on publicly available spatial 

data illustrated the efficiency of the proposed system in 

effectively detecting forest fires.  

Keywords- Data Mining, Remote Sensing, Spatial data, Forest 

Fire Detection, Color Space, Segmentation, Anisotropic diffusion, 

Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN). 

I. INTRODUCTION 

The rapid progress in scientific data collection has led to 
enormous and ever-increasing quantity of data making it 
unfeasible to be manually interpreted. Therefore, the 
development of novel techniques and tools in assist for 
humans, aiding in the transformation of data into useful 
knowledge, has been the heart of the comparatively new and 
interdisciplinary research area called the “Knowledge 
Discovery in Databases (KDD)” [3]. Data mining is the vital 
step in KDD, which facilitates the discovery of buried but 
valuable knowledge from enormous databases. Data Mining is 
formally defined as “The non-trivial extraction of inherent, 
new, and potentially valuable information from databases” 
[5].Data mining combines machine learning, pattern 
recognition, statistics, databases, and visualization techniques 

into a single unit so as to enhance efficient information 
extraction from large databases [6]. Data mining techniques 
profit a number of fields like marketing, manufacturing, 
process control, fraud detection and network management. 
Other than this, a huge variety of data sets like market basket 
data, web data, DNA data, text data, and spatial data [7] have 
benefited as well.  

The progress in scientific data collection has resulted in 
huge and continuously rising amount of spatial data [1]. Thus 
the need, for automated discovery of spatial knowledge from 
massive amount of spatial data, arises. The process of 
identifying previously hidden but valuable information from 
vast spatial databases is known as spatial data mining. It is 
comparatively tedious to extract patterns of value and interest 
from the spatial databases owing to the complexity of spatial 
data types, spatial relationships, and spatial autocorrelation 
than that of the conventional numeric and categorical data [2]. 
Spatial data mining technologies facilitate the comprehension 
of spatial data, discovery of relationships among spatial and 
non-spatial variables, determination of the spatial distribution 
patterns of a specific phenomenon further supporting the 
envisagement of the pattern trends. The elemental parts of 
spatial data mining are spatial statistics and data mining.  
Spatial data mining techniques involves visual interpretation 
and analysis, spatial and attribute query and selection, 
characterization, generalization and classification, detection of 
spatial and non spatial association rules, clustering analysis and 
spatial regression in addition to a wide variety of other fields 
[8]. 

Spatial data mining and relational data mining vary from 
one another because of the fact that in the former the attributes 
of the neighbors of some object of interest need to be taken into 
consideration as well, since they have a prominent influence on 
the object [9]. Some distinguishing characteristics of spatial 
data that forbid the usage of regular data mining algorithms 
include: (i) rich data types (e.g., extended spatial objects) (ii) 
inherent spatial relationships between the variables, (iii) other 
factors that influence the observations and (iv) spatial 
autocorrelation among the characteristics [2]. The extraction of 
patterns of interest and rules from the spatial data sets like the 
remotely sensed imagery and related ground data significantly 
benefits the application areas like precision agriculture, 
community planning, resource discovery and more[10]. Spatial 
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data mining is comprehensively employed in change detection, 
modeling deforestation, disaster analysis, forest fire detection 
and other related fields. Our research focuses on the detection 
of forest fires from the spatial data analogous to forest regions.  

A.  Forest Fires 

For a long time, fires have been a source of trouble. Fires 
have notable influence over the ecological and economic 
utilities of the forest, being a prime constituent in a great 
number of forest ecosystems [11]. Past has witnessed multiple 
instances of forest and wild land fires. Fires play a remarkable 
role in determining landscape structure, pattern and eventually 
the species composition of ecosystems. The integral part of the 
ecological role of the forest fires [13] is formed by the 
controlling factors like the plant community development, soil 
nutrient availability and biological diversity. Fires are 
considered as a significant environmental issue because they 
cause prominent economical and ecological damage despite 
endangering the human lives [12]. Due to the forest fires, 
several hundred million hectares (ha) of forest and other 
vegetation are destroyed every year [14].  

Occasionally, forest fires have forced the evacuation of 
susceptible communities in addition to heavy damages 
amounting to millions of dollars. As per the forest Survey of 
India 19.27% or 63.3 million ha of the Indian land has been 
classified as forest area, of which 38 million ha alone are 
hoarded with resources in great quantity (crown density above 
40%).Thus the country’s forests face a huge threat. 
Degradation caused by forest fires [15] jeopardizes the Indian 
forests. Fires caused huge damage in the year 2007 affecting 
huge territories in addition to the prominent number of human 
casualties [16]. Forest fires remains to be a potential threat to 
ecological systems, infrastructure and human lives. The 
practical and effective option to minimize the damage caused 
by the forest fire is to detect the fires at their early stages and 
reacting fast to prevent the spread of the fire. Hereafter, hefty 
efforts have been taken to ease the early detection of forest 
fires, usually being carried out with the help of human 
surveillance. Forest fire, Drought, Flood and many other 
phenomena especially the ones with large spatial extent are 
some of the spatial phenomena which contain predictable 
spatial patterns that are evident through remote sensing 
Images/products.  

B. Our Contributions 

In our earlier work [45], we have presented an efficient 
forest fire detection system using Fuzzy logic. The primary 
intention of this research is to extract valuable information 
from spatial data and employ them for locating the regions 
vulnerable to forest fire with the aid of Image Processing and 
Artificial Intelligence techniques. This paper presents an 
intelligent system that is capable of detecting forest fires. The 
presented intelligent system utilizes the images in the spatial 
data that corresponds to forest regions, obtained from remote 
sensing. The Radial Basis Function Neural Network is 
employed in the design of the presented intelligent system. The 
images in the forest spatial data with the presence of fires are 
utilized in training the neural network. Initially, the digital 
images in the forest spatial data are converted from RGB to 

XYZ  color space. Then, the segmentation of the image in 

XYZ  color space is carried out with the aid of the renowned 

anisotropic diffusion approach. The XYZ  color space values 
of the regions with fires, resulting from the segmentation, are 
fed as input to training the radial basis function neural network. 

For a given XYZ  color space value of a pixel, the trained 
radial basis function neural network will identify whether that 
pixel corresponds to fire region or not. The presented 
intelligent system effectively detects forest fire, which is very 
well illustrated by the experimental evaluation on the publicly 
available spatial data. 

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section II 
presents a brief review of some recent researches existing in the 
literature related to forest fire detection. A concise description 
of the concepts utilized in the presented intelligent system is 
given in Section III. The proposed intelligent system for 
effective forest fire detection is presented in Section IV. The 
experimental results are given in Section V. The conclusions 
are summed up in Section VI. 

II. REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCHES 

The proposed research has been motivated by several 
earlier researches in the literature related to forest fire detection 
using spatial data and artificial intelligence techniques. A 
concise description of some of the recent researches is given in 
this section. 

Armando et al. [17] have studied on the automatic 
recognition of smoke signatures in lidar signals attained from 
very small-scale experimental forest fires using neural-network 
algorithms. A scheme of multi-sensorial integrated systems for 
early detection of forest fires has been presented by Ollero et 
al. [18]. The system presented by the authors uses infrared 
images, visual images, and data from sensors, maps and 
models. To facilitate the minimization of perception errors and 
the improvement in reliability of the detection process, it is 
necessary for the integration of sensors, territory knowledge 
and expertise, according to their study.  

An improved fire detection algorithm which provides 
increased sensitivity to smaller, cooler fires as well as a 
significantly lower false alarm rate has been presented by Louis 
Giglio et al. [19].  The Theoretical simulation and high-
resolution Advanced Space borne Thermal Emission and 
Reflection Radiometer (ASTER) scenes are employed to 
establish the performance of their algorithm. Seng Chuan Tay 
et al. [20] have presented an approach to reduce the false 
alarms in the hotspots of forest fire regions which uses 
geographical coordinates of hot spots in forest fire regions for 
detection of likely fire points. The authors employ clustering 
and Hough transformation to determine regular patterns in the 
derived hotspots and classify them as false alarms on the 
assumption that fires generally do not spread in regular patterns 
such as straight lines. In this work demonstrate the application 
of spatial data mining for the reduction of false alarm from the 
set of hot spots is derived from NOAA images. 

A graph based forest fire detection algorithm based on 
spatial outlier detection methods has been presented by Young 
Gi Byun et al. [21]. By using the spatial statistics the authors 
have achieved spatial variation in their algorithm. This 
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algorithm illustrates higher user and producer accuracies, when 
compared with the MODIS fire product provided by the NASA 
MODIS science team. The ordinary scatter plot algorithm was 
proved to be inefficient by the authors because it is insensitive 
to small fires, while Moran’s scatter plot was also weak 
because of the numerical criterion’s absence for spatial 
variation which requires a more and less high commission 
error. 

An approach to predict forest fires in Slovenia using 
different data mining techniques has been presented by Daniela 
Stojanova et al. [22]. The authors have employed the predictive 
models based on the data from a GIS (Geographical 
Information System) and the weather prediction model - Aladin 
and MODIS satellite data. The work examined three different 
datasets: one for the Kras region, one for Primorska region and 
one for continental Slovenia. The researchers demonstrated that 
Bagging and boosting of decision trees offers the best results in 
terms of accuracy for all three datasets. Yasar Guneri Sahin 
[23] has proposed a mobile biological sensor system for prior 
detection of forest fires which utilizes animals as mobile 
biological sensors. This system is based on the existing animals 
tracking systems used for the zoological studies. The work 
illustrates that the combination of these fields may lead to 
instantaneous development of animal tracking as well as forest 
fire detection. A number of serious forest fires were detected 
by the system in the earliest, which reduced their effect and 
therefore contributes to the reduction of the speed of global 
warming. 

A fully automated method of forest fire detection from TIR 
satellite images on the basis of random field theory has been 
presented by Florent Lafarge et al. [24]. The results of the 
system rely only on the confidence coefficient. The obtained 
values for the both detection rate and false alarm rate were 
convincing. The estimation of fire propagation direction 
presents interesting information associated to the evolution of 
the fires. In Movaghati et al. [25], the capability of agents to be 
applied in processing of remote sensing imagery has been 
studied. An agent based approach for forest fire detection has 
been presented in this paper. The tests used in MODIS version 
4 contextual fire detection algorithms were used by the agents 
to determine agent behavioral responses. The performance of 
their algorithm was compared against that of MODIS version 4 
contextual fire detection algorithm and ground-based 
measurements. The results portray a good agreement between 
the algorithms and field data. 

In our earlier work [45], we have presented an efficient 
system to detect forest fires using spatial data collected from 
forest. Image Processing and Artificial Intelligence techniques 
were utilized in the design of the presented system. Anisotropic 
diffusion and fuzzy logic are employed for segmentation and 
fire detection processes respectively. The images are converted 
to YCbCr color space and segmentation is performed. The Cr 
value of YCbCr color space of fire pixels is utilized in the 
formation of fuzzy sets and fuzzy rules are derived from the 
formed fuzzy sets. The publicly available spatial data has been 
employed in the evaluation process. The fuzzy rules derived 
using the presented system, have successfully detected the 
forest fires in the spatial data. 

III. DESCRIPTION OF CONCEPTS UTILIZED IN THE 

PRESENTED INTELLIGENT SYSTEM 

The concepts utilized in the presented intelligent system for 
effective forest fire detection such as color space, anisotropic 
diffusion segmentation and artificial neural networks are 
detailed in this section. 

A.  Color Space Conversion 

A color space is defined as a means by which the 
specification, creation and visualization of colors is performed. 
A computer screen produces colors based on the varied 
combinations of red, green and blue phosphor emission 
required to form a color. Typically color is represented by three 
coordinates or parameters [26]. The location of the color in the 
color space is exemplified by these parameters. Color space 
conversion is defined as the transformation and description of a 
color from one source to another. Normally, color space 
conversion is performed while converting an image that is 
represented in one color space to another color space, with the 
objective of making the translated image appear as similar as 
possible to the original. The commonly used color spaces are 

RGB, CIE XYZ , CIE YUV, CIE L*a*b*, YCbCr and HSV. In 
the proposed intelligent system, the images in RGB color space 

are converted to XYZ color space. 

1)   Cie Xyz Color Space: CIE XYZ  color space [27] is one 

of the first mathematically defined color spaces created by the 

International Commission on Illumination in 1931. Any color 

can be generated as a mixture of three other colors or 

“Tristimuli” and commonly RGB for CRT based systems (TV, 

computer) or XYZ  (fundamental measurements). The XYZ  

color space is defined such that all visible colors can be 

represented using only positive values, and, the Y value is 

luminance. As a result, the colors of the XYZ  primaries 

themselves are invisible [28]. The chromaticity diagram is 

extremely non-linear, in that a vector of unit magnitude 

denoting the difference between two chromaticities is not 

uniformly visible. A 3x3 matrix transform is used to transform 

the RGB values in a particular set of primaries to and from 

CIE XYZ . These transformations involve tristimulus values 

which are a set of three linear-light components that conform 

to the CIE color-matching functions. CIE XYZ  is a special set 

of tristimulus values. The equations to convert RGB  into 
XYZ color space are as follows: 
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B. Anisotropic Diffusion Segmentation  

Image segmentation is defined as a low-level image 
processing task meant for partitioning an image into identical 
regions [29]. The segmentation results can be used to identify 
the regions of interest and objects in the scene that is very 
beneficial to the subsequent image analysis. Because of the fact 
that the inherent multi-features not only possess non linear 
relation independently but also encompass inter-feature 
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dependency between R, G, and B, color image segmentation is 
more monotonous when compared to the grey image 
segmentation. In our system, we have employed an anisotropic 
diffusion approach for the segmentation of images in the spatial 

data. The segmentation is carried out on the XYZ  color space 
converted image. 

 Literature offers numerous models of linear and nonlinear 
diffusion for achieving image smoothing and segmentation. 
Nonlinear anisotropic diffusion has been one of the commonly 
used approaches by researchers [30], [31] in their works. The 
anisotropic diffusion enhances the response of edge detection 
algorithms by a series of operations namely: smoothing the 
image interiors to emphasize boundaries for segmentation, 
eliminating the spurious detail and eradicating noise from 
images efficiently [34]. The relaxation processes that 
implement anisotropic diffusion tends to leave out the low 
frequency objects that are complex to be dispersed without 
over-processing the image. 

Anisotropic diffusion in image processing discretizes the 
family of continuous partial differential equations, which 
incorporate both the physical processes of diffusion and the 
Laplacian. Provided that there are no sinks or sources that exist 
[32], the following equation formulates the abovementioned 
process (for any dimension): 

)),(  ),( ( ),( 
 

txutxcdivtxu
t

∇=
∂

∂

                      (2) 

Diffusion strength is controlled by
),( txc

. Vector x  
represents the spatial coordinate(s).The ordering parameter is 

the variable t . The function 
),( txu

 is considered as image 

intensity 
),( txI

 [33]. 

C. Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 

Artificial Neural Networks are a branch of the artificial 
intelligence, developed to reproduce human reason and 
intelligence. ANN possesses the abilities to recognize patterns, 
manage data and learn like the brain [35]. The weights and the 
input-output function (transfer function) that is specified for the 
units are used to characterize the behavior of an ANN [37]. The 
most significant pros in using artificial neural networks are 
solving the very complex problems of conventional 
technologies, not formulating an algorithmic solution or using 
the very complex solution [35]. In the presented intelligent 
system, Radial Basis Function Neural Network is employed 
and is detailed below. 

1) Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN): In the 

late 80’s, a variant of artificial neural network emerged by the 

name, Radial Basis Functions. Nevertheless, their roots are 

well-established in much older pattern recognition techniques 

for instance potential functions, clustering, functional 

approximation, spline interpolation and mixture models [39]. 

Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) is based on 

supervised learning. RBF networks were autonomously 

proposed by many researchers [40], [41], [42], [43], [44] and 

are a popular variant to the MultiLayer Perceptron MLP. RBF 

networks are also excellent at modeling non-linear data and 

can be trained in one stage rather than using an iterative 

process as in MLP and also learn the given application 

speedily.  The RBF network has a feed forward structure 

consisting of a single hidden layer of J  locally tuned units, 

which are fully interconnected to an output layer of L  linear 

units. All hidden units concurrently receive the n -

dimensional real valued input vector X  (Figure. 1). The 

prime difference from that of MLP is the absence of hidden-

layer weights. The hidden-unit outputs are not computed using 

the weighted-sum mechanism/sigmoid activation; rather each 

hidden-unit output jZ  is obtained by closeness of the input 

X  to an n -dimensional parameter vector jµ  associated with 

the thj  hidden unit [4]. The response characteristics of the 
thj  hidden unit ),......,2,1( Jj =  is assumed as, 
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Where K  is a strictly positive radially symmetric function 

(kernel) with a unique maximum at its ‘centre’ jµ
 and which 

drops off rapidly to zero away from the centre. The parameter 

jσ
 is the width of the receptive field in the input space from 

unit
j

. This implies that jZ
 has an appreciable value only 

when the distance 
jX µ−

 is smaller than the width jσ
. 

Given an input vector X , the output of the RBF network is the 

L -dimensional activity vectorY , whose 
th

l  component 

),....,2,1( Ll =
is given by [36], 
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For 1=l , mapping of (3) is similar to a polynomial 

threshold gate. However, in the RBF network, a choice is made 
to use radially symmetric kernels as ‘hidden units’. 

 
Figure1. Radial Basis Function Neural Network (RBFNN) 
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RBF networks are best suited for approximating continuous 

or piecewise continuous real-valued mapping
Ln RRf →:

, 
where n is sufficiently small. These approximation problems 
include classification problems as a special case. From (3) and 
(4), the RBF network can be viewed as approximating a desired 

function 
)(Xf

by superposition of non-orthogonal, bell-
shaped basis functions. The degree of accuracy of these RBF 
networks can be controlled by three parameters: the number of 
basis functions used, their location and their width [38].  

IV. INTELLIGENT SYSTEM FOR EFFECTIVE FOREST FIRE 

DETECTION 

The proposed intelligent system for effective detection of 
forest fires is presented in this section. The spatial data 
collected from forest regions are utilized by the presented 
intelligent system. With the aid of the images in the spatial 
data, forest fire detection is performed. The Radial Basis 
Function Neural Network is employed in the design of the 
presented intelligent system. The images in the forest spatial 
data with the presence of fires are employed in training the 
radial basis function neural network. Initially, the images with 

the presence of fires are converted from RGB to XYZ  color 
space. The color space conversion from RGB to XYZ is carried 
out with the help of (1). Figure 2 shows the image in RGB 
color space and its corresponding XYZ color space converted 
image.  

  �   
               (a)                                                                 (b)                             

Figure 2.  a) Image in RGB color space, b) XYZ color space converted image 

Afterwards, the XYZ  color space converted image is 
segmented using anisotropic diffusion segmentation, which 
locates the regions of fire. The result of anisotropic diffusion 
segmentation is depicted in Figure 3. 

 

 
Figure 3. Anisotropic Diffusion Segmented image 

The regions of fire obtained using the segmentation is 
utilized in training the radial basis function neural network. The 

radial basis function neural network is trained with the XYZ  
color space values of the pixels that belong to fire regions. 
With the help of the trained neural network, we can effectively 

detect the presence of forest fires in an image. The presence of 
forest fire in an image is detected using the following steps. 

Initially the image is converted from RGB to XYZ  color 
space. Then, the color space converted image is segmented 
using anisotropic diffusion segmentation. Subsequently, the 

XYZ  color space values of pixels in the segmented regions 
are fed as input to the trained neural network for detecting the 
presence of fires. The designed intelligent system will aid the 
people in surveillance to detect forest fires and to take 
appropriate actions. 

V. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

This section presents the results obtained from the 
experimentation on the presented intelligent system. The 
proposed intelligent system is implemented in MATLAB 
(Matlab 7.4). The publicly available forest spatial data with the 
presence of fires are employed in training the radial basis 
function neural network. Consequently, forest spatial data with 
and without the presence of fires are fed as input to the 
proposed system for evaluation. The presence of fires is 
detected effectively by the presented intelligent system with the 
aid of the trained neural network. The intermediate results of 
the presented system are depicted in Figure 4. From the results 
we can conclude that the presented intelligent system can be 
used for effectively detecting forest fires in the spatial data 
using artificial intelligence techniques.  
 

   
                              (a)                                                      (b)                                   

    
                               (c)                                                    (d)                                 

Figure. 4 Intermediate results of the presented intelligent system a) Input 

Image, b) XYZ color space converted image, c) Output of Anisotropic 

Diffusion Segmentation, d) Fire detected Image  

VI. CONCLUSION 

Forest fires cause noteworthy environmental demolition 
while menacing human lives. In the last two decades, a 
significant effort was made to develop automatic detection 
tools that could aid the Fire Management Systems (FMS). The 
three chief trends used for the detection of forest fires are: the 
use of satellite data, infrared/smoke scanners and local sensors 
(e.g. meteorological). In this paper, we have presented an 
intelligent system for effective forest fire detection using 
spatial data. The proposed system made use of image 
processing and artificial intelligence techniques. The images in 
the spatial data, obtained from remote sensing, have been 
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utilized by the presented system for the detection of forest fires. 
The color space conversion, anisotropic diffusion segmentation 
and Radial Basis Function Neural Networks have been 
employed in the presented intelligent system. The experimental 
results have demonstrated the effectiveness of the proposed 
intelligent system in detecting forest fires using spatial data. 
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 Abstract – This Paper deals design and simulation of electro 
statically actuated   clamped-clamped beam and cantilever beam 
using finite element analysis method (FEM). A detailed study and 
performance analysis for various bias voltages is provided in this 
paper. The pull in voltages for different dimensions of the beams and 
the natural or the dominant modes and the corresponding eigen 
values have been studied for different bias voltages. The displacement 
of the beam is also studied for various dimensions of the beam. The 
results were obtained for the length and the width of both clamped –
clamped beam and cantilever beam through extensive simulations. 
The results obtained shows that pull in voltages varies from 2348V to 
772V and the natural frequencies vary from 102.92 KHz to 916.35 
KHz.  

Keywords- electrostatic,optical MEMS,clamped,cantilever,pull-in 
voltage. 

I.  I. INTRODUCTION 

The development in the field of MEMS and its application in optical 
domain have increased the attention of research in the recent 
past.MEMS are found suitable for optical applications because these 
devices can be  matched to optical wavelengths, and manufactured in 
high volume and high density arrays in the semiconductor 
manufacturing processes [1]. The inherent advantages of MEMS have 
started replacing the optical transmitting switches and tunable filters 
with MEMS actuators [2].The most  common process in all MEMS 
devices is actuation which  affect the  mechanical motion, forces, and 
work by a device or system on its surroundings in response to the 
application of a bias voltage or current. The most common types of 
actuators are electrostatic, thermal, magnetic, piezoelectric, shape 
memory alloys, and hydraulics. MEMS  based devices are highly used 
for several applications like biomedical sensors, miniature biomedical 
instruments ,cardiac management systems, neuro stimulation ,engine 
and propulsion control, automotive safety, braking and suspension 
systems, telecommunication optical fiber components and switches, 
data storage systems, electromechanical signal processing and also for 
military applications. The drive mechanism of these devices includes a 
constant voltage source (voltage drive) or constant current source 
(current drive) to enable electrostatic actuation or capacitive sensing. 
Sazzadur Chowdhury, M. Ahmadi, W. C. Miller have 

demonstrated that the electrostatic MEMS devices can be implemented 
with less complexity[3]. Optical MEMS devices is an electro statically 
actuated micromechanical mirror [1]. 

Jin Cheng, Jiang Zhe, Xingtao Wu, K.R.Farmer, 
V.Modi, Lu Frechette,2004 [4] carried out the pull in analysis for 
cantilever beam and fixed- fixed beam and have calculated the travel 
ranges of free deformable actuators to  47.2% and 42% respectively. 
Ofir Bochobza –Degani, Eran Socher,Yael Nemirovsky [5] had 
modeled a general electrostatic actuator with a charge distribution in the 
dielectric coating and results were obtained for pull in voltages. Joseph 
I.Seeger and Bernhard E.boser [6] demonstrated and showed that the 
structure can move beyond the well known pull in limit at resonance 
Sazzadur Chowdhury, M. Ahmadi, W. C. Miller provided the 
comparative study of closed form methods for calculating the pull in 
voltage of electro statically actuated fixed- fixed beam actuators[3 ]. 

  The electrostatic force associated with the constant voltage 
drive mode becomes nonlinear and gives rise to the well-known 
phenomenon of ‘pull-in’. The pull-in phenomenon causes an electro 
statically actuated beam to collapse on the ground plane if the drive 
voltage exceeds certain limit depending on the device geometry. 
Accurate determination of the pull-in voltage is critical in the design 
process to determine the sensitivity, frequency response, instability, 
distortion, and the dynamic range of the device [3]. Since the 
determination of accurate pull in voltage and natural frequency  is 
essential, extensive simulation is carried out by varying the dimensions 
of clamped –clamped beam and cantilever beam.  

II. MODELING OF ELECTROSTATIC ACTUATORS 

Electrostatic actuators have fast response and low power 
consumption.  Application and release of forces take virtually the same 
time which is not the case of thermo actuation because of fast heating 
and slow cooling. Electro statically driven actuators are less sensitive to 
environmental conditions than others. They are two metal structures 
separated by an air gap. A bias voltage is applied between the metal 
structures, which results in a separation of charges between them. This 
produces an electrostatic force that can be used to decrease the gap 
between the plates as shown in the Fig 1.  
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The two plates have an overlapping area of A and a spacing 

of d. The dielectric constant or relative electrical permittivity of 
the media between the two plates is denoted εr .The permittivity 
of the media is ε= εr εo,where εo is the permittivity of the 
vacuum[7]. 

The value of the capacitance C, between the two parallel 
plates is given by 

  
V
QC                                     (1) 

where Q is the amount of stored charge and V is the 
electrostatic potential. 

The electric energy stored in the capacitor is given by 
2

2

2
1

2
1

C
QCVU    (2) 

 According to Gauss’s law, the magnitude of the primary 
electric field E is given by 

A
QE      (3) 

The magnitude of the voltage is the electric field times the 
distance between two plates‘d’. 

The capacitance of the parallel plate capacitor is  
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The capacitor can be used as an actuator to generate force or 
displacement .As a differential voltage is applied between the 
two parallel plates, an electrostatic attraction force is developed. 
The magnitude of the forces equals the gradient of the stored 
electric energy Vs with respect to the dimensional variable .The 
magnitude of the force is 
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where x is the dimensional variable. 

If the plate moves, the gap between the plates changes and  
the magnitude of the force can be given as 
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 (6) 

with normal dimension changed from x to d. 

 The suspended plate is attracted towards the bottom 
plate due to the resultant electrostatic force. The suspended plate 
move towards the bottom plate until an equilibrium exits 
between them. The suspended plate makes contact with the 
bottom plate when there is maximum electrostatic force.
 The capacitance of the device over a range of motion can be 
used to characterize the electromechanical response of the 
device. 
 
 An electrostatic actuator can be modeled as a variable 
capacitor suspended by elastic springs. An important design 
aspect for electrostatic actuators is to determine the amount of 
static displacement under a certain biased voltage as shown Fig 
2. The upper beam is supported by a mechanical spring with a 
force constant Km .Gravitational force can be neglected because 
the mass of the beams are very small. 

 
Figure.2.A coupled electromechanical model 

 

 
When a voltage is applied, an electrostatic force F electric  is 
developed. The magnitude of F electric   is given by 

 

21
2electric

cV
dF             (7) 

Anchored beam 

Movable beam 

F electrical 

F mechanical 

A 

A 

d 

x 

y

Figure.1.Schmatic structure of parallel plate capacitor 
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This force will tend to decrease the gap and gives displacement 
and mechanical restoring force. Under static equilibrium, the 
mechanical restoring force has an equal magnitude but opposite 
direction as the electrostatic force. 
The electrostatic force modifies the spring constant and the 
spring will be softened. The spatial gradient of the electric force 
is defined as an electrical spring constant and given by 

2 2

2 2
electric

e
F cv cVK

d d d
 

      
.     (8) 

 The electrostatic force at equilibrium when the beam is 
applied with a bias voltage is given by  

  
  2

2 2
0

0

1
1 2( )
2electric

c x V
F AV x x

x x
  


    (9) 

The magnitude of the mechanical restoring force is given by  
 

xKF mmechanical     (10) 

Equating the magnitudes of mechanicalF  and electricF at x and 
rearranging the terms, the displacement can be calculated as 

 
 

2

02
mechanical electric

m m x m

c x VF Fx
K K x K

     (11) 

 At a particular bias voltage, mechanical restoring force and 
the electrostatic force balance each other. The magnitude of 
electric force constant equals the mechanical force constant. 
The effective force constant of the spring is zero. The bias 
voltage invokes such a condition is called the pull in voltage 
‘Vp’. If the bias voltage is increased beyond Vp ,  the 
equilibrium position disappears. The electrostatic force 
continues to rise while the mechanical force increases linearly 
only. The two beams are pulled against each other and they 
make contact. This condition is called pull in or snaps in. 
At the pull in condition the magnitudes of electrical force and 
mechanical force and can be equated as 

   2 2
0 02 2 2m mK x x x K x x x

V
A c
 

     (12) 

 The value of x is negative when the spacing between two 
electrodes decreases. The gradients of these two forces at the 
intersection point are equal and given by 

me KK      (13) 

 
 
 

From equation (8) and (12) 
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          (14) 

 

The solution of x can be obtained as 
3

0xx          (15) 

From the equation (15), it may be concluded that the relative 
displacement of the parallel plate from its initial position is 
exactly one third of the original spacing at the critical pull-in 
voltage. 
  
The voltage at the pull in can be estimated from (12) and 
equation (15). 

The pull in voltage is given by  

02
3 1.5

m
p

x Kv
c

     (16) 

  III. COMPUTATIONAL TECHNIQUE 
The clamped-clamped beam and cantilever beam actuators 

can be simulated and the performance in the electrical domain 
can be analyzed using Finite element method. The flow graph of 
the simulation is shown in Fig 3. The structure of the clamped –
clamped and cantilever beam actuators are shown in Fig 4.The 
pull in voltage and the natural frequency of the proposed 
actuators can be simulated using ANSYS. The region between 
the two plates can be considered as the active region and the 
capacitance can be estimated by dividing the beam into meshes. 
Reduced order modeling of the coupled electrostatic system can 
be used to replace the electrostatic mesh for improving the 
execution time.  

 
The eigen value and the eigen vectors can be calculated 

using 

[K]{Фi}=λi[M]{Фi}   (18) 

where [K] = structure stiffness matrix 

{Фi} = eigenvector 

λi = eigen value 

[M] = structure mass matrix 
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The structure of the stiffness and mass matrix can be reduced 
by considering the set of degrees of freedoms (DOFs).Then 
using Guyan reduction technique the relationship can be 

rewritten as   



















 

iii Mk     (19) 

Where k = reduced stiffness matrix (known) 









i = eigenvector (unknown) 

 λi = eigen value (unknown) 

 



 

M = reduced mass matrix (known) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Then the actual eigen value can be extracted using HBI 
(Householder-Bisection-Inverse iteration).Using FEM and the 
ANSYS , the pull  in voltage and the natural frequency can be 
obtained to estimate the performance of both the actuators to 
find their capacity to use them in optical MEMS switches. 

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

The electrostatic actuators with clamped-clamped beam and the 
cantilever beam structures has been  simulated using ANSYS 
and the parameters have been estimated using FEM 
analysis.The simulated output  of the clamped-clamped  beam 
and cantilever electrostatic actuators is shown in Fig 5(a) and 
5(b)respectively. The pull in voltage for various beam length 

has been calculated for different beam width of clamped-
clamped beam actuators  and shown in Fig .6 

It is seen that the pull in voltage decreases with beam length as 
well as beam width. However it is clear from the results that the 
variation in pull in voltage is much significant for the lower 
beam width. The pull voltage for cantilever beam with various 
beam width and beam length is shown in Fig.7.It is seen from 
the Fig that the pull in voltage for the beam length 90 µm and 2 
µm beam width is 450V.It is found that at the same beam width 
and the beam length the pull voltage was estimated as 1100v in 
clamped-clamped beam actuators. The natural frequency for 
both clamped –clamped beam and cantilever beam actuators are 
shown in Table.I 

It is seen from the table that the natural frequency is inversely 
proportional to the beam length in both the cases. The variation 
of natural frequency with the length and width of the cantilever 
beam is shown in the Fig .8 

The displacement of the beam for length L=85 µm for both 
clamped –clamped and cantilever beam in Fig.9.It is seen from 
the Fig that the displacement is much significant in cantilever 
beam for the beam with less width.   

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 
Figure 4(a).Clamped-Clamped beam 

 
Figure 4(b) Cantilever beam 

Figure 5(a).Output of displaced clamped-clamped 
beam. 
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TABLE I. 

NATURAL FREQUENCIES FOR CLAMPED AND CANTILEVER BEAMS 

Natural Frequencies (Hz) Beam 
Width in 

µm 

Beam 
Length in 

µm 
Clamped-

clamped beam 
Cantilever beam 

15 100 0.10292E+08 0.48965E+07 
10 100 0.10289E+08 0.48960E+07 
5 100 0.10285E+08 0.48957E+07 
2 100 0.10284E+08 0.17325E+07 
1 100 0.10284E+08 0.17325E+07 
15 95 0.10294E+08 0.54232E+07 
10 95 0.11337E+08 0.54226E+07 
5 95 0.11333E+08 0.54222E+07 
2 95 0.11332E+08 0.19193E+07 
1 95 0.11332E+08 0.19193E+07 
15 90 0.12566E+08 0.60395E+07 
10 90 0.12562E+08 0.60389E+07 
5 90 0.12558E+08 0.60384E+07 
2 90 0.12556E+08 0.21381E+07 
1 90 0.12556E+08 0.21381E+07 
15 85 0.14011E+08 0.67670E+07 
10 85 0.14006E+08 0.67662E+07 
5 85 0.14001E+08 0.67657E+07 
2 85 0.14000E+08 0.23965E+07 
1 85 0.13999E+08 0.23965E+07 
15 80 0.15730E+08 0.76340E+07 
10 80 0.15725E+08 0.76330E+07 
5 80 0.15719E+08 0.76324E+07 
2 80 0.15717E+08 0.27046E+07 
1 80 0.15716E+08 0.27046E+07 
15 75 0.17797E+08 0.86784E+07 
10 75 0.17791E+08 0.86773E+07 
5 75 0.91649E+07 0.86765E+07 
2 75 0.17781E+08 0.30762E+07 
1 75 0.17781E+08 0.30762E+07 

 
 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 5(b).Output of displaced cantilever beam. 
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Figure.7   Pull in voltage of cantilever beam. 
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VI. CONCLUSION 

 
The pull in voltages calculations was made using finite 

element method. ANSYS with Reduced order modeling was 
used to extract results quickly. Fringing field effects are also 
considered to yield accurate results. Even with the strongly 
coupled lumped transducers, convergence issues were 
experienced when applied to the difficult hysteric pull-in and 
release analyses. The cause of the problem can be attributed to 
the negative total system stiffness matrix and can be resolved 
using the augmented stiffness method. 
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Abstract— Currently, criminal’s profile (CP) is obtained from 
investigator’s or forensic psychologist’s interpretation, linking 
crime scene characteristics and an offender’s behavior to his or her 
characteristics and psychological profile. This paper seeks an 
efficient and systematic discovery of non-obvious and valuable 
patterns between variables from a large database of solved cases via 
a probabilistic network (PN) modeling approach. The PN structure 
can be used to extract behavioral patterns and to gain insight into 
what factors influence these behaviors. Thus, when a new case is 
being investigated and the profile variables are unknown because 
the offender has yet to be identified, the observed crime scene 
variables are used to infer the unknown variables based on their 
connections in the structure and the corresponding numerical 
(probabilistic) weights. The objective is to produce a more 
systematic and empirical approach to profiling, and to use the 
resulting PN model as a decision tool. 
 

Keywords-component; Modeling, criminal profiling, criminal 
behavior, probabilistic network, Bayes Rule 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
Modeling human criminal behavior is challenging due to 
many variables involved and the high degree of uncertainty 
surrounding a criminal act and the corresponding 
investigation. Probabilistic graphs are suitable modeling 
techniques because they are inherently distributed and 
stochastic. In this paper, the system variables comprising the 
PN are offender behaviors and crime scene evidence, which 
are initialized by experts through their professional experience 
or expert knowledge.  
 
The mathematical relationships naturally embedded in a set of 
crimes [3, 4, 8] are learned through training from a database 
containing solved criminal cases. The PN model is to be 
applied when only the crime scene evidence is known to 
obtain a useable offender profile to aid law enforcement in the 
investigations. A criminal profile is predicted with a certain 
quantitative confidence. 
 
The PN approach presented here seeks to build on the ideas of 
behavior correlations in order to obtain a usable criminal 
profile when only crime scene evidence is known from the 
investigation.  

This paper proposes a systematic approach for deriving a 
multidisciplinary behavioral model of criminal behavior. The 
proposed offender behavioral model is a mathematical 
representation of a system comprised of an offender’s actions 
and decisions at a crime scene and the offender’s personal 
characteristics.  
 
The influence of the offender traits and characteristics on the 
resulting crime scene behaviors is captured by a probabilistic 
graph or PN that maps cause-and-effect relationships between 
events, and lends itself to inductive logic for reasoning under 
uncertainty [1]. The use of PNs for CP may allow 
investigators to take into consideration various aspects of the 
crime and discover behavioral patterns that might otherwise 
remain hidden in the data. The various aspects of a crime 
include a victimology assessment (victim’s characteristics, 
e.g., background characteristics, age, gender, and education), 
crime scene analysis (evidence from the crime scene, e.g., 
time and place where the crime occurred), and a medical 
report (autopsy report, e.g., type of non-deadly and deadly 
lesions and signs of self defense). 
 
The PN approach to criminal profiling is demonstrated by 
learning from a series of crime scene and offender behaviors. 
The learning techniques employed in this modeling research 
are evaluated on a set of validation cases not used for training 
by defining a prediction accuracy based on the most likely 
value of the output variables (offender profile) and its 
corresponding confidence level. 
 

II. APPROACH 
To start with, a graphical model of offender behavior is 
learned from a database of solved cases. The resulting CP 
model obtained through training is then tested by comparing 
its predictions to the actual offenders’ profiles.  
 
Let the database sample space = D,  
 
Let D consist of ‘d’ solved cases {C1, ...,Cd},  
 
where Ci is an instantiation of X, which is randomly 
partitioned into two independent datasets such as a training set 
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T and a validation set V, such that D = T U V. The variables in 
X are partitioned as follows: the inputs are the crime scene 
(CS) variables XI (evidence) for XI = (XI

1 , ...,XI
k ), and the 

outputs are the offender (OFF) variables comprising the 
criminal profile XO, for XO = (XO

1 , ...,XO
m), where (XI ,XO) ε 

X. 
 
The PN model is learned from T, as explained later, and it is 
tested by performing inference to predict the offender 
variables (OFF) in the validation cases V. An offender profile 
is estimated based on crime scene evidence, with a prediction 
being the most likely value of a particular offender variable. 
During the testing phase, the predicted value of XO

i , denoted 
by xP

i,a where a=1 or 2 for a binary variable, is compared to the 
observed state xO

i,b obtained from the validation set V, where 
b=1 or 2. An example of an offender variable is “gender”, with 
states “male” and “female”. The overall performance of the 
PN model is evaluated by comparing the true (observed) states 
xO

i,b to the predicted output variable values xP
i,a in the 

validation cases. This process tests the generalization 
properties of the model by evaluating its efficiency over V. 
 

III. VARIABLES CONSIDERED 
The relevant categories of variables that have emerged from 
the criminal profiling research as selected by investigators, 
criminologists, and forensic psychologists are described as 
follows: 
• Crime Scene Analysis (CSA): CSA variables are systematic 
observations made at the crime scene by the investigator. 
Examples of CSA variable pertain to where the body was 
found (e.g., neighborhood, location, environment 
characteristics), how the victim was found (e.g., the body was 
well-hidden, partially hidden, or intentionally placed for 
discovery), and the correlation between where the crime took 
place and where the body was found (e.g., the body was 
transported after the murder). 
• Victimology Analysis (VA): VA variables consist of the 
background characteristics of the victim independent of the 
crime. For example, VA variables include the age, sex, race, 
education level, and occupation of the victim. 
• Forensic Analysis (FA): FA variables rely on the medical 
examiner’s report that deals with the autopsy. Examples of this 
are time of death, cause of death, type of non-lethal wounding, 
wound localization, and type of weapon that administered the 
wounds. 
 
The set of CP variables used in this paper were defined in 
previous research [4, 5, 7, 8]. The selection criteria for 
variable selection [6] are:  
(i) Behaviors are clearly observable and not easily 
misinterpreted 
(ii) Behaviors are reflected in the crime scene, e.g., type of 
wounding, and  
(iii) Behaviors indicate how the offender acted toward and 
interacted with the victim  

e.g., victim was bound/gagged, or tortured. Some crime scene 
(CS) variables describing the observable crime scene and 
offender (OFF) variables describing the actual offender were 
selected based on the above criteria. Examples of the CS 
variables are multiple wounding to one area, drugging the 
victim, and sexual assault. Examples of the offender variables 
include prior offenses, relationship to the victim, prior arrests, 
etc. The variables all have binary values representing whether 
the event was present or absent. 
 

IV. TRAINING THE MODEL 
The basic schematic of the training software, including the 
validation process, is shown in Figure 1, where Ph is the 
proposed PN and Popt is the trained (or optimized) PN. The 
software is intended to aid law enforcement in the 
investigation of violent crimes. Because the cases are unsolved 
and only the crime scene inputs are known, the criminal 
profiling software consists of a trained PN model that has been 
previously trained and validated with D. Also, the model has 
the potential to be updated by means of an incremental 
training algorithm when additional cases are solved by the 
police. Thus, Ptrained consistently reflects the model of an 
evolving criminal profile over time. 

 
 

V. DATA BASE OF SOLVED CASES 
A set of single offender/single victim homicides was collected 
by psychologists from solved homicide files of the British 
police [4, 6]. In order to examine the aggressive behavioral 
patterns of a particularly violent offense, the criteria for case 
selection is: single offender/single victim homicide cases; a 
mixture of domestic (where the victim and offender were 
known to each other (e.g., family member, spouse, co-worker) 
and stranger (the offender is unknown to the victim, thus they 
had no previous links to each other) cases; offenders are adults 
at least 17 years of age, as defined by the court system. 
Excluded from the sample were cases when the cause of death 
was not aggressive or extremely intentional. Homicides by 
reckless driving are not included due to the lack of 
interpersonal interaction between the offender and victim.  
 

VI. SAMPLING 
A simulation set is built to produce an artificial CP database to 
study the PN learning and inference capabilities. This included 
a more extensive list of crime scene, offender characteristics 
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and multiple-valued variables. A PN is used to simulate a set 
of cases where the crime scene and offender variables can be 
chosen by the user. An initial structure thus relating the 
variables and the corresponding initial probabilistic parameters 
θ0 are declared based on the prior knowledge, through 
experience, or by sampled statistics. Cases are simulated by 
feed forward sampling, where variables are sampled one at a 
time in order from top-level variables (variables without 
parents), to the mid-level variables (variables with both 
parents and children), ending with the bottom-level variables 
(children variables with parents only). For each variable, the 
discrete conditional prior probabilities in vector form are given 
as: 
 [P(xi,1| πi ), (xi,2| πi ),….., (xi,ri| πi )] 
where ri is the maximum state for Xi and πi disappears if Xi is a 
top-level variable. A value vi is drawn from a uniform 
continuous distribution between ‘0’ and ‘1’ and the 
conditional prior probability vector as a vector of ranges 
becomes 
[P(xi,1| πi ),P(xi,1| πi )+ P(xi,2| πi ),…..,  

  (x
1

ir

i=
∑ i,j| πi )]  which refers to 

      
 
Xi=         
 
 
 

 
                                                                                 (1) 

 
 

 
To simulate a set of cases for the system represented by the 
three-nodal model illustrated in Figure 2, the variables are 
ordered as (X1, X2, X3), where X1 is the parent of X2 and X3, 
and X1 = (x1,1, x1,2), X2 = (x2,1, x2,2) and X3 = (x3,1, x3,2). 
Starting with X1, it has three possible states with the prior 
probabilities P(x1,1) = 0.2, P(x1,2) = 0.5, and P(x1,3) = 0.3, 
which becomes a vector [0.2, 0.7, 1] referring to: 

 
 
 
 
X1 = 
 
                    (2) 
 
If v1 = 0.11 which makes X1 = x1,1, and the Conditional 
Probability Table (CPT) for X2 is listed in Table 1. 
 

 
 Then the conditional prior probability vector of ranges for a 
newly generated v2 becomes 
 
 
X2 =  
 

               (3) 
X3 is sampled following the same procedure as X1 and X2. 
This is repeated until the desired number of cases as specified 
by the user is reached. The Matlab function utilized for the 
sampling exercise is sample b_net in the Bayes Net Toolbox 
[2]. 

VII. PN PREDICTIONS AND ACCURACY  
When a PN model of offender behavior on the crime scene is 
learned from solved cases, it is implemented on a set of solved 
validation cases in order to test the trained model’s 
performance. Performance is tested through probabilistic 
inference. Inference is the process of updating the probability 
distribution of a set of possible outcomes based upon the 
relationships represented by the PN model and the 
observations of one or more variables. With the updated 
probabilities, a prediction can be made from the most likely 
value of each inferred variable. Thus, in order to test the 
trained model, only the crime scene evidence is inserted into 
the model, with the predicted offender profile being compared 
to the actual offender characteristics. Because this is a 
probabilistic model, a certain confidence accompanies the 
offender variable predictions.  
 

VIII. CONCLUSIONS  
This paper presents an approach for deriving a network model 
of criminal profiling that draws on knowledge-based systems 
and on fields of criminology and offender profiling. 
Implementing probabilistic networks makes it possible to 
represent multidimensional interdependencies between all 
relevant variables that have been identified in previous 
research as playing a role in determining or reflecting the 
behavior of offenders at the crime scene. Hence, a valid 

xi,1 if  0< v < P(xi,1|πi ) 

xi,2 if  P(xi,,1|πi )≤ v < ∑P(x
1

ir

i=
i,j|πi ) 

xi,ri if ∑P(x
1

ir

i=
i,j|πi)≤v<1 

x1,1 if  0 ≤ v1 < 0.2 
 

x1,2 if  0.2 ≤ v1 < 0.9 
 

x1,3 if  0.9 ≤ v1 < 1 

x2,1 if  0 ≤ v2 < 0.2 
 

x2,2 if  0.2 ≤ v2 < 1 
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network model can be used to predict unknown variables 
composing an offender profile based on the variables observed 
from the crime scene. 
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Abstract—  
We have seen in last few  decades  that  the  progress of  

information technology with   leaps  and  bounds, which  have 
completely  changed the  way  of life  in the  developed 
nations. While internet has changed the established working 
practice and opened new vistas and provided a platform to 
connect, this gives the opportunity for collaborative work space 
that goes beyond the global boundary. 

ICT promises a fundamental change in all aspects of our 
lives, including knowledge dissemination, social interaction, 
economic and business practices, political engagement, media, 
education, health, leisure and entertainment. 

In India ICT applications such as Warana, Dristee, Sari, 
Sks, E-Chaupal, Cybermohalla, Bhoomi, E-Mitra, Deesha, 
Star, Setu, Friends, E-Seva, Lokmitra, E-Post, Gramdoot, 
Dyandoot, Tarahaat, Dhan, Akshaya, Honeybee, Praja are in 
functioning for rural development.  

      ICT offers an opportunity to introduce new activities, new 
services and applications into rural areas or to enhance existing 
services. With more than 70% of the Indian population living 
in rural areas and earns its live hood by agriculture and allied 
means of income.  

ICTs can play a significant role in combating rural 
and urban poverty and fostering sustainable development 
through creating information rich societies and supporting 
livelihoods.  If ICTs are appropriately deployed and realize the 
differential needs of urban and rural people, they can become 
powerful tools of economic, social and political 
empowerment. 

This paper introduces the application of ICT for rural 
development. The paper aims at improving the delivery of 
information to rural masses such as: technology information, 
marketing information, and information advice. This paper 
focuses digital divide and poverty eradication, good 
governance and the significance of internet for rural 
development. The paper concludes that ICTs offer the 
developing country, the opportunity to look ahead several 
stages of rural development by the use of internet. Effective 
use of ICT can demolish geographical boundaries and can 
bring rural communities closer to global economic systems 
and be of meaningful help to the underprivileged. 
 

Keywords-ICT,RD,digital divide, ,e-governance,procurement, 

poverty alleviation,empowement. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

A. ICT Defined 
 

ICT can be interpreted broadly as “technologies that 
facilitate communication and the processing and transmission 
of information by electronic means.”  

B. ICT and Development 
According to Nelson Mandela, “Eliminating the 

distinction between information rich and information poor 
countries is critical to eliminating other inequalities between 
North and South and to improving the quality of life of all 
humanity.” (Mandela, 1998). 

C. Rural India 
“Just as the whole universe is contained in the Self, so is 

India contained in the villages”…This has been said by 
Mahatma Gandhi, the father of our nation and the visionary 
architect of India’s rural development programme. The villages 
epitomize the soul of India. Rural India reflects the very 
essence of Indian culture and tradition. 

II. INTERNET 
Internet is another great achievement of ICT. Internet is one 

of the technologies available for global resources and 
information haring. Internet has become a common resource of 
the whole mankind, inquiring and sharing information become 
easier than ever. With Internet, geographical distance and state 
borders are eliminated.  

The Internet can be a powerful democratizing force, 
offering greater economic, political and social participation to 
communities that have traditionally been undeserved and 
helping developing nations meet pressing needs. It needs to 
ensure that everyone has a chance to share in the benefits of the 
Digital Age, information technology.  

Internet can be a tool for rural development. 
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TABLE I.  WORLD-WIDE INTERNET USERS PENETRATION 

          Country         Users              Population             Percentage 
                          (In Millions)        (In Millions)        (As on 07/12/09)                             
          India               81.00                 1156.89                    7.00 %  
          USA             227.71                   307.21                  74.10 %  
          Japan             95.97                    127.07                  75.52 %  
          China           360.00                 1338.61                  26.30 %  
          UK                46.68                      61.11                  76.40 %    
          Germany       54.22                      82.32                  65.90 %  
          Canada          25.08                      33.48                    9.80 %  
          France           43.10                      62.15                  69.30 %  
          Australia       17.03                      21.26                  61.00 %  
          Russia           45.25                    140.04                  32.31 %  
          Indonesia      30.00                    240.27                  12.50 %  

                                                                     www.internetworldstats.com/stats.htm 

 
Above table depicts that there is need to promote internet 

uses in developing country like India.  

III. IMPACT OF ICT ON SOCIETY 
History has seen a move from the agricultural society, 

through the industrialized society and to the information 
society. Society is better informed as a result of developments 
in ICT. Now a day ICT is used in daily practices. For ex. 
training, education and entertainment these help society to a 
great extent. There is impact of increased availability of 
information using ICT on a variety of public services. 

A. Digital Divide 
ICTs threaten to expand the already wide socio-economic 

gap between urban and rural populations in developing 
countries. Simultaneously offering opportunities to reduce it. 
ICT implementation can be successfully adapted for the 
development of challenges faced by rural communities. Such 
implementations can be evaluated so that the often unexpected 
and desirable results that emerge can be revealed and 
accounted for. 

B. E-Governance and Empowerment 
The poverty can be adequately addressed by effective use 

of e-governance and ICT application in environmental 
management. Improved governance by using ICT can have 
direct impact in reducing poverty and improving the 
environment. 

ICT can contribute fostering empowerment and 
participation by making government processes more efficient 
and transparent by encouraging communication and 
information sharing among rural and marginalized people. 

C. ICT and Agriculture 
The vast majority of poor people lives in rural areas and 

derives their livelihoods directly or indirectly from agriculture. 
ICTs can deliver useful information to farmers about 
agriculture like crop care and animal husbandry, fertilizer and 
feedstock inputs, pest control, seed sourcing and market prices.   

The ICT application in agriculture sector is still very 
limited in India, and full range of potential benefits that such 
technology can provide us yet to be realized. 

D. ICT and Poverty Alleviation 
ICT applications in developing countries are often part of 

an overall strategy for economic growth. The role of ICT in 
poverty reduction is not limited to reducing income poverty, 
but also includes non-economic dimensions - in particular 
empowerment.   

E. ICT and Health 
Health care is one of the most promising areas for poverty 

alleviation. ICTs are being used in India to facilitate remote 
consultation, diagnosis and treatment.  

Delivering health care with ICTs enables health care 
professionals and institutions to address the critical medical 
needs of rural communities, especially those in remote 
locations and those that lack qualified medical personnel and 
services. 

F. ICT for Education 
Moreover, appropriate use of ICTs in the classroom fosters 

critical, integrative and contextual teaching and learning; 
develops information literacy (the ability to locate, evaluate 
and use information). Thus, it improves the overall efficiency 
of the delivery of education in schools and educational 
management institutions at the national, state/provincial and 
community level. 

The use of ICTs in education aims to improve the quality of 
teaching and learning as well as democratize the access to 
education. 

G. ICT for Economic Development 
      Information and Communication Technology has a vital 

role in connecting the rural community to outside world for 
exchange of information, a basic necessity for economic 
development.  Effective use of ICT can demolish geographical 
boundaries and can bring rural communities closer to global 
economic systems and be of meaningful help to the 
underprivileged. 

H. Employment Opportunities 
Poor people in rural localities have lack of opportunities for 

employment because they often do not have access to 
information about them.  One use of ICTs is to provide on-line 
services for job placement through electronic labor exchanges 
in public employment service or other placement agencies. 

IV. CHALLENGES AND ISSUES 
The barriers that currently limit the development of rural 

areas include Distance barriers: to access to administrative and 
governmental structures, � Economic barriers: to access to 
wider business and labor markets, Social barriers: to 
information, education facilities, health and social services,� 
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Information barriers : many rural areas and their amenities are 
undiscovered, unknown for the outer world.  

For successful implementation of E- rural  development it is 
necessary to define ICT requirements and issues for rural areas 
like vision, policy, awareness, technology, Infrastructure, 
services, applications. It is extremely important to focus on all 
aspects of rural development. For introduction and 
implementation of E-rural policy it is necessary to establish 
cooperation of different sectors of government and on national 
level to introduce coherent E-rural policy, establish formal 
platform, supporting exchange information and knowledge 
which will join researchers, developers, regional and local 
government and which could coordinate research and 
implementation activity and which can also support E-rural 
policy � 

Information-and-ICT initiatives are political. The 
effectiveness and potential of ICTD initiatives can be inhibited 
or circumscribed by national and/or local power relations. 
Political awareness and analysis is an important aspect of 
ICT4D planning at all levels. 

Harnessing ICTs for human development requires 
awareness-raising and constituency-building across all levels of 
society. 

 The challenge for governments is to ensure the 
convergence of their initiatives and those taken up by various 
donors, multilaterals, NGOs and other organizations and to 
address the digital divide.  

V. DISCUSSION / CONCLUSIONS  

A. Agriculture 
• The farmers are also not able to know about the prices 

prevailing in other markets, as the Market Committees 
are able to disseminate information mostly in respect of 
their own markets.  

• The availability of prompt and reliable market 
information about what is happening in the market, 
what quantities are arriving and what prices are quoted 
for different commodities considerably improves the 
decision making capability of the farmers and 
strengthens their bargaining power. 

B. Education 
• With introduction of ICT based education at school 

level our children and youngsters will grow as 
“Computer kids”. Their exposure will get increased 
due to which the knowledge level will get definitely 
improved.  

• It enhances the quality of education.  

C. Health Services 
• Delivering health care with ICTs enables health care 

professionals and institutions to address the critical 
medical needs of rural communities, especially those in 

remote locations and those that lack qualified medical 
personnel and services. 

• General knowledge and awareness regarding health 
can be promoted among the people. 

D. Commerce and Trade  
• Still the benefits are not percolating down to the 

farmers, as they are unable to plan their strategies for 
sale of their produce at remunerative prices, in the 
absence of correct and timely market information and 
advice about arrivals, prices, market trend, etc. 

• In terms of market opportunities emerging agricultural 
technologies are   increasingly information intensive 
and the rural poor must now cope with increasingly 
sophisticated input and output markets. 

E. Local Governance and Community life 
• ICT can empower rural communities (particularly 

marginalized group) and give them “a voice” which 
permits them to contribute to the development process. 

• With ICT government can serve the public better. 
Computers and the Internet make it possible for 
government to contact and transact with lots of people 
at the same time. 

VI. SUGGESTIONS / RECOMMENDATIONS 
• ICT should be harnessed for the benefit of ordinary 

farmers. 

• ICT policy is the most important factor on the 
introduction of information communication technology 
to the rural mass with a view to empower them by 
providing all types of information and communication 
with regard to their day to day life. 

• Awareness building on ICT usage should be conducted 
to the rural mass through the institutions such as gram 
panchayat, government office, schools, ICT Centers etc. 

• Government has to encourage the software developers 
to develop software packages in their respective mother 
tongue. 

• While the dedicated and qualified English teachers are 
appointed to the schools to enhance the English 
knowledge. Computer knowledge has to be given in 
their mother tongue with the support of English upto the 
students are able to understand and handle the 
computers. 

• Established cyber cafes in rural areas to facilitate the 
rural people who cannot purchase computers by 
themselves. To encourage the private sector to establish 
cyber café to provide ICT services in the rural areas.    

• It is necessary to open dialogue and professional 
discussions to create awareness on ICT in the rural 
areas.  
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• To support and facilitate to develop locally relevant 
contents for the Internet. 

• Significant attention needs to pay for the development 
of business models for content creation in the rural 
computing context. 

VII. STRATEGIES 
• Adopt one village one computer scheme. 

• Start Community learning and Information Centers 
(CLIC) centers. 

• Establish Market Information Centers in remote areas. 

• Establish Tele Centers in remote areas. 

• Encourage the use of computers and Internet in rural 
areas. 

• Establish Information Technology (IT) parks in remote 
areas.  

• Government has to reduce taxation of ICT-related 
components, products and services. 

• Establish partnerships with NGOs engaged in awareness 
and innovative for ICT4RD. 

• Explore the use of Free and Open Source Software 
(FOSS). 

• Explore the use of local language software’s. 

• Promote the benefits of ICTs to private sector and 
academic institutions, and encourage computerization. 

• Begin basic ICT skills workshops for all rural students 
at tertiary level.  

• Encourage ICT awareness programmes, especially 
among primary and secondary school students in rural 
areas. 

• Promote ICT-related courses at university/college level 
and expand the base of supportive certificate and 
diploma level at college level. 

• Connect schools, universities and research centers to 
national and international distance education facilities, 
national and international databases, libraries, research 
laboratories and computing facilities. 

• Encourage corporations to appreciate ICT competent 
staff and conduct/sponsor ICT training for staff 
members/professionals. 

• Encourage assessment and promotion of civil servants 
to include ICT competency. 

• Encourage ICT4D research and development and 
partnership with the private sector and international 
educational/research centers. 

VIII. THE ROAD AHEAD 
Rural Development forms an important agenda of the 

Government. However, the uptake of e-governance in the Rural 
Development sector has been relatively slow. The main reasons 
for this are poor ICT infrastructure in rural areas, poor ICT 
awareness among agency officials working in rural areas and 
local language issues. Efforts are, however, on to extend 
infrastructure up to village level. Already, many states have 
gone ahead to provide connectivity up to block level. This has 
helped in taking the e-governance efforts further closer to the 
people.  

The important requirement of establishing infrastructure in 
rural areas is now being taken up as a high-agenda project after 
the President of India envisioned the idea of providing urban 
amenities in rural areas (PURA). PURA (Provision of urban 
amenities in Rural Areas) has been conceived as a scheme 
under MoRD and envisages to achieve its objective by bridging 
the various kinds of divide that exists between rural and urban 
areas by providing four major kinds of connectivity to rural 
areas: physical (road, power), electronic (telecommunication, 
internet), knowledge and market. With the provision of such 
connectivity, it is hoped that the benefits of e-governance in the 
Rural Development sector would reach its true beneficiaries.  

Crucial success factors to realize this dream are strong 
political & administrative will, Government Process Reform, 
capacity building of provider (government functionaries) and 
consumer (rural citizens), utilization of ICTs as a medium to 
share information and deliver services that are demand-driven 
and people-centric. 
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Abstract 

 We propose an algorithm that tests membership for 

 

Key words: regular expressions, proof theory, linear 

1.  Introduction  

Since its introduction, regular expressions [2,5] have 

this algorithm extends well to other extensions to regular 

f its working, and discuss further 

 paper with some considerations for further 

2. The language 

The regular express y r-formulas given 
by the syntax rules below: 

a | r · r | r + r | r* 

 In the rule e set {a}. 
ε represents {ε}.  Ø represents the empty set.  r · s 

llows: d(Ø)=0, 

ting. Such an algorithm 

regular expressions and show that the algorithm is 
correct. This algorithm is written in the style of a sequent 
proof system. The advantage of this algorithm over 
traditional ones is that the complex conversion process 
from regular expressions to finite automata is not needed.  
As a consequence, our algorithm is simple and extends 
easily to various extensions to regular expressions such 
as timed regular expressions or regular languages with 
the intersection. 

logic, algorithm. 

gained much interest for applications such as text search 
or compiler components. One important question is, 
given a string w and a regular expression r, to decide 
whether w is in the set denoted by r. Testing membership 
in a regular expression has traditionally concentrated on 
converting a regular expression to finite automata. Such 
a conversion technique is unsatisfactory for at least two 
reasons. First, the conversion process itself requires a lot 
of extra overloads. Second, the conversion technique has 
only a limited number of applications and does not 
extend well to various – even simple – extensions 
(regular expressions with time [1], regular expressions 
with intersection, etc) to regular expressions. 
Little has been studied about the algorithms for testing 
membership for regular expressions themselves. This 
paper introduces such an algorithm. It is simple, easy 
to understand, nondeterministic and has some 
resemblance to the proof theory of intuitionistic  linear 
logic[3] . In addition, it is a simple matter to observe that 

expressions. 
In this paper we present our algorithm, show some 
examples o
improvements.   The remainder of this paper is 
structured as follows. We describe our algorithm in the 
next section. 
In Section 3, we present some examples. Section 4 
concludes the
improvements. 

 

 
ion is described b

  
         r :: = Ø | ε | 

 
s above, an alphabet a represents th

represents the concatenation of two sets r and s. r + s 
represents the union of r and s. The Kleene closure of r - 
r* - indicates there are any number of r. 
We often write rr in place of r ·r. The degree d(r) of a 
regular expression r is defined as fo
d(a)=1, d(r· s) = d(r + s) = d(r) + d(s) +1 ,d(r*) = d(r) +1. 
Further, d(r1,…,rn) = d(r1)+…+d(rn) where r1 ,…,rn is a 
sequence of regular expressions. 
The question of whether a string is a member of a 
regular expression is quite interes
needs to cope with the following: (1) the associativity of 
the operators, e.g., abc ∈ a · (b · c), abc ∈ (a ·b) ·c, and 
(2) the multiplicity of the Kleene closure, e.g., aaa ∈ 
a*· a*, in an elegant fashion. We will present an 
algorithm for this task in the style of a proof system.  
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Let w be a regular expression and r1 ,…,rn be a list of 
regular expression. Then a sequent of the form r1,…,rn 
w – the notion that  is an element of the concatenations 
of  r1,…,rn – is defined constructively by two axioms and 
eight inference rules. This is shown below. 

  
Algorithm for Testing Membership 

 

 

 

 

 

 
 

In the above rule, a is an alphabet, ∆ denote a list of 
regular expressions and ρ, ψ denote a single regular 
expression. An inference rule can be read as follows: if 
all the sequents above are true, then the sequent below is 
true. A sequent Δ   w has a proof if Δ   w can be 
obtained from the axioms by applying the inference rules. 
In dealing with ρ* construct, the proof system can either 
discard it, use ρ once, or use ρ at least twice. 

Let us refer to the above collection of axioms and 
inference rules as DS.  The following theorem shows the 
sound and completeness of the proof system DS. 
 
Theorem 2.1: Let r1…, rn be a list of regular expressions 
and let w be a string. Then, w is an element of r1…. rn   if 
and only if r1,…,  rn  w has a proof in DS . 
Proof.  The reverse direction is straightforward. In the 
forward direction, we prove the theorem by an induction 
on the degree of the sequence r1…, rn, w. If the degree is 
1 or 2, then it must be of the form  ε ∈ ε , ε ∈,or a ∈ a 
where a is an alphabet. It is easy to see that the theorem is 
true. 

 If the degree is greater than 2, we consider the 
cases for the structure of r1.  

  If r1 is a, then it must be the case that w is of the 
form aw'  and w’ ∈ r2 ,…, rn where w'  is a (possibly 

empty) string.  By the hypothesis, r2 …, rn  w' has a proof. 
Putting the proofs for a   a and r2….rn    w' using a · R 
rule, we obtain a proof satisfying the theorem. 
 If r1 is r+s , then it must be the case that w∈

r,r2…rn or w ∈ s,r2….,rn . Consider the former case.  
By the hypothesis, r,r2,…rn  w has a proof.  
Putting this proof using a +L1 rule, we obtain a proof 
satisfying the theorem. The same argument can be 
supplied for the latter case. 
 The arguments for rs follow a similar pattern. 
For the case that r1 is of the form r*, we have to consider  
the three cases depending  on whether r is never used, 
used once, or used more than once. Consider the case 
where r is never used. Then w must be an element of 
r2,…,rn. By the hypothesis, r2,…,rn   w has a proof.  
Putting this proof using a WL rule, we obtain a proof 
satisfying the theorem. This is shown below. 

 

 

 

 If r is used once, then there must be a string z such that w 
= zw', z ∈ r, and w' ∈ (r2,…,rn). By the hypothesis, both 
r   z  and r2,…, rn  w' have proofs. Putting the proofs for 
r  z and r2,…,rn  w' using the rules, we obtain a proof 
satisfying the theorem. 
This is shown below. 

 

 
 The arguments for the remaining case follow a 
similar pattern. The additional observation is that the CL 
rule is needed for this case. 
 

3. Examples  
 This section describes the use of our algorithm. 

An example is provided by the following proof of aa ∈ 
a*. 

 It is interesting to note that the CL rule is used to 
control the multiplicity of a*. 
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 [2] S.C. Kleene, Introduction to Metamathematics, North-
Holland, Amsterdam, 1964. Another example of our algorithm is provided by the 

following proof of the sequent ca∈(b+c) ·a 
[3] J.Y. Girard, “Linear logic”, Theoretical Computer Science, 
vol.50, pp.1-102, 1987. 
[4] J.Hodas and D. Miller, “ Logic programming in a fragment 
of intuitionistic linear logic”, Journal of Information and 
Computation, 1992. Invited to a special issue of submission to 
the 1991 LICS conference. 

 [5] J.E.Hopcroft, R.Motwani, and J.D. Ullman, Automata Theory, 
Languages and Computation, Ad.  

A computation process typically searches for a proof 
from the bottom-up in a sequent calculus for reasons of 
efficiency. Thus, given a conclusion sequent, it attempts 
to find its proof from bottom-up. 

 
4. Conclusion  
 
We have described an algorithm for testing membership 
in regular expressions. The advantage of this algorithm is 
that it does not require the complex conversion process to 
finite automata. As a consequence, it extends easily to 
various extensions to regular expressions. For example, 
our algorithm extends easily to the one that deals with 
algebraic laws, i.e., regular expressions with variables [5]. 
Two regular expressions with variables are equivalent if 
whatever expressions we substitute for the variables, the 
results are equivalent. For example, ∀ L ∀
M( L+M=M+L ). 
              Regarding the performance of our algorithm, 
non-determinism is present in several places of this 
algorithm. In particular, there is a choice concerning 
which way the text is split in the ·R rule. Hodas and 
Miller [4] dealt with this rule by using IO-model in which 
each goal is associated with its input resource and output 
resource. The idea used here is to delay this choice of 
splitting as much as possible. This observation leads to a 
more viable implementation.    Our ultimate interest is in 
a procedure for carrying out computations of the kind 
described above. It is hoped that these techniques may 
lead to better algorithms. 
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Abstract-Initially TCP was  designed with the notion in mind 
that wired networks are generally reliable and any segment loss 
in a transmission is due to congestion in the network rather than 
an unreliable medium (The assumptions is that the packet loss 
caused by damage is much less than 1%) . This notion doesn’t 
hold in wireless parts of the network. Wireless links are highly 
unreliable and they lose segments all the time due to a number of 
factors. Very few papers are available which uses TCP for 
MANET. In this paper, an attempt have been made to justify the 
use of TCP  variants (Tahoe and Reno) for loss of packet due to 
random noise introduces in the MANET. For the present analysis 
the simulation has been carried out for  TCP variants (Tahoe and 
Reno) by  introduces 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% noise.The 
comparison of TCP variants  is made by running simulation for 
0%, 10%, 20% and 30% of data packet loss due to noise in the 
transmission link and the effect of throughput and congestion 
window has been examined. During the simulation we have 
observed that throughput has been decreased  when a drop of 
multiple segments happens, further we have observed in the case 
of TCP variant (Reno) throughput is better at 1% (Figure 5) 
which implies a network with short burst of error and low BER, 
causing only one segment to be lost. When multiple segments are 
lost due to error prone nature of  link, Tahoe perform better than 
Reno (Figure 13), that gives a significant saving of time (64.28%) 
in comparison with Reno (Table 4). Several simulations have 
been run with ns-2 simulator in order to acquire a better 
understanding of these TCP variants and the way they perform 
their function. We conclude with a discussion of whether these 
TCP versions can be used in Mobile Ad hoc Network? 
 
Index Term- TCP, Tahoe, Reno, MANET, ns-2, Random noise 

 
1. Introduction 
TCP is the widely used for Internet traffic. In the wired 
network losses are mostly due to congestion. In practice, 
losses may also be caused from noisy links. This is especially 
true in case of radio links, e.g. in cellular network, Mobile Ad-
hoc network or in satellite links. A link may become in fact 
completely disconnected for some period of time or it may 
suffer from occasional interferences (due to shadowing, fading 
etc.) that cause packets to contain errors and then to be 
dropped resulting low throughput. Transport protocols should 

be independent of the technology of the underlying 
network layers. It should not care whether IP is running 
over fiber or radio. But in reality, it does matter, since 
most TCP implementations that have been designed for 
wired networks, don’t cope very well on wireless 
networks. Different version of TCP in a local network 
with lossy link are compared and analyzed in [7].Several 
scheme have been reported in the literature, to alleviate 
the effect of losses on TCP performances over wireless 
network (or networks with lossy link) [8]. Very few 
papers are available which uses TCP for MANET This 
paper deals with for Tahoe and Reno TCP variants and its 
variation of error by introducing different level of noise . 
The ns-2 network simulator used to understand the 
behaviors and characteristics of TCP variants. Wireless 
links are highly unreliable and they lose segments all the 
time due to a number of factors. These include fading, 
interference, higher bit error rate and mobility related 
processes such as handovers. 
In this paper, we will make a comparison between Tahoe 
and Reno TCP variants in a noisy environment. Our 
simulation show that Tahoe copes well in a high segment 
loss environment. Two algorithms, Slow Start and 
Congestion Avoidance, modify the performance of TCP’s 
sliding window to solve some problems relating to 
congestion in the network [4]. The idea of congestion 
control is for the sender to determine the capacity that is 
available on the network. The sender, in standard TCP 
implementation, keeps two state variables for congestion 
control: a slow-start/congestion window, cwnd, and a 
threshold size, ssthresh. These variables are used to 
switch between the slow start and congestion avoidance 
algorithms. Slow start provides a way to control initial 
data flow at the beginning of a communication session 
and during an error recovery. This is based on received 
acknowledgements. Congestion avoidance increases the 
cwnd additively, so that it grows by one segment for each 
round trip time. These two algorithms are implemented 
together and work as if they were one. The combined 
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effect of these two algorithms on the congestion window is 
shown in Figure 1. In this paper we report the simulation 
results of different scenarios. In Section-2, a summary of 
Tahoe and Reno TCP transport protocols has been reported. 
 

 
Figure 1. Congestion window 
 
The simulation software and the network simulation setup are 
described in section 3. The comparison of simulation results is 
presented in section 4. The conclusion has been reported in 
section 5. 
 
2. TCP Transport Protocol 
2.1 Tahoe TCP 
Modern TCP implementations contain a number of algorithms 
aimed at controlling network congestion while maintaining 
good user throughput. Early TCP implementations followed a 
go-back- model using cumulative positive acknowledgment 
and requiring a retransmit timer expiration to re-send data lost 
during transport. These TCPs did little to minimize network 
congestion. The Tahoe TCP implementation added a number 
of new algorithms and refinements to earlier implementations. 
The new algorithms include Slow-Start, Congestion 
Avoidance, and Fast Retransmit [3]. The refinements include a 
modification to the round-trip time estimator used to set 
retransmission timeout values. All modifications have been 
described elsewhere. The fast retransmit algorithm is of 
special interest in this paper because it is modified in 
subsequent versions of TCP. With Fast Retransmit, after 
receiving a small number of duplicate acknowledgments for 
the same TCP segment (dup ACKs), the data sender infers that 
a packet has been lost and retransmits the packet without 
waiting for a retransmission timer to expire, leading to higher 
channel utilization and connection throughput.  
 
2.2 Reno TCP The Reno TCP implementation retained the 
enhancements incorporated into Tahoe, but modified the Fast 
Retransmit operation to include Fast Recovery [3]. The new 
algorithm prevents the communication path (“pipe”) from 
going empty after Fast Retransmit, thereby avoiding the need 
to slow-start to re-fill it after a single packet loss. Fast 
recovery operates by assuming each dup ACK received 
represents a single packet having left the pipe. Thus, during 
Fast recovery the TCP sender is able to make intelligent 

estimates of the amount of outstanding data. Fast 
Recovery is entered by a TCP sender after receiving an 
initial threshold of dup ACKs. This threshold, usually 
known as tcprexmtthresh, is generally set to three. Once 
the threshold of dup ACKs is received, the sender 
retransmits one packet and reduces its congestion window 
by one half. Instead of slow-starting, as is performed by a 
Tahoe TCP sender, the Reno sender uses additional 
incoming dup ACKs to clock subsequent outgoing 
packets. In Reno, the sender' s usable window becomes 
where is the receiver' s advertised window, is the sender' s 
congestion window, and is maintained at until the number 
of dup ACKs reaches tcprexmtthresh, and thereafter 
tracks the number of duplicate ACKs. Thus, during Fast 
Recovery the sender “inflates” its window by the number 
of dup ACKs it has received, according to the observation 
that each dup ACK indicates some packet has been 
removed from the network and is now cached at the 
receiver. After entering Fast Recovery and retransmitting 
a single packet, the sender effectively waits until half a 
window of dup ACKs have been received, and then sends 
a new packet for each additional dup ACK that is 
received. Upon receipt of an ACK for new data (called a 
“recovery ACK”), the sender exits Fast Recovery by 
setting to Reno's fast recovery algorithm is optimized for 
the case when a single packet is dropped from a window 
of data. The Reno sender retransmits at most one dropped 
packet per round-trip time as shown in Table[1]. Reno 
significantly improves upon the behavior of Tahoe TCP 
when a single packet is dropped from a window of data, 
but can suffer from performance problems when multiple 
packets are dropped from a window of data. This is 
illustrated in the  Table[2] with three or more dropped 
packets as shown in Table[3]. 
 
Table 1: Round trip times in seconds (at sink nodes) 
Minimal 
RTT(CN,ON,SPID) 

0.303733(0,4,2) 

Maximal 
RTT(CN,ON,SPID) 

0.594773(0,4,49) 

Average RTT 0.5565596345 

 
Table 2.Average generated & received packet of Tahoe & Reno for 
different niose. 

Tahoe (at source node) 
 
 0% 10% 20% 30% 
Generated 
packets 

290 63 61 21 

Average 
Packet 
Size 

538.275 561.0084 606.0377 628.2353 

Reno (at sink node) 
 0% 10% 20% 30% 
Received 
Packets 

290 56 45 13 
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Average 
Packet 
Size 

538.275 531.0714 606.0377 501.5385 

 
The problem is easily constructed in our simulator when a 
Reno TCP connection with a large congestion window suffers 
a burst of packet losses after slow-starting in a network with 
drop-tail gateways (or other gateways that fail to monitor the 
average queue size). 
 
3. Simulation Setup 
This section describes four simulation scenarios for 0%, 10%, 
20% and 30% of data packet loss due to noise in the 
transmission link. Each set of scenarios is run for Tahoe, 
Reno, New-Reno and SACK TCP. The results in this paper are 
based on simulations using the ns-2 network simulator. The 
network is setup as per the network diagram in the Figure 2 
such as there are 5 nodes from n0 to n5 and node n0 and n2 
are connected by bidirectional link of 2 Mbps bandwidth and a 
propagation delay of 10ms. We have implemented a DropTail 
queue between node n2 and n3. FTP traffic is sent from node 
n0 to n4 via shared link (n2-n3) by using TCP transport 
protocol and CBR traffic is sent from node n1 to n5 using 
same shared link (n2-n3) by using UDP protocol. 
The various simulation parameters used for the present 
analysis for both (Tahoe and Reno) are   like no. of nodes (6), 
simulation length in seconds(10.47), no. of sending nodes (3), 
no. of receiving nodes(3), no. of generated packet(593), no. of 
forwarded packet(1189), number of forwarded bytes(325200), 
average packet size(548.398). 
 

 
Figure 2. Proposed system network 
 
The simulation has been carried out for 141 simulation 
seconds in all four scenario viz; (0%, 10%, 20% and 30%) for 
Tahoe and Reno TCP varients. In the first scenario the 
network is simulated without noise at the shared link whereas 
in the second, third and fourth scenario we have introduced a 
noise of 10%, 20% and 30% are introduced in the shared link 
(forward link of n2 to n3) respectively. 
 

4. Analytical and Simulation  Comparisons  
In this section we have presented the simulation results 
for the scenarios mentioned above. 
On comparing the throughput of TCP Reno and Tahoe at 
without loss (0% noise) the throughput remains same as 
shown in Figure 3-4, whereas on increasing the noise 
(1%) the throughput of Reno is better as compared with 
the throughput of Tahoe as shown in Figure 5. Fast 
Retransmit and Fast Recovery in Reno seem to work well 
when only one segment is lost. But, as we have seen in 
the simulation  

 
Figure 3. Throughput of TCP Tahoe without 

 loss (0 % noise) 
 

 
Figure 4. Throughput of TCP Reno without 

loss (0 % noise) 
 

 
Figure 5. Throughput of TCP Tahoe & Reno with 

loss (1 % noise) 
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Figure 6. Throughput of TCP Tahoe & Reno with 

loss (10 % noise) 

 
Figure 7. Throughput of TCP Tahoe & Reno with 

loss (20 % noise) 
 

 
Figure 8. Throughput of TCP Tahoe & Reno with 

loss (30 % noise) 
 

 
Figure 9. Congestion Window of TCP Tahoe & Reno with loss (1 % noise) 

 

 
Figure 10. Congestion Window of TCP Tahoe & Reno with loss (10 % 

noise) 
results, some problems arise when a drop of multiple 
segments happens. 
As shown in Figures 10-12, at time 4, 15 and 98 sim-secs 
when an error causing a loss of multiple segments, a 
problem arises with Reno TCP’s congestion window 
which results in zero throughputs as shown in Figure 6-8. 
A loss of multiple segments makes the window close to 
half of its size for every dropped segment. Besides, the 
usable window is decreased during the fast recovery 
phase, as more information is sent; every time a 
duplicated acknowledgement is received. When the 
congestion window is divided by two for the second time, 
the usable window closes to zero, thus blocking the 
communication and forcing the retransmission timeout. 
Tahoe TCP does not apply Fast Recovery in order to 
avoid the problems described previously. 
 

 
Figure 11. Congestion Window of TCP Tahoe 

& Reno with loss (20 % noise) 
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Figure 12. Congestion Window of TCP Tahoe & Reno with loss (30 % noise) 
 

Table 3. Average packet generated and received of Tahoe & Reno variants 
Tahoe (at source node) 

 
 0% 10% 20% 30% 
Generated 
packets 

290 76 58 27 

Average 
Packet 
Size 

538.275 564.4755 598.8235 630.9091 

Tahoe (at sink node) 
 0% 10% 20% 30% 
Received 
Packets 

290 67 44 17 

Average 
Packet 
Size 

538.275 532.5373 528.6364 510.5882 

 

Table 4 End to End delay of Tahoe & Reno variant. 
Tahoe (end2end delay in sec) 

 
Minimal (node,PID) 0 (2,0) 
Maximal (node,PID) 0.244373 (2,49) 
Average delay 0.05232697133 

Reno (end2end delay in sec) 
 
Minimal delay (CN,ON,PID) 0.151866(4,0,72) 
Maximal delay(CN,ON,PID) 0.254(0,4,23) 
Average delay 0.183139041 

 
When this variant is used, Fast Retransmit is the only 
algorithm applied. This means that slow start and 
congestion avoidance will be working when recovering 
from an error. Tahoe TCP closes the congestion window 
when the first error is detected. This stops the 
communication suddenly, but allows the congestion 
window, and consequently the usable window, to open 
exponentially as shown in Figure 9. Then the usable 
window allows the sender to retransmit the lost segments. 
So, although the usable window is closed, there is always 
a mechanism that opens it again. The communication is 
never blocked as in Reno and no waiting for the 
retransmission timer is needed.  
As we discussed above, Tahoe with little modification can 
be considered in the scenarios where multiple segments 
are dropped such as in Mobile Ad hoc Networks. 

 

 
Figure 13. Throughput of TCP Tahoe & Reno with and without loss 

 
5. Conclusion 
This paper summarizes a study on TCP variants and its 
congestion control mechanism. We have analyzed from the 
simulated results in that Tahoe performs better than Reno in 
multiple data packets loss that gives a significant saving of 
time (64.28%)  in comparison with Reno as shown in (Table 

4). The comparison of TCP variants  is made by running 
simulation for 0%, 10%, 20% and 30% of data packet loss 
due to noise in the transmission link and the effect of 
throughput and congestion window has been examined in 
Figure 13.  
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Thus, TCP Reno implementation could be useful when TCP is 
working in a reliable network with short bursts of errors and 
low BER, causing only one segment to be lost. Tahoe can be 
considered as transport protocol for Mobile Ad hoc network 
where multiple segments are dropped due to error prone nature 
of radio link Table [2-3]. Our future work is to focus on the 
implementation of modified Tahoe in MANET. 
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Abstract-Teleophthalmology holds a great 

potential to improve the quality, access, and 

affordability in health care. For patients, it can 

reduce the need for travel and provide the access 

to a super-specialist. Ophthalmology lends itself 

easily to telemedicine as it is a largely image 

based diagnosis. The main goal of the proposed 

system is to diagnose the type of disease in the 

retina and to automatically detect and segment 

retinal diseases without human supervision or 

interaction.  The proposed system will diagnose 

the disease present in the retina using a neural 

network based classifier.The extent of the disease 

spread in the retina can be identified by 

extracting  the textural features of the retina. 

This system will diagnose the following type of 

diseases: Diabetic Retinopathy and Drusen. 

Keywords:Drusen,Diabetic Retinopathy, retinal 

diseases, Teleopthamology 

 

I.  INTRODUCTION 
  

The World Health Organization 
estimates that 135 million people have diabetes 
mellitus worldwide and that the number of 
people with diabetes will increase to 300 
million by the year 2025.Early detection and 
treatment of these diseases are crucial to avoid 
preventable vision loss. 

Diabetes mellitus (DM) is a chronic, 
systemic, life-threatening disease characterized 
by disordered metabolism and abnormally high 
blood sugar (hyperglycemia) resulting from 
low levels of the hormone insulin with or 
without abnormal resistance to insulin’s 
effects. Through computer simulations it is 
possible to demonstrate that prevention and 
treatment are relatively inexpensive compared 
to the healthcare and rehabilitation costs 
incurred by visual loss or blindness.  

Assessment of the risk for 
development of age-related macular 
degeneration (ARMD) requires reliable 
detection and quantitative mapping of retinal 
abnormalities that are considered as precursors 
of the disease. Typical signs for the latter are 
the so-called drusen that appear as abnormal 
white-yellow deposits on the retina. Color 

retinal images are used presently to visually 
identify the presence of drusens. Segmentation 
of these features using conventional image 
analysis methods is quite complicated mainly 
due to the non-uniform illumination and the 
variability of the pigmentation of the 
background tissue. Automated detection and 
analysis can provide vital information about 
the quantity and quality of the drusens.  

 
 

 
 
Fig.1 Diabetic Retinopathy 

 
 

Fig.2 Age-related Macular Degeneration 
 

II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 
 

 In the proposed system, a combined 
method for classifying the type of retinal 
disease and automatic diagnosis can be done 
using a neural network classifying technique. 
The main goal of the proposed system is to 
diagnose the age-related macular degeneration 
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(drusen) and diabetic retinopathy diseases in 
the retina and to automatically detect and 
segment the above diseases without human 
supervision or interaction. Texture analysis is 
used to extract the features of the retina. After 
feature extraction process, a neural network 
based classifier is used to classify the type of 
retinal disease and can automatically diagnose 
the type of disease. The location of drusen and 
diabetes’s can be identified and by extracting 
the textural features of the retina, the extent of 
disease spread can be determined. 
 
 
 
. 
 
 
  

 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Fig. 3 Block diagram of the proposed system 
 

III. MODULES 
In the proposed system, there are four 
modules, they are as follows: 
1.Pre-Processing of a color retinal image. 
2.Locating anatomic structures and detecting 
lesions. 
3.Feature Extraction. 
4.Classification of retinal disease using 
Artificial Neural Networks. 

 

 
A.  Pre-Processing 

 
  Pre-Processing of retinal image is the 
first step in the automatic diagnosis of retinal 
diseases. The problem with retinal image is 
that the quality of the acquired images is 
usually not good. So, it is necessary to improve 
the quality of retinal image. The purpose of 
pre-processing is to remove the noisy area 
from retinal image. This is required for the 
reliable extraction of features and 
abnormalities as feature extraction and 
abnormality detection algorithms give poor 
results in the presence of noisy background..  
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
          Fig. 4 Block diagram for preprocessing 
 

Steps for pre-processing 

 
1.Divide the input retinal image into non-
overlapping blocks. 
2.Extract RGB components from the original 
color retinal image. 
3.After gray-level conversion, use histogram 
equalization to enhance the contrast and to 
improve the quality of retinal image. 
4.Use a large median filter to remove the noise 
from the image. 
 

B. Locating anatomic structures and detecting 

lesions 

 The purpose of locating anatomic 
structures is to detect the optic nerve based on 
segmentation of the vascular arcades. 
Detection of the anatomic structures is 
fundamental to the subsequent characterization 
of the normal or disease state that may exists in 
the retina. The algorithm is based on 
mathematical morphology and curvature 
evaluation for the detection of vessel like 
patterns in a noisy environment. Vessel 
detection is based on the computation of 
parameters related to blood flow. In order to 
define the vessel like pattern, segmentation 
will be performed with respect to a precise 
model. In order to differentiate vessels from 
analogous patterns, a cross curvature 
evaluation is performed. Vessel like patterns 

Fundus Image 
capture 
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structures 

Detect lesions 

Extract features 

Screening process 
(Diagnosing the type 
of retinal disease) 
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are bright features defined by morphological 
properties like linearity, connectivity, width 
and by a specific Gaussian like profile whose 
curvature varies smoothly along the vessel.  
 The detection algorithm is based on 
four steps. 
1.Noise Reduction. 
2.Linear pattern with Gaussian-like profile 
improvement. 
3.Cross curvature evaluation. 
4.Linear filtering. 
 
Our goal is to produce a binary image of the 
vasculature, b( i , j), for an image of size I x J. 
We want to achieve a robust segmentation of 
for a wide variety of images representing 
various states of the retinal disease. 
 

 
Fig.5 Vascular Segmentation with age-related 
macular degeneration (drusen) 
 
 Detection of Blood Vessels Boundaries 
Algorithm 1 – Boundary detection using image 

statistics 

 Image statistics such as mean and 
standard deviation can be used in boundary 
detection. The algorithm called DBDED, 
which stands for decision-based directional 
edge detector uses image statistics. It is used to 
detect the boundaries of blood vessel tree in 
the retinal images. Each point that passes a 
local threshold is investigated as a an edge  
candidate. Then, the point (x , y)  is to be a 
one-dimensional edge candidate from the east 
direction if it satisfies the following equation:  
  

 
 
 Where I(x, y) is the intensity of an image at 
coordinates x and y, is a constant threshold 
and Av(.) and Sd(.) denote average and 
standard deviation operations respectively  
The decision algorithm is applied and the 
points are considered as 2-D edges if they 
satisfy the following conditions  
1.They are 1-D Edge candidates in at least two 
and at most seven directions. 

2.If (x, y) is an edge candidate then, at least 
one of the immediate 8-neighboring points:  

 is also an  edge candidate. 
 
Algorithm 2 – Extraction of blood vessel 

boundaries using deformable models 

 
 The recent one of the methods of 
contour detection is deformable models are 
snake. A snake is an active contour model that 
is manually initiated near to the contour of 
interest. This contour model deforms 
according to some criteria and image features 
to finally stay to the actual contour(s) in the 
image. An energy function is formulated to 
obtain an estimate of the quality of the mode in 
terms of its internal shape, and external forces 
e.g. underlying image forces and user 
constraint forces. The energy function 
integrates the weighted linear combination of 
the internal and external forces of the contour.  
 

Extraction of the core area of the blood vessel 

tree by tracing vessel centers 

 

Algorithm : Extraction of blood vessel tree 

using the morphological reconstruction 

Morphological reconstruction is to 
reconstruct an object in an image, called the 
marker image, containing at least one point 
belonging to that object from an image, called 
the mask image, containing that object and 
other objects and noise. An efficient 
implementation of morphological 
reconstruction can be described as follows: 
1.Label the connected components of the mask 
image, (i.e.) each of these components is 
assigned a unique number. 
2.Determine the labels of the connected 
components, which contain at least a pixel of 
the marker image. 
3.Remove all the connected components that 
are not of the previous ones. 
 

C.FEATURE EXTRACTION 
 

The aim of texture analysis is texture 
recognition and texture based shape analysis. 
The texture can be studied in two levels 
namely statistical and structural. On the 
statistical level, the texture of an image is 
defined by a set of statistics extracted from the 
entire texture region. On the structural level, a 
texture is defined by sub patterns called 
primitives. The various statistical methods are 
based on capturing the variability in grey scale 
images. The textural character of an image 
depends on the spatial size of texture 
primitives. Large primitives give rise to coarse 
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texture (e.g. rock surface) and small primitives 
gives fine texture (e.g. silk surface). 
Feature extraction can be done in two steps. 

1. Features detecting optic nerve. 
2. Features detecting diseases. 
 

Features detecting optic nerve 

 Applying the pre-processing 
techniques like noise removal and histogram 
equalization, we obtain a better contrast image 
with the different objects having different 
textures. Each image is divided into large 
number of equal parts and local mean, standard 
deviation and variance are calculated. The 
characteristics of vessel structure are, 

 
1.Retina luminancel(i,j) -This feature measures 
the brightness that can be helpful for locating 
the retinal lesions 

 
which supports M X N region for every point  
( i , j ) in the image. 
2.Vessel density, ρ( i , j )-Vessel density is 
defined as the number of vessels existing in a 
unit area of the retina. Since the vasculature 
that feeds the retina enters the eye, the vessels 
tend to be most dense in this region. 

 
which supports M X N region for every point ( 
i , j ) in the image. 
3.Average vessel thickness, t( i , j)-Vessels are 
also observed to be thickest near the optic 
nerve since most branching of both the arterial 
and venous structures does not take place until 
the tree is more distal from the optic nerve. 

 
which supports M X N region for every point ( 
i , j ) in the image.  
4.Average Vessel Orientation, θ( i , j )-The 
vessels entering the eye are roughly 
perpendicular to the horizontal raphe of the 
retina. i.e. the demarcation line running 
through the optic nerve and fovea. The result is 
an observation of vascular orientation being 
±90 ° relative to the horizontal raphe when 
entering the eye and becoming more parallel 
(i.e., 0°) as the distance from the optic nerve 
increases. 

 
which supports M X N region for every point ( 
i , j ) in the image. 

 
Features detecting retinal diseases 

 Statistical texture features describe 
texture in a form, which is suitable for pattern 
recognition. As a result each texture is 
described by a feature vector of properties, 
which represents a point in a multi dimensional 
feature space. 
a) Mean-The nth moment of  about the mean is  

µn(z) = ∑
−

=

1L

0i

(zi – m)
n p(zi)             (1)     

where m is the mean value of z (the average 
gray level) : 

m = ∑
−

=

1L

0i

 zi p(zi)0                   

Note from Eq. (1) that µ0 = 1 and µ1 = 0. 
 b) Variance-The second moment [the 
variance σ2(z) = µ2(z)] is of particular 
importance in texture description. It is a 
measure of gray-level contrast that can be used 
to establish descriptors of relative smoothness.  
c)   Skewness- The third moment, 

)z(p)mzi()z( i
3

1L

0i
3 −=µ ∑

−

=

             

is a measure of the skewness of the histogram. 
d) Entropy 

H (z) = −∫p(z) ln p(z) dz is Shannon’s 
entropy of the image window z, and p is the 
distribution of the grey levels in the considered 
window. We approximate the entropy as:  

  
e) Correlation distance-The distances among 
all the images can be computed using 
correlation distance.  

 
 

g) Zernike moments (ZM)- The complex 
zernike moments of order n with repetition l 
are defined as
 

 
Where n = 0,1,2,…., and l takes on positive 
and negative integer values subject to the 

conditions The 
symbol * denotes complex conjugate. The 
zernike polynomials 
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are a complete set of complex-valued functions 
orthogonal to the unit disk.  

The function f(x, y) can be expanded 
in terms of zernike polynomials over the unit 
disk as 

 
 
D.Classification of retinal disease using 

Artificial Neural Networks 

 
 Artificial Neural Networks (ANN) 
has been used in a number of different ways in 
medicine and medically related fields. The 
principal advantage of ANN is to generalize, 
adapting to signal distortion and noise without 
the loss of robustness. Auto Associative Neural 
Network (AANN) is a network having the 
same number of neurons in input and output 
layers, and the less in the hidden layers. The 
network is trained using the input vector itself 
as the desired output. This training leads to 
organize a compression/encoding network 
between the input layer and the hidden layer, 
and a decoding layer between the hidden layer 
and output layer. Each of the autoassociative 
networks is trained independently for each 
class using the feature vector of the class. The 
squared error between an input and the output 
is generally minimized by the network of the 
class to which the input pattern belongs. This 
property enables us to classify an unknown 
input pattern. The unknown pattern is fed to all 
the networks, and is classified to the class with 
minimum squared error.  
  

 
 

Fig 5 Auto Associative Neural Network 
 

IV.CONCLUSION 
 

Computer aided diagnosis of retinal 
diseases is one of the most important tasks 
when dealing with a huge population. This 
paper gives a survey of the classical and up-to-

date methods for classifying and diagnosing 
the type of retinal disease and detecting its 
features after diagnosis at an earlier stage of 
the disease. Although a lot of work has been 
done, automatic diagnosis of retinal diseases at 
an earlier stage still remains an open problem.  

The paper gives only the frame work 
for diagnosing human retinal diseases. This 
can be implemented using matlab. Each 
module can be tested individually with a test 
data of size 100. The results can be classified 
into four phases: true positive, true negative, 
false positive, false negative. The major goal 
of the paper is to provide a comprehensive 
reference source for the researchers involved 
in automatic diagnosis of retinal images. This 
framework can be extended to any number of 
retinal diseases in future. 
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Abstract- Secure sum computation of private 

data inputs is an important component of 

Secure Multi-party Computation (SMC).In 

this paper we provide a protocol to compute 

the sum of individual data inputs with zero 

probability of data leakage. In our proposed 

protocol we break input of each party into 

number of segments and change the 

arrangement of the parties such that in each 

round of the computation the neighbors are 

changed. In this protocol it becomes 

impossible for semi honest parties to know the 

private data of some other party. 

 

Keywords- Secure Multi-party Computation 

(SMC), Privacy, Computation Complexity, 

Semi honest Parties, k-Secure Sum Protocol, 

Information Security, Trusted Third Party 

(TTP). 

 

I. INTRODUCTION 

In today’s world of information technology 

opportunities exist for joint computation 

requiring privacy of the inputs. These 

computations occur between parties which may 

not have trust in one another. In literature this 

subject is called Secure Multi-party Computation 

(SMC). It is aimed at privacy of individual 

inputs and the correctness of the result. Formally 

in SMC the parties  P1,   P2 ,…,  Pn   want to 

compute some common function   f(x1, x2,…, xn   ) 

of inputs x1, x2,…,xn   such a party   can know only 

its own input xi and the value of the function   f . 

The SMC problems use two computation 

models; ideal model and real model. In ideal 

model there exists a Trusted Third Party (TTP) 

which accepts inputs from all the parties, 

evaluates the common function. In real model 

the parties agree on some protocol which allows 

all the parties to evaluate the function. For 

example if two banks cooperatively want to 

know details about some customer but no bank is 

willing to disclose the details of the customer to 

other bank due to privacy of customer or policy 

of the bank. In such situations the SMC solutions 

are important. The best example of SMC is the 

secure sum computation where all the 

cooperating parties want to compute the sum of 

their individual data inputs while preserving 

confidentiality of inputs [10]. The secure sum 

protocol proposed by Clifton et al. in [10] uses 

randomization method for computing the sum. In 

this protocol two adjacent parties to a middle 

party can collude maliciously to know the data of 

a middle party. We proposed new protocols in 

[11] where the probability of data leakage has 

been reduced by segmenting the data block into a 

fixed number of segments. 

In this paper we propose a novel secure sum 

computation protocol with zero probability of 

data leakage. In this protocol we change the 

position of the parties so that the neighbors are 

changed in each round of the computation. This 

protocol which is an extension of our previous 

protocol we call as ck-Secure Sum Protocol. 

 

2. BACKGROUND 

The subject of SMC began in 1982 when Yao 

proposed his millionaire’s problem in which two 

millionaires wanted to know who was richer 

without revealing individual wealth to each other 

[1]. The solution provided was for semi honest. 

The semi honest parties follow the protocol but 

also try to know some other information. The 

concept was extended to multi-party computation 

[2]. Goldreich et al. also used circuit evaluation 

protocols for secure computation. Some real life 

applications of SMC emerged like Private 

Information Retrieval (PIR) [3, 4], Privacy-

preserving data mining [5, 6], Privacy-preserving 

geometric computation [7], Privacy-preserving 

scientific computation [8], Privacy-preserving 

statistical analysis [9] etc. An excellent review of 

SMC is provided by Du et al. in [12] where they 

developed a framework for SMC problem 

discovery and transformation of normal problem 

to SMC problem. A review of SMC problems 

with a focus on telecommunication systems is 

provided by Oleshchuk et al. in [13]. Anonymity 
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enabled SMC was proposed by Mishra et al. in 

[14] where the identities of the parties are hidden 

for achieving privacy. 

In this paper the protocol is motivated by the 

work of Clifton et al. [10] where they proposed a 

toolkit of components for solution to SMC 

problems. They proposed that one of 

components of the toolkit for SMC is the secure 

sum computation. Secure sum computation is 

used in many distributed data mining 

applications where many geographically 

distributed sites compute sum of values from 

individual sites. The secure sum protocol 

proposed in [10] used random numbers for 

privacy of individual data inputs. In this scheme 

any two parties Pi-1 and Pi+1 can collude to know 

the secret data of party   Pi by performing only 

one computation. We proposed k-Secure Sum 

Protocol and Extended k-Secure Sum Protocol in 

[11] where the probability of data leakage is 

significantly reduced by breaking the data block 

of individual party in number of segments. The 

probability of data leakage decreases as the 

number of segments in a data block is increased. 

As per our survey no secure sum protocol is 

available in the literature with zero probability of 

data leakage when two neighbors collude. In this 

paper we proposed zero probability protocol for 

secure sum computation namely ck-Secure Sum 

Protocol in which neighbors are changed in each 

round of computation. 

 

3. PROPOSED ARCHITECTURE AND THE 

PROTOCOL DESCRIPTION 

The initial architecture of the protocol is shown 

in fig 1 where parties are arranged in a ring. Each 

party breaks the data block into k segments 

which is equal to n-1. For example in fig 1 four 

parties break their data block into three 

segments. Initially the parties are arranged 

sequentially as P1,   P2 , …,  Pn . In the next round 

of the computation P2 exchanges its position 

with P3 and in subsequent rounds P2 exchanges 

its position with P4 and so on until Pn  is reached.  

 

3.1 INFORMAL DESCRIPTION OF   CK-SECURE SUM 

PROTOCOL  

We observed in secure sum protocol [10] and k-

secure sum protocol [11] that a middle party can 

be hacked by two neighbor parties with some 

probability. The motivation for ck-Secure Sum 

Protocol is that we change the neighbors in each 

round of segment computation. Thus it is 

guaranteed that no two semi honest parties can 

learn all the data segments of a victim party. In 

this protocol also each party breaks the data 

 

 

 
 Figure 1: Initial architecture of  ck-Secure Sum 

Protocol 

 

block into k = n-1 segments where n is the 

number of parties involved in the cooperative 

sum computation. We propose P1 to be the 

protocol initiator. The position of the protocol 

initiator is kept fixed in each round of 

computation. For the first round of the 

computation parties are arranged in a serial 

fashion as P1, P2, …, Pn. The protocol initiator 

starts computation using   k-secure sum protocol 

to get the sum of first segment of each party. 

Before second round of computation starts P2 

exchanges its position with P3. In next round of 

the computation P2 exchanges its position with 

P4 and so on until P2 exchanges its position with 

Pn. Generalizing the method we can say that in  

i
th 

 round of the computation P2 exchanges its 

position with Pi+1 until Pn is reached. In each 

round of computation segments are added using  

k-secure sum protocol [11] and the partial sum is 

passed to the next party until all  the segments 

are added and the sum is announced by  the 

protocol initiator  party. Snapshots for a four-

party case are shown in fig 2 

 

3.2 FORMAL DESCRIPTION OF   CK-SECURE SUM 

PROTOCOL  

The ck-Secure Sum Protocol is an extension of k-

Secure Sum Protocol [11] and is based on 

changing neighbors in each round of segment 

computation. The party P1 is selected as the 

protocol initiator party which starts the 

computation by sending the first data segment. 

The party traverses towards Pn in each round of 

the computation. The number of parties for this 
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protocol must be four or more. When all the 

rounds of segment summation is completed the 

sum is announced by the protocol initiator party 

 

 
Figure 2: Snapshots of ck-Secure Sum Protocol  

for four-party case. 

 

The algorithm: ck-Secure Sum  

1. Define P1,   P2 , …,  Pn   as  n parties where n >= 

4. 

2. Assume these parties have secret inputs     x1, 

x2, …, xn  . 

3. Each party Pi breaks its data  xi into k= n-1  

    segments di1 , di2 ,…, dik  such that ∑ dij  =  

    xi  for j =1 to k.    

4. Arrange parties in a ring as P1,   P2  , …,  Pn    

    and select  P1  as the protocol initiator. 

 5. Assume rc =k and Sij = 0.  /* Sij  is partial   

           sum and rc is round counter*/ 

6.  While rc!=0  

        begin  

         for  j = 1 to k 

           begin  

           for i =1 to n 

            begin   

               starting from P1  each party computes    

              cumulative sum Sij of  its next segment  

              and thereceived sum from its neighbor  

              and sends  to the  next party in the ring 

            end                         

             P2  exchanges its position with  P(j+2) mod n   

                  end 

             rc = rc – 1 

           end 

  7. Party P1   announces the result as Sij . 

8. End of algorithm. 

3.3 PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF  CK-

SECURE SUM PROTOCOL 

In this protocol each data segment is secret of the 

party and chosen with its own way. If two 

neighbor parties collude they can know only one 

segment in one round of the computation. The 

protocol guarantees that a party will not have 

same two neighbors in all the rounds of the 

computations. The neighbors are changed at least 

once during secure sum computation. Thus any 

two neighbors to a middle party cannot know all 

the segments of a party. The semi honest parties 

cannot learn more information than the result. 

Thus the probability of data leakage by two 

colluder parties to a middle party is zero. 

Number of rounds of computation is n-1 and the 

number of exchanges between parties is n-2. The 

only drawback of this scheme is that the 

topology of the computational network changes 

in each round of the computation. The 

communication and computation complexity 

both are O (n
2
). 

 

3.4 CONCLUSION AND FUTURE  SCOPE 

Secure sum computation is an important element 

of toolkit for SMC solution. Protocols are needed 

for secure sum computation with greater security 

to individual data. The protocol ck-Secure Sum 

Protocol changes neighbors in each round of 

computation. Our proposed protocol provides 

zero probability of data leakage by two colluding 

parties when they want to attack data of a middle 

party. This is an appreciable improvement over 

previous protocols available in the literature. 

Efforts can be made to reduce the computation 

and the communication complexity preserving 

the property of zero hacking. 
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Abstract— This paper presents a probabilistic approach for 
DNA sequence analysis. A DNA sequence consists of an 
arrangement of the four nucleotides A, C, T and G and 
different representation schemes are presented according 
to a probability measure associated with them. There are 
different ways that probability can be associated with the 
DNA sequence: one way is when the probability of an 
occurrence of a letter does not depend on the previous one 
(termed as unsuccessive probability) and in another 
scheme the probability of occurrence of a letter depends on 
its previous letter (termed as successive probability). 
Further, based on these probability measures graphical 
representations of the schemes are also presented. Using 
the digram probability measure one can easily calculate an 
associated probability measure which can serve as a 
parameter to check how close is a new sequence to already 
existing ones. 
 
Keywords-Successive Probability; Unsuccessive Probability; 
Transition Probability;  Digram Probability;  

I.  INTRODUCTION 
A DNA sequence is a succession of the letters A, C, T and G. 
The sequences are any combination of these letters. A physical 
or mathematical model of a system produces a sequence of 
symbols according to a certain probability associated with 
them. This is known as a stochastic process, that is, it is a 
mathematical model for a biological system which is governed 
by a set of probability measure. The occurrence of the letters 
can lead us to the further study of genetic disorder. The 
stochastic process is also known mathematically as Discrete 
Markov Process. There are different ways to use probabilities 
for depicting the DNA sequences. One scheme is where each 
occurrence of a letter is independent of the occurrence of any 
other letter. That is, the probability of occurrence of a letter 
does not depend on the occurrence of the previous one. In yet 
another scheme, the occurrence of a letter depends on the 
occurrence of the previous one. The earlier one is termed in as 
unsuccessive probability and the later one is termed as 
successive probability. From this study we can further show 
the relationship between sequence and genetic variations. It 
can also lead to a more powerful test for identifying particular 
classes of genes or proteins which has been illustrated by an 
example.  

II. DNA SEQUENCE 
DNA sequences is a succession of letters representing the 
primary structure of a real or hypothetical DNA molecule or 
strand, with the capacity to carry information as described by 
the central dogma of molecular biology. There are 4 
nucleotide bases (A – Adenine, C – Cytosine, G – Guanine, T 
– Thymine). DNA sequencing is the process of determining 
the exact order of the bases A, T, C and G in a piece of DNA. 
In essence, the DNA is used as a template to generate a set of 
fragments that differ in length from each other by a single 
base. The fragments are then separated by size, and the bases 
at the end are identified, recreating the original sequence of 
the DNA. The most commonly used method of sequencing 
DNA the dideoxy or chain termination method was developed 
by Fred Sanger in 1977 (for which he won his second Nobel 
Prize). The key to the method is the use of modified bases 
called dideoxy bases; when a piece of DNA is being replicated 
and a dideoxy base is incorporated into the new chain, it stops 
the replication reaction.  
 
Most DNA sequencing is carried out using the chain 
termination method. This involves the synthesis of new DNA 
strands on a single standard template and the random 
incorporation of chain-terminating nucleotide analogues. The 
chain termination method produces a set of DNA molecules 
differing in length by one nucleotide. The last base in each 
molecule can be identified by way of a unique label. 
Separation of these DNA molecules according to size places 
them in correct order to read off the sequence. 
 

III. DIFFERENT PROBABILISTIC APPROACHES FOR SEQUENCE 
REPRESENTATION 

A DNA sequence is essentially represented as a string of four 
characters A, C, T, G and looks something like 
ACCTGACCTTACG. These strings can also be represented in 
terms of some probability measures and using these measures 
it can depicted graphically as well. This graphical 
representation matches the Markov Hidden Model. Some of 
these schemes are presented in this paper. A physical or 
mathematical model of a system produces a sequence of 
symbols according to a certain probability associated with 
them. This is known as a stochastic process. There are 
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different ways to use probabilities for depicting the DNA 
sequences 
 

A. Unsuccessive Probability 
In this representation scheme the probability of the next 
occurrence of a letter does not depend on the previous letter. 
There can be two different representation schemes in this: one 
which uses equal probability for each letter and another which 
assumes a fixed probability for each letter. 

 
• Equal Probability - Suppose we have a 4 letter code 

consisting of the 4 letters A, C, T, G which can be 
chosen each with equal probability 0.25, successive 
choices being independent. This would lead to a 
sequence of which the following is a typical example 

 
ACCATGGACTTAGCTACTGG 

 
 

• Unequal Probability - For a DNA sequence series of 
length 20, where each letter has a probability of 0.3, 
0.2, 0.3, 0.2 respectively, with successive choices are 
independent. A typical message from this source is: 

 
ACTTGAAATTCGGACCTGAT 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 

B. Successive Probability 
 
This section presents two schemes for representing a DNA 
sequence: one where successive letter depends on the 
preceding one and in another scheme the letters are used to 
form words and a probability is associated with each word. 
 

• Letter Probability - A more complicated structure is 
obtained if successive symbols are not chosen 
independently but their probabilities depend on 
preceding letters. In the simplest case of this type a 
choice depends only on the preceding letter and not 
on ones before that. The statistical structure can then 
be described by a set of transition probabilities pi(j), 
the probability that a letter i is followed by letter j. 
The indices i and j range over all the possible 
symbols. A second equivalent way of specifying the 

structure is to give the “digram” probabilities p(i,j), 
i.e., the relative frequency of the digram i j.  The 
letter frequencies p(i), (the probability of letter i), the 
transition probabilities pi(j) and the digram 
probabilities p(i,j) are related by the following 
formulas: 

∑ ∑ ∑

∑ ∑ ∑
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===
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In the example presented in this paper we have used 
the letter probability for representing the sequence. 

• Word Probability - A process can also be defined 
which produces a text consisting of a sequence of 
words. Since a DNA sequence consists of typically 4 
letters A, C, T, G any word could be made up of these 
four letters. For example the typical DNA sequence 
may consist of any combination of the following 
words: 
ACTG TACG ACGT AATC AGTG TCCA CAAG 
CCTG 
 

 This can be depicted graphically as in figure 2. 
 
 
 
 
 
  

IV. ALGORITHM 
 
 
 
 
 
 
The various probability (transition and digram) are calculated 
according to the algorithm given below: 
 

ALGORITHM 
 
SERIES  (DATA, N, LOC): Here DATA is a linear array with 
N elements and LOC acts as a pointer that keeps the record of 
occurrence of the nucleotide. 

 
1. Initialize LOC = 0   and initialize all variables to zero. 
 
2. Repeat while LOC ≠ N, 
   IF DATA [LOC] = ‘A’ 

 Set      A = A+ 1 
IF DATA [LOC +1 ]  = ‘A’ SET AA = AA+1 

 
 

Fig 1: Graphical Representation of Unequal 
Probability Sequence 

Fig 2: Graphical Representation of Word Probability 
Sequence 
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IF DATA [LOC +1 ] = ‘C’  SET AC  = AC+1  
IF DATA [LOC +1 ] = ‘T’  SET  AT = AT+1 
IF DATA [LOC +1 ] = ‘ G’ SET AG = AG +1 

 
Else IF DATA [LOC] = ‘ C’ 
 Set    C = C+1  
IF DATA [ LOC + 1] = ‘A’   SET  CA = CA+1 
IF DATA [LOC +1 ]  = ‘ C’  SET CC = CC+1  
IF DATA [LOC +1 ]  = ‘ T’  SET CT = CT+1 
IF DATA [LOC +1 ] = ‘ G’   SET CG = CG +1 

 
Else IF DATA [LOC] = ‘T’  
Set T = T+1 
IF [LOC +1 ]  = ‘A’       SET TA = TA+ 1 
IF [LOC +1 ]  = ‘C’       SET TC  = TC+1 
IF [LOC + 1 ]  = ‘ T’     SET TT = TT + 1 
IF [LOC + 1 ]  = ‘ G’     SET  TG  = TG +1 

 
Else  IF  DATA [LOC ] = ‘ G’ 
Set  G  = G+1 
IF DATA [LOC +1 ] = ‘A’    SET GA = GA +1 

 IF DATA [LOC +1] =  ‘C’   SET GC = GC +1 
IF DATA [LOC +1] = ‘T’   SET GT = GT +1 
IF DATA [LOC+1] = ‘G’    SET GG = GG+1  

 
 

3.   SET A’ = A/N  , C’ = C/N , G’ = G/N,  T’ = T / N  
AA’ = AA* A’;  AC’ = AC*A’; AT ‘ = AT* A’;  
AG ‘ =AG* A’; CA’  = CC* C’ ; CC’ = CC*C’; 
 CT’  = CT * C’; CG’ = CG * C’; TA’  = TA * T’; 
 TC’ = TC * T’; TT’ =TT * T’; TG’  = TG* T’;  
GA’  =  GA *G’; GC’  = GC *G’; GT’ = GT * G’;  
GG’  = GG * G’; 

 
4.  End  

 
LETTER FREQUENCY 

 
(i) P(i) 
A No of A’S  / Size of string  = (A’ Say ) 
C No of  C’S / Size of string  = ( C’  Say )  
T No of T’S / Size of string   =  ( T’  Say )  
G No of  G‘S / Size of string =  (G’  say ) 

 
DIGRAM PROBABILITY 

 
P(i, j) A C T G 
A No. of AA * 

A’ = AA’ 
No. of AC * 
A’ = AC’ 

No. of AT * 
A’ = AT’ 

No. of AG * 
A’ = AG’ 

C No. of CA * 
C’ = CA’ 

No. of CC * 
C’ = CC’ 

No. of CT * 
C’ = CT’ 

No. of CG * 
C’ = CG’ 

T No. of TA * 
T’ = TA’ 

No. of TC * 
C’ = TC’ 

No. of TT * 
T’ = TT’ 

No. of TG * T’ 
= TG’ 

G No. of GA * 
G’ = GA’ 

No. of GC * 
C’ = GC’ 

No. of GT * 
T’ = GT’ 

No. of GG * 
G’ = GG’ 

 
 
 

TRANSITION PROBABILITY 
 

Pi(j) A C T G 
A A’ * AA’ A’ * AC’ A’ * AT’ A’ * AG’ 
C C’ * CA’ C’ * CC’ C’ * CT’ C’ * CG’ 
T T’ * TA’ T’ * TC’ T’ * TT’ T’ * TG’ 
G G’ * GA’ G’ * GC’ G’ * GT’ G’ * GG’ 

 
 
On using the algorithm on the different H1N1 viruses we get 
the following transition probability tables: 
 
Type 1:  

TABLE   I 

 
 A C T G 

A 0.13 0.06 0.09 0.08 
C 0.09 0.04 0.05 0.02 
T  0.06 0.05 0.05 0.07 
G 0.08 0.04 0.05 0.06 

 
                                                 

Type 2: 
TABLE II 

 
 

 A C T G 
A 0.13 0.06 0.09 0.08 
C 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.02 
T  0.06 0.05 0.06 0.07 
G 0.08 0.04 0.04 0.06 

 
Type 3: 

TABLE    III 
                                                  

 A C T G 
A 0.08 0.05 0.08 0.08 
C 0.08 0.03 0.06 0.02 
T  0.05 0.06 0.06 0.09 
G 0.08 0.06 0.04 0.07 

 
A graphical representation for the type 1 H1N1 virus can be  
constructed based on the digram probability as follows: 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 

Fig 3: Graphical Representation of Type 1 H1N1 Sequence
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Now if any new sequence comes which has to be categorized 
as any one of the three types we can use the transition 
probability table of the existing types and calculate the 
probability measure. For example consider a new sequence 
tggtgctggc  
 
Probability for Type 1: 0.07 * 0.06 * 0.05 * 0.07 * 0.04 * 0.05 
* 0.07 * 0.06 * 0.04 = 4.9 X 10 -12 
 
Probability for Type 2: 0.06 * 0.06 * 0.04 * 0.07 * 0.04 * 0.04 
* 0.07  * 0.06 * 0.04 = 2.7 X 10 -11  

 
Probability for Type 3: 0.09 * 0.07 * 0.04 * 0.09 * 0.06 * 0.06 
* 0.09 * 0.07 *  0.06 =  3 X 10 -11 
 
Since the probability measure for type 3 comes out to be the 
greatest we can conclude that the chance for the new DNA 
sample to be the type 3 virus is more. 
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Abstract- Digital Watermarking is used for 

copyright protection and authentication. In the 

proposed system, a Dual Watermarking Scheme 

based on DWT-SVD with chaos encryption 

algorithm, will be developed to improve the 

robustness and protection along with security. DWT 

and SVD have been used as a mathematical tool to 

embed watermark in the image. Two watermarks 

are embedded in the host image. The secondary is 

embedded into primary watermark and the resultant 

watermarked image is encrypted using chaos based 

logistic map. This provides an efficient and secure 

way for image encryption and transmission. The 

watermarked image is decrypted and a reliable 

watermark extraction scheme is developed for the 

extraction of the primary as well as secondary 

watermark from the distorted image.  

 
I.  INTRODUCTION 

  
The process of embedding information 

into another object/signal can be termed as 
watermarking. Watermarking is mainly used for 
copy protection and copyright-protection. 
Historically, watermarking has been used to send 
``sensitive'' information hidden in another signal. 
Watermarking has its applications in image/video 
copyright protection. The characteristics of a 
watermarking algorithm are normally tied to the 
application it was designed for. The following 
explain the requirements of watermarking: i) 
Imperceptibility - A watermark is called perceptible 
if its presence in the marked signal is noticeable, but 
non-intrusive. A watermark is called imperceptible 
if the cover signal and marked signal are 
indistinguishable with respect to an appropriate 
perceptual metric.  

ii) Robustness - The watermark should be 
able to survive any reasonable processing inflicted 
on the carrier. A watermark is called fragile if it 
fails to be detected after the slightest modification. 
Fragile watermarks are commonly used for tamper 
detection (integrity proof).  
iii) Security - The watermarked image should not 
reveal any clues of the presence of the watermark, 

with respect to un-authorized detection, or 
undetectability or unsuspicious. 

A visible watermark howsoever robust it 
may be can always be tampered using various 
software. To detect such kind of tampering (in worst 
case to protect the image when the visible 
watermark is fully removed) an invisible watermark 
can be used as a back up. The dual watermark is a 
combination of a visible watermark and an invisible 
watermark. The visible watermark is first inserted in 
the original image and then an invisible watermark 
is added to the already visible-watermarked image. 
The final watermarked image is the dual 
watermarked image. 

The first applications were related to 
copyright protection of digital media. In the past 
duplicating artwork was quite complicated and 
required a high level of expertise for the counterfeit 
to look like the original. However, in the digital 
world this is not true. Now it is possible for almost 
anyone to duplicate or manipulate digital data and 
not lose data quality. Similar to the process when 
artists creatively signed their paintings with a brush 
to claim copyrights, artists of today can watermark 
their work by hiding their name within the image. 
Hence, the embedded watermark permits 
identification of the owner of the work.  

With the growing threat of piracy in the 
Internet and copyright infringement cases, 
watermarks are sure to serve an important role in the 
future of intellectual property rights. 

 
II. PROPOSED SYSTEM 

 
 Dual watermarking scheme based on 
DWT and Singular Value Decomposition (SVD) 
along with the chaos based encryption technique is 
proposed. After decomposing the cover image into 
four bands (LL, HL, LH, and HH), we apply the 
SVD to each band, and modify the singular values 
of the cover image with the singular values of the 
watermarked primary watermark. When the primary 
watermark image is in question, the invisible 
secondary watermark can provide rightful 
ownership.  Modification in all frequencies allows 
the development of a watermarking scheme that is 
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robust to a wide range of attacks. SVD transform is 
performed on all the images and sum up the singular 
values to find the new singular values. Both the 
watermarks are embedded in the same manner and 
the watermarked primary watermark is encrypted 
using chaos encryption.  
 
 
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Fig. 1 Block Diagram of the proposed system 
 
 
 

III. MODULES 
In the proposed system, there are four modules, they 
are as follows: 
1.Embedding secondary watermark into primary. 
2.Encryption of watermarked primary image and 
embedding in the host image. 
3.Attacks 
4.Extraction of primary and secondary watermark 
from the host image. 

 
 

A.  Embedding secondary watermark into primary 

watermark 

 

In two-dimensional DWT, each level of 
decomposition produces four bands of data denoted 
by LL, HL, LH, and HH. The LL subband can 
further be decomposed to obtain another level of 
decomposition. This process is continued until the 
desired number of levels determined by the 
application is reached. In DWT-SVD based 
watermarking, the singular values of the detail and 
approximate coefficients are extracted. The 
extracted singular values are modified to embed the 
watermark data. 

 
 
 

LL2 
 

HL2 

 
LH2 

 
HH2 

 
 
 

HL1 

 
 

LH1 

 
 

HH1 

 
Fig. 2 DWT 

 
Let A be a general real matrix of order m 

× n. The singular value decomposition (SVD) of A 
is the factorization: 

 
A = U * S* V T  (1)  

 
where U and V are orthogonal(unitary) 

and S = diag(σ1, σ2, ..., σr), where σi, i = 1(1)r are 
the singular values of the matrix A with r = min(m, 
n) and satisfying : 

 
σ1 ≥ σ2 ≥ ... ≥ σr   (2) 
 
The first r columns of V the right singular 

vectors and the first r columns of U the left singular 
vectors. 

Use of SVD in digital image processing 
has some advantages. First, the size of the matrices 
from SVD transformation is not fixed. It can be a 
square or a rectangle. Secondly, singular values in a 
digital image are less affected if general image 
processing is performed. Finally, singular values 
contain intrinsic algebraic image properties. 

The singular values are resistant to the 
following types of geometric distortions: 
i) Transpose: The singular value matrix A and its 
transpose AT have the same non-zero singular 
values. 
ii) Flip: A, row-flipped Arf, and column-flipped Acf 
have the same non-zero singular values. 
iii) Rotation: A and Ar (A rotated by an arbitrary 
degree) have the same non-zero singular values. 
iv)  Scaling: B is a row-scaled version of A by 
repeating every row for L1 times. For each non-zero 
singular value λ of A, B has L1λ . C is a column-
scaled version of A by repeating every column for 
L2 times. For each nonzero singular value λ of A, C 
has L2 λ. If D is row-scaled by L1 times and 
column-scaled by L2 times, for each non-zero 
singular value λ of A, D has L1L2λ. 
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v) Translation: A is expanded by adding rows and 
columns of black pixels. The resulting matrix Ae has 
the same non-zero singular values as A. 
 
Algorithm – Embedding watermark. 
 
i) Perform 1-level wavelet transform on the primary 
watermark. 
Let us denote each sub-band withW2θ where θ ε 
{LL, LH, HL, HH} represents the orientation. 
ii) Perform SVD transform on secondary 
watermark,  

 
W2 = UW2 * SW2 * V 

T
W2. 

iii) Perform SVD transform on approximation and 
all the detail parts of the primary watermark,  
 

W1θ = UW1θ * SW1θ *  V 
T
W1θ 

where θ ε { LL, LH, HL, HH }. 
iv)Modify the singular values of approximation and 
all the detail parts with the singular values of the 
secondary watermark as  
 

S*θ = αSW2 + SW1θ 
v) Obtain modified approximation and all the detail 
parts as 
 

W*1θ = UW1θ * S*W1θ *  V 
T
W1θ 

where θ ε { LL, LH,HL, HH }. 
vi) Perform 1-level inverse discrete wavelet 
transform to get the watermarked primary 
watermark. 
 
B. Encryption 

  

 Chaos theory is a branch of mathematics 
which studies the behavior of certain dynamical 
systems that may be highly sensitive to initial 
conditions. This sensitivity is popularly referred to 
as the butterfly effect. As a result of this sensitivity, 
which manifests itself as an exponential growth of 
error, the behavior of chaotic systems appears to be 
random. That is, tiny differences in the starting state 
of the system can lead to enormous differences in 
the final state of the system even over fairly small 
timescales. This gives the impression that the 
system is behaving randomly.  

Chaos-based image encryption techniques 
are very useful for protecting the contents of digital 
images and videos. They use traditional block 
cipher principles known as chaos confusion, pixel 
diffusion and number of rounds. The complex 
structure of the traditional block ciphers makes them 
unsuitable for real-time encryption of digital images 
and videos. Real-time applications require fast 
algorithms with acceptable security strengths. The 
chaotic maps have many fundamental properties 
such as ergodicity, mixing property and sensitivity 
to initial condition/system parameter and which can 
be considered analogous to some cryptographic 
properties of ideal ciphers such as confusion, 
diffusion, balance property. 
 A chaos-based image encryption system based on 
logistic map, in the framework of stream cipher 
architecture, is proposed. This provides an efficient 
and secure way for image encryption and 
transmission. 

 
Logistic Map 

One of the chaos functions that have been 
studied recently for cryptography applications is the 
logistic map. The logistic map function is expressed 
as: 

 
Xn+1 = rXn (1-Xn) 

where Xn takes values in the interval [0,1].  It is one 
of the models that present chaotic behavior. The 
parameter r can be divided into three segments. 
When X0=0.3 and r ε [0,3]  the system works 
normal without any chaotic behavior. When r ε [3, 
3.57], the system appears periodicity. While r ε 
[3.57, 4], it becomes a chaotic system with no 
periodicity. 
We can draw the following conclusions: 

i) When r ε [0, 3.57], the points 
concentrate on several values and could not be used 
for image cryptosystem. 

ii) For r ε [3.57, 4], the logistic map 
exhibits chaotic behavior, and hence the property of 
sensitive dependence. So it can be used for image 
cryptosystem. 

 
Algorithm – Image Encryption 

 

i) The watermarked primary image is converted to a 
binary data stream.  
ii) A random keystream is generated by the chaos-
based pseudo-random keystream generator (PRKG). 
iii) PRKG is governed by a logistic map, which is 
depended on the values of b, x0.  
iv)Through iterations, the first logistic map 
generates a hash value xi+1, which is highly 
dependent on the input (b, x0), is obtained and used 
to determine the system parameters of the second 
logistic map.  
v) The real number xi+1 is converted to its binary 
representation xi+1, suppose that L=16, thus xi+1 is 
{b1, b2, b3, … b16}. By defining three variables 
whose binary representation is Xl=b1…b8, 
Xh=b9…b16, we obtain Xi+1’=Xl⊕Xh. 
vi) Mask the watermarked primary image with the 
chaos values. 
The generator system can be briefly expressed using 
the following logistic maps: 
xi+1=bxi(1-xi)   (1) 
 
xi+1

’= Xi+1
’= Xl⊕Xh   (2) 

 
WI’=WIi⊕Xi+1

’   (3) 
 
The encrypted watermarked primary 

image is then embedded into the host image and 
transmitted. 
 
C. Attacks 

 
 To investigate the robustness of the 

algorithm, the watermarked image is attacked by 
Average and Mean Filtering, JPEG and JPEG2000 
compression, Gaussian noise addition, Resize, 
Rotation and Cropping. After these attacks on the 
watermarked image, we compare the extracted 
watermarks with the original one. The watermarked 
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image quality is measured using PSNR (Peak Signal 
to Noise Ratio). 

 
D. Extraction of watermarks 

 
Decryption is the reverse iteration of 

encryption. After decryption of the watermarked 
primary image, the extraction process takes place. 
Extracting Primary Watermark 

The extraction technique for primary 
watermark is given asvfollows: 
i)Perform 1-level wavelet transform on the host and 
the watermarked image. Denote each sub-band with 
Wθ and Ŵθ for host and watermarked image 
respectively where θ ε {LL, LH, HL, HH} 
represents the orientation. 
ii) The detail and approximation sub-images of the 
host as well as watermarked image is segmented 
into non overlapping rectangles. 
iii) Perform SVD transform on all non overlapping 
rectangles of both images. 
 

W1θ = UWθ * SWθ* V 
T
Wθ   and   

 
 Ŵθ = U ŵθ * S ŵθ * V 

T ŵθ 
where θ ε { LL, LH, HL, HH }. 
iv)Extract singular values from primary watermark 
from all non overlapping rectangles as  

S= S ŵθ  - SWθ/β 
v) The primary watermark can be obtained as 
 

W1’ = UW1 * S * V 
T
W1  

 
Extracting Secondary Watermark 

 
i)Perform 1-level wavelet transform on the primary 
watermark and the detected watermark W1’. Denote 
each sub-band with W’1θ and W1θ where θ ε {LL, 
LH, HL, HH} represents the orientation. 
ii)Perform SVD transform on all subbands. 
iii)The singular values of secondary watermark can 
be extracted as 
 

S’= S’ W’1θ  - SW1θ /α 
iv) The secondary watermark can be obtained as 
 

W2= UW2 *S’* V 
T
W2  

 
 

IV.RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
  
 The proposed algorithm is demonstrated 
using MATLAB. We have taken 8-bit gray scale 
tree image as host image of size 256 x 256 and for 
primary and 
secondary watermark, we have used 8-bit gray scale 
lena image and boy image of sizes 128 × 128 and 64 
× 64 respectively. The secondary watermark is 
embedded into primary and the watermarked 
primary is encrypted. For encryption, chaos 
encryption technique is used. 

For embedding the encrypted 
watermarked primary into the host image, we have 
used 2-level of decomposition using Daubechies 
filter bank. For extracting both the watermarks, 
decryption is done using the chaos technique. The 
decrypted image is then used to extract the primary 

watermark and this is used for extracting the 
secondary watermark. In figures 2 and 3 all original, 
watermarked images and extracted watermarks are 
shown. 

To investigate the robustness of the 
algorithm, the watermarked image is attacked by 
Average and Median Filtering, Gaussian noise 
addition,Resize and  Rotation . After these attacks 
on the watermarked image, we compare the 
extracted watermarks with the original one.  

 
 

 
 

 
 
Fig. 2. Original Images a) Host image b) Primary 
watermark c) Secondary watermark 
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Fig. 3. Watermarked and extracted watermark 
images a) Watermarked Host image b) 
Watermarked Primary watermark c) Extracted 
Secondary watermark d) Extracted Primary 
watermark 
 

 

 
Fig. 4. Median filtering Attack a) Attacked Host 
image b) Extracted Primary watermark c) Extracted 
Secondary watermark  
 

 
Fig. 5. Additive Gaussian Noise Attack a) Attacked 
Host image b) Extracted Primary watermark c) 
Extracted Secondary watermark  

 
Fig. 6. Resize Attack (512 X 512)  a) Attacked Host 
image b) Extracted Primary watermark c) Extracted 
Secondary watermark  
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Fig. 7. Rotation Attack (80о  Rotation)  a) Attacked 
Host image b) Extracted Primary watermark c) 
Extracted Secondary watermark  
 
 
 
Table 1. Correlation Coefficient of Extracted 
Primary and Secondary Watermark 
 
 
Attacks Primary Secondary 
Median 
Filtering 

0.8967 0.4157 

Additive 
Gaussian 

0.8966 0.4161 

Resize 0.8968 0.4154 
Rotation 0.8969 0.4153 
 

 
V.CONCLUSION 

 
This paper deals with a novel dual 

watermarking scheme, which includes encryption, 
to improve rightful ownership, protection and 
robustness. An image encryption algorithm based 
on logistic map is proposed. A well-designed chaos-
based stream cipher can be a good candidate and 
may even outperform the block cipher, on speed and 
security. In this, the key stream generator is based 

on coupled chaotic logistic maps that one logistic 
chaotic system generates the random changing 
parameter to control the parameter of the other. The 
watermarked primary image is encrypted using the 
chaos based encryption technique. Later it is 
embedded in the cover image and transmitted. The 
chaotic encryption scheme supplies us with a wide 
key space, high key sensitivity, and the cipher can 
resist brute force attack and statistical analysis. It is 
safe and can meet the need of image encryption. 

For the extraction of watermark, a reliable 
watermark decryption scheme and an extraction 
scheme is constructed for both primary and 
secondary watermark. Robustness of this method is 
carried out by variety of attacks.  
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Abstract— This paper addresses the methodology for achieving 

the user interface design reusability of a qualitative software 

system and effort minimization by applying the inference on the 

stored design documents. The pictorial design documents are 

stored in a special format in the form of keyword text [DGML 

tag based design]. The design document storage mechanism will 

expose the keywords per design stored. This methodology is 

having an inference engine. Inference mechanism search for the 

requirements and find the match for them in the available design 

repository. A match found will success in reusing it after 

checking the quality parameters of the found design module in 

the result set. DGML notations produces qualitative designs 

which helps in minimizing the efforts of software development 

life cycle. 

Keywords- User interface design, Reusable user interface, User 

interface design engineering, Qualitative user interface design 

repre-sentation, Qualitative design, Design inference, Effort 

minimi-zation in UI development. 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

A new industry practice emerged in quality software 
development which deals with not only developing a run away 
solution for a problem but to get a better solution which could 
be reused. Generally, we spend a lot of our time and efforts in 
developing solutions for difficult, time consuming and mission 
critical problems. One of these solution set components is the 
UI designs document [1][2]. Design process takes maximum 
time and efforts and is never reused in the future. 

Reusability is achieved up to some level in coding practices 
like OOPs, Component based developments, Active-X, 
technology where a piece of written code is reused after 
passing few checks for non discloser of the blueprints of the 
solution [4].  

We propose that the root of reusability is there at the 
starting and bridging activities of the software development 
process that is design phase. This includes functional and user 
interaction design. We can consider the reusability at this level, 
such as UI design reusability [6][14]. If a UI design is made 
reusable, we can achieve the reusability in the development 
phases because this coding phase is very much driven from the 
software design. 

This paper proposes a new approach in the context of the 
User interface design reusability. Reusable UI design 
methodology is of special concern with the effort minimization, 
which could be achieved by following our approach. This 
paper also discusses the notation of the design document 
storage for reusability.  

Reusable UI design approach by inference is having the full 
impact of the strategic fitness in achieving the large and tough 
goals in small time and smartly. This approach will fit as 
getting a good domain solution in minimum efforts. A good 
review mechanism can also be imposed on the stored reusable 
UI design for assigning quality attributes.  

Proposed approach eliminates the need for fresh efforts for 
UI design every time a solution is required. The UI design 
document having diagrams, images will be stored in textual 
format and every design stored will have a few keyword and 
properties [3][5]. Keyword submission per design facilitates the 
search against the requirement specifications and outcome of 
the result having the attribute tag of quality benchmark, like 
number of times the design is reused. The research also 
includes one tool, which helps in maintaining the central 
repository of the different design documents and inference 
mechanism on the stored design repository with in the 
organization. 

II. DGML BASED UI DESIGN REPRESENTATION  

The reusability of user interface design for a software 
system could be achieved by storing the graphical design 
documents in the form of text. The graphics-symbols of the 
design document can be represented in the form of text. Tools 
are available which allow the user to draw the user interface 
with diagrams. These tools however lack one aspect to store the 
design elements in the form of structured text as backend. 

Our approach is to device some mechanism using which we 
can design the diagrams for user interface and represent them 
in the text format. So that when user creates one UI design and 
save it, it generates one text file also. The approach that we 
choose is to represent the text per design element is as a XML 
tag. So every design element will have a unique tag. 
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Initially the process start with making a new UI design 
document, which is XML, based. The system to create the UI 
design is having the collection of UI elements. All finite design 
elements have assigned names. User has to select and place 
these design elements while creating design document. When 
one UI design module gets completed, there will be one 
complete XML document associated with it. These UI design 
repository will be a collection of associated XML document 
per design as shown in following figure2. 

 

 

Figure 1: Every UI design element is having UI design element tag associated 
with it. 

There will be a repository of designs after following this 
approach and every design is well defined in terms of XML 
tags. The text format of storing the design is having the 
predefined tags. Text format will be stored in XML notations. 
We say this as Design Markup Language and are having the 
tags for all knows design elements. When user picks one design 
element, its respective tag will be placed in its corresponding 
text file. When UI design complete for some scenario by 
following this approach, system will be having a complete 
representation in textual format in the form of tags.  

   The XML text file having the details of design figures is 
the basis of our research. The approach has many benefits. 
When pictorial representations are saved in text form, lots of 
possibilities are there which increase the overall development 
process [10][12]. Reusability of design search with in the 
available UI design, automatic generation of design skeleton on 
the basis of requirement document and available design text 
keywords, auto generation of test case scenarios. 

 

Figure 2: Each design module is having associated DGML document. 

Along with the design element tags, the XML-DGML file 
is having the information with the help of special tags (like 
<keywords>), which is important and is a key for further 

reusability criteria implementation. This additional information 
is the list of keywords that designer wants to assign to his 
design. Each UI design is having one name, keywords and 
some attributes. Name identifies the design module, keywords 
are the handles for reusability, and attributes are factors, which 
design document gain after reusability. Experts review the UI 
design and assign scores. A good score by expert make design 
module a good candidate for reusability. 

   When some user wants to create the new design, he has to 
submit the UI requirement specification. The requirement 
specification document is analyzed and some keywords are 
evaluated from this. These are requirement specification 
keywords. Next step is that system looks into the available 
keywords of design module repository again these keywords. 
This special search process to find out required design from 
existing design is the design inference   

The design repository will be stored for each design 
element in a centralized database of the organization. The 
design stored is of the atomic nature by representation of text 
format. Each elementary design element will be having one 
name and some associated keywords. These keywords will be 
reflected in the centralized repository. 

 

Figure 2: Mechanism for UI design reusability. 
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In software development life cycle, when analysis phase is 
completed and the requirements are defined, next stage is to 
move to design process. The existing design repository will 
help out in reusing the design elements. 

Above figure shows the mechanism for UI design 
reusability. After following the approach for creating XML 
based UI design documents (DDML), we will be having a 
database of XML sheets for each design module. Each design 
module is having the name and keywords associated with it.  

< !ELEMENT name *> 

< !ELEMENT keywords *>   

Inference will be preformed on the centralized design 
repository against the requirement specification keywords from 
the UIRS (User interface requirement specifications). This will 
be a type of look-in search process in the design repository 
keywords of elementary design. When search gets completed, 
it will generate a minimum UI design document having the 
maximum reusability of existing modules. This DGML 
document is arranged in order to get the maximum requirement 
fulfillment for required UI design.  

    Also, the result of the inference on stored design repository 
will be having the elementary design modules having attributes 
also. These attributes specify the design reusability factor for a 
module (DRF). More the reusability factor of a module 
indicates that module is strong candidate for reusability in new 
design. Reusing a UI design module will increase the 
reusability count factor by one. 

III. WORKING 

A.) Create DGML based UI design and generate design 
repository per design module. 

Figure 4 is the logical representation while creation of new 
design. If user creates the new design and it is driven from 
some existing design element Dg..n, it will increment the 
design reusable factor DRF for Dg..n by one. This increment in 
DRF make makes design Dg..n a stronger candidate for further 
reusability 

B.) Retrieve DGML based design repository for reusability and 
create initial proposed design layout.  

The following flow chart (Fig 4) shows how the DRF (Design 
Reusable Factor) helps in reusing the existing UI design. First 
the search for the keywords in existing design will be 
performed. The outcome then will be sorted in descending 
order on the bases in DRF. The top value of result outcome 
shows that first one in the search is the best candidate for 
reusability         

IV. EXPERIMENTAL DETAILS 

For the experimental validation of the proposed approach of 
UI design reusability and effort minimization, we have 
considered five small projects having very small UI 
requirements. These projects are having maximum of six 
different modules. UI design requirement for these modules 
have been studied and we also consider one end user for our 

experiment to which we will give the finished design for 
review. (We assume and prepare this person with all the 
knowledge of the UI design, like its functionality scenario etc 
so that he may evaluate the UI design).  

From requirement discussion to first draft, we record the 
time spend for each project. We also record the time consumed 
by the UI design architect. When this gets finished, we need to 
discuss it with the end user. Time record for the end user 
involvement was also recorded. We include the end user in the 
design phase for layout, look and feel type observation. We 
consider this as design prototype. 

Table1 is the recorded of the efforts made by the UI design 
architect and end user for verification of the initial draft. 

 
 

Figure 4: Create DGML based UI design 

 
 

Start 

Pick the UI design element for drawing, find 

the associated DGML Design Element tag. 

 

Create the DGML Tag based design repository 

detail tree. 

If Design is driven from 

existing design (Dg..n) 

Increment design reusable factor DRF factor for 

Dg..n by 1, Update File(Dg..n) 

Save the new design, assign Design reusable 

factor DRF = 0; 

Assign UI design keywords, assign a name to UI 

design element. 

Stop 

No 

Yes 
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Figure 5: Retrieve DGML based design repository for UI design reusability 

 

Table 1: Efforts (in Hrs) in UI design using conventional design methods. 
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Project2-4Modules 29 8 
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Project4-5Modules 8 4 
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Project6-6Modules 20 7 

This is the observation of the projects using conventional 
system and we will compare it with efforts consumed using our 
approach in next section with Table 2. 
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Figure 6: Efforts (in Hrs) in UI design using conventional design methods 
(Source: Table1). 

The graph (Figure 6) represents that for a project of 4 modules, 
minimum time for design is 13 hrs where as maximum could 
be 29 hrs for a project of 4 modules. This variation shows that 
module count is immaterial but the important is nature of 
project. This observation when compared with the DGML 
based approach will shows very interesting results. 

For our experiment with DGML based UI design, we are 
having 10 designs in the DGML storage and these are having 
50% resemblance with the domain of the requirement. These 
design documents are having the keywords, which could be 
used during the search process. 

The DGML based design experiment for the reusability of 
existing design requires the framing of the requirement 
specification in some special format. So, we have made the 
requirement specification document. This is having the 
keyword-based text instead of the plain English based scenario 
discussions. Same projects with special formatting of the 
requirement specification are submitted to DGML inference 
engine. This take very less time in identifying the candidate 
from available stored design and displays the results. The time 
taken in framing the requirement and getting the first level 
design from existing designs is shown in the following table 
(Table 2). Its approximately 1hr because this is not simply 
selection process, user have to spend some time (in few min) to 

Start 

Read the UI specification document, Find out 

the relevant keywords out of it. 

Search the keywords in the DGML based design 

repository, list out DRF. 

Sort the search result on the bases of DRF in 

descending order. 

Pick up the Top most search result. This UI design 

module is having the max DRF also. 

Create the first level design module by using   

search result. Prompt user to fill the name and 

associated keywords.  

Stop 
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identify which one is appropriate on the bases of some ranks, 
like reusability factor. 

Table 2: Efforts (in Hrs) in UI design using DGML based UI design methods. 
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Figure 7: Efforts (in Hrs) in UI design using conventional design methods 
(Source: Table2). 

Observations in Table2 are showing the improvement in the 
efforts consumed. The only efforts consumed are in the 
framing of the requirement in the special format.  

 

The agile client efforts, which can be a part of team also need 
to spend small time as compared to time spend in table1 by the 
user [15][16]. We propose the involvement of the user in the 
design process with our mechanism. User interactions could be 
of the type of selecting one design layout out of available 
design layout produced by the system.  

 

The total time consumed in the finalization which is summation 
of time consumed in framing requirement, design generation by 
system and client time to select. We represent this as TED, i.e. 
total effort required for DGML based design. 

ACEiDGiRFiTED
SPi

⊕⊕=∑ ∈
 

Here RF is the efforts required for requirement framing for 
software project SP, DG is efforts in design generation and 
ACE is the agile client efforts. Figure 6 shows the graphical 
representation for the same. 

As an observation from figure7 we can see the total efforts 

consumed in the proposed design are less than that of 

conventional system which is showing the effort minimization 

after using the DGML based design approach and then 

applying the DNSIM (Design notation storage and inference 

mechanism) for reusing the same for achieving the qualitative 

designs. 

Table 3: Total Efforts comparison in using two approaches 
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Project3-5Modules 10 24 
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Project5-5Modules 9 26 

Project6-6Modules 10 27 

 

Graphs below (figure 8) shows the comparison and figures in 

the total effort minimization. DGML based design approach 
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uses requires the less efforts as compared to other methods. 

DGML based approach produces qualitative design, which 

helps in minimizing overall efforts in software development 

life cycle. 
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Figure 8: Total Efforts comparison: DGML based approach and conventional 

approach (Source: Table3). 

 

Table 4: User involvement efforts comparison in using two approaches. 
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Figure 9: Total Efforts comparison: DGML based approach and conventional 

approach (Source: Table3). 

 

The end user involvement and efforts for feedback are 

comparatively less in case of the DGML based approach. For 

same projects taken in our experiment, we found that there is a 

big difference in the end user involvement. As for project1 

having 4 modules, the efforts consumed by the agile client for 

feedback are 6hrs for conventional approach where as its only 

1hr required for the DGML based user interface design. This 

also represents that it’s a qualitative design approach towards 

effort minimization and making SDLC less complex.  

V. DISCUSSION  

DGML based designs representation is a new approach for 

storing the design elements in the form of specially design 

DGML-XML tags. These are plain text files, so we can write 

programs to manipulate and analyze these files for further 

enhancement.  

To simulate the effort minimization, we carry out above-

mentioned experiment. It shows that the there is tremendous 

decrease in the user involvement. We carry out our experiment 

on five different projects having different number of modules. 

Table1 is showing the efforts in man hrs and end user 

involvement using the conventional, approaches of software 

design engineering. The graph in the figure6 depicts that there 

is big involvement of the end user in the design phase (we 
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consider agile methodology where customer is a member of 

development team) as for project2 29 hr efforts are from 

designer team and end user spend 8 hrs. 

Table 2 shows the overall efforts for creating the first level 

design using DGML based approach. The total efforts in 

automation are less than that of the manual and conventional 

system. There is a significant minimization in the efforts of the 

agile client involvement as depicted from the figure7 and 

table2.  

Figure8 shows the comparison between the total efforts of 

DGML based design and conventional design. In DGML 

based design, there is only on activity, which consumes time 

and that is the framing of the requirement specification 

document. This contains finding out the important keywords 

from the requirement specification document and using them 

later in the search process DGML based parsing.  

Figure9 compares the involvement of the end user in the same 

projects using the two different approaches. It clearly shows 

that agile client involvement is reduced significantly after 

following the DGML based approach. 

VI. CONCLUSION 

The user interface design reusability leads to faster 

development of the application especially in the area where 

the UI is of prime importance. Big time and efforts, which are 

consumed in developing the core user interface design 

functionality, could be minimized. The user involvement in 

the design phase and efforts could be minimized in the design 

process. This is because the design elements are stored in the 

textual format and we can apply several kinds of search 

algorithms for finding the best solution for the problem. 

Further, design storage in specified format makes the system 

scalable and maintainable. The approach of the reusability of 

software design is novel. This paper is an initiative towards 

using DGML based UI design representation for reusability. 

The experiment carried on five projects for effort 

minimization using UI design reusability is showing 

interesting and valuable observation of the concept. 
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Abstract— In this paper offers a simple and lossless compression 

method for compression of medical images. Method is based on 

wavelet decomposition of the medical images followed by the 

correlation analysis of coefficients. The correlation analyses are the 

basis of prediction equation for each sub band. Predictor variable 

selection is performed through coefficient graphic method to avoid 

multicollinearity problem and to achieve high prediction accuracy 

and compression rate. The method is applied on MRI and CT 

images. Results show that the proposed approach gives a high 

compression rate for MRI and CT images comparing with state of 

the art methods. 

   Keywords- Correlation coefficient, Selection of predictor, Variable, 

DPCM, Arithmetic coding. 

I.  INTRODUCTION 

      Image compression is required to minimize the storage 
space and reduction of transmission cost. Medical images like 
MRI and CT are Special images require lossless compression 
as a minor loss can cause adverse effects. Prediction is one of 
the techniques to achieve high compression. It means to 
estimate current data from already known data [1]. 

       The advance image compression techniques for 
medical images are JPEG 2000[2] which combines integer 
wavelet transform with Embedded Block Coding with 
Optimized Truncation (EBCOT). It is an compression rate. 
Context based adaptive compression rate. Context based 
adaptive advanced technique which provides high lossless 
image codec (CALIC) is offered by Wu and Memon [3]. They 
utilized the prediction in the original CALIC but offered inter 
band prediction technique for remotely sensed images. A 
better technique for lower quality ultrasound images is offered 
by Przelaskrwski [4] to achieve a high compression rate. 
Buccigrossi and Simoncelli [5] made a statistical model and 
used conditional probabilities for prediction. That is a lossy 
method called Embedded Predictive Wavelet Image 
Coder(EPWIC). Yao-Tien Chen & Din-Chang Tseng  
proposed the Wavelet-based Medical Image Compression with 
Adaptive Prediction (WCAP).They used correlation analysis 
of wavelet coefficients to identify the basis function and 
further for prediction. They used lifting integer wavelet 
scheme for image decomposition. It is a lossless scheme to 
achieve highest bit rate per pixel (bpp). In (WCAP) they used 
backward elimination method for predictor variable selection 

and quantized the prediction error into Three levels (-1, 0, 1) 
to achieve the higher compression rate. They used DPCM for 
coarse bands and finally used adaptive arithmetic coding. 

    To achieve a high compression rate for medical images 
we propose wavelet based compression scheme using 
prediction, “Medical Image Compression using wavelet 
decomposition for Prediction method”. The scheme uses the 
correlation analysis of wavelet coefficients like WCAP but 
adds simplicity and accuracy by excluding the requirement of 
selection of basis function and quantization of prediction error 
in coarse bands. A simple, graphic method for variable 
selection is introduced. The proposed scheme block diagram 
shown in figure.1, consists of six major stages including, 
image decomposition, correlation analysis of wavelet 
coefficients, development of prediction equation for each sub 
band, predictor variable selection using graphic method, 
arithmetic coding and reconstruction of original image. The 
remaining sections of this paper is organized as following, 
section-2 covers the Lifting Wavelet Transform of group of 
similar images, predictor variable selection in section- 3, 
experiments, results and discussion in section 4 and 
conclusion in the final. 

 

II. LIFTING WAVELET TRANSFORM OF A GROUP 

OF IMAGES AND CORRELATION ANALYSIS 

 
      The wavelet transform is a very useful technique for 

image analysis and Lifting Wavelet Transform is an advance 
form of wavelet transform which allows easy computation, 
better reconstruction of original image and close 
approximation of some data sets. The inter scale and intra 
scale dependencies of wavelet coefficients are exploited to 
find the predictor variable. All coefficients of current, parent 
and aunt sub bands of each processing coefficient are found. 

      The correlation coefficient is based on variance and co-
variance. Covariance is always measured between two 
matrices or dimensions while the variance is measured for a 
dimension with itself. The formulae for variance and 
covariance are as following.   
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           Figure1. Block diagram of proposed scheme 
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Where X

b
   & Y

b
 are means of X and Y and R is 

correlation coefficient. 

III. PREDICTION AND PREDICTOR 
VARIABLE SELECTION 

    Our predictor is based on the linear prediction model 
containing k independent variables, can be written as [1]… 

 

               

                 y = a1x1 + a2x2+ ---------+ akxk                           (5) 

 
      In this equation y is dependent variable and x1, 

x2…..xk are independent predictor variables. Where as a1, a2, 
…ak are predictor model parameters. To avoid the 
multicollinearity problem the number of predictor variables 
should be reduced. There are multiple methods to reduce the 
predictor variables. The best method is one which gives 
accurate prediction. 

     In the proposed method we use coefficient graphic 
method for selection of prediction variables. It is a simple 
method in which predicted and original coefficients of a sub 
bands are plotted for comparison. Different combination of 
variables is tested to select the combination which best 
matches the original sub band coefficient graph. This is a 
simple and easy method.  

      The sequence of prediction is from course sub band to 
fine sub band and from left up coefficient to the right down 
coefficient. The fine sub band coefficients are predicted from 
coarse sub band coefficients and coarse sub band coefficients 
are not predicted. The course sub band coefficients are than 
processed by Differential Pulse Code Modulation (DPCM), 
which is most common predictive quantization method. This 
method exploits correlation between successive samples of 
source signals and encoding based on the redundancy in 
sample values to give lower bit rate. This method encodes the 
prediction error between the sample value and its predicted 
value to give high compression ratio. The coarse and fine sub 
band coefficients are than arithmetically encoded. 

IV. EXPERIMENTS, RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 

     Two MRI and two CT gray scale standard test images 
as shown in figure 2 of size128*128 have been taken from 
world wide web for experiments and comparisons. MATLAB 
7.0 has been used for the implementation of the proposed 
approach and results have been conducted on Pentium-1V, 
3.20 GHz processor with a memory of 512 MB. BPP (Bits Per 
Pixel) metric is evaluated to compile compression result. 
Every image was decomposed into three scales with 10 
wavelet sub bands. 

   Eleven correlation coefficients to the dependent c are 
selected which are Parent, Parent-East, Parent-West, Parent-
South, Parent-North, North, North-East, North-West, West, 
Aunt 1 and Aunt 2 . The prediction equations for coefficients 
for different sub bands are derived one by one. Using the 
coefficient graphic method, prediction variables are selected 
for each sub band to get accurate prediction. The compression 
rates for the 4 medical images using the proposed, 
“MICWDP” method with two famous lossless methods: 
SPHIT and JPEG2000 is shown in Table1. Due to proper 
selection of predictor Variables, proposed approach almost 
achieves the highest compression rates. The comparison of 
average encoding / decoding time of two lossless compression 
methods is also shown in Table 2. The proposed method 
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makes use of “coefficient graphic method”, approach 
successfully on medical images to get the best results. 

         

            MRI - 1                                       MRI - 2 

        

               CT -1                                      CT -2 

Figure. 2 2*MRI and 2*CT images taken for experiment 

 

        TABLE I 
 COMPARISON OF COMPRESSION RATE IN BITS/PIXEL OF 

DIFFERENT METHODS WITH PROPOSED METHOD 

 

 

Method 

 

Type 

 

SPHIT 

  

JPEG 2000 

 

Proposed 

 
MRI -1 

 
2.53 

 
2.42 

 
1.45 

 

MRI -2 

 

3.11 

 

3.12 

 

1.51 

 
MRI 

Average 

 
2.82 

 
2.77 

 
1.48 

 

CT -1 

 

1.45 

 

1.32 

 

1.41 

 

CT -2 

 

1.79 

 

1.82 

 

1.43 

 

CT Average 

 

1.62 

 

1.57 

 

1.42 

 

TABLE II 
COMPARISON OF ENCODING/DECODING TIME OF DIFFERENT 

COMPRESSION METHOD 

 

 

Method 

 

Type 

 

SPHIT 

 

JPEG 2000 

 

Proposed 

 
MRI 

Average 

 
1.7 / 1.9 

 
0.8 / 0.8 

 
2.54 / 3.13 

 
CT Average 

 
2.4 / 2.8 

 
1.2 / 1.0 

 
2.60 / 3.15 

 

Average 

 

2.05 / 2.35 

 

2.00 / 0.9 

 

2.57 / 3.14 

V.  CONCLUSIONS 

In the proposed MICWDP approach, compression rate has 
been improved by exploiting dependencies among wavelet 
coefficients [1]. A new method, i.e coefficient Graphic 
Method is used to avoid ulticollinearity problem which is the 
main contribution of this method. Comparing with the SPHIT, 
JPEG2000 and proposed achieves the highest compression 
rate. 
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Abstract— Networks-on-Chip is a recent solution paradigm 
adopted to increase the performance of  Multi-core designs. The 
key idea is to interconnect various computation modules (IP 
cores) in a network fashion and transport packets simultaneously 
across them, thereby gaining performance. In addition to 
improving performance by having multiple packets in flight,  
NoCs  also  present  a  host  of  other  advantages  including  
scalability,  power efficiency, and component re-use through 
modular design. This work focuses on design and development 
of high performance communication architectures for FPGAs 
using NoCs 
 
 Once completely   developed, the above 
methodology could be used to augment the current FPGA design 
flow for implementing multi-core SoC applications. We design 
and implement an NoC framework for FPGAs, Multi-Clock On-
Chip Network for Reconfigurable Systems (MoCReS).We 
propose a novel micro-architecture for a hybrid two-layer router 
that supports both packet-switched communications, across its 
local and directional ports, as well as, time multiplexed circuit-
switched communications among the multiple IP cores directly 
connected to it. Results from place and route VHDL models of 
the advanced router architecture show an average improvement 
of 20.4% in NoC bandwidth (maximum of 24% compared to a 
traditional NoC). We parameterize the hybrid router model 
over the number of ports, channel width and bRAM depth 
and develop a library of network components (MoClib 
Library).  For your paper to be published in the conference 
proceedings, you must use this document as both an instruction 
set and as a template into which you can type your own text.  If 
your paper does not conform to the required format, you will be 
asked to fix it. 
 

Keywords: Core Based Design,  FPGA, Network on Chip 
(NoC), On Chip Communication, MoCReS, System on Chip (SoC),   

 

I. INTRODUCTION 
The two main concerns with NoC designs that are strictly 
packet-switched are the control and serialization overhead 
involved in transferring data between IP cores that a re  
placed close to each other in the FPGA.  In order to ensure 
high throughput between these cores, we advocate time-

multiplexed circuit-switched c on n e c t i on s .  In addition to 
this mode of transfer, t h e  router also preserves the online 
nature o f  communication b e t w e e n  farther cores through 
the  packet-switched l a y e r .   The area efficient MoCReS 
architecture is modified to support both the above 
mentioned layers of operation. The design goals and issues 
involved in the hybrid two-layer architecture are presented 
in this paper.   We also develop a SystemC model of our 
router for both functionally verifying the design as well as 
to vary its specifications and obtain the performance 
results rapidly through simulation.  We present the results 
and analysis of the novel router architecture in this 
p a p e r .  
 

We  target  our  proposed  NoC framework  for 
reconfigurable  computing  platforms  and therefore  we 
restrict  our discussions in this  section primarily  to 
existing  FPGA  based NoCs. NoCs were introduced into 
the FPGA domain mainly to simplify tile-based recon- 
figuration [1] [2], and its potential a s  effective 
communication a r ch i t ec tu r e  is largely unexplored [ 7]. 
 Research i n  [5] [6] address t he  capabil i t ies  o f  
FPGAs t o  support NoC based multi-processor 
applications.  Hilton et al. [4] incorporate flexibility into 
their design for FPGA based circuit-switched N o C s .  
However, their strictly circuit-switched router suffers 
from signal integrity and path reservation issues which 
we overcome in our design. SoC BUS [8] proposes a 
circuit-switched  router with a packet based setup.  Here, 
control packets are responsible for setting up strict 
circuit-switched  connections, which is different from our 
two-layer approach.  Research in [9] [4] [3] also present 
FPGA  based NoCs. The above designs ignore 
implementation level area-performance  trade-offs while 
proposing the architecture, thereby  limiting to a 
system-level performance analysis. To the  best  of our 
knowledge, this  is the  first work to  propose an  
FPGA-suitable hybrid  router  architecture integrated 
with  an automatic topology synthesis  framework that  
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satisfies the  bandwidth  requirements   of an  application  
while optimizing  its  area overhead 

 
II. Motivation  

 
 
Packet-switching performs online scheduling by dynamically  
negotiating  communication between the cores. An alternate 
technique,  namely circuit-switching  offers high through- put  
dedicated  connections  to overcome the performance 
drawbacks  in packet-switching by scheduling time-
multiplexed communication  across the cores. Even though 
this static scheduling requires all the communication  
patterns to be known before hand, it can pro- vide a very 
high throughput with  marginal  area  overhead  (for storing  
schedules).   We propose a modified router  architecture 
which interfaces multiple  IP cores to the router and  
supports  packet-switching  for inter  router  transfers  and  
time-multiplexed circuit- switching  for IP  cores connected  
to  the  same  router.    This technique a l s o  eliminates the 
latency in req/grant protocol, serialization and control 
overheads for data t ransfers between cores placed close to 
each other in FPGAs and mapped to the same router. 
 
A. Packetization and Control Overheads 
 
 
In this section, we quantify the overheads associated with 
the existing baseline approach (MoCReS).  Control a n d  
Packetization a r e  the two main overheads associated with 
the MoCReS framework. 
 
Control Overhead: In MoCReS, connections between 
various ports are established through a  req/grant protocol 
which involves round-robin a r b i t r a t i on  in the case of 
common ports requests (conflicts).   We see that i t  takes at 
least 6 cycles for the data at the input port to appear at the 
output of a router (as input to the downstream 
r ou t e r /local IP).  This setup latency is a fixed overhead in 
addition to  the delays due to network congestion. 
 
Packetization Overhead: Due to the  nature  of 
interconnection network,  the channel  width  between  
ports/routers are  limited  to  a  fixed size (8  bits  in  
MoCReS, baseline version).  Due to this fixed channel width, 
the communication data that is to be sent over the network 
must be quantized into flits. Variable number of flits 
constitutes a packet.   If F is the number of flits in a packet 
and b is the channel width, then F /b is the serialization 
latency associated with the communication. 
 

III. Architecture Description  
 
In this section, we first present the modified router micro-
architecture, followed by its architectural advantages and 
design issues involved.  The network topologies along with the 
Flow controls for the packet-switched layer are kept the same 

as presented i n  t h i s  p a p e r  [10]. Network 
Topology: Mesh networks have minimum area overhead 
(reduced long lines) [5] [10], low power consumption a n d  
map well to the underlying rou t ing  s t ruc tu re  of 
FPGAs. Hence,  we choose a  mesh  topology  to  optimize  
logic and  routing  in  FPGAs,  and  to provide sufficient 
resources for the IP cores. 
 

 
Figure 1 : Hybrid Two-Layer Router Architecture 

 
 
Flow Control: Our router supports multi-clock virtual 
cut-through flow control with a deadlock-free XY routing.  
The switch complexity involved in the above choice is 
more suitable for a light-weight implementation [10]. 
 
A. Cross-Point Matrix 
 
Architecture Modifications:  The modified switch is 
comprised of two layers of operation:  a high throughput 
time-multiplexed circuit-switched l a y e r  (C-layer) and a 
multi- clock packet-switched   layer (P-layer).    Variable 
number  o f  IP cores connected t o  the switch participates 
in the C-layer, thereby a c h i e v i n g  guaranteed 
throughput and more predictable l a t enc ies  between IP 
cores placed close to each other in the FPGA. 
 
Figure 1 presents t h e  novel two-layer hybrid router  
a r c h i t e c t u re .  This modified router h a s  four local IP 
ports , i n  addition t o  the four directional p o r t s .   
Further, in this case two of the four local IPs (I P 0, I P 3) 
are participating in the time-multiplexed circuit-switched 
layer.  Using the packet-switched layer, all the four IPs can 
communicate to the neighboring routers through the 
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directional ports. The cross-point matrix i s  multiplexer 
b a s e d , as  opposed to providing connections for each 
virtual channel.  The following are the design issues 
involved with the cross-point. 
 
Packet-Switched Cross-Point:  In the packet-switched 
layer, the directional input ports (N, E, and S, W) a re  
multiplexed to every local port.  Therefore cross-point 
connections are introduced t o  support t h e s e  additional 
l o c a l  ports.   However, all the connections between the 
local ports in this layer are removed, as they are connected 
in the circuit- switched layer.  The ports connected through 
the C-Layer (I P 0, I P 3) cannot participate in the P-Layer 
to  transfer d a t a  b e t we e n  themselves.   This translates into 
gain in area which we utilize to increase the bandwidth 
a v a i l a b l e . 
 

. 

 
Figure 2: Modified Central Arbi te r  Model 

 
Circuit-Switched Cross-Point:  Let Li is the total 
number of local IPs and Pi is the number of ports 
participating in the circuit-switched layer .  The bus width 
of this cross-point is currently set to 32 bits in order to 
support a very high bandwidth. Further, this cross-point 
can handle a maximum of Pi high throughput parallel 
connections.  The scheduling memory configures this cross-
point during various time slots. 
 
Router Channel Widths: Due to high throughput 
requirement between the cores participating in the circuit-
switched l a y e r , we set the channel width to 32 bits 
(corresponding to the data width of micro blaze soft 

processor).  In the packet-switched l a y e r , we retain the bus 
width of MoCReS (8 bits/channel). However, choice of an 
appropriate channel width is a trade off between resources 
available and bandwidth r e q u i r e d . 
 
B. Central Arbiter 
 
The Central Arbiter is responsible for configuring the 
simultaneous connections by setting the cross-point in the P-
Layer.  We run parallel FSMs to ensure that no queuing takes 
place between requests.  As long as the participating IPs 
request mutually exclusive ports, the connections happen 
parallel.   In case of queuing/conflicts, t h e  arbitration is 
performed through t h e  round robin approach.   The IPs that 
p a r t i c i p a t e s  in the C-Layer will not need arbitration 
between them in the P-Layer.  We perform state reduction in 
the FSMs corresponding to those inter-local port 
connections .i.e in correspondence with the inter local IP 
connections that a r e  removed (Section 3 . 1 ) in the packet-
switched l a y e r . The Central Arbiter is also customized to 
not support states for these connections.  The simplicity of 
round-robin a r b i t r a t i o n  coupled with the above state 
reduct ion  t r ans l a t e s  into significant area savings.  Figure 
2  shows the modified central arbiter model . 
 
C. NI D e s i g n  
 
The network interface arbitrates the choice of packet/circuit 
switched layer and is also responsible for supporting 
var iab le  size packets. Mode Switching: Upon receiving 
the target IP co-ordinates, it triggers the mode signal to 
decide if the packet will be decoded to leave the router or 
the cross point is triggered in circuit switch mode. 
 
Variable Packet Sizes: In  during packet-switched 
t r a n s f e r , the network interface is also responsible for 
encoding the header with: 
 
1. Packet Size (As a fraction of bRAM depth) 
 
2. X co-ordinate of destination IP 
 
3. Y co-ordinate of destination IP 
 
The packets transferred through the network can be broadly 
classified as control (lesser number of flits) or data.  
Therefore, the packets will be of varied sizes. The NI 
encodes the packet size as a fraction of the total bRAM 
depth along with the header.  This novelty improves buffer 
utilization, thereby increasing the performance of the 
NoC. 
 
D. Design Parameters 
 
In order to quickly explore the NoC design space, we have 
parameterized the structural 
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VHDL model of our router for: 
 
1. Total number of ports 
 
2. Channel width 
 
3. Virtual Channels/port 
 
4. Number of ports participating in the C-Layer 
 
By varying the above parameters, we develop a component 
library, M oC lib which we use to characterize var i an ts  of  
the router for area and operating frequency. 
 

IV. Architectural Advantages 
 
Bandwidth Increase:  Bandwidth available in a switch 
is the product o f  the number of ports, operat ing  
f requency  and channel width.   The C-layer has minimum 
logic overhead with no buffering and can operate at a 
clock rate significantly higher than the P-layer.   
Furthermore, increasing the number o f  ports also scales 
the available band- width in a switch.  Moreover, the 
absence of control/serialization overheads (req/grant) also 
increases the throughput. 
 
Power Savings: The amount of logic required for the 
NoC reduces with router count, thereby saving static power. 
Further, with increasing number of ports within a router, the 
average packet latency is also reduced [9]. Therefore 
dynamic power drops considerably with reduction of router 
hops. 

 

 
 

Figure 3: SystemC Simulation 
 

Guaranteed Throughput:  The time-multiplexed nature 
o f  the C-Layer scheduling provides good Quality o f  
Service (QoS) to the application, p a r t i c u l a r l y , between 
cores placed close to each other.   Otherwise, the NoC 
would have to support a r e a  expensive QoS protocols to 
ensure the required bandwidth. 
 
Inherent Multi-Cast Capability: The cross-point in the 
C-layer can be configured simultaneously  for a multi-cast  
(one to  many  destinations) operation  among  IPs  
connected to the same router  without  any penalty  in 
performance.  Further, this capability also optimizes  the  
area  required  for storing  the  schedules (with  fewer bits  
required  to encode the configuration data  of the circuit-
switched  network). 
 

V.  System-Level Router Model 
 
With increasing design complexities, there is a need for 
rapid design space exploration that m a k e s  use of a set 
of specifications.   We model our NoC router f ramework 
using SystemC.  By doing so, we functionally  verify the 
model as well as setup  a platform  to estimate  the 
advantages  of this architecture over the baseline approach. 
 
SystemC is a description language that abstracts the 
computation elements of a design by behaviours (or 
processes) and simplifies the communication b e t w e e n  the 
cores using transaction level modelling.   The framework 
has a set of library rou t ines  a n d  macros implemented 
using C++. The behaviour of the hardware to  be 
modelled is captured b y  simulating concurrent processes 
coded in C++. 
 
SystemC Tool Flow: Every component in the router is 
modelled in C++ as a process. This .cpp file can be 
compiled and executed with the SystemC engine that i s  
written in C++.  We use the open source SystemC version 
2.1 to compile our router design.  The set of .cpp files are 
first compiled with the appropriate command opt ions .   
Then, a n  executable is created to run the tool flow. We 
dump out the Value Change Dump (VCD) File from the 
engine. 
 
The .VCD file of the router model can be used as follows: 
 
• Applied to standard simulation tool for verifying the 
functionality o f  the model by viewing the waveform 
 
• Estimate preliminary power consumed by the 
implementation on FPGAs, by using 
 

Xpower and the architecture information (Virtex-4) 
 

VI.Synthesis Results 
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In this section we present the Area/Synthesis results 
for our modified router implemented on Xilinx Virtex 4 
[11]. The addit ional b a n d w i d t h  o f f e r e d  by the 
proposed router c o m e s  with an increase in switch 
complexity.   The  amount  of FPGA  logic and  routing  
resources consumed by the  router  instance  depends  on 
its  complexity 

 
 
 

 
Figure 4: Design Parameters Vs Area 

. 
 . 
 

 
 
 

Figure 5: Design Parameters Vs Frequency 
 

Figure 4  presents t h i s  va r i a t ion  i n  switch area 
with the number of ports (C & P-Layer) it supports.  

Further, the operating frequency  of the  router  
instances  vary  greatly  due  to  different  critical  
path  lengths. Also, with increasing number o f  ports 
participating in the circuit-switched l a y e r , the 
routing resources deplete rapidly (due to increased 
channel widths).  This degradation in Performance 
in turn affects the bandwidth t h e  switch can offer. 
Figure 5  presents the variation i n  switch operating 
f r e qu ency  with the number of ports in both layers.  
The above area and frequency estimates are obtained 
by varying the parameters in the VHDL model of the 
router and by implementing them on the target 
device 

 
Table 1: Scaling of Area and Frequency with No. of C-Layer Ports 

 
 
 

Furthermore, to perform automatic topology synthesis, we 
estimate the increase/decrease in switch area with 
exclusive variations i n  number of P-Layer ports and C-
Layer ports independently.  When NoC area is in the cost 
function, t h e  above data w i l l  aid rapid design space 
exploration.   Tables 1  and 2 present the scaling of area & 
frequency with increasing C-Layer and P-Layer ports 
respectively.  In the tables, MC(x, y, z) denote an instance  
of the    MoC lib library,  where y is the  total  number  of 
C-Layer  ports,  z is the total  number  of P-Layer  ports and 
x is the sum of the two (total  number  of ports). Table 2 
presents the  scaling of area and frequency only with respect 
to the P-Layer ports and therefore they can be considered 
as variations of the MoCReS baseline router. 
 

Table 2: Scaling of Area and Frequency with No. of P-Layer Ports 
 

 
VII. Results: Performance Improvement 
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Area vs Average Available Bandwidth/Port:  The 
baseline version in this com- parson is MoCReS with 
1VC+MC.  The area (in slices) of the switch increases with 
the number of ports it supports.  We measure the area 
values for increasing number of ports (packet-switched) in 
the baseline version.   For similar area values, when the 
alternate hybrid router is used, there is an increase in 
available bandwidth p e r  port.  This band- width increase 
associated with the hybrid router architecture is compared 
in this section with the baseline approach.  For equivalent 
area overheads (in slices) on a similar FPGA, Figure 6 
presents the bandwidth c a p a c i t y  ( in MB/s) o f  the NoC 
(per port) for  both approaches.    In spite  of a rapid  
degradation  in operating  frequency  (with  increase in 
circuit-switched  ports),  there is a significant bandwidth  
gain using the hybrid  two-layer approach.   For  the  area  
window utilized  in our library  of routers,  there  is an  
average 20.4% gain in bandwidth  (maximum  of 24%) 
offered by our NoC. This gain in performance is due to 
supporting a  high throughput circuit-switched l a y e r  with 
a marginal area overhead. 
 
 
A. Design Issues 
 

Even though  it appears  intuitively  that  an increase 
in number  of ports  in the  C-layer gives performance  
benefits without  any  area  overhead,  there  are  certain  
design issues that  can potentially  limit the performance 
due to increase in switch complexity. 

 
 

 
Figure 6: Area (Slices) Vs Avg. Bandwidth / Port 

 

Operating frequency Vs S w i t c h  Complexity:  
There is a depletion of critical re- sources associated with an 
increase in switch complexity (number of ports, bus width). 
As a result,  the  operating  frequency  of the  switch  
degrades  which in turn  affects the bandwidth  offered by 
the  router.   For  the  NoC paradigm  to  efficiently be an  
alternative to the  bus-based  architecture, the performance  
design parameters must  be chosen carefully so that  it is 
possible to operate  the routers  at the highest possible 
frequency. Switch Power vs L ink  Power:  By 
increasing the number of ports, we can reduce the average 
hop count [9], i.e we minimize the routers and links.  This 
translates into a reduction in power consumed by the links, 
but an increase in power consumed by the switches.  
Beyond a cut-off, the increase in switch power can 
potentially overshadow the gain in link power; thereby it 
can increase the power/flit r a t i o  
 
Explosion of S c h e d u l e  Memory:  With increas ing 
number o f  C-layer ports, t h e  schedule memory also scales 
linearly.   The schedule memory, expressed in number o f  
LUTs is a function of number of schedule cycles and C-
layer ports present.   If C is the number of ports 
participating in the C-Layer, then log2 C is the number of 
configuration bits required per cycle. 
 
Clock Signal Integrity:  Operation o f  the C-layer ports 
requires the participating IP cores to be synchronous, as 
there is no buffering done, as opposed to packet-switch 
where multi-clock FIFOs separate the clock domains.  
Increasing the number of C-layer ports could potentially 
increase the distance between the connected IP cores. In 
this case, the signal integrity acts as a limitation to the 
number of C-layer ports, and reduces the clock rate. 
It can be seen that all  of the above factors limit the amount 
of performance gain that can be achieved using our hybrid 
approach.   This trade-off between performance, a rea  and 
port count merits a balance and requires an application-
suitable tuning of the NoC topology.   
 
 

VIII.Conclusions 
 
To address the bandwidth l i m i t a t i o n s  o f  MoCReS, we 
extend the design by developing hybrid t w o -layer router 
a r c h i t e c t u r e .  The  novel design of the  network  
component supports  high  throughput  time-multiplexed 
circuit-switched   connections  between  IPs interfaced  to the 
same router,  in addition  to the packet-switched  
communication  layer. Various instances of the NoC 
components are characterized fo r  area and performance in 
the form of an M oC lib NoC component library.  The 
advanced router architecture achieves an average 
improvement of 20.4% in NoC bandwidth (maximum of 24% 
compared to a traditional NoC). 
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ABSTRACT— A Previously traditional methods were sufficient to 
protect the information, since it is simplicity in the past does not need 
complicated methods but with the progress of information technology, 
it become easy to attack systems, and detection of encryption methods 
became necessary to find ways parallel with the differing methods 
used by hackers, so the embedding methods could be under 
surveillance from system managers in an organization that requires 
the high level of security. This fact requires researches on new hiding 
methods and cover objects which hidden information is embedded in. 
It is the result from the researches to embed  information in 
executable files, but when will use the executable file for cover they 
have many challenges must be taken into consideration which is any 
changes made to the file will be firstly detected  by untie viruses , 
secondly the functionality of the file is  not still functioning. In this 
paper, a new information hiding system is presented. The aim of the 
proposed system is to hide information (data file) within image page of 
execution file (EXEfile) to make sure changes made to the file will not 
be detected by universe and the functionality of the exe.file is still 
functioning after hiding process. Meanwhile, since the cover file might 
be used to identify hiding information, the proposed system considers 
overcoming this dilemma by using the execution file as a cover file. 
  
         (keyword):  Information Hiding, portable executable file, 
Steganography, Statistical Technique. 
 
 

I. INTRODUCTION  
 
       Information hiding is a general term encompassing many sub 
disciplines, is a term around a wide range of problems beyond that 
of embedding message in content. The term hiding here can refer 
to either making the information undetectable or keeping the 
existence of the information secret. Information hiding is a 
technique of hiding secret using redundant cover data such as 
images, audios, movies, documents, etc. This technique has 
recently become important in a number of application areas. For 
example, digital video, audio, and images are increasingly 
embedded with imperceptible marks, which may contain hidden 
signatures or watermarks that help to prevent unauthorized copy 
[1].It is a performance that inserts secret messages into a cover file, 
so that the existence of the messages is not apparent. Research in 
information hiding has tremendous increased during the past 
decade with commercial interests driving the field [1].    
                         
           

II. PORTABLE EXECUTABLE FILE (PE-FILE) 
 
       The Program Loader that is a subset of the Windows System 
assumes the loading executable files into a virtual memory, so the 
executable files have the format that the Program Loader can 
identify, and the format is called PE (Portable Executable). It is 
necessary to know the PE format and RVA which is an address 
type used in the PE in order to understand the new methods for 
hiding information in the PE, so we briefly describe the 
format[2],[3]. 
       And the address type.The planned system uses a portable 
executable file as a cover to embed an executable program as an 
example for the planned system.This section is divided into four 
parts [4]: 

• Characteristics of executable files. 
• Techniques Related with PE-File. 
• Executable files types. 
• PE File Layout 

 
A. Characteristics of Executable Files 
 
        The characteristics of the Executable file does not have a 
standard size, like other files, for example the image file (BMP) 
the size of this file is between (2-10 MB), Other example is the text 
file (TEXT) the size often is less than 2 MB.Through our study the 
characteristics of files have been used as a cover, it found that 
lacks sufficient size to serve as a cover for information to be 
hidden. For these features of the Executable file, it has unspecified 
size; it can be 650 MB like window setup File or 12 MB such as 
installation file of multi-media players. For taking advantage of 
this feature (disparity size) make it a suitable environment for 
concealing information without detect the file from attacker and 
discover hidden information in this file[3]. 
 
B. Techniques Related with PE-File. 
 
• RVA 
        RVA is a position unit in the PE, and the RVA is used as 
an offset from the start-address of a PE file loaded on the 
memory. The start-address of a file on the memory is in 
Image Base that is one of the attributes of the PE file. For 
instance, if the Image Base of a file is 0x00400000 and one 
position of the file is 0x1000(RVA), the position on the 
memory will be 0x00401000[3],[4]. 
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• PE Format 
       The header of PE format starts with MS-DOS stub that is 
used for printing a message, “This program cannot be run in 
DOS mode”, if the operating system can’t identify the PE on 
execution time.IMAGE_NT_HEADER located in the 
position after the MS-DOS stub has the information for the 
execution of a file, and consists of IMAGE_FILE_HEADER 
and IMAGE_OPTIONAL_HEADER. The 
IMAGE_FILE_HEADER has the information on the file, 
such as create time and machine type. The 
IMAGE_OPTIONAL_HEADER has the information on 
functions used in the file and on the start-address of the file 
on a memory, and the infor-mation is managed by 
IMAGE_DATA_DIRECTORY. A PE file except the header 
is composed of several sections that are basic unit of code or 
data within a PE or COFF file. 
IMAGE_SECTION_HEADER that is located in the position 
following to IMAGE_ OPTIONAL_HEADER has the 
information on each section. The information consists of 
PointerToRawData, SizeOfRawData, VirtualAddress, and 
VirtualSize. The PointerToRawData and the SizeOfRawData 
respectively mean the position of each section and the size of 
each section on the file. The VirtualAddress and the 
VirtualSize respectively mean the position of each section 
and the size of each section on the memory. The size of each 
section on the file is a multiple of FileAlignment that is in 
IMAGE_OPTIONAL_HEADER. If the amount of the data of 
a section is smaller than the size of the section that is allotted 
on compile time, the slack space of the section occurs. The 
common sections used in the PE include a .text that has 
program binaries, .data, .idata that has information on export 
and import functions, .edata, and .rsrc section. An .idata 
section has the information on import functions used in 
executable files during the period of an execution [5],[6].  
 
C. Executable File Types  
 
       The number of different executable file types is as many and 
varied as the number of different image and sound file formats. 
Every operating system seems to have several executable file types 
unique to it. These types are [4],[5],[6]: 
 
• EXE (DOS"MZ")  
       DOS-MZ was introduced with MS-DOS (not DOS v1 though) 
as a companion to the simplified DOS COM file format. DOS-MZ 
was designed to be run in real mode and having a relocation table 
of SEGMENT: OFFSET pairing. A very simple format that can be 
run at any offset, it does not distinguish between TEXT, DATA 
and BSS.The maximum file size of (code + data + bss) is one-
mega bytes in size. Operating systems that use are: DOS, Win*, 
Linux DOS. 
 
 
• EXE (win 3.xx "NE"):  
        The WIN-NE executable formatted designed for windows 3.x 
is the "NE" new-executable. Again, a 16-bit format, it alleviates 

the maximum size restrictions that the DOZ-MZ has. Operating 
system that uses it is: windows 3.xx. 
 
• EXE (OS/2 "LE"): 
       The "LE" linear executable format was designed for IBM's 
OS/2 operating system by Microsoft supporting both 16 and 32-bit 
segments operating systems that are used in: OS/2, DOS. 
 
• EXE (win 9x/NT "PE"): 
       With windows 95/NT a new executable file type is required, 
thus was born the "PE" portable executable. Unlike its 
predecessors, the WIN-PE is a true 32-bit file format, supporting 
releasable code. It does distinguish between TEXT, DATA, and 
BSS. It is in fact, a bastardized version of the common object file 
format (COFF) format. Operating systems that use it are: windows 
95/98/NT/2000/ME/CE/XP.  
 
• ELF: 
       The ELF, Executable Linkable Format was designed by SUN 
for use in their UNIX clone. A very versatile file format, it was 
later picked up by many other operating systems for use as both 
executable files and as shared library files. It does distinguish 
between TEXT, DATA and BSS. 
TEXT:   the actual executable code area.  
DATA:   "initialized" data, (Global Variables).  
BSS    :  "un- initialized" data, (Local Variables). 
 
 
D. PE File Layout 
 

 
Figure 1.Typical 32-bit Portable .EXE File Layout. 

III. STEGANOGRAPHY 
 
        Steganography is the art and science of writing hidden 
messages in such a way that no-one can realizes there is a hidden 
message in data (e.g. images file, documents file, sounds file … 
etc) except the sender and intended recipient.The word 
steganography is of Greek origin and means "covered, or hidden 
writing" .Cryptography obscures the meaning of a message, but it 
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does not conceal the fact that there is a message, cryptography is 
the art of secret writing, which is intended to make a message 
unreadable by a third party but does not hide the message in a 
communication [1],[5]. Although steganography is separate and 
distinct from cryptography, but there are many analogies between 
the two, and some authors categorize steganography as a form of 
cryptography since hidden communication is a form of secret 
writing [2],[6]. A Watermark is a recognizable image or pattern in 
paper that appears as various shades of lightness/darkness when 
viewed by transmitted light (or when viewed by reflected light, 
atop a dark background), caused by thickness variations in the 
paper ,Digital Watermarking is the process of embedding 
information into a digital signal. The signal may be audio, pictures 
or video, for example. If the signal is copied, then the information 
is also carried in the copy. Steganography and digital 
watermarking are the same but the purpose of last one is use  to 
copyright protection systems, which are intended to prevent or 
deter unauthorized copying of digital media. Steganography is an 
application of digital watermarking, where two parties 
communicate a secret message embedded in the digital signal 
[2].Classical Steganography often used methods of completely 
obscuring the message so it was unnoticeable to those who didn’t 
know the specific covert method it was using for example Invisible 
Inks, which was able to write a confidential letter with any other 
non-value-confidential and usually write between lines. Modern 
Steganography refers to hide information in digital picture, audio 
or text files …etc , each one of this digitals data has a many 
techniques can use with it , for example in digital image the 
JPHide/JPSeek uses the coefficients in a JPEG to hide information, 
this method alter the image. In digital audio file several packages 
also exist for hiding data in audio files, Such as MP3Stego not only 
effectively hides arbitrary information, but also claims to be a 
partly robust method of watermarking MP3 audio files [4]. The 
Windows Wave format lets users hide data using Steghide, it alters 
the least significant bits (LSB) of data in the carrier medium [3].In 
a growing number of applications like digital rights management, 
covert communications, hiding executables for access control, 
annotation etc .all these application scenarios given the multimedia 
steganography techniques have to satisfy two basic requirements. 
The first requirement is perceptual transparency or noticeable 
perceptual distortion, i.e. cover object (object not containing any 
additional data) and stego object (object containing secret 
message) must be perceptually indiscernible [3]. The second 
constraint is high data rate of the embedded data. All the stego-
applications, besides requiring a high bit rate of the embedded 
data, have need of algorithms that detect and decode hidden bits 
without access to the original multimedia sequence (blind 
detection algorithm) [4]. 
A. Characterization of Steganography Systems 
 
        Steganographic techniques embed a message inside a cover. 
Various features characterize the strength and weaknesses of the 
methods. The relative importance of each feature depends on the 
application [7]. 
 
 
 

• Capacity 
        The notion of capacity in data hiding indicates the total 
number of bits hidden and successfully recovered by the Stego 
system. 
 
• Robustness 
       Robustness refers to the ability of the embedded 
data to remain intact if the stego-system undergoes 
transformation, such as linear and non-linear filtering; 
addition of random noise; and scaling, rotation, and 
loose compression. 
 
• Undetectable 
      The embedded algorithm is undetectable if the 
image with the embedded message is consistent with a 
model of the source from which images are drawn. For 
example, if a Steganography method uses the noise 
component of digital images to embed a secret message, 
it should do so while not making statistical changes to 
the noise in the carrier.Undetectability is directly 
affected by the size of the secret message and the format 
of the content of the cover image. 
 
• Invisibility (Perceptual Transparency) 
      This concept is based on the properties of the human 
visual system or the human audio system. The 
embedded information is imperceptible if an average 
human subject is unable to distinguish between carriers 
that do contain hidden information and those that do 
not. (Ross, 2005) It is important that the embedding 
occurs without a significant degradation or loss of 
perceptual quality of the cover. 
 
• Security  
        It is said that the embedded algorithm is secure if the 
embedded information is not subject to removal after being 
discovered by the attacker and it depends on the total information 
about the embedded algorithm and secret key. 
                     
B. Statistical Steganography Techniques 
 
       Statistical steganography techniques utilize the 
existence of "1-bits" Steganography   schemes, which 
embed one bit of information in a digital carrier. This is 
done by modifying the cover in such a way that some 
statistical characteristics change significantly if a "1" is 
transmitted. Otherwise, the cover is left UN changed. So 
the receiver must be able to distinguish unmodified 
covers from modified ones. A cover is divided into l (m) 
disjoint blocks B1...B l (m)[8]. A secret bit, mi is 
inserted into the ith block by placing "1" in to Bi if 
mi=1.Otherwise, the block is not changed in the 
embedding process.The detection of a specific bit is 
done via a test function which distinguishes modified 
block from unmodified block (1)[1],[8]: 
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 .. ... ... (1) 
 
       The function f can be interpreted as a hypothesis-
test function and the test of null-hypothesis “block Bi 
was not modified “against the alternative hypothesis 
“block Bi was modified.” Therefore, the whole class of 
such steganography systems statistical steganography 
.the receiver successively applies f to alaa cover-block 
Bi in order to restore every bit of the secret message. 
The main question which remains to be solved is how 
such a function f in (8) can be constructed. If  they  
interpret f as a  hypothesis-testing function , they can 
use the theory of hypothesis testing from mathematical 
statistics .Let us assume could find a formula  h(Bi), 
which depends on some elements of the cover-block  Bi, 
and knew the distribution of h(Bi), in the unmodified 
block (i.e,the Hypothesis holds in this case) could then 
use standard procedure to test  if  h(Bi), equals or 
exceeds a specific value. If managed to alter  h(Bi) in 
the embedding process in a way that its expected value 
is 0 if the block Bi was not modified, and expected 
value is much greater otherwise , could test whether  
h(Bi) equals zero under the given distribution of h(Bi). 
Statistical steganography techniques are, however, 
difficult to apply in many cases. First, a good test 
statistic h(Bi) must be found which allows distinction 
between modified and unmodified cover-blocks. 
Additionally, the distribution of h (Bi) must be known 
for a “normal” cover; in most cases, this is quite a 
difficult task. In practical implementations many (quite 
questionable) assumptions are made in order to 
determine a closed formula for this distribution. As an 
example, wanted to construct a statistical steganography 
algorithem out of pitas’ watermarking system, which is 
similar the patchwork approach of bender et al. Suppose 
every cover-block Bi is a rectangular set of pixels 
p(i)n,m .Furthermore, let S={s(i)n,m}  be a rectangular 
pseudorandom binary pattern of equal size, where the 
number of one is S equals the number of zeros. Would 
assume that both the sender and receiver have access to 
S, which represents the stego-key in this application. 
The sender first splits the image block Bi into two sets, 
Ci and Di of equal size (i.e., putting all pixels with 
indices (n,m)into set C where the corresponding key bit 
n,m equals zero)[1],[8]: 
 

     … … (2) 
 
       The sender then adds a value k > 0 to all pixels in 
the subset Ci but leaves all pixels in Di unchanged. In 
the last step, Ci and Di are merged to form the marked 
image block Bi. In order to extract the mark, the 
receiver reconstructs the sets Ci and Di. If the block 

contains a mark, all value in Ci will be larger than the 
corresponding values in the embedding step; thus testing 
the difference of the means of sets Ci and Di. If 
assumed that all pixels in both Ci and Di   are 
independent identically distributed random variables 
with an arbitrary distribution, the test statistic [1],[8]:  
                              

   … ... (3) 
 

       Where  denotes the mean over all pixels in the 
set Ci and Var [Ci] the estimated variance of the random 
variables in Ci , will follow a N(0,1) normal distribution 
asymptotically due to the central limit theorem . if a 
mark is embedded in the  image block Bi , the expected 
value of q will be greater than zero. The receiver is thus 
able to reconstruct the ith secret message bit by testing 
whether the statistic qi of block Bi equals zero under the 
N (0, 1) distribution[7],[8]. 
 

IV. METHODOLOGY  
 
A.   System Overview  
 
         The most important reason behind the idea of this system is 
that the programmers always need to create a back door for all of 
their developed applications, as a solution to many problems such 
that forgetting the password. This idea leads the customers to feel 
that all programmers have the ability to hack their system any 
time. At the end of this discussion all customers always are used to 
employ trusted programmers to build their own application. 
Programmers want their application to be safe anywhere without 
the need to build ethic relations with their customers. In this 
system a solution is suggested for this problem. The solution is to 
hide the password in the executable file of the same system and 
then other application to be retracted by the customer himself. 
Steganography needs to know all files format to find a way for 
hiding information in those files. This technique is difficult 
because there are always large numbers of the file format and 
some of them have no way to hide information in them. 
B.   System Concept  

 
        Concept of this system can be summarized as hiding the 
password or any information beyond the end of an executable file 
so there is no function or routine (open-file, read, write, and close-
file) in the operating system to extract it. This operation can be 
performed in two alternative methods: 
 
• Building the file handling procedure independently of the 

operating system file handling routines. In this case we need 
canceling the existing file handling routines and developing a 
new function which can perform our need, with the same 
names. This way needs the customer to install the system 
application manually as shown in Figure 2. 
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• Developing the file handling functions depending on the 

existing file handling routines. This way can be performed 
remotely as shown in Figure 3. 

 
        The advantage of the first method is it doesn't need any 
additional functions, which can be identified by the analysts. The 
disadvantage of this method is it needs to be installed (can not be 
operated remotely). The advantage of the second method is it can 
be executed remotely and suitable for networks and the internet 
applications. So we choose this concept to implementation in this 
paper. 

 

 
             Figure 2. First Method of the System Concept 

 
 
          Figure 3. Second Method of the System Concept  
 
 
C.    System Features  

 
This system has the following feature:  
• The hiding operation within image page of  EXE file using 

the statistical technique increases the degree of security for the 
information hiding which is used in the proposed system 
because the data which is embedded inside the EXE file is not 
embed directly of EXE file , it will be hiding within image 
page of EXE file. So the attacker can not be guessing the 
information hidden. 
 

• The cover file can be executed normally after hiding 
operation. Because the hidden information already hide in the 
image page  within exe.file and thus cannot be manipulated as 
the exe.file, therefore, the cover file still natural, working 
normally and not effected, such as if the cover is EXE file 
(WINDOWES XP SETUP) after hiding operation it'll 
continued working, In other words, the EXE file can be 
installed of windows. 

 
• Virus detection programmers’ can't detect such as files, the 

principle of antivirus check are checking from beginning to 
end. When checking the exe.files by antivirus, will checked it 
from beginning to end of it, since the principle of information 
hiding for this system within image page of EXE file .The 
information hiding will be hide inside the image page  and the 
EXE file after hiding process is same manufacture of EXE 
file before hiding process. That is why the EXE file 
undetectable by Unit-Virus. 
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D.   The Proposed System Structure  
 

       The system has been implementation by using Java. The 
block flow of hiding operation can be performed as shown in 
Figure 4. The following algorithm is the hiding operation 
procedure. The block flow of retract operation can be performed as 
shown in Figure 5. The following algorithm is the retract operation 
procedure. 
 
The following algorithm is the hiding operation 
procedure: 
 
Procedure: Hide operation.  
Input: Hidden file name, cover file name. 
Output: Stego-File.  
• Begin (1). 
• Opens the cover file (EXE file). 
• Assign a pointer to the end of (Section header), which is 

before image page of the cover file. 
• Select the image page consider normal page, it consider 

the cover for data. 
• Begin (2) for the image page. 
• Write the hidden file name. 
• Assign a pointer after hidden file name.  
• Write the hidden file content.  
• End(2) for the image page 

• End (1). 

 
Figure 4. Block Flow of Hiding Operation. 

The following algorithm is the retract operation 
procedure: 
• Begin (1). 
• Select the cover file. 
• Get the End of the (Section Header) of EXE File. 
• Select the image page: 

• Begin (2) for the image page. 
• Read the name of the hidden file. 
• Read the Hidden data. 
• Create a file using hiding file name.  
• Write in to the Create file the hiding data. 
• End (2) for the image page. 

• End(1) 
 

 
 

Figure 5. Block Flow of Retract Operation 
 

 
V. CONCLUSION 

 
       The .EXE files are one of the most important files in operating 
systems and in most systems designed by developers 
(programmers/software engineers), and then hiding information in 
these file is the basic goal for this paper, because most users of any 
system cannot alter or modify the content of these files. We get the 
following conclusions: 
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• PE files structure is very complex because they depend on 
multi headers and addressing, and then insertion of data to PE 
files without full understanding of their structure may damage 
them, so the choice is to hide the information beyond the 
structure of these files, so the approach of the proposed 
system is to prevent the hidden information to observation of 
these systems.  

• One of important conclusion most antivirus systems do not 
allow direct write in executable file, so the approach of the 
proposed system is to prevent the hidden information to 
observation of these systems. 

• The cover file can be executed normally after hiding 
operation. Other word the cover file still natural, working 
normally and not affected. 
 

VI. FUTURE WORK 
 
       There are many suggestions for improving the proposed 
system, the main suggestions are:  
• Developing the method which is used in proposed system 

to deal with other PE files such as "dll', "sys", "cpl", and 
"ocx". 

• Developing the proposed system to deal with other 
executable files created by other operating systems like 
(LINUX, UNIX or OS/2). 
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ABSTRACT 
 Exact-String-Matching is an essential issue in 
many computer science applications. Unfortunately, 
the performance of Exact-String-Matching 
algorithms, namely, executing time, does not address 
the needs of these applications. This paper proposes a 
general platform for improving the existing Exact-
String-Matching algorithms executing time, called 
the PXSMAlg platform. The function of this platform 
is to parallelize the Exact-String-Matching algorithms 
using the MPI model over the Master/Slaves 
paradigms. The PXSMAlg platform parallelization 
process is done by dividing the Text into several parts 
and working on these parts simultaneously. This 
improves the executing time of the Exact-String-
Matching algorithms. We have simulated the 
PXSMAlg platform in order to show its competence, 
through applying the Quick Search algorithm on the 
PXSMAlg platform. The simulation result showed 
significant improvement in the Quick Search 
executing time, and therefore extreme competence in 
the PXSMAlg platform. 
 
Keywords- String matching, Parallel, Quick search 

I. INTRODUCTION 
 Computer science applications play a 
significant role in many fields, such as DNA analysis, 
artificial intelligence, and information retrieval, 
among various others. String matching is an 
important issue in many of these applications. It is 
the process of finding the occurrence of a Pattern P 
into a Text T, wherein T is longer than P. This 
occurrence is either exactly matched or partially 
matched with the Pattern. Accordingly, string 
matching algorithms are divided into two main 
categories: Exact-String-Matching algorithms and 
approximate string matching algorithms. Exact-
string-matching algorithms are concerned with the 
number of occurrences of the pattern into a given 
text, while approximate string matching algorithms 
are concerned with the similarity percentage between 
the pattern and the text or any part of the text [1] [2]. 
This paper concentrates on Exact-String-Matching 
algorithms, such as the Boyer-Moore, Horspool, and 
Quick Search algorithms [3]. 

 Currently, the world is witnessing a 
revolution in hardware efficiency, where a normal 
laptop can have a multi-core processor. To take 
advantage of this revolution, most of the applications 
are used in parallel computing, wherein a problem is 
divided into smaller problems, which are then 
processed simultaneously. Moreover, many parallel 
paradigms and models have been developed and 
proposed. The Master/Slave paradigm is a widely 
used paradigm in parallel computing. It is a Multi-
Processors paradigm containing several nodes, one 
node is the master and the other nodes are the slaves. 
The master node is responsible for maintaining global 
data structures and partitioning the overall 
computational problem into smaller sub–problems, 
which are handed to the slaves to process for 
computation. On the other hand, the Message Passing 
Interface (MPI) is one of the well-known parallel 
models used in parallel computing above the 
hardware and memory architectures. In this paper, we 
will use the MPI model along with the Master/Slave 
paradigm to develop a general parallel platform and 
improve the Exact-String-Matching algorithms’ 
performance [4] [5] [6]. 

I.1. Quick search algorithm 
 Sunday [7] proposed and designed a new 
algorithm for string matching, which is faster than the 
Boyer-moor algorithm and is considered one of the 
fastest algorithms in the string matching field. Its 
time and space complexity are O(m + n) and O (n), 
respectively. In terms of detecting matches between 
two strings, the quick search algorithm looks similar 
to the Boyer-moor algorithm. However, the 
difference between them is that the quick search 
algorithm only uses the bad-character shift table 
while the Boyer-Moore uses both bad-character shift 
and good suffix shift tables. Moreover, this algorithm 
starts searching from the left-most character to the 
right [7]. 
 The rest of this paper is arranged as follows. 
Section 2 discusses some of the related works. 
Section 3 discusses the proposed platform, highlights 
the border problem, and shows the proposed platform 
performance. Finally, the conclusion is stated in 
Section 4. 
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II. RELATED WORKS 
 There have been several research works on 
parallel Extract-String-Matching algorithms. For 
example, Raju and Babu [8] proposed a parallel 
technique for string matching algorithm. They 
considered the linear array with a reconfigurable 
pipelined bus system (LARPBS) and 2D LARPBS 
for string matching in their work, which has many 
existing applications such as cellular automata, 
computational biology, and string database. The 
proposed method introduced increases the speedup of 
the string matching process using LARPBS. They 
obtained time complexity O (1) for the string 
matching on 2D LARPBS where no preprocessing is 
done to the text and the pattern [8]. 
 Park and George [9] presented a dataflow 
schemes string matching algorithms parallelization. 
In their work, they covered exact matching and k-
mismatched problems, which they consider as sub-
problems in the string matching field. The time 
complexity of the proposed parallel algorithm was 
O((n/d)+α), 0 ≤ α ≤ m, where n and m are the length 
of the text and pattern with (n >> m) and d is the 
number of streams used. The parallelism degree can 
be controlled by changing the value of the variable d, 
which is present in the input streams. Due to the one-
pass dataflow algorithms, there was no preprocessing 
and memory space used for this schema [9]. 

III. PARALLEL-EXACT-STRINGS-
MATCHING-ALGORITHM 

 Exact-String-Matching is one of the main 
problems in many computer applications. One of the 
Exact-String-Matching problems is the slow 
matching process between the Pattern and the Text. 
Parallel computing is a key technique used to reduce 
the time of the Exact-String-Matching process. In this 
paper, we have exploited one of the Parallel 
computing models, namely, the MPI model, in order 
to provide a general platform to parallelize the Exact- 
String-Matching algorithms. The proposed platform, 
called Parallel-Exact-Strings-Matching algorithm 
(PXSMAlg), can be applied in all the Exact-String-
Matching algorithms, such as Quick Search. The 
PXSMAlg platform has been developed to run the 
Master/Slave paradigm. [3] [5] [6]. 

III.1. The PXSMAlg Platform 
Process 

 The parallelization process of the PXSMAlg 
platform is accomplished through a set of steps. First, 
the Master node reads the Pattern and the Text 
(Source-File). Second, the Master node calculates the 
Source-File size and divides it into multiple parts, 

according to the determined nodes number. Then, the 
Master node distributes each part to a specific node. 
After that, the searching function starts in each node 
to find the Pattern, with each node searching in its 
source file part. Before the final step is done, each 
node checks the border of its neighbor, except for the 
last node. The border issue will discussed later. 
Finally, the number of matches is collected from all 
nodes. Meanwhile, the Master node calculates all the 
collected results and then prints the total result. 
Figure 1 illustrates the PXSMAlg platform. 
 

 
Figure 1: The PXSMAlg platform process 
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III.2. Handling the Nodes Borders 
Issue 

 Border issue is key element that the PXSMAlg 
platform faces. This issue happened when the Pattern 
located between the Source-File parts borders led to a 
mismatched (i.e., not found) Pattern. To resolve this 
issue, the PXSMAlg platform allows node "n" to 
check the border between node "n" and node "n+1," 
node "n+1" to check the border between node "n+1" 
and node "n+2," and so on. For illustrative purposes, 
suppose the Source-File is "EXACT STRINGS 
MATCHING,” the Pattern is "INGS," and the 
number of nodes is two. First, divide the Source-File 
into two parts according to the number of nodes, 
Part1 is "EXACT STRIN" and Part2 is "GS 
MATCHING." As we can notice, if node1 searched 
for the Pattern "INGS" in the border of the two parts, 
it will find it; otherwise, node1 will not be able to 
find the Pattern "INGS" in Part1 and node2 will not 
be able to find the Pattern "INGS" in Part2. 

III.3. PXSMAlg Platform 
Performance Analysis 

 We have built a simulation to demonstrate the 
feasibility of the PXSMAlg platform and its 
compatibility with the Exact-String-Matching 
algorithms. In addition, this simulation is done to 
compare the performance of the PXSMAlg platform 
with the conventional method, that is, the sequential 
method. The simulation built is based on three main 
factors: executing time, speedup, and efficiency. Our 
simulation runs under the Aurora server, which 
consists of 14 nodes, with each node having 2 CPUs, 
a speed of 1300MHz and a 1GB memory; all nodes 
run the Linux OS. The results showed high 
performance of the PXSMAlg platform over the 
sequential methods. 
 We have carried out 14 different experiments to 
search for the letter “a” in a 37 MB file size. We have 
applied the experiments using the Quick Search 
algorithm, which is one of the best algorithms in the 
Exact-Strings-Matching algorithms. The result 
showed significant improvement in the executing 
time and speedup, wherein applying the Exact-String-
Matching algorithms on the PXSMAlg platform 
decreased the executing time, especially when 
compared with the sequential executing time. Figure 
2 depicts the improvement in the Quick Search 
algorithm process time in the sequential mode, one 
node, parallel mode, and two or more nodes. In 
addition, the speedup is increased by applying the 
Exact-String-Matching algorithms on the PXSMAlg 
platform. Figure 3 shows the improvement in 
speedup in the Quick Search algorithm. In contrast to 
the executing time and the speedup, the processors’ 

efficiency decreases by applying Exact-String-
Matching algorithms on the PXSMAlg platform. 
Figure 4 shows the decreasing efficiency in the Quick 
Search algorithm when the number of the processors 
increases. 

IV. CONCLUSION 
In this paper, we have proposed a general platform, 
called the PXSMAlg platform, in order to improve 
the Exact-Strings-Matching algorithms performance. 
The PXSMAlg platform relies on using the MPI 
model over the Master/Slave Paradigm to improve 
the Exact-Strings-Matching algorithms’ competence 
in terms of speeding up the executing time. We have 
applied one of the best Exact-String-Matching 
algorithms, the Quick Search algorithm, on the 
PXSMAlg platform. The result showed high 
efficiency in the PXSMAlg platform. In comparison 
with the sequential mode, the Quick Search executing 
time and speedup were highly improved. On the other 
hand, the efficiency of the processors decreased. 
 
  

 
Figure 2: Executing Time 

 
Figure 3: Speedup 
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Figure 4: Efficiency 
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Abstract 
Recently an alternative of DDoS attacks called shrew attacks or Reduction-of-Quality (RoQ) has been 

identified which is very much difficult to detect. The RoQ attacks can use source and destination IP address 
spoofing, and they do not have distinct periodicity, and may not filter the attack packets precisely. In this 
paper, we propose to design the MAC layer based defense architecture for RoQ attacks in Wireless LAN 
which includes the detection and response stages. The attackers are detected by checking the RTS/CTS 
packets from the MAC layer and the corresponding attack flows are blocked or rejected. By our simulation 
results, we show that our proposed technique achieves reduces the attack throughput there by increasing 
the received bandwidth and reducing the packet loss of legitimate users. 

 
1. Introduction 

 

The characteristic vulnerabilities of LAN 
(802.11x) networks makes the attack possible. 
Like wired networks, it is not possible to 
physically protect the wireless networks. The 
next offices, the parking lot of the building, 
across the street or possibly several miles away, 
are the source of attacks for the wireless 
networks, i.e. the attack can be carried out from 
anyplace. It is necessary to realize the facts of 
different attacks in opposition to the wireless 
infrastructure to establish the appropriate defense 
strategy. The execution of several attacks which 
are not dangerous can be performed easily while 
the attacks which have destructive effects can be 
seriously complicated. The risk which is 
included in the wireless security is more when 
compared with any other case of security.   

 

There are many potentially disturbing threats 
to wireless local area networks (WLANs). The 
security issues which are ranging from 
misconfigured wireless access points (WAPs) to 
session hijacking to Denial of Service (DoS) 
affects the WLAN. Wireless networks are also 
vulnerable on the particular threats in the wide 
array of 802.11, other than the TCP/IP based 
attacks which are related to the wired networks. 
A security solution which includes an intrusion 
detection system (IDS) should be used by the 
WLANs in order to assist in the defense and 
detection of these possible threats. Even 
organizations not having a WLAN should 
consider an IDS solution since it may be 
dangerous due to wireless threats [2].  
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WLAN are exposed to a variety of threats. 
The standard 802.11 encryption method, known 
as Wired Equivalent Privacy (WEP), is weaker.  

 

The hackers attack a WLAN and collect the 
sensitive data by introducing a misbehaving 
WAP into the WLAN coverage area. The 
misbehaving WAP can be designed like an actual 
WAP because several wireless clients are 
connected simply to the WAP with the best 
signal strength. Moreover, the users can be 
“trapped” to connect with the misbehaving WAP 
unintentionally. When a user is associated, all the 
communications can be monitored by the hacker 
through the misbehaving WAP. Apart form the 
hackers, misbehaving nodes can also be 
introduced by the users. When low cost and easy 
implementation is combined with the flexibility 
of the wireless network communications, the 
WLANs can be very attractive to the users. By 
installing a WAP on a recognized LAN, the 
users can create a backdoor into the network, 
undermining all the hardwired security solutions 
and give the network open to the hackers [2].  

 

Since the networks which are using 802.11 
are vulnerable to numerous Denial of service 
(DoS) attacks, WLAN can be made fatal. 
Wireless communications which are uncertain 
upon physical objects are naturally vulnerable to 
signal degradation. Also, the hackers can 
overflow WAPs with association requests and 
injects the malicious DoS attacks there by 
forcing them to reboot. Moreover, by sending a 
repeated disassociate/deauthenticate requests 
with the help of the above mentioned rouge 
WAP, the hackers can refuse service to a 
wireless client.  

 

Still there are various threats to WLAN and 
the identification of further vulnerabilities is 
performed at a high speed. The general truths are 
the reality of the threats, their ability to create 
broad destruction and their rising familiarity with 
increase in fame of the 802.11 technology. With 
the absence of the detection mechanism, the 
identification of the threats to a WLAN can be 
complicated. When the consciousness of the 
threats is absent then a network is inadequately 
secure with respect to the threats facing it. When 
the threats to the networks are recognized, then it 
is possible to equip the WLAN suitably with the 
necessary security measures.        

 

1.1 RoQ Attack 

 

By the high rate or high volume, the typical 
DDoS flooding attacks are characterized. An 
alternative of DDoS attacks has been identified 
recently which is too complex to detect which 
are called as shrew attacks or Reduction-of-
Quality (RoQ) attacks. Instead of refusing the 
clients from the services completely, these RoQ 
attacks throttle the TCP throughput heavily and 
reduce the QoS to end systems gradually [3].  

 

The transients of systems adaptive behavior 
is targeted by the RoQ attacks instead of limiting 
its steady-state capacity. The RoQ attacks can 
use source and destination IP address spoofing, 
and they do not have distinct periodicity, and 
may not filter the attack packets precisely. In 
order to escape from being caught by the 
traceback techniques, RoQ attacks often launch 
attacks through multiple zombies and spoof 
header packet information. But, it is important to 
control the frequency domain characteristics of 
attacking flows. In order to throttle the TCP 
flows efficiently, the attacking period has to be 
close to the Retransmission Time Out (RTO). 
Using traffic spectrum, the energy distribution 
pattern will give up such malicious flow 
detection mechanisms even if the source IP 
addresses are carried in packet header are 
falsified [3].  

 

In this paper, we propose to design a MAC 
layer based defense architecture for Reduction-
of-Quality (RoQ) attacks in Wireless LAN. It 
includes the detection and isolation of attackers. 
Detection makes use of three status values that 
can be obtained from the MAC layer: Frequency 
of receiving RTS/CTS packets, frequency of 
sensing a busy channel and the number of 
RTS/DATA retransmissions. Once the attackers 
are detected, the corresponding flows are 
blocked or rejected. 

 

2. Related Work 

 

Yu Chen et al [3] have explored the energy 
distributions of Internet traffic flows in 
frequency domain. Normal TCP traffic flow 
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present periodicity because of protocol behavior. 
Their results revealed that normal TCP flows can 
be segregated from malicious flows according to 
energy distribution properties. They have 
discovered the spectral shifting of attack flows 
from that of normal flows. Combining flow-level 
spectral analysis with sequential hypothesis 
testing, they have proposed a novel defense 
scheme against RoQ attacks. Their detection and 
filtering scheme can effectively rescue 99% 
legitimate TCP flows under the RoQ attacks. 

 

Zhongua Zhang et al [4] focused on the 
examination of the anomaly-based intrusion 
detector’s operational capabilities and drawbacks 
through their operating environments. Anomaly 
detection is classified in a statistical framework 
based on the similarity with the induction 
problem for describing their general expected 
behaviors. For the apparent subjects from hosts 
and networks, several key problems and 
respective potential solutions about the normality 
characterization for the observable subjects are 
addressed. Based on some existing achievements 
anomaly detector’s evaluations are also 
examined.    

 

Piyush Kumar Shukla et al [5] have analyzed 
the congestion based DDoS attacking in mobile 
ad hoc networks. They have proposed a grammar 
based approach to modeling and analyzing multi-
step network attack sequences. Moreover, they 
have proposed a low rate DoS attack detection 
algorithm, which relies on the core characteristic 
of the low rate DoS attack in introducing high 
rate traffic for short periods, and then uses a 
proactive test based differentiation technique to 
filter the attack packets. They have evaluated the 
feasibility of the proposed low rate DoS attack 
algorithm on real Internet traces.  

 

Martin Rehak et al [6] have proposed a 
research to detect malicious traffic in high-speed 
networks by correlated anomaly detection 
methods. Based on FPGA elements transparent 
inline probes are used to obtain the real time 
traffic statistics in NetFlow format and gives a 
traffic statistics to the agent-based detection 
layer. The agent uses a particular anomaly 
detection method in this layer to detect the 
anomalies and describes the flows in its extended 
trust model. The agent shares the anomaly 
estimation of the individual network flows which 

are uses as an input for the agents trusts models. 
In order to estimate their maliciousness the 
trustfulness values of individual flows from all 
agents are combined. 

 

John Haggerty et al [7] have proposed that a 
major threat to the information economy is 
denial-of-service attacks. These attacks are 
common even though the widespread usage of 
the perimeter model countermeasures. Therefore 
to provide early detection of flooding denial-of-
service attacks, a new approach is assumed 
which uses statistical signatures at the router. 
There are three advantages for this approach. 
They are: Computational load on the defense 
mechanism is reduced by analyzing fewer 
packets, if the system is under protection then 
the state information is not required and alerts 
may span many attack packets. Thus to prevent 
malicious packets from reaching their proposed 
target in the first the defense mechanism may be 
placed within the routing infrastructure.  

 

Mina Guirguis et al [8] have analytically 
captured the effect of RoQ attacks that would 
deprive an Internet element from reaching steady 
state by knocking it off whenever it is about to 
stabilize. They have formalized the notion of 
attack “potency”, which exposes the tradeoff 
between the “damage” inflicted by an attacker 
and the “cost” of the attack. Moreover, their 
notion takes aggressiveness into account which 
enabled them to identify different families of 
DoS attacks based on their aggressiveness.  

 

Mina Guirguis et al [9] have exemplified the 
security implications by exposing the 
vulnerabilities of admission control mechanisms 
that are widely deployed in Internet end systems 
to Reduction of Quality (RoQ) attacks. They 
have shown that a well orchestrated RoQ attack 
on an end-system admission control policy could 
introduce significant inefficiencies that could 
potentially deprive an Internet end-system from 
much of its capacity, or significantly reduce its 
service quality, while evading detection by 
consuming an unsuspicious, small fraction of 
that system’s hijacked capacity. They have 
developed a control theoretic model for assessing 
the impact of RoQ attacks on an end-system’s 
admission controller. They quantified the 
damage inflicted by an attacker through deriving 
appropriate metrics. 
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Eduardo Mosqueira-Rey et al [10] have 
described the design of misuse detection agent 
which is one of the different agents in a 
multiagent-based intrusion detection system. 
Using a packet sniffer the agent examines the 
packets in the network connections and creates a 
data model based on the information obtained. 
This data model is the input to the rule based 
agent inference engine which uses the Rete 
algorithm for pattern matching. So the rules of 
the signature-based intrusion detection system 
become small.  

 

Magnus Almgren et al [11] have investigated 
the procedure to use the alerts from may audit 
sources to improve the accuracy of the intrusion 
detection system (IDS). A theoretical model is 
designed automatically for the reason about the 
alerts from the different sensors through 
concentrating on the web server attacks. It also 
provides a better understanding of possible 
attacks against their systems for the security 
operators. This model enables reasoning about 
the absence of the expected alerts by taking the 
sensor status and its capability into account. This 
model is built using Bayesian networks which 
needs some initial parameter values that can be 
provided from the IDS operator. 

 

Naeimeh Laleh et al [12] have proposed that 
fraud is growing remarkably with the growth of 
modern technology and the universal 
superhighways of communication which results 
in the loss of billions of dollars throughout the 
world each year. This technique tends to propose 
a new taxonomy and complete review for the 
different types of fraud and data mining 
techniques of fraud detection. The uniqueness of 
this technique is gathering all types of frauds 
which can be detected by data mining techniques 
and analyzes some real time approaches which 
have the ability to detect the frauds in real time. 

 

Yu Chen et al [13] have proposed a new 
signal-processing approach to identify and detect 
the attacks by examining the frequency domain 
characteristics of incoming traffic flows to a 
server. Their proposed technique is effective in 
that its detection time is less than a few seconds. 
Furthermore, their technique entails simple 

implementation, making it deployable in real-life 
network environments. 

 

3. Proposed Defense Technique 

 

In this paper, we propose a defense scheme 
that includes the detection and response stages. 

 

Detection makes use of three status values 
that can be obtained from the MAC layer: 
frequency of receiving RTS/CTS packets, 
frequency of sensing a busy channel, and the 
number of RTS/DATA retransmissions. When 
the number of RTS/CTS packets received 
exceeds a certain threshold RCth, it indicates that 
too many nodes are within the transmission 
range to compete for the channel. When the 
channel is sensed to be in a busy state, a node 
will persist in the backoff stage and stop the CW 
count. When the stopping time is longer than a 
threshold SEth, it indicates that too many nodes 
are within the interference range. Thus if the 
number of retransmissions exceeds a threshold 
REth, it will be regarded as an indicator for 
channel congestion. Since these status values are 
already available in the protocol stack 
implementation, the overhead required for 
implementing this detection scheme is very low.  

 

During the response phase, the nodes will 
check the following conditions to mark each 
packet with a Congestion Bit (CB) 

 

1. If number of 
RTS/CTS packets > RCth,  

2. If Stime > SEth,  

3. If number of 
RTS/DATA retransmissions > 
REth, 

 

Now, the congestion bit is set as follows: 

CB = 000: If none of the Conditions are true. 

CB = 100: If Condition 1 is true. 

CB = 010: If Condition 2 is true. 

CB = 001: If Condition 3 is true. 

CB = 110: If Conditions 1&2 are true. 
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CB = 101: If Conditions1&3 are true. 

CB = 011: If Conditions 2&3 are true. 

CB = 111: If all the Conditions are true. 

 

We propose that RTS and CTS values 
between two communicating nodes can be 
observed by a passive server and it calculates the 
CB. This helps to detect and isolate the attackers.  

 

 
 

Fig. 1 RTS/CTS monitoring by Server 

 

 

The Server executes the following algorithm, 
to detect the attackers. 

 

Algorithm 

 

1. Let initial time interval = t1  

2. Server checks RTS/CTS packets and 
calculates CB. 

3. If CB ≠ 000, then  

 3.1 If CB = 100 or 010 or 001, then  

  3.1.1 Mark the source status as 
normal and transmit CB to the source.  

  3.2 Else if CB = 110 or 101 or 011, 
then 

  3.2.1 Mark the source status as 
suspected and transmit CB to the source. 

  3.3 Else if CB = 111, then 

  3.3.1 Mark the source status as 
attacker and transmit CB to the source. 

  3.4 End if 

4. End if 

5. t1 = t1 + 1 

6. Repeat the steps from 2  

7. If t1 = 3 and source status = attacker, then 

 6.1 Remove the node from the list. 

 6.2 Block all the traffic from the 
attacker 

 8. Else If t1 = 4 and source status = 
suspected, then 

 8.1 Remove the node from the list. 

 8.2 Block all the traffic from the 
attacker 

 9. End if 

 

At the initial time interval t1, the server 
checks the RTS/CTS packets and calculates the 
Congestion Bit (CB) according to the conditions 
mentioned above. If the value of CB is either 100 
or 010 or 001, then the status of the source is 
marked as normal and the CB is transmitted to 
the source. If the value of CB is either 110 or 
101 or 011, then the status of the source is 
marked as suspected and the CB is transmitted to 
the source. If the value of CB is 111 the status of 
the source is marked as attacker and transmits 
the CB to the source. Suppose, if the status of the 
source is still attacker till the time interval t3, 
then the corresponding node is removed from the 
list and all the traffics from the attackers are 
blocked. Similarly, suppose if the status of the 
source is still suspected till the time interval t4, 
then the corresponding node is removed from the 
list and all the traffics from the attackers are 
blocked. 

  

4. Simulation Results 

 

4.1 Simulation Model and Parameters 

 

This section deals with the experimental 
performance evaluation of our algorithm through 
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simulations. In order to test our protocol, the 
NS2 [14] simulator is used. We compare our 
proposed MAC Layer Based Defense 
Architecture for Reduction-of-Quality (RoQ) 
with Shrew [13] filter. 

 

4.2 Performance Metrics 

 

In our experiments, we measure the 
following metrics 

 

• Received Bandwidth 

• Packet Loss 

 

The simulation results are described in the 
next section. 

 

4.3 Results 

 

A. Effect of Varying Attackers 

 

In our first experiment, we vary the number 
of attackers as 2, 4, 6 and 8 in order to calculate 
the received bandwidth and packet loss 
legitimate users. 
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                         Fig: 3 Attackers Vs Loss 

 

 

Fig: 2 gives the received bandwidth for 
normal legitimate users when varying the 
number of attackers. It shows that the bandwidth 
received for normal users is more in the case of 
MLDA when compared with SHREW. 

 

Fig: 3 illustrates that the packet loss due to 
attack is more in SHREW when compared with 
MLDA, when varying the number of attackers. 

. 

B. Effect of Varying Attack Period 

 

In our final experiment, we vary the number 
of attack period as 0, 5…20 in order to calculate 
the received bandwidth and packet loss of the 
legitimate users.  
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                Fig: 4 Attack Period Vs Bandwidth 
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Fig: 4 gives the received bandwidth for 
normal legitimate users when varying the 
number of attack period. It shows that the 
bandwidth received is more in the case of 
MLDA when compared with SHREW. 

 

Fig: 5 illustrates that the packet loss due to 
attackers is more in SHREW when compared 
with MLDA. 

 

5. Conclusion 

   

In this paper, to defend against the 
Reduction-of-Quality (RoQ) attacks, we have 
proposed a MAC layer based defense 
architecture in Wireless LAN. It includes the 
detection and response stages. Detection makes 
use of three status values that can be obtained 
from the MAC layer: frequency of receiving 
RTS/CTS packets, frequency of sensing a busy 
channel, and the number of RTS/DATA 
retransmissions. In our proposed architecture, 
RTS and CTS values between two 
communicating nodes can be observed by a 
passive server to detect and isolate the attackers. 
It calculates a cumulative congestion bit (CB), 
depending on these three status values. By 
executing our algorithm the server detects the 
attackers. Once the attackers are detected, the 
corresponding attack flows are blocked or 
rejected. By our simulation results, we have 
shown that our proposed technique reduces the 

attack throughput there by increasing the 
received bandwidth and reducing the packet loss 
of legitimate users. 
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Abstract— The ability to monitor the progress of students’ 

academic performance is a critical issue to the academic 

community of higher learning. A system for analyzing students’ 

results based on cluster analysis and uses standard statistical 

algorithms to arrange their scores data according to the level of 

their performance is described. In this paper, we also 

implemented k-mean clustering algorithm for analyzing students’ 

result data. The model was combined with the deterministic 

model to analyze the students’ results of a private Institution in 

%igeria which is a good benchmark to monitor the progression of 

academic performance of students in higher Institution for the 

purpose of making an effective decision by the academic 

planners. 

 

Keywords- k – mean, clustering, academic performance, algorithm.  

 

I.  INTRODUCTION  

Graded Point Average (GPA) is a commonly used indicator 

of academic performance. Many Universities set a minimum 

GPA that should be maintained in order to continue in the 

degree program. In some University, the minimum GPA 

requirement set for the students is 1.5. Nonetheless, for any 

graduate program, a GPA of 3.0 and above is considered an 

indicator of good academic performance. Therefore, GPA still 

remains the most common factor used by the academic 

planners to evaluate progression in an academic environment 

[1].  Many factors could act as barriers to students attaining 

and maintaining a high GPA that reflects their overall 

academic performance during their tenure in University. These 

factors could be targeted by the faculty members in 

developing strategies to improve student learning and improve 

their academic performance by way of monitoring the 

progression of their performance. 

Therefore, performance evaluation is one of the bases to 

monitor the progression of student performance in higher 

Institution of learning. Base on this critical issue, grouping of 

students into different categories according to their 

performance has become a complicated task. With traditional 

grouping of students based on their average scores, it is 

difficult to obtain a comprehensive view of the state of the 

students’ performance and simultaneously discover important 

details from their time to time performance. 

With the help of data mining methods, such as clustering 

algorithm, it is possible to discover the key characteristics 

from the students’ performance and possibly use those 

characteristics for future prediction. There have been some 

promising results from applying k-means clustering algorithm 

with the Euclidean distance measure, where the distance is 

computed by finding the square of the distance between each 

scores, summing the squares and finding the square root of the 

sum [6].  

 

This paper presents k-means clustering algorithm as a simple 

and efficient tool to monitor the progression of students’ 

performance in higher institution. 

Cluster analysis could be divided into hierarchical clustering 

and non-hierarchical clustering techniques. Examples of 

hierarchical techniques are single linkage, complete linkage, 

average linkage, median, and Ward. Non-hierarchical 

techniques include k-means, adaptive k-means, k-medoids, 

and  fuzzy clustering. To determine which algorithm is good is 

a function of the type of data available and the particular 

purpose of analysis. In more objective way, the stability of 

clusters can be investigated in simulation studies [4]. The 

problem of selecting the “best” algorithm/parameter setting is 

a difficult one. A good clustering algorithm ideally should 

produce groups with distinct non-overlapping boundaries, 

although a perfect separation can not typically be achieved in 

practice. Figure of merit measures (indices) such as the 

silhouette width [4] or the homogeneity index [5] can be used 

to evaluate the quality of separation obtained using a 

clustering algorithm. The concept of stability of a clustering 

algorithm was considered in [3]. The idea behind this 

validation approach is that an algorithm should be rewarded 

for consistency. In this paper, we implemented traditional k-

means clustering algorithm [6] and Euclidean distance 

measure of similarity was chosen to be used in the analysis of 

the students’ scores. 

II. METHODOLOGY 

A. Development of k-mean clustering algorithm 

Given a dataset of n data points x1, x2, …, xn  such that each 

data point is in R
d
 , the problem of finding the minimum 
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variance clustering of the dataset into k clusters is that of 

finding k points {mj} (j=1, 2, …, k) in R
d
 such that 

 

 
 

 

is minimized, where d(xi, mj) denotes the Euclidean distance 

between xi and mj. The points {mj} (j=1, 2, …,k) are known as 

cluster centroids. The problem in Eq.(1) is to find k cluster 

centroids, such that the average squared Euclidean distance 

(mean squared error, MSE) between a data point and its 

nearest cluster centroid is minimized. 

 

The k-means algorithm provides an easy method to implement 

approximate solution to Eq.(1). The reasons for the popularity 

of k-means are ease and simplicity of implementation, 

scalability, speed of convergence and adaptability to sparse 

data.  

 

The k-means algorithm can be thought of as a gradient descent 

procedure, which begins at starting cluster centroids, and 

iteratively updates these centroids to decrease the objective 

function in Eq.(1). The k-means always converge to a local 

minimum. The particular local minimum found depends on the 

starting cluster centroids. The problem of finding the global 

minimum is NP-complete. The k-means algorithm updates 

cluster centroids till local minimum is found. Fig.1 shows the 

generalized pseudocodes of k-means algorithm; and traditional 

k-means algorithm is presented in fig. 2 respectively. 

 

Before the k-means algorithm converges, distance and centroid 

calculations are done while loops are executed a number of 

times, say l, where the positive integer l is known as the 

number of k-means iterations. The precise value of l varies 

depending on the initial starting cluster centroids even on the 

same dataset. So the computational time complexity of the 

algorithm is O(nkl), where n is the total number of objects in 

the dataset, k is the required number of clusters we identified 

and l is the number of iterations, k≤n, l≤n [6]. 

 
Step 1: Accept the number of clusters to group data into and the 

dataset to cluster as input values 

 

Step 2:      Initialize the first K clusters 

- Take first k instances or 

- Take Random sampling of k elements 

 

Step 3: Calculate the arithmetic means of each cluster formed in 

the dataset. 

 

Step 4:  K-means assigns each record in the dataset to only one of 

the initial clusters 

- Each record is assigned to the nearest cluster using a 

measure of distance (e.g Euclidean distance). 

Step 5: K-means re-assigns each record in the dataset to the most 

similar cluster and re-calculates the arithmetic mean of all 

the clusters in the dataset. 

 

 

1  MSE = largenumber; 

2  Select initial cluster centroids {mj}j  

K = 1; 

3  Do 

4       OldMSE = MSE; 

5       MSE1 = 0; 

6        For j = 1 to k 

7            mj = 0; nj = 0; 

8        endfor 

9        For i = 1 to n 

10           For j = 1 to k 

11           Compute squared Euclidean 

         distance d
2
(xi, mj); 

12           endfor 

13        Find the closest centroid mj to xi; 

14           mj = mj + xi; nj = nj+1; 

15           MSE1=MSE1+ d
2
(xi, mj); 

16        endfor 

17        For j = 1 to k 

18            nj = max(nj, 1); mj = mj/nj; 

19        endfor 

20             MSE=MSE1; 

              while (MSE<OldMSE) 

 

 

 

Fig.2:  Traditional k-means algorithm [6] 
 

III. RESULTS 

We applied the model on the data set (academic result of 

one semester) of a university in Nigeria. The result generated 

is shown in tables 2, 3, and 4, respectively. In table 2, for k = 

3; in cluster 1, the cluster size is 25 and the overall 

performance is 62.22.  Also, the cluster sizes and the overall 

performances for cluster numbers 2 and 3 are 15, 29 and 

45.73, and 53.03, respectfully. Similar analyses also hold for 

tables 3 and 4. The graphs are generated in figures 3, 4 and 5, 

respectively, where the overall performance is plotted against 

the cluster size. 

 

Table 5 shows the dimension of the data set (Student’s scores) 

in the form N by M matrices, where N is the rows (# of 

students) and M is the column (# of courses) offered by each 

student. 

 

The overall performance is evaluated by applying 

deterministic model in Eq. 2 [7] where the group assessment 

in each of the cluster size is evaluated by summing the average 

of the individual scores in each cluster.  

 
Where  

 N = the total number of students in a cluster and 

 n = the dimension of the data  

 

Fig 1: Generalised Pseudocode of Traditional k-means 
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Table 1:  Performance index 

 

70 and above  Excellent 

60-69   Very Good 

50-59   Good 

45-49   Very Fair 

40-45   Fair 

Below 45  Poor 

 

 

In Figure 3, the overall performance for cluster size 25 is 

62.22% while the overall performance for cluster size 15 is 

45.73% and cluster size 29 has the overall performance of 

53.03%.  This analysis showed that, 25 out of 79 students had 

a “Very Good” performance (62.22%), while 15 out of 79 

students had performance in the region of very “Fair” 

performance (45.73%) and the remaining 29 students had a 

“Good” performance (53.03%) as depicted in the performance 

index in table 1. 

 

Figure 4 shows the trends in performance analysis as follows; 

overall performance for cluster size 24 is 50.08% while the 

overall performance for cluster size 16 is 65.00%. Cluster size 

30 has the overall performance of 58.89%, while cluster size 

09 is 43.65%. The trends in this analysis indicated that, 24 

students fall in the region of “Good” performance index in 

table 1 above (50.08%), while 16 students has performance in 

the region of “Very Good” performance (65.00%). 30 students 

has a “Good” performance (58.89%) and  9 students had 

performance of “Fair” result (43.65%). 

 

In figure 5, the overall performance for cluster size 19 is 

49.85%, while the overall performance for cluster size 17 is 

60.97%. Cluster size 9 has the overall performance of 43.65%, 

while the cluster size 14 has overall performance of 64.93% 

and cluster size 20 has overall performance of 55.79%.  This 

performance analysis indicated that, 19 students crossed over 

to “Good” performance region (49.85%), while 17 students 

had “Very Good” performance results (60.97%). 9 students 

fall in the region of “Fair” performance index (43.65%), 14 

students were in the region of “Very Good” performance 

(64.93%) and the remaining 20 students had “Good” 

performance (55.79%). 

 

 

Table 2:  K = 3 

Cluster # Cluster size Overall 

Performance 

1 25 62.22 

2 15 45.73 

3 29 53.03 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Table 3:  K = 4 

Cluster # Cluster size Overall 

Performance 

1 24 50.08 

2 16 65.00 

3 30 58.89 

4 9 43.65 

 

 

Table 4:  K = 5 

Cluster # Cluster size Overall 

Performance 

1 19 49.85 

2 17 60.97 

3 9 43.65 

4 14 64.93 

5 20 55.79 

 

 

Table 5: Statistics of the Data used 

Student’s 

Scores 

%umber of 

Students 

Dimension(Total 

number of courses) 

Data 79 9 

 

 

 
 

Fig. 3: Overall Performance versus cluster size (# of students)  

k = 3 

 

 

 
Fig. 4: Overall Performance versus cluster size (# of students) 

k = 4 
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Fig. 5: Overall Performance versus cluster size (# of students)  

k = 5 

 

IV. DISCUSSION AND CONCLUSION 

In this paper, we provided a simple and qualitative 

methodology to compare the predictive power of clustering 

algorithm and the Euclidean distance as a measure of 

similarity distance. We demonstrated our technique using k-

means clustering algorithm [6] and combined with the 

deterministic model in [7] on a data set of private school 

results with nine courses offered for that semester for each 

student for total number of 79 students, and produces the 

numerical interpretation of the results for the performance 

evaluation.  This model improved on some of the limitations 

of the existing methods, such as model developed by [7] and 

[8]. These models applied fuzzy model to predict students’ 

academic performance on two dataset only (English Language 

and Mathematics) of Secondary Schools results. Also the 

research work by [9] only provides Data Mining framework 

for Students’ academic performance. The research by [10] 

used rough Set theory as a classification approach to analyze 

student data where the Rosetta toolkit was used to evaluate the 

student data to describe different dependencies between the 

attributes and the student status where the discovered patterns 

are explained in plain English. 

 

Therefore, this clustering algorithm serves as a good 

benchmark to monitor the progression of students’ 

performance in higher institution. It also enhances the decision 

making by academic planners to monitor the candidates’ 

performance semester by semester by improving on the future 

academic results in the subsequence academic session.  
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Abstract— Human users have a tough time remembering long 

cryptographic keys. Hence, researchers, for so long, have been 

examining ways to utilize biometric features of the user instead of 

a memorable password or passphrase, in an effort to generate 

strong and repeatable cryptographic keys. Our objective is to 

incorporate the volatility of the user's biometric features into the 

generated key, so as to make the key unguessable to an attacker 

lacking significant knowledge of the user's biometrics. We go one 

step further trying to incorporate multiple biometric modalities 

into cryptographic key generation so as to provide better 

security. In this article, we propose an efficient approach based 

on multimodal biometrics (Iris and fingerprint) for generation of 

secure cryptographic key. The proposed approach is composed of 

three modules namely, 1) Feature extraction, 2) Multimodal 

biometric template generation and 3) Cryptographic key 

generation. Initially, the features, minutiae points and texture 

properties are extracted from the fingerprint and iris images 

respectively. Subsequently, the extracted features are fused 

together at the feature level to construct the multi-biometric 

template. Finally, a 256-bit secure cryptographic key is generated 

from the multi-biometric template. For experimentation, we have 

employed the fingerprint images obtained from publicly available 

sources and the iris images from CASIA Iris Database. The 

experimental results demonstrate the effectiveness of the 

proposed approach. 

Keywords-Biometrics; Multimodal, Fingerprint, Minutiae 

points; Iris; Rubber Sheet Model; Fusion; Segmentation; 

Cryptographic key; Chinese Academy of Sciences Institute of 

Automation (CASIA) iris database. 

I. INTRODUCTION  

The need for reliable user authentication techniques has 
increased in the wake of heightened concerns about security 
and rapid advancements in networking, communication and 
mobility [1]. Most authentication systems of today control 
access to computer systems or secured locations using 
passwords, but it has not been very resilient to attacks (can be 
broken or stolen). Therefore, biometrics has now become a 
practicable alternative to traditional identification methods in 
many application areas [23]. Biometrics, described as the 
science of recognizing an individual based on her 
physiological or behavioral traits, is beginning to gain 
acceptance as a legitimate method for determining an 
individual’s identity [1]. Biometric technologies have showed 
significance in a range of security, access control and 

monitoring applications. The technologies are still new and 
rapidly evolving [2]. Biometric systems offer several 
advantages over traditional authentication methods, namely, 1) 
biometric information cannot be acquired by direct covert 
observation, 2) It is impossible to share and difficult to 
reproduce, 3) It enhances user convenience by alleviating the 
need to memorize long and random passwords, 4) It protects 
against repudiation by the user. In addition, biometrics 
provides the same level of security to all users unlike 
passwords and is highly resistant to brute force attacks [3]. 
Many biometric characteristics are being used today, including 
fingerprint, DNA, iris pattern, retina, ear, face, thermogram, 
gait, hand geometry, palm-vein pattern, keystroke dynamics, 
smell, signature, and voice [16, 17].  

Biometric systems that use a single trait for recognition 
(i.e., unimodal biometric systems) are often affected by 
several practical problems like noisy sensor data, non-
universality and/or lack of distinctiveness of the biometric 
trait, unacceptable error rates, and spoof attacks [4]. A 
probable improvement, multimodal biometric systems 
overcome some of these problems by consolidating the 
evidence obtained from different sources [5] [6]. Multimodal 
biometric system utilizes two or more individual modalities, 
e.g., face, gait, Iris and fingerprint, to improve the recognition 
accuracy of conventional unimodal methods. Using multiple 
biometric modalities has been shown to decrease error rates, 
by providing additional useful information to the classifier. 
Different features can be used by a single system or separate 
systems that can operate independently and their decisions 
may be combined [7]. The multimodal-based authentication 
can help the system in increasing the security and efficiency in 
contrast to unimodal biometric authentication, and it would be 
very difficult for an adversary to spoof the system because of 
two distinct biometrics traits [15]. 

Recently, multimodal biometrics fusion techniques have 
attracted much attention as the supplementary information 
between different modalities could improve the recognition 
performance. Many works have concentrated on this area [8-
10]. In general, they can be classified into three categories: 
fusion at the feature level, fusion at the match level and fusion 
at the decision level [6] [11]. Fusion at the feature level 
involves the integration of feature sets corresponding to 
multiple modalities. Since the feature set contains richer 
information about the raw biometric data than the match score 
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or the final decision, integration at this level is expected to 
provide better recognition results. However, fusion at this 
level is difficult to achieve in practice because of the following 
reasons: (i) the feature sets of multiple modalities may be 
incompatible (e.g., minutiae set of fingerprints and eigen-
coefficients of face); (ii) the relationship between the feature 
spaces of different biometric systems may not be known; and 
(iii) concatenating two feature vectors may result in a feature 
vector with very large dimensionality leading to the `curse of 
dimensionality' problem [12]. 

One recent development, biometric cryptosystems [13] 
combine cryptography and biometrics to benefit from the 
strengths of both fields. In such systems, while cryptography 
provides high and adjustable security levels, biometrics brings 
in non-repudiation and eliminates the need to remember 
passwords or to carry tokens etc [14]. Of late, the enhanced 
performance of cryptographic key generated from biometrics 
in terms of security has obtained massive reputation amongst 
the researchers and experimenters [18] and in the recent past, 
researchers have attempted towards merging biometrics with 
cryptography in order to enhance overall security, by 
eliminating the necessity for key storage using passwords [19-
22]. Even though it is highly infeasible to break cryptographic 
keys generated from biometrics, the attackers are still in with a 
possibility of sneaking through cryptographic attacks. One 
effective solution with added security will be the incorporation 
of multimodal biometrics into cryptographic key generation; 
so as to achieve incredible security against cryptographic 
attacks.  

Here, we present a proficient approach for the secure 
cryptographic key generation based on multiple modalities 
namely, Iris and fingerprint. Initially, the fingerprint features 
(minutiae points) are extracted from the fingerprint image by 
means of segmentation, Orientation field estimation and 
morphological operators. Similarly, the texture features are 
extracted from the iris image using segmentation, estimation 
of iris boundary and Normalization. The two extracted 
features, minutiae points and iris texture are then fused at 
feature level to construct the multimodal biometric template. 
Fusion at the feature level is accomplished using the processes 
namely, shuffling, concatenation and merging. Finally, multi-
biometric template obtained is used to generate the secure 
256-bit cryptographic key that is capable of providing better 
user authentication and security.  

The rest of the paper is organized as follows. A concise 
review of the researches related to the proposed approach is 
given in Section II. The proposed approach for generation of 
multimodal-based cryptographic key is illustrated in Section 
III. The results obtained on experimentation of the proposed 
approach are provided in Section IV. Finally, the conclusions 
are summed up in Section V. 

II. REVIEW OF RELATED RESEARCHES 

A handful of researches are available in the literature for 
generating cryptographic keys from biometric modalities and 
multimodal biometrics based user authentication. Recently, 
developing approaches for cryptographic key generation from 
biometric features and authenticating users by combining 
multiple biometric modalities have received a great deal of 

attention among researchers. A brief review of some recent 
researches is presented here. 

A realistic and safe way to incorporate the iris biometric 
into cryptographic applications has been presented by Feng 
Hao et al. [31]. A recurring binary string, called as a biometric 
key, was created reliably from genuine iris codes. The key was 
created from a subject's iris image with the help of auxiliary 
error-correction data, which does not disclose the key and can 
be stored in a tamper-resistant token, like a smart card. The 
reproduction of the key revolves on two aspects: the iris 
biometric and the token. They assessed the method using iris 
samples from 70 different eyes, with 10 samples from each 
eye. They identified that an error-free key have been created 
reliably from genuine iris codes with a 99.5 percent 
achievement rate. They created up to 140 bits of biometric key 
which is sufficient for a 128-bit AES. A technique that 
generates deterministic bit-sequences from the output of an 
iterative one-way transform using entropy based feature 
extraction process coupled with Reed-Solomon error 
correcting codes has been presented by B. Chen and V. 
Chandran [21]. The technique was assessed using 3D face data 
and was proved to reliably generate keys of suitable length for 
128-bit Advanced Encryption Standard (AES). 

A biometric-key generation scheme based on a randomized 
biometric helper has been presented by Beng.A et al. [42]. The 
technique involves a randomized feature discretization process 
and a code redundancy construction. The former allowed one 
to control the intra-class variations of biometric data to the 
minimal level and the latter reduced the errors even more. The 
randomized biometric helper confirmed that a biometric-key 
was simple to be revoked when the key was compromised. 
The projected technique was assessed in the context of face 
data based on a subset of the Facial Recognition Technology 
(FERET) database. Sanaul Hoque et al. [43] have presented 
the direct generation of the biometric keys from live 
biometrics, under certain conditions, by partitioning feature 
space into subspaces and partitioning these into cells, where 
each cell subspace contributes to the overall key generated. 
They assessed the presented technique on real biometric data, 
instead of both genuine samples and attempted imitations. 
Experimental results have proved the reliability in possible 
practical scenarios for this technique. 

A lattice mapping based fuzzy commitment method for 
cryptographic key generation from biometric data has been 
presented by Gang Zheng et al. [44]. This technique generated 
high entropy keys and also concealed the original biometric 
data. This makes it impossible to recover the biometric data 
even when the stored information in the system was open to an 
attacker. Simulated results have proved that its authentication 
accuracy was on par to the k-nearest neighbor classification. 
Tianhao Zhang et al. [45] have presented a Geometry 
Preserving Projections (GPP) method for subspace selection. It 
is capable of discriminating different classes and conserving 
the intra-modal geometry of samples within an identical class. 
With GPP, they projected all raw biometric data from different 
identities and modalities onto a unified subspace, on which 
classification can be executed. Also, the training stage was 
performed after having a unified transformation matrix to 
project different modalities. Experimental results have proved 
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the effectiveness of the presented GPP for individual 
recognition tasks.  

A fusion architecture based on Bayesian belief networks 
has been presented by Donald E. Maurer and John P. Baker et 
al. [46]. The technique fully exploited the graphical structure 
of Bayes nets to define and explicitly model statistical 
dependencies between relevant variables: per sample 
measurements like, match scores and corresponding quality 
estimates and global decision variables. These statistical 
dependencies are in the form of conditional distributions 
which are modeled as Gaussian, gamma, log-normal or beta. 
Each model is determined by its mean and variance, thus 
considerably minimizing training data needs. Furthermore, 
they retrieved the information from lower quality 
measurements by conditioning decision variables on quality as 
well as match score instead of rejecting them out of hand. 
Another characteristic of the technique was a global quality 
measure intended to be used as a confidence estimate 
supporting decision making. Introductory studies using the 
architecture to fuse fingerprints and voice were accounted. 

An efficient multimodal face and fingerprint biometrics 
authentication system on space-limited tokens, e.g. smart 
cards, driver license, and RFID cards has been proposed by 
Muhammad Khurram Khana and Jiashu Zhanga [47]. 
Fingerprint templates were encrypted and encoded/embedded 
inside the face images in a way that the features does not get 
changed significantly during encoding and decoding. 
Experimental and simulation results proved that the presented 
technique was a proficient and a cheap alternative to the 
multimodal biometrics authentication on space-limited tokens 
without downgrading the overall decoding and matching 
performance of the biometrics system. A class-dependence 
feature analysis technique based on Correlation Filter Bank 
(CFB) technique for efficient multimodal biometrics fusion at 
the feature level is presented by Yan Yan and Yu-Jin Zhang 
[48]. In CFB, by optimizing the overall original correlation 
outputs the unconstrained correlation filter trained for a 
specific modality. So, the variation between modalities has 
been considered and the useful information in various 
modalities is totally utilized. Previous experimental outcome 
on the fusion of face and palmprint biometrics proved the 
advantage of the technique. 

An authentication method for a multimodal biometric 
system identification using two features i.e. face and palmprint 
has been presented by M.Nageshkumar et al. [24]. The 
technique was created for application where the training data 
includes a face and palmprint. Mixing the palmprint and face 
features has improved the robustness of the person 
authentication. The final assessment was done by fusion at 
matching score level architecture where features vectors were 
formed independently for query measures and are then 
evaluated to the enrolment template, which were saved during 
database preparation. Multimodal biometric system was 
expanded through fusion of face and palmprint recognition. 

 

III. PROPOSED APPROACH FOR CRYPTOGRAPHIC KEY 

GENERATION FROM MULTIMODAL BIOMETRICS 

Multimodal biometric authentication has been more 
reliable and capable than knowledge-based (e.g. Password) 
and token-based (e.g. Key) techniques and has recently 
emerged as an attractive research area [24]. Several 
researchers [45-48] have successfully made use of multiple 
biometric traits for achieving user authentication. Multimodal 
biometrics was aimed at meeting the stringent performance 
requirements set by security-conscious customers. Some good 
advantages of multimodal biometrics are 1) improved 
accuracy 2) secondary means of enrollment and verification or 
identification in case sufficient data is not extracted from a 
given biometric sample and 3) ability to detect attempts to 
spoof biometric systems through non-live data sources such as 
fake fingers. Two important parameters that determine the 
effectiveness of the multimodal biometrics are choice of the 
biometric traits to be combined and the application area.  The 
different biometric traits include fingerprint, face, iris, voice, 
hand geometry, palmprint and more. In the proposed 
approach, we integrate fingerprint and iris features for 
cryptographic key generation. The use of multimodal 
biometrics for key generation provides better security, as it is 
made difficult for an intruder to spool multiple biometric traits 
simultaneously. Moreover, the incorporation of biometrics into 
cryptography shuns the need to remember or carry long 
passwords or keys. The steps involved in the proposed 
multimodal-based approach for cryptographic key generation 
are,  

1) Feature extraction from fingerprint. 

2) Feature extraction from iris. 

3) Fusion of fingerprint and iris features. 

4) Generation of cryptographic key from fused features. 

A. Minutiae Points Extraction from Fingerprints 

This sub-section describes the process of extracting the 
minutiae points from the fingerprint image. We chose 
fingerprint biometrics chiefly because of its two significant 
characteristics: uniqueness and permanence (ability to remain 
unchanged over the lifetime). A fingerprint can be described 
as a pattern of ridges and valleys found on the surface of a 
fingertip. The ridges of the finger form the so-called minutiae 
points: ridge endings (terminals of ridge lines) and ridge 
bifurcations (fork-like structures) [26]. These minutiae points 
serve as an important means of fingerprint recognition. The 
steps involved in the proposed approach for minutiae 
extraction are as follows, 

1) Preprocessing: The fingerprint image is first 

preprocessed by using the following methods,  

•  Histogram Equalization  

•  Wiener Filtering 

Histogram Equalization: Histogram equalization (HE) is a 
very common technique for enhancing the contrast of an 
image. Here, the basic idea is to map the gray levels based on 
the probability distribution of the input gray levels. HE flattens 
and stretches the dynamic range of the image’s histogram 
resulting in overall contrast improvement of the image [32]. 
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HE transforms the intensity values of the image as given by 
the equation,  
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Where ks  is the intensity value in the processed image 

corresponding to intensity kr in the input image, 

and K3,2,1)( =jr rp . L  is the input fingerprint image 

intensity level [33]. 

Wiener filtering: Wiener filtering improves the legibility 
of the fingerprint without altering its ridge structures [34]. The 
filter is based on local statistics estimated from a local 

neighborhood η of size 33× of each pixel, and is given by 

the following equation: 
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where 
2

v is the noise variance, µ and 
2

σ are local mean 

and variance and I represents the gray level intensity in 

η∈21, nn  [35]. 

2)  Segmentation: The fingerprint image obtained after 

preprocessing is of high contrast and enhanced visibility. The 

next step is to segment the preprocessed fingerprint image. 

First, the fingerprint image is divided into non-overlapping 

blocks of size 16x16. Subsequently, the gradient of each block 

is calculated. The standard deviation of gradients in X and Y 

direction are then computed and summed. If the resultant 

value is greater than the threshold value the block is filled with 

ones, else the block is filled with zeros.  

3) Orientation Field Estimation: A fingerprint orientation 

field is defined as the local orientation of the ridge-valley 

structures [27]. To obtain reliable ridge orientations, the most 

common approach is to go through the gradients of gray 

intensity. In the gradient-based methods, gradient vectors 
T

yx gg ],[ are first calculated by taking the partial derivatives 

of each pixel intensity in Cartesian coordinates. Traditional 

gradient-based methods divide the input fingerprint image into 

equal-sized blocks of NN × pixels, and average over each 

block independently [25] [26]. The direction of orientation 

field in a block is given by,  
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Note that function )tan(⋅a gives an angle value ranges in 

( )ππ ,−  which corresponds to the squared gradients, while 

Bθ  is the desired orientation angle within [0,π ]. 

4) Image Enhancement: It would be desirable to enhance the 

fingerprint image further prior to minutiae extraction. The 

fingerprint image enhancement is achieved by using,  

• Gaussian Low-Pass Filter 

• Gabor Filter 

Gaussian Low-Pass Filter: The Gaussian low-pass filter is 
used as to blur an image. The Gaussian filter generates a 
`weighted average' of each pixel's neighborhood, with, the 
average weighted more towards the value of the central pixels. 
Because of this, gentler smoothing and edge preserving can be 
achieved. The Gaussian filter uses the following 2-D 
distribution as a point-spread function, and is achieved by the 
convolution [28].  
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Where, σ  is the standard deviation of the distribution. 

Gabor Filter: Mostly used contextual filter [29] for 
fingerprint image enhancement is Gabor filter proposed by 
Hong, Wan, and Jain [30]. Gabor filters have both frequency-
selective and orientation-selective properties and they also 
have optimal joint resolution in both spatial and frequency 
domains. The following equation shows the 2-Dimensional (2-
D) Gabor filter form [29], 
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where θ  is the orientation of the filter, 0f is the ridge 

frequency, ],[ θθ yx are the coordinates of ],[ yx after a 

clockwise rotation of the Cartesian axes by an angle of 

)90( θ−
o , and xσ and yσ  are the standard deviations of the 

Gaussian envelope along the x -and y -axes, respectively.  

5)  Minutiae extraction: The process of minutiae point 

extraction is carried out in the enhanced fingerprint image. 

The steps involved in the extraction process are, 

• Binarization 

• Morphological Operators 

Binarization: Binarization is the process of converting a 
grey level image into a binary image. It improves the contrast 
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between the ridges and valleys in a fingerprint image, and 
thereby facilitates the extraction of minutiae. The grey level 
value of each pixel in the enhanced image is examined in the 
binarization process. If the grey value is greater than the 
global threshold, then the pixel value is set to a binary value 
one; or else, it is set to zero. The output of binarization process 
is a binary image containing two levels of information, the 
foreground ridges and the background valleys. The minutiae 
extraction algorithms are good operating on binary images 
where there are only two levels of interest: the black pixels 
that denote ridges, and the white pixels that denote valleys. 

Morphological Operations: Following the binarization 
process, morphological operators are applied to the binarized 
fingerprint image. The objective of the morphological 
operations is to eliminate obstacles and noise from the image. 
Furthermore, the unnecessary spurs, bridges and line breaks 
are removed by these operators. The process of removal of 
redundant pixels till the ridges become one pixel wide is 
facilitated by ridge thinning. The Ridge thinning algorithm 
utilized for Minutiae points’ extraction in the proposed 
approach has been employed by the authors of [36]. The 
image is first divided into two dissimilar subfields that 
resemble a checkerboard pattern. In the first sub iteration, the 
pixel p from the initial subfield is erased only when all three 
conditions, G1, G2, and G3 are satisfied. While, in the second 
sub iteration, the pixel p from the foremost subfield is erased 
when all three conditions, G1, G2, and G3’ are satisfied. 

Condition G1: 

1)( =PX H  
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821 ,...,, xxx are the values of the eight neighbors of p , 

starting with the east neighbor and numbered in counter-
clockwise order.  

Condition G2: 
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Condition G3: 

0)( 1832 =∧∨∨ xxxx  

 

Condition G3’: 

0)( 576 =∧∨∨ xxxx  

The resultant fingerprint image produced by the 
morphological thinning algorithm composes of ridges each 
one pixel wide. This improves the visibility of the ridges and 
enables effective and effortless of minutiae points. 

B. Feature Extraction from Iris  

The process of extracting features from the iris image is 
discussed in this sub-section. Iris recognition has been 
recognized as an effective means for providing user 
authentication. One important characteristic of the iris is that, 
it is so unique that no two irises are alike, even among 
identical twins, in the entire human population [37]. The 
human iris, an annular part between the pupil (generally, 
appearing black in an image) and the white sclera has an 
extraordinary structure and offers a plenty of interlacing 
minute characteristics such as freckles, coronas, stripes and 
more. These visible characteristics, which are generally called 
the texture of the iris, are unique to each subject [38]. The 
steps involved in the feature extraction process of the iris 
image are given below. 

1) Segmentation: Iris segmentation is an essential module in 

iris recognition because it defines the effective image region 

used for subsequent processing such as feature extraction. 

Generally, the process of iris segmentation is composed of two 

steps 1) Estimation of iris boundary and 2) Noise removal.  

 
Estimation of iris boundary: For boundary estimation, the 

iris image is first fed to the canny algorithm which generates 
the edge map of the iris image. The detected edge map is then 
used to locate the exact boundary of pupil and iris using 
Hough transform.  

• Canny edge detection 
The Canny edge detection operator was developed by John 

F. Canny in 1986. It uses a multi-stage algorithm to detect a 
wide range of edges in images. Canny edge detection starts 
with linear filtering to compute the gradient of the image 
intensity distribution function and ends with thinning and 
thresholding to obtain a binary map of edges. One significant 
feature of the Canny operator is its optimality in handling 
noisy images as the method bridges the gap between strong 
and weak edges of the image by connecting the weak edges in 
the output only if they are connected to strong edges. 
Therefore, the edges will probably be the actual ones. Hence 
compared to other edge detection methods, the canny operator 
is less fooled by spurious noise [39].  

• Hough Transform 
The classical Hough transform was concerned with the 

identification of lines in the image, but later, the Hough 
transform has been extended to identify positions of arbitrary 
shapes, most commonly circles or ellipses. From the edge map 
obtained, votes are cast in Hough space for the parameters of 
circles passing through each edge point. These parameters are 
the centre coordinates x

 
and y, and the radius r, which are able 

to define any circle according to the equation, 

222 ryx =+  
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A maximum point in the Hough space will correspond to 
the radius and centre coordinates of the circle best defined by 
the edge points. 

Isolation of Eyelids and Eyelashes: In general, the eyelids 
and eyelashes occlude the upper and lower parts of the iris 
region. In addition, specular reflections can occur within the 
iris region corrupting the iris pattern. The removal of such 
noises is also essential for obtaining reliable iris information.  

• Eyelids are isolated by fitting a line to the upper and 
lower eyelid using the linear Hough transform. A second 
horizontal line is then drawn, which intersects with the first 
line at the iris edge that is closest to the pupil; the second 
horizontal line allows maximum isolation of eyelid region.  

• The eyelashes are quite dark compared with the 

surrounding eyelid region. Therefore, thresholding is used to 

isolate eyelashes.  

2) Iris Normalization: Once the iris image is efficiently 

localized, then the next step is to transform it into the 

rectangular sized fixed image. The transformation process is 

carried out using the Daugman’s Rubber Sheet Model. 
Daugman’s Rubber Sheet Model: Normalization process 

involves unwrapping the iris and converting it into its polar 
equivalent. It is done using Daugman’s Rubber sheet model 
[40] and is shown in figure. 

 
Figure 1. Daugman’s Rubber Sheet Model 

For every pixel in the iris, an equivalent position is found 
out on polar axes. The process comprises of two resolutions: 
Radial resolution, which is the number of data points in the 
radial direction and Angular resolution, which is the number 
of radial lines generated around iris region. Using the 
following equation, the iris region is transformed to a 2D array 
with horizontal dimensions of angular resolution and vertical 
dimension of radial resolution. 

),()],(),,([ θθθ rIryrxI →  

where, ),( yxI is the iris region, ),( yx and ),( θr are the 

Cartesian and normalized polar coordinates respectively. The 

range of θ is ]0[ π2  and r is 1]  0[ . ),( θrx and 

),( θry are defined as linear combinations set of pupil 

boundary points. The formulas given in the following 
equations perform the transformation, 

)()()1(),( θθθ ip xxrrx +−=  

)()()1(),( θθθ ip yyrry +−=                                                

)()()( 0 θθθ Cosrxx ppp +=                                                 

)()()( 0 θθθ Sinryy ppp +=                                              

)()()( 0 θθθ Cosrxx iii +=                                                

)()()( 0 θθθ Sinryy iii +=  

where ),( pp yx and ),( ii yx are the coordinates on the 

pupil and iris boundaries along the θ direction. 

),( 00 pp yx , ),( 00 ii yx are the coordinates of pupil and iris 

centers [39]. 

3) Extraction of iris texture: The normalized 2D form image 

is broken up into 1D signal, and these signals are used to 

convolve with 1D Gabor wavelets. The frequency response of 

a Log-Gabor filter is given as,  
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Where 0f  represents the centre frequency, and σ gives 

the bandwidth of the filter [41].  

The Log-Gabor filter outputs the biometric feature (texture 
properties) of the iris. 

C. Fusion of Fingerprint and Iris Features 

We have at hand two sets of features namely, 1) 
Fingerprint features and 2) Iris features. The next step is to 
fuse the two sets of features at the feature level to obtain a 
multimodal biometric template that can perform biometric 
authentication. 

 Feature Representation: Fingerprint - Each minutiae point 
extracted from a fingerprint image is represented as ( x , y ) 

coordinates. Here, we store those extracted minutiae points in 

two different vectors: Vector 1F  contains all the x co-ordinate 

values and Vector 2F  contains all the y co-ordinate values. 

1F = [ ]nxxxx      321 K  ; 1F = n 

2F = [ ]nyyy   y    321 K ; 2F = n 

Iris - The texture properties obtained from the log-gabor 

filter are complex numbers )( iba + . Similar to fingerprint 

representation, we also store the iris texture features in two 

different vectors: Vector  1I  contains the real part of the 

complex numbers and Vector 2I contains the imaginary part of 

the complex numbers.  
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1I = [ ]maaaa       321 K  ; mI =1  

2I = [ ]mbbbb       321 K  ; mI =2  

Thereby, the input to the fusion process (multimodal 

biometric generation) will be four vectors 1F , 2F , 1I and 2I . 

The fusion process results with the multimodal biometric 
template. The steps involved in fusion of biometric feature 
vectors are as follows.  

1) Shuffling of individual feature vectors: The first step in 

the fusion process is the shuffling of each of the individual 

feature vectors 1F , 2F , 1I and 2I .  The steps involved in the 

shuffling of vector 1F  are, 

i. A random vector R of size 1F  is generated. The 

random vector R is controlled by the seed value. 

ii. For shuffling the 
th

i  component of fingerprint 

feature vector 1F , 

a) The 
th

i  component of the random vector R  is 

multiplied with a large integer value.  

b) The product value obtained is modulo operated with 

the size of the fingerprint feature vector 1F .  

c) The resultant value is the index say ‘ j ’ to be 

interchanged with. The components in the 
th

i  and 
thj  indexes are interchanged.  

iii. Step (ii) is repeated for every component of 1F . The 

shuffled vector 1F  is represented as 1S . 

The above process is repeated for every other 

vectors 2F , 1I and 2I  with 1S  2S  and 3S  as random vectors 

respectively, where 2S  is shuffled 2F and 3S  is shuffled 1I . 

The shuffling process results with four 

vectors 1S , 2S , 3S and 4S . 

2) Concatenation of shuffled feature vectors: The next step 

is to concatenate the shuffled vectors 

process 1S , 2S , 3S and 4S . Here, we concatenate the shuffled 

fingerprints 1S and 2S with the shuffled iris features 3S and 4S  

respectively. The concatenation of the vectors 1S and 3S is 

carried out as follows: 

i. A vector 1M of size 31 SS +  is created and its first 

3S  values are filled with 3S . 

ii. For every component 1S ,  

a) The corresponding indexed component of 1M  say ‘ t ’ 

is chosen. 

b) Logical right shift operation is carried in 1M  from 

index‘t’.
    

 

c) The component of 1S  is inserted into the emptied 
th

t  

index of 1M . 

The aforesaid process is carried out between shuffled 

vectors 2S  and 4S to form vector 2M . Thereby, the 

concatenation process results with two vectors 1M and 2M . 

3) Merging of the concatenated feature vectors: The last 

step in generating the multimodal biometric template TB  is 

the merging of two vectors 1M  and 2M . The steps involved 

in the merging process are as follows.  

i. For every component of 1M  and 2M ,  

a. The components 11M  and 21M are converted into 

their binary form. 

b. Binary NOR operation is performed between the 

components 11M  and 21M .  

c. The resultant binary value is then converted back into 
decimal form. 

ii. These decimal values are stored in the vector TB , 

which serves multimodal biometric template. 

D. Generation of Cryptographic Key from Fused Features 

The final step of the proposed approach is the generation 
of the k-bit cryptographic key from multimodal biometric 

template TB . The template vector TB  can be represented as,  

]       [
321 hTTTTT bbbbB K=  

The set of distinct components in the template vector TB  

are identified and are stored in another vector BTU . 

]u   u u  [  d321 LuU BT = ; TBT BU ≤  

The vector BTU  is then resized to k  components suitable 

for generating the k-bit key. The resize procedure employed in 
the proposed approach, 
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Finally, the key BK  is generated from the vector B,  

kiBK iB ...3,2,1  ,2mod =<<  
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IV. EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS 

The experimental results of the proposed approach have 
been presented in this section. The proposed approach is 
implemented in Matlab (Matlab7.4). We have tested the 
proposed approach with different sets of fingerprint and iris 
images corresponding to individuals. The fingerprint images 
employed in the proposed approach have been collected from 
publicly available databases. The input fingerprint image, the 

extracted minutiae points and the intermediate results of the 
proposed approach are shown in figure 2. For iris feature 
extraction, we use iris images obtained from CASIA Iris 
Image Database collected by Institute of Automation, Chinese 
Academy of Science. The input iris image, the normalized iris 
image and the intermediate results of the proposed approach 
are portrayed in figure 3. Finally, the generated 256-bit 
cryptographic key obtained from the proposed approach is 
depicted in figure 4. 

 

 
Figure 2. (a) Input fingerprint image (b) Histogram Equalized Image (c) Wiener Filtered Image (d) Segmented Image (e) Enhanced image (f) Morphological 

Processed Image (g) Fingerprint image with Minutiae points 

 
Figure 3. (a) Input Iris image (b) Edge detected image (c) Located pupil and iris boundary (d) Detected top eyelid region (e) Detected top and bottom eyelid region 

(f) Segmented Iris image (g) Normalized iris image 

 

Figure 4. Generated 256 bit key 

V. CONCLUSION                            

In this paper, we have attempted to generate a secure 
cryptographic key by incorporating multiple biometrics 
modalities of human being, so as to provide better security. An 
efficient approach for generation of secure cryptographic key 
based on multimodal biometrics (Iris and fingerprint) has been 
presented in this paper. The proposed approach has composed 
of three modules namely, 1) Feature extraction, 2) Multimodal 
biometric template generation and 3) Cryptographic key 
generation. Firstly, the features, minutiae points and texture 
properties have been extracted from the fingerprint and iris 
images respectively. Then, the extracted features have been 
combined together at the feature level to obtain the multi-
biometric template. Lastly, a 256-bit secure cryptographic key 
has been generated from the multi-biometric template. For 
experimentation, we have employed the fingerprint images 
obtained from publicly available sources and the iris images 
from CASIA Iris Database. The experimental results have 
demonstrated the efficiency of the proposed approach to 
produce user-specific strong cryptographic keys. 
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Abstract— The cryptanalysis of various cipher 
problems can be formulated as NP-Hard combinatorial 
problem. Solving such problems requires time and/or memory 
requirement which increases with the size of the problem. 
Techniques for solving combinatorial problems fall into two 
broad groups – exact algorithms and Evolutionary 
Computation algorithms. An exact algorithms guarantees that 
the optimal solution to the problem will be found.  The exact 
algorithms like branch and bound, simplex method, brute force 
etc methodology is very inefficient for solving combinatorial 
problem because of their prohibitive complexity (time and 
memory requirement). The Evolutionary Computation 
algorithms are employed in an attempt to find an adequate 
solution to the problem. A Evolutionary Computation 
algorithm - Genetic algorithm, simulated annealing and tabu 
search were developed to provide a robust and efficient 
methodology for cryptanalysis. The   aim of these techniques 
to find   sufficient “good” solution efficiently with the 
characteristics of the problem, instead of the global optimum 
solution, and thus it also provides attractive alternative for the 
large scale applications. This paper focuses on the 
methodology of Evolutionary Computation algorithms .  

Keywords  :   Cryptanalysis, Evolutionary Computation 
Algorithm, Genetic Algorithm, Tabu Search, Simulated 
Annealing 

I.  INTRODUCTION   

Cryptology is the science of building and analyzing different 
encryption and decryption methods. Cryptology consists of 
two subfields; Cryptography & Cryptanalysis. Cryptography is 
the science of building new powerful and efficient encryption 
and decryption methods. It deals with the techniques for 
conveying information securely. The basic aim of 
cryptography is to allow the intended recipients of a message 
to receive the message properly while preventing 
eavesdroppers from understanding the message. Cryptanalysis  

 

is the science and study of method of breaking cryptographic 
techniques i.e. ciphers. In other words it can be described as 
the process of searching for flaws or oversights in the design 
of ciphers.  

II. METHODOLOGY 

A.   Genetic Algorithms 

a. The General Framework Genetic Algorithms   

A Genetic algorithm (GA) is a directed random 
search technique, invented by Holland[1], based on mechanics 
of natural selection and natural genetics. Genetic algorithm 
can find the global optimal solution in complex multi 
dimensional search space. Genetic algorithms are inspired by 
Darwin's theory of evolution. 

 Solution to a problem solved by genetic algorithms 
uses an evolutionary process. Roughly to say, Genetic 
algorithm begins with a set of solutions (represented by 
chromosomes) called population. Solutions from one 
population are taken and used to form a new population. This 
is motivated by a hope, that the new population will be better 
than the old one. Solutions which are then selected to form 
new solutions (offspring) are selected according to their fitness 
- the more suitable they are the more chances they have to 
reproduce. This is repeated until same condition (for example 
number of populations or improvement of the best solution) is 
satisfied. 

b. Outlines of the Basic Genetic Algorithm  

Outlines of basic genetic algorithm are described below. 

1. [Start] Creation of initial population 

2. [Fitness] Evaluate the fitness f(x) of each chromosome x 
in the population  
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3. [New population] Create a new population by repeating 
following steps until the new population is complete 

• [Selection] Select two parent chromosomes from a 
population according to their fitness (the better 
fitness, the bigger chance to be selected)  

•   [Crossover] With a crossover probability cross over 
the parents to form new offspring (children). If no 
crossover was performed, offspring is the exact copy 
of parents.  

•    [Mutation] With a mutation probability mutate new 
offspring at each locus (position in chromosome).  

•    [Accepting] Place new offspring in the new 
population  

4. [Replace] Use new generated population for a further run 
of the algorithm  

5. [Test] If the end condition is satisfied, stop, and return the 
best solution in current population  

6. [Loop] Go to step 2 

  

c. Creation of initial population 

There are two ways of forming this initial population. 
The first method consists of using randomly produced 
solutions created by a random number generator.  This method 
is preferred for problem about which no prior knowledge 
exists or for accessing the performance of an algorithm. The 
second method employs a prior knowledge about the given 
optimization problem. Using this knowledge, a set of 
requirements is obtained and solutions which satisfy those 
requirements are collected to form an initial population. 

d. Fitness Evaluation Function  

The fitness evaluation unit acts as an interface 
between GA and the optimization problem. Fitness function is 
first derived from the objective function and used in 
successive genetic operations. Fitness evaluation function 
might be complex or simple depending on the optimization 
problem at hand. 

e. Selection, Crossover and Mutation operators 

It can be seen from the genetic algorithm outlines that 
there are three operators, namely selection, crossover and 
mutation.  The performance is influenced mainly by two 
operators namely crossover & mutation.  

The Selection operator is an artificial mechanism 
based on natural selection (e.g. the weakest individuals die off, 
fittest proliferate). During the reproduction phase strings 
composing the population are simply copied according to their 
objective function values. The expected number of a given 
string in the new population will be proportional to its fitness. 
Since the fittest strings have a higher probability of appearing, 
future generations will hopefully become fitter and fitter. Once 
bad parent strings are eliminated, one automatically eliminates 
their offspring, the offspring of their offspring and so on. 

Crossover constitutes the information exchange 
phrase of a GA which produces diversity and innovation 
within the population. Strings are mated randomly to give 
birth to new offspring. Each element thus created will have 
characteristics derived from both of its parents. There are 
different ways of performing a crossover operator. Some 
common crossover operations are one-point crossover, two-
point crossover, cyclic crossover and uniform crossover. Two-
point crossovers are shown in Figure 1.  Two individuals are 
randomly selected as parents from the pool of individuals 
formed by selection procedure and cut at a randomly chosen 
point p1 and p2. the trails, which are the parts after the cutting 
point, are swapped and two new individuals (children) are 
produced.  

 

 

Figure 1.  Two individuals (parents) are mated to generate two 
new individuals (children). 

 

The mutation operator can be regarded as the 
mechanism that all individuals in the population are checked 
bit by bit and the bit values are randomly reserved according 
to a specified rate. Unlike crossover, this is a monadic 
operation. That is, a child string is produced from a single 
parent string. The mutation operator forces the algorithm to 
search new areas. Eventually, it helps the GA avoid premature 
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convergence and find global optimal solution.  The flow chart 
of a simple Genetic algorithm is given in Figure 2. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Figure 2 : Simple Genetic algorithm 

 

B. Tabu Search  

a. The general framework Tabu Search 

The basic concept of Tabu Search as described by 
Glover[2-3]  in  1989 for solving combinatorial optimization 
problem. It is kind of iterative search and is characterized by 
the use of a flexible memory. It is able to eliminate local 
minima and to search beyond the local minimum. Therefore it 
has the ability to find the global minimum multimodal search 
space.  

Tabu search starts from an initial solution, and at 
each step such a move to a neighboring solution is chosen to 
hopefully improve objective criterion value. This is close to a 
local improvement technique except for the fact that a move to 
a solution worse than the current solution may be accepted. 
Algorithm tries to take steps to assure that the method does not 
reenter a solution previously generated which serve as a way 
to avoid becoming trapped in local extreme. The variant of the 
algorithm we use accomplishes this by recency-based data 
structure called tabu list that contains the moves that are 
discouraged at the current iteration. A move remains a 
restricted one only for a limited number of iterations. 
Algorithm is not guaranteed to find optimum solution; 
however, experimental results show that even if not successful 
it does find good near-optimum solution. 

b. Outlines of the Basic Tabu Search Algorithm  

Outlines of basic TS are described below. 

 

1. Generate a random initial solution(S) and calculate its 
fitness(C). Record this as the best solution so far. 

2.  Create a list of possible moves: here a ‘move’ 
consists of swapping two randomly chosen 
elements(s, y) of the current key. The size of this list 
is a parameter of the algorithm and it is not 
necessarily fixed. The fitness of the solution obtained 
by making each of the moves are calculated. 

3. Choose the best admissible candidate. Of the 
candidate moves, which one is not tabu and yields the 
best improvement in the fitness of the current 
solution? A move which is tabu may be accepted if it 
satisfies the aspiration criteria(A).   

4. Update the tabu list and the best so far (if necessary). 

5. Repeat step 2, 3 and 4 until a fixed number of 
iterations have been performed, or there has been no 
improvement in the best solution for a number of 
iterations. 

  

The tabu list encloses the most recent moves. Its function 
is to prohibit certain move in a period of time to prevent 
cycling and avoid local optimum. This function is used to 
generate the new solution state from the current solution state  
which is assumed to be a best "move". If the new solution 
states improve the objective function value, it would be 
accepted as the new current solution state.  

c.    Aspiration Level 

The use of an aspiration level function (A) which depends 
on move (s,y) is one of the tabu search important features. If 
the objective value (C) of a move (s,y) is less than a pre 
specified aspiration level A , then the tabu status of the move 
may be overridden. The move is now defined as a solution-
specific move, depending on both s and y. Each solution-
specific move is characterized by a set of attributes. The 
aspiration level might be defined either for a collection of 
these or for a specific objective. Once a move passes the 
criterion then its tabu status is overridden.  

d. Strategies 

The strategies are also an important element tabu search, 
referring to the search stage where the moves are allowed to 
enter the infeasible region. The search oscillates back and 
forth between the feasible and infeasible solution space. Thus 
it provides the opportunities to select paths which otherwise 
might not be allowed. Strategic oscillation might also be 

Evaluation 

Selection 

Crossover 

Mutation 

Initial  
Population 
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useful for sensitivity analysis by providing a range of 
solutions.  

 

e.  Intermediate and long term memory 

The intermediate term memory function records features 
that are common to a set of best trial solutions during a 
particular period of the search. The search then continues, 
using these common features as a heuristics to identify the 
new solutions. The long term memory function diversifies the 
search from the current search stage by using a heuristic which 
is usually generated from the search. It generally works in a 
manner opposite to the intermediate memory by penalizing 
good moves rather than rewarding them. This step might 
achieve an escape from a local optimal solution. Both 
functions are used for a short number of iterations and then the 
search continues with the original heuristics or evaluation 
criteria.  

C.  Simulated Annealing 

a. The general framework Simulated Annealing  
Algorithm  

In 1983 Kirkpatrick[4]  proposed an algorithm which 
is based on the analogy between the annealing of solids and 
the problem of solving combinatorial optimization problems.  

Annealing is the physical process of heating up a solid and 
then cooling it down slowly until crystallizes. The atoms in the 
material have high energies at high temperatures and have 
more freedom to arrange themselves. As the temperature is 
reduced, the atomic energies decrease. A crystal with regular 
structure is obtained at the state where the system has 
minimum energy. If the cooling is carried out very quickly, 
which is known as rapid quenching, widespread irregularities 
and defects are seen in the crystal structure. The system does 
not reach the minimum energy state and ends in a 
polycrystalline state which has a higher energy.  

In 1953 Metropolis et al. [5], showed that the 
distribution of energy  in molecules at the “minimum energy 
state” is governed by the Boltzman probability distribution. 

                       
⎟
⎠
⎞

⎜
⎝
⎛ Δ−

= kT
E

eEP )(          (1) 

where  12 EEE −=Δ , k is Boltzmann’s constant and T is 
the temperature. The Metropolis Algorithm uses Equation (1) 
to make a decision as to whether or not a transition between 
different energy levels will be accepted.   The Metropolis 
Algorithm can be summarized  by Equation (2), 

          

0
01)(

<Δ
≥Δ

⎩
⎨
⎧= Δ− Eif

Eif
T

E
e

EP
                   (2)  

Consider, now, if the evaluation of the cost function 
for the problem being solved is equivalent to the energy in 
Equation 2. A transition which decreases the cost (an increase 
in energy) will always be accepted. However, the Metropolis 
Algorithm is structured so that a transition to a solution with a 
higher cost (lower energy) is accepted, with a probability that 
decreases as the temperature increases. This gives the 
algorithm the ability to move away from regions of local 
minima. This is not the case for the so-called “iterative 
improvement” techniques which only move in the direction of 
decreasing cost. That is, a transition is only accepted if 

0>ΔE . 

In the analogy between a combinatorial optimization 
problem and the annealing process, the states of the solid 
represent feasible solutions of the optimization problem, the 
energies of the states correspond to the values of the objective 
function computed at those solutions, the minimum energy 
state corresponds to the optimal solution to the problem and 
rapid quenching can be viewed as local optimization.             

b. Outlines of the Basic Simulated Annealing   

The simulated annealing algorithm consists of a number of 
components. 

• There first must exist some measure for evaluating the 
“goodness” of a particular configuration (or solution). 
This is called the cost function or the objective function.  

• A cooling schedule   must be determined. A cooling 
schedule defines the initial temperature, the way in which 
the temperature decreases at each iteration, and when the 
annealing should cease. Many complex mathematical 
models have been devised in consideration of the cooling 
schedule, however a simple model will usually suffice. 

• There must be a set of rules which state how a particular 
solution is changed in the search for a better solution. 

Outlines of basic Simulated Annealing are described below. 

1.  Generate an initial solution to the problem (usually 
random). 

   2.  Calculate the cost of the initial solution. 

   3.  Set the initial temperature 
)0(TT = . 

   4.  For temperature, T, do many times: 
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• Generate a new solution - this involves 
modifying the current solution  in some 
manner. 

• Calculate the cost of the modified solution. 

• Determine the difference in cost between the 
current solution and the proposed solution. 

• Consult the Metropolis Algorithm to decide if 
the proposed solution should be accepted. 

• If the proposed solution is accepted, the required 
changes are made to the current solution. 

5. If the stopping criterion is satisfied the algorithm 
ceases with the current solution, otherwise the 
temperature is decreased and the algorithm returns to 
Step 4.    

c.  The Cooling Schedule 

As mentioned above, the cooling schedule has three main 
purposes.  

1.  It defines the initial temperature. This temperature is 
chosen to be high enough so that all proposed 
transitions are accepted by the Metropolis Algorithm. 

2.  The cooling schedule also describes how the 
temperature is reduced. Although there are other 
methods, two possibilities are presented here. 

(a)  An exponential decay in the temperature 

)0()()()1( TTT kkk ×=×=+ αα  ,  

where 10 << α  

  Usually  9.0≈α but can be as high as 0:99 

(b)  Linear decay: here the overall temperature 
range is divided into a number of intervals,   

say K. 

   

)0()1( T
K

kKT k ×
−

=+

, where 
k=1,……,K 

3. Finally, the cooling schedule indicates when the 
annealing process should stop. This is usually 
referred to as the stopping criterion. In the case where 
a linear decay is used the algorithm can be run for its 
K iterations, provided K is not too large. For the case 
where exponential decay is used, the process usually 

ceases when the number of accepted transitions at a 

particular temperature is very small  ).0(≈  

III. CONCLUSION 

This paper has investigated the robust and efficient 
methodology of   three well-studied Evolutionary 
Computation  algorithms like genetic algorithm,  tabu search 
& simulated annealing  in the field of cryptanalysis. 
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